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Dear sirs and Mesdames,

1. The period May 2004 - May 20111 represents a significant chapter in 
the development of the country’s economy, marked with remarkable events: 
achievements, shortfalls and challenges. However, we can summarize some important 
features, which particularly reflect this period.

The first feature is surely the continuous conduct of prudent macroeconomic policies. 
Put differently, the two basic policies, monetary and, with rare exceptions to the contrary, fiscal 
policy, were “disciplined”. Their result is the provided price stability and exchange rate stability, 
an environment that allowed market participants to think in the long run. But stability, of course, 
is not and can not be an end in itself. It is one of the basic conditions, but unfortunately insufficient 
for acceleration of the economic activity. Therefore, with this in mind, the second feature of the 
last seven years had to be the effort in the field of so-called structural reforms. In an attempt 
for objective assessment, there is quite a number of arguments to say that these were markedly 
positive in the field of the labor market and in the financial sector. In the same attempt, quite 
controversial are results in some other sectors such as, for example, the judiciary, an extremely 
important prerequisite for creating and maintaining stimulating economic environment as well 
as the public administration sector, which has a huge impact on determining the rate of overall 
labor productivity.

Overall, the structural reforms performed in the mentioned period gave a positive 
contribution to achieving more dynamic growth rates, coupled with the fact that at the end of 
2005 Macedonia gained the status of candidate country for EU membership. 

In fact, the two main characteristics of the period 2004-2011, prudent macroeconomic 
policies (with slightly increased public expenditure) and relatively successful structural reforms, 
basically yielded the sequence of the several-year most dynamic average growth rate of 5% 
(2004-2008), interrupted during the global economic crisis.

Namely, such a growth allowed acceleration of the real convergence of the Republic of 
Macedonia according to the GDP per capita indicator toward the average of the 27 EU Member-
States from 27% in 2004 to 34% in 2008. During this period the Macedonian economy exited the 
negative production gap, which was the case perhaps only once before and happened during the 
long two decades of transition (1999 and 2000) and entered into its so-called positive zone. 

The analysis of the direct factors that led the growth in this period reveals the following: 
improved results in the export sector generated by external demand; rapid increase in the financial 
support to non-financial companies by the banking sector; increased household consumption, 
supported by private transfers and also by the sharp upsurge in lending to households. Due to 
the characteristics common of our economy, high import dependence has logically led to an 
increase in the external imbalance - expanding of the trade and of the overall current account 
deficit. Fortunately, in the same period, foreign exchange inflows on the basis of private transfers 
were extremely high and the rise in foreign direct investments started, which together with 
other capital inflows were sufficient to ensure full funding of the negative current account 
gap. Thus, the process of increased capital inflows has, in a way, started, which in our country 
appeared later compared to some more advanced transition economies, and showed that 
foreign investors have started to form positive perceptions of the Macedonian economy. Also, 
the beginning of this process raised the expectations for further more intensive inflow of foreign 
capital, which would further increase supply and stimulate demand. In the medium run, foreign 
capital was expected to increase competitiveness and productivity of the domestic economy, 
especially the export sector. However, the emergence of the global crisis has halted the process 

1  Hereinafter, the analyzed seven-year period May 2004-May 2011 shall be referred to as 2004-2011 period. 
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of higher economic growth and rising 
foreign exchange inflows. The global 
recession in the first stage, was 
marked by a decline in export demand, 
deteriorated expectations and 
significant lowering of capital inflows, 
while the second stage witnessed 
a downward correction in domestic 
demand. Anyway, the Macedonian 
economy coped relatively well with 
the global recession, with a relatively 
small decline in the overall economic 
activity. The implementation of 
prudent macroeconomic policies and 
the absence of excessive imbalances 
before the crisis, largely explains the 
solid economic position during the 
crisis and in the post-crisis period. This 
statement is actually confirmed by the 
recent agreement signed with the IMF, 
which is a credit line that is granted 
to countries with sound fundamentals 
and sound policies.

But whatever is analyzed, 
whatever happens, with any economic 
variable, has little value without the 
answer to the question: what happened 
in the analyzed period, with the most 
important issue - employment, or 
its opposite, unemployment. Has it 
increased, stagnated or decreased? The data indicate that this is the first seven-year period 
in the two transition decades in which the unemployment rate stopped growing and started 
shrinking. Namely, from 37.2% in 2004, the average unemployment rate is reduced to 32.1% 
in 2010. And it is, I would say, the most important feature of this period. But the data still show 
that the unemployment rate remained extremely high, that it slowly decreases, that it is deeply 
structural. Almost everyone knows, including the non-economists, that without new investments, 
there are no new jobs. The analysis, however, says that Macedonia has a significantly slower 
rate of investments as a share of GDP, compared with other transition countries, and particularly 
low is the share of investments in fixed capital, excluding the part for construction facilities. So, 
the long-term macroeconomic balance, which must not be questioned, was not sufficient for 
more investments in effective facilities. Past structural reforms, with and without controversy, 
also did not provide attraction for greater inflow of foreign capital, which is the main feature of 
the growth pattern of most transition countries that made a fascinating convergence towards 
the eurozone. So, what is our additional disadvantage? I do not believe I take a great risk if I 
summarize as follows: It is good that we managed for more than a decade to maintain price 
stability, including exchange rate stability. Without that, I am convinced that we would have been 
in a worse situation. But it is clear that the unfinished structural reforms and the non-reformed 
administration, as part of that process, have an extremely negative impact both on the volume 
of the formation of the investment and on the sector and project allocation of the investments 
in terms of their efficiency and effectiveness. It is even clearer that the negative impact of non-
economic factors, the process of integration of our country into the most important economic 
and political integrations and the weaknesses in the management of political processes in the 
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country had a huge negative impact on the volume and allocation of investments, and thus on 
economic growth and employment. 

2. In the past seven-year period, the National Bank of the Republic of 
Macedonia2 through the monetary policy, made a significant contribution in creating 
environment for stable and more dynamic growth, primarily through providing a 
stable exchange rate and price stability. Inflation in the period from 2004 until February 
2011 averaged about 2%. The maintenance of stability of the nominal exchange rate greatly 
contributed to price stability and maintaining stable inflation expectations. It was evident that, 
especially during the crisis, measures taken to maintain the stability of the exchange rate had 
positive effects on the stabilization of the expectations and the behavior of economic agents. 
Generally, the existing exchange rate regime proved to be suitable for the Macedonian economy, 
especially due to the fact that Macedonia is a small and open economy, with high degree of 
euroization and rapid transmission of the changes in the exchange rate on domestic prices. The 
analyses of the equilibrium level of the exchange rate that the National Bank makes on regular 
basis, continually confirm consistency of the current level of exchange rate with the economic 
fundamentals, and therefore we did not accept the legitimately instigated initiatives for possible 
introduction of another exchange rate regime, which I deeply believe was a justified decision.

Having in mind the macroeconomic environment, in the past seven years the 
monetary policy faced many challenges. The undertaken monetary measures, appropriate 
for the various situations throughout the seven-year period, allowed successful achievement 
of the monetary objectives. In late 2004 and most of 2005, amid growing current account 
deficit we faced with pressures for exchange rate depreciation on the exchange market, which, 
despite the low inflation rate, raised the need for tightening the monetary policy. The total 
increase in the main interest rate in this period was about 4 percentage points, while at the 
same time we also increased the rate of compulsory reserve. From late 2005 until the end 
of 2007, the flows in the balance of payments led to growth of foreign reserves, creating 
room for loosening the monetary policy. During this period, we reduced the main interest 
rate by about 5 percentage points. Despite the high and growing trade deficit, the significant 
increase in the inflows from private transfers allowed narrowing of the current account deficit. 
At the same time, a strong growth of capital flows was registered. Despite the strong growth 
of the economy and the new capital inflows in this period, inflation remained low and inflation 
expectations were stable. The period from late 2007 until the end of 2009 was marked 
by a significant change in the macroeconomic environment, which required tightening of the 
monetary policy. Namely, since the end of 2007 and throughout most of 2008, significant 
inflationary pressures were present in the domestic economy, caused by the price shock on 
the world market of food and energy and by the growing demand. These factors contributed to 
the expanding of the current account deficit, which in conditions of insufficient capital inflows 
increased the external vulnerability of the economy. In such circumstances, we undertook 
measures to tighten the monetary policy. In late 2008, the global crisis began to be experienced 
by the domestic economy, which led to a significant worsening of external imbalances, while 
the pressures for depreciation of the exchange rate were extremely high. We reacted to these 
pressures with significant interventions in the foreign exchange market and we increased the 
interest rate to 9%. At the same time, amid growing euroization of the deposit potential, we also 
passed a decision on increasing the rate of compulsory reserve on bank deposits with foreign 
exchange component. The undertaken monetary measures and the improvement of the global 
environment, contributed to the significant stabilization of expectations and restoring the 
confidence in the stability of the denar. In conditions of stable expectations, gradual growth of 
exports, still low domestic demand and sufficient capital inflows, external imbalance started to 
correct, and the pressures for depreciation were exhausted. It allowed us to change the direction 
of monetary policy. Therefore, since the end of 2009 monetary policy was changed toward 

2  Hereinafter the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia shall be referred to as the National Bank.
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gradual relaxation, with an overall reduction of the interest rate by 5 percentage points. Thus, 
in December 2010, it was reduced to the historically lowest level of 4%. Certain critics against 
us during the crisis, that we have undertaken different measures than those of the central banks 
in the advanced economies, have actually forgotten that we implement the monetary strategy 
of a de facto fixed exchange rate. 

3. The seven-year period was very fruitful for the development of the banking 
system and maintaining its security and stability. Continuous improvement of regulation, 
particularly the adoption of the new Banking Law of 2007 and extensive by-laws, created the 
foundations for developing a modern banking system, which is based on: good governance, 
strengthened systems for taking and managing risks, transparency in the operations, enhanced 
internal and external audit, applying international standards for accounting and financial 
reporting, tighter criteria for bank shareholder and member of bank bodies. The constant 
aspirations of the National Bank for improvement of the regulation, resulted in its high level of 
compliance with international standards, as confirmed by high grades given by international 
financial institutions. 

The seven year-period, subject to this Report, witnessed an accelerated 
process of consolidation and consolidation of the banking system. There were several 
status changes (acquisitions and mergers) with existing banks and savings houses, 
but also founding and operating licenses were revoked in the case of several banks 
and savings houses. Such changes have caused the number of depository institutions to be 
reduced from twenty-one bank and fifteen savings houses at the end of 2004, to seventeen 
banks and eight savings houses in early 2011. Simultaneously, this period was marked also 
with further changes of ownership structure of banks, mainly due to the entry of several foreign 
strategic investors. Thus, there was a significant increase in the share of foreign capital in the 
total capital of banks, but also in the share of foreign financial institutions in the ownership 
structure of banks, which became their dominant shareholders. Foreign capital reached 72.9% 
in the total capital of the banking system in the Republic of Macedonia, and compared with 
the end of 2004, it increased by 24 percentage points. Market consolidation and ownership 
transformation in the banking system were followed by a series of benefits: organizational 
and managerial improvements in the banks, growing competition, expansion of the business 
network of banks, growth in the number of employees in the banking system and improvement 
of their qualification structure, application of modern technologies in their everyday banking 
activities and diversification in the supply of banking services. 

In the seven-year period, financial intermediation performed by banks 
deepened significantly. Assets of the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia registered 
growth twice faster than the growth of the gross domestic product, confirming the growing 
importance of the banking system for the overall growth of the Macedonian economy. The share 
of the assets of the banking system in the gross domestic product climbed from 43.3% at the end 
of 2004, to 71.2% at the end of 2010. In the period 2004 - 2010, the average annual growth rate 
of total bank credits to the private sector was 23.1%, while in the previous seven-year period 
from 1997 to 2003, this rate was 11.6%. At the same time, total deposits in the period 2004 -2010 
grew by 17.5% p.a. on average, contrary to 28.0% in the previous seven-year period (excluding 
the effect of the Euro conversion). This shows that at a lower average annual growth of deposits, 
credit growth in the past seven years was doubled. In the past seven years, the banks’ average 
lending and deposit interest rates on Denar loans and deposits amounted to 10.8% and 5.9%, 
while in the previous seven-year period, they accounted for 19.4% and 10.8%, respectively. 
Moreover, in January 2011, the average interest rate on newly extended Denar credits for 
all maturities stood at 8.5%. These comparisons clearly illustrate the deepening of financial 
intermediation, the development of the banking system and the effects of increased competition 
in the last seven years. But they are also clear answer to some easily given qualifications in 
connection with the character of the monetary policy. 
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The global economic crisis was a great test for the Macedonian banking 
system. And it is already quite clear that the system relatively painlessly overcame 
the consequences of it. This is mainly due to the characteristics of the system, the prudence in 
managing it, as well as the quality of the supervision. Namely, the banking system is characterized 
by “closeness” with relation to global financial flows. The focus of banks’  activities is primarily 
on the domestic market and traditional banking activities - collecting deposits and placement 
of credits. Banks do not conduct complex financial activities and their dependence on foreign 
sources of funding is small. Unlike the banking systems of most EU Member-States, Macedonian 
banks during the global crisis did not use any temporary financial assistance nor direct capital 
support from the state. These weaknesses of developmental character were its advantage 
during the crisis.  

The level of risks in the banking sector in the whole analyzed period was 
maintained in a controlled framework, while maintaining stable and relatively high 
liquidity and solvency. Credit risk in this period was the most significant risk in the banks’ 
operations. Its importance is further highlighted through the so-called indirect credit risk. In 
conditions of high euroization in the Republic of Macedonia, the banks, with the embedding of 
protective clauses in a number of credit products, pass on the currency risk to their customers. 
Same is the case with protective clauses regarding the risk of changing interest rates. The 
banks, thus, reduce the significance of these two risks to their overall risk profile, but they 
further increase the role of credit risk. The quality of the loan portfolio of banks in the period of 
pronounced credit growth (2005-2008) experienced continuous improvement, while starting 
from the last quarter of 2008, during and after the crisis, it deteriorated, which was, of course 
expected. 

In 2008, we faced with risks arising from excessive credit growth of banks, 
which during the expansion of the economy reached about 40% annually. Therefore, 
we took a package of measures to limit the risks arising from the excessive credit growth, 
especially toward households. In March 2008, we tightened the treatment of loans based on 
credit cards and overdraft facilities on current accounts in the calculation of the banks’ capital 
adequacy ratio. Namely, we increased the risk weights from 100% to 125%. At the end of June 
2008, we adopted a measure for allocation of a compulsory deposit with the National Bank, by 
banks and savings houses, which realized credit growth higher than the prescribed rate. The 
measure was applied by the end of 2009. These measures, combined with a series of monetary 
measures, contributed to calming the strong credit expansion and consequently reducing the 
impact of the global crisis on the quality of the loan portfolio. 

During the global economic downturn, we faced with the need for undertaking 
measures to regulate the liquidity position of the banking system. In conditions of 
accelerated deterioration of liquidity indicators, at the end of 2008, we introduced a prudent 
regulatory measure to maintain minimum levels of liquidity by banks. As a result of this measure, 
the share of liquidity assets in the total assets of the banking system increased from 20.2% in 
March 2009 to 30.7% in December 2010, while the coverage of household deposits with liquid 
assets went up from 44.6 % to 61.9%. 

The aforementioned dynamics of banks’ activities led inevitably to a gradual 
reduction in the capital adequacy ratio of the banking system. However, the solvency 
of the banking system remained high. At the end of 2010 the capital adequacy ratio was 
16.14% which is double the statutory minimum of 8%. All analyses showed that the threat of 
materialization of the risk of insolvency of banks in the Republic of Macedonia is in a controlled 
framework. This is confirmed by the results of stress tests for the resilience of the banking system 
to various hypothetical shocks and simulations, performed on a regular basis. The profitability 
of the banking system varied depending on the scope of their activities. 
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Corrective measures taken against banks and savings houses in which illegalities and 
irregularities in the operation were identified, were invariably accompanied by measures to 
ensure full implementation of the new prudential requirements in the field of risk management, 
especially credit and liquidity risk, improving corporate management and strengthening the 
role of internal audit in banks. 

Dear all, 

4. The past seven years were a period of increased quality of work in all 
segments of the operations of the National Bank. Everyone reading this Report will 
be easily assured of that. Namely, we worked hard to strengthen the institutional 
capacity in the area of   monetary decision-making. Having an adequate analytical basis 
is crucial for making optimal monetary decisions. The capacity of the monetary policy for 
forecasting, evaluation of its effect on the monetary objectives and giving answers about 
the direction of policy changes, basically depend on the disposal of a set of instruments for 
analysis and forecasting of the future trends. For these reasons, in the past seven years, a 
lot of time and energy was devoted to building quality and comprehensive data set, as well 
as developing techniques and models for analysis and forecasting. This whole process has 
resulted in a systematic and integrated system of forecasting and policy analysis, which is 
based on two pillars: a short-term forecasting of indicators from all sectors of the economy and 
mid-term forecasting using a model which provides a consistent framework of the economy. 
Based on these two pillars, combined with expert opinions, we provided a good basis for taking 
monetary decisions. Within this framework, in 2009, we began a cycle of regular quarterly 
projections, following the example of central banks from highly developed economies. In this 
way, we provided timely follow-up on the latest macroeconomic trends, consideration of their 
impact on monetary policy and basis for making decisions about possible monetary changes. 
In the area of   monetary decision-making, we have achieved a significant improvement with 
the establishment of the Committee for Operational Monetary policy, in February 
2005. The Committee was responsible for monitoring the implementation of monetary policy 
and taking decision which influence the accomplishment of the primary goal of the monetary 
policy. The regular weekly meetings of the Committee consist of reviewing the realized and 
expected developments in the economy, in the banking system and the monetary developments, 
and taking decisions on the operational implementation of the monetary policy and monetary 
policy stance. This provided for a clear selection of the most important information that should 
be prepared and reviewed with regular dynamics, which created the basis for better decision-
making in the field of monetary policy.

In the past seven years we have improved the communication with the public, 
thus increasing the degree of transparency. Being aware of the responsibility to the public 
and the role of expectations about monetary effectiveness, we quickly started to communicate 
the changes in the internal system of analysis, forecasting and monetary decisions with the 
public. In this context, we have changed the structure and content of the regular quarterly 
reports, by placing the focus on future risks, and at the same time we started giving an overall 
presentation of the whole projected macroeconomic framework. Simultaneously, we worked 
on the improvement of the other forms of communication and transparency. In part this relates 
to the regular explanations of the changes in the monetary policy to the public through press 
conferences, and commencement of the practice of organizing workshops and conferences 
where current and relevant economic issues are discussed. By presenting empirical economic 
research and confronting different viewpoints, as well as transferring a number of expert 
experiences, we have enabled a greater transfer of knowledge to the wider public, as well as 
exchange of knowledge and experiences on the expert level, which improves the institutional 
analytical capacity for creating macroeconomic policies in the country.
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we have significantly improved the supervisory function. The new standards 
emerging from the Banking Law and the relevant by-laws, not only require adjustment and 
harmonization of banks ‘operations, but also development of new sophisticated supervisory 
tools and techniques for assessing banks’ exposure to risks and the manner of managing them. 
So, after two years of extensive preparations and cooperation with foreign advisors in January 
2008, we began with the implementation of a new, more advanced supervisory 
approach. With its introduction, the focus of the supervisory oversight was particularly on  the 
risk profile of each bank, primarily its aggregate level of risk exposure and the bank’s ability to 
manage them, capital adequacy, functioning of the internal controls, corporate management, 
money laundering prevention system, functioning of the internal audit and enforcement of the 
information security standards. The globalization of financial flows followed by the formation 
of complex banking groups and financial conglomerates, and the centralization of certain 
functions and activities of the parent banks, imposed the need of deepening the cooperation 
with the supervisory authorities of banks that are dominant owners of banks in the Republic of 
Macedonia. This cooperation has been underpinned with the signing of bilateral Memoranda of 
Cooperation and with the active participation in supervisory colleges. 

starting in 2007, following the example of a small number of central banks in 
that period, we began to publish annual reports on financial stability in the Republic 
of Macedonia. Thus, we de facto started to work on the second task of the National Bank - to 
contribute towards maintaining and promoting financial stability, even before it was precisely 
embedded into the Law on the National Bank in December 2010. In these reports, we give a 
comprehensive assessment of the stability of the financial system, i.e. its resistance to external 
shocks and possible systemic risks. As the analysis of financial stability is a complex activity, 
based on extensive research, and its quality preparation greatly depends on the quality and 
availability of data on the household sector and corporate sector, as the most important clients 
of financial institutions, but also on the various segments of the financial system, we have 
established continuous cooperation with the national supervisory and regulatory authorities, but 
also with other government institutions and authorities. Learning from the global experience with 
the recent crisis, in November 2009, we signed a Memorandum of Cooperation in maintaining 
financial stability and financial crisis management in the Republic of Macedonia, with the Ministry 
of Finance. But it must be admitted that the question of “crisis management” is a new topic in 
the Republic of Macedonia, unlike the question of “living in crisis.” It will take much more work 
to increase the capacity for their anticipation and especially for their overcoming.  

we have achieved considerable progress in managing foreign reserves as 
a very important segment of the work of the National Bank. Namely, the role and 
significance of foreign reserves for maintain internal stability and external liquidity, require 
constant monitoring of the scope and structure of foreign reserves and controlling the risks of 
their investment. In that sense, have invested much energy in promoting and strengthening 
the decision-making and risk management processes when investing the foreign reserves. At 
the beginning of 2005, we established an Investment Committee. We have prescribed a formal 
process of making decisions about managing and handling foreign reserves, with a clear division 
of responsibilities at strategic, tactical and operational decision-making levels. Also, we have 
revised  the applied investment strategy in order to provide higher income from investment of 
foreign reserves and better risk management. These activities allowed us to lay the management 
of foreign exchange reserves on modern fundamentals, using modern techniques for assessing 
the risks and mechanisms for monitoring the effects of investment. The progress in this area has 
increased with changes in the rules for trading in the foreign exchange market. 

In the past seven years, evident progress was achieved also in the other segments 
important for the overall efficiency of the National Bank, which are also visibly illustrated by 
facts presented in this report. Good and safe functioning of the payment systems is crucial 
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for any economy. Accidents, delays and the irrational utilization of these systems have implied 
incomparable costs for the overall economic cycle. Therefore, we marked the period 2004 - 
2011 also with activities for further development of payment systems. By adopting the new 
Law on Payment Operations and the relevant bylaws, the legal framework for payment systems 
was significantly improved. The new Law more accurately determined the regulatory and 
supervisory role of the National Bank for providing stable, secure and efficient payment systems. 
Simultaneously, we worked on upgrading the existing infrastructure of payment systems 
according to international requirements, in order to increase the reliability and efficiency and 
to reduce risks in the execution of payment transactions. 

We have made significant improvements to the statistical function. In this domain, we 
should particularly highlight the ongoing activities for compliance with international standards 
and improvement of the quality of data that are the responsibility of the National Bank. We 
have constantly worked on the improvement and development of macroeconomic statistics, 
given the fact that they represent a necessary prerequisite for the analysis and creation of 
macroeconomic policies. In 2007, we introduced for the first time, statistical reports on the 
international investment position and gross external debt, while in 2008 we prepared the first 
basic account of cash flows within the newly established financial statistics. In the analyzed 
period we also established the foundations of the policy of publishing the data, thus further 
improving the transparency in our operations. 

Within the treasury activities, we have notably improved the existing and introduced 
new procedures for cash management. They significantly reduced the operational risks and cash 
distribution was significantly rationalized. At the same time, we have considerably improved 
the security systems, thus reducing the risks of possible external intrusion. Starting in 2008, we 
introduced regular insurance of the transport of cash with reputable insurance companies. We 
have achieved great progress in the area of   financial reporting. In the analyzed seven-year 
period, the financial statements of the National Bank were prepared by using the international 
financial reporting standards and were regularly audited by external auditors, while since 2005, 
we started with financial reporting on a monthly basis. During the analyzed seven-year period, 
progress was made in shortening the period of preparation, adoption and publication of financial 
reports, again in favor of transparency  and accountability to the public. According to the opinion 
of the independent external audit firms, in each of the past seven years the financial statements 
gave a fair picture of the material operations of the National Bank. 

We have increased responsibility in the management of assets and liabilities of the 
National Bank. To that end, the establishment of the  Assets and Liabilities Management 
Committee, formed in April 2005 has special contribution. Permanent concern of this 
Committee has been the material operation and its implications on the financial statements 
of the National Bank. The shift toward developing three-year financial plans, which create a 
medium-term framework for the operation of the National Bank had a significant contribution 
to it. 

Improvement of the internal audit in the National Bank had a major contribution to 
the increasing of the accountability of the employees and reducing all types of risks associated 
with the operations. In the past seven years the internal audit turned from a function which 
was perceived as interrupter of the “comfort” of the employees in different segments of the 
operations of the National Bank, into a function that is required for maintaining the “tranquility” 
of the workers. With its growth, safety grew as well, risks were reduced, the capacity to preserve 
the credibility of the National Bank grew. The report clearly illustrates the process of reducing 
the risks and the process of timely execution of the recommendations of internal audit. 

Enhancing of the information technology support was unconditionally required in 
these seven years of operation of the National Bank. The efficiency in the performance and the 
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level of risks highly depend on the quality of the information technology support, i.e. the software 
support and automation of the activities of the National Bank. Therefore, we were generous 
in allocating funds for procurement of equipment and knowledge, as well as employment of 
necessary staff. 

Throughout the seven-year period, the administrative and technical operations 
in the National Bank, have, unfortunately, took us more time than we could possibly plan for 
this type of activities. The reasons are prosaic: (1) In our social context, small and insignificant 
flaws in, for example, public procurement and working conditions for the employees, are not 
lesser threat to the credibility of the National Bank, than the same or similar flaws in the conduct 
of monetary policy or the execution of the supervisory function, unfortunately, and (2) The 
usual, traditionally bad approach to recruit individuals with lower working capacity for this type 
of assignments. Namely, sad but true, the small incidents in this domain are more desirable for 
the front page or prime time news in most media. And since the credibility of the National Bank 
was our utmost priority, the investment in this sector had to be equal as in the activities that 
constitute the core functions of the National Bank. The care for this kind of activities resulted 
in the fact that the National Bank throughout all seven years had had full legitimacy in its work, 
without losing any dispute before the judicial authorities, of any segment of its operations, 
including the area of   public procurement, in the cases when it was challenged to confirm the 
legality in its operations. 

It is trite but true to say that the key to successful operation always lies in the human 
factor. Therefore, we have invested a lot, we got a lot, and in the future we are expecting 
more from this investment. The number of employees has increased very little. In May 2004 
their number was 420, in May 2011, it was 446, only 26 more, i.e. an increase of about 6% in 
seven years. However, qualification structure of employees increased significantly. In 2004, the 
number of highly qualified employees totaled 183, or 44% of the total number of employees, 
while in 2011, this number went up to 264, or around 60% of the total number of employees, or 
plus 81 persons. In 2004, the National Bank had one employee with PhD degree, while in 2011 
there were six. In the same period, the number of employees with master’s degree rose from 20 
to 46. Accordingly, we have reduced the number of employees with secondary and elementary 
education. Simultaneously, the largest number of the new employees we have reallocated to 
the key functions of the Bank. Most substantial was the increase in the capacity of the banking 
supervision, from 42 to 75 employees, of course all of them with university, or higher, degree, 
the research unit from 9 to 23 employees, the IT unit from 22 to 31 and the payment systems 
unit from 14 to 26 people. Simultaneously, the report reveals the number and the type of 
training courses completed abroad and in the country, within the concept of the National Bank 
for permanent education.

Dear all,

5. The progress in the work of the National Bank is evident. Despite the large number of 
pages of this report, it was impossible to include all efforts and all the positive developments, 
or good enough to capture well the essence and character of the overall transformation that 
National Bank accomplished in the past seven years. But, lest we be misunderstood, this report 
should not be perceived as any kind of expression of our complacency. We are far from it. The 
character of the institution does not accept theses for definitive conclusions. Knowledge of the 
people in the Bank clearly differentiates our advantages in comparison with other institutions 
in the country and some central banks, and even more, it recognizes the central banks that are 
still well ahead of us. Therefore, future challenges are the most important issue. And 
they are huge. 

 
        Summarizing the impact of the global financial and economic crisis, the search for errors in 
the structure of systems and in the steps of the policies, the identification of the main lessons 
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from the crisis, again reminded us, along with those who know best, that our knowledge and 
our skills were not sufficient to protect us from the shocks that the world faced with, starting in 
August 2007. 

“Modern macroeconomics (wrote William White3, former chief economist of the Bank for 
International Settlements and one of the few who predicted the crisis) is on the wrong track.’’ He 
clearly wrote that the improvement of the existing macroeconomic analytical framework does 
not help, but it should be fully redesigned. He says that the models with assumption of rational 
expectations failed, but so did the Keynesian models that can not assess the turning points in 
the economy, because they assess the future primarily through the past. 

Blanchard, the chief economist of IMF also expresses opinions in that direction. He 
says: “The crisis was not caused primarily by the macroeconomic policy, but it showed the 
shortcomings of the pre-crisis framework of the policies, forcing the carriers to seek new policies 
during the crisis and forcing us to think about the architecture of the post-crisis macroeconomic 
policy.’’4 In short, according to him, although the stable output gap and stable inflation remain 
the ultimate goals, however, he says, the map of policy-carriers should contain additional goals 
- the structure of GDP, prices of real estate and of financial assets and borrowing of economic 
entities. Consequently, he stresses, the crisis pointed to the possibility of using a larger number 
of instruments available for meeting the objectives than those used so far, and the combined 
use of traditional monetary instruments with regulatory measures and better functioning of the 
automatic stabilizers of fiscal policy is one of the most frequently mentioned. Of course, many 
other reputable economists think in the same direction, so that the replacement of some of the 
existing with new paradigms in the economy as a result of the lessons from the crisis is ongoing. 
Therefore, as a summary, in the post-crisis analysis we could read that5: 

Instead of a monetary policy focused on price stability, we need a monetary policy 
focused on inflation, but also against the financial imbalances.

Instead of a macroprudent policy focused on individual banks, we need a macroprudent 
policy married with a macroprudent focus on systemic risk. 

Instead of relying solely on internal risk management, self-regulation and market 
discipline, which were in the focus so far, it is essential to shift the focus to higher bank capital, 
better governance and extended parameter of regulation. 

Instead of a fiscal policy that does not care enough about the financial stability, we 
needed a clear countercyclical-policy, which includes fiscal buffers. 

Instead of focusing solely on domestic targets, we need greater global coordination.

Therefore, we seek for macroeconomic framework, policies, instruments on micro 
and macro level, which will provide not only price stability but also maintaining of the financial 
stability. There is no doubt that financial stability is in need of monetary policy. There is no 
doubt that the monetary policy should include in its models the prices of stocks, real estate and 
commodities, which until the crisis was not enough present. The question is how can monetary 
policy be more symmetrical and directed against building financial imbalances, as well as what to 
do when prudential policies, even the two together, on micro and macro level, are not sufficient 
to maintain financial stability. 

3  William White, “Modern Macroeconomics Is on the Wrong Track’’, Finance and Development, December 2009.
4  Olivier Blanchard, “Rethinking Macroeconomic Policy”, IMF, February 2010.
5  Hervé Hannoun, “Towards Global Framework of Financial Stability”, BIS, February 2010.
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So far, we have successfully managed the issue of price stability. For the purposes of 
price stability, we successfully maintained the stability of the exchange rate as an intermediate 
goal. It simply pushed us to conduct prudent fiscal and monetary policies. That in turn helped us 
to not produce macroeconomic risks that can easily test the stability of our financial system.

The possible forced change of that strategy, which has served the economy well so 
far, could be a real challenge that the National Bank could face with, not because of itself, but 
primarily because of the temptations for the prudence of fiscal and other policies that too often 
are victims of short-term horizons of certain political and social groups. 

So far, we have successfully maintained the stability of the financial system, since we 
have successfully maintained the stability of the banking sector as more than dominant part of 
that system. Supervisory function of the National Bank has continuously progressed. We have 
successfully applied the international standards prescribed by the Basel Capital Accord 1 and the 
Basel Capital Accord 2. We will successfully implement also the standards from the Basel Capital 
Accord, already called Basel 3. Both those related to the quality and quantity of capital and those 
that refer to the still non-calibrated new liquidity standards, on which the National Bank began 
to work and used them in some way even before the adoption of Basel 3. However, challenges 
to the stability of our financial system, as a new task which is specified precisely for the National 
Bank, with the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia from December 2010, will 
increase their pace along with the increasing integration of our financial system and economy 
with those of the rest of the world. Globalization, despite all its contribution to the development 
of mankind, tested and denied many of the existing paradigms, which we mentioned above. It 
has undoubtedly opened new channels both for the growth, but also the risks on it. 

During this crisis shocks have reached us primarily through the channel of foreign 
exchange. In some, possibly, future crisis, they will reach us also through financial and other 
linkages. In other words, our exposure to global shocks and changes in the macroeconomic 
policies of other countries will grow permanently. 

Their understanding, the ability to assess their effects on the domestic economy, the 
ability to follow future directions, will significantly affect our ability to maintain the stability 
of the domestic financial system. Those temptations require from us to continue to invest in 
increasing our knowledge, to invest in building an appropriate institutional framework. Without 
adequate institutional capacity, without capability to identify the channels of the crisis, without 
real assessment of their intensity, as carriers of the monetary policy we could not conceive 
appropriate macroeconomic scenarios, we could not assess when and what changes should be 
taken in the monetary policy and in the prudential regulation.

As a central bank, in recent years we have worked hard on these issues and therefore 
the component contribution for maintenance of financial stability was always present in our 
decisions.

However, the complexity of the issue of financial stability that the latest crisis again 
singled out over all other issues, has opened a number of important issues on which the 
successful response depends, such as: regarding the mandates of central banks, regarding 
their professional capacity, regarding the tools, regarding the immunities and management 
structures, etc. 

For example, if we want to be more precise: what is the basis of the mandate of the 
central bank to care about financial stability? Is there actually a sufficient legal basis? Is it enough 
that, for example, the Law on the National Bank stipulates that the National Bank “contributes 
(referred to as second task) to maintaining a stable, competitive and market-oriented financial 
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system” and nothing more about it? Do central banks have the needed professional capacity and 
resources for that purpose? Do the central banks have the necessary tools? Do central banks 
need additional administrative and legal basis? Is the existing independence of central banks 
adequate for such a new responsibility? What new arrangements in the management structure 
does the central bank need for success, etc. 

Therefore, the new intellectual challenges, not only for central bankers, are ahead of us. 
Our capacity for managing risks and crises will depend on the appropriate answers. 

Dear all,

What we did in the period 2004-2011, is relatively measurable, though we do not expect 
everyone to agree with that. However, we believe that the National Bank successfully played its 
role in maintaining macroeconomic stability and creating conditions for more dynamic growth 
of the economy. The banking system made a significant progress and remained stable during 
the global economic crisis, passing a real stress test. 

We have improved the process of monetary decision-making. We have improved the 
foreign reserves. We have made a successful transition to risk based supervision. We have made 
significant internal improvements in the area of   optimization of the organizational structure 
of the Bank. In some segments, crucial for the operations of the National Bank, we have 
achieved fundamental improvements that will generate positive results in the long run. We 
have significantly improved the quality of employees with new, young, well educated staff and 
by continuous training in the world’s best centers. The institution entered its mature stage, if 
we may say so, reaching many of the standards of central banks in developed countries. That 
progress was noticed by the numerous missions of international institutions that on various 
occasions visited and evaluated the work of the National Bank. 

We believe that throughout the past seven years, with its professional conduct, carefully 
guarding its legally defined independence, the National Bank has managed to increase its 
credibility of an institution which knows the best way to meet the responsibilities entrusted. 
However, the good are always and unconditionally bound to improve. The opposite is not 
forgiven, as, for example, to those who are not doing well. Therefore, the achieved level of 
functioning of the National Bank is primarily an obligation to itself. I deeply believe that the staff 
of the National Bank, exactly because of their credibility, will maintain the growing reputation 
of the National Bank in the years ahead.
           

                                  Governor
Skopje, May 2011                   Petar Goshev, MSc.
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1. REALIZATION OF THE POLICIES, MEASURES 
AND INSTRUMENTS

1.1. Macroeconomic environment and monetary policy in the 
Republic of Macedonia (2004 – 2011) 

During the period 2004 -2011 monetary strategy of targeting the denar 
exchange rate relative to the euro continued to be implemented. This means that 
the National Bank monetary policy was focused on maintenance of low and stable 
inflation as a final goal, mostly through maintenance of stability of the nominal 
exchange rate denar-euro as an intermediate goal. The starting point for the choice 
of this intermediate goal was National Bank’s belief that maintenance of stable 
exchange rate in small and open economy delivers low and stable inflation and stable 
inflation expectations. The adjustments of the monetary policy stance within this 
period were for the purpose of successful accomplishment of the abovementioned 
monetary goals. Price stability, as final monetary goal is not a purpose per se. Namely, theory 
and practice showed that price stability concern is the best contribution that monetary policy can 
provide for faster and sustainable economic growth. The price stability environment reduces the 
uncertainty in the economy, this providing stimulus to consumers and investment’s decisions.

Figure 1
Developments of the main macroeconomic indicators in the analyzed period
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The monetary policy changes and monetary measures undertaken were 
responses to the changes in the macroeconomic environment, which have a direct 
effect on the accomplishment of the monetary goals. The macroeconomic environment 
of monetary policy during this seven-year period was changing constantly. Hence, monetary 
changes in certain periods were towards increased tightness, while in other periods towards 
more relaxed policy. With the nominal exchange rate stability being an intermediate monetary 
goal, the focal point of the monetary policy is the external position of the economy. The changes 
in the external position are a combination of decisions and expectations of the private sector and 
the state on one hand, and external environment changes on the other. They influence the supply 
and demand on the foreign exchange market, and thereby affect the exchange rate stability.

The monetary policy in the past seven years was proactive, enabling successful 
accomplishment of the monetary goals. Thus, the inflation in the period 2004 – to date 
was about 2% in average. The more pronounced deviations from this average in certain periods 
are mainly explained with supply factors. The maintenance of nominal exchange rate stability 
has proved its crucial importance for stability of prices and stable inflation expectations. In 
addition, it should be taken into account that in this period the level of foreign reserves constantly 
gravitated around the adequate level, maintaining the capacity to remove the exchange rate 
pressures and providing high credibility of the monetary policy. 

During the last seven years, basically four, relatively short, sub periods i.e. 
stages in macroeconomic trends can be isolated, with different effects and different 
implications for the monetary policy conduct. The first sub period refers to the period 
2004 – September 2005, when tightening of monetary policy was observed. The second 
sub period covers the period from the end of 2005 to the end of 2007 and was characterized 
with monetary policy relaxation. The third sub period is from the end of 2007 to the end of 
2009, which basically coincides with the period of world price shocks and the emergence of 
the world financial and economic crisis, implicitly imposing restrictive monetary policy stance. 
The fourth sub period refers to the second half of 2009 and 2010 and represents a period of 
monetary relaxation. These four sub periods will be elaborated in more details in the following 
sections, depicting monetary policy changes as response to the changes in the macroeconomic 
environment. 

Figure 2
CB bills interest rate - 28 days (in %, on annual level)

Source: NBRM.
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1.1.1. First stage – Macroeconomic environment and monetary policy in the 
period 2004 – September 2005

The first stage refers to the period 2004 – September 2005. At the beginning 
of this period the monetary policy was conducted in conditions of growing deficit in 
the current account. Namely, in 2004 more intensive growth of the domestic demand and 
export was observed. With the high import dependence of the domestic export it created higher 
import pressures and contributed to significant widening of the trade and current account 
deficit. Although, generally the new capital inflows were sufficient to cover the current gap, still 
in most of the year the pressure for depreciation of the exchange rate on the foreign exchange 
market was relatively high. Thus, after the net sale of foreign currencies during 2003, at the 
very beginning of 2004, the National Bank continued with interventions on the foreign exchange 
market in the same direction. 

The unfavorable trends on the foreign exchange market that created pressure 
on the monetary policy reflected the unfavorable changes in the current account. 
The current account deficit doubled from 4.1% of the GDP in 2003 to 8.4% of the GDP in 2004. 
The pressure on the current account deficit was mainly generated by the growing domestic 
demand, which stimulated the import growth. Namely, this was a period in which after a longer 
period of weak demand, first indicators of ascending demand emerged. The stable environment 
reduced the uncertainty and restraints on consumption and investments. At the same time, the 
banking system commenced to adjust its assets to growing financing sources and reduced risks. 
Acceleration of the credit activities and deepening of the financial intermediation was seen, 
which provided additional financial support to the economy. Additional impulse was provided 
through the liberalization of foreign currency crediting in 2004, which allowed approval of foreign 
exchange loans to all interested entities (citizens and companies, for payment of liabilities in 
the country or abroad). These changes in the macroeconomic environment indicated beginning 
of the expansion stage of the Macedonian economy. Looking the example of more developed 
transitional economies, the expectations were in direction of gradually accelerating growth, 
credit expansion and increase of pressures over the import demand. 

The structural deficit of foreign currencies on the foreign exchange market 
from the previous period, the estimates on further aggravation of the current account 
position and the uncertainty about the capital inflows dynamics, created a need to 
tighten the monetary policy. This was also suggested by the relative indicators on foreign 
reserves, which were not favorable. Actually in 2004, the reserves covered a bit less than 3 
months of next year’s imports of goods and services, indicating a need for their increase. In such 
environment, reaction through the monetary policy was necessary, in order to relax the pressure 
on the current account and increase the capacity to sustain the exchange rate stability.

Therefore, despite the low inflation, the trends on the foreign exchange 
market and foreign reserves level suggested tightening of the monetary policy, 
which was conducted in several waves. The CB bills interest rate, as main interest rate, 
generally had an upward trend, whereupon its cumulative growth was about 4 percentage points 
in this period. 
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Figure 3
Developments of the main macroeconomic indicators in the first sub period

Namely, in February 2004 a shift from auctions of CB bills under the principle “interest 
rates tender” towards auctions under the principle “volume tender” was made, with the latter 
having a better signaling features. At the same time the portfolio of the National Bank instruments 
was expanded, throughout which the excess of liquidity can be absorbed (by introduction of CB 
bills with seven days maturity), in order to prevent additional pressure on the foreign exchange 
market. The interest rates were set on 5% and 8% for CB bills with seven and twenty seven days 
maturity respectively, and compared to the previous period it was an increase of the CB bills 
yields. The macroeconomic trends in this period and the expected changes of the short-term 
macroeconomic environment conditioned additional changes in the monetary policy by the end 
of 2004. Thus, the CB bills interest rates were increased in three waves, whereby the cumulative 
change amounted to 2 percentage points, and the interest rates reached level of 7% and 10% on 
CB bills with maturity of seven and twenty eight days. Besides the increase of the main interest 
rate, additional monetary measures were undertaken as well. Above all, this refers to the 
increase of the obligation for compulsory bank reserves, from 7.5% to 10% from the beginning 
of 2005, both for denar and foreign currency deposits. This measure was undertaken in order 
to reduce part of the structural excess of liquidity, as well as to maintain adequate capacity of 
the National Bank to intervene on the foreign exchange market, and by that to maintain the 
exchange rate stability. Additionally, the increase of the compulsory reserve rate was also for  
prudent reasons, in presence of significant foreign currency credit growth. 
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Figure 4
Developments of the main monetary and foreign exchange indicators in the first sub period

The undertaken monetary measures stabilized the foreign exchange market 
and contributed toward reduction of the pressure over the foreign currency demand. 
However, during 2005 changes arose in the macroeconomic environment, which 
again changed the gap between the supply and demand on the foreign exchange 
market. Namely, besides the import demand growth, in this period acceleration of export was 
seen, on the backdrop of rising foreign demand and improvement in the terms of trade (sharp 
increase in metal prices). This contributed to narrowing of the trade deficit, which was almost 
completely financed by net-inflows from private transfers. The strong increase of transfers can 
be explained with the stable expectations of the economic agents and the increasing yields on 
savings. This led to significant downward correction of the current account deficit (from 8.4% 
of GDP in 2004 to 2.6% of GDP in 2005). At the same time, high inflows in the capital account 
were registered this year, partly as result of the government borrowing on international capital 
market. With such position of the balance of payment, the foreign reserves registered high 
increase in 2005. 

1.1.2. Second stage - Macroeconomic environment and monetary policy in 
the period from the end of 2005 to the end of 2007

The second stage covers the period from the end of 2005 – until the end of 
2007. In this period, the flows in the balance of payments enabled accumulation of 
foreign reserves, creating space for continued monetary policy relaxation. Despite 
the high and incremental trade deficit, the significant growth of private transfer inflows enabled 
narrowing of the current account deficit (excluding 2007). The continuity of stable environment 
was a crucial factor that contributed to significant increase of the foreign inflows through 
private transfers in this period. The private transfer inflows were gradually channeled as savings 
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within the banking system, in accordance with the increasing opportunity cost of keeping cash. 
Regarding the second stage, another important characteristic is the intensification of private 
capital inflows. Namely, the so called “expansion stage” of capital flows started since 2007. 
Unlike the previous period when the capital inflows were low in the domestic economy, and 
higher amounts mostly referred to privatization of state capital, in this period more intensive 
foreign investments as direct investments in the private sector were registered. This process 
in the Macedonian economy commenced relatively late compared to the other transitional 
economies. In accordance with these flows, the supply of foreign currencies in the economy 
constantly increased, exceeding the demand and allowing continuous purchase of foreign 
currencies by the National Bank during this three-year period, which means that during this 
period the foreign exchange rate was protected from appreciation pressures. 

Figure 5
Developments of the main macroeconomic indicators in the second sub period
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With uncertainty about the duration of favorable trends being present, the 
monetary policy remained mostly unchanged in 2005. However, at the end of the year 
as foreign currency inflows and liquidity were growing, changes were made in the 
layout of CB bills auctions. Thus, in October, auctions were again introduced under 
the principle “interest rates tender”. In such excess of liquidity and poor portfolio 
of investment instruments, the interest for investment in CB bills was high, which 
allowed continuous reduction of the main interest rate. Thereby, in the “second stage” 
the interest rate had a downward trend, recording cumulative fall of 5 percentage 
points from September 2005 to the beginning of 2008. The monetary policy relaxation was 
consistent with the trends on the foreign exchange market. The supply of foreign currencies was 
constantly exceeding the demand, allowing purchase of foreign currencies by the National Bank. 
These trends corresponded with the flows in the balance of payments. Namely, dynamic economic 
growth was characteristic for this period, or growth over the potential one. Bank credit activities 
were more intensive, resulting into fast financial deepening. Although these trends were translated 
into higher imports, they were largely alleviated by the export performances. The favorable global 
outlook, especially on the metal market, allowed export growth, and thereby the trade deficit 
remained relatively stable in this period. In addition, the favorable trends continued with the 
private transfers, which enabled the current account to be almost balanced in 2006. Although the 
current account deficit expanded in 2007, the continuously high capital inflows were sufficient for 
its financing. It is important to emphasize that in the capital inflows structure in 2007 dominated 
private, non-debt inflows, indicating beginning of more intensive entry of foreign private capital in 
the Macedonian economy. Besides the intensive growth of the economy and the entry of 
new capital inflows, the inflation in the “second stage” remained low, and the inflation 
expectations were stable. 

1.1.3. Third stage - Macroeconomic environment and monetary policy in the 
period from the end of 2007 – to 2009 

The stable inflation trends were disrupted at the end of 2007 and marked the 
beginning of the “third stage” of monetary changes. In this stage, or the period at 
the end of 2007 until the end of 2009, the monetary policy was tightened. Yet, the 
macroeconomic conditions in these two years, when the central bank was changing its 
policy, were different. From the end of 2007 and in most of 2008, the economy grew with 
higher rates than the potential growth. At the same time, strong inflation pressures started to 
emerge in the domestic economy, caused by the price shock at the world food and energy market. 
Such combination of incremental demand and aggravated terms of trade contributed to expansion 
of the trade deficit. Simultaneously, the strong inflation pressures worsened the expectations, 
which created upward pressure on the foreign currency demand and caused reduction of the 
private transfers. This contributed to expansion of the current account deficit, which in conditions 
of insufficient capital inflows increased the external vulnerability of the economy. 

In conditions of incremental risks for disruption of the internal and external 
equlibrium, the National Bank undertook measures to tighten up the monetary policy. 
Thus, in February 2008, the National Bank conducted change in the layout of CB bills auctions, and 
from “interest rates tender” passed towards CB bills auctions under the principle “volume tender” 
(tender with fixed interest rate and unlimited amount of CB bills). Simultaneously, the National 
Bank made a decision to increase the CB bills interest rate from 5.08%, which was rate at the last 
auction before the tender changed, to 5.25%. Additional interest rate increases were made in 
March and May 2008 and the interest rate reached 7%. With rising inflation and estimations for 
significant expansion of the current account deficit, one of the bigger challenges for the National 
Bank in that period was the extraordinary fast credit growth, particularly the segment of credits to 
households. In order to slow down the pace of the credit growth and thereby soften the negative 
pass-through effects on the economic stability and the quality of the credit portfolio, in June 2008, 
the National Bank made a decision for compulsory deposit with the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia. The banks and savings houses were obliged to apportion compulsory deposit at 
the National Bank, if the growth of bank’s citizen crediting exceeds 40% per year at the end of 
December 2008. Anyway, besides these trends, the capital inflows were sufficient to cover the 
current account gap in the first three quarters of 2008. This allowed the National Bank to increase 
the foreign reserves through market interventions in this period. 
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Figure 6
Developments of the main macroeconomic indicators in the third sub period
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The economic circumstances sharply changed in the last quarter of 2008. The 
global economy faced one of the deepest and longest recessions, initially caused by 
the breakdown of large financial institutions in the developed economies. The spill-
over effects of the global economic and financial crisis started strongly to influence 
the domestic economy. The global crisis emergence and escalation reduced the inflation, but 
increased the uncertainty and risks and influenced the balance of payments through decrease 
of the export and slowdown of the capital flows, which created large pressure on the foreign 
exchange market. In order to maintain the stability of the fixed foreign exchange rate and 
prices, the National Bank intervened by net sale of foreign currencies. In the last quarter of the 
year, particular short psychological effects were felt on the deposit base, which in conditions of 
potential future risks in the banking system caused introduction of new measures by the central 
bank for minimum liquidity which should be accomplished and which also had macro-effects. 

At the beginning of 2009, the external position of the economy deteriorated 
further, as the export significantly decreased, while with the domestic demand still 
being robust, the import did not adjust. The expectations continued to aggravate, which 
resulted in increased preferences for adjustment of the foreign currency portfolio towards 
higher share of foreign currency instruments. In addition, although there was no “sudden stop” 
syndrome, the amount of capital inflows considerably decreased compared to the previous year. 
The global financial market turbulences, reduced confidence and growing risk aversion of the 
investors caused reduction in the capital inflows. This interrupted the intensive growing trend 
of foreign direct investments from the previous years. This combination of unfavorable factors 
caused strong pressures on the domestic currency, which was a reason for the central bank to 
intervene in the first five months of the year through net sales of foreign currencies in amount of 
5.2% of GDP. The reduction of foreign reserves, and the estimates for unfavorable future trends 
in the external sector, conditioned by the global recovery, imposed obvious need of monetary 
contraction. The National Bank increased the main interest rate from 7% to 9% in March 2009, 
and in May as a response of the rising euroization of the deposit base, banks’ compulsory reserve 
rate for deposits with FX clause was increased. On 28th of May, the Council of the National Bank 
of the Republic of Macedonia adopted new Decision on the compulsory reserve which stipulates 
increase of the compulsory reserve rate on bank deposits with FX component. This decision came 
into force in July (increase of the rate on banks’ FX liabilities from 10% to 11.5% and the rate 
on liabilities in domestic currency with FX clause from 10% to 20%), i.e. in August (increase of 
the rate of banks’ FX liabilities from 11.5% to 13%). 

1.1.4. Fourth stage - Macroeconomic environment and monetary policy in 
the period from the second half of 2009 – to 2010 

The fourth stage refers to the second half of 2009 and 2010. In this period, the 
undertaken monetary measures undertaken by that time, as well as the more positive 
and less uncertain forecasts about the world economy contributed to significant 
stabilization of expectations and restoration of trust in the denar stability. At the 
beginning of this stage, the stable expectations enabled strong growth of private transfers. On 
the other hand, the domestic demand remained weak further on. The weaker financial support 
to the economy contributed, at least partially, for this weakened demand. Namely, in conditions 
of slow recovery of funding sources and perceptions of still present risks, the credit support by 
the banks was considerably reduced. Thereby, the access to one of the main funding sources was 
more difficult. In such conditions, the import demand started to adjust faster, allowing annual 
trade deficit reduction as of the second quarter of 2009. In the second half of 2009 there was 
gradual improvement of the global environment, which contributed to modest recovery of the 
export, through growth of the demand and export prices. In such conditions, there was decrease 
of the current account deficit from 12.8% of GDP in 2008 to 6.7% of GDP in 2009. At the same 
time the capital inflows stabilized, which enabled to secure high inflows of foreign reserves 
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through government external borrowing. These changes increased the foreign currency supply 
allowing purchase of foreign currencies by the National Bank of 2.4% of GDP and replenishment 
of foreign reserves in the second half of 2009. The positive trends in the second half of the year 
exceeded the expectations, which along with the estimates on stable external position in the 
upcoming period, gave opportunity to relax the monetary policy. At the end of November 2009, 
the main interest rate of the National Bank was decreased by 0.5 percentage points. 

Figure 7
Developments of the main macroeconomic indicators in the fourth sub period

The process of monetary policy relaxation continued in 2010. The National 
Bank main interest rate in this period was reduced seven times, thus bringing it to 
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a historically lowest level of 4% in December. The accommodative monetary policy 
stance in this period arose from the macroeconomic environment changes. Namely, 
gradual recovery of the economic activity was registered during 2010, supported by better 
expectations and gradual recovery of the credit flows. However, its pace was insufficiently strong 
to cause large downward pressures on the import and trade deficit. On the other hand, the global 
outlook for the main Macedonian products considerably improved, allowing continuous and 
strong growth of the export demand and increase of the foreign currency inflows. Throughout 
the year the growth continuity of private transfers was kept, which indicated further improvement 
of expectations about the foreign exchange rate stability. With such trends, the current account 
deficit was continuously improving. In 2010 the latter was 2.8% of GDP, which represents 
significant downward correction relative to the previous year. Thereby, the performances of 
the current account were continuously more favorable than the estimates throughout the year, 
which resulted into constant downward corrections of the current deficit projections during 
the year. Such revisions indicated reduced future risks regarding the foreign exchange rate 
stability, which was an important input assumption in the decision making for monetary policy 
relaxation. 

 
Although the capital inflows during 2010 were relatively lower than last year, however, 

considering the low current deficit they were sufficient to enable positive position of the balance 
of payments. In such conditions the National Bank intervened on the foreign exchange market 
by net-purchase of foreign currencies. Thus, the foreign currencies generally followed upward 
trend. Actually, at the end of 2010 with the level of 1,715 millions of euros, the foreign reserves 
exceeded the pre-crisis level, at the same time being at the adequate level. In addition, the 
foreign reserves exceeded the expectations for the end of the year, showing better starting 
position for next year compared to the previous estimations and improved capacity to cushion 
potential negative shocks in the forthcoming period. 

Table 1
Main macroeconomic indicators

* Preliminary data.
** Estimated data.
***2011 data refers to January.
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1.2. Financial stability in the Republic of Macedonia 

Over the last fifteen years the maintenance and strengthening of the financial stability 
became an increasingly important aim in creating the economic policies of countries. Starting 
from 2004, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia began to set up a system of analysis 
and monitoring of the financial stability, with which it joined the world trend in the domain of 
central banking. According to article 3 of the Law on the National Bank, in force at that time, 
maintaining the financial stability in the country is an important precondition for fulfilling the 
main aim – maintaining stability of prices. With the new Law on the National Bank from December 
2010, the importance of financial stability was increasingly noted. The main aim of the National 
Bank is still to reach and maintain prices stability. However, besides the main aim, another aim is 
set with the new Law on the National Bank, which is subordinated to the basic aim – to contribute 
towards keeping a stable, competitive and market oriented financial system (Article 6). 

The first Report on the Financial Stability in the Republic of Macedonia was prepared 
and adopted in July 20076. In this way the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia was 
enlisted in the group of small number of Central banks throughout the world that were preparing 
such reports in this period. The purpose of this report is to give an overview of the financial 
system stability, i.e. its resilience and the systemic risks that may disturb the unobstructed 
implementation of the process of financial intermediation. 

The analysis of the financial stability basically includes: evaluation of the impact of 
macroeconomic and other institutional factors (domestic and external factors) on the financial 
system stability; analysis of the movements and achievements of the non-financial sector 
(households and companies) and their influence on the stability of the financial system; 
analysis of the size, structure and achievements of the financial system; analysis of the financial 
infrastructure and the financial system legal framework. Thus, the analysis of the financial 
stability is a complex research activity, which is largely dependant on the quality and availability 
of the necessary data, due to which the National Bank made special efforts in this respect. At the 
same time, in the context of developing the system of analysis and monitoring of the financial 
stability, one should also stress the significant staffing in the relevant organisational parts. 

Apart from the influence of the macroeconomic environment on the financial system, the 
National Bank Reports on the financial stability include an estimation of the basic characteristics 
of separate types of financial institutions, above all the banking system, as a dominant segment 
of the financial system of the Republic of Macedonia. The household sector and the corporate 
sector were especially analysed, as most important clients of the financial institutions, especially 
banks. In addition, from the area of non-deposit financial institutions, the reports analyse the 
movements in the insurance sector, in the sector of fully funded pension insurance and the 
sector leasing. From the financial markets, the report particularly analyses the capital market. 
The most important movements in the above-stated segments in the period 2004-2011 are 
presented below.7 

1.2.1. Financial institutions

The stable financial system is an important precondition for the macroeconomic stability 
and the economic wellbeing of citizens. The possibility for citizens and companies to invest in 
financial products is one of the bases of the market economy. Supporting the development of a 

6 More detailed overview of the setting up of the system for monitoring and analysis of financial stability is given in 
section 2.9.

7 This part of the Report was written based on the Reports on the Financial Stability in the Republic of Macedonia for 
2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009. Hence, the earliest available data is on 31.12.2005, while the latest available data dates 
as on 31.12.2009. The part that refers to the deposit financial institutions, which covers the period 31.12.2004 to 
31.12.2010 is an exception. Besides this, one part of the needed data regarding pension funds and the capital market 
is available as on 31.12.2010.
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safe and efficient financial system is part of the basic tasks of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia. The banking sector has a dominant position in the overall financial sector of the 
Republic of Macedonia and it is within the direct jurisdiction of the National Bank. It divides the 
responsibility for the overall financial system with the other state institutions.

Table 2
Structure of the financial system of the Republic of Macedonia and share of the assets in the 
GDP

Source: the competent supervisory body (NBRM, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), MAPAS and the Ministry 
of Finance) for each institutional segment.
Remark: n.f. - the concrete type of financial institution was not functional in the analysed year; n.a. - data not available; 
the data for GDP for 2009 was preliminary and the data for GDP for 2010 is estimated.

The financial system of the Republic of Macedonia is characterised with a relatively 
simple structure, from the aspect of the type of financial institutions and the range of products 
and services they offer. The reforms in the pension system, the movements on the market of 
capital, as well as the entrance of foreign strategic investors in separate segments of the financial 
system have contributed to increase the financial system diversification in the analysed period 
and they are factors that encourage stronger competition among the same type, as well as among 
the different financial institutions8. This process is accompanied with a significant increase of 
the financial system size, leading to a continuing increase of the financial intermediation. Within 
the financial architecture, banks have a dominant role and they influence the movements in the 
financial system to the largest extent.

1.2.1.1. Deposit financial institutions

In the period 2004-2010, the banking system in the Republic of Macedonia 
underwent significant changes in the domain of the market and ownership structure, 
as well as regarding the volume and content of its activities and performances. These 
changes enriched the spectre of banking products and services, expanded the banking 
network, stimulated the growth of the number of employees, while simultaneously 
improving their structure of qualifications and continuing development of the 
business practices and managerial skills in the banking system. Thus, during the 

8 The new Law on Financial Companies was adopted in December 2010 (in force since 01.01.2011) and it regulates 
the work of the companies dealing with crediting, issuing guarantees, factoring and issuing payment cards. A new 
segment of the financial system was formed in this way, for which the Ministry of Finance is competent to evaluate 
the documentation for work and to issue working licences.
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last seven years, in the Republic of Macedonia, same as in any other modern market 
economy, gradually yet in continuity, the banking system has been strengthening 
its role as an economic life bloodstream, visibly developing its role and significance 
in the overall economy. 

In the period 2004-2011, we witnessed the increased process of enlarging and 
consolidation of the banking system. Several status changes of banks occurred in this 
period, namely: merger of two banks – Tetovska banka AD Tetovo and Teteks Credit bank AD 
Skopje merged forming TTK Bank AD Skopje in July 2006, as well as the merger of Stater Bank 
AD Kumanovo to the Central Cooperative Bank AD Skopje at the beginning of 2011. Also, in this 
period the licences were revoked and liquidation and bankruptcy procedures were initiated with 
respect to two banks and five savings houses: Radobank AD Skopje (April 2005), Makedonska 
Bank АD Skopje (October 2007), Kiro Kucuk savings house (August 2006), Citizen’s savings 
house DOО Skopje (March 2008), savings house Inko DOO Skopje (August 2009), savings 
house Fersped DOO Skopje (April 2010) and savings house АМ DОО Skopje (November 2010). 
Additionally, two savings houses merged with a bank (Invest bank AD Skopje at that time and 
later renamed into Sparkasse Bank Makedonija AD Skopje) namely: savings house Malesevka 
DОО Berovo (August 2005) and Macedonian savings house АD Skopje (October 2006). These 
changes caused reduction of the number of deposit institutions from twenty one 
banks and fifteen savings houses at the end of 2004 to eighteen banks and eight 
savings houses at the end of 2010. Considering the executed merger of two banks9 
at the beginning of 2011, at the end of February 2011 the number of banks reduced 
to seventeen and the number of savings houses remained unchanged.

The changes in the structure of the banking system in the analysed seven-year period 
were accompanied by a complete transformation of the ownership structure of the 
banking system. The basic mover of the ownership transformation was the entrance of several 
new strategic investors – financial institutions. The changes of the banking system ownership 
structure were also influenced by the increased volume of trading with banks’ shares on the 
Macedonian Stock Exchange, and especially the strong dynamics of portfolio investments in the 
banking system in 2006 and 2007. At the end of 2010, the number of banks with dominant foreign 
ownership10 was fourteen, nine of which are subsidiaries of foreign banks11. For comparison, at 
the end of 2004, the number of banks owned dominantly by foreign shareholders was eight, of 
which only four were foreign banks’ subsidiaries. On 31.12.2010 foreign capital participated with 
72.9% in the overall capital of the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia and it showed an 
increase by 25.4 percentage points12, compared with the end of 2004 година. Thus, at the end 

9 Merger of Stater Bank AD Kumanovo with Central Cooperative Bank AD Skopje on 03.01.2011.
10 Banks with dominant foreign shareholders ownership are those where the foreign shareholders own more than 50% 

of the number of issued common shares. These banks presented in alphabetical order are the following: Alpha Bank 
AD Skopje (dominant owner Alpha bank Greece), Eurostandard Bank AD Skopje (Gofi Group and Eastern Hemisphere 
Holding, Switzerland), Ziraat Bank AD Skopje (Ziraat bankasi Turkey), Export and Credit Bank AD Skopje (Demir 
Halk Bank the Netherlands), Capital Bank AD Skopje (Alfa finance holding, Bulgaria), Komercijalna banka AD Skopje 
(portfolio and institutional investors from abroad own more than 50% of the common share), NLB Tutunska banka AD 
Skopje (NLB Slovenia), Ohridska banka AD Ohrid (Societe Generale, France), Prokredit banka АD Skopje (Prokredit 
holding Germany), Stater banka AD Kumanovo (CKB Bulgaria), Stopanska banka AD Skopje (National bank of Greece, 
Greece), Universal Investment bank АD Skopje (Ceko Minev and Ivaylo Mutavciev, Bulgaria), Central Cooperative Bank 
AD Skopje (CKB Bulgaria), Sparkasse bank Macedonia АD Skopje (Steirmarkische Bank und Sparkasse, Austria). In 
the period 2004-2010, the following banks emerged as new strategic investors in the banking system of the Republic 
of Macedonia: Demir Halk Bankasi the Netherlands, Alfa finance holding Bulgaria, Societe Generale France, CKB 
Bulgaria and Steirmarkische bank und Sparkasse Austria. Apart from this, Millestone Island appeared in this period 
as a strategic shareholder, but due to the initiated bankruptcy procedure, it sold its shares in Stater banka to CKB 
Bulgaria. The license for merger of Stater Banka AD Kumanovo to CKB AD Skopje was issued at the end of 2010 (the 
change of status was recorded in the Central Registry of the Republic of Macedonia on 03.01.2011).

11 Subsidiaries of foreign banks are the banks, dominantly owned by foreign banks, i.e. when more than 50% of the 
number of issued common shares is owned by foreign banks.

12 The biggest growth of the foreign capital share in the overall capital on the level of the banking system was registered 
in 2007 (by 13.0 percentage points), followed by 2008 with 5.2 percentage points and 2005 with 5.0 percentage points. 
A decrease by 5.7 percentage points in the foreign capital share in the banking system was observed in 2009.

72.9% in the overall capital of the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia and it  
showed an increase by 25.4 percentage points12, compared with the end of 2004. Thus, at the end

period the licenses
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of 2010 the dominant position in the banking system ownership structure, as well as in certain 
balance categories, therefore on the banking market in general, is taken by banks dominantly 
owned by foreign shareholders. Nevertheless, the market consolidation and the banking system 
ownership transformation should not be understood as an aim in itself, but it is necessary that 
they are observed in a wider context having in mind the benefits of the appropriate organisational 
and managerial changes in banks which, in the long run, should make them more stable and 
more competitive.

 In spite of all changes, the level of concentration in the banking system of the 
Republic of Macedonia in the past seven years remained at a relatively high level, which 
is confirmed with the CR-3 indicator13. The concentration in the banking system is more visible 
in the operations with households compared to the operations with companies. In the period 
2004 to 2010, a mild increase of concentration in crediting is observed, accompanied by a 
simultaneous modest decrease of the level of concentration regarding the depositing activity. 
The domination of the three largest banks in separate categories additionally confirms the 
relatively high concentration of the banking system. 

Figure 8
Dynamics of the indicator CR-3 for selected categories

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

The process of market consolidation and ownership transformation in the banking 
system was the basis for increase of competition and expanding the business network 
of banks. At the end of 2010, the banks disposed with 436 business units where clients were 
physically served, which is an increase by 160 units, compared with 31.12.2004. Thus, conditions 
were created for expanding the offer of banking products, especially credit products for the 
household sector. Additionally, the investments in expanding the business network were mainly 
followed by introduction and larger use of the modern technology in the everyday banking 
operations, which enabled the increase of the number of ATMs and POS terminals, increase of 
the number of issued payment and credit cards and a larger promotion of the Internet-based 
financial services.

The expansion of the business network of banks was accompanied with a continuous 
growth of the number of employees in the banking system. Namely, at the end of 2010, 
the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia employed 6,052 persons, while at the end of 
2004 the number of employees amounted to 4,635 persons14. The increase of the number of 
employees was accompanied with the positive changes in their qualification structure, 
showing increase of employees with higher education. This qualitative restructuring of the 

13 The indicator CR-3 shows the share of the three banks with largest assets (or in any analysed accounting category) 
in the total funds on a level of the banking system (or relevant analysed category).   

14 The number of employees in the banking system at the end of 2004 and at the end of 2010 amounted to 0.9% and 
1.0%, respectively, of the total number of employees in the Republic of Macedonia. The data on the number of 
employees is used from the Survey on the workforce prepared by the State Statistical Office.
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employees in the banking system, should represent a healthy basis for application of the 
modern and sophisticated regulatory demands, based on the commonly accepted international 
standards. The increase of the number of employees in the banks in the past seven years was 
followed by an increase of their activities. Still, the consequences of the global financial crisis 
and its transmission in the domestic economy in the last two years reflected in a reduction of 
the productivity of the persons, employed in the banking system.

1.2.1.2. Analysis of the movements in the banking system 

Significant increase of financial intermediation 

The increased role of the banking system in the overall economy in the past seven year 
period is confirmed with the growth of the level of financial mediation. Thus, the relation 
between the banking system assets and the gross domestic product of 43.3% at the end of 2004 
increased to 71.2% at the end of 2010.

Table 3
Comparison of the growth of assets with the growth of the GDP and indicators of the level of 
financial intermediation

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained from the banks and the State Statistical Office.
*The data on the GDP for 2009 is previous data from the State Statistical Office, the data for GDP for 2010 is an estimated 
data from the State Statistical Office for the first three quarters of the year and projection of NBRM for the last quarter 
of the year, while the data from 2004 to 2007 was revised in accordance with the statements of the State Statistical 
Office on 29.10.2010 and 22.12.2010.
**The inflation rate is presented as a moving average of the annual inflation rates for a period of the previous twelve 
months.

The increase of the level of financial mediation can be seen through the continuing 
growth of the ratio of loans and deposits with the gross domestic product. In the analysed period, 
more intensive annual growth can be observed with respect to loans, thus their relation with the 
gross domestic product achieved a faster dynamics. Despite the dynamic growth of the banking 
system of the Republic of Macedonia over the last seven years (with exception to the period 
at the end of 2008 and 2009 when the effects of the global financial crisis on the Macedonian 
economy became visible), still, the comparative analysis with the neighbouring countries or 
from the wider region shows that it can be enlisted with those banking systems with a relatively 
low degree of financial intermediation. Тhis is mainly due to the slow growth, especially in the 
first decade of the period of transition, but this on the other hand is giving perspectives for a 
more dynamic future growth15. 

15 More detailed comparisons of the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia with the banking systems of other 
countries can be found in the Annual Reports on the Banking System and the Bank Supervision on the website of 
NBRM: www.nbrm.mk.
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Significant transformation of the structure of banks assets  

The growth of the level 
of financial intermediation in the 
analysed seven-year period was 
accompanied with significant 
structural transformations of the 
assets (funds) of the banks, which 
manifested through the intensive 
crediting activity and the continuing 
maturity and currency transformation 
of funds. Namely, the largest changes 
in the structure of the banking system 
assets regard the reduction of the share 
of placements with other banks and 
financial institutions (from 31.2% at the 
end of 2004 to 13.3% on 31.12.2010), 
resulting from the increase of the share 
of loans to domestic non-financial 
subjects (from 40.7% at the end of 2004 
to 55.1% on 31.12.2010). In parallel, 

the structural participation of cash and the funds on accounts with National Bank, but also the 
share of the securities portfolio increased, mostly because of the investment in Central Bank 
bills and especially in government securities, issued by the Republic of Macedonia16. These 
developments in the structure of the banks assets are the best indicator that in the past six to 
seven years, and especially prior to the zenith of the global economic crisis, the domestic banks 
focussed mainly on increased placement of high-revenue funds in the national economy, at the 
expense of reducing the placements in low-revenue funds in the foreign banks.

Figure 10

Structure of the banking system assets in the 
Republic of Macedonia in the period 2004 - 
2010

Structure of the banking system liabilities in 
the Republic of Macedonia in the period 2004 
- 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

16 The share of CB bills, issued by the NBRM in the overall banking system assets in the period 2004 - 2010 increased 
from 3.8% to 8.5%, and the share of the treasury bills in the overall assets increased from 0.5% at the end of 2004 
to 4.7% at the end of 2010. Therefore, on 31.12.2010, these two financial instruments compose 88.6% of the value 
of the overall portfolio of securities owned by the domestic banks.

Figure 9
Annual rates of change of the overall assets, loans 
and deposits

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks
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Modest transformation of the structure of liabilities 

Contrary to the dynamic movements in the structure of banks’ assets in the past seven-
year period, the banks’ liabilities manifested more modest structural changes. The 
movements of the banks’ liabilities in the past seven-year period confirm their tendency to base 
the growth of their activities primarily on the domestic sources of financing, i.e. on the deposits. 
Namely, the deposits of the domestic non-financial subjects kept the dominant 
position in financing the banks’ activities, which proved to be an essentially important element 
for maintaining the stability of the domestic banking system in conditions of global financial 
disruptions. The structural share of deposits and borrowings to/from foreign and domestic 
banks and financial institutions observed a growth. At the expense, the share of the equity and 
reserves in financing of the banks’ activities was reduced. 

Narrowing of the gap between assets and liabilities with currency component  

The transformation of the banks’ assets in the past several years from a foreign exchange 
into Denar quality (which includes the use of the foreign exchange clause) caused narrowing 
of the gap between the assets and liabilities with currency component17. At the end 
of 2004 this gap18 amounted to 51.5% of the own funds and it amounted to 19.0% at the end 
of 2010, which implies there is considerable decrease of the banks exposure to currency risk. 
However, the narrowing of the gap between the assets and liabilities with currency 
component was realised in a situation of divergent movements of the two composing 
segments of the opened foreign exchange position – the gap between the assets and 
liabilities in Denar with currency clause and the gap between the foreign exchange 
assets and liabilities. Namely, the gap between the foreign exchange assets and liabilities 
showed continuous deepening in a negative direction, while the gap between the assets and 
liabilities in Denar with currency clause showed increase in a positive direction. Simultaneously, 
these movements confirm the banks’ tendency for transformation of the currency risk into an 
indirect credit risk, with simultaneous increased maturity transformation of the assets with 
currency component.

Figure 11
Share of the gap between assets and liabilities with currency component in the banks own funds 
in the period 2004 - 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

17 The assets and liabilities with currency component cover the assets and liabilities nominated in foreign currency and 
in Denar with currency clause.

18 The gap between the assets and liabilities with currency component in essence shows the opened foreign currency 
position on the level of the banking system. 
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The credit risk remains dominant  

The credit risk is dominant in the operations of banks in the Republic of 
Macedonia. The improvement of policies and procedures for credit risk management 
in the past seven-years period in general caused improvement of the indicators for 
banks exposure to credit risk (although in different periods, these indicators noted 
different movements). The indicator for the share of credit exposure classified in “C”, “D” 
and “E” in the overall credit exposure showed improvement by 13.2% at the end of 2004, 7.1% 
on 31.12.2010. At the same time, the share of the non-functional in the total credits decreased 
by 7.7 percentage points (from 17% as on 31.12.2004 to 9.3% on 31.12.2010), whereas the 
average level of risk exposure showed improvement by 3 percentage points (from 9.7% on 
31.12.2004 to 6.1% on 31.12.2010).

Figure 12
Dynamics of some indicators of the credit risk 
in the period 2004 - 2010 

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

Notable level of capital adequacy  

In spite of the fact that there was more intensive growth of the assets, weighted in 
accordance with the risks compared to the growth of own funds, in most part of the past seven-
year period, still the banks in the Republic of Macedonia kept a relatively high rate of 
capital adequacy. On 31.12.2010, the capital adequacy on the level of the banking system 
amounted to 16.1%, which is twice higher than the legally prescribed minimal level of 8%. 
The TIER 1 ratio (indicator between the basic capital and the assets weighted according to the 
risks) at a banking system level amounted to 13.4% on 31.12.2010, compared to 23.9% on 
31.12.2004. The leverage ratio, measured as a share of the equity and the reserves in the total 
balance and off-balance activities on 31.12.2010 amounted to 8.9% and is 15.4 percentage 
points lower compared to the end of 2004.
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Figure 13
Dynamics of the indicators for solvency of the banking system in the period 2004 - 2010 

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

Change in the structure of income  

A complete change in the structure of income of the banks occurred over the past 
seven years. The net interest income became the most significant income category for the banks 
and it gradually obtained the dominant position in the income potential. The net interest rate 
income of banks in 2004 formed less than half of the overall income, while in 2010 it participated 
with around two thirds in the overall income. On the other hand, the extraordinary income 
gradually lost its importance in the income structure. The reasons for these changes are primarily 
due to the increased growth of the crediting activity, which implies increase of the high-yield 
funds which are with high interest rates, but also gradual solving of problems related to the old 
credit portfolio, which occasionally generated extraordinary income. The largest part of banks 
income is absorbed for covering the operative costs, which is followed by impairment losses. In 
the past seven years, the profit of the banking system manifested significant variability which 
in fact depicted the cyclic character of the banks profitability.

The dynamics in the past seven years (2004 - 2010) of some of the core indicators 
of financial stability, calculated for the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia is given 
below.

Figure 14

Dynamics of the overall income of the banking 
system in the period 2004 - 2010

Usage of the banks income to cover separate 
expenditures in the period 2004 - 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks
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Table 4
Core indicators of financial stability of the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia
(in percentage)

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks
Note: The value of indicators for financial stability is calculated using the IMF methodology for calculation of indicators 
for financial stability. Therefore, it is possible that there will be certain difference in the values of the given indicators 
with the similar or identical indicators used by NBRM for the needs of the banking system analysis, above all due to 
possible differences in definitions of certain categories used for calculation of indicators.

Within the stated general trends, the activities of banks and the indicators 
for separate aspects of the banking operations over the analysed seven-year period 
noted certain fluctuations, conditioned from the macroeconomic movements in 
the country, the expectations for the future period and the banks perceptions with 
regard to the risks. Consequently, three sub-periods can be observed from the aspect 
of the movements in the banking system: a) the period from 2004 until prior to the 
end of 2008; b) the crisis period from before the end of 2008 until 2009; c) the post-
crisis period in 2010. The following text deals in more detail with the movements in 
the banking system in the stated sub-periods.   

The banking system of the Republic of Macedonia in the period 2004 until the end 
of 2008 

Increased credit growth 

In the period 2004 until prior to the end of 2008, in conditions of a relatively 
favourable macroeconomic climate, the assets of the banking system of the Republic 
of Macedonia observed twice faster growth than the growth of the gross domestic 
product, confirming the increased importance of the banking system for the general growth 
of the Macedonian economy. Namely, in this period the banking system assets increased 
more than two-fold (from 117,985 million Denar on 31.12.2004 to 250,704 million Denar on 
31.12.2008).

The largest contributions to the growth of the assets in the pre-crisis period 
were made by the loans to non-financial subjects, which increased by almost 193% 
(or by 110,541 million Denar) over a period of 4 years. This is the case especially for 
the period of 2007 and 2008 – when the credit activity showed an intensive growth, 
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even including elements for crossing the threshold between the so-called sustainable credit 
growth and the so-called excessive credit expansion (“credit boom“), i.e. emerging elements 
of so-called “overheating” in the volume of banking activities. Namely, in 2004, 2005 and 2006, 
the rates of growth of loans to non-financial subjects ranged between 20% and 30%; in 2007 
the annual rates of growth surpassed 30%; and in the first half of 2008 the loans grew with an 
annual rate higher than 40%19. 

Figure 15
Absolute and relative annual change of the loans in terms of the sector structure in the period 
2004 - 2010 година

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

In conditions of a favourable macroeconomic climate, the process of transformation of 
banks’ assets was the basis for an intensive growth of the credit activity, which was especially 
notable in the credit activity to the sector “households”. The loans to this sector in the 
analysed period of four years showed higher annual rates of growth compared to the 
loans to companies. Nevertheless, the companies gave a higher contribution in the absolute 
growth of loans. The more dynamic growth of the household credit activity in certain way is a 
compensation for the low starting basis characterised for the period of transition when the banks 
generally restrained from granting loans to the citizens. 

The increased credit growth in the period until 2008 occurred in parallel with the 
entrance of new investors in the banking system, gradual increase of the competition among 
banks for obtaining a larger market share, presence of a high optimism among the economic 
subjects, and consequent relaxation of the criteria for loan approval. In such conditions, the 
indicators for the exposure of banks to a credit risk noted a continuing fall. In the period 2004-
2008, the average level of risk from the credit exposure observed a decrease by 3.9 percentage 
points (from 9.7% on 31.12.2004 to 5.8% on 31.12.2008), while the exposure share classified in 
the risk categories C, D and E in the overall credit exposure decreased by 6.8 percentage points 
(from 13.2% on 31.12.2004 to 6.4% on 31.12.2008). 

19 In the middle of 2008 the measure for compulsory deposit with NBRM was introduced (explained in more detail 
in the section 2.2.3.7.). Simultaneously, the National Bank introduced the measure for increasing the risk weight 
in calculating the assets weighted for credit risk and therefore the capital adequacy for the claims resulting from 
current accounts overdraft and the issued credit cards from 100% to 125% (explained in more detail in the section 
2.8.1.2..
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In the period 2004-2008, a significant so-called financial deepening occurred, 
meaning that the depositors’ trust in the domestic banking system increased in 
continuity. Thus, the deposits by non-financial subjects increased more than two-fold (from 
82,284 million Denar on 31.12.2004 to 180,913 million Denar on 31.12.2008), while the 
household deposits contributed with approximately 60% in the total increase of deposits.

Figure 16
Absolute and relative annual change of deposits by sectors in the period 2004 - 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

In a situation of a pronounced credit expansion and somewhat more moderate deposits 
growth, the banks were using the deposit potential significantly as a source for 
financing their activities. Namely, the indicator of the ratio between loans and deposits 
increased from 69.7% as on 31.12.2004 to 92.8% on 31.12.2008. At the same time, indicators 
for liquidity of the banking system showed a gradual decrease. Thus, on 31.12.2008 the 
liquid assets of banks covered 32.4% of their short-term liabilities, which is a 23.8 percentage 
points drop compared to the end of 2004 година. 

Decrease of solvency and improvement of profitability 

The gradual decrease of the solvency indicators was one of the main features 
of the banking system in the period until 2008, in conditions of an intensive growth 
of the banks overall activities. In the period from 31.12.2004 to 31.12.2008, the rate of 
capital adequacy of the banking system showed a decrease by 6.8 percentage points (from 23% 
on 31.12.2004 to 16.2% on 31.12.2008). 

.
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Figure 17
Dynamics of the core indicators for profitability of banks in the period 2004 - 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

The continuing trend of growth of the volume of activities of the banks directly positively 
influenced the improvement of profitability and banks efficiency. In 2004 the banks still operated 
at the edge of the profitability line and later, until the second half of 2008 a period followed of 
a general trend of improvement of the profitability indicators, which was primarily determined 
by the conversion of low-revenue foreign exchange funds placed with foreign banks into 
high-revenue claims from residents. In the period from 31.12.2004 to 30.06.2008, the core 
indicators for profitability – the return on the average assets (ROAA) and the return on the 
average equity and reserves (RОАЕ) increased by several times (ROAA increased by almost 4 
times, while ROAE increased by more than 6 times).

The banking system of the Republic of Macedonia in the crisis period (by the end of 
2008 until 2009)

Confirmed stability of the banking system 

At the end of 2008, the banking system felt the first effects of the global financial 
crisis, expressed primarily through stagnation and even occasional reduction of 
deposits, but also their increased currency transformation. Consequently, the credit 
activity decreased, there was increased caution while processing credit requests, 
deterioration of the credit portfolio of banks and fall of their profitability. Still, 
despite these challenges, imposed by the global economic crisis, the banking system 
has continuously maintained an adequate level of liquid funds, kept its stable solvent 
position and compared with the banking systems of most EU member states, there was 
no need to use temporary financial assistance, or direct capital support by the state. 
The stable position of the domestic banking system was above all due to its “closure” 
towards the international financial markets, the absence of exposure towards the 
so-called “toxic products”, its relatively strong capital and liquidity position, the 
caution in taking risks, as well as the macro-prudent measures undertaken by the 
National Bank. This created preconditions for the banks to handle the increased 
risks that resulted from the recession movements in 2009, but also to withstand the 
potential slow pace of economy healing during 2010.
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Slowing down of the growth of credit and overall assets 

With the beginning of the global financial crisis, the annual growth of the assets 
and loans of the banking sector slowed down significantly, but still their dynamics 
was much better compared to many other similar countries. In 2008 the annual rate of 
growth of the assets reduced by half (the slowing down of the growth was noticeable from the 
second half of the year), and in 2009 the banking system assets achieved a one-digit annual rate 
of growth (7.1%), which was a unique case in the past seven years. Nevertheless, because of the 
nominal decrease of the gross domestic product, the financial intermediation showed increase 
again. The negative consequences of the global economic turbulences mainly reflected on the 
domestic real sector, but also reflected indirectly on the operations of the banking system.

In the course of 2009, one could observe continuous slowing down of the crediting 
activity of banks (the annual growth rate of the loans to non-financial subjects decreased 
from 34.4% for 2008 to 3.5% for 2009). These movements were a reflection of several factors: 
reduction of the activities in the domestic economy, the reduced credit demand (except in the 
last quarter of the year), the slowed down growth of deposits as a basic source for financing 
of banks, the increased caution on the part of banks in approving new loans and the necessary 
tightening of monetary policy. The influence of these factors was felt through the slowing down 
of the dynamics of the banks credit activity both in the sectors “household” and “companies”. The 
first signs of increased dynamism in credit activity to the non-financial subjects were observed 
in the fourth quarter of 2009 in conditions of small relaxation of the credit criteria on the part 
of banks, gradual improvement of the expectations of economic subjects and relatively more 
stable economic trends.

Deterioration of the risk profile of the credit portfolio 

The risk profile of the credit portfolio of banks deteriorated in 2009. This deterioration 
can be seen in the increased growth of non-performing loans and the credit exposure with higher 
risk both with regard to the sector “household” and the sector “companies”. The deterioration 
of the credit portfolio was accompanied with speeding of the growth of the identified 
impairment and the special reserve, but still at a slower pace compared to the growth 
of the exposure to credit risk with higher degree of risk. 

Figure 18
Absolute and relative annual change of the non-functional loans by sectors in the period 2004 
- 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks
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Slowing down of the deposits growth and change in the currency preferences  

As a consequence of the negative economic movements and in conditions of psychological 
pressures on the domestic subjects and their uncertainty regarding the effects and duration 
of the financial crisis, the banking system deposits were characterised with a slowed 
growth from the end of 2008 and during 2009 (the growth of deposits by non-financial 
subjects amounted to 28%, 12.8% and 3.8% for 2007, 2008 and 2009, respectively). More 
unstable were the deposits by companies, which showed negative annual rates of growth in 
the period from March 2009 until March 2010. Contrary to this, the household deposits showed 
positive annual rates of change in continuity, in spite of the negative influence of the crisis on 
the expectations at the end of 2008 and the beginning of 2009. With this, the household savings 
in the country took the role of a key pillar for maintaining the stability of the domestic banking 
system. Changes could also be observed with regard to the currency structure of deposits, 
influenced by the effects of the world financial crisis. Namely, the developments at the end of 
2008 caused a higher tendency of the household savings in foreign exchange, which is contrary 
to the trends in the period from 2005 to 2008, when the Denar savings showed continuous 
increase compared with the foreign exchange deposits. 

Figure 19
Structure and absolute annual change of deposits according to their currency structure in the 
period 2004 - 2010 

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

Measures for prevention of the fall of liquidity  

In general the banks showed a prudent and conservative approach in managing 
the liquidity in the period before the crisis, which enabled them to have accumulated 
satisfactory level of liquid funds and to deal with the more difficult market conditions 
and the unplanned outflow of funds in the crisis period without major problems. 
Nevertheless, the global financial turbulences were felt by the banks in the Republic of 
Macedonia through the volume of liquid funds they disposed with. These consequences 
on the domestic banks were mainly due to the fluctuations of the sources of financing, primarily 
the deposits. In a situation of a downward line of the liquidity indicators, in December 2008, 
National Bank adopted a new Decision on management with liquidity risk. With the adoption 
of the new Decision, the banks were obliged to fulfil certain minimal rates of liquidity, i.e. they 
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were obliged to reduce the maturity gap between the assets and liabilities with maturity period 
in the following 30 days and in the next 180 days. The obligation for fulfilling the liquidity rates 
was in force starting from March 2009. The elimination of the Denar and foreign exchange gap 
in the maturity group until 30 days was due to be executed by 28.02.2011, i.e. by 28.02.2014 
for the 180 days maturity group.   

Figure 20
Dynamics of certain indicators of liquidity and the indicator loans/deposits in the period 2004 
- 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

Starting from the second half of 2009, the banks liquid assets started to grow again 
which continued in 2010 as well. Identical movements can be observed with respect to the 
indicator for the coverage of short term liabilities and the coverage of household deposits with 
liquid assets. 

End of the trend for reduction of solvency 

During the global financial crisis, in conditions of a slowed credit activity, increased 
impairment losses because of the gradual materialisation of the credit risk, reduction of profitability 
and increased preference of banks for keeping liquid assets, the trend of reduction of the 
solvency indicators ceased. Thus, in 2009 the rate of capital adequacy increased by 0.2 
percentage points, strengthening the already strong capital position of the banking system.

Reduction of profitability 

The pro-cyclic character of the banks operations can be noted through the movement of 
loans and the banking system profitability. The intensification of the global financial crisis and the 
consequent problems for the domestic real sector was followed by a period of re-evaluation of 
the risks on the part of banks, which led to a significant decrease in their profitability. The 
trend over several years of uninterrupted increase of profitability and efficiency of the banking 
system was interrupted in 2008 (the realised profit in 2008 was approximately 7% lower than the 
profit made in 2007, while the realised profit in 2009 was almost 50% lower compared to the one 
in the previous year). The decrease of profit is due to the slowed growth of banks activities (which 
reflected negatively on the realised net income of banks made from the commissions and fees, 
which showed a slow grow in 2008 and decreased significantly during 2009), the deteriorated 
quality of their credit portfolio, as well as the increase of their operative costs.
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The banking system of the Republic of Macedonia in the post crisis period (2010-
2011)

Increased dynamics of banks’ activities  

During 2010 the overall activities of the domestic banking system continued 
to grow with a moderate dynamics. In conditions of a gradual stabilisation of the global 
economic flows and macroeconomic movements in the country, accompanied with loosening of 
the monetary policy, reduction of the psychological pressures and uncertainty of the economic 
subjects, the credit activity of the banks and the deposit core grew with a faster dynamics when 
compared to 2009. This affected positively the degree of financial mediation. Thus, in 2010, the 
banking system assets increased by 13.7%, which is 6.6 percentage points more compared to 
the growth achieved in 2009. In the same period the loans to non-financial subjects increased 
by 7.4% and the deposits by 13.5%, which is almost double, compared to the realised growth 
in 2009. From the aspect of the currency structure of deposits, in conditions of normalised 
movements on the foreign exchange market, but also due to the demonstrated credibility of the 
monetary policy of National Bank, another change of preferences of the depositors in favour of 
the national currency was observed in 2010. 

After a period of continuous deterioration of indicators of the degree of banks’ 
risk to credit exposure, according to some of the indicators measuring the quality of 
the credit portfolio, this trend was abandoned in 2010. Namely, in 2010 the average level 
of the credit exposure risk showed certain decrease (from 6.5% as on 31.12.2009 to 6.1% on 
31.12.2010), whereas the share of exposure, classified in the risk categories “C”, “D” and “E” in 
the overall credit exposure, showed annual decrease of 0.8 percentage points (on 31.12.2010 
this indicator showed 7.1%).  

Increase of liquidity  

Starting from June 2009, the banking system liquidity indicators show 
continuous upward trend. The average annual share of the liquidity assets in the banks’ total 
assets on 31.12.2010 is higher by 5.17 percentage points compared to the average registered 
in 2009. 

Table 5
Dynamics of the liquidity assets, their components and part of the liquidity indicators  

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks
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As regards the fulfilment of obligations imposed with the Decision on management with 
liquidity risk, on 31.12.2010 all banks had liquidity rates higher than one until 30 days, both for 
the positions in Denar and in foreign exchange (according to the regulation, banks were obliged 
to reach the value for these rates equal to one, at the latest by the end of February 2011). 
Regarding the liquidity rates until 180 days, part of the banks have still not achieved rates equal 
to one, but they are mainly within the prescribed dynamics (according to the regulation, banks 
are obliged to reach the value for this rate equal to one, at the latest by the end of February 
2014). The liquidity rate until 180 days for the positions in foreign exchange is lower than the 
prescribed dynamics only with regard to two banks.  

The average annual liquid assets share in the total assets of banks in the period 2004-
2007 moves in the range 35.26%-37.83%, while in the last three years – years that are marked 
with a world recession, the banks’ liquid assets share in the total assets is lower by 13.4-10.5 
percentage points and moves in the interval from 21.83% to 27.35%. It is evident that in the last 
three years the liquidity ratios were lower than in the pre-crisis period and they are maintained 
at a lower level after implementing the Decision on liquidity. This shows that the monetary 
authorities, in spite of the taken measure, have still left larger room for another type of portfolio 
– the credit portfolio in the crisis period at the expense of liquidity.

In the second half of 2010 and the start of 2011, part of the banks increased 
their capital by new emissions of shares (Ohridska banka AD Ohrid, Alpha banka AD 
Skopje and Komercijalna banka AD Skopje), which is an important positive signal with 
respect to the “de-freezing” of this possibility for banks for increase of their own funds. Namely, 
in the period 31.12.2008-30.06.2010, in conditions of a low level of available liquid funds of 
potential investors, the bank owners and managers did not opt for increase of own funds via new 
emissions of shares. The recapitalisation of banks by new emissions of shares means additional 
strengthening of the quality and quantity of own funds, which is especially important for support 
to the banking system future activities. 

Increase in profitability  

In 2010, the banking system of Republic of Macedonia showed for 37.7% 
higher profit compared with previous year profit. The increased profitability of the 
banking system in 2010 is mainly due to the significant decrease of impairment 
losses by 30.9%, compared with 2009. Thus, the operating profit before impairment losses 
in 2010 was for 12.7% lower compared to the previous year, which is mostly a consequence of 
the reduced net-interest income and other regular income. 

The continuing growth of the volume of activities of the banking system in the 
following period requires answers to some challenges related to the following:

Improvement of the banks’ capacity to manage solvency, especially to use all - 
available possibilities for increase of their own funds, apart from the ones used 
most often – retained profit and capital infusion by the entity in question;
Improvement of the process of risk management, directed at application of more - 
sophisticated techniques; 
Undertaking necessary activities for access to the international capital markets;  - 
Adequate management with the already taken credit risk by timely and objective - 
evaluation of the claims from clients and consequent acknowledgment and allocation 
of impairment and special reserve;
Determining internal indicators for the level of tolerance for the transformation of - 
the foreign exchange risk into credit risk and for the acceptable volume of currency 
and maturity transformation of funds. This indirectly means establishing formal 
limits for the conversion of funds with foreign exchange quality into placements 
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in the national economy, and with this quantifying the desired balance between 
profitability and liquidity;
Making efforts to change the use of the collateral estimated value in cases when the - 
collateral is real estate with its market value, in order to get a more realistic picture 
of the level of coverage of the credit risk exposure with the collateral.

1.2.2. Non-financial sector

The non-financial sector includes household and the companies, which are the most 
important clients of financial institutions. The financial potential, the capacity to realise regular 
income from their work and the level of their indebtedness reflect directly on the achievements 
of the financial institutions. Therefore, the regular monitoring of the movements with respect 
to the segments of household and companies is of great importance for the financial stability in 
the economy, because it indirectly enables to perceive the possible risks for the financial sector 
that would result from the transactions with the non-financial sector.

   
Household   

The risks on the financial stability created by the “household” sector showed 
increase within the analysed period 2005-2009. Still, these risks are within controlled 
lines and have no significant systemic influence.  

Figure 21
Movement of the financial assets, the disposable income, personal consumption and indebtedness 
of households, per capita

Source: NBRM and the State Statistical Office

The total financial assets of the “household” sector showed growth by 42.5% or 
57 billion Denar (i.e. by approximately 27,500 Denar per capita) in the analysed period 2005-
2009. The growth of the financial assets was mainly due to investments of natural persons in 
deposits with the local banks and savings houses that had a dominant share in the total financial 
assets with 65.5% at the end of 2009 (this share amounted to 42.6% at the end of 2005). 
Having in mind that almost half of the sources of financing of local banks come from household 
deposits, this non-financial sector is an important creditor of the banking system and each 
potential materialisation of risks to which the household sector is exposed could have negative 
effects on the liquidity and stable work of domestic banks. In the analysed four-year period, the 
disposable income of the households increased by 143.2%, which was mostly due to the 
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growth of the gross income from salaries of employees (more precisely the funds of employed 
persons) and based on private transfers from abroad. In spite of the increase of the disposable 
income, it is still not sufficient to cover the personal consumption of the population. Namely, 
the negative gap between the disposable income and the personal consumption in the analysed 
period 2005-2009 showed a growth by 37.5%. An additional argument for the rather low level of 
disposable income is the fact that more than 70% of the costs for personal consumption are made 
for purchasing essential products. The main reasons for the insufficient growth of the disposable 
income should be identified in the high rate of unemployment of the active population (which 
is continuously over 30%) and the low workforce productivity, which prevents a more dynamic 
growth (than the one achieved) of income based on funds from employees. The increase of 
disposable income and in general of the population financial power is determined to a large 
extent by the volume of activities and performance of the corporate sector, as well as from its 
efficiency in handling the risks it is exposed to. 

Considering that the state is one 
of the larger employers in the domestic 
economy, its financial position is also 
an important factor that impacts the 
population financial power. In conditions 
of high unemployment, maintaining a 
stable level of prices in the economy 
is of primary importance, because any 
significant increase in the prices of the 
essential products (which are inflexible) 
would bring about growth of costs for 
personal consumption and deterioration 
of the population standard of living. 

The household debt 
increased almost three times in the 
period 2005-2009 (from 25,133 million 
Denar on 31.12.2005 to 71,555 million 
Denar on 31.12.2009), which is a far 
more dynamic growth compared to the 

increase of the financial assets and the disposable income. Despite the high growth of household 
indebtedness, the comparison with other countries and groups of countries reveals a relatively 
low share of the household debt in the GDP. Still, in the analysed period of four years, the non-
performing household loans in continuity show high two-digit rates of growth (the highest rate 
of growth of non-performing household loans of 73.3% was registered in 2008), which points 
to a reduced payment capacity of the loan beneficiaries and consequent materialisation of the 
credit risk undertaken by the local banks. Apart from this, the increase of non-performing loans 
at a simultaneous growth of the financial assets and disposable population income is an indicator 
of an increased social and economic  stratification of the population (the National Bank research 
show that more than 60% of the indebtedness is concentrated at the population with lower 
monthly income (from 7,000 – 30,000 Denar), which imposes the need for increased caution of 
local banks of potential new credit exposure towards the natural persons. The analysis of the 
household debt structure reveals a relatively high share of the debt with currency component 
in the total household indebtedness (45.7% at the end of 2009; 29% at the end of 2005) and 
especially high presence of loans with so-called “adjustable” interest rates in the total loans of 
natural persons (in the analysed period 2005-2009 this share exceeds 85% of the total household 
loans). In such conditions maintaining the foreign exchange rate of the Denar at a stable level 
and creating the climate for low interest rates in the domestic economy are of crucial importance 
for maintaining the population capacity to service the debts at a satisfactory level.

Figure 22
Dynamics and structure of the household debt, 
according to the type of creditor

Source: NBRM and Ministry of finance 
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Figure 23
Level of household debt in relation to the GDP, per different countries (2009)

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by banks and savings houses, the State Statistical Office, Eurostat and the 
IMF. 

Companies 

As in the household sector, the risks related to the corporate sector in the 
period 2005-2009 were increasing. What is especially worrying is the growing 
indebtedness of the corporate sector, which depending of its capacity to generate 
income for settlement of debts could impose in the future as significant risk factor 
with regard to this sector. 

Table 6
Movement of assets and part of indicators for the work of the corporate sector

Source: NBRM calculations, based on data from the Central Register of RM.
Note: *The total assets, apart from the fixed and current assets include the claims for registered and unpaid capital and 
paid costs for the future periods and undue revenue collection.

In the period 2005-2009 the total assets of the corporate sector increased by 
approximately one third20. The fixed and current assets have equal share in the structure of the 
companies’ funds and in the analysed period they contributed almost equally to the growth of the 

20 In 2006 and especially in 2007 reforms were carried out for creating a more favourable institutional, regulatory and 
administrative framework directed at improving the working conditions: changes were introduced in the area of taxes 
aimed at reducing the tax burden and simplifying the tax procedures; the implementation of the so-called regulatory 
guillotine significantly simplified the regulation and the procedure for starting business; in 2007 by establishing the 
European informative and innovative centre, the Republic of Macedonia joined the Enterprise Europe Network, whose 
key instrument is the Programme for competitiveness and innovations that supports the activities of the small and 
medium-size companies.   
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corporate sector overall activities. The participation of equity and reserves in the total sources 
for financing of the companies is stable and ranges around 50%. The profitability position of 
companies is continuously improving, which is confirmed by the increase of the indicators 
for return on assets and equity by more than four times. Nevertheless, the increased delay in 
collecting claims and payment of liabilities, as well as the low liquid position of the corporate sector, 
in the absence of the amount of value correction of claims in the closing statements, submitted 
by companies to the Central Register of RM, puts into question the realistic presentation of the 
claims value, the improved profitability position and the amount of indicators for the corporate 
sector capital (especially in the crisis years 2008 and 2009). Namely, the indicators for the quick 
and current liquidity of companies remained at almost the same level, which is 50% lower than 
the generally accepted, satisfactory level (1 for the quick, i.e. 2 for the current liquidity). The low 
liquidity of the domestic corporate sector is a consequence of the low degree of use of the funds, 
which is confirmed by the continuous deterioration of the indicators for turnover, i.e. by the 
continuous increase of the days of “tying” of funds (claims and inventories) and days of payment 
of corporate sector liabilities. Thus, the average period necessary for collection of claims of 
approximately four months at the end of 2005 increased to approximately nine months at the end 
of 2009, the average period of payment of liabilities for the same period increased from seven to 
twelve months, and the period of “tying” of stocks showed increase from two to five months. The 
deterioration of these indicators was especially evident in the crisis years 2008 and 200921, when 
the number of companies with blocked accounts and those with initiated bankruptcy procedure 
increased significantly (the registered number of companies with blocked accounts for 2009 
was twice higher than the number recorded in 2007, while the number of companies that have 
initiated bankruptcy procedure increased by 50%), accompanied with a simultaneous reduction of 
the number of newly-founded companies (the number of newly-founded companies in 2009 is by 
17% lower than the number registered in 2007). 

Considering the fact that 
the achievements of the corporate 
sector were brought into 
question due to the inadequate 
presentation of the amount of 
impairment for claims in the 
closing statements, submitted 
by the companies to the Central 
Register of RM, it can be said that 
this sector is still probably the 
weakest link in the Macedonian 
economy with a relatively high 
presence of financial indiscipline 
and insufficient capacity to 
absorb the active population of 
the Republic of Macedonia. On 
the other hand, in a small and 

open economy as the Macedonian, the volume of activities, the performances and financial 
capacity of the companies are largely determined by the developments on global and regional 
level (above all by the economic growth in the countries that are its main trade partners). 
However, the sensitivity of the Macedonian corporate sector to outside shocks is especially 
emphasized, having in mind the weak competitiveness of the domestic companies on the foreign 
markets and the relatively high degree of export concentration. 

21 In the course of 2008 and 2009, the Government of RM adopted three packages anti-crisis measures. Part of 
the measures included tax relieves with regard to the income tax, reduction of custom fees, reduction of social 
contributions fees, crediting support to small and medium companies from the export sector and other sectors of the 
economy etc.

Table 7
Movement of the number of companies in the Republic of 
Macedonia

Source: Central Register of RM. 
Note: The data for 2007 is the earliest available data.
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Significant transformation of the structure of banks assets  

The growth of the level 
of financial intermediation in the 
analysed seven-year period was 
accompanied with significant 
structural transformations of the 
assets (funds) of the banks, which 
manifested through the intensive 
crediting activity and the continuing 
maturity and currency transformation 
of funds. Namely, the largest changes 
in the structure of the banking system 
assets regard the reduction of the share 
of placements with other banks and 
financial institutions (from 31.2% at the 
end of 2004 to 13.3% on 31.12.2010), 
resulting from the increase of the share 
of loans to domestic non-financial 
subjects (from 40.7% at the end of 2004 
to 55.1% on 31.12.2010). In parallel, 

the structural participation of cash and the funds on accounts with National Bank, but also the 
share of the securities portfolio increased, mostly because of the investment in Central Bank 
bills and especially in government securities, issued by the Republic of Macedonia16. These 
developments in the structure of the banks assets are the best indicator that in the past six to 
seven years, and especially prior to the zenith of the global economic crisis, the domestic banks 
focussed mainly on increased placement of high-revenue funds in the national economy, at the 
expense of reducing the placements in low-revenue funds in the foreign banks.

Figure 10

Structure of the banking system assets in the 
Republic of Macedonia in the period 2004 - 
2010

Structure of the banking system liabilities in 
the Republic of Macedonia in the period 2004 
- 2010

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks

16 The share of CB bills, issued by the NBRM in the overall banking system assets in the period 2004 - 2010 increased 
from 3.8% to 8.5%, and the share of the treasury bills in the overall assets increased from 0.5% at the end of 2004 
to 4.7% at the end of 2010. Therefore, on 31.12.2010, these two financial instruments compose 88.6% of the value 
of the overall portfolio of securities owned by the domestic banks.

Figure 9
Annual rates of change of the overall assets, loans 
and deposits

Source: NBRM, based on data obtained by the banks
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The corporate sector debt increased by almost three times in the period 2005-2009, 
whereat the largest creditors are non-residents, which in continuity compose more than 50% 
of the debts of the national companies. Following the registered drop in non-performing loans 
to companies (in the period 2005-2007), in the course of 2008 and 2009 they registered growth 
(6.7% in 2008 and 34.8% in 2009), which implies decreased capacity of the corporate sector to 
service the liabilities, i.e. materialisation of undertaken credit risk on the part of the domestic 
banking system in the last two analysed years. Thus, although the indicator of the share of 
loans to companies in the GDP is not at a high level compared with many other countries from 
Central and South-Eastern Europe, it is necessary for domestic banks to increase their caution 
when extending new loans. Similarly as with regard to the household debt, the structure of 
the corporate debt is dominated by currency component indebtedness (the debt with currency 
component increased from 65% in the total debt at the end of 2005 to a level of around 85% 
at the end of 2009), whereas more than 80% from the loans to companies have “adjustable” 
interest rates, which points to an increased exposure of companies to interest and currency 
risk, i.e. increased exposure of corporate sector creditors to indirect credit risk. Therefore, 
maintaining macroeconomic stability is crucial for the corporate sector financial capacity, its 
capacity to service the liabilities towards creditors, as well as the capacity for an easier access 
to the sources of funding for the regular activities.

Figure 24

Share of loans to corporate sector in the GDP 
 for 2008 and 2009 per separate countries

Dynamics and structure of the corporate 
sector debt by type of creditor

Source: NBRM, various Central banks websites and the IMF. Source: NBRM and the Ministry of Finance
Note: As there is no available data on the structure 
of the corporate debt for 2005, only the total debt is 
presented.

Taking in consideration the fact that the regular monitoring of the movements in the 
corporate sector is of great importance for the financial stability in the economy, it is very 
important to improve in the future the quality of reports on the closing statements, submitted 
by companies to the Central Register of RM.

1.2.3. Non-deposit financial institutions

The non-deposit financial institutions have a relatively small role in the financial 
intermediation and their potential influence on the financial stability is not high. Nonetheless, 
the expectations for gradual increase of their share in the total financial system impose the need 
for further careful monitoring and analysis of the movements with regard to these institutions. 
Similarly as with the banking sector, this segment of the financial system is also characterised 
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Source: NBRM, various Central banks websites and the IMF. Source: NBRM and the Ministry of Finance
Note: As there is no available data on the structure 
of the corporate debt for 2005, only the total debt is 
presented.

Taking in consideration the fact that the regular monitoring of the movements in the 
corporate sector is of great importance for the financial stability in the economy, it is very 
important to improve in the future the quality of reports on the closing statements, submitted 
by companies to the Central Register of RM.

1.2.3. Non-deposit financial institutions

The non-deposit financial institutions have a relatively small role in the financial 
intermediation and their potential influence on the financial stability is not high. Nonetheless, 
the expectations for gradual increase of their share in the total financial system impose the need 
for further careful monitoring and analysis of the movements with regard to these institutions. 
Similarly as with the banking sector, this segment of the financial system is also characterised 
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The corporate sector debt increased by almost three times in the period 2005-2009, 
whereat the largest creditors are non-residents, which in continuity compose more than 50% 
of the debts of the national companies. Following the registered drop in non-performing loans 
to companies (in the period 2005-2007), in the course of 2008 and 2009 they registered growth 
(6.7% in 2008 and 34.8% in 2009), which implies decreased capacity of the corporate sector to 
service the liabilities, i.e. materialisation of undertaken credit risk on the part of the domestic 
banking system in the last two analysed years. Thus, although the indicator of the share of 
loans to companies in the GDP is not at a high level compared with many other countries from 
Central and South-Eastern Europe, it is necessary for domestic banks to increase their caution 
when extending new loans. Similarly as with regard to the household debt, the structure of 
the corporate debt is dominated by currency component indebtedness (the debt with currency 
component increased from 65% in the total debt at the end of 2005 to a level of around 85% 
at the end of 2009), whereas more than 80% from the loans to companies have “adjustable” 
interest rates, which points to an increased exposure of companies to interest and currency 
risk, i.e. increased exposure of corporate sector creditors to indirect credit risk. Therefore, 
maintaining macroeconomic stability is crucial for the corporate sector financial capacity, its 
capacity to service the liabilities towards creditors, as well as the capacity for an easier access 
to the sources of funding for the regular activities.
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important to improve in the future the quality of reports on the closing statements, submitted 
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1.2.3. Non-deposit financial institutions

The non-deposit financial institutions have a relatively small role in the financial 
intermediation and their potential influence on the financial stability is not high. Nonetheless, 
the expectations for gradual increase of their share in the total financial system impose the need 
for further careful monitoring and analysis of the movements with regard to these institutions. 
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with a high level of concentration (the CR5 indicator22 calculated for the total assets of different 
types non-deposit institutions exceeds 70%), which still showed a decreasing trend in the 
analysed period 2005-2009 (2009 is an exception, when the degree of concentration from the 
aspect of the total assets shows increase in almost all types of non-deposit financial institutions). 
Except for brokerage houses and the companies for management with investment funds, 
all types of non-deposit financial institutions are dominantly in foreign ownership. The low 
level of inter-departmental integration and the limited crossed ownership among the separate 
financial segments are one of the main characteristics of the financial sector of the Republic 
of Macedonia, which minimises the exposure to risk from the transfer of negative influences 
(contagion risk).

Table 8
Ownership structure of different non-deposit financial institutions 

Source: For each institutional segment, the competent supervisory body (NBRM, Securities and Exchange Commission, 
MAPAS and the Ministry of Finance)
Note: n.f. - not functional for the concrete date

 
The insurance sector 

The insurance sector is the second largest segment of the financial system, although 
the share of its assets in the overall assets of the financial system shows significant decrease 
(from 8.6% on 31.12.2005 to 4% at the end of 2009). Despite the permanent expansion of the 
scope of products, offered by the insurance companies, as well as the development of channels 
of distribution through which insurance services are being offered (including mediators in the 
insurance business, such as insurance brokerage companies and representation in insurance 
companies), certain activities still remained underdeveloped. This is best seen by the relatively 
low share of only 4.9% of life insurance in the total gross premiums of the insurance sector 
in 2009, which is still an increase by 2.8 percentage points compared to the end of 2005 (the 
activities of the non-life insurance dominate in the work of insurance companies). The insurance 
sector solvency is rather high and shows continuous improvement over the last period. Namely, 
the insurance sector equity and reserves were 4.3 times higher than the legally prescribed level 
of solvency margin at the end of 2009, whereas at the end of 2005 they were 2.5 times higher 
than the determined solvency margin. The Agency for Supervision of Insurance started its work 
in 2009, which created the preconditions to overcome one of the potential risks for the insurance 
sector, namely the inadequate supervisory and regulatory framework. In the following period, 

22 Share of the five companies with highest amount of assets in the total assets for certain type of non-deposit financial 
institution.
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apart from strengthening the monitoring of the insurance companies, the Agency will also 
focus on the steps for completion of the secondary legislation, especially in the domain of risk 
management. The main risks related to the work in the insurance sector and its contribution 
to maintaining financial stability are related to the insufficient coverage of technical reserves 
with adequate funds23. Namely at the end of 2009, 72.2% of the insurance companies technical 
reserves were covered with the adequate funds, which still represents a significant improvement 
compared to the end of 2005 when the technical reserves coverage with adequate funds 
amounted to 31.2% (the legally prescribed minimum for the degree of coverage of insurance 
companies technical reserves with adequate funds is 100%). 

The leasing sector  

The leasing sector is one of the fastest growing segments of the financial system, 
which increased its assets by more than four times over a period of four years (2005-2009). The 
largest growth was registered with respect to the financial support to the leasing companies for 
legal entities in the Republic of Macedonia, which is on average twice higher compared with the 
provided financial support for natural persons. In spite of the fast growth of the leasing sector, 
its share in the national economic activity is still low and insignificant (the assets of the leasing 
sector represent 2.2% of the GDP for 2009). The leasing companies mainly offer services of 
financial leasing (operating leasing practically does not exist and the sale with reverse leasing 
is not legally provided for). The value of the leasing agreements for movables in the analysed 
period of four years (2005-2009), did not decrease below 98% of the total value of the active 
leasing agreements (the remainder of 2% is from the agreements for real estate). The future 
profitable and stable work of the leasing companies will depend, among other things, on the 
following several factors: structural transformation of the sources for financing of the leasing 
companies aimed at increasing the capital as a permanent and irreversible investment of owners 
in order to reduce the share of liabilities resulting from loans provided mainly from abroad (at 
the end of 2009, almost 90% of the overall liabilities of the leasing sector resulted from liabilities 
from loans generating high costs for interests); improvement of the efficiency in undertaking 
the leasing collateral following the termination of concluded agreements with clients who have 
not respected the terms of the agreement and in regard to their sale (which imposes the need 
for better organisation of the secondary market of movables and real estate in the Republic of 
Macedonia) and adoption and implementation of the long awaited changes in the area of tax 
regulations, in the part of the real estate tax (when purchasing real estate by leasing, the tax on 
turnover with real estate is paid twice) and in the part of the value added tax (leasing companies 
are not exempted from the obligation for payment of value added tax, which is the case with 
banks and insurance companies). 

Private pension funds 

The adoption of the Law on obligatory fully funded pension insurance in 2002 marked 
the beginning of the reforms in the area of pension insurance in the Republic of Macedonia, which 
final epilogue is the transition from a one-pillar pension system (functioning on the principle of 
inter-generational solidarity), to a three-pillar pension system.

23 The funds that cover the technical reserves are those funds that serve to cover the future liabilities of the insurance 
companies based on insurance agreements, as well as the possible losses from performing insurance activities for 
which the insurance company is obliged to allocate funds for technical reserves. In accordance with the Law on 
Supervision of Insurance, the insurance companies are obliged to allocate one part of premiums they charge insured 
persons in the form of technical reserves on the side of liabilities. On the side of the assets, insurance companies 
should place these technical reserves in certain funds, prescribed in accordance with the law, which are generally by 
nature liquid. The ratio between these funds and the technical reserves should amount to a minimum of 100%.
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Figure 25
Number of members and funds in the pension funds of the second pillar (left) and the third pillar 
(right)

Source: MAPAS and NBRM calculations

In this system, apart from the Pension and Invalidity Insurance Fund, there are two 
other pillars, which function according to the principles of the fully funded pension insurance. 
The second pillar of the pension system started to function in 2005, when two companies 
for management with pension funds were established, while two compulsory pension funds 
(managed by the previously established companies), started their activities at the beginning of 
2006. These companies function as open investment funds with defined contributions paid by 
their members, amounting to 7.42% of the basis for calculation and payment of contributions. 
Obligatory members of the pension funds from the second pillar are the persons who are 
employed for the first time or who were employed after 1 January 2003, while the other persons 
had the right to choose whether they will join the pension system second pillar. The funds of 
the compulsory pension funds were kept apart from the funds of the company for management 
with pension funds, whereat the National Bank performed the custodian role, which resulted 
in additional dose of confidence on the part of the public in the first years of existence of the 
compulsory pension funds (at the end of 2009, in accordance with the changes to the Law 
on compulsory fully funded pension insurance, the companies for management of pension 
funds chose new custodial entities of the compulsory pension funds, namely domestic banks 
with licence for establishment and operations, issued by the National Bank, which meet the 
requirements stipulated in the Law). The so-called third pillar of the reformed pension system, 
i.e. the voluntary fully funded pension insurance began functioning in the second half of 2009 
(the Law on the voluntary fully funded pension insurance was adopted in 2008). Two voluntary 
funds were established and the membership can be provided by opening an individual account, 
on voluntary basis, or through a membership in a professional pension scheme organised by 
the employer or association of citizens, and consequent opening of a professional account. 
Having in mind the characteristics of the pension funds, especially the fact that pension funds 
are relatively “young” financial institutions without current obligations for payment of funds 
based on pensions, the fast growth of their funds is expected and their share in the total assets 
of the financial system reached a level of almost 3% at the end of 2010 (in the period 2006-
2010 the pension funds assets increased by approximately ten times, which makes them the 
fastest growing segment of the domestic financial system). The main risks that are related to the 
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operation of the pension funds mainly result from the risks that are present in the economy in 
general and the dependence of the pension funds achievements on the financial position of the 
state is especially visible. This results from the fact that the claims on the basis of government 
securities take the main place in the structure of invested funds in the pension funds24 (at the 
end of 2010 their share amounted to 53.9%, which is still a decrease by 25.3 percentage points 
compared to the end of 2006 and it is mostly due to the increased placement of funds in deposits). 
Therefore, there is a need for a pro-active approach in the planning and consequent revision of 
the investment strategies, which would adequately reflect the changes in the general economic 
surrounding.

Capital market 

In the period 2005-2009 the capital market in the Republic of Macedonia was 
characterised by undeveloped primary market, limited liquidity on the secondary market, modest 
offer of investment alternatives and stressed sensitiveness in the investors’ decisions to the 
economic and other regional and international developments. The shareholding companies in 
the Republic of Macedonia are generally not oriented to financing their operations through the 
capital market and their presence as issuers of securities is mostly irregular. When the 
national shareholding companies appear as issuers of securities, this is done mostly through 
private offers, namely by payment of scrip dividend (dividend in shares) or with increase 
capitalisation, mostly in the case when the company has a dominant foreign owner. In addition, 
shareholding companies, especially banks, frequently purchase their own shares to sell them 
later as a private offer. A total of sixty six issues of long-term non-government securities in a 
total value of 14,453 million Denar (or approximately 591.6 million US dollars)25 were realised 
in the analysed period of 2005-2009. Only three of these issues of long-term non-government 
securities refer to bonds (banks are issuers in two of these issues), while only four issues were 
realised via public offer (three in 2006 and one in 2008). 

Table 9
Number, value (amounts presented in million Denars) and structure of the realised issues of 
long-term securities 

Source: Securities and Exchange Commission, website of the Ministry of Finance and NBRM calculations.

One of the more active issuers of long-term securities in the Republic of Macedonia is the 
Ministry of Finance, which realised a total of twenty issues of government bonds in the analysed 

24 In the last years these institutions tend to invest on the international financial markets, including in the Euro-bonds 
of the Republic of Macedonia.

25 For comparison, in one year (in 2009), only by public offer, shares in a total value of 1,201.7 million US dollars were 
issued on the Hungarian capital market, i.e. in a total value of 2,791.2 million US dollars were issued on the Polish 
capital market. Source: Global Financial Stability Report, April/2010, IMF.
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period from 2005 to 2009 (of them five are structural26, and the remaining fifteen are continous 
bonds), in a total value of 12,292 million Denar. The lack of interest of the private sector for 
financing of its activities through the capital market could be a sign of weakness and lack of 
imagination on the part of the managerial structures in the domestic shareholding companies, 
which further limits the small number of available alternatives for the private sector for providing 
additional sources of funding. In a situation of a relatively weak development of the capital 
market, main sources of financing of the private sector are the bank loans.  

Figure 26
Movement of the stock exchange turnover during the classical trading with shares and bonds 
(left) and movement of the basic stock exchange indexes (right)

Source: Macedonian Stock Exchange AD Skopje and NBRM calculations

 
The gradual increase of the trade and the price levels on the Macedonian Stock 

Exchange began at the end of 2005. The largest activity on the secondary market of capital 
occurred in 2007 when the turnover on the stock exchange realised by classic trading was 
almost equal to the overall turnover realised in all other analysed years together (2005, 2006, 
2008, 2009 and 2010). The growth of turnover in the period 2005-2007 was mostly result of the 
increased interest for participation in the  trading with shares on the stock exchange, above all 
on the part of foreign institutional investors (mostly on the purchase side of the stock exchange 
turnover), but also on the part of the local public (especially natural persons). The increased 
trade on the stock exchange was accompanied by a gradual growth of the price levels on the 
Macedonian Stock Exchange and even by forming speculative (so-called “price bubbles”) during 
2007, when the Macedonian Stock Exchange Index (MBI-10) reached a level 10 times higher than 
its basic value (the MBI-10 index was introduced on 04.01.2005 and the basic value was set to 
1,000 index points). The growth of prices on the Macedonian Stock Exchange caused increase of 
the total market capitalisation of quoted shared and bonds, which reached its maximum during 
the analysed period in 2007 and represented 84.7% of the GDP. However, since the last quarter 
of 2007, with the first signs of the world economic crisis and the increased inflatory pressures on 
a global level, there was a trend of constant decrease of the stock exchange turnover, increased 
restraint of potential investors and outflow of the investments by foreign investors. The price 
levels on the Macedonian Stock Exchange registered a significant downward correction during 
2008 and a mild, but rather variable and unpredictable growth in the course of 2009 and 2010. 
The market capitalisation of shares and quoted bonds showed a significant drop and at the 
end of 2010 it was reduced to a level of 31.5% of the GDP. In spite of the significant motion on 
the Macedonian Stock Exchange in the period 2005-2007, the capital market in the Republic of 

26 Government bonds for the old savings in foreign exchange and for denationalisation.

continuous
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Macedonia was still characterised with a limited liquidity (shallowness) on the secondary market. 
This characteristics prevents the fast “entrance” and especially “exit” from the market without 
major costs (which is especially important in conditions of crisis), which reflects negatively on 
the degree of attraction of the Macedonian Stock Exchange to potential investors. On the other 
hand, it is increasingly obvious that the movements on the Macedonian Stock Exchange are less 
dependant on the results of the shareholding companies, of which the shares are the subject of 
stock exchange trading, but they are rather mostly determined by the level of foreign investors’ 
activity on our stock exchange, the developments on the global and regional stock exchanges 
and on incidental speculations, above all from the domestic investors. Such determination of 
the movements on the Macedonian secondary capital market results in higher unpredictability 
and variability of the price levels, which brings an increased risk for the financial property value 
of the investors (especially smaller investors, above all natural persons). 

The gradual increase of the 
turnover and the prices on the capital 
market, which started in 2005 reaching 
its peak in 2007, caused certain motion 
in the segments of the financial 
system, with a primary focus on 
activities on the capital market. 
Namely, the number of brokerage 
houses and their volume of activities 
multiplied in the period 2005-2007. 
Furthermore, the first investment funds 
and companies for management of 
investment funds, i.e. the first private 
funds and companies for management 
of private funds were founded in 
2007, which enriched the institutional 
infrastructure of the domestic financial 
system and expanded the offer of 
alternatives for investment. The role 
of the investment funds is especially 
important from the aspect of collecting 

funds from smaller investors, who are mostly limited in their efforts for realisation of a satisfactory 
degree of diversification of their individual portfolio (therefore, the domestic natural persons 
are the biggest investors in the open investment funds). In conditions of prolonged downward 
correction of the price levels on the global and regional stock exchanges and on the domestic 
capital market, in the course of 2008, the largest part of the investment funds assets was 
invested in sight deposits, short-term deposits and in money (at the end of 2008 these funds had 
a dominant share – 50.6% in the total assets of the investment funds), whereas in conditions 
of stabilisation of global and regional stock exchanges during 2009, the largest part of the 
funds were placed in shares, issued on the foreign markets by foreign shareholding companies 
(on 31.12.2009, 50.3% of the investment funds assets was placed in shares issued by foreign 
shareholding companies). The trend of decrease of turnover on the stock exchange, which 
started from the last quarter of 2007, weakened the brokerage houses basis to make profit, 
endangered their ability for long-term maintenance of profitability and in the case of several 
brokerage houses, brought into question their survival on the market (namely, during 2009 the 
number of brokerage houses reduced by two, and liquidation procedure was initiated with regard 
to three more brokerage houses at the beginning of 2010). On the other hand, in the segment of 
investment funds, the property of the open investment funds is still far lower than the necessary 

Figure 27
Market capitalisation on the Macedonian Stock 
Exchange compared to the GDP

Source: Macedonian Stock Exchange AD Skopje and NBRM 
calculations
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level for profitable and even solvent operation of some of the companies for management27 
with investment funds in spite of the relatively dynamic growth of their assets in the last two 
years (since their appearance on the domestic financial market, the assets of investment funds 
increased by approximately 2.5 times). The reasons for the non-profitable work of the companies 
for management with investment funds should be located in the time period of their registration 
and start of operations (one part of the funds being established at the end of 2007 during the 
start of the global financial crisis and another part being founded in the second half of 2008, 
when the crisis culminated and was felt on the financial markets in the Republic of Macedonia), 
the low activity of potential investors, as well as the relatively high competition that exists in this 
segment of the financial system leading to “dispersion” of the relatively small invested amounts 
of potential investors to a larger number of investment funds. Additional risk in the investment 
funds segment is the lack of Investor Compensation Fund28, as well as the lack of a competent 
body in the Republic of Macedonia that would monitor and control the work of the private funds, 
i.e. the authorised companies for management with private funds.

27 The company for management with investment funds carries out activities related to the establishment and 
management with investment funds. The company manages the investment funds by investing the funds of the 
owners of shares in the open investment fund and the shareholders in the closed investment fund on its own behalf 
and on their account. One company may establish and manage several investment funds.

28 In April 2010, the Law on Securities was supplemented with new provisions, which provide for the establishment of 
a Investor Compensation Fund. The membership in this Fund is obligatory for the brokerage houses, the companies 
for management with investment funds and the banks authorised to perform services with securities. Still, these new 
provisions will be applied from the date when the Republic of Macedonia will join the European Union as its full-fledged 
member. 
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2.  Activities for iMProviNG the 
iNstitutioNAl cAPAcity for 
iMPleMeNtAtioN of the bAsic fActors

2.1. Monetary policy and macroeconomic projections 

2.1.1. Improvement of the analytical infrastructure for adoption of 
monetary decisions 

In the process of improvement of the institutional capacity of National Bank in the 
execution of its core functions, significant measures towards improvement of the monetary 
decision making process were undertaken, through enrichment and modernization of the 
analytical infrastructure, by extending statistical database and enhancing human capital. Such 
activities were aimed at approaching to the practices of the modern central banks in the world, 
which in the execution of their core functions use a variety of sophisticated methods and 
techniques for analysis/estimation and projections of the developments in the economy.  

For a longer period, the adoption of the monetary decisions of the National Bank was 
based on information obtained on the basis of relatively simple analytical techniques and 
relatively limited set of data, and for projection purposes, the IMF’s simple framework for financial 
programming was exclusively used. The changes made in this sphere in the last seven-year period 
contributed to gradual introduction of more sophisticated econometric techniques for estimation 
and projection of the economic parameters, which required creation of comprehensive and 
detailed database, as well as adequate staffing. The  carrier of the macroeconomic projection 
process was the Research Department, which registered a considerable staffing within 2004 - 
2011 period, i.e. increase in the number of employees by three times. Also, within this Department, 
in April 2004, Economic Modeling Sub-Unit was established, which started operating as an 
individual unit from the end of 2005. The organizational changes and increase in the number 
of employees had large contribution to the reinforcement of the Department’s capacity and 
strengthened commitment for development of macroeconomic projection and its elevation to 
the level typical for the central banks in more developed countries.  

2.1.1.1. Establishing, testing, use and development of the MAKPAM model 
of National Bank, as a basis for monetary decision-making

The project for development of the monetary decision-making model was initiated 
at the end of 2004. According to the National Bank practice in that time, the analysis of the 
macroeconomic sectors and policies, as well as the preparation of the short-term projections 
for the individual sectors developments were based on the so-called financial programming. It 
represents a standard analysis framework of IMF, encompassing all sectors in the economy (real, 
external, fiscal and monetary sector). However, it fails to model the transmission mechanism 
of the monetary policy and gives no answer to the key question in the monetary sphere, and 
that is what is the reference interest rate with which the central bank will attain the 
monetary policy objective. Furthermore, the financial programming is mostly based on 
historical movements, rather than rational expectations of the economic agents, dominantly 
represented in the models of the central banks in that period. The establishing of the Macedonian 
Policy Analysis Model - MAKPAM was aimed at broadening of the projected framework and 
responding to the key issues within the monetary policy domain. This model, through equations, 
sets the transmission mechanism of the monetary policy of the Macedonian economy, which 
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helps in the understanding and in the quantification of the most probable manner the 
economy will react in to different economic events. Hence, the development of this 
tool gives base for its application in various economic conditions and for modeling of different 
transmission mechanisms. 

The necessity of development of this framework was especially apparent at the end of 
2004 and its  emanation came from the turbulent macroeconomic environment (imbalance in 
the external sector, uneven Budget consumption and foreign exchange market speculations), 
which together with the challenges from the capital liberalization process, which began at the 
end of 200229, motivated a discussion for the need of re-assessment of the monetary strategy and 
the foreign exchange rate regime, as well as a further development of the institutional capacity 
regarding different strategies and/or foreign exchange rate regimes. In this direction were also 
the recommendations of the IMF Mission presented in the Ex-post Assessment Report at the end 
of 2004. The successful realization of these activities required additional resources and more 
sophisticated analytical framework as a analysis support. In the beginning, these activities were 
realized with the help of experts from the central banks within the technical assistance by FSVC 
(Financial Services Volunteer Corps). However, most of this process was completed within the 
IMF’s technical assistance (obtained in 2006). Namely, anticipating the need, IMF’s through 
several technical missions, since 2007, helped the development of the monetary policy model, 
as well as the establishment of the entire infrastructure about the policy analysis process and 
forecasting. The final result is the contemporary macroeconomic model MAKPAM and 
well organized process of projecting and monetary decision-making, which differs not, by its 
characteristics, from that in the central banks of more developed economies.

Establishing of the model’s first version •	

The first specific activities about the establishing of the model date from 
September 200530, when the database was developed and the basic equations of the 
model were set. In this period, no single and consistent database existed, because of 
which most of the expert’s visit was dedicated to their processing and analysis. The process of 
database creation encompassed obtaining and analysis of data from the real economy and data 
for exogenous variables the so-called effective indicators, such as the import prices (imported 
inflation) and external demand.  

After the preparation and the analysis of the database, the first version of the 
structural MAKPAM model (Macedonian Policy Analysis Model) in the Winsolve software 
was established. It is standard small-size model based on neo-Keynesian theory, which 
includes Phillips curve for inflation, IS curve (aggregate demand curve), equation for the 
foreign exchange rate and the monetary policy rule, through which the central bank stabilizes 
the economy. Having in mind that this structure is typical for the countries applying the inflation 
targeting strategy, MAKPAM was adequately adjusted, to reflect the characteristics of the 
Macedonian economy by modeling the transmission mechanism in a manner appropriate to 
the country with fixed exchange rate regime. The key assumption in the model refers to the 
possibility for autonomous influence of the monetary policy in the determining of the 
short-term interest rates, having in mind the still low level of capital mobility.  

29  With the adoption of the new Law on Foreign Exchange Operations in October 2002.
30  Technical assistance within which cooperation with the expert Tibor Hledik from the Czech Central Bank, who visited 

NBRM in several occasions within 2005 - 2010 period, was realized. Since May 2007, the cooperation with this expert 
was realized within the frames of the IMF technical assistance. This long-time cooperation enabled conveying of the 
experience of the Czech Central Bank in the modeling and projection area, as a central bank considered as a leader 
in this area among the central banks of the transitional countries. 
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The inflation projection model MAKPAM, as a small structural model, has three main 
characteristics: First, the model is presented in the so-called gap form (deviation of the 
key variables from their equilibrium values). The second characteristic of the model is its 
“forward looking”. The inclusion of the future values of the variables in the equations 
enables encompassing of the rational expectations of the economic agents when projecting the 
macroeconomic variables. Calibration of the model’s coefficients is the third characteristic 
of this model. The term “calibration” points to given in advance, but not estimated coefficients 
and it represents a common practice for construction of such type of models. The central banks 
from several transitional countries (the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania, Albania, Serbia) 
have experience in the construction and the application of calibrated small structural models, 
mainly due to the relatively smaller number of observations available for estimation, as well 
as due to the transition period, which includes significant structural changes and external and 
internal shocks. 

In line with the layout of the MAKPAM model, the monetary policy impacts on the 
inflation through two transmission mechanism channels. First, the monetary policy 
influences directly through the interest rate, determining the movement of the real economic 
activity, which is captured through the IS curve. Then, the aggregate economic activity impacts 
inflation through the Phillips curve. Inflation expectations are the second channel in the model. 
Namely, inflation depends, to large extent, on the inflationary expectations of the economic 
agents, which are based on the previous inflation developments and their rational expectations 
for future inflation. The measures undertaken by the central bank influence on the expected 
future inflation, and thus, on current inflation.

The crucial equation in the model from the central bank point of view is the Taylor’s 
rule, i.e. the equation that reflects the monetary policy reaction for stabilization of the 
inflation on the desired level. The first version of the model, had classical Taylor’s rule, according 
to which the central bank will increase the interest rate if the projected inflation, four quarters 
ahead, is higher than the desirable inflation level and/or if the economy functions above the 
potential in the current period. The need for forward looking monetary policy arises from the 
time lag of the monetary policy actions on the real economy. Namely, in the economic literature 
there are several researches which empirically show that the monetary impulses are transmitted 
to the real economy and then to the inflation, with long and variable time lag, which is different 
in individual countries and it is conditioned by the specific circumstances and development of 
the financial markets. The monetary theory, as well as the characteristics of the Macedonian 
economy, is translated into the rule of monetary policy conduct by National Bank. The period 
of one year ahead is considered sufficient and typical for the transitional economy period, with 
underdeveloped financial structure and higher volatility of the variables (due to structural 
changes). Such a layout of the model shows that National Bank will react today to the deviations 
of the projected inflation from the target four quarters ahead. Thus the inflation will gradually 
decrease (in absence of other shocks in the economy) and after certain period it will converge 
to the desired level.

In MAKPAM, the reference interest rate is the nominal interest rate on the CB bills. The 
thing being specific for Macedonia is that the inflation target is not target the central bank is 
committed to attain (as in the countries with inflation targeting), but it indicates the desired 
and stable inflation rate on a medium-term basis. Additionally, the central bank will react 
by changing the instrument, if pro(counter) inflationary pressures by the aggregate demand 
arise, presented in the equation as deviation of the output from its equilibrium value (positive/
negative output gap). Finally, the introduction of lagged variable in the equation (inertia) 
ensures gradual adjustment of the interest rate, without sudden upward or downward changes 
(interest rate smoothing). 
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To summarize, in this period the model was established, its theoretical underpinnings 
were elaborated, but it has not been developed and tested to be used in the projections, yet. 
The model was in a prototype version, which needed further development and broadening, as 
well as improvement through numerous sensitive analyses. Furthermore, improvement of the 
manner of generating of equilibrated values and gaps that were made on the basis of HP filter, 
which is pure statistical technique that does not incorporate economically intuitive results, such 
as the cycle of the economy, etc. was required. The assumptions for the exogenous variables 
were determined intuitively, without prior analysis or on the basis of certain projections.  All of 
these insufficiencies were subject to further work.

Development of new approaches to the output gap calculation and setting up of •	
the forecasting and policy analysis system  

Having in mind the significance of the output gap for the inflation projection model, 
bigger attention was paid to its improvement and re-estimation. The first version of the MAKPAM 
model included simple calculation of the output gap by using the technique of Hodric-Prescot 
filter the so-called HP filter, which basically means to derive a trend line from the quarterly 
performances of a certain variable, in this case GDP. Having in mind the deficiencies of this 
method, in December 200531, new data for the potential output of the domestic economy was 
constructed.  

In practice, there are many sophisticated and intuitive methods used by the central 
banks for calculation of the potential GDP. For calculation of the output gap, the expert, together 
with the domestic team, applied the method known as the production function approach. The 
procedure for estimation of the potential GDP, and thus the output gap was based on several 
steps:

a) Construction of data for the production factors, labour, capital and total factor 
productivity and estimation of the production function;

b) Estimation of the potential output through determining the potential values of labour, 
capital and total factor productivity;

c) Calculation of the output gap as a difference between GDP and potential GDP.

The creation of new output gap calculation by using the production function approach 
and improvements made to the equations structure by adding new variables were the main 
achievements in this period. Regarding the preliminary layout of the model, the structure of the 
model remained almost unchanged.

The development of the macroeconomic projections model is a necessary, but not a 
sufficient element in the organization of the decision-making process. A structured forecasting 
and policy analysis system (FPAS) is needed, which required considerable changes in 
numerous activities performed by the Research Department, and also additional engagement 
of resources for the projection process. The establishment of the forecasting and policy 
analysis system, as well as the determining of the future activities related to the 
improvement of the model were the two basic issues that were treated in the course of 
2007. 

The framework for undertaking particular measures and activities referred to 
several key segments as follows: 

human resources −	 (increase in the number of employees with specific knowledge 
within the domain of modern macroeconomic theory and modeling and their training),

 

31  Technical assistance provided by an expert from the Central Bank of Canada.
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data management −	 (timeliness in the database updating and providing source of data 
for the exogenous variables - Consensus Forecast), 

development of the core model −	 (structural model with transmission mechanism 
adequate to the Macedonian economy), 

guidelines for development of the projection process −	 (setting a precise timetable 
for forecasting rounds and defining of the responsibilities of the participants in the 
process, as well as preparation of the forecasts for internal use, or the so-called shadow 
forecasts),  

changes in the reporting system −	 (focusing on quarterly projections and production 
of the standardized survey for the latest data twice a month), as key element in the 
communication of the results with the management and the public relations. 

Regarding the model, large progress within this period was made. Namely, the forecasting 
framework was done in new more sophisticated software which enables integration of the entire 
forecasting process in one systemic framework(model estimation, simulations and projections). 
Also, considerable time was dedicated to the testing of the features of the model through impulse 
response functions, as well as on that how good the model explains the previous developments 
(in-sample simulations).   

In this period, equilibrium values were obtained by the so-called Kalman filter (a filter of 
system of equations), as the most sophisticated method for determining these values. Special 
significance was also given to the economic intuition and interpretation of the historical data 
when the equilibrium values in the model were determined. In the model improvement process 
a new variable was added in the output gap equation - the lending interest rate for a higher span 
of the monetary transmission. 

From the aspect of the necessary measures and activities, for a very short period, 
progress in several domains was registered. Namely, regarding the human resources, the 
Research Department continued to enlarge the number of its employees. The Department 
has successfully constructed the preliminary database necessary for the modeling. License 
for Consensus Forecast was obtained, as a source of data for the exogenous variables and 
accordingly the effective indicators were constructed. The progress was evident in the reporting 
system, as well. Standardized biweekly report for the latest data was prepared.

Further development and testing of the model•	

The testing of the MAKPAM model in 2008 was accompanied with enrichment of the 
model by inclusion of the market interest rates in IS curve. Namely, the data showed relatively 
slow transmission from the reference interest rate to the market interest rates and consequently 
to the real economy. The additional analyses pointed to the fact that the changes of the banks’ 
interest rates depend on the change of the reference interest rate, as well as on the interest 
rate spread between these two interest rates. The interest rate spread is variable category 
and subject to changes depending on numerous factors (efficiency of the banking system, 
competitiveness), representing a threshold in the model over which the banks increase/decrease 
the interest rates. The introduction of this concept enabled the model to fit better to the data 
on the Macedonian economy. 

Furthermore, the model was additionally refined and calibrated, with the first “shadow 
forecast” for the National Bank management being prepared. The entire forecasting process 
was simulated, starting with the analysis of the latest data and the possible revisions, followed 
by the analysis of the latest exogenous variables and assessment of the contribution of each of 
these variables to the new projection. The following step was the comparison of the new data 
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with those of the previous projection, then analyzing the current projection of the inflation. The 
latest stage of the process referred to the preparation of possible risk scenarios. 

Also, regarding the previously set measures and activities, the new concept for some 
of the regular reports and the preliminary timeframe for the entire forecasting process was 
discussed. 

The innovation introduced in 2008 referred to the building of new so-called satellite 
model, as a complementary part of the forecasting process. The main objective of the satellite 
model is decomposition of the real GDP into expenditure components. This model was also 
assessed and calibrated by using the so-called Kalman filter approach.

From the aspect of the MAKPAM model, at the end of 2008, the first evaluation of the 
model results was made. On the basis of the performances and the results, certain changes in 
the Phillips curves were made, as well as in the calibration of the Kalman filter. The effect of the 
inclusion of the data about Serbia in the sample of countries used for calculation of the effective 
variables (import prices and external demand) was discussed. The inclusion of Serbia in the 
sample was of high significance for improvement of the model, having in mind that it is one of 
the most important trading partners of the Republic if Macedonia. After the evaluation of the 
model, its actual implementation in the process of preparation of the quarterly National Bank 
projections commenced. The system of financial programming is still in parallel use, with the 
projections of the model being used as internal projections - shadow forecast.    

Introduction of new monetary rule in the model•	

In 2009, operations related to the modification of the core macroeconomic model 
were undertaken, in a manner which will adequately reflect the changes in the 
monetary decision-making, stemming from the global financial crisis. In the previous 
model, the central bank reacted to the divergence of the inflation from the target and/or 
deviations of the output from its potential in order to stabilize the economy. The previous model 
was established and tested in a relatively favorable macroeconomic environment, which was 
accompanied with stable foreign reserves growth and possibility for autonomous determining 
of the interest rates by National Bank, without jeopardizing the accumulation of the foreign 
reserves. The deteriorated environment in the global economy in 2009 called for a change in 
the specification of the policy rule that fully reflects the main goal of the central bank, namely, 
to maintain the fixed exchange rate. Namely, the emergence of the global crisis calmed the 
inflationary pressures down, but created serious balance of payments disturbance and caused 
foreign reserves reduction.  In such conditions, despite the reduced inflation, the intensified 
demand for foreign exchange resulted in tightening of the monetary policy. On the other 
hand, the model that was based on inflation objective signalized a need of relaxation. In such 
conditions, and having in mind that the stability of the exchange rate is closely related with the 
maintenance of certain level of foreign reserves, new monetary rule was introduced in the model, 
based on a variable that shows deviations of the foreign reserves from their target (foreign 
reserves gap). 

According to the new monetary rule, in the fixed exchange rate regime, the domestic 
interest rates are equal to the foreign interest rates plus certain risk premium.  The risk premium 
has a long-term component, which is exogenous (provided by the long-term values of the 
economy) and endogenous part determined by the foreign reserves gap.  The foreign reserves 
gap represents a function from the foreign demand gap as an indicator for the inflows 
in the economy, the domestic demand gap (without the estimated contribution of foreign 
demand) as an indicator for the effect of the outflows from the reserves and the 
deviation of the inflation from the target. The last variable is intended to encompass the 
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psychological pressures with the economic agents, which in case of higher inflation rate will 
elevate the preferences for maintaining foreign currency holdings and thus lead to decline in 
the foreign reserves. The change in the monetary rule brought the model closer to the manner 
in which the monetary policy with fixed exchange rate is conducted, which was proved when 
the model performances were verified. 

Additionally, in 2009, the satellite model has also been developed in the Kalman 
filter framework (elaborated in the next section in the part pertaining to the of short-term 
projection).

Further improvements to the model•	

In 2010, the model additionally improved through the modifications in the manner of 
modeling of the prices and the changes regarding the foreign reserves equation.

The total inflation according to the previous concept was sum of the food inflation and 
the non-food inflation. These two components of the consumer price index were created through 
separate Phillips curves (Philips curve for food price and non-food Philips curve). In 2010 two 
significant modifications were made. First, both Phillips curves were replaced with one 
Philips curve for the total inflation and second, equation describing the inflation 
produced by the domestic economy is included. The inflation of domestically produced 
goods is determined by the movements of the marginal costs of producers and the expectations 
of the economic agents. In addition to the influence of inflation of domestically produced goods, 
total inflation is directly influenced by the changes in foreign prices and the oil prices. 

The second essential change made in September refers to the change in the structure 
of the foreign reserves equation. This change was motivated by the need of more precise 
determining of the flows that  generate the foreign reserves and to improve the structure of the 
foreign reserves equation. For that purpose, the gap from the change in the foreign reserves 
was determined as a function of the exports, imports, foreign direct investments and current 
transfers - all of them presented in gap form. All these components are modeled through 
adequate equations. These changes intensified the explanatory strength of the model, the 
preciseness of the forecast and improved part of the model’s technical performances.

Schematic presentation 1
Figure presenting the current forecasting process
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The Research Department will continue to work on the model’s improvement, in order 
to reflect better the situation in the economy. The so-far upgrade and the stages of the model 
show that the National Bank already has flexible analytical framework that can adjust to the 
changes in the economy. It elevates the Central Bank’s capability for monetary decision-making 
in different circumstances, which was the primary objective of this several-year project.

2.1.1.2. Establishing and development of the infrastructure for short-term 
forecasts of the basic macroeconomic indicators

The process of short-term forecasts denotes projection of the basic macroeconomic 
variables on short-term basis, which usually refers to a period of one year. 

Schematic presentation 2
Figure of the modeling process on a short-term basis

This process generates projections for the key variables from the real, external and 
the monetary sector, giving one consistent macroeconomic framework. However, having in 
mind that the monetary policy reactions today are based on the estimates for movements 
during longer period (due to the long time-lags), this framework is not sufficient for monetary 
policy decisions. Actually, it is an input in the system of medium-term projections (elaborated 
previously), explaining the initial conditions in the economy.    

The projections of the monetary parameters and of the balance of payments are made 
during a longer period and they are continuously improved and upgraded. On the other hand, 
the less exploited area was the estimation of the trends in both the inflation and the economic 
activity. Recognizing the significance of this problem, within the analyzed period, big accent was 
put on the development of the short-term forecasts in the real sector.

The short-term forecast of inflation and GDP are in the focus of the short-term projections  
real sector indicators. The beginnings of the short-term inflation projection date from long 
ago. The first attempts for more sophisticates steps in the inflation projection were made in 
September 2003, within the one-week visit of an expert from the Central Bank of Canada to 
National Bank. Within this period, the first attempts for inflation projection through application 
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of simple econometric techniques were made, which in that time, responded to the relatively 
meager set of available data and staff potential. Since then, this process has been constantly 
developing and becoming more and more important. By widening of the database for the 
inflation projection, as well as with improving the knowledge of the National Bank staff in 
the area of econometric techniques, the system of simple (mainly autoregressive) equations 
significantly improved, through development of more complex econometric equations. Thus 
equations for inflation projection on the basis of individual inflation subcomponents were 
worked on. Furthermore, efforts were put also on the establishing of the structural equations 
for the inflation, where the domestic prices are determined by  the imported inflation. Within the 
efforts for continuous development of the infrastructure for the short-term inflation projection, 
in 2010 activities for development of a system of structural inflation equations commenced, the 
projection of which will be based on the expectations for the movement of its main components 
(food, energy and other). The preliminary estimation of the equations, i.e. the inflation projection 
model, was made in 2010, and it is in a stage of further development and testing. The results 
from the short-term inflation projection are one segment of the inflation projection. Namely, 
they are used for cross verification with the inflation projection from the medium-term inflation 
projection model - MAKPAM, within which the inflation is modeled by a Phillips curve. 

The beginnings of the GDP projections are more recent. Namely, for a longer period, 
in conditions of extremely limited database, the space for development of the GDP projection 
system was also limited. In the beginning, the short-term projections were made only from the 
production side of GDP, using the high frequency data on the individual economic sectors and 
expert judgment. With the official statistics’ publishing of the quarterly data on all components 
of the expenditures side of GDP by current prices (in March 2008) and their real growth rates 
(in December 2008), possibility for more detailed analysis of the economy from the aspect of 
the demand is created. Creation of the database for the expenditure components of GDP and 
of all available indicative aggregate demand variables commenced, which is a key precondition 
for more serious development of the process of short-term GDP forecasting. In this context, 
the staffing is also of large significance, from both quantitative and qualitative aspect. In the 
beginning, this process was based on the application of the econometric equation for the total 
GDP, as a function of the foreign effective demand. There were also partial forecasts of some of 
the expenditure components (personal consumption, public consumption, export, import). 

The efforts for continuous improvement in the infrastructure of short-time projection 
resulted in preparation of econometric model for GDP projection, which is a system of structural 
equations for the expenditure components of GDP. It was launched in the second quarter of 
2010, on the basis of prior estimates and testing (which required almost one year). The model 
is primarily intended for short-term GDP projections for one to two quarters ahead. Regarding 
the structure, it incorporates a set of structural equations for each of the GDP expenditure 
components and equations for estimation of number of employees, wages and industrial output. 
The model’s forecasting performances have been constantly monitored, while its structure 
remains subject to continuing development, in function of its continuous improvement.

Within the project for upgrading of the medium-term projection model - MAKPAM 
in 2008, preliminary activities related to the construction of the satellite model of GDP were 
undertaken. The purpose of the model is to provide decomposition of the projected GDP 
(generated by the MAKPAM model) to its expenditure components. In this stage, the model 
was only initially estimated and calibrated by using the so-called Kalman filter approach. It was 
developed more thoroughly in 2009. Considerable time was devoted to the detailed analysis of 
the available data on the expenditure components of GDP (nominal, real values and deflators), 
assessment of their relevance and interrelations and thus the adequacy for inclusion in the 
model. The satellite model was established such to ensure the main input variables (the real GDP, 
the gap in the real foreign exchange rate, the external demand and inflation) to arise from the 
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core model (MAKPAM). During November 2010, the satellite model was established/developed 
in excel format (instead of Kalman filter framework), for the purpose of its easier handling, 
further development and testing. Also, changes in the model’s structure itself were made, with 
equations for estimation of several expenditure components of GDP being also added. However, 
the realization of the idea this model to outgrow in more sophisticated econometric model 
remains for the following period. It is very important that the current model for short-term GDP 
forecasting, by its structure, enables cross check with the results of the satellite model for GDP, 
which will contribute to improvement of the projection’s quality.

Establishment of system of regular quarterly projections cycles, their publishing •	
and explanation in the Quarterly Report of National Bank

The publishing of the regular reports on the macroeconomic ambient for the 
monetary policy conduct is a practice in National Bank present since the monetary 
independence. However, in time, their contents and periodicity was continuously 
changing. Following the practice of the central banks of more developed economies, in 2004, 
beside the preparation and publishing of the regular Annual Report, Semi-Annual Report and 
Monthly Information, National Bank commenced with the publishing of Quarterly Reports. At the 
beginning, they were mirroring the actual trends in the economy and the individual sectors, i.e. 
the current environment the monetary policy was conducted in and the undertaken measures. 

With the monetary policy being anticipative, such an approach was not 
sufficient enough. It was assessed that improvement in the analytical framework 
is required, as a base for credible projections. As a result, development of a system of 
different macroeconomic indicators and database creation was initiated, which will enable better 
quality of the macroeconomic analysis in function of adoption of better monetary decisions. 
Parallel to the improvement of the data and indicator’s infrastructure, National Bank worked 
intensively on the improvement of the system for projection of the macroeconomic variables. 
Having in mind the anticipative nature of the monetary policy, key element in the adoption of 
the monetary policy is the projected path of the parameters of interest. Dedicating time and 
human resources to this domain, resulted in development of modern two-pillar projection 
system. First, short-term forecasts of the indicators from all sectors of the economy. Second, 
the medium-term forecast in the model consistent framework. On the basis of these two 
pillars, combined with the expert estimates, basis for monetary policy deciding is provided. 
Additionally, until the end of 2008, the projections were made primarily at the end of the year 
for the following year with ad hoc revisions, if required, i.e. if there are larger deviations from 
the projected parameters. Starting from 2009, National Bank commenced with the cycle of 
regular quarterly projections, following the example of the central banks of the highly 
developed economies. Each projection cycle means full revision of the projected macroeconomic 
framework from the previous quarter, having in mind the changes in the input assumptions and 
divergence from the previous projection. In such a manner, diligent monitoring of the latest 
macroeconomic trend is enabled, their implications on the monetary policy are perceived and 
decisions for possible monetary changes are adopted.

2.1.2. Increasing of the transparency and accountability in the monetary 
decision-making

The largest portion of the central banks in the contemporary world has high 
degree of independence in the fulfillment of the set objectives. From one hand, it 
permits policy conduct in a manner that will provide successful attainment of the 
objectives. On the other hand, the independence itself means high accountability 
in the public, meaning ensuring high transparency. In the last ten years, there is a 
trend of increase in the transparency level of the central banks. Mainly, such process refers to 
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the communication of the information related to the monetary decisions and macroeconomic 
analysis they are based on. The significance of the so-called economic transparency for the 
effectiveness of the monetary policy is huge. Namely, the changes in the monetary policy are 
transmitted in the economy with certain time-lag, and their effectiveness largely depends 
on their effect on the creation of the expectations of the economic agents. Hence, through 
transparent and accurate communication of the future path of the economic parameters and 
adequate explanation of the reasons and the anticipated effects of the undertaken measures, 
the behavior and the decisions of the agents can be affected. 

National Bank, as independent and accountable institution, in the last seven 
years was continually monitoring the trends in the central banks transparency 
domain, implementing continuous changes in its communication with the public 
and elevating the transparency level. Namely, parallel to the strengthening of the analytical 
capacity and the establishing of a system of preparation of regular projections on a quarterly 
basis, the internal reporting system about the macroeconomic environment and the effects on 
the monetary policy to the Committee on Operation Monetary Policy of National Bank evolved. 
At the end of 2007 and at the beginning of 2008, beside the regular reports, this system included 
also regular biweekly reports for the latest macroeconomic performances. One of the reports 
represents short survey of the latest macroeconomic trends and it is intended for internal 
information. The second one is information providing detailed presentation of the trends in 
the individual macroeconomic sectors, with the focus being put on their significance regarding 
the quarterly projections. In this manner, diligent monitoring of the movements between two 
projections is enabled, giving timely signals in case of possible bigger deviations and need of 
additional measures. These information are published in form of a Monthly Information of the 
National Bank.     

In this context, the fact that National Bank informed the public on these changes 
almost immediately is of key importance. These projections were mainly communicated 
through the Quarterly Reports of National Bank. Initially, i.e. since the beginning of 2008, within 
these Reports, the regular analysis of the macroeconomic movements was supplemented with 
short presentation of the projected parameter until the end of the quarter. Since the end of 2008, 
within the Quarterly Report, new separate segment referring to the macroeconomic projections 
was introduced. Starting from 2009, the entire concept of the reports was changed, mostly 
reflecting the practice of the central banks from the highly developed economies. Thus beside 
the presentation of the actual outcomes in individual segments, the reports put an accent on 
the risks until the end of the quarter, which National Bank identified in different areas. Also, the 
structure of the macroeconomic projections presentation was also changed. Actually, within 
this segment, detailed presentation of the entire projected macroeconomic framework began, 
i.e. the projected parameters for the economic activity, the monetary and the credit aggregates, 
as well as the entire balance of payments position of the economy commenced. Thus the entire 
analytical basis was presented in transparent manner, which is a foundation for adoption of 
monetary decisions.

In this period, except the changing of the concept of part of the regular reports of 
National Bank, progress has also been made on improvement of other forms of communication, 
which enable higher transparency degree in the monetary policy conduct. Thus the Governor 
of National Bank explains the changes in the monetary policy to the public by making detailed 
presentations on press conferences. These presentations give detailed retrospectives on the 
latest performances and the latest projections of National Bank, summarizing at the end the key 
elements of the explanation for the monetary changes. The presentations usually follow after 
the National Bank Council review the quarterly reports and the latest projections.
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2.1.3. Introduction of new survey-based researches for the needs of the 
macroeconomic analysis and projections

The information obtained from the survey-based researches represent 
important input element in the economic analyses. The survey-based researches enable 
obtaining information on the perceptions and the expectations of the market participants in 
various segments. The inclusion of this information in the set of available statistical data gives 
more complex picture for the events that are analyzed, enabling quality information ground for 
decision-making. Understanding the meaning of this input for the analytical process, National 
Bank conducts surveys, the results of which are of big significance for the entire analytical 
process. The first surveys refer to the surveying of the largest exporters and importers, the 
results of which are incorporated in the projections for the balance of payments position of the 
economy, as one of the main pillars in the monetary decision-making. The survey system of 
National Bank was upgraded in 2006 with the introduction of the Inflation Expectations Survey 
and the Lending Survey of Banks. In such a manner, more systemized approach in this operating 
domain was ensured, then diversification of the set of surveys, as well as introduction of their 
regular dynamics.

Inflation Expectations Survey •	

The inflation expectations of the economic agents in current circumstances 
have large significance in the projection of the inflation and designing of the monetary 
policy. The information on the inflation expectations of the economic agents enable improvement 
in the results in the inflation projection. Also, if there are sufficiently long time series for the 
inflation expectations, they can be used in the inflation modeling. The inflation expectations 
of the economic agents can be useful also in the practical implementation of the monetary 
policy. Namely, if the inflation expectations of the economic agents for a longer period point 
to expectations for higher inflation, it can signalize a need of more cautious monetary policy.  
In line with the modern trends with the central banks and in order to improve the 
quality of the inflation projections, and thus of the monetary decisions, in April 2006 
National Bank began with the implementation of the Survey of Inflation Expectation 
of the Economic Agents in the Republic of Macedonia. The preparation activities related 
to the implementation of the Survey began in 2005. These activities referred to the preparation 
of the survey questionnaire, creation of a list of potential examinees and the communication 
with the potential examinees for the purpose of their active involvement in the sample. The 
selection of the examinees was made according to adequate criteria for assuring representative 
sample, while the participation in the survey is voluntarily. The survey encompasses three 
groups of examinees: enterprises, banks and distinguished economic analysts in the Republic 
of Macedonia. In the designing of the survey questionnaire, experience of several institutions, 
survey researchers and prominent analysts were used.  The survey is made on a quarterly 
basis, while the examinees are communicated by e-mail. The survey enables qualitative and 
quantitative information on the inflation expectations of the economic agents, as well as the 
factors that influence on their expectations. The survey is used for collection of information on 
the expectations for the movement of the inflation in the following quarter and the period until 
the end of the current year, as a timeframe for monitoring of the macroeconomic indicators. 
The results of the Inflation Expectations Survey are published regularly, within the Monthly 
Information of National Bank. 

Lending Survey of the Banks•	

The banks’ credit market is one of the important segments the monetary 
policy is focused on. Actually, this is one of the main channels for transmitting the monetary 
signals to the real sector of the economy. However, having available only the statistical data on 
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the credit activity is not enough to depict integrally the supply and the demand on this market 
segment. Hence, large number of central banks upgrade the statistic system with estimates 
and banks’ perceptions of the trends on the credit market and the factors they are moved by. To 
have such specific qualitative information on the credit terms makes the understanding of the 
manner of functioning of the credit market easier. 

Having in mind this and perceiving the lack of comprehensive set of information on 
the developments on the credit market, in July 2006, National Bank commenced with the 
implementation of the Lending Survey of Banks, which is designed in almost identical manner 
as the Survey of the European Central Bank. The main objective of the Survey is to provide 
information on the credit terms (credit supply), as well as for demand for credits and factors it 
is moved by. The Survey is intended for persons in the banks responsible for establishing the 
banks’ credit policy. It consists of 24 questions about the previous and expected movements 
on the credit market. The questions are divided in two main categories: credits extended to 
enterprises and credits to households. Each category is analyzed from the aspect of the credit 
terms, the demand of credits and the banks’ expectations. In order to elevate the efficiency, since 
the beginning of 2009, web application for submitting answers to the questions in the Survey was 
introduced, which simplified the process of collection and processing of the obtained data. 

The obtained information from the Survey enables more adequate interpretation of the 
regular statistical data on the bank’s credit activity. Namely, the statistical data show the amount 
of the approved credits, as well as the changes during certain period, but not the factors which 
influence  those movements. Within the answers of the Survey, the bank’s assessments of the 
credit terms and the credit demand for the following quarter are given, i.e. the period between 
two surveys. Having in mind that one of the sources of financing of the economy are exactly 
the bank credits, the banks’ estimates for the future short-term dynamics on the credit market 
is important signal that indicate future trends in the real sector. In such a manner, the Lending 
Survey represents an active tool in the system of National Bank analysis and projections. The 
results of the Lending Survey are published on the web site of National Bank on regular quarterly 
basis. 

2.1.4. Preparation of regular analysis for the strategic monetary policy 
layout 

The type of analysis regarding the strategic layout of the monetary policy is mainly 
conditioned by the nature of the monetary strategy implemented and the need for regular 
monitoring of the transmission of monetary signals within the economy. For these reasons, 
within these activities, National Bank regularly estimates the equilibrium real effective exchange 
rate and the changes in the monetary transmission through the interest rates.  

Estimation of the equilibrium exchange rate•	

The real effective exchange rate is key variable, especially in small and open 
economy with fixed foreign exchange rate, such as the Macedonian economy. Hence, 
the equilibrium exchange rate relative to the basic macroeconomic fundamentals is 
of large importance in the implementation of the monetary strategy. For that purpose, 
National Bank was continuously developing techniques for determining of the equilibrium level 
of the Denar exchange rate. Initially through simpler, and then through more complex and 
econometrically based techniques. Two main approaches for estimation of the equilibrium level of 
the real effective exchange rate were developed. BEER (Behavioural Equilibrium Exchange Rate) 
and FEER (Fundamental Equilibrium Exchange Rate) approach for exchange rate assessment, 
which are regularly updated on annual basis. 

The first approach is focused on the explanation of the dynamics of the nominal and 
real exchange rates through relevant economic variables (productivity, net foreign reserves, 
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public consumption, openness of the economy etc.). Having in mind that the productivity 
is one of the key explanatory variables, this approach is mostly used for measuring the so-
called Balassa-Samuelson effect, which in most of the transitional countries resulted in real 
appreciation of the exchange rate. Within the Research Department, several versions of this 
model, according to the data availability, were made. The largest progress was made in 200732, 
when new database for the needs of the equilibrium exchange rate was made. Simultaneously, 
by using three econometric techniques, three estimates for the equilibrium exchange rate of 
the Denar were obtained. The different estimates enable comparison of the results and deriving 
of adequate conclusions about the Denar exchange rate, taking care for the sensitivity of the 
results calculated by using different approaches. Also, paper that documents the results and 
the applied approaches has been made.

The second approach is based on estimation of the foreign exchange rate through 
economic fundamentals. The approach is called fundamental, because it is abstracted from the 
short-term fluctuations and the effects of the temporary factors and it reflects the movement of 
the economic fundamentals with a medium-term impact. In 2009, this model was estimated. A 
model estimated sustainable current account of the Macedonian economy was embedded within 
it, as one of the key determinants in the FEER estimation. 

Assessment of the monetary transmission through the interest rates  •	

Knowing the channels and the time-lags for transmitting the changes in the 
monetary policy to the real sector of the economy, or the monetary transmission 
process, is of key significance for successful monetary policy conduct. The monetary 
transmission mechanism is dynamic concept, that changes according to the modifications in 
the structure of the economy, the financial system and the behavior of the economic entities. 
Hence, large part of the research and analytical activities in the central banks is focused on the 
analysis of the transmission mechanism of the monetary policy, the changes in the monetary 
transmission and their implications on the monetary policy.  

Schematic presentation 3
Example of monetary transmission scheme

32  In cooperation with experts from the Austrian Central Bank.
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The general monetary scheme shows that basically there are two levels of 
monetary signals transmission. The initial level refers to the transfer of the monetary 
changes to the financial system and the expectations of the entities. The second level 
refers to the transmission from the financial to the real sector of the economy. In 
2004, National Bank initiated an empirical research, focused on the first transmission 
segment, i.e. the transmission of changes in the interest rate of National Bank on the 
banks’ interest rates. The goal of this research was an empirical and systematic assessment 
of the functionality of the monetary transmission in the Macedonian economy, through the 
interest rates. Also it was supposed to pinpoint possible constraining factors in this respect. 
This research enabled obtaining of significant information on how effectively the changes in 
the monetary policy are transmitted to the banks’ interest rate. Also, the identification of the 
constraining factors was important for estimating the need of possible structural changes, 
which will enable higher functionality of the monetary transmission through the interest rate 
channel. At the beginning of 2005, this research was published in a form of working 
paper of National Bank. In such a manner, the results of the research, with emphasis on the 
characteristics of the banking system that impact the transmission, were publicly available.

Having in mind the significance of the monetary transmission and the 
dynamical nature of this process, the research of the monetary signals transmission 
through the interest rates is updated on regular basis. The update is made on annual 
basis, and its aim is to assess whether there are any changes in the speed and the intensity of 
the transmission of the changes of the National Bank interest rate to the interest rates of the 
banks. These estimations are very important for defining the necessary monetary changes. Such 
knowledge regarding the transmission of the monetary signals is also a base for calibration of 
the transmission of the monetary changes in the model consistent framework, which represents 
a basis of the monetary policy conduct.  

2.1.5. Construction of data series, continuous improvement of the 
database for the analytical operations of National Bank and regular 
analyses of various macroeconomic themes

The databases are the starting point and the key link in the entire analytical 
process. To have quality and detailed databases is the basis for quality analyses and projections. 
The implementation of the contemporary analytical techniques is unconceivable without quality 
data series, for a longer period. For these reasons, continuous improvement in the databases is 
inevitable. Hence, parallel to the improvement of the analytical instruments in National Bank, 
the process of increasing/improving the databases for economic variables is also running, as 
two parallel and mutually related processes. 

As naturally, there are weaknesses in the statistic system, i.e. certain gaps in the 
databases, they should be overcome by the analysts themselves, in order to ensure solid ground 
for deriving better analytical and research data. Such processes exist also within the frames of 
the regular economic analysis of National Bank. In certain cases, the lack of individual data is 
overcome indirectly (utilization of indicative categories), or directly (through construction of 
individual data). 

In this context, we will mention only several more characteristic cases, where the 
problem of lack of data was resolved actively. That is the example with the data on the demand 
in the economy. This category is one of the key categories the monetary analysis underpins on. 
However, until 2008, no regular, quarterly data on the demand, i.e. expenditures aggregates 
of GDP were produced in the statistic system. In order to mitigate this problem, system of 
indicative categories for certain demand components was introduced. This system is continually 
developing and today it is used as an indication for the changes in the demand. Together with 
the constructed index of aggregate economic activity on the basis of data for the production 
side, this system today ensures to bridge the delay in the publishing of the GDP official 
data by the SSO. This ensures timely information on the current economic conditions, as a 
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basis of assessment of the future movements and as important input in the monetary decision-
making. 

More characteristic examples in the construction of the key economic indicators, which 
the official statistics does not provide, are the data on the disposable  income of the households 
and the index of real estate prices in RM. The first is estimated by the National Bank on regular 
basis since October 2008, while the second one since August 2008. 

In order to ensure adequate comparative analysis with other countries, in 2008 uniform, 
timely and systematized base of more important macroeconomic data for several countries was 
established. Also, data series on the foreign effective demand and foreign effective inflation 
was constructed, which are of special importance for the macroeconomic analyses and they are 
one of the main inputs for the macroeconomic forecast. 

Aggregate schemes of the system of data which are input component within individual 
pillars of the system of macroeconomic projections are given below. For these needs, National 
Bank has prepared series for part of the stated data, with part of them being collected regularly 
from external sources, while part of them are constructed by the Research Department of 
National Bank.

Schematic presentation 4
Data on the real sector of the economy for the macroeconomic analysis 
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Schematic presentation 5
Data on the external sector for the macroeconomic analysis 

Schematic presentation 6
Data on the monetary sector for the macroeconomic analysis
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Schematic presentation 7
Data for the needs of the economic modeling

The creation and the continuous maintenance of the database are the key preconditions 
for the preparation of the analysis and projections. Regarding the preparation of the analysis, 
it should be emphasized that in the last seven-year period it was continually worked on the 
strengthening of the analytical and the researching capacity of the employees, through trainings 
and seminars for adoption of modern econometric research methods. On the basis of application 
of various research techniques by the employees in the Research Department, numerous 
materials were prepared, of which one part was presented in the country and abroad.   

2.2. Operational framework of the monetary policy

2.2.1. Setup of the operational framework for conducting monetary policy 
and enhancing the decision-making process 

In order to conduct the monetary policy, the National Bank is applying a set of 
instruments and procedures (so-called Operative framework) with which it directly 
affects liquidity in the banking system and signalises the directions of monetary policy. In the 
period 2004-2011, the operational framework was set up to maintain liquidity in the banking 
system at a level that provides stable exchange rate and indirectly achieve the main objective 
of monetary policy – price stability.
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Schematic presentation 8
Conduction of the monetary policy by the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia

Enhancing the decision-making and establishing a Committee for Operative •	
Monetary Policy (COMP)

Aimed at enhancing the decision-making process for the operational implementation 
of monetary policy, the Committee for Operative Monetary Policy (COMP) was established in 
February 2005. The Committee is in charge of monitoring the implementation of monetary policy 
and adopting decisions towards achieving the main monetary policy objective. The Committee 
is composed of the highest management of the National Bank and it is chaired by the Governor. 
At its sessions, the Committee considers the realised and expected movements in the economy, 
the banking system and the monetary developments and proposes changes of the monetary 
policy setting. The regular sessions of the Committee, which are held on a weekly basis, are also 
attended by a representative from the Ministry of Finance and other experts from the National 
Bank, upon need.

Additionally, in the days of holding auctions of Central Bank bills, usually every Wednesday, 
the Governor calls a meeting of members of the Committee in a narrower band. The meeting 
briefly reviews the latest changes in liquidity in the banking system under the influence of 
autonomous factors, and current developments on the money markets in order to decide on the 
amount of intervention through the basic instrument.

Short-term planning of liquidity •	

The starting point in the process of liquidity management is the short-term 
planning of liquidity of the banking system. Through assessing and projecting the effect 
on liquidity by the autonomous factors33: cash in circulation, government deposits and foreign 
exchange transactions, the National Bank estimates the excess or shortage of liquidity in the 
banking system and decides on the direction and extent of interventions through the instruments 
for monetary regulation.

The movement of cash in circulation in a short run depends on the seasonal factors 
and is determined in the long run by the rate of economic growth and the domestic inflation. 
The projections of the cash in circulation are being prepared on the basis of time series of data, 
the econometric model and other relevant information. The model for projecting of the cash in 
circulation, as a method complementary to the experience-based approach, was introduced 

33 The autonomous factors are the positions of the Central Bank balance that are not under its direct influence and whose 
movement depends on the other sectors in the economy.
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in December 200934, aimed at improving the quality of projections of cash in circulation. The 
econometric model is a type of model with a single variable (univariate model), designed on the 
basis of the STSS approach (Structural Time Series State Space Models) and uses a structural 
equation, which explicitly defines the long-term growth, the seasonal and cyclical component 
of cash in circulation. 

When preparing the liquidity projections, the National Bank also includes the changes in 
government deposits, above all in the treasury account, as a category that integrates the liquidity 
flows of the state. The planning of the treasury account is based on regular monthly cycles of 
inflows based on taxes, contributions, non-tax revenues, as well as on outflows based on the 
current, capital and other expenditures. For the needs of projecting this autonomous factor, the 
National Bank has established regular cooperation with the Ministry of Finance. 

Given the currently applied exchange rate targeting strategy, foreign exchange 
transactions of the National Bank are an important autonomous factor that affects the liquidity of 
the banking system. In making projections of foreign exchange transactions, the National Bank 
uses certain indicators (listings of exchange rates, supply and demand for foreign exchange, 
opened foreign exchange position of banks), by means of which estimates the shortage or 
surplus of foreign exchange, and thus the direction and need for intervention on the foreign 
exchange market.  

2.2.2. Monetary policy in conditions of structural surplus  of liquidity  

The process of transformation of the ownership and sale of the state capital to foreign 
strategic investors, accompanied by an increased interest for foreign direct and portfolio 
investments and private transfers in a more stable macroeconomic environment, has intensified 
the foreign exchange inflows in the Republic of Macedonia. Despite the persistent trade deficit, 
excluding periods of higher seasonal outflows and currency shocks, the foreign exchange 
inflows have led to increased supply of foreign exchange on the foreign exchange market and 
pressures towards appreciation of the value of the Denar. In terms of application of the monetary 
strategy of exchange rate targeting, the National Bank intervened by purchasing excess foreign 
exchange on the foreign exchange market, which on the one hand contributed to the rise 
of  foreign reserves, but also influenced the increase of the  money supply. In the absence of 
greater domestic investment activity, as well as due to the undeveloped financial markets and 
instruments, the banking sector was faced with the inability to place the free assets. Excess 
of liquidity, which gained a structural nature since 2001, increased significantly at the end of 
2005.  

Having in mind that the excessive and uncontrolled growth of the money supply leads 
to inflation pressures, which has a negative impact on the financial stability and the economy in 
general, the National Bank has been permanently sterilising the surplus  of liquid assets through 
the instruments of the monetary policy35. Sterilisation was performed by using indirect, market-
based instruments, such as open market operations and through the reserve requirement.

34 The model was introduced based on the recommendations of the technical assistance from IMF in November 2008 and 
is based on the model for projecting of cash in circulation of the Bank of England, which the bank uses in its liquidity 
planning, since May 2006.

35 In the period since 2005, a high level of correlation between the amount of sterilisation and the change of foreign 
exchange reserves can be observed (the correlation index amounts to 0.914)
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Figure 28
Gross foreign exchange reserves and amount of sterilised liquid assets through CB bills and the  
reserve requirement
(million Denar)

Source: NBRM

2.2.3. Changes in the instruments of monetary policy and new instruments

The setup of the instruments for monetary regulation is determined by 
the liquidity position of the banking system. Given that in the Republic of Macedonia, 
autonomous factors on a net basis continuously have the effect of creating liquidity in the 
system, the instruments for monetary regulation of the National Bank were and still are directed 
towards efficient withdrawal of the excess liquidity from the banking system and offset the effect 
of the exogenous increase in money supply.

2.2.3.1. Auctions of CB bills  

The increase of the liquidity surplus in the banking system during 2005 has put forward 
the question on the manner of its sterilisation, which on the one hand had to be made by using 
market instruments, and at the same time needed to provide an opportunity for predictable and 
consistent management of monetary policy and reduction of the risks in its implementation. In 
that sense, the CB bills were used as the main monetary policy instrument to regulate 
liquidity in the banking system and transmission of monetary signals. The interest 
rate on CB bills is the key interest rate, which determines the direction of monetary 
policy. 

Since the appearance of 
structural surplus, the use of CB bills as 
an instrument for monetary regulation 
allow maintenance of the level of liquidity 
in the banking system  in a controlled 
level. Depending on the macroeconomic 
conditions and developments in domestic 
financial markets, the characteristics 
of CB bills (maturity, type of tender, 
frequency of holding auctions) were 
changed and adjusted aimed at providing 
greater efficiency.

Figure 29
Share of CB bills in the Gross Domestic Product
(%)

Source: NBRM and SSO, NBRM’s calculations.
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Phasing out the seven-day CB bills and reducing the frequency of auctions•	

In the course of 2005, the National Bank made changes in the maturity of CB bills and 
the frequency of auctions. Namely, at the beginning of 2005, apart from the 28-day bills, the 
National Bank was also offering 7-day CB bills. The short maturity of the CB bills was limiting the 
ability of the Central Bank to control the liquidity flows, having in mind that every week there 
was uncertainty regarding the possibility for (non) renewing of the matured CB bills. In addition, 
auctions were held twice a week, every Wednesday and Friday, which caused this instrument 
to get more features of an “open window” for the banks and made difficult the discretionary 
influence of the National Bank in the liquidity management. Such position of the CB bills auctions 
was an un-stimulating influence on the interest of banks for active trading on the money market 
and was an obstacle for its development in the future. 

Taking in consideration the above stated shortcomings, in March 2005, the matured 
7-day CB bills were reallocated into CB bills with 28-day maturity. This maturity period of CB 
bills corresponds with the usual liquidity cycle in the banking system, which is compatible with 
the movement of autonomous factors and the period of maintaining the required reserve. 
Simultaneously, conditions were created for reduction of the National Bank presence on the 
money market, whereby since February 2006 the CB bills auctions were held once a week, on 
Wednesdays in a period determined ahead of time, instead of twice a week. 

Change of the method of interest calculation•	

As part of the changes of the instrument’s main characteristics, (in December 2005) 
the method of calculating the interest rate, i.e. the price of the CB bills was adjusted with the 
method of interest calculation on the money market in the Republic of Macedonia. Namely, the 
CB bills are a short-term instrument and with their characteristics they belong to the instruments 
on the money market, where due to the short term of investment, the simple method of interest 
calculation is usually used. Due to these reasons, on 23.12.2005 the Council adopted a Decision 
on the interest rates of the National Bank36, which replaced the compound method for calculation 
of interest on CB bills with a proportional method. Simultaneously, in order to further harmonise 
with the standard market practice adopted on the European money market, the standard for the 
time period for which interest is calculated was also readjusted (instead of the standard act/365, 
the standard act/360 was introduced). 

With these two adjustments, the method of calculation of interest and the price of CB 
bills of the National Bank was harmonised with the method used by the European Central Bank 
when issuing short-term securities.

Establishing a Registry of CB bills ownership  •	

Having in mind that the registration of ownership of the issued CB bills is kept by the 
National Bank, in order to stimulate the secondary trading with CB bills and their use as an 
instrument for active liquidity management by the banks, a significant improvement was made in 
the system of recording the ownership. Thus, apart from the manual recording of each separate 
change in the ownership based on transactions with CB bills, starting from the mid-2006, the 
National Bank established an electronic Registry of CB bills ownership, where the changes in the 
ownership, based on primary issue, pledging and maturity are being automatically recorded. 
Moreover, it provide automatic settlement of transactions with CB bills on the secondary market 
by applying the principle “delivery versus payment” (DVP37).

36 Official Gazette of RM no. 117/2005
37 Delivery versus payment - DVP presupposes a simultaneous transfer of funds with the transfer of securities, which 

provides low exposure to risk during the settlement.
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Adapting the auction mechanism•	

Additionally, in the period 2004-2011, the auction mechanism, i.e. the type of tenders 
was being adapted several times. The National Bank used the tender with variable interest rate 
when its aim was to leave interest rates to be formed depending on the banks’ expectations 
and to give greater importance to market forces in determining interest rates. This type of 
tender was applied continuously since the end of 2005 until the beginning of 2008 in conditions 
of a favourable macroeconomic climate and higher supply of foreign exchange on the foreign 
exchange market, whereby the interest rate decreased from 10% (October 2005) to 5.08% 
(February 2008). 

However, in the past period, the tender with a fixed interest rate was more widely used, 
given that this type of tender stabilises the market expectations regarding the movement of 
the exchange rate, gives explicit directions of monetary policy (especially on the fluctuations of 
interest rates) and affect interest rates on the domestic money markets and wider economy. 

Figure 30
Applied types of tenders at the CB bills auction since 2004
(in millions of denars)                               (in %)

Source:NBRM

The latest change of the type of tender in order to apply the fixed interest rate tender was 
made at the beginning of 2008, when amid accelerating inflation, followed by a lower supply of 
foreign exchange on the foreign exchange market, the National Bank needed to signalise clearly 
the direction of monetary policy  and to calm the negative market expectations. Further, this 
type of tender enabled stabilization of the divergent market movements in terms of spreading 
the effects of the global financial crisis in the Republic of Macedonia. 

Analysis of the transmission of CB bills interest rate on other interest rates •	

In order to test the impact of the basic interest rate on the interest rates on money 
markets and bank interest rates, for the period from January 2005 to October 2010 an econometric 
analysis was made using the Impulse Response (IR) function of the Vector autoregression model 
based on the so-called Cholesky decomposition of residuals. 

Overall, the results from the application of the models indicate that the key interest 
rate of the National Bank has a statistically significant impact on interest rates on the money 
markets (deposits market and treasury bills market). Also, the basic interest rate has an impact 
on the banks’ deposits and lending interest rates, although the intensity of impact is lower 
compared with the impact on the money markets interest rates. Additionally, the analysis leads 
to the conclusion that the interest rate on CB bills has a statistically more significant impact on 
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the banks’ deposit and lending interest 
rates than the impact that the money 
markets interest rates have on the banks’ 
deposit and lending interest rates. The 
stronger impact of the basic interest 
rate on the banks’ deposit and lending 
interest rates, compared with the impact 
of the money market interest rates, may 
be explained by the clearer and more 
explicit signalling of the monetary policy 
directions by the National Bank in the 
analysed period.

2.2.3.2. Required reserve 

The required reserve is a standard instrument of the monetary policy of the 
National Bank, which obliges the banks and savings houses to allocate funds on the 
accounts with the Central Bank. The basic aims of this instrument are management with 
the money supply and the level of credit multiplication, as well as stabilisation of the short-term 
interest rates on the money market through the system of average maintenance.

Expanding the basis for calculating the reserve requirement•	

In order to act more efficiently, the required reserve is based on the principle of equal 
treatment of institutions, which are subject to the reserve requirement, as well as on a wide 
range balance sheet liabilities of the banks and savings houses. The consistent application 
of this principle for a developing economy such as the Macedonian economy, points out to 
the need of continuing re-evaluation of the list of liabilities, which compose the basis for the 
required reserve. Thus, the appearance and development of the new financial institutions and 
products in the country imposed the need for revision and expanding of the basis for calculation 
of the required reserve. In this sense, in December 2007, the Decision on the required reserve 
of banks38 included in the basis for required reserve the banks’ liabilities, based on insurance 
companies’ deposits, pension funds, investment funds, leasing companies’ deposits, as well as 
the liabilities of banks based on loans from foreign banks on behalf of the bank’s clients. 

One of the basic aims of the required reserve is the management of money supply and 
maintenance of liquidity in stable and predictable frames. The continuing maintenance of high 
amounts of funds on the banks accounts over the required reserve (in 2004, it was 15% over 
the required reserve, on average), pointed to the need of change in the system for fulfilling the 
required reserve. 

Changes in the manner of fulfilling the reserve requirement  •	

By the end of 2005 the banks fulfilled the reserve requirement with the funds on 
their accounts with the National Bank and with the cash in vault39. The funds on the accounts 

38  Decision on the reserve requirement (Official Gazette of RM no. 159/2007) 
39  The introduction of cash in valult as a means for fulfilling the reserve requirement was made with the reform of 

the payment system (2002) in order to overcome the liquidity problems of banks caused by the use of cash in the 
operations of legal entities in this period.

Figure 31
Movement of interest rates
(in percentage)

Source: NBRM and the Ministry of Finance
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reflect the overall liquidity in the banking system, which is subject to monetary regulation and 
management by the National Bank. On the other hand, the cash in vault, as well as the cash in 
circulation varies exogenously on a daily basis and the central bank cannot influence their level  
by the monetary instruments. The variability of cash in vault, as well as the maintenance of a 
continuous surplus of funds40 above the reserve requirement pointed out that the reasons for use 
of cash in vault as a means to fulfil the reserve requirement has been surpassed. In November 
2005, the National Bank adopted the Decision on amending and supplementing the Decision 
on the required reserve of banks in Denar41, which started to be applied since January 2006, 
phasing out the cash in vault of banks as a means for fulfilling the reserve requirement. The 
fulfilling of reserve requirement only by funds on the banks’ accounts with the National Bank 
simplified the system of maintenance and fulfilling the reserve requirement and provided better 
planning and management with liquidity on the part of banks. This positioning of the required 
reserve is in line with the system of required reserve within the Euro zone, where the fulfilling 
of this requirement is solely covered with the funds on banks’ accounts with the national central 
banks and the possibility for their complete use.

Phasing out the possibility for fulfilling the reserve requirement with cash in vault is one 
of the factors that contributed to the reduction of the average excess of funds on the accounts 
of banks. Also, the continuous activities of the National Bank for development of the market of 
deposits, securities markets and repo agreements, enabled more active participation of banks 
on the money markets and significant reduction of the surplus of funds on the accounts. In 
addition, certain effects in reducing the surplus of funds on banks’ accounts were caused by the 
changes in May 2009, which enabled full daily use of the required reserve42. These measures 
enabled active adjustment of the balance on banks’ accounts to the market conditions, i.e. more 
significant use of funds in case of larger outflows towards the Budget of RM or cash payments 
to depositors and vice versa, more active accumulation of liquidity in case of budget spending 
and low interest rates on the money markets.

The reduction of the excess of funds on the accounts of banks enabled more precise 
short-term planning and more efficient liquidity management by the National Bank. At the same 
time, such liquidity position of the banking sector contributed to reduce the uncertainty and the 
risk of possible reallocation of the excess in an uncontrolled credit activity or demand for foreign 
exchange on the foreign exchange market.

Figure 32
Average surplus of liquid assets on the banks’ accounts with the National Bank over the required 
reserve
(in percentage)

 Source: NBRM

40 In 2005, the excess liquidity was 10% over the required reserve, o average.
41 Official Gazette of RM no. 105/2005
42 Decision on the reserve requirement (Official Gazette of RM no. 66/2009)
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Introducing differentiated rates of required reserve •	

In the period 2004-2009, the National Bank was using a unified ratio of the required 
reserve43 for all deposits, included in the basis for calculation, regardless of their maturity or 
currency structure. Such positioning resulted from the need to simplify the monetary control and 
reduce the effects of currency and maturity transformation of deposits. At the beginning of 2005 
the required reserve ratio was increased from 7.5% to 10%, as part of the measures to overcome 
the structural surplus of liquidity and to maintain the stability of the foreign exchange rate.

The spill-over of the global economic and financial crisis effects on the national economy 
resulted in unfavourable developments in the external sector, as well as in increased currency 
conversion and growth of foreign exchange deposits, which caused increased demand for 
foreign currency on the foreign exchange market. The foreign currency deposits’ share in the 
basis for the required reserve in the middle of 2009 came close to 58%, compared to 2007 and 
2008 when in average it amounted to 48.9% and 48%, respectively. This currency conversion, 
which resulted in increase of the foreign currency demand and pressures on the exchange rate 
of the Denar against the Euro, has imposed the need of introducing differentiated ratios of the 
required reserve, i.e. application of higher ratios of the required reserve for the banks deposits 
with foreign currency component. Namely, the rate for the banks liabilities in foreign currency 
was increased from 10% to 13%, and the rate for liabilities in domestic currency with FX clause 
was set up to a level of 20%. This measure was adopted with the Decision on the required reserve 
from May 200944, which entered in force in July 2009. At the end of 2009, the Denar deposits 
already started to increase, having more intensive growth than the one of deposits with FX clause 
starting from the first half of 2010. 

2.2.3.3. Marginal lending facility (Overnight credit)

The Overnight credit is an instrument with which the National Bank provides 
funds in order to overcome the short-term liquidity problems of individual banks 
and it is extended with an overnight maturity. Taking in consideration its specific role for 
urgent provision of additional liquidity, in the period 2005-2011, the National Bank worked on 
increasing the efficiency for its use, above all by simplifying the procedure for its approval via 
repo agreements. The introduction of the possibility for extending overnight credit via repo 
transaction in September 200545, enabled additional decrease of the National Bank exposure to 
risks, having in mind that in the course of its extending a transfer of ownership of the securities, 
used as collateral, is carried out in favour of the National Bank. 

However, in a situation of structural excess liquidity in the banking system and average 
maintenance of the required reserve, banks have sufficient funds and therefore used this 
instrument on rare occasions.

Relating the level of the overnight lending interest rate with the key interest •	
rate

In order to increase the transparency and efficiency of this instrument, since August 
2009, the level of the overnight lending interest rate was linked to the level of the CB bills interest 
rate. Namely, the interest rate on overnight credit is obtained by adding a certain percentage 
point above the CB bills interest rate, which since August 2009 is 1.50 percentage points. The 
introduction of a system for automatic change of the overnight credit interest rate is in line with 

43 The required reserve ratio was unified in June 2003 in accordance with the recommendation of the International 
Monetary Fund technical mission “Modernization of Monetary Operations, development of Securities Market and the 
Reform of the Foreign Exchange Market“, April 2000.

44  Decision on the  reserve requirement “Official Gazette of RM” no. 66/2009
45  Decision on overnight credit “Official Gazette of RM” no. 84/2005
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the position of the interest rates policy of the European Central Bank, where the interest rate on 
the marginal lending facility varies simultaneously and depending on the change of the interest 
rate on the basic instrument for monetary regulation.

2.2.3.4. Introduction of an interest-free intra-day credit

The establishment of a legal framework for repo operations when approving loans to 
banks enabled to reduce the risks and simplify the procedure for extending funds to banks during 
the day to overcome the liquidity needs for carrying out the payment transactions. In this regard, 
in parallel with introducing repo operations, in September 200546 the daily  overdraft of the 
balance of banks accounts with the National Bank was replaced with the possibility 
for use of an interest-free intra-day credit via repo transaction. At the same time, 
depending on the needs of banks, its fast and simple transformation into a overnight credit was 
enabled at the end of the day.  

The changes of this instrument, apart from providing larger safety and efficiency of 
the payment operations, have improved the liquidity management by individual banks and 
influenced the reduction of liquid funds excess over the level of the required reserve. 

2.2.3.5. Introduction of an auction repo and outright transactions with 
securities

The long-term orientation for development and increased activity on the money market 
and on the market of securities, i.e. the numerous activities for establishing the legal framework 
for trading and safe and efficient system for settlement of transactions resulted in the possibility 
to expand the monetary set of instruments of the National Bank. In this regard, auction repo 
and outright transactions were introduced in May 200647. The auction repo transactions 
enable to withdraw liquidity through the sale of securities owned by the National Bank with 
commitment for their re-purchase on a future date upon a price determined in advance and vice 
versa, issuance of liquid assets through the purchase of securities owned by banks with the 
commitment for their sale on a future date upon a price determined in advance. The outright 
transactions can be carried out in both directions to secure or withdraw liquidity from the banking 
system through an outright purchase, i.e. sale of securities on the secondary market. Unlike 
repo auctions, the outright transactions with securities enable structural regulation of liquidity, 
which results in a long-term change of the level of liquidity in the banking system.

In the period since their introduction in May 2006 until today, the auction repo operations 
and the outright transactions with securities have not been implemented. The reason for this is 
the structural surplus of liquidity in the banking sector, which in the period 2006 until the end of 
2010 averaged 4.7% of the gross domestic product (GDP). Still, having in mind the positioning 
of these two instruments, they represent an important support to the intervention policy of the 
National Bank for issuing of liquid funds in case of a potential shortage of liquidity and possible 
divergent market movements, especially in conditions of financial and economic crisis. 

2.2.3.6. Development of methodologies for monitoring the market risks 
when carrying out monetary operations

In the period since 2005 special attention has been dedicated to simplifying the procedure 
and reduction of the National Bank exposure during the execution of crediting operations. In 
this respect, with the Decision on overnight credit from September 2005, the repo agreement 

46 Decision on an intra-day credit “Official Gazette of RM” no. 84/2005
47 Decision on final and repo transactions “Official Gazette of RM” no. 70/2006
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was introduced in the National Bank regulations for the first time. Later, in 2005 and 2006 it was 
enabled to apply repo agreements in the remaining credit operations of the National Bank which 
enabled to overcome the relatively complex procedure of pledging securities as collateral.

Until mid-2005, the Central Bank regulation required that the credits for banks’ liquidity 
are secured by pledging securities by the bank, credit beneficiary in favour of the National 
Bank. The pledging of securities meant blocking the right to dispose of the securities on the 
part of banks in favour of the National Bank, which was recorded in the Central Depository of 
Securities. The procedure of pledging securities involved certification of the Loan agreement 
at a Notary, registering of the certified agreement in the Pledge Register and blocking of the 
pledged securities in the Central Depository of Securities. 

The approval of credits by repo transactions increased the efficiency of these operations 
and at the same time it provided further reduction of National Bank exposure to risks during 
execution of the operations, having in mind that the credit approval is being made by a simultaneous 
transfer of ownership of the securities, which are used as a collateral, in favour of the National 
Bank. In accordance with Regulation 48, to secure monetary operations, the National Bank uses 
high-quality government debt securities and CB bills, which limits the exposure of the National 
Bank assets to credit risk. At the same time, the liquidity risk is controlled with the margin ratios, 
which determine the ratio between the approved funds and the securities serving as collateral. 
Since mid 2005, the National Bank is applying differentiated coverage ratios depending on 
the remaining maturity and the type of securities, instead of the uniform margin ratio for all 
securities, which was applied before. In principle, the securities with longer maturity and lower 
liquidity on the secondary markets have higher margin ratio and vice versa.

Following the approach of the European Central Bank, in 2011 the National Bank is 
preparing itself to start using Value at Risk model when determining the margin  ratio. It is 
expected that the new approach will improve the management of market risks as it will take in 
consideration the variability of prices of the securities and the period needed for liquidation of 
the security in case of impossibility for its collection while determining the margin ratio. It is also 
planned to start with market evaluation of securities instead of the present approach for their 
estimation according to their nominal value. Considering the absence of continuing trading on 
the secondary market with a significant part of the securities, which are accepted as collateral 
when executing monetary operations, the National Bank is planning to establish the model of 
theoretic evaluation of securities. The application of this model will enable to adequately evaluate 
securities in a situation of lack of market price determination on the secondary market.

2.2.3.7. Temporary introduction of an obligation to allocate compulsory 
deposit with the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 

In the past seven years the compulsory deposit is the only non-market instrument 
with limited duration, which the National Bank introduced in June 200849, due to the 
need to slow the excessive growth of loans to households (annual rate of growth 
of 57.7% before introducing this measure), in a situation of growing inflation. The 
mechanism of functioning of the instrument was realised through the obligation for the banks 
and savings houses to allocate a compulsory deposit with the National Bank if the realised 
rates of growth of the loans to households should surpass the rate determined in the Decision. 
Shortly after introducing the compulsory deposit, the banks started to adjust their credit activity 
to the new situation (figure 33). Contrary to the first few months since the application of the 

48 List of securities, based on the Decision on determining instruments used as collateral for conducting monetary 
operations, Official Gazette of RM, no. 84/2005 

49 Decision on compulsory deposit with the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Official Gazette of RM no. 
73/2008
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instrument, when the realised rates of growth of the loans were higher than the envisaged rates 
resulting in high allocation of compulsory deposit with the National Bank, at the end of the year 
the rate of growth of the loans in the overall banking system decreased to a level lower than what 
was predicted. However, the high growth of import of goods for consumption, the deterioration 
of the trading balance and the pressures on the foreign exchange market at a still high rate of 
growth of loans to households (37.2% annually in December 2008), resulted in continuation of 
the measure requiring allocation of compulsory deposit throughout 2009 as well50. 

Figure 33

Realised and envisaged loans to households  
and aggregate growth rate
(in millions of denars)                                                             (in %)

Compulsory deposits with 
the National Bank
(in millions of denars)

Source: NBRM

In the period of application of the compulsory deposit, as a result of the combined effect 
of monetary policy measures and the increase of the criteria for loan approval by banks, the 
growth of loans to households slowed down significantly. As a result of the re-established market 
mechanisms for control of the credit growth and the reduced inflation pressures, at the end of 
2009 the National Bank abolished the Decision on the compulsory deposit.

2.2.3.8. Introduction of an auctions of foreign currency deposits 

In January 2009, in light of the unstable developments on the international financial 
markets and increasing risks, the National Bank launched auctions of foreign currency (FX) 
deposits51 of the banks, in order to enable the domestic banks to reduce the credit risk. The 
instrument was also aimed at diversifying the supply of instruments in the domestic economy 
through which the minimum necessary level of liquid assets would be achieved. The implementation 
of the placement of FX deposits started on 6 February 2009, through auctions conducted by 
applying volume tenders, which offer unlimited amount of FX deposits with maturity of 1, 3, 6 
and 12 months. The interest rates on the FX deposits are equal to the interest rates on the funds 
placed in the central banks in the Euro-zone, in the international financial institutions or to the 
yields on the treasury bills of the Euro-zone member states. 

In case of foreign currency shortage by individual banks, the National Bank provides 
opportunity for early withdrawal of the FX deposit, partly or fully. In case of early withdrawal of 
the deposit, the National Bank pays an amount which is equal to the withdrawn FX deposit with 
interest, discounted by the current EURIBOR for the remaining period till maturity. 
In the period from the introduction of the instrument, the banks have mainly placed FX deposits 

50 Decision on compulsory deposit with the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Official Gazette of RM no. 
163/2008

51  Decision on foreign currency deposit with the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (Official Gazette of RM no. 
163/2008)
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with maturity of one month, and the stock 
of the total FX deposits in the National 
Bank has been changing depending on 
the preferences of the banks and their 
perceptions for the developments on the 
domestic and international markets. In that 
context, in the period of escalation of the 
financial crisis, the FX deposits reached 
the maximum level of 67.8 million Euro, 
after which they stabilized at the amount 
of about 15 million Euro. 

2.2.3.9. Introduction of a bill of six-month deposit 

In February 2011, the National Bank introduced another instrument – bill of six-month 
deposit52. The bill of six-month deposit is an opportunity for placement of funds with the National 
Bank at an interest rate on the level of the interest rates on the money markets in the Euro-zone 
(six-month EURIBOR), increased by 0.5 percent points. In case of need for additional liquidity, 
the instrument envisages a possibility for early withdrawal of the funds by the banks, partly or 
fully. In case of early withdrawal of the funds, the withdrawn amount of the funds together with 
the accrued interest for the period from the day of depositing to the day of withdrawal is paid. 
This enables high liquidity of the assets deposited in bill of six-month deposit with the National 
Bank, and flexibility of the banks in managing their assets, along with achieving attractive 
market return. 

The instrument  above all is prudent. The portfolio composed of these bills is part of the 
total liquid assets of the banks, which, in accordance with the National Bank regulation, should 
correspond to the level of the short-term denar and FX liabilities of the banks, within a period 
of 30 and of 180 days. 

With its use is expected a portion of CB bills to be “transformed” into a six-month deposit 
bills. In fact, there should be a division between bills that serve for prudent purposes from bills 
that have a purely sterilizing function. According to the Decision for managing liquidity risk, the 
amount of CB bills, up to the introduction of this instrument, were recognized for the fulfillment of 
the obligations that the banks have to meet the denar and  FX liquidity, and after its introduction, 
are recognized only for the fulfillment of the denar liquidity53. 

2.3. Development of the money markets

In the period prior to 2004 the money markets in the Republic of Macedonia were 
a relatively undeveloped segment of the financial market, which were characterised by a 
shallow and underdeveloped interbank deposits market, low level of debt securities and lack 
of a secondary market of short-term securities with only possibility for their trading through 
the Macedonian Stock Exchange (which implied higher costs for the market participants), lack 
of electronic platforms for direct communication among the market participants and lack of 
information for the interest rates of the market instruments. 

52 Decision on bill of six-month deposit with the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (“Official Journal of RM” No 
14/2011) 

53 Decision for Amending the Decision for Managing Liquidity Risk of the Banks (“Official Journal of RM” No. 14/2011)

Figure 34
FX deposits stocks with the National Bank
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Considering the fact that the Central bank is an active participant on the money markets, 
where it carries out the open market operations and exerts influence over the interest rates, in 
the period 2004-201154 the National Bank realised several important projects for development 
of the separate market segments: 

Since the beginning of 2004, as a fiscal agent, it was involved in the project for introduction −	
of the first government securities on a continuous basis for financing of the budget needs 
and it worked actively on the development of this market segment;

In 2005 it started the project for setting and development of the repo market through −	
establishing the grounds of the Over-the-Counter markets and promoting the General 
repo agreement;

Aimed at deepening and developing the interbank foreign exchange market, starting −	
from June 2005 it established the electronic information system and the platform for 
foreign exchange trading among banks;

The electronic system for quoting and interbank trading with deposits and securities was −	
established in 2006, which enabled concentration of supply and demand in one place 
and provided current information on the movements of interest rates on the money 
markets; 

During 2007 and 2008 the interest rates SKIBOR (Skopje Interbank Offered Rate) −	
and	МКDONIA	(Macedonian	Denar	Overnight	Index	Average)	were	introduced	in	the	
segment of unsecured deposits, which are gradually growing into reference interest 
rates for defining the banks’ interest rates policies; 

In order to further develop and deepen the money markets, the electronic platform for −	
interbank trading with deposits and securities was upgraded in 2010 with the possibility 
of concluding repo transactions.

2.3.1. Participation in the establishment and development of the primary 
market of government securities

Treasury bills for fiscal purposes and development of financial markets •	

As a result of the activities with the government bodies for setting the grounds of 
the primary market of continuous government securities, as well as due to the many years 
experience in the application of the auction procedures, starting from 2004 the National 
Bank has been successfully accomplishing its function as a fiscal agent in issuing 
government securities. In this respect, the National Bank mediate in the organisation of 
auctions of government securities, in the registration of ownership of securities in the Central 
Depository for Securities, as well as in the payment of government securities. Also, the National 
Bank prepares reporting forms and indicators for analyzing the banks behaviour on the primary 
market of government securities and participates in the certain bodies (Auction Committee, 
Market Committee) for development of this market. 

Active involvement of the National Bank in the future development of the government 
securities market was aimed at a more efficient implementation of monetary policy. Namely, it 
was expected that the appearance of the government securities as an alternative form of saving 
i.e. investing, will boost the price sensitivity of the economic entities, will increase competition in 
the financial system and will improve the transmission of monetary signals through the interest 
rates channel.  

54 Certain part of these reforms were supported by the three-year Stand-by arrangement of the International Monetary 
Fund of 31 August 2005, whereby the technical support was also provided. 
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Treasury bills for monetary purposes•	

Taking in consideration the successful start of the issuance of government securities 
and high interest for these new financial instruments, in terms of a balanced budget and small 
financing needs, at the end of 2005 the National Bank and the Ministry of Finance 
reached an agreement on the introduction of treasury bills for monetary purposes. 
The new instrument, whose costs were entirely covered by the National Bank, was supposed 
to enable re-directing of the structural surplus of liquidity towards longer-term instruments 
and deepening of the markets of securities in the Republic of Macedonia, and thus improve the 
functioning of the transmission mechanism of monetary policy.

In the period of application, from March 2006 until June 2008, the treasury bills for 
monetary purposes reached a level of 9,540 million Denar. Thus, a significant portion of structural 
liquidity in the banking system was sterilised on a longer term in relation to the basic instrument 
of the National Bank – CB bills with maturity of 28 days, which were used for the operational 
implementation of monetary policy. Given the relatively high interest of legal entities and natural 
persons for this type of securities, their introduction resulted in increase of competitiveness in 
the banking system and the banks interest rate policy. 

In the second half of 2008, due to conceptual differences in the conduct of macroeconomic 
policies among Ministry of finance and National Bank, in a situation of increased demands of the 
government for funding by borrowing on the domestic market of securities, the level of treasury 
bills for monetary purposes decreased gradually, after which this instrument was abandoned, 
at the end of the year. 

2.3.2. Development of the foreign exchange market

In the period 2004-2011 the foreign exchange market in the Republic of Macedonia 
notes a significant improvement, which is largely due to the development and deepening of the 
interbank trading, as well as, to the increase of transparency of the listed and realised exchange 
rates and bank turnover. Namely, the deepened and transparent interbank market has led to 
a reduction of the margin between buying and selling rates of banks, which reflected on the 
exchange rates of all market segments, contributing to a greater efficiency of the overall foreign 
exchange market. These benefits are in large part a reflection of the activities of the National 
Bank for development and deepening of the interbank trading, which, among other things, were 
targeted at improving the conditions for intervention policy of the National Bank for maintenance 
of the value of national currency. The activities were supported through arrangement with the 
IMF, which had provided additional technical assistance.55

Introduction of electronic information system and trading platform •	

As of June 2005, aimed at developing and deepening the interbank foreign exchange 
market, the National Bank established an electronic information system and a platform for 
trading in foreign exchange between banks56. Besides the benefits of greater efficiency and 
reliability in trading, the electronic interbank market provide more convenience, such as greater 
transparency for listed and realised rates and turnover, and thus a possibility for more realistic 
setting of exchange rates. Namely, by expanding the access to market information and their 
timely obtaining, the trading between banks increased leading to a greater concentration of 
the supply and demand for foreign exchange and improvement of the market liquidity. Thus, in 
the period from 2005 to 2008, the turnover on the interbank foreign exchange market achieved 
an average annual growth of 36%. During 2009 the turnover on this market showed a relative 

55 IMF Report of July 2005: The way to a more market orientated foreign exchange market in Macedonia. 
56  Previously, the listing of exchange rates and foreign exchange trading between banks was done via telephone.
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decline for the first time, which was mainly due to the effects of the global financial and economic 
crisis, but with the gradual recovery of the domestic economy, during 2010 the turnover again 
recorded moderate growth. Also, conditions were created for changes in intervention policy 
of the National Bank and its role on the foreign exchange market, so its constant presence on 
the market with purchase and sale (in the role of so-called “market maker”) is replaced with its 
occasionally presence on the market with purchase or sale (the role of so-called “market taker”), 
and from June 2005 it started with one-way interventions depending on the need for 
purchase of excess or covering the shortage of foreign exchange on the interbank 
market57. 

Figure 35
Turnover on the foreign exchange market from 2004 to 2010 
(in Euro)

Source: NBRM

Establishing rules for mutual trading •	

Following the establishment of the electronic information system and platform for 
trading, at the beginning of August 2005 the National Bank signed an agreement for 
mutual cooperation on the foreign exchange market with four banks market-makers, 
which participated with more than 80% in the turnover on the foreign exchange 
market. The agreement provides for retention of freedom and the right of banks to set the 
exchange rate of the Denar against the Euro, but it impose the commitment to respect certain 
rules in the interbank trading. Namely, in order to overcome the situation of high margins 
between listed buying and selling rates of banks (which were not realised during the day in most 
cases), maximal margins of listings and minimal amounts of compulsory transactions upon the 
listed exchange rates were agreed. Maximum margin of 0.07 Denar between selling and buying 
rate was agreed for listing between the banks market-makers, as well as of the banks market-
makers with the National Bank, while a higher maximal margin of 0.25 Denar was agreed for 
listings of the banks market-makers with other banks. The minimum amount per transaction 
among banks market-makers and between the banks market-makers and the National Bank 
was agreed on 350,000 Euro, while the minimum amount per transaction between the banks 
market-makers and other banks was agreed to an amount of 30,000 Euro. 

Privilege for banks market-makers is their exclusive right to trade with the National Bank 
i.e. in situation of excess or shortage of foreign currency on the interbank foreign exchange 
market (which reflects the movements on the overall foreign exchange market), the National 
Bank intervenes by buying or selling foreign currency only through the banks market-makers. 
Having in mind the relatively high minimum amount of intervention of 350,000 Euro, experience 

57 Until the changes in June 2005, the National Bank interventions on the foreign exchange market were carried out with 
each bank separately depending on the supply and demand for foreign exchange of the bank, whereby it happened 
that on the same day the NBRM intervened by selling in one bank and by purchasing of foreign exchange in another 
bank. 
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has shown that the pressures on the foreign exchange markets are calmed through realising 
several transactions.

Figure 36
Movement of rates on the foreign exchange market since the introduction of banks market 
makers and interventions of the National Bank
(Denar/Euro)                                (in million Euro)         

 Source: NBRM

Effects of the changes•	

After more than five years, the advantages of the foreign exchange market changes can 
be seen  above all in the following:

1.  More realistic setting of exchange rates and reduction of the margins between 
buying and selling rates, even below the agreed maximal margins. The agreed maximal margin 
between buying and selling rate and the compulsory minimum per transaction, required active 
monitoring of movements on the foreign exchange market and more careful listing of rates by 
the banks market-makers. The National Bank remained present on the market for interventions 
with the banks market-makers at pre-set buying and selling rates, which are the lowest, i.e. the 
highest limit of rates on the interbank foreign exchange market. Hence, the periods of lower 
quotations of rates by the market makers reflect the periods of higher supply of foreign exchange 
on the market and pressure towards appreciation of the Denar nominal value and vice versa, 
the periods of higher quotations of exchange rates by the market makers reflect the periods of 
pressures towards exchange rate depreciation (Figure 36). Such intervention policy has caused 
reduction of the margins of the listed buying and selling rates on the interbank market where 
the determined maximal margin of 0.25 Denar in some periods came to a level of 0.12 Denar. 

2.  Transfer of effects of the transactions concluded on the interbank foreign exchange 
market on the remaining segments of the foreign exchange market. The increased volume and 
efficiency of the interbank market enabled meeting the demand and supply of foreign exchange 
in this market, which led to one-way and less frequent interventions of the National Bank, and 
only in periods of market mismatch. For comparison, in the period prior to the reorganisation of 
the foreign exchange market, the National Bank intervened almost every day and often in both 
directions.58 Furthermore, the transparency of the interbank market enabled fast transmission 
of the signals from interventions of the National Bank, which provided stable rates and high 
coefficient of correlation of rates of overall foreign exchange market, in the past period.

58  During 2004 the number of National Bank interventions on the foreign exchange market was 972, while in 2010 it 
was reduced to 75 transactions.
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As a result of the convergence of listed with realised rates on the foreign exchange 
market, a new methodology59 was adopted in January 2010, according to which the 
average rate of the Denar against the Euro is calculated as the average value of the 
quoted buying and selling rates among the banks market makers on the foreign 
exchange market. The analysis of exchange rates on the foreign exchange market after the 
introduction of the new methodology shows that the average listed rate of the banks market-
makers (the middle rate) is on the level of the realised exchange rate of all transactions on the 
interbank market, whereby the coefficient of  correlation of the rates is 0.89. These changes in 
calculating the average rate, depending on changes in supply and demand for foreign currency 
during the day, provided more realistic presentation of the assets and liabilities, denominated in 
foreign currency, in the balance sheets of economic entities, in accordance with the accounting 
regulations. 

2.3.3. Development of the interbank deposits market

Introduction of an electronic system and a trading platform•	

In order to channel the money supply and demand and to improve the access to market 
information, in May 2006 the National Bank established an electronic information system and 
platform for interbank trading with deposits and securities. The establishment of the integrated 
electronic platform and information system led to a larger transparency and efficiency in the 
trading, but it also caused positive shifts in the structure of the market.

SKIBOR and MKDONIA: Reference interest rates on the Macedonian money •	
market

At the initiative of the National Bank, in the reported period, the banking sector started 
with the calculation and publishing of the reference interest rates SKIBOR (Skopje Interbank 
Offer Rate) and MKDONIA (Macedonian Denar Overnight Index Average) on the Macedonian 
money market60. 

The calculation and publishing of the interbank interest rate for sale of deposits – 
SKIBOR started from July 2007. SKIBOR is the indicative interest rate for sale of unsecured 
Denar deposits, calculated based on the quotations from reference banks. The start with regular 
quotations of interest rates for sale of deposits contributed to enrich the information basis when 
trading on this market segment. The reference bank, which is quoting interest rates for sale of 
deposits SKIBOR should meet the following conditions: (a) it should be an active participant on 
the interbank deposit market with a minimal share of 5% as deposits seller, i.e. deposits buyer 
in the total turnover during the previous year, and/or (b) it should be classified in the group 
of large or middle banks according to the value of the total assets, in accordance with the last 
data published by the National Bank. Based on these criteria, the panel of reference banks was 
selected and it includes 11 of the total of 18 banks in the banking system. SKIBOR is calculated for 
four standard maturities (overnight, one week, one month and three months), as an arithmetic 
middle of the quotations from reference banks and is shown with two decimal points.

The second reference interest rate on the money market - MKDONIA started to 
be calculated and published since 15 October 2008. MKDONIA is a weighted average 
interest rate of the overnight transactions in which the reference banks are selling the unsecured 

59  Decision on the manner of forming and publishing of the exchange rates of the National Bank of the Republic of 
Macedonia Official Gazzette of RM, no. 13/2010

60 Rules for calculating and publishing of interbank interest rate on the deposit market (SKIBOR) and Rules for calculating 
and publishing of the interbank interest rate on the deposit market (MKDONIA), agreed by the Banking Association 
at the Chamber of Commerce of Macedonia and the Association of Financial Markets ACI- Macedonia. 
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deposits. Unlike SKIBOR, which represents an indicative interest rate, MKDONIA is based on 
the concluded transactions, while the reference banks are the same banks that are quoting the 
interbank interest rates SKIBOR.

Effects of the changes•	

The volume of trading of unsecured deposits on the market registered a continuing 
growth in the past several years, whereby in 2010 the overall turnover reached 52,247 million 
Denar, which is five times more compared to 200661. Additionally, the index of the market, as a 
ratio between the average turnover and the average balance of banks assets on the accounts 
with the National Bank reached 0.29 in 2010, which is double than compared to 2006, when it 
amounted to 0.15. In the same period it can be noted that there was a trend of considerable drop 
of the excess of liquid assets above the required reserve from 10.5% in 2006 to 2.3% in 2010, 
which among other factors is a result of the improved management of liquidity by the banks due 
to their more active involvement on the money markets. 

Besides the increased volume of trading, favourable tendencies were noted with regard 
to the number of trading days and the number of concluded transactions in the last years. 
Namely, unlike 2006 and 2007 when transactions were carried out only in 64%, i.e. 73% of 
the working days, respectively, 2008, 2009 and 2010 were characterised with almost everyday 
trading. At the same time, the number of concluded transactions increased in continuity and in 
2009 it amounted to 1,418, i.e. it was 4.3 times higher compared to 2006.62 

Figure 37

Number of trading days and number of 
concluded transactions on the market of 
unsecured deposits Maturity structure of the transactions

Source: NBRM

Nevertheless, in the maturity structure of trading the overnight transactions dominate 
on the market of unsecured deposits, with average share of 84% in the overall trading in the 
period from 2006 to December 2010. The transactions up to one week participate with 14%, 
while transactions up to one month and three months have a minimal average share of 1%, 
respectively. 

61 The analysis of the movements on the unsecured deposits market covers the period from the establishment of the 
electronic platform in 2006 until December 2010. 

62 Until December 2010, the number of concluded transactions is 1,058 and it shows a relative decrease compared to 
the previous year. 
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The favourable developments 
with respect to the volume of trading, 
the number of days of trading and the 
number of concluded transactions are 
an important indicator for the increase 
of liquidity and deepening of the market 
of unsecured deposits. These trends 
influenced positively the movement of 
interest rates on the most liquid market 
segment. Namely, the interest rates 
SKIBOR follow the changes of the key 
interest rate of the National Bank, but the 
speed and magnitude of adjustment are 
different. On average for all maturities, the 
adjustment of SKIBOR to the announced 
change of the interest rate on CB bills 
during the first day after the change is 
11%, while within a week SKIBOR level 
is adjusted for 45% of the changes in the 
key interest rate. Moreover, the fastest 
and most adapt the quotations of SKIBOR 
for one month. 

2.4. Management of the foreign reserves of the Republic of 
Macedonia

The management of foreign reserves of the Republic of Macedonia is a legal function of 
the National Bank closely related to the monetary policy implementation and maintenance of the 
international financial credibility of the state. Namely, the National Bank uses the foreign reserves 
to intervene on the foreign exchange market in order to maintain the stability of the foreign 
exchange rate of the Denar, as well as to provide regular and timely execution of the liabilities 
of the Republic of Macedonia abroad. At the same time, the incomes from the placements of 
foreign reserves are an important source for financing the monetary policy costs.

 
The role and significance of foreign reserves for maintaining internal stability and 

external liquidity entails permanent monitoring of the level and structure of foreign reserves, 
as well as control of the risks of their investment. In this respect, part of the National Bank 
activities in the period 2004-2011 were focused towards improving and strengthening of the 
decision making process and risk management in the investment of foreign reserves. The applied 
investment strategy was also revised in order to provide higher income from the investment of 
foreign reserves. 

2.4.1. Improvement of the decision-making process and a new investment 
strategy

More efficient process of management and decision-making•	

In order to improve the decision making process, activities for defining of competencies 
on a vertical level of decision making (strategic, tactical and operative) were carried out in the 
first place. The previous system, in which the strategic documents of the National Bank Council 
were partially published in the strictly confidential official media and partially in the public Official 
Gazette, did not provide sufficient transparency and efficiency of the process of decision making 

Figure 38
Movement of interest rates of CB bills and on the 
market of unsecured deposits 

Source: NBRM
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and risk management. In that regard, in September 2004, the National Bank Council 
adopted the Policy on managing the foreign reserves of the Republic of Macedonia.63 
The Policy is a strategic document which clearly defines the manner and the possibility for use 
the foreign reserves only in order to fulfil legal tasks, and at the same time sets the framework 
for placing and keeping foreign reserves by determining the types of instruments, criteria for 
investing and the level of risk acceptability. From the aspect of instruments, an important novelty 
was the possibility for placement of foreign reserves in debt securities (besides the standard 
instruments: monetary gold, currency notes and deposits), as well as the possibility for use of 
outright and repo transactions. When selecting instruments for placing the foreign reserves the 
Council clearly points out the priority of the criteria of safety and liquidity before the profitability 
criterion, and in doing so it sets the highest level of acceptable credit risk, as well as the other 
elements for satisfying the criteria for liquidity and safety of placements.   

In accordance with the framework set out in the Policy, in a separate act the Governor 
regulates in more detail the guidelines for managing the foreign reserves of the 
Republic of Macedonia. The Guidelines determine more precisely the characteristics of 
instruments in which foreign reserves are placed (types, maturity period, banks, issuers, 
types of transactions), as well as the manner of managing and measuring the credit and 
market (currency, liquidity, interest rate) risk. The Guidelines for managing foreign reserves 
are a strategic document, which in the longer run define the framework of the National Bank 
investment strategy. 

At the begging of 2005, Investment Committee was established. As part of the 
decision making process, the Investment Committee adopts decisions on a tactical level, i.e. in 
accordance with the strategic course set by the Governor, makes decisions on the operational 
framework of the investment strategy for placing and holding foreign reserves. 

In parallel with the activities for improvement of the decision making process at a 
strategic and tactical level, activities for providing clear distinction of the responsibilities and 
competencies in handling foreign reserves at an operative level were also undertaken. In this 
respect, in the second half of 2004, in accordance with the recommendations of the technical 
mission of the International Monetary Fund64, the settlement of transactions and the 
market valuation of instruments (back office) were separated from the trading and 
risk management (front office, middle office) in separate departments. That way, it was 
enabled double control of each transaction when placing foreign reserves. The performance 
measurement of the foreign reserves, as well as the defining and control of the risk exposure 
was also separated from the trading and it is carried out within the organisational unit for risk 
management (middle office). 

All these activities enabled creation of a formal process of decisions making for the 
management of foreign reserves with a clear division of responsibilities at a strategic, tactical 
and operational level.

63 Policy on managing the foreign reserves of the Republic of Macedonia (Official Gazette of RM no. 61/2004).
64 “Liquidity management, Foreign exchange operations and the Payment system”, May 2004
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Schematic presentation 9
Organisational structure of the decision-making process in the foreign reserves management 

 
Novelties in the investment strategy •	

Setting out the decision making process enabled to undertake activities for revision 
and improvement of the strategy for investment of foreign reserves65. In this regard, several 
important changes were realised.

Division of foreign reserves in three portfolios

Liquidity portfolio, −	 whose main purpose is providing foreign exchange in most liquid form 
for interventions on the foreign exchange market and for execution of current payments 
and for servicing the external debt on behalf of the government. 

Investment portfolio, −	 as a portfolio dominated by high liquid longer-term instruments 
in order to enable stable and higher incomes, aimed at maintaining the value of foreign 
reserves. 

Gold, −	 as an instrument within the foreign reserves that provides security in a situation 
of a global economic and political instability. 

Increase of placements in securities •	

In accordance with the decision to split the foreign reserves in portfolios with different 
priorities in their management, within the investment portfolio it was agreed to redirect the 
placements of foreign reserves from deposits towards high liquid longer-term securities, in order 

65  In the first half of 2005 consultations were made with the technical assistance of the International Monetary Fund on 
re-examining of the possibilities for development and application of contemporary rules and standards in managing 
the foreign reserves, in accordance with the generally accepted practices of the central banks. 
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to increase the possibilities for higher income. In accordance with the safety criterion, it was 
decided that investment are directed mainly in government securities and securities issued by 
international financial institutions, in accordance with the credit risk management criteria, set 
out in the Policy and the Guidelines. 

Table 10
Characteristics of investing in deposits and securities with fixed income

Deposits with commercial banks Securities with fixed income

Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages

Fixed return of 
investments, in 
accordance with an 
interest rate defined in 
advance

Exposure to credit risk in 
relation to the commercial 
banks where the deposits 
are placed 

Providing safety of the 
placements by investing 
in securities, issued by 
countries with sustainable 
macroeconomic policies

Need for adequate 
interest rate 
management due to the 
possibility of fluctuation 
of the market value 
of the investments in 
securities 

Limited liquidity of 
deposits

Providing high level of 
liquidity investing in 
securities with high liquidity, 
which are traded on a daily 
basis on the markets

Limited profit, due to 
the need for providing 
liquidity and investing on 
a shorter term

Possibility for achieving a 
higher return rate, through 
investment in longer-term 
securities

Adopting methodologies for more efficient management of foreign reserves

In accordance with the determination for more efficient investment strategy, in the first 
quarter of 2006 were revised the Guidelines for managing the foreign reserves and adopted 
Methodology on determining the level of the liquidity portfolio in Euro and USD, as well as 
Methodology on determining the level of the investment portfolio in USD. The investment portfolio 
in Euro is not set in advance and is determined as a residual from the overall foreign reserves 
after allocation of funds in the other portfolios, in accordance with the methodologies. 

At the same time, considering the fact that the investment in securities imposes the 
need for an adequate credit risk management, the Guidelines included the Methodology for 
calculation of the target modified duration for the securities portfolio, which enables to achieve 
an optimal level of return on the foreign reserves with the defined acceptable level of risk. 

With respect to the performance measurement from investing in securities, within the 
Guidelines, the Governor determined the adequate market indexes upon which the rates of 
return of investment portfolio are being compared. In this manner, the established mechanism 
enabled clarity and transparency of the results of investing foreign reserves.  

Improvement of the risk management process •	

An important segment in the process of foreign reserves management, which was also 
set up with the revision of the Guidelines in the first quarter of 2006, was the defining of an all-
encompassing framework for credit and market risks management. In this regard, the following 
investment limitations were introduced in regard to the separate types of risks:
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Table 11
Framework for risk management

Credit risk Investing in countries, financial institutions and instruments with high long-term −	
credit rating according to “Standard and Poor’s”, “Moody’s” and “Fitch”

Diversification of investments by determining:−	

Quantitative limits per country;−	

Quantitative limits per institutions and transactions;−	

Quantitative limits per types of securities.−	

Liquidity risk Maintaining liquid funds available at any time; −	

Placing the foreign reserves in highly liquid securities, issued in large amount −	
and which meet the criteria for a low bid/ask spread.

Currency risk Major share of the Euro in the foreign reserves structure, having in mind the −	
monetary strategy of targeting the Denar rate against the Euro;

Quantitative limits of the other currencies in the foreign reserves structure −	

Maintaining constant quantity of gold.−	

Interest rate risk Limiting the exposure to interest rate risk by setting the target modified −	
duration. 

The efficiency in the placement of foreign reserves in accordance with the changes in the 
investment strategy was not going to be done without designing IT systems with an adequate 
control mechanism of the concluding and settlement of transactions, as well as for a market 
valuation of the instruments and their appropriate accounting recording. An especially important 
part was the development of IT systems that allow monitoring of the given investment limitations, 
in accordance with the determined framework for risk management, as well as informing the 
management on a regular basis on the current situation of placements of foreign reserves and 
gained incomes. In this regard, within the coordinated technical assistance of the Central Bank 
of Germany and the European Central Bank, in the second half of 2006, representatives of the 
National Bank were introduced with the possibilities of the IT system Trema, which is used by 
the central banks in the Euro zone. Using the experience and characteristics of the modern IT 
systems, own IT system was created according to the specific needs of the risk management 
process within the National Bank.

Implementation of investment strategy•	

The National Bank intent for foreign reserves diversification by instruments was 
implemented gradually, starting from the second quarter of 2006 through constructing a test-
portfolio of securities within the investment portfolio. Having in mind that there is no single 
“recipe” for successful diversification, the test-portfolio enabled setting up procedures for 
determining the acceptable level of risk vis-a-vis the expected return and for monitoring and 
measurement of the results of the securities portfolio. At the same time, it was possible to 
test the working procedures,+ to apply technical know-how and develop an appropriate IT 
infrastructure. The results from the application of the test-portfolio in 2006 and 2007 indicated 
that National Bank is prepared to continue applying the strategy on the overall investment 
portfolio, so starting from 2008, the National Bank is fully implementing the investment strategy 
for placement of major part of the foreign reserves in securities.
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Figure 39
Structure of the foreign reserves by instrument

Source: NBRM

The decision on substitution of the investments from deposits with the commercial 
banks in safe and highly liquid securities, as a measure for reduction of the credit exposure and 
risks diversification, proved to be justified in conditions of the global financial crisis deepening 
in 2008, which brought to the surface the need for an extensive re-capitalisation of the financial 
system in the Euro zone and in the USA as well. 

On the other hand, the shift to the new investment strategy did not endanger the liquidity 
of the foreign reserves. In accordance with the determination to maintain the liquidity portfolio at 
any time on a satisfactory level, an important part (since 2008 onward, about 18% on average) 
of the total foreign reserves was maintained continuously as sight deposits. The deposits were 
placed with foreign central banks.

In regard to the types of securities, the National Bank applied conservative approach and 
directed the investments mainly into government securities and securities issued by international 
financial institutions, which are characterised with low credit risk. 

 
Regarding the currency structure of the foreign reserves, the strategic guidelines, 

stipulated in the Policy on managing the foreign reserves, were applied in the period since 
2004. The Policy defines that the currency structure of the foreign exchange reserves should 
be in accordance with the tasks of the monetary policy and the policy of the foreign exchange 
rate of the Denar, as well as with the currency structure of the government liabilities abroad. In 
this regard, the Euro dominates in the currency structure of foreign exchange reserves with an 
average share of approximately 80%. 

 
During the whole period the gold was held at a constant level, whereby its share in 

the foreign exchange reserves fluctuated as a result of the changes of the gold price and the 
fluctuations of the US dollar value. The level of gold in the foreign reserves of the Republic 
of Macedonia corresponds with its presence on a global level with approximately 11% of the 
world foreign reserves. The relative share of the gold in the foreign reserves of the Republic of 
Macedonia in the period since 2005 amounts to approximately 9% on average, while its share 
increased significantly in 2009 and 2010 as a result of the increase of the gold price.
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Applying the concept of “value at risk” •	

The movements on the international financial markets have a significant influence on the 
National Bank decisions in placement and maintenance of the value of foreign exchange reserves. 
As a small and open economy, the Republic of Macedonia has a high degree of dependence 
from the world financial flows without a possibility to influence prices on the world markets. 
In this respect, it is exceptionally important to monitor the exposure of foreign reserves to the 
market risks on a regular basis. In order to measure the effect of the market risks66 on the value 
of the foreign e reserves, the National Bank is applying the concept of “Value at risk” (or VAR). 
The methodology “Value at risk” estimates the possible level of decrease of foreign reserves 
due to the fluctuation of prices and due to the change of foreign exchange rates of currencies, 
which comprise foreign reserves, with 99%67 level of confidence, over a time period of ten 
days. Fluctuations of the prices of instruments and the foreign exchange rates are determined 
according to the historical changes of prices of instruments and the foreign exchange rates of 
currencies which compose the foreign exchange reserves at the end of month.  

In the period after 2006, when the new investment strategy was implemented, the 
exposure of foreign reserves regarding the fluctuations of instruments prices and the foreign 
exchange rates in respect to the Euro, in average amounted to 1.1% of the foreign reserves, 
i.e. 0.1% of the value at risk of foreign reserves is a result of the fluctuations of the prices of 
securities, while 1% is a result of the fluctuations of foreign exchange rates of other currencies 
and the price of the gold in respect to the Euro. The major part of the currency risk exposure, 
approximately 84%, results from the fluctuations of the price of the gold, whereas the changes 
of the USD value and the special withdrawal rights in respect to the Euro participate with 13% 
and 10%, respectively, in the total currency risk exposure of foreign reserves. 

During 2010, the spectrum of analytical tools for monitoring of the risk exposure of 
the foreign exchange reserves was expanded with the creation of the applicative solution for 
implementing a stress test of the foreign reserves by simulating several negative macroeconomic 
scenarios and determining their effects on the invested foreign reserves, as well as an applicative 
solution for calculation of relative deviations of the investments results with respect to the 
benchmark portfolios (tracking error). The application of these tools enables further improvement 
of the control system for evaluation of the risk exposure of foreign reserves in unfavourable 
financial conditions and adequate adjustment of the structure and allocation of the investment 
portfolios.

2.4.2. Foreign Reserves Level and Developments 

Foreign reserves in the period of 2004-2010 had an upward direction, 
determined by the mainly higher foreign exchange supply on the domestic market in a condition 
of higher inflows from foreign direct and portfolio investments, as well as from the privatization 
of sate capital and the government borrowing in foreign financial markets. In this period, the 
government carried out early payment of a large amount of the public debt to foreign creditors, 
which in conditions of other positive developments, was not reflected on the level of the Foreign 
reserves. 

During 2004 to the middle of 2005, the foreign reserves were held at a stable 
level and amounted in average to about 730 million Euro. In the second half of 2005, as a result 
of the positive achievements in the external sector and the increased supply on the foreign 
market, the interventions of the National Bank toward foreign currency purchase, enabled 

66 The interest rate and the currency risk are included in the market risks.
67 According to the Basel Agreement of 1998, it is recommended to use the confidence level of 99% for a time interval 

of ten days in calculating the value at risk.
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significant increase of the foreign reserves. Additionally, at the end of the year, a significant 
increase was registered due to the inflow of funds from the first issued eurobond of the Republic 
of Macedonia on the international financial markets. As a result, the foreign reserves in 2005 
increased with 406 million Euro. 

Figure 40
Foreign Reserves Level
(in million Euros)       

 Source:NBRM

In 2006 the government made an early payment of the liabilities of the Republic of 
Macedonia to the London Club Creditors, due to which the foreign reserves in January decreased 
significantly. Nevertheless, by the end of the first quarter of the year, with the sale of the 
government capital in “ESM-Distribucija” to a foreign investor, the foreign reserves increased 
again to the level that existed before the large pre-payment of the public debt. By the end of 
2006, the foreign reserves continued to increase as a result of the purchase on the foreign 
exchange market, which National Bank conducted through the market makers. In total, in 2006 
the foreign reserves increased for 294 million Euros. 

In 2007 the supply of foreign currencies on the market increased, above all after capital 
inflows from foreign direct and portfolio investments. In such circumstances, the National Bank 
through interventions on the FX market purchased 354 million Euros. The purchase of foreign 
currencies on FX market fully compensated the outflow of funds for the early payment of the 
debt of the Republic of Macedonia to the Paris Creditor Club and to the World Bank, and enabled 
increase of the foreign reserves for 107 million Euros in 2007. 

In 2008 the intensive trend of foreign reserves growth continued, which reached 
historically the highest level near the end of October (1,735 million Euros). In the last quarter 
of the year, the deepening of the global financial and economic crisis resulted in increase of 
the demand for foreign currencies on the foreign exchange market and created depreciating 
pressures on the Denar exchange rate. In such circumstances, the National Bank intervened 
with sale of foreign exchange on the market. Additionally, there were outflows from the foreign 
reserves on the basis of government payments to abroad. As a result of the effect of these two 
factors, the foreign reserves decreased for 29.4 million Euros in 2008. 

In the course of 2009 the developments were different in the first and second half 
of the year. Namely, in the first half of the year, the National Bank continued the interventions 
on the foreign exchange market, which resulted in significant decrease of the foreign reserves. 
Nevertheless, with the stabilization of the movements in the balance of payments under the 
influence of the improvement in the world economy and the monetary policy measures, in the 
second half of the year the supply on the foreign exchange market increased, so the National 
Bank started intervening again with purchase of foreign exchange. Additionally, there was inflow 
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of funds from the second issued eurobond of the Republic of Macedonia and from the allocation of 
Special Drawing Rights by the International Monetary Fund. In such circumstances, the foreign 
reserves increased for 102.6 million Euros in 2009. 

In 2010, there were moderate developments of the foreign reserves mainly in positive 
direction and at the end of the year amounted to 1,714.5 million Euros. 

In total for the period of 
2004-2010, the foreign reserves 
increased by about one billion Euros. 
The most significant contribution in the 
increase of the foreign reserves was due 
to the interventions of the National Bank 
with purchase of foreign exchange on the 
foreign exchange market. Additionally, 
the implemented investment strategy 
enabled a growth of the foreign reserves 
on the bases of return from investments68, 
in amount of 218.3 million Euros, as well 
as on the basis of unrealized exchange 
rate differentials and gold price changes, 
in amount of 156.9 million Euros.69 

2.4.3. Phasing out the regulation on foreign exchange rights  

The National Bank tried to channel the liberalisation of investments by non-residents in 
securities of the Republic of Macedonia, introduced with the Law on foreign exchange operations 
of October 200270, in conditions of a still low level of foreign exchange reserves and constant 
pressures from the higher demand for foreign exchange on the fx market, by introducing the 
commitment of banks to purchase foreign exchange rights from the foreign exchange reserves71. 
The introduction of foreign exchange rights aimed on the one hand to increase the price of the 
short-term capital and to discourage the foreign investor from the intention to invest in case 
the investor is not interested to provide certainty by remaining on the domestic market at least 
one year, and on the other hand to provide the necessary foreign exchange liquidity with better 
planning by the banks in case the foreign investor should still decide to invest. At the same time 
this mechanism provided better estimation of the possible burden on the foreign exchange 
reserves from the sudden and possible high outflow of foreign currency from these transactions 
caused by the high leaps in the prices. The price of the foreign exchange rights was determined 
with the level of the differential between the National Bank interest rates and the ones in the 
Euro-zone. 

With the reduction of the interest rate differential, the debt securities became unattractive 
for investment by non-residents, unlike equity securities, which attracted foreign investors even 
more due to the possibility to realise high capital gain. In such conditions, in 2007 the Republic 
of Macedonia registered the highest inflows of short-term capital and the Macedonian Stock 

68 This item includes the incomes from the foreign reserve investments (interest of deposits, due coupons on securities) 
along with the realized and unrealized price changes of the securities. 

69 The category “other factors” includesexecution of transactions on behalf of the government in regard to letter of 
credits and guarantees, changes with the deposited funds for establishing insurance companies, transactions of the 
National Bank with IMF and other costs. 

70 The liberalisation of this type of transactions of non-residents meant a higher degree of liberalisation than what was 
agreed with the Stabilisation and Association Agreement of RM with the EU. 

71 Decision on the manner and conditions of non-residents for trading securities in the Republic of Macedonia (Official 
Gazette of RM no. 53/2002, 11/2003, 19/2003, 14/2004).

Figure 41
Factors69 of influence on the foreign reserves  
level for the period of 2004-2010 

Source: NBRM
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Exchange noted its historically largest growth. Having in mind that the level of foreign exchange 
rights depended solely on the level of interest rates of the National Bank and the interest rates in 
the Euro zone, it could not have been adjusted on the market to the divergent movements of yield 
from different securities on the stock exchange and thus impact the entrance of foreign capital 
in the country. Also, in accordance with the commitments undertaken with the Stabilisation and 
Association Agreement (SAA) with the EU on maintenance of the reached level of liberalisation, 
there was no possibility to introduce new, or additionally increase the controls of movement of 
capital in the Republic of Macedonia.

Considering these limitations, and in anticipation of the full liberalisation of portfolio 
investments to enter in phase two of the SAA, at the end of 2007 the National Bank phased out 
the Decision on the manner and conditions of non-residents for trading securities in the Republic 
of Macedonia72, cancelling the banks’ obligation to provide foreign exchange rights from the 
foreign exchange reserves.

Information system for monitoring foreign investments in securities

The phasing out the regulation on the foreign portfolio investments and the gradual 
opening of the capital account, in conditions of applying the monetary strategy to target 
the nominal foreign exchange rate of the Denar against the Euro, has imposed the need 
for regular monitoring of the position and the structure of non-residents investments, the 
dynamics of foreign capital inflows and outflows, as well as the effects on the changes 
in the securities’ prices. With this aim, an information system was put in place bases on 
the data from the Macedonian Stock Exchange and the Central Depository of Securities, 
institutions with which the National Bank concluded a special agreement. The information 
foundation is based on data on the official daily average prices for all securities according 
to the identification code (ISIN), which are inter-crossed with the data on the ownership 
of securities, which gives the market value of investments.

In this way an internal information system was established, which enables to 
monitor the investments of non-residents in domestic securities, as well as to understand 
the effects of the inflows and outflows of foreign exchange on this ground on the movements 
on the foreign exchange market and in this way, indirectly, on the changes in foreign 
exchange reserves. 

2.5. Payment and Settlement Systems 

2.5.1. Condition and Achieved Development 

Ensuring  stable, safe and efficient payment systems for smooth settlement of the 
payment transactions is one of the basic responsibilities of the contemporary central banks, which 
is due to their historical role of emission banks of the national currency and deposit institutions 
of the banks assets through which the payment transactions settlements are executed. The 
Republic of Macedonia carried out its first great reform near the end of 2001 aimed at 
coming closer to these contemporary processes, when the accounts of the legal entities from the 
Payment Operations Bureau73 were transferred in the commercial banks and modern payments 

72 Official Gazette of RM no. 159/2007
73 With the adoption of the Law on Payment Operations (Official Journal of RM) No. 32/2001, the Payment Operations 

Bureau is annuled as a centralized state institution through which payments to the legal entities from their so-called 
bank accounts were issued and settled. 
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systems and settlement systems74 of the payment transactions were established through the 
accounts of the banks in the National Bank. 

The reform, however, although very significant, did not provide a full harmonization 
with the internationally accepted standards of stability, security and efficiency of the 
payment systems, whose basis are the Basel Core Principles75. The fact that they were not 
harmonized was mainly due to the absence of regulations for payment systems that 
disabled the National Bank oversight of the payment systems which “de facto” function, 
as well as the fact that the responsibility for their stability, safety and efficiency was not 
at all clearly set in the existing legal framework. An additional discord was the imposed 
legal obligation of the payment operations institutions for implementing the guarantees from the 
accounts of the entity that gives the guarantees without a payment order, and for enforcing not 
standardized court decisions for enforced collection related to accounts of the clients, frequently 
unclear from the aspect of their executive operation and the amount of the debt. 

This condition was also found by the IMF and World Bank FSAP mission76, 
noted in the Report for harmonization with the general standards and principles of 
the payment systems of the Republic of Macedonia – FSSA/ROSC77, from December 2003. 
The findings and the recommendations in this Report were basis for many of the activities of the 
National Bank for Development and Promotion of the Payment Systems ever since 2004. One 
of the recommendations was to form a national body for cooperation of the regulatory bodies 
and the banks, through which, since its establishment in October 2004 as a National Council for 
Payment Systems (NSP), the National Bank raised several initiatives for promoting the situation 
in the payment systems. 

National Council for Payment Systems (NCPS)

A National Council for Payment Systems was established in October 2004 for the 
development and promotion of the payment systems in the Republic of Macedonia and 
increasing the level of cooperation with the regulatory bodies and the banks. The council 
was formed with an Agreement between the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, 
the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Macedonia and the Association of Banking and 
Insurance of the Business Chamber of Macedonia. 

The aim of the Council is, through a coordinated and organized participation 
of the signatories of the Agreement, to contribute to the stability, safety and efficiency 
of the payment systems and the settlement systems in the Republic of Macedonia. 
The work of the Council consists of starting initiatives and submitting proposals and 
recommendations to the regulatory bodies and the payment operations institutions for 
improving the institutional framework, the payment infrastructure and the payment 
instruments. The Council’s work is based on the international requirements, defined 
with the Basic principles for important payment system and the world practices, as well 
as on the needs and possibilities on national level. The president of the Council is a high 
manager of the National Bank, and the vice president is a high manager from the Ministry 
of Finance, whereas the sessions are held each three months. 

74 The Macedonian Inter-Bank payment system (MIPS) for settlement of gross principle, owned by the National Bank of 
the Republic of Macedonia and Clearing Inter-Banking System (KIBS) for settlement of net principle, owned by the 
banks – Clearing House AD (Klirinshka kuka AD), Skopje. 

75 The Core Principles for Systemically Important Payment systems, issued in 2001 by the Bankf or International 
settlement (BIS), Basel. 

76 In the period of May-June 2003, as part of the IMF/World Bank Financial Sector Assessment Program -FSAP, a mission 
was hald in the Republic of Macedonia, within which assessment for the harmonization of the payment systems with 
the general standards and principles was carried out.

77 Financial System Stability Assessment including Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes of the Payment 
Systems, published and available on the IMF website. 
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Promoting the Legal Framework till 2007 •	

In November 2004, on the basis of the initiative of the National Bank, for the purposes 
of overcoming the existing drawbacks in the legal framework, NSP submitted a proposal to the 
Ministry of Justice for simplifying the procedure for implementation of judicial executive decisions 
for forceful payment, and proposal for introducing a unified template of the implementation 
order. The proposal was aimed at securing greater efficiency and security in the payments after 
the judicial executive decisions, as well as at decreasing the operational and reputation risk of 
the banks and the National Bank in their implementation. In the absence of legal basis and 
the lack of readiness on the part of the judges to change their habits voluntarily, the 
Ministry of Justice implemented this decision through the introduction of executive operation in 
the Republic of Macedonia. Namely, with the Law on Executive Operation78 from 2005, a legal 
basis was set for standard form and single implementation of the executive order, 
whereas in June 2006 an adequate bylaw79 was adopted for its implementation.

In January 2005, the National Bank and the banks raised an initiative for terminating 
the obligation for forceful execution of guarantees and other instruments for securing 
the payment without payment order of the assets holder, in order to eliminate the 
unnecessary legal, financial and reputation risks in the course of their execution. The initiative 
was accepted by the representatives of the Ministry of Finance in NSP, and in February 2006, 
the necessary legal amendments were implemented80. 

In August 2007 NSP adopted a Strategy for Development of the Payment 
System of the Republic of Macedonia until 201181, on the basis of the discussions for the 
ongoing situation in the payment systems and the directions for their future development and 
harmonization with the Basel Basic Principles and EU directives. 

In December 2007, with the adoption of a new Law on Payment Operations82, most 
of the strategic aims that referred to the improvement of the legal and institutional framework 
were adopted. Besides the Ministry of Finance, representatives of the National Bank and the 
banks also participated in the preparation of the Law, and they consulted Directive 98/26/EC of 
the European Parliament and the Council for the finality of the settlements and the settlement 
systems, and Directive 97/9/EC for trans-border credit transfer, as well as the Basel Basic 
Principles for System Important Payment Systems. 

New Law on Payment Operations in 2007•	

The new Law introduced for the first time definitions and operative provisions 
for the payment systems (which was a drawback of the previous regulations), and 
established the regulatory and oversight competencies of the National Bank for 
securing stabile, secure and efficient payment systems. The Ministry of Finance, however, has 
remained, in this Law as well, the regulator of the payment instruments that are used in the 
payment operations, meaning that this aspect is not harmonized with the world standards and 
practices. At the same time, this Law introduced provisions for the first time for electronic money, 
and the National Bank was set as the license, regulatory and supervisory body. 

78  Law on Executive Operations, (Official Journals of RM) No.35/2005
79 Rulebook for the form and content of the orders, conclusions, minutes, claims, official notes and other acts prepared 

by the executive representative in taking over the executive acts, “Official Journal of RM No. 75/2006”. 
80 Law on Amedning and Supplementing the Law on Payment Operations,(“Official Journal of RM) No. 13/2006
81 The Strategy is a public document, available on the website of NBRM: www.nbrm.mk/Payment systemsNational/

Payment System Council/Strategic paper for national payment system development
82 Law on Payment Operations (Official Journal of RM) No. 113/2007
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The Law also consolidated the accounts through which the payment transactions were 
carried out and transaction accounts were introduced with the obligation to record 
them in the Single Registry of Transaction Accounts (ERTS83). This has made it possible 
for the payments to be carried out only through transaction accounts registered in ERTS, which 
was not the case with the previous regulations when the payment transactions of the physical 
entities were carried out through deposit accounts and savings or another form of deposits that 
were not registered in ERTS. 

The manner and procedure for opening and closing transaction accounts 
with the Law was placed under the authority of the National Bank, which adopted 
the necessary bylaw84 in December 2007. The Decision established the obligation that 
the payment operations institution should obligatorily identify the participant in the payment 
operations before he/she opens a transaction account, in accordance with the provisions of the 
Law on Preventing Money Laundering and other instances of punitive acts. At the same time, the 
necessary documentation was defined on the basis of which the payment operations institution 
should identify the participant: domestic legal entity or physical entity that carries out registered 
activity in the Republic of Macedonia, domestic physical entity or foreign physical entity that has 
a treatment of resident in accordance with the legal regulations. 

In December 2007, the National Bank also regulated the manner of keeping 
and the content of the single registry of transaction accounts85, establishing obligatory 
classification of all transaction accounts according to the type of account, determined depending 
on the purpose of the assets and the status of the account holder when registering in the ERTS. 
The registering of the transaction accounts of physical entities in ERTS according to the type 
of the account enabled a standard platform to be prepared for managing the accounts of all 
participants in the payment operations independent of their status. This enabled the process 
of completion of the payment instruction to be automatic (STP – straight through 
processing), which provided a secure, fast and efficient way of carrying out the 
payment transactions. 

In order to provide information and adequate protection of the participants in the 
payment operations, as well as increasing the overall confidence in the payment systems, the 
Law introduced an obligation for transparency of the banks in implementing their 
services in the payment operations through public publication of the compensation 
tariff. 

In December 2007, the National Bank stipulated the procedure and the 
necessary documentation for rectifying an error in the payment transaction made by a 
payment operations institution86, thus providing greater security of the payment transactions.

The defining of the Treasury of the Ministry of Finance as a separate payment 
operations institution within the new Law, led to overcoming the situation of discrepancy 
between “de jure” and “de facto” of its role in the payment operations. Namely, although it was 
not so envisaged with the Law on Payment Operations from 2001, the Treasury87 which managed 

83 In accordance with the Law on Payment Operations from 2001, there was a Single Registry of Account Holders (ERIS) 
in which the banks registered only the accounts of the legal entities, but not of the physical entities. 

84 A decision of the way and manner of opening and closing a transaction account (Official Journal of RM) No. 
150/2007 

85  A decision for the manner of managing and the contents of the single registry of transaction accounts (Official Journal 
of RM No. 146/2007)

86 Guidelines for the procedure for rectifying an error made by a payment operations institution (Official Journal of RM 
No. 150/2007) 

87	Тhe	Treasury	as	a	separate	organizational	unit	within	the	Ministry	of	Finance	was	formed	in	2001,	within	the	activities	
for development of the treasury function. 
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the treasury account in the National Bank undertook the role of payment operations institution 
for the budget and the budget beneficiaries. Using special recorded payment instruments, it 
executed payment orders on the basis of the decisions for forceful payment from the treasury 
account and informed the budget beneficiaries and the individual beneficiaries about the 
payment operations and the situation with their accounts. 

Additionally, from November 201088, apart from the Treasury of the Ministry of 
Finance, the Treasury of the Health Insurance Fund of Macedonia was established as 
a separate payment operations institution for the health institutions89. As the assets of 
this Treasury as well are in the National Bank, a health treasury account was opened for carrying 
out the payment transactions. 

In December 2010, a new Law on the National Bank90 was adopted, which, for the 
first time91, clearly established the operational, regulatory and supervisory role of 
the National Bank in the domain of the payment and settlement systems. One of the 
main tasks of the National Bank with the new Law is to establish, develop, register and monitor 
the security, stability and efficiency of the payments systems, settlement systems and clearing, 
thus providing harmonization of the national regulation with the European and world standards 
for the role of the central bank in this area. 

2.5.2. Operational payment and settlement systems 

In the Republic of Macedonia, in accordance with the international processes for providing 
stable, safe and efficient payment systems, in the framework of the reform of the payment 
operations in 2001, a modern payment infrastructure was established: Macedonian interbank 
payment system (MIPS) used for processing high value and urgent interbank payments, in 
the course of which the settlement is carried out on a gross principle in real time and Clearing 
Interbank System (KIBS) for processing small value payments, the settlement of which is carried 
out on net principle in given time.

In the 2004-2001 period, depending on the circumstances and the needs to realize 
payment transactions in the domestic economy and the novelties in the international requirements 
for safety and efficiency of the payment transaction, there was an upgrading of the existing 
payment infrastructure. 

MIPS for payments with high value and gross settlement in real time •	

MIPS is designed to carry out payments with a value of over one million denars 
and urgent payments, where the settlement is done on a gross basis in real time 
through the RTGS92 system which is owned by the National Bank. The payments between the 
National Bank and the banks that arise from the monetary operations and from the delivery and 
withdrawal of cash, payments between the banks for the transactions on the money market 
and other inter-bank payments, as well as large and urgent payments of the bank clients, are 
realized through this system. Also, through the system are settled net claims and liabilities 

88 With the amendments and supplements to the Law on Payment Operations “Official Journal of RM” No. 145/2010
89 The Treasury for public health institutions, as a separate organizational unit for managing the health treasury account 

and other accounts of the public health institutions within the Health Insurance Fund of Macedonia, was formed in 
order to secure control of the payments of the public health institutions. 

90 Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, (Official Journals of RM No. 158/2010) 
91 Until this legal solution, i.e. in accordance with the Law on the Naitonal Bank from 2002, the function of the National 

Bank was to manage the payment system in accordance with the law. 
92 RTGS – Real Time Gross Settlement System
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derived from other payments systems93, for which the settlement agent is the National Bank. 
The payments connected to the domestic settlement systems of securities in real time, are also 
settled in MIPS. 

FSAP mission in 2003 assessed the MIPS as a systemically important payment 
system with varying degrees of compliance with certain Basic Principles for Systemically 
Important Payment Systems and Responsibilities of the Central Bank. Partial compliance with 
some of the Basic Principles was mainly due to the conditions in the existing legal framework 
which did not provide clearly defined responsibilities and competencies of the National Bank in 
the area of payment systems. The undertaken activities on national level for improving the legal 
framework, described above, enabled overcoming of this situation and MIPS by subsequent 
FSAP mission in 200894 was assessed for full compliance with the most Basic Principles. 

MIPS is managed by the National Bank, and the Rules for MIPS functioning are 
publically available on the website of the National Bank95. The Rules stipulate the 
conditions for participation in the payment system, the rights and obligations of the participants, 
the standard and application of the messages, the manner of settlement and the accessibility 
of the system. In order to participate in MIPS, participants are obliged to open accounts for 
settlement with the National Bank, concluding a contract which stipulates that they accept 
the Working Rules of this system. At the end of 2010 the National Bank, 18 banks, 3 clearing 
agencies, the Treasury of the Ministry of Finance, the Treasury of the Health Insurance Fund 
and the Central securities depository participated in MIPS. 

For the communication of the participants in MIPS, since its commencement of operations 
in 2001, the National Bank provide three ways of connecting: via SWIFTNet infrastructure, 
through the network of Macedonian Telecommunications (Frame Relay)or by direct connection 
via local network (LAN).

In the middle of 2006, for the purpose of raising the stability, safety and efficiency of 
the connection between the participants, the National Bank replaced the Frame Relay network 
with the IPVN network also managed by Macedonian Telecommunications, thus contributing to 
a better diversification of the potential risks. 

In the period 2004-2010, MIPS was available in all working days with an 
average annual accessibility of 99.87%, which enabled efficient settlement of payment 
transactions in real time and ensured the operation of the other payment systems. 

In the past seven-year period, the value and the number of processed transactions 
through MIPS (figure 42) constantly increased, with the exception of 2009 when there was a 
decrease as a result of the reduced economic activity in conditions of world economic crisis. 

93 KIBS for payments of small value and KaSis for payments with payment cards 
94 In the period March-April 2008, a follow-up FSAP mission was held (IMF/World Bank Financial Sector Assessment 

Program -FSAP) for the progress in the implementation of the recommendation from FSAP 2003, when there was a 
second assessment on the compliance of the payment systems with the general standards and principles. 

95 MIPS working rules http://www.nbrm.mk/Payment systems/The Payment Systems in the Republic of Macedonia/
General Features of the Payment System/MIPS (Macedonian Interbank Payment System)/MIPS operational rules
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Figure 42

Value of transactions processed in MIPS
(in billions of denars)

Total number of payment orders processed in 
MIPS

Source: NBRM  

The constant increase of the number of transactions in MIPS, especially the daily 
transactions (table 12) whose average in 2008 was 72% higher than the previous year, and the 
maximum daily ones were 3.4 times higher, imposed the need for increasing its capacity. The 
National Bank replaced the MIPS infrastructure (hardware, software and data base) in 
2008, when changes of the MIPS Working Rules were also made. The main novelty was 
the introduction of a new payment message (MT102) for multiple transmission of assets which 
enabled for a simultaneous payment from one person who gives a payment order to many users, 
and the existing payment messages for individual transmission of assets were promoted, thus 
increasing the efficiency of the system in processing the messages. This secured decreasing 
of the costs and increased the speed in settlement of the payment transactions. Although this 
possibility is given for all participants in the payment system, for the time being it is mostly used 
by the Treasury of the Ministry of Finance. 

Table 12
Value and number of transactions in MIPS, by years

* Average value and number of transactions in 1 day 
** Maximum value and number of transactions in the course of 1 day 
Source: NBRM

In 2008, the National Bank successfully upgrade  existing SWIFTNet infrastructure 
with SWIFTNet Phase 2, thus ensuring harmonization with the new technologies of the 
SWIFT network, and thus increasing the reliability and accessibility to the system 
and services it provides. 

Payment systems for small value payments and clearing systems of settlement •	
in determined time 

Payment systems and systems for inter-bank settlement of small value payments function 
on the principle of daily netting of claims and liabilities of participants in the system for the 
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payment transactions, i.e. clearing. Net position of each participant after the calculated clearing 
is settled in real time through the RTGS system from/to participant’s settlement account with 
the National Bank. Therefore, payment transactions are executed with a certain time lag. Most 
of the payments to individuals and legal entities by payment instruments and payment cards are 
processed through this system. In the Republic of Macedonia, four systems for processing and 
settlement of small value payments are operative, among which one is for settlement payments 
using payment instruments and three are for settlement payments using payment cards. 

Clearing Interbank System (KIBS)

By KIBS are pursued payments of up to 1 million denars96 of deferred time, 
with a clearing i.e. net settlement (Deferred net settlement system). Banks use this system 
to perform most of the payments on behalf of the clients (legal entities and individuals) with 
the use of the stipulated payment instruments. The clearing is carried out during the day, with 
netting of claims and liabilities of banks for the payments of their clients. Net positions  from 
the clearing until a certain time of the day are settled the same day through the RTGS system 
of the National Bank with a transfer of balances on bank accounts, making the payments final 
and irrevocable. 

KIBS is owned and managed by the Klirinska kukja A.D. Skopje (Clearing agency A.D. 
Skopje), which is owned by 15 domestic banks. Sixteen domestic banks participate in the system 
– payment operations institutions and it is established on the basis of formal and standardized 
contracts and joint rules. 

International Card System (KaSis)

Within the systems for interbank settlement of small value payments there is also a 
system of multilateral postponed net settlement of payments with payment cards 
(KaSis)97. The payments are realized on the account of the bank clients, and the net positions from 
the realized clearing are settled through the RTGS system from/to the accounts for settlement 
of the participants with the National Bank. 

The system is managed by an International Card System AD Skopje, which is owned 
by numerous private stockholders and the state. KaSis also issues, processes and settles all 
transactions of private and physical entities on national level, made by domestic payment cards 
issued and serviced by 12 domestic banks signatories of the Multilateral Agreement for Mutual 
Acceptance of Domestic Cards. At the same time, KaSis is a center for processing payments of 
transactions with domestic and international payment cards. 

Other systems for execution and settlement of payments with payment cards

Since January 2009, the National Bank started acting as a settlement agent of the 
transactions made by payment cards of MasterCard on ATM and POS terminals in the Republic 
of Macedonia. The net positions from the realized clearing by MasterCard International Inc. is 
settled through the accounts for settlement of 9 participants with the National Bank. 

Besides the National Bank, since 2001, Stopanska Banka AD Skopje has acted as a 
settlement agent for the payments carried out with the VISA cards on the ATM and POS terminals 
in the Republic of Macedonia. The settlement of the claims and the liabilities that comes as 
a result of the realized clearing by VISA International SEMEA is done through the settlement 
accounts of the participants within the Stopanska Banka AD Skopje system. 

96 A decision for determining the amount of a small interbanking payment (Official Journal of RM No. 146/2007) 
97 KaSis has been in existance since October 2001, and it has participated in MIPS since July 2002. 
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Securities Settlement Systems•	

For the settlement of the cash-lag98 from the transactions with securities made 
on the Macedonian Stock exchange, the National Bank and the Central securities 
depository (CDHV), since 2001set up a system by  implementing the principle 
“delivery versus payment” (DVP). Apart from CDHV and the National Bank, the authorized 
market participants also participate in the system, and for that purpose they have the obligation 
to open an account in MIPS. The National Bank acts as an agent for settlement of the payments in 
this system, on the basis of which CDHV performs the transmission of ownership of the securities, 
thus enabling unhampered and quick realization of these transactions. 

In 2005, after the establishment of the trading market with short-term securities known 
as “OTC” (“over the counter”), whose intention was to provide liquidity and efficient secondary 
market for the trading of the state short-term debt securities99, the need arose for a settlement 
system for these transactions. In order to satisfy the characteristics of a quick and efficient 
market, the system was supposed to enable low transaction costs and a possibility for settlement 
in real time on DVP basis (delivery versus payment). Therefore, since the beginning of 2005, 
the National Bank established a Securities Settlement System for transactions on a 
secondary market, whose infrastructure is made up of MIPS, the bank accounts in the National 
Bank and the Central securities depository. Since the beginning, the system was intended for 
settlement and definitive transactions with the securities, but after introducing the possibility 
to conclude repo transactions towards the middle of 2005, it was upgraded for settlement of 
this type of transactions as well. 

Towards the middle of 2006, with the establishment of an electronic Register of the 
Ownership of the CB bills100, the existing Securities Settlement System was upgraded for 
settlement of definitive and repo transactions on the secondary market and with CB 
bills. The Securities Settlement System, apart from the settlement of the transactions between 
the banks and the trading on the secondary market, also provides settlement of the transactions 
of the National Bank with the banks, which arise from the implementation of the monetary and 
other operations. For this purpose, the banks have special accounts for settlement in the National 
Bank. The instructions for settlement records are submitted through MIPS to the Securities 
Settlement Systems in the form of standard electronic signed messages for transmission of 
ownership in accordance with the System’s Standard for purpose and format of the massages 
from the MIPS Working Rules. 

2.5.3. Oversight of the Payment and Settlement Systems 

Establishing the oversight role of the National Bank •	

The oversight of the payment and settlement systems includes their monitoring, analysis 
and correction measures in order to ensure safe and efficient execution of payment transactions, 
thus contributing to maintaining the stability of the system, and thus public confidence in the 
payment systems. 

Until the adoption of the Law on Payment Operations in December 2007, in 
the Republic of Macedonia was no consistent legal framework to unify the work 

98  Cash-lag - the time difference since the moment of trading to the moment of settlement of the transaction with a 
transfer of money and ownership of  securities. 

99  In the beginning of 2004, the state started issuing short-term debt securities on continual basis, i.e. treasury bills. 
100  Since 1994, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia started issuing discount securities with a shorter maturity, 

i.e. CB bills. The CB bills have a standard maturity of up to 28-days, but depending on the needs, they can have shorter 
due periods. 
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and oversight of the payment systems. Namely, if the Law on Payment Operations from 
2001 did not regulate the payment systems at all (there were no definitions or operational 
provisions), the Law on the National Bank from 2002 introduced the obligation for the National 
Bank to supervise the legality and functionality of the payment systems, without including 
adequate supplements for the operational aspects of the payment systems in the Law on 
Payment Operations. Therefore, the National Bank only supervised the work of the banks and the 
clearing agency (KIBS)101, but not the work of the payment systems in general. The National Bank 
launched several initiatives aimed at overcoming the drawbacks and weaknesses of the legal 
framework to the Ministry of Finance and to NSP. The situation was finally overcome in December 
2007 with the adoption of the new Law on Payment Operations, which introduced, for 
the first time, definitions and operational provisions for payment systems, and established 
the regulatory and oversight role of the National Bank for providing stable, secure 
and efficient payment systems. 

Implementation of the Basel Core Principles as national standards for the •	
functioning of the payment systems

The consolidation of the legal framework created the necessary preconditions for 
profiling the oversight function of the National Bank over the payment systems in accordance 
with international standards, through the adoption of appropriate bylaws. 

In December 2007, right after the adoption of the Law, the requirements of the Basel Core 
Principles for Systemically Important Payment Systems, were turned into national standards 
for the functioning of the payment systems102. Criteria for classification of the payment 
systems according to their importance for the payment system in the Republic of Macedonia 
were determined, using the approach of the European Central Bank. The classification of the 
payment systems according to their importance in the payment system of the Republic of 
Macedonia of system important, important and other payment systems, is done on the basis of: 
market participation of the value of the payment transactions of the individual payment system 
in relation to the total value of the payment transactions made by all payment systems of the 
same type on an annual level, the total financial risks that the given payment system may cause 
in regard to the work of MIPS and the domino effect risk, i.e. financial consequences for the other 
participants in the payment system caused by the bankruptcy of one of the participants. 

A bylaw was also adopted in December 2007103 about the manner and methodology 
for oversight the payment systems by the National Bank. On-site Oversight was set with an 
overview at the operator that manages the payment system and an of-site one with a permanent 
external monitoring of the payment system functioning through regular “ad hoc” reports by the 
operator. The methodology of oversight of the payment systems is based on the methodology 
used by the European Central Bank and the central banks of the EU member states. The clear 
and inclusive directions for overseeing the payment systems given with this methodology 
provide minimization of the risk from appearance of inconsistencies in the implementation of 
the standards for the work of the payment systems by the operator of the payment system 
and maximizing the credibility of central bank oversight function. In October 2008, in order to 
strengthen the internal procedures and responsibilities in the Payment Systems Oversight, the 
Governor adopted an internal Guideline for assessment of the harmonization of the payment 
systems with the core principles. 

101 A decision for monitoring the work of the banks and other institutions that give services in the payment operations, 
“Offician Journals of RM” No. 22/2003 

102 A decision for the criteria and standards of work of the payment systems, “Official Journal of RM” No. 159/2007 
103 Decision for the manner and methodology of monitoring of the payment systems “Official Journal of RM” No. 

159/07
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With the adoption of the new Law on the National Bank in December 2010, the oversight of 
the payment systems, was set as one of the basic tasks of the National Bank. These provisions 
in the law which regulates the competences of the National Bank, connected to the provisions of 
the Law on the Payment Operations from 2007, enabled establishment of the monitoring role of the 
National Bank in accordance with the European and world standards towards ensuring security and 
efficiency of the payment systems. 

At the end of 2010 and the beginning of 2011, the National Bank made the first oversight 
over the operator of the payment system for small payments – Clearing Interbanking Systems 
AD Skopje, in accordance with the regulations and stipulated standards. The results of the 
oversight have shown full observance with five core principles and broadly observance with 
one of the Core Principles. In order to achieve a full observance with the Core Principles, the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia has issued a Recommendation. The payment system 
operator, according to this recommendation, prepared an action plan, by which until December 
31, 2011 the implementation of the recommendation and full observance with the Core Principles 
is expected.

2.5.4. Promoting the statistics on payments and payment systems

Until May 2004, the National Bank almost had no statistic system for the 
payment operations in the country. As a legally authorized institution for issuing license 
to the banks for carrying out payment operations in the country104, it only collected from the 
authorized banks daily data105 for the number and value of the settlements in internal 
payments of the banks and in interbank payment through MIPS and KIBS, as well 
as for the number of open and blocked accounts. The data were aggregated, without an 
adequate division according to the type of instrument or manner of payment, and, along with 
the internal data for the functionality of the MIPS system, the National Bank used them only 
for its own analysis. 

The need to provide a more comprehensive and transparent statistical system 
with data that will enable monitoring and projecting the future directions of development 
of payment systems in the Republic of Macedonia, as well as comparison with the payment 
systems of other countries, was also noted by the IMF and World Bank FSAP mission106. The 
recommendations107 of the mission were a basis for undertaking activities for establishment 
of an information system for the payment transactions in accordance with the international 
standards and principles. 

In May 2004, a legal basis was established108 for regular gathering of more detailed 
data for the payment operations from the banks, but also for their publication by the National 
Bank. 

Regular monthly collection of data has started since September 2004 for the 
number and value of the realized transactions according to types of payment instrument, the 

104  In accordance with the Law on Payment Operations Official Journal No 32/2001 and the Decision for Determining 
the Criteria for Issuing a Permit for Payment Operations Realization “Official Journal of RM No. 41/2001. 

105  The guideline for submitting data for the payment operations in the internal and external clearing “Official Journals 
of RM” No 56/2002. 

106  In the period of May-June 2003, as part of the IMF/World Bank Financial Sector Assessment Program -FSAP, a mission 
stayed in the Republic of Macedonia, within which an assessment was also made for the harmonization of the payment 
systems with the general standards and principles.

107  Report on the Observance of Standards and Codes on the Payment Systems, published and available on the IMF 
internet site.

108  A decision for submitting and distribution of data for the payment operations “Official Journals of the Republic 
Macedonia” No. 30/2004 
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number of payment cards in circulation and the number and value of the realized transactions 
according to the function of the payment card and types of facilities. At the same time, there 
was a continuation of the collection of aggregate data for the payment transactions according 
to the existing Guideline. 

By the end of August 2004, adequate application software for electronic 
collection, processing and dissemination was prepared, after which, in February 2005, they 
began to be regularly published on the internet site of the National Bank. More detailed 
data for the payment operations according to types of payment instruments and through 
payment cards were published, starting from January 2005, while a monthly time series for the 
aggregate data has been published since January 2004. With the regular publication of the data, 
the recommendation of the FSAP mission is followed for their accessibility for the wider public, 
thus providing greater transparency of the National Bank for the functioning of the payment 
systems in the country.

In November 2007, after the adoption of a new Law on Payment Operations in the 
country, the permanent bylaws for gathering data for the payment operations were replaced with 
a single Decision for submitting data for the implemented activities in the payment operations109, 
on the basis of which a Guideline was adopted for submitting data for the realized activities in the 
payment operations110. In such a way, there was a consolidation of the legal framework 
for the statistic system on the payment transactions and payment systems. The 
new thing in this regulation is the established obligation for submitting data for the 
payment transactions in the country for the legal entities that are not payment 
operations institutions, but are included in the functioning of the payment system 
or perform other services related to payments (Diners), providing a full scope and better 
quality of the data. 

The types of data for the payment transactions and the payment systems in the country, 
the dynamics with which they are processed and the manner of their dissemination is given in 
Appendix No. 

2.5.5. Custodian of the first pension funds 

During 2004, with the start of the implementation of reform on pension system 
in the Republic of Macedonia111, it became necessary to determine the financial institution that 
would carry out the custody services of the first private obligatory pension funds. The reform 
was taking place in conditions of shallow and undeveloped domestic securities market, and the 
financial institutions (banks) in the Republic of Macedonia had no experience in carrying out 
the custody services. Therefore, as well as for gaining greater confidence in the new structure 
of the pension fund, it was decided that the custodian services of the pension funds 112 
is performed by the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia. Since such services 
are a commercial financial activity, the legal decision for the National Bank to be Custodian of 
the first pension funds was limited to five years, calculated from the date of the first payment 
of contributions in the pension funds, so that after the expiry of this period, the obligation is 
undertaken by the banks, if it is assessed that they are ready to perform this financial activity. 

109  Decision for submitting data for the performed activities in the payment operations “Official Journal of RM” No. 
146/2007. 

110  Guideline of submitting data for performed activities in the payment operatins “Official Journal of RM” No. 
159/2007. 

111  With the reform of the pension system in the Republic of Macedonia in 2004, the existent pension and disability 
insurance on the basis of generation solidarity (the firs pillar) is supplemented with the introduction of obligatory 
capital financed pension insurance (the second pillar). 

112  Amendments and supplements to the Law on Obligatory Capital Financed Pension Insurance “Official Journal of RM” 
No. 40/2004. 
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As a support of the reform, the National Bank accepted this additional activity as a 
transitory solution, but taking into consideration that it was outside its legal scope, 
there had to be amendments made also in the Law on the National Bank.113 

In April 2005, in the initial phase of the revivial of the reformed pension system, the 
Agency for Supervision of Fully Funded Pension insurance issued a permission for establishing 
two companies, with the approval for managing the pension funds in a period of 10 years, 
namely: Stockholder Company for Managing Pension Funds New Pension Fund Skopje, which 
managed a NEW PENSION FUND Open Pension Fund and KB First Company for Managing the 
Pension Funds AD Skopje, which manages KB FIRST OPEN PENSION FUND Skopje. The task for 
these companies consisted of investing assets of pension funds in order to increase their value, 
carrying out updated records of the personal accounts of the members of the pension funds and 
regular sharing of information among the members of the Agency for the State of the Assets 
and the Costs of Work. 

In December 2005, supplements to the legal regulation were introduced114, which 
performed specification of the role of the National Bank as a Custodian and of the 
instruments in which the companies will be able to invest the pension funds assets. The legal 
obligations for the National Bank as a Custodian of the pension funds assets were: 

To keep safely the pension funds assets;−	

To open, on its behalf and for the account of the pension funds, a separate account in −	
the Central securities depository on which it will manage the invested assets in domestic 
securities and a separate account at a sub-custodian for the invested assets in foreign 
securities; 

To open and mange separate denar and FX accounts for settlement of the transactions −	
for the invested assets of the pension funds; 

To work as a mediator for settlement of transactions in the Republic of Macedonia and −	
abroad on the basis of payment orders from the company, to collect and gather revenues 
from dividends, interests and all other revenues that come from the investment of the 
assets of the pension funds; 

To ensure that the financial instruments in which the companies invest are contained in −	
the record of allowed financial instruments, managed by the Agency; 

To send calculations, payments and requests for reducing, freeing from and return and −	
payment of taxes to and from the companies; and 

To send the information for the corporative events to the companies. −	

For unhampered realization and performing of the custody function, the National 
Bank undertook numerous activities. 

In April 2005, it carried out an adequate adjustment of its organizational 
scheme with the formation of a separate organizational unit for this type of activities; 

In the beginning of January 2006, it concluded a contract with the companies 
for managing pension funds, regulating the mutual rights, obligations and responsibilities 
regarding the safeguarding the assets of the pension funds; 

113  Amendments and supplements to the Law on National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia “Official Journal of RM” No. 
40/2004 

114  Amendments and supplements to the Law of Obligatory Capital Financed Pension Insurance “Official Journal of RM” 
No. 113/2005
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In January 2006, parallel with the conclusion of the contracts with the companies, 
Rules for Managing the Work for Custodian were established, which stipulated the 
manner of communication between the National Bank and the other participants aimed at secure 
and efficient performing of the custody services; 

At the end of January 2006 it concluded contracts with the authorized 
participants for trading with securities, which stipulated the rights and obligations after 
the performed trading on the Macedonian stock market, as well as on the primary and secondary 
securities market. It also opened accounts on its own name in the Central securities depository 
for the purposes of each pension fund in order to manage the invested assets in the domestic 
securities individually for each fund. 

In February 2007 it concluded a contract for cooperation with the Agency, 
which stipulated the mutual exchanged and use of data and information for performing the 
custody function; 

In May 2007, on the basis of the interest by the companies for diversification of the 
risks and expanding the portfolio of the pension funds with foreign securities, Clearstream got 
connected (specialized foreign depository institution) as a sub-custodian of the pension 
funds assets. Soon after, the National Bank successfully realized the first transaction with which 
for the first time a resident-pension fund, which is not an authorized bank, bought securities 
abroad. 

In the beginning of 2008, in order to increase the efficiency in performing the 
tasks and unhampered communication with the Agency and the companies for managing the 
pension funds, the use of an electronic information system for performing the tasks of 
Custodian began, which was secured with the financial aid from the World Bank. 

In order to help the development of the Macedonian Stock Market in the second 
half of 2004 and the beginning of 2005, the business banks started giving the custody 
services to non-residents that began trading securities on the domestic market. Taking into 
consideration this financial activity in the banking sector, in April 2008 the Ministry of Labor 
and Social Policy and the Agency started an initiative for establishing the custody services 
of the obligatory pension funds in a business bank, which has a permission from the 
National Bank to carry out this type of financial services. The proposal meant establishing a 
system solution for the performing of this type of activities by the business banks and releasing 
the National Bank from this commercial financial activity. The legal changes115 for the 
implementation of the new solution were done in April 2009, i.e. two years earlier than the five-
year period for performing this service by the National Bank. 

In the course of October and November 2009, in accordance with the envisaged 
legal deadline, the National Bank made a transfer of the assets and the complete 
information system for performing the custody services in the commercial banks, 
chosen by the Agency for performing these financial services: NLB Tutunska Banka AD Skopje, 
for Custodian of the NLB New Pension Fund and the Commercial Bank AD Skopje, for Custodian 
of the KB First Open Obligatory Pension Fund Skopje. 

115  Law on Amending and Supplementing the Law on Obligatory Capital Financed Pension Insurance “Official Journal of 
the Republic of Macedonia” No. 48/2009 
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2.6. Consolidation and development of the statistics

The role of the National Bank in the statistical system of the Republic of Macedonia has 
been defined in the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia and in the State 
Statistics Law. The Law on the National Bank enables collection, compilation and dissemination 
of data for the needs of the information system of the National Bank necessary for performing 
the legally prescribed tasks, while the State Statistics Law includes the National Bank as a basic 
bearer of statistical researches for the needs of the national statistical system established with 
the Statistical Research Program. Also, the Banking Law and the Law on Foreign Exchange 
Operations prescribe  the entities in the Republic of Macedonia to submit data for the needs of 
the National Bank. The role of the National Bank, as a bearer of  statistical activity, has been 
additionally strengthened with the amendments to the State Statistics Law from 2007, that 
ensure participation of the National Bank in the Statistics Council116, as a professional advisory 
body for statistics at the national level.   

2.6.1. Consolidation of the statistics after the centralization of statistical 
activities

In the first months of 2004, the activities of the National Bank within the statistics 
were inevitably directed towards its consolidation after the recent centralization of 
the statistical activities117, toward providing larger coordination and consistency between 
individual statistics as a basis for establishing modern and internationally comparable statistical 
system.  In this stage of the statistical consolidation, revision on the current and establishment 
of new mutually dependant work processes and cross checking procedures of the data quality 
was performed, which ensured production and dissemination of the statistical reports, mutually 
methodologically harmonized and with identical scope. 

In order to assess the degree of harmonization of the national statistical system with 
the internationally accepted standards and practices, an IMF mission on statistics visited the 
Republic of Macedonia in the period February - March 2004. The recommendations of the 
mission, contained in the Report on Observance of Standards and Codes by the bearers of the 
statistical activity in the Republic of Macedonia118, were the basis for activities to be undertaken 
for further consolidation of the current National Bank statistics through harmonization with 
the international standards and recommendations. This report, besides being significant for 
quality improvement of the already existing monetary and balance of payments statistics, was 
essential for the development of the statistics and the introduction of new statistical researches 
in the following period.

Alongside the consolidation of the existing statistics, a process of harmonization of 
the statistical processes with the international quality standards, prescribed in the 
Data Quality Assessment Framework - DQAF was underway. This framework, as the 
highest statistical and methodological document was adopted by IMF in July 2003, denotes rules 
for integrity, methodological soundness, accuracy and reliability, timeliness and accessibility 
of the statistical data. The five basic standards for quality of the statistical researches are the 
ground the activities for building a modern statistical system of National Bank, since 2004, are 
based on.

116  Until the amendments to the Law on the State Statistics Law (“Official Gazette of RM” no. 21/2007 from February 
22, 2007, members of the Statistics Council were distinguished scholars and proffessionals, while the amendments 
introduced  a membership by institutions, through  appointing permanent representatives from the bearers of the 
statistical researches and other relevant state and scientific bodies.

117  With the first function reorganization in April 2004, the statistical activity that were conducted until then in several 
organizational units (which created methodological non-harmonization and different scope of individual statistical 
categories, different and nonstandard statistical reposrts, nontransparency and unequal data dissmeniation and 
publication policy, etc.), were centralized in a newly established unit - the Statistics Department. . 

118  Report on Observance of Standards and Codes-ROSC, published and available on the web site of IMF.
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The activities for improving the quality of the statistics and the statistical processes, 
which within the 2004-2011 period were undertaken in National Bank, were directed towards:

Improvement in the quality of the produced statistics;−	

Establishing bases for the dissemination policy; and−	

Reduction of the reporting burden and rationalization in the operations of National −	
Bank.

  
Improvement in the quality of the produced statistics•	

The statistics quality depends, to large extent, on the scope and the quality of the 
collected data, as well as on the quality of the statistical processes, therefore even in the stage 
of consolidation of the current statistics in 2004 and 2005, rules for implementation of 
the DQAF framework standards were set. 

Integrity, through defining of more detailed work procedures for each statistical 
working process, officials performing the working processes and responsible for their correct 
execution, and deadlines for execution of certain activities;

Methodological soundness, through harmonization of individual statistics in 
conformity with the international standards and their transposition into internal methodological 
documents on the manner of compiling and calculating of particular statistical categories, by 
individual components, for all statistical series within the National Bank competence;

Timeliness, through bigger automation of the working processes by building new 
and upgrading of the existing software solutions. These activities are an important segment 
of the statistical research, with direct influence on the timeliness and the accuracy of the 
data. Currently, 27 separate software solutions for the needs of the statistical researches are 
maintained in National Bank;

Accuracy and reliability, through establishment of a system of cross checks between 
data sources, that provides for consistency between individual statistical researches, as well 
as between the statistical reports being disseminated. The defined regular procedures for the 
individual working processes encompass controls of the consistency between flows and stocks 
within separate statistics (for example: the flows in the balance of payments with the stocks 
in  external debt, the international investment position, the monetary balances and surveys). 
Also, cross checks of data with identical statistical scope, coming from different data sources 
were introduced, thus ensuring consistency among different reporting forms collected from 
the same reporters. The introduction of these cross checks impacted significantly the quality 
of the reporter’s reporting, which is a significant gain in raising the statistical reporting culture 
in the country;

In order to improve the usefulness of the collected information and to ensure more 
adequate scope of data, within the 2004-2011 period, continuous work has been done 
through introduction of new data sources and modification of the existing data 
sources, pursuant to the European and world standards. This was partly due to the 
intensification of the economic activities of the country, especially  transactions with nonresidents, 
and partly due to the emergence of new types of activities, which, according to their scope, 
were becoming statistically significant. The implementation of new data sources in the existing 
statistical researches and the modification of the old ones, resulted in better scope and quality 
of the data produced. On the other hand, part of the existing data sources, because of the 
changed economic environment, were abandoned or modified in order to decrease  the reporting 
burden and to rationalize  the working processes in National Bank. The particular activities about 
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both enlarging and revising data sources, as well as the effects on the quality of statistics are 
presented below, in the parts referring to the improvement of individual statistics. 

Establishing dissemination policy bases•	

In absence of a transparent and predefined dissemination policy, part of the activities 
within the statistics consolidation process  (2004-2005) were directed also towards establishing 
rules for the time, dynamics and the manner of dissemination of the data for the purpose of 
their simultaneous availability to the public, as well as dissemination of the methodologies for 
their compilation. 

In 2004, an Advance Release Calendar was published on the National Bank 
web site for the first time. The Advance Release Calendar contains all statistical series 
that National Bank disseminates, the compilation dynamics and the exact release date. Since 
2005, at the beginning of each calendar year, an Advance Release Calendar for the current year 
is released.  When disseminating data, National Bank fully adheres to the Advance Release 
Calendar, thus providing for timeliness and availability of the statistical data. The main strategic 
commitment of the National Bank within the statistical data dissemination policy, is to ensure 
simultaneous and equal access to the data it releases, to all users. By data dissemination on the 
web site of National Bank, the data are simultaneously available to all. By setting the annual 
release and data availability calendar on the web site of National Bank, foundations of the 
dissemination policy were set.

Starting from 2005, detailed methodological explanations for individual 
statistical data series are also published on National Bank’s web site. In this way, 
a higher transparency in the implementation and  compliance with  international statistical 
methodologies was achieved, as well as certain specifics in the sources of data, the scope in 
individual statistical categories and the manner of their calculation. The amendments to the 
applied methodologies are regularly updated in the methodological notes published on the 
National Bank’s web site.

Also, the data dissemination policy ensures that the rules for confidentiality 
and protection of the individual and personal data are being applied, in line with the 
State Statistics Law and Law of Personal Data Protection119. Namely, the individual data collected 
in National Bank for statistical purposes, are presented exclusively in aggregate form. Also, in 
the collection and processing of data processes, security standards for personal and individual 
data protection from unauthorized access are implemented.

National Bank disseminates on regular basis the data, which as a basic statistical 
set, are envisaged within the GDDS - General Data Dissemination Standard of the IMF. 
Pursuant to this standard, National Bank also performs regular updating to the methodological 
explanations of the statistical data, as well as regular updating of the changes in the methodologies 
through the standard forms of the qualitative data framework and the standard reporting forms 
of the General data Dissemination Standard. These data on National Bank and its statistics are 
available for the users through the web site of National Bank and IMF, respectively. 

The data dissemination by countries and by activities for certain statistical categories is 
performed pursuant to the international  standard for  classification of countries ISO 
3166120 and the international classification of economic activity NACE rev 1. and NACE 

119  Law on Personal Data Protection (“Official gazette of RM” no. 7/2005) from February 01.2005.
120  ISO 3166 - standard of the International Standardization Organization (ISO) for country name and code introduced 

in  1974 , which is continually supplemented according to the changes of the country names or establishment of new 
countries/cessation of certain countries. 
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rev 1.1. Since 2009, National Bank operates intensively on the establishment of NACE rev.2 
classification of economic activity in its statistical researches. 

Reduction of the reporting burden and rationalization in the operations of •	
National Bank 

Revision to the reporting forms in order to decrease the reporting burden on the 
reporters, represents a continuous process in the National Bank. According to the perceptions of 
the scope and the quality of the collected data, as well as on the basis of direct contacts with the 
reporters, several significant reductions to the scope and the form of reporting were made.

In 2007 changes in the statistical reporting on the claims and liabilities raising from 
commercial operations with nonresidents were made, by simplifying the reporting. The previously 
existing detailed forms Quarterly report on the claims (KIP) and  Quarterly report on the liabilities 
(KIO) on the basis of commercial operations with nonresidents, were replaced with one simpler 
form Quarterly report on the claims and liabilities (KIPO);

At the end of 2008 the special report from the banks on the stock of the resident’s 
foreign exchange accounts (ISDSR) has been revoked, having in mind the possibility that they 
can be provided indirectly from the banks’ data on the stock and the turnover on accounts, after 
the introduction of the new banks’ chart of accounts; 

Within 2007-2010 period several modifications towards simplification of the reporting 
on certain types of credit operations of residents with nonresidents were made, by replacing the 
individual with aggregate reporting;

In 2010 a new simpler system for individual reporting on the credit operations of 
residents with nonresidents was introduced. 

Since 2005, intensive work has been done on the replacement of the current 
manner of submission of data in hardcopy with electronic submission. Until 2004, 
there was a system for electronic receipt of data only for the stocks and the turnover on bank 
accounts and the data from the Report on securities, from brokers. After a several year activity, 
the project for electronic receipt of data from banks for payment operations with abroad was 
finalized and implemented in 2007.  In 2008 the electronic receipt of data on trade credits with 
abroad commenced, while in the beginning of 2011 electronic receipt of part of the data on the 
credit transactions with nonresidents and data on the stock and the turnover of the financial 
instruments from other financial institutions commenced. The electronic receipt of data is a 
significant step towards decreasing the reporting burden for data submission, primarily because 
of the possibility for fast data transfer directly from the reporters’ database and introduced 
logical controls in the course of data receipt. This manner of data receipt resulted in bigger 
efficiency and rationalization of the National Bank operations, as well as reduction of operational 
risk in data processing which resulted in bigger accuracy in the collected data.

In 2009, following the trend of the European statistical practice and based on detailed 
analysis of the specific circumstances in the country, a sample method in the reporting of 
the claims and liabilities to the commercial operations with nonresidents (KIPO), 
was introduced. This statistical method encompasses the largest participants in the statistical 
research, while for smaller companies, with small to minor share in the total volume of stocks 
and transactions, the reporting requirement was revoked. The implementation of this method 
meant considerable decrement of the reporting burden, having in mind that the number of 
reporting companies  reduced to 30%-35% of the total number of existing reporters, preserving 
a high coverage up to 90% of the amount of the claims and the liabilities based on commercial 
operations with nonresidents.
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2.6.2. Improvement and development of the macroeconomic statistics

The activities for harmonization with the international statistical standards and gradual 
adoption and implementation of the European statistical requirements and standards are presented 
separately for each macroeconomic statistics within the National Bank competence. 

External statistics•	

At the beginning of 2004, of the external statistics were produced and 
disseminated reports only for the Balance of payments and the external debt of 
the Republic of Macedonia, in US Dollars on a monthly basis. The data on the Balance 
of payments were presented in a form adjusted to the national needs (non-systemized 
according to the international recommendations), established gradually since the independence 
of the Republic of Macedonia. A standard presentation of the Balance of payments was prepared 
only on annual basis, pursuant to the requirement for reporting to the IMF for the needs of 
dissemination of data in the IMF Yearbook on Balance of payments. 

The data on the external debt, on the stock, disbursements,  repayments and arrears 
were presented also in a form adjusted to the national needs i.e. systemized according 
to the public/private debt, foreign creditors and maturity principle. In this period, no data by 
institutional sectors of the national economy and debt instruments, as it was prescribed with 
the international recommendations, were disseminated.  

The largest achievements in the area of external statistics within the 2004-
2011 period, were made with the compilation of the current and introduction of new 
reports, pursuant to the internationally prescribed reporting forms. Namely, beside the 
Balance of payments, the reports on the stock of the foreign direct investments, the international 
investment position, the gross external debt, gross external claims and net external debt, as 
well as report on the official foreign reserves and the foreign exchange liquidity were prepared 
in the internationally standardized forms.  

In 2006, with the establishment of the methodology for the standard presentation of 
the gross external debt, gross external claims and net external debt, regular quarterly reporting 
of these statistics in Euro and US Dollar, with time series since 2004, began; 

In 2007, regular annual data release on the stock of the foreign direct investments 
in the country commenced, disaggregated by countries of direct investors and activity of the 
directly invested enterprises according to the international standards, in Euro, with time series 
since 1997;

In 2007, regular annual compilation and release of the standard presentation of the 
international investment position, in three main currencies: Denar, Euro and US Dollar, began, 
with time series since 2003;

In 2009, regular monthly compilation and dissemination of the standard presentation 
of the Balance of payments, in Euro and US Dollar began, with time series since 1998;

In 2010, a monthly report about the official foreign reserves and the foreign exchange 
liquidity in conformity with the international standards was introduced, with  regular data release 
in Euro and a time series since 2005. 
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Technical missions of the statistics department of the IMF in  
external statistics

In order to improve the quality of  external statistics, beside the IMF mission for 
the adherence to the statistical standards and codes (Report on Observance of Standards 
and Codes-ROSC), the three IMF technical missions held within 2004-2011 period also 
had a great contribution.

In February 2005, an IMF technical mission visited National Bank with the 
improvement in the sources of data in the external statistics, being the main objective. 
The purpose of this mission primarily referred to implementation of two data sources  in 
the external statistics: the annual questionnaire on direct investments and the monthly 
reports on the stock and turnover on resident accounts held abroad and settlement 
accounts. In line with the recommendations, a cross checking procedure of data from 
these reports with data from the existing sources was carried out, the aim of which was 
verification of their quality and elimination of the possibility for double recoding of certain 
transactions, prior to their introduction as a data source in the Balance of payments 
statistics. The implementation of these recommendations in the 2005-2007 period 
ensured better quality, coverage and valuation of the data in the Balance of payments 
and the international investment position.

In October 2006, an IMF technical mission visited the National Bank, the objective 
of which was to assess the methodology for estimating the current transfers in the Balance 
of payments. On the basis of the analysis of the existing data sources, it was concluded 
that it is necessary to conduct a survey for the private transfers, in order to estimate the 
amounts, the manner and the use of these inflows in the Republic of Macedonia. In 2007, 
with the financial support of USAID, an independent institution carried out a survey, 
which gave the preliminary results on the nature of these inflows. Having in mind the 
small sample, as well as in order to ensure better certainty in the data accuracy before 
their dissemination, at least another survey research is required for changing the current 
methodology, as well as to ensure adequate dynamics. For that purpose, National Bank 
provided funds for making another survey in 2011.   

In October 2008, an IMF technical mission visited National Bank in order to 
estimate the methodological bases for external statistics, introduction of new data sources, 
valuation methods, assessment of the methodology for estimation of private transfers in 
the Balance of payments and preconditions for transition towards standard presentation 
of the Balance of payments data. The implementation of part of these recommendation 
in 2009-2010 period provided better quality of the data dissemination in the external 
statistics, with the quality, coverage and the valuation method of the data in the Balance 
of payments and the international investment position being improved.

Also, during this period, considerable improvements in the quality of the external 
statistics in direction of implementation of the international quality standards were 
made.

Balance of payments

In October 2004, the current National Bank report - open foreign exchange position 
of the banks was introduced as a new data source for compiling the  Currency and deposits of 
banks item, through providing data on the changes by original currency, on 10-day basis, thus 
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improving the data quality. With the introduction of this source, revisions in the time series was 
made, starting from 2002;

In May 2005, Balance of payments data in Euro were produced and disseminated, with 
a time series from 2003. Until then, the data on the Balance of payments were disseminated only 
in US Dollars, but having in mind that the largest portion of the transactions with nonresidents 
were executed in Euros, and given the intensive fluctuations of the US Dollar exchange rate on the 
international markets, it was decided that the Euro is a more favorable measure unit of account 
for transactions with nonresidents. System of parallel production of the Balance of payments in 
two reporting currencies (Euro and US Dollar) was established, by implementing procedures for 
mutual cross checks of data, which contributed towards higher reports’ quality. For presenting 
transactions in Euro using the exchange rate on the date of transaction, adjustments and 
upgrades of several applicative software with different data sources (foreign trade, payment 
operations with abroad, credit operations with nonresidents, etc.) were made;

In November 2007, in order to apply the accrual principle, in line with the international 
recommendations, additional data sources for compiling of certain items in the Balance of 
payments were introduced. Thus data on the reinvested earnings from the annual questionnaire 
on foreign investments (DI 22) was included, which improved the quality of the data in the items 
income and direct investments in the country in the Balance of payments. With the introduction 
of this data source, revision in the time series for these items was made for the 1996 - 2006 
period, which enabled comparability of the data in longer period backwards. Also, data from the 
Monthly report on the stock and the turnover on resident accounts held abroad and settlement 
accounts were included, reflecting on the following Balance of payments items: services, goods, 
trade credits and currency and deposits of other sectors. This report enables presentation of the 
exchange of services with nonresidents on gross basis, as well as presenting stocks and flows 
of nonbank resident accounts held abroad. In order to provide comparability of the Balance of 
payments data in a longer period backwards, a revision in the time series for these items for the 
2003 - 2006 period was made;

Within 2007-2009 period, efforts were made for implementation of the electronic 
receipt of payment operations with abroad data from the banks. Applicative software for data 
receipt with technical instructions manual was developed, business meetings, trainings and 
presentations with the representatives of commercial banks in that direction being held. For the 
purpose of maintaining the same level of data quality, a variety of logic and quality controls in the 
electronic receipt of data were introduced, with simultaneous implementation of procedures for 
quality verification of the electronic data and those received in hardcopy. Measures for adequate 
data encryption and their electronic signing were introduced, thus ensuring adequate safety of 
the reporting system and authenticity of the obtained data;

In 2008, for the purpose of better coverage in the item “goods”, and on the basis of 
continuous monitoring of the adequacy of the data sources, time adjustments of the categories 
“goods” and “trade credits” were made;

Within 2007-2008 period, two amendments to the Instructions on the manner of 
performing payment operations abroad were made. The amendments to the country codebook 
in the Instructions for performing payment operations abroad121 in January 2007, enabled 
harmonization of the Balance of payments statistics and other external statistics with the 
international ISO code 3166 for uniform classification of countries. In order to ensure continuity 
in the reporting, after the implementation of the international financial reporting standards 
(IFRS) and the new banks’ chart of accounts (from January 01.2009), in December 2008 

121  Instructions on amending the Instructions on the manner of performing international payment opeartions - “Official 
Gazette of RM” no. 5/2007.
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adjustment to the reporting system by individual accounts for the statistic objectives in the 
Instructions was made122.

Since 2005, for the purpose of informing KOMP members on the latest movements 
in the Balance of payments, regular preparation of an internal monthly report commenced. In 
order to provide better perception of the movements in the goods component of the Balance of 
payments, KOMP is being presented with a detailed internal monthly report on the foreign trade 
of the Republic of Macedonia, as well.   

International investment positions

In March 2007, with the adoption of the ne Instructions on the manner of direct 
reporting of claims and liabilities from commercial operations with nonresidents123, a new 
questionnaire for the trade credits with nonresidents - KIPO - Quarterly Report on the claims and 
liabilities has been introduced. The previous detailed questionnaires KIP - Quarterly report on 
the claims, and KIO - Quarterly report on the liabilities were revoked. The amendment, besides 
the simplification of the reporting, for the first time introduced the principle of full harmonization 
of the stocks with the flows in the report, according to the internationals recommendations and 
European experiences. This questionnaire introduced also the possibility for identification of 
trade credits with capital related entities - foreign direct investors or directly invested companies 
abroad;  

In November 2007 a time series on foreign direct investment stocks, for 1997-2006 
period was published, on the basis of the data collected from the foreign investment questionnaire 
DI 22. These data, in the previous period, were subject to detailed and comprehensive analysis, 
cross checks and harmonization with other data sources, in order to provide adequate quality 
and coverage prior to their dissemination. Also, the dissemination of these data was important 
precondition for the compilation of a complete report on the international investment position. 
The data on the foreign direct investments were published as aggregates and disaggregated 
by countries of the direct investors and by activities of the directly invested enterprises in the 
Republic of Macedonia;

In December 2007, for the first time,  the complete report on the international 
investment position of the Republic of Macedonia was prepared and disseminated, with time 
series 2003 - 2006. The preliminary activities for better coverage and quality of the data on 
trade credits (through KIP and KIO questionnaires, KIPO questionnaire), direct and portfolio 
investment (through the annual questionnaire on the foreign investments DI 22) and the 
foreign assets of the non-bank sector abroad (through the monthly report on the stock and the 
turnover on resident accounts held abroad and settlement accounts), were basis for compiling 
and presenting the majority of categories of the international investment position report and 
finally it’s dissemination; 

In 2007, simultaneously with the release of data for the international investment 
position, regular preparation of annual Report on the international investment position of the 
Republic of Macedonia began, which is regularly  published on the National Bank web site;   

In December 2008, with the amendments to the Decision on obligatory reporting on 
the operations with abroad124, a sample method in the statistical researches of National Bank was 

122  Instructions on amending the Instructions on the manner of performing international payment opeartions - “Official 
Gazette of RM” no. 154/2008.

123  Instructions on the manner of immediate reporting of the claims and liabilities from commerial operations with 
nonresidents “Official Gazette of RM” no. 39/2007.

124  Decision on recording credit operations with abroad and Decision on the manner and the conditions for submission 
of reports for credit operations, “Official Gazette of RM”, no. 163/2008.
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introduced for the first time. The objective for the introduction of sample method in collecting 
data from the KIPO questionnaire, was to reduce the reporting burden with the economic agents 
with smaller to insignificant volume of trade credits with nonresidents, which statistically have 
a minor share in the total amount of claims/liabilities based on commercial operations with 
nonresidents. On the other hand, National Bank established detailed procedures for setting and 
maintenance of the reporting sample, which is subject to regular revisions and harmonization 
since its introduction, at least once a year. This change was followed also by the introduction 
of the possibility for electronic submission of data for the KIPO questionnaire by the selected 
reporters, in 2009.  

At the end of 2009 and beginning of 2010, on the basis of the Memorandum of 
Understanding and Cooperation in the area of macroeconomic and financial statistics, signed 
between the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (National Bank), State Statistical Office 
(SSO) and the Ministry of Finance (MF), a working group for statistics of the direct investments 
and statistics of foreign affiliations has been formed, the task of which was to determine an 
institution which will be the primary bearer of each statistical research. The working group 
consisted of two representatives of each of the signatory institutions. On the basis of the 
existing data sources at the National Bank and SSO and their compliance with the international 
requirements, and having in mind the institutional capacity, it was proposed the National Bank 
to be the primary bearer of the statistic of direct investments, while SSO will be responsible for 
the foreign affiliations statistics. On the basis of the draft conclusions of the working group, 
in April 2010 Annex 1 to the Memorandum of Understanding and Cooperation in the area of 
macroeconomic and financial statistics was signed, and consequently, amendments to the 
Statistical Research Program were made. Thus the situation with double statistics of the foreign 
direct investments in the country (simultaneous dissemination of data by National Bank and 
SSO), as practiced for many years, was finally overcome; 

In 2010, National Bank has published detailed data on the structure of the direct 
investments abroad, disaggregated  by countries of directly invested enterprises abroad and 
by activities of the direct investors from the Republic of Macedonia, thus enlarging the base of 
disseminated statistical data available for users.

External debt

In December 2006 amendments to the bylaws pertaining to the international credit 
relations125 were made, thus changing the coverage and the manner of collection of data on 
credit transactions of residents with nonresidents. With these amendments, part of these 
liabilities and claims based on commercial operations with nonresidents, concluded in the period 
of up to one year, as well as the long-term liabilities/claims based on commercial operations that 
are not regulated with a written credit agreement, were excluded from the individual reporting, 
envisaging aggregate reporting instead (through the new KIPO questionnaire). Thus on one 
hand, the coverage of data collected and processed in National Bank significantly reduced, 
without affecting the quality of the data, and on the other hand, the reporting burden on the 
residents having liabilities/claims based on credit operations with nonresidents reduced; 

In January 2007, for the first time data on the stock of the gross external debt, gross 
external claims and net external debt of the Republic of Macedonia with time series 2004 - 2006 
were released. The reports on the external indebtedness were prepared in full compliance with 
the External Debt Statistics: Guide for compilers and Users, IMF, 2003. Significant difference from  
the previously released data on the external debt is that a complete and detailed classification of 
the external debt, from the aspect of the institutional sectors, maturity and debt instruments has 

125  Decision on recording credit operations with abroad and Decision on the manner and the conditions for submission 
of reports for credit operations, “Official Gazette of RM”, no, 138/2006.
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been applied. It is even more significant that with the implementation of the new methodological 
recommendations, larger and more comprehensive coverage of all debt instruments categories 
(currency and deposits, trade credits, loans, debt securities, other liabilities and liabilities/claims 
with capital related entities) was reached, opposite to the preceding period when only the data 
on the loans and credits category was presented. In order to harmonize the coverage, valuation 
and quality of the data pursuant to the international recommendations, additional data sources 
for the compilation of this statistics were used. For this new statistical research, National Bank 
has also published the methodology for compilation on its web site;

In May 2009, in order to further decrease the reporting burden, amendments to the 
bylaws from the area of credit operations with abroad126 were made, which introduced aggregate 
reporting on the claims and liabilities based on credit cards and negative balances of current 
accounts of nonresidents;

In May 2009 the Republic of Macedonia accessed to the new external debt reporting 
system to World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, i.e. the Quarterly External Debt 
Statistics Database. These reports are envisaged for the participant countries in GDDS and 
SDDS dissemination standards. The reports provide additional data on the external debt of the 
Republic of Macedonia and they can be accessed through the web sites of these international 
institutions;

Within 2008-2010 period, parallel to these processes, new package of reforms 
was prepared, envisaging amendments to the bylaws (new instructions and reporting forms) 
and new applicative software for recording of nonresident credit operations and compilation 
of reports. These reforms were aimed at improvement in the scope of data for compilation of 
external debt, decreasing of the reporting and administrative burden, reducing the volume 
of administrating in National Bank and simplifying the process of collection and processing 
of data on credit operations with abroad. After providing adequate applicative solution, in 
December 2010, modifications to the legal framework were also made127. Also, new instructions 
for individual and aggregate reporting were adopted128;  

In 2010, within the reforms, the manner of data collection  on credit operations that 
are reported aggregately, was also simplified, primarily with introduction of the possibility 
for electronic reporting and submission of the data on issued guarantees and other forms of 
collateral by residents in favor to nonresidents. Also, more simple aggregate reporting on the 
credit operations related to the contractual claim repurchase and assumption of liabilities from 
legal relations with nonresidents, on quarterly basis, was introduced.

In 2007 for the purpose of informing of the KOMP members on the latest 
developments in external indebtedness, regular preparation of internal quarterly report on the 
gross external debt, gross external claims and the net external debt was introduced.   

Monetary statistics•	

At the beginning of 2004, in the National Bank, in the monetary statistics area, 
nonstandard statistical reports were produced and disseminated: balance-sheets and  

126  Decision on amending Decision on recording credit operations with abroad and Decision on the manner and the 
conditions for submission of reports for credit operations, “Official Gazette of RM”, no. 57/2009. 

127  Decision on recording credit operations with abroad and Decision on the manner and the conditions for submission 
of reports for credit operations, “Official Gazette of RM”, no. 146/2010.

128  Instructions on the manner and the conditions for individual reporting on nonresidents’ borrowings, Instructions on 
the manner and the conditions of individual reporting on credits extended to nonresidents and Instructions on the 
manner and the conditions on aggregate reporting on concluded credit operations of residents with nonresidents, 
“Official Gazette of RM”, no. 162/2010.
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surveys of the banks and the National Bank, monetary survey (consolidated survey of the banks 
and National Bank), deposits survey and banks loans to the non-government sector. For the 
needs of internal information system of the National Bank reports on the monetary base, foreign 
currency deposits of residents by currency and sectors and other reports were prepared.

Within 2004-2011 period, in the area of monetary statistics, key reforms that 
considerably improved the quality of monetary statistics were made. The largest 
improvements were attained with the introduction of a statistical research about the interest 
rates, compilation and dissemination of data on the balance sheets and surveys of banks and 
the National Bank in standard internationally accepted form and improvement in the quality of 
the data by implementation of the new banks’ chart of accounts. 

In April 2005, with the adoption of the Decision on submission of data on banks’ 
interest rates on accepted deposits and extended credits129, the banks were required to submit 
to National Bank information on the weighted interest rates on the newly accepted deposits and 
extended credits, on monthly basis. The Instructions on filling in the reports on interest rates on 
accepted deposits and extended credits130	(form	KS-1	и	form	KS-2)	provided	precise	regulation	
of the manner and the forms it is reported on. Form KS-1 on reporting weighted interest rates 
was introduced (on total and newly extended deposits and credits) and Form KS-2 on reporting 
on published interest rates of banks and savings houses. These amendments to the bylaws, 
provided the necessary preconditions for establishing interest rates statistics pursuant to the 
Manual on MFI Interest Rate Statistics, Regulation ECB/2001/18, October 2003. Until 2006, 
new applicative software for procession of data on interest rates on newly accepted deposits 
and extended credits was developed, since when regular monthly compilation and release of 
the data on the interest rate according to the new methodology began.

Within	the	same	period	(April	2005г.),	IMF’s	Statistics	Department		technical	mission	
visited National Bank on the assessment of the implementation of the recommendations stated 
in the Manual of monetary and financial statistics of IMF. The IMF expert has separately reviewed 
the standard balance sheet reports (2SR - Standard report 2) and the surveys (1SR - Standard 
report 1) and the new manner of collection of data on interest rates. The recommendations of 
this mission were the initial point of the forthcoming activities directed  towards improvement 
in several monetary statistics areas. 

In December 2005, with the unification of the data on savings houses with those of 
banks in the compilation of surveys of other depository institutions, full coverage of the sector 
“other depository institutions” was accomplished. Namely, apart from the banks’ balance sheets, 
data on the balance sheets of savings houses were also disseminated, while in the monetary 
survey, data on the savings houses for a period from the beginning of 2003 were included. 
Namely, beside the banks’ balance sheets, the data on the balance sheets of the savings houses 
were released, while in the monetary survey, data on the savings houses for the period since 
the beginning of 2003 were also included. 

In 2007 and 2008, in accordance with the recommendations of the IMF technical mission, 
work was underway on the introduction of the new presentation forms of the balance sheets 
and surveys of National Bank, banks and savings houses. The monetary data were developed 
in standard presentation form, in accordance with the international recommendations, for the 
period since the beginning of 2003, simultaneously modifying the manner of submission of these 
data to IMF. With these activities, the first steps towards full implementation of the international 

129  Decision on submitting data on interest rartes of banks on accepted deposits and extended credits, “Official Gazette 
of RM” no. 22/2005.

130  Instructions on filling in reports on interest rates of accepted deposits and extended credits “Official Gazette of RM” 
no. 25/2005.
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recommendations for sector and currency disaggregation within individual standard financial 
instruments were made. However, certain data were still inconsistent,  mainly caused by the 
inadequate structure of the accounts within the banks’ chart of accounts, on the basis of which 
they submitted the reports to National Bank.  

In December 2008, within the activities for introduction of new chart of accounts of 
the banks, a new Decision on submitting data for the stock and the turnover on the accounts of 
the banks’ chart of accounts and financial statements was adopted131. Thus since the beginning 
of 2009, the banks and the savings houses began to submit reports on the stock and the turnover 
of accounts according to the new chart of accounts. Observed from the statistical aspect, with 
the introduction of the new chart of accounts for banks, adequate division of the accounts by 
financial instruments, institutional sectors and currency was attained, which enabled further 
adjustment of the monetary statistics towards international standards. This also enabled the 
inclusion of data on the interest together with the data on the instruments it refers to, by applying 
the accrual principle, instead of the previously applied cash basis principle.

In December 2008, in order to ensure harmonization with the other statistical reports 
to the new chart of accounts, adjustment132 of the manner of calculation of the interest rates 
according to the new accounts was made. Additionally, in July 2009, the reporting on the interest 
rates was supplemented133 with the data on the interest rates on the negative balances on current 
accounts and credit cards, thus enlarging the coverage of this statistical research. 

In 2008 and 2009, after the introduction of the new chart of accounts for banks, 
continuous work has been done on the creation of the new applicative solution for  data 
collection. For the period beginning with January 2009, new balance sheets and surveys in 
standard form were prepared, which have been released on regular monthly basis on the web 
site of National Bank together with the time series since 2003. 

In 2010, within the cooperation with the other bearers of the statistic researches in 
the country, for the needs of the calculation of the financial intermediation services of indirectly 
measured (FISIM), special data on this statistical research were generated. Highly detailed time 
series of data on deposits and credits by institutional sectors to the State Statistical Office were 
submitted. After the initial submission of data, the analysis of their coverage and methodological 
compliance and the initial calculations of this indicator, at the beginning of 2011, an official 
methodology for calculation has been defined, and a regular set of data that National Bank 
submits on a regular quarterly basis to the State Statistical Office, for this purpose, has been 
agreed. 

Statistics of financial accounts•	

The statistics of the financial accounts provides data on the structure and the functioning 
of the financial system and the main channels for providing and investment of financial assets.  This 
statistics represents an important source of analysis of the monetary policy makers 
and for analyses of the financial stability of the economy and individual sectors of 
the economy. The world practice shows that this statistics in some of the countries is produced 
by the central banks, while in other, by other statistical institutions. Having into consideration 

131  Decision on submitting data on the stock and the turnover on the accounts and the turnover on the accounts of 
the banks’ chart of accounts and the financial statements, “Official Gazette of RM” no.163/2008 from December 
16.2008. 

132  Instructions on amending the Instructions on filling in reports on interest rates on accepted deposits and extended 
credits “Official Gazette of RM” no.158/2008.

133  Instructions on filling in reports on interest rates of accepted deposits and extended credits “Official Gazette of RM” 
no.83/2009.
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its large analytical value, the possession of these statistical data is one of the requirements 
of the European Central Bank (ECB) and the European Statistical Office (EUROSTAT). Since 
the statistics of financial accounts is not produced in the statistical system of the 
Republic of Macedonia, a need of its establishment occurred. Due to the need to have at 
disposal data from the financial accounts statistics, a few activities were undertaken by 
the National Bank in the past period.

In January 2007, having in mind the EU requirements for regular quarterly reporting 
by the central banks of the ECB member states to the ECB, within the Statistics Department 
a Financial Accounts Statistics Unit was established. The ultimate objective was to 
establish regular compilation of financial accounts by sectors and financial instruments on 
macro level, through gradual attainment and fulfillment of the EU requirement for compilation of 
quarterly and annual financial account of the Republic of Macedonia. Currently in the Republic of 
Macedonia, neither financial accounts statistics as a separate statistical research, nor a primary 
bearer for financial accounts statistics have been envisaged in the Statistical Research Program 
2008 - 2012. 

Within 2004 - 2011 period, the  activities of National Bank, in the area of financial 
accounts statistics, would be sublimated as follows.

In November 2007, a Methodology for developing financial statistics focusing on basic 
flow of funds matrix was prepared, which was adopted by the National Bank Council. 

In 2008, for the first time, annual basic flow of funds matrix for the Macedonian 
economy for the 2004-2007 period was prepared, on net basis for aggregate sectors (Central 
Government, private sector, deposit money banks and rest of the world). The sectors and 
instruments were aggregated in conformity with the data availability. 

IMF financial statistics methodology

The IMF’s financial statistics methodology envisages gradual preparation of the 
financial account matrix in three levels, depending on the development of the national 
statistical system of one country and the data availability, as follows: 

Basic flow of funds (Level 1), which is recommended for countries tending to begin 
with preparation of financial statistics, i.e. countries having limited sources of data, but 
shown initial interest and need of analysis of the intersectoral flows of funds;

Financial account as an integral part of the system of national accounts (SNA 
93) and balance sheet records (Level 2), that can be used by countries that have already 
developed basic flow of fund (Level 1), and which want to improve the usefulness of the 
data for bigger analytical objectives, through inclusion of data on the stock of several 
individual sectors and financial instruments;  

Detailed financial account (Level 3), that can be applied by the countries with 
developed capital market and which want to include all sectors and instruments defined 
pursuant to the System of National Accounts (SNA 93) in the preparation of their financial 
statistics.  

The data prepared in National Bank in 2008, on annual basis, correspond to the 
level 1 of the phases of gradual development of this statistics.
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In 2009, the regular quarterly compilation of the basic flow of funds matrix began, 
starting with the first quarter of 2008. Together with these data, a quarterly report on the basic 
flow of funds matrix is prepared, intended for internal use at the National Bank. Having in mind 
the absence of national consensus for the institution which will be the primary bearer of this 
statistical activity, and that this is an initial form of development of this statistical research, 
National Bank does not disclose these data. 

Within 2007-2011 period, key part of the activities was the compilation of the 
database for the financial accounts i.e. sublimating and reconciliation of individual data sources 
used in this statistics. Beside that, work was done on constructing draft tables for data conversion 
from various sources according to the definitions for the financial transactions and balances in 
ESA’95; identification of items of the balance sheet schemes of various types of legal entities and 
their codification according to the codes for financial transactions and balances from ESA’95.

At the end of 2009 and the beginning of 2010, pursuant to the Memorandum of 
Understanding within the area of macroeconomic and financial statistics, signed between the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (National Bank), the State Statistical Office (SSO) 
and the Ministry of Finance (MF), a working group for financial accounts statistics was formed. 
The working group was composed of two representatives of each of the signatory institutions. 
The activities of the working group encompassed several different themes such as: analysis 
of the current situation in the statistics of the financial accounts; research and comparative 
analysis of the international experience and practices in this area; identification of the current 
and possible administrative and statistical data sources for this statistics; recommendation for 
institution to be designated as a primary bearer of the financial accounts statistics. On the basis 
of the working group analysis, activities that should result in resolving the aforementioned issues 
and final selection of the institution bearer of the statistical research in 2011 are underway.

In 2010, for the needs of the monetary and financial statistics in National Bank a draft 
questionnaire about the other nonbank financial intermediaries in the Republic of Macedonia 
was prepared, which will be used for collection of data on the stocks and  flows by financial 
instruments, within their financial assets and liabilities.

 
2.6.3. Regular reports and surveys

As a part of its statistical activities, the National Bank produces reports and surveys 
for the needs of the national statistical system, pursuant to the Statistical Research 
Program, which are publically available on the National Bank web site and in the Quarterly 
Report. 

Within the area of monetary statistics - Balance sheet and surveys of National Bank, 
banks and savings houses, Depository corporations survey (National Bank, banks and savings 
houses), Interest rates of National Bank, Deposits with banks and savings houses included in 
the money supply definition, Loans of banks and savings houses to the non-government sector 
and Weighted interest rates of banks, disseminated on a monthly basis. 

Within the area of external statistics - Balance of payments of the Republic of 
Macedonia, Foreign direct investments flows in the Republic of Macedonia (type of investment, 
countries and activities), disseminated on a monthly basis; as well as Gross external debt, gross 
external claims and net external debt, released with quarterly dynamics; set of data and a report 
on the international investment position of the Republic of Macedonia, set of data on the stock 
of the direct investments, in the country and abroad, disseminated on annual basis. 

Also, National Bank produces reports and surveys for the needs of the internal 
information system, necessary for adoption of decisions in the monetary policy area. 
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Within the monetary statistics area - Monetary base of National Bank, Public 
sector’s deposits with National Bank, Middle and average exchange rates of EUR and USD, which 
are prepared on daily basis; Balance sheets and surveys of National Bank, banks and savings 
houses, Survey of depository institutions (National Bank, banks and savings houses), Monetary 
aggregates (National Bank, banks and savings houses), Deposits with banks and savings houses 
included in the money supply definition, Credits of banks and savings houses extended to the 
nongovernment sector, Bank credits to households, by use, which are prepared on 10-day basis; 
as well as quarterly flow of funds matrixes in the economy. 

Within the external statistics area- Internal set of data and report on the foreign 
trade of the Republic of Macedonia, Foreign exchange balance sheet of the Republic of Macedonia 
(inflow - outflow), Balance sheet of current transactions with abroad - inflow and outflow, 
Internal report on the movements in the Balance of payments of the Republic of Macedonia, 
Trade credits, Foreign assets and foreign liabilities of banks, Extended credits, Collected funds 
based on extended credits, Claims in arrears, Disbursed credits, Payments on used credits, 
Liabilities in arrears, External debt stock, and claims with capital related entities by countries 
and activities in Euro and US Dollar; External debt stock and claims for the corporate sector, 
which are prepared with monthly dynamics, as well as Internal report  on the Gross external 
debt, gross external claims and net external debt, prepared with quarterly dynamics.

In accordance with the membership of the Republic of Macedonia in the 
international financial institutions, as well as if required by other international organizations 
and institutions National Bank cooperates with successfully for many years, National Bank 
reports in specially prescribed formats.  

Within the monetary statistics area- Reports for the needs of the IMF International 
Finance Statistics - IFS, prepared with a monthly dynamics.

Within the external statistics area- Reports submitted to the World bank within 
the Debt Reporting System - DRS and within the Quarterly External Debt Database - QEDS, 
in accordance with the General Data Dissemination System - GDDS, which are prepared with 
quarterly dynamics; as well as data sets on the Balance of payments and the international 
investment position for the needs of the IMF Balance of payments Statistics Yearbook, which 
are prepared on annual basis. 

Detailed presentation of these surveys and reports, as well as their periodicity and 
dissemination method is given in Annex 3. 

In the background of the statistical reports which are placed, as completed 
product, by National Bank as publically available data or intended for internal use, there 
are various work processes and procedures, data processing and input reports. The 
processes of compilation of statistical data can be partially conceived also through the history 
of input values, which in 2004-2011 period were processed in order to produce reports that are 
released in public, presented in Annex 4.

2.6.4. Intensification of the institutional cooperation within the statistics 
area

The National Bank, as one of the bearers of the national statistical system was constantly 
working on the strengthening of the institutional cooperation with the other bearers of 
the statistical researches, as well as with other institutions that have information and 
data for the needs of the National Bank statistics. Through the years, part of this institutional 
cooperation has been regulated also with formal agreements for cooperation and exchange of 
data. 
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In December 2004 a new Agreement for exchange of data between the 
State Statistical Office and National Bank was signed. This Agreement provides precise 
determining of the exchange of data for the needs of the macroeconomic statistics, ensuring 
data in the part of the statistic business registers, data on the indicators for economic activity, 
for the price statistics, etc.;

In September 2004, an Agreement for exchange of data with the Central 
Depository of Securities of the Republic of Macedonia was signed. This Agreement 
regulated the submission of data on the transactions with debt securities on the domestic 
securities market - the Macedonian stock exchange - to National Bank, as well as data on the 
holders of securities and the stock of owned securities on the basis of executed transactions, 
on a daily basis. Part of these data is used for compilation of the statistical reports, i.e. they are 
significant basis for compilation of the external National Bank statistics; 

In September 2006 an Agreement for utilization of data and information 
with the Central Register of the Republic of Macedonia was signed. In this Agreement, 
several data for the needs of National Bank were encompassed, among which significant data on 
the needs of National Bank statistics, such as the data on trade companies, data on the pledge 
registry etc.; 

In September 2007 a Protocol for submission of foreign trade data between 
the Customs Administration, State Statistical Office and National Bank was signed. 
This protocol formalized the several-year cooperation between these three institutions, with 
the National Bank using the data on the realized foreign trade primarily for the compilation of 
the Balance of payments statistics. Simultaneously, the data are used also for maintenance of 
internal data base for foreign trade, as an important tool for the macroeconomic analyses and 
projections implemented in National Bank; 

In September 2009,  a Memorandum of understanding in the area of 
macroeconomic statistics between the Ministry of Finance, the State Statistical 
Office and National Bank was signed.  This significant document was prepared in line with 
the recommendations of the European Commission, within the process of approaching of the 
national statistical system to the European national statistical systems. The approaching towards 
EU imposes closer cooperation among the main bearers of the national statistical systems. 
Adhering to the Statistical Research Program, this Memorandum of Understanding nominates 
the primary bearers of the individual macroeconomic statistical researches and it simultaneously 
defines the manner of cooperation and mutual submission of data necessary for compilation of 
individual statistical researches. The signing of the Memorandum was characterized as a big step 
forward in the institutional cooperation, since it defined the necessary activities for development 
promotion of the statistics in the three institutions, the current weaknesses of the system and 
the specific steps to be undertaken. On the basis of the Memorandum, two working groups of 
experts from three institutions were formed, which worked actively in 2009 and 2010, specifically 
on the issues related to the statistics of direct investments, the statistics of the foreign affiliations 
and the financial accounts statistics.

Except the formal aspect of the institutional cooperation, which resulted in the 
aforementioned agreements, the National Bank, within the statistics area, took active 
participation also in other projects and activities, thus contributing to the statistics 
promotion on national level.

In 2006 National Bank representatives were delegated as members of the Working 
group for Chapter 18 - Statistics within the frames of the National Program for the Adoption 
of Acquis (NPAA). These activities mean annual preparation of the national activities program 
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within the statistics area, with detailed defining of the short-term and medium-term priorities. 
During the year, the conducting of the annual national program is being constantly monitored, 
through weekly, monthly and quarterly reporting of the progress in the realization of the program 
tasks and activities;

In 2008 National Bank representatives were delegated in the Working group for the 
Project for integrated border management. In one part, this project referred to the harmonization 
of the information systems among institutions in the area of the statistics of foreign trade of the 
Republic of Macedonia; 

In 2009, National Bank representatives were delegated within the technical assistance 
project of the State Statistical Office, financed through the Instrument for Pre-Accession (IPA) 
2007;In 2010 National Bank representatives were delegated within the technical Assistance 
Project of the State Statistical Office, financed through SDDS - Special Data Dissemination 
Standard.

Within 2004 - 2011 period, the National Bank undertook various activities for efficient 
organization of its tasks and program commitments. One of these activities referred to activities 
reduction, which for Government needs, were set in National Bank in previous years, 
and which are not statistical or central banking activities. These undertaken measures 
led to considerable rationalization in the operations and more adequate utilization of the 
available human resources. In the early ‘90s, immediately after the monetary independence 
and government activities for indirect financing of the development of the private sector, 
through borrowing of the Government  with the international financial organizations, a special 
organizational unit for administrating the activities related to these loans was established in 
National Bank, i.e. Apex unit. The National Bank emerged as an agent to the Government, which 
on the behalf of and for the account of the Government performed the activities of assessment 
of the eligibility of individual projects from the private sector for financing through government 
development programs, activities related to the withdrawal of assets based on loans, allocation 
of these assets through bank participants to the end users and servicing of liabilities to foreign 
creditors. The projects for private sector development were financed by the World Bank, the 
Council of Europe Development Bank, the European Investment Bank and the International 
Cooperation and Development Fund of the Republic of China (Taiwan).  

With the strengthening of the Government’s institutional capacity, the Government of 
the Republic of Macedonia, with the Program from 2005, showed its readiness to assume the 
administration of these loans thus releasing the National Bank from such non-characteristic 
tasks for a central bank. In 2007 and 2008, the administration of the two loans for the private 
sector development approved by the World Bank (PSDL 1 and PSDL2) and the Revolving funds 
created from these loans, the administration of the APEX Global loan for financing of small and 
medium size enterprises from the European Investment Bank and the administration of the 
loan for private sector development  and increasing the employment extended by the Council of 
Europe Development Bank  were transferred to the Ministry of Finance. National Bank remained 
to conduct several activities in the administration of the private sector development loan with 
the International Cooperation and Development Fund of the Republic of China (Taiwan).

2.6.5. Cooperation with the international institutions within the statistics 
area

Having in mind that one of the principles in the production of the macroeconomic statistics 
is to provide international comparable data through the implementation of the international 
recommendations and standards, throughout the years National Bank used the cooperation 
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with the international institutions hugely towards improvement of the quality of the statistical 
researches. 

Considerable part of this cooperation channeled through receipt of technical assistance 
in the area of statistics, participation in the activities of wider national projects for statistical 
development, participation in the activities of various working groups for establishing 
methodological bases for new statistical researches or international unification of some of the 
existing researches. Within the 2004 - 2011 period, several projects for training of the 
employees and improvement of the institutional capacity of National Bank in the 
statistics area in cooperation with the international institutions were realized. 

Technical Assistance from the Statistics Department of IMF in form of technical 
(expert) missions in the area of monetary and external statistics, in 2005, 2006 and 2008;

Technical assistance from the pre accession EU funds

TWINING	/	CARDS	/ТAIEX	instrument	-	technical	missions	in	the	area	of	national	−	
accounts and methodologies for calculation of financial intermediation services indirectly 
measured in 2006, 2007 and 2010;

ТAIEX	instrument	(in	form	of	direct	assistance	to	National	Bank)	-	technical	missions	−	
and study visits in the area of statistics of financial accounts and transmission of data 
towards EUROSTAT, in 2010;

IPA 2007 - project for technical assistance to SSO - technical missions in the area of −	
national accounts and the statistics of financial accounts, in 2010 

IPA  2008 to SSO - Multiuser program for the statistical cooperation  - training in the area −	
of data transmission to EUROSTAT, in 2010. 

Bilateral technical assistance from the Central Bank of the Netherlands - study 
visits in the area of the external statistics and the statistic of financial accounts in 2010.

Apart from the received technical assistance, which had significant contribution to the 
quality of the statistical researches in the previous period, the National Bank employees 
continuously participated in the activities of various working groups for creation of 
methodological bases for new statistical researches, or international unification of 
the existing research, such as: Committee on Monetary, Financial and Balance of payments 
statistics in EUROSTAT; Working group on Balance of payments statistics in EUROSTAT; Irving 
Fisher Committee for Central Banks Statistics at the Bank for International Settlements; Working 
group on Handbook on Securities Statistics.

Since 2010, National Bank representatives participated in the Technical Assistance 
Project of the State Statistical Office, as a wider national project for development of the statistics, 
financed from the pre accession funds of the European Union. Beside the participation in the 
technical assistance in form of trainings, National Bank, as an active participant in the second 
component intended for the development of the macroeconomic statistics, has a permanent 
member in the Project’s Steering Committee.  

In the previous period, the cooperation with the international institutions is particularly 
highly appraised with regard to regular submission of reports on the macroeconomic statistics 
within the competence of National Bank to IMF, World Bank, the Bank for International Settlements, 
the economic affiliations of the UN and other international organizations and institutions.
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2.7. Improvement of the process of issuance of and management 
with currency in circulation

The National Bank is the only authorized institution for issuance and distribution 
of banknotes and coins in the Republic of Macedonia. In the period from the monetary 
independence on April 26, 1992 until May 26 2005, the production of the banknotes 
and coins was organized through legislative authorized printing house and mint. 
Pursuant to the Law134, authorized organization for banknotes production was the printing 
house “11 Oktomvri” from Prilep, while metal product factory “Suvenir” from Samokov was 
responsible for minting coins. Having in mind that such legal authorization of printing house 
and mint aroused from the prior period when other ownership relations were present, and the 
ownership transformation process and privatization of the authorized mint was completed 
long ago, as well as that bankruptcy procedure was instigated, in 2004 the National Bank 
initiated revocation of such legal solution. The Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia 
revoked the legal requirement135 for money production through authorized national printing 
house and mint on May 26.2005. With the amendments to the regulations, the National 
Bank, organized the production of the national currency through public procurement, 
on the basis of international tender procedure, adhering to the basic principles of free market 
competitiveness.  

2.7.1. Production of minted coins 

The National Bank, having in mind that it owned the machine for production of minted 
coins and  denomination imprints136, has been organizing the production of minted coins 
in own premises since 2005, where it produces coins as of today. The minting process 
is performed by imprinting the main features of the coins on coin blanks with specified structure 
and quality the National Bank procures from vendors according to the public procurement 
procedure, thus saving a considerable amount funds. 

Within May 2005 - November 2008 period, the National Bank continued with the 
issuance of coins in denomination of Denar 1, 2 and 5, which were in circulation also 
in that period. In November 2008, beside the current coin denominations, new coins in 
denomination of Denar 10 and 50 were released in circulation. Namely, since the 
beginning of 2006, having in mind the high share (of about 50%) of the banknotes of Denar 
10 and 50 in the total number of banknotes in circulation, and the short life of maximum two 
years, which created high costs for their constant production and stock, the National Bank 
commenced with activities for introduction of two new coins with respective denomination. 
The main advantage of the coins over the banknotes is their longer, and if handled diligently 
practically unlimited, life which makes the production of coins more economic on a longer-term. 
Also because of the higher nominal value of coins, their more careful keeping by the end users 
was expected. The comparative cost advantage of the coins vs. banknotes on a longer term 
basis, in November 2006 resulted in a decision137 of the National Bank Council on issuance, and 
in April 2007 with a decision138 on the basic features of the coins of Denar 10 and 50. The basic 
design and characteristics of the coins were used from the current banknotes in denomination 
of Denar 10 and 50, while the composition of the metal alloy was determined differently from 
the current coins in smaller denomination. After providing the necessary production materials, 

134  Law on authorizing an organization for production of banknotes and coins, “Official Gazette of RM”, Special Official 
Gazette no. 2/1993

135  Law on revokation of the Law on authorizing an organization for production of banknotes and coins, “Official Gazette 
of	RM”	бр.80/2005

136  Even in the previous process of minting coins with the the authorized mint, the minting machine and denomination 
imprints were owned by the National Bank. 

137 Decision on issuing coins in denomination of Denar 10 and 50, “Official Gazette of RM” no.  128/06
138  Decision on the main features of coins in denomination of Denar 10 and 50 , “Official Gazette of RM” no. 54/2007.
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in September 2008 the National Bank began to mint coins in denomination of Denar 10 and 50, 
which were released in circulation139 in November 2008. With the release into circulation of the 
new coins, the banknotes in denomination of Denar 10 and 50 remained into circulation. The 
share of the new denomination in the total coins in circulation, since the introduction at the end 
of 2008 gradually increased. 

The minting of coins, presented through the number of average amount of produced 
coins in the period from undertaking this activity in the National Bank in 2005 to the end of 2010, 
equaled 13.3 million pieces in all coin denominations. 

2.7.2. Issuance of coins and increase in the two-way circulation 
 
In the following period, the National Bank was satisfying smoothly the banks’ needs 

for coins, with the issuance of coins to banks registering constant growth, among other things, 
because of the fact that the process of withdrawal significantly lagged behind the issuance. 
Therefore, in 2007 and 2008 analysis for the circulation and the amount of the coins with banks 
were made. It was determined that the banks are not interested in accepting the clients’ coins, 
and that they fail to have adequate equipment for counting and processing of coins.

In order to overcome such a situation, as well as to reduce the costs, the National Bank 
required from the banks to provide the required equipment for coins management. As a result, 
since 2009, the banks acceptance of coins and their return to the National Bank 
significantly increased, while the issuance of coins by the National Bank considerably 
reduced. Thus the annual increase in the returned coins in 2009 and 2010 in denomination of 
Denar 5 equaled 226 and 10%, denomination of Denar 2 173% and 12%, while the denomination 
of Denar 1 201% and 12%, respectively. Presented in number of coins, total of these three 
denominations, in 2009 and 2010, 5.2 and 5.8 million pieces, respectively were returned, while 
in 2008 only 1.7 million pieces were returned (within 2004 - 2008 period, on average, 3.4 million 
pieces annually were returned). In 2009, compared to 2008, considerable decrease in the 
number of issued coins was registered, and consequently with the denomination of Denar 5 it 
equaled 47%, while with the coins in denomination of Denar 2 and 1, 44%, respectively. In 2009, 
the total of three denominations issued equaled 8.7 million pieces, which is considerably less 
than in 2008, when 15.7 million pieces were issued (annual average in 2004 - 2008 period 13.3 
million pieces were issued). The increase in the issuance of coins in 2010 relative to the previous 
year, which equaled 40% with the denomination of Denar 5, equaled 38% with the denomination 
of Denar 2 and 35% with the denomination of Denar 1, mirrors the real needs of the banks for 
individual coin denominations, having in mind the larger amount of returned coins in 2009 and 
2010 and the established two-way circulation for return of the excess and satisfying the needs 
of coins with the banks in the National Bank. Hence these activities resulted in considerable 
saving of funds from the process of minting coins. Having in mind that in this period new coins 
in denomination of Denar 10 and 50 were released in circulation, the effects of these measures 
were evident with them as well through their regular issuance and return.

2.7.3. Production, issuance and improvement of the quality of the 
banknotes in circulation  

After the adoption of the amendments in 2005, the National Bank organizes 
the production of banknotes140 with a selection of a printing house on the basis 

139  Decision on releasing into circulation of coins in denomination of Denar 10 and 50 , “Official Gazette of RM” no. 
139/08.

140  The design and the basic features of the banknotes used today were made in 1996. In 2003, additional more 
sophisticated protection elements were incorporated in the banknotes in higher denomination of Denar 500 and 
1000. 
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of international open invitation to tender, for each procurement. The procurement of 
banknotes is made on the basis of the policy for maintaining optimal level of stock of banknotes 
from different denomination structure.  Namely the procurements were carried out in quantities 
that enable coverage of the stocks within a period of 2-3 years for the denominations of Denar 
10, 50 and 100, as well as of 5-7 year period for the denominations of Denar 500 and 1000. 
Depending on the consumption and the need of maintenance of optimal stocks, in the previous 
period, for the lower denominations of Denar 10, 50 and 100, three procedures for public 
procurement in 2005, 2006 and 2008 were conducted, while for the higher denomination of 
Denar 500 and 1000, one public procurement, in 2008. Such a policy enabled regular and smooth 
providing of banks with banknotes in all denominations. 

For the purpose of quality improvement of the currency in circulation, in 
2007 the National Bank revoked the fee for replacement of damaged banknotes and 
coins141, which contributed to the small interest of the banks to eliminate the wear-out and 
damaged money inadequate for circulation. Additionally, for the same purposes, Decision on 
replacing banknotes and coins that became inadequate for circulation142 was adopted. 
The Decision provides better defining of the criteria for wear-out and damaged money, the 
obligation of the commercial banks to process and to withdraw from circulation the wear-out 
money, as well as the manner of their replacement in the National Bank.   

The average number of banknotes which are annulled in the National Bank because 
of being wear-out or damaged, equaled 21.8 million pieces in 2004 - 2008 period.  The largest 
average annual annulment in this period accounts for the banknotes in denomination of Denar 
10 in 8.3 million pieces, followed by the denomination of Denar 100 in 5.9 million pieces, 
denomination of Denar 50 in 3.0 million pieces, denomination of Denar 500 in 2.5 million pieces 
and the smallest share accounts for the denomination of Denar 1000 in 2.1 million pieces. 

2.7.4. Currency in circulation

Within 2004 – 2011 period, The National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 
performed timely and regular issuance of cash in all denomination structures for 
smooth execution of payment transactions. As of December 31, 2010, the issued 
currency in circulation (including the cash in vault in the banks) amounted 20,173 million 
which is higher by 33.8%, or 4.8% average annual increase, compared to the end of 2004.

As of December 31, 2010, the value of the banknotes in the total number of issued 
currency in circulation (six denominations of banknotes) equaled 98% and of coins (six 
denominations) equaled 2%. The largest participation, according to the value, in the total 
issued currency in circulation, with the banknotes accounted for the denomination of Denar 
1000 with 73.3%, followed by the Denar 500 with 14.9%, Denar 100 with 5.4%, Denar 5000 
with 1.6%, Denar 50 1.4% and the denomination of Denar 10, with 1.3%. Among coins, the 
largest value share accounts for the denomination of Denar 5 with 0.7%, then Denar 2 0.4%, 
Denar 1 with 0.3%, Denar 10 with 0.3, Denar 50 with 0.2% and denomination of Den 50 with 
only 0.01%.

As of December 31.2010, the largest share out of the total number of banknotes 
in circulation of 63.1 million, accounts for the denomination of Denar 10 of 40.8%, 
followed by the banknote in denomination of Denar 1000 with 23.4%, Denar 100 with 17.3%, 
Denar 500 with 9.5%, Denar 50 with 8.8% and denomination of Denar 5000 with 0.1%. Within 
2004 - 2010 period, the number of banknotes in circulation augmented by 27.0%, 3.9% average 
annual increase. 

141  Decision on the single tariff for compensation for services provided by the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 
“Official Gazette of RM” no. 134/2007.

142  Decision on replacing banknotes and coins inadequte for circulation “Official Gazette  of RM” no. 43/2010.
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As of December 31.2010, the largest share out of the total number of coins in 
circulation of 155 million accounts for the coin of Denar 1 with 46%, followed by the 
denomination of Denar 2 with 29.2%, Denar 5 with 18.5%, Denar 10 with 3.6% and Denar 50 
with 0.6%, while the share of the 2.1% accounts for the denomination of Den 50. Within 2004 
-2010 period, the number of coins increased by 62.0%, i.e. 8.9% average annual increase. 

2.7.5. Rationalization of the manner of distribution of the currency in 
circulation

With the reforming of the Payment Operations Office (POO) at the beginning 
of 2002, the process of distribution, i.e. providing banks with banknotes and coins and 
their withdrawal from banks was assumed by the National Bank. Ten regional vaults 
were taken from POO (sub-units according to the organizational structure in the National 
Bank), together with the employees. The vault in Skopje is the integral part of the central 
vault in Skopje, while the remaining nine vaults are dispersed in other towns in the Republic of 
Macedonia. 

The system of nine dispersed vaults for a small territory, such as the Republic 
of Macedonia, showed inappropriate. Namely, such a distribution network means issuance 
and withdrawal of cash by National Bank not only to the banks’ central offices, which are mostly 
located in Skopje, but to their subsidiaries and branch offices all over the country. From the 
aspect of the banks, such a distributive network was quite favorable. Practically they do not bear 
any costs for supplying their subsidiaries and branch offices with cash. For the National Bank, 
such a distribution manner meant undertaking too much risk and bearing the cash 
transport costs, instead of the banks as service user. Therefore, in 2007 and 2008, the 
distribution process was rationalized by closing four vaults. Today, the National Bank 
conducts the distribution of cash through five vaults in the entire country and one in Skopje.

The process of closing the regional vaults should pursue, taking care for the 
employees, because of which it is “de facto” conducting gradually. The centralization 
of the issuance and withdrawal of cash with the issuer due to the risk and transportation costs 
minimization and their directing towards service users, is practiced in the central banks in most 
European countries, especially smaller countries. Also for the purpose of rationalization, of the 
operations and cost reduction, a trend of reducing of subsidiaries even with the central banks 
of larger countries is evident.  

2.7.6. Activities for detecting counterfeits and establishing of analytical 
center

The National Bank is the only legally authorized institution for giving professional opinion 
on the authenticity of the banknotes and coins denominated in Denars. 

In 2004 - 2010 period, on the basis of the expertise of suspicious banknotes, 
8410 counterfeited banknotes were withdrawn from the circulation. It represents 
insignificant 0.002% of the average annual circulation of banknotes. The largest 
number of counterfeited  banknotes is identified with the denomination of Denar 
100, with a share of 67% in the total number of counterfeited banknotes. Other counterfeits 
were detected with the banknotes of Denar 1000 and 500, with a share of 22% and 10% in the 
total number of forged banknotes. 

By years, severe annual growth of 464% is recorded in 2005, when 1756 counterfeited 
banknotes were identified and withdrawn. In 2006, the number of forged banknotes equaled 
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404 and it is a decrease of 76%, while in 2007 and 2008, there is moderate annual increase of 
21% and 23%, respectively. In 2009, there is moderate annual increase of 142%, and 1460 
counterfeited banknotes were withdrawn, while in 2010 the annual increase of 131%, which 
although relatively high means withdrawal from circulation of only 3387 forged banknotes. 
According to the so-far experience, the counterfeiting of Denar banknotes in the 
Republic of Macedonia is minor.   

The process of approaching to and harmonization of the national legal framework 
with the regulations of the European Union143 and the practice of the national central banks 
in the European system imposes establishing of national body which will integrate the 
activities for expertise and recording of counterfeits, of the national currency, as 
well as for Euro and other foreign currencies.  Also, the establishing of the single statistical 
database on all identified counterfeits of Euro and their exchange in the system of the European 
central banks proved necessary.  

As a response to these needs and the need of implementation of the European directives 
and practices in this area, starting from 2006, the National Bank undertook numerous activities 
for establishing analytical center, such as: adoption of harmonized legal framework, providing 
professional staffing, technical equipment and information support for establishing database 
on counterfeited banknotes. 

For the realization of this process, technical assistance from the Central Bank of the 
Netherlands was provided. According to the recommendations within the business and technical 
cooperation, software solution as the only information base for recording data on counterfeited 
money on the national level was established. As an integral part of the current detection of 
counterfeits, installed software for more precise identification and identification of individual 
characteristics of the counterfeits was procured. Simultaneously, the employees were trained 
on the utilization of the installed software for detection and identification of the counterfeited 
banknotes. 

The employees in National Bank through their so-far experience and participation in 
several seminars, have acquired the necessary knowledge for detection of forged banknotes. 
But as well as in other areas, the need of continuous training and permanent monitoring of 
the occurrence of new types of counterfeits in circulation remains. The cooperation with and 
exchange of information with relevant institutions in the country is an inevitable integral part 
of this process. 

The single analytical center is stipulated in the new Law on the National 
Bank, which was adopted at the end of 2010. As a result, conditions for its establishing 
and functioning were created. With the establishing of the center, the measures and activities 
for detecting counterfeits of Euro and other foreign currencies, which according to the previous 
legal framework were performed by the Ministry of Interior, were transferred to the National 
Bank. For that purpose, in the first quarter of 2011, the National Bank adopted a Manual for 
detecting and dealing with counterfeiters. It defines the manner of detecting and dealing 
with counterfeited domestic and foreign currencies. 

143  The EU regulations within the protection of Euro against counterfiting , (EC) No 1338/2001
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2.8. Enhancement of banking regulation and banking supervision

2.8.1. Enhancement of laws and by-laws in the area of banking 

2.8.1.1. Banking Law

The existence of adequate legal framework is a base for establishing safe and sound 
banking system. Its aim is to provide prudent governance and adequate operation of banks, as 
well as limiting the systemic risks.  

Before the adoption of the Banking Law in 2007 the Banking Law from July 2000  was 
effective144. A significant progress in adoption of international supervision and banking standards 
in the Republic of Macedonia was achieved with this law. It has provided a satisfactory level of 
compliance with the European directives145, especially regarding terminology, licensing process, 
role of external audit, methods of consolidated supervision, authorizations of supervisory 
authority and types of corrective measures towards banks.           

The new Banking Law from June 2007 (published in the Official Gazette of the Republic of 
Macedonia 67/2007) provided a significant qualitative enhancement of the banking regulations 
and supervision in the Republic of Macedonia. This law has provided a significant compliance of the 
domestic laws with the Basel Core principles for effective banking supervision (as internationally 
adopted standards for banking activities and banking supervision) and represented a significant 
step towards harmonization with the European regulations in the banking area (Directive 
2006/48146 and Directive 2006/49147). The law received highly positive assessment by the EC 
Peer Assessment mission on financial services issues in the Republic of Macedonia conducted 
in June 2007.          

This law contributed towards further compliance of the incorporated definitions 
with those in the European directive 2006/48 relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business 
of credit institutions. Moreover, it also clarified several definitions from the previous law (for 
example, definition related to “connected entities”) but also the number of defined notions 
(such as “control”, “close links”, “non-banking financial institution”, “other financial activities”, 
“financial holding company”, “ancillary services undertaking of a bank”, “foreign bank” 
etc.) was enlarged. The new law also contributed towards terminological adjustment of 
activities which one bank may perform, with Annex 1 of Directive 2006/48.      

More important amendments and enhancements of the 2007 Banking Law refer to 
following:

(1) increasing of census for minimal level of capital required for founding and 
operation of a bank, from Euro 3.5 million to Denar 310 million (slightly above Euro 5 million) 
which was a significant step towards accepting the European standards. As in the previous law, 
also in this one, depending on the activities that the bank would like to perform, besides the 
necessary minimum capital, it needs additional capital in the amount of at least Denar 540 million 
(about Euro 9 million) in order to perform certain financial activities.         

144  Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia no. 63/2000, 103/2000, 37/2002, 51/2003 and 85/2003.
145  Directive 2000/12/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 20 March 2000 relating to the taking up and 

pursuit of the business of credit institutions. This Directive is recalled by the new banking Directive 2006/48/EC of the 
European Parliament and the Council of 14 June 2006 relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit 
institutions (recast).

146  Directive 2006/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council relating to the taking up and pursuit of the 
business of credit institutions (recast).

147  Directive 2006/49/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the capital adequacy of investment firms and 
credit institutions (recast).
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The Banking Law anticipates two-level procedure for issuing founding and operating 
license of banks in the Republic of Macedonia, which is typical for the Macedonian banking 
regulation. In the first phase, based on assessment of submitted documentation and after 
meeting prescribed criteria, the National Bank Governor issues a temporary license. The 
temporary license states the criteria that need to be met by the bank in certain period of time, 
in order to receive a final founding and operating license.     

(2) strengthening of criteria which need to be fulfilled by each bank’s 
shareholder, taking into account the suggestions from the World Bank mission’s Review of 
Governance of the Banking Sector, from June 2005. Setting higher criteria for bank’s shareholder 
also came as a result of the FATF (Financial Action Task Force) and the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision recommendations, to restrain the possibility for entering of suspicious 
capital in the banking system. The novelties were directed towards increasing the transparency 
of shareholders’ structure. The transparent shareholders’ structure should support the stability, 
soundness and reputation of banks which is at the same time a precondition for successful 
corporative governance of a bank. The enhancement of prudent requirements and criteria 
regarding the licensing referred mainly to the evaluation of adequacy of shareholders with 
qualified holding148 in the bank. The law foreseens implementation of same criteria for evaluation 
of the shareholders with qualified holding, regardless whether the evaluation is performed during 
a procedure for founding new bank or during the change of ownership structure of an existing 
bank. The criteria, among the others, include assessment of possible risk by a person who plans 
to acquire qualified holding in the banks in terms of its stability, soundness and reputation, i.e. 
its activities according to the regulations. Thus, the Banking Law clearly identifies persons who 
cannot become shareholders with qualified holding in a bank: against whom a misdemeanor 
sanction was imposed i.e. ban on performing a profession, activity or duty, against whom a 
bankruptcy proceeding has been initiated, who does not enjoy reputation and who has been 
acting contrary to the Banking Law and the measures imposed by the Governor. 

The law used to include a provision according to which neither person sentenced to 
imprisonment for crime in the area of finances and banking could become shareholders with 
qualified holding in a bank. This criterion which assesses the integrity of the potential bank’s 
shareholder was annulled by the Constitutional Court, with decision dated July 9, 2008. There 
was also another similar provision which was a criterion regarding the members of Supervisory 
Committee and of Board of Directors of a bank, but it was also annulled with this decision by 
the Constitutional Court. However, the main motive for implementing such criterion during 
licensing resulted from the nature of activities performed by the banks, which being financial 
intermediates operate with third parties money and potential inadequate integrity of these 
persons would mean intimidation of rights of a larger number of persons – clients of the banks. 
The NBRM is still of an opinion that those persons should not be entitled to such rights in banks, 
which is also a global practice.       

 
Furthermore, along with the possibility for the National Bank to withdraw previously 

issued approval to a shareholder, another possibility was also introduced for the National Bank 
to sell shares of shareholder who does not meet the prescribed criteria for a shareholder any 
longer or has acquired qualified holding on various grounds without a prior approval by the 
National Bank.      

148  With the new Banking Law the definition on shareholder with qualified holding has been upgraded, i.e. qualified 
holding in bank means direct or indirect ownership of at least 5% of total number of shares or issued voting shares 
in the bank or which provide significant influence on the bank’s governance. In the previous law, the threshold of 
shareholder with qualified holding who is matter of licensing by the National Bank was 10% of the total voting shares 
(but not the total shares). With amendments to the Law in 2003 (published in the Official Gazette of the Republic of 
Macedonia no. 51/2003) this threshold was reduced to 5% of total number of voting shares. This amendment was 
a result of the implementation of the Law in practice which showed that 10% threshold is too high and led to having 
several shareholders with significant share in the bank (slightly less than 10%) who did not receive licenses from the 
National Bank.    
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(3) enhancing corporate governance149 in banks, as highly important segment in 
the modern banking business. The enhancement is done through clearly defining and setting 
forth of the rights and responsibilities of the supervisory and managing bodies. The Banking 
Law defines and sets forth the rights and responsibilities of the bank bodies (General Meeting of 
shareholders, Supervisory Board, Board of Directors, Risk Management Committee and Audit 
Committee) as well as the role and range of activities of the Internal Audit Department and 
person/organizational part for control of compliance of bank’s operations with the regulations. 
Also, the Law sets forth the conditions (work experience, education, skills, integrity etc.) that 
need to be fulfilled by persons with special rights and responsibilities in the bank150. Through 
implementation of the strict criteria which need to be fulfilled by members of bank bodies and 
other persons with special rights and responsibilities in the bank, a ground was created for 
improving the overall governance of banks. The Law includes the authorization for the Governor 
to withdraw the license not only for a member of the Board of Directors (which was also regulated 
with the previous law) but also for a member of the Supervisory Board of the bank.                

 
In order to protect the property and assets of a bank, the criteria which regulate the 

conflict of interest were enhanced with this Law (Article 100). Namely, any person with special 
rights and responsibilities is obliged, regularly every six months to make a written statement on 
the existence or nonexistence of a conflict of their personal interest (including the interest of 
connected entities) with the interest of the bank. The persons at whom the conflict of interest 
is detected shall not attend the discussion and adoption of decisions, conclude agreements, 
or perform other business activities if their objectivity is questionable due to the existence of a 
conflict of interest i.e. their personal interest in making decisions.   

(4) enhancing and strengthening the risk management systems of banks. 
The new Banking Law introduced a clear obligation for the banks to implement and maintain 
an adequate risk management system which should include at least credit risk, liquidity risk, 
interest rate risk, currency risk, market risk, concentration risk, operational risk, but also all 
other material risks to which the banks are exposed in their business. Namely, the Banking 
Law gives an opportunity, in estimating the amount of capital needed for covering the risks to 
include also other risks (not only those which are explicitly set forth in the regulations) should 
the bank or the National Bank estimate it as necessary due to nature, type and scope of activities 
performed by the bank. Such provisions make a solid base for implementation of the new Basel 
capital Accord (Basel 2) as one of the primary mid-term priorities of the National Bank. In this 
context, the provisions which authorize the National Bank to prescribe higher capital adequacy 
rate, depending on the scope, nature and complexity of the bank’s activities, risks to which it is 
exposed, as well as depending on its risk management systems and internal control systems, 
make these provisions very important. These provisions also represent crucial precondition for 
the gradual transition towards risk based supervision as well as towards implementation of the 
second pillar (Supervisory assessment) from the New Basel capital Accord.        

      
(5) introducing explicit right of the National Bank to supervise the work of 

persons connected with the bank, other persons from the banking group and from 
ancillary services undertaking of a bank. Besides the supervision of individual bank, the 
Banking Law also specifies the manner of conducting consolidated supervision. The previous 
laws and by-laws enabled the National Bank to conduct consolidated supervision of the banking 
group, but the obligations and responsibilities of the parent entity and members of the banking 
group, as well as of certain financial supervisory bodies, were not specified. The new Banking 

149  The weaknesses of the previous regulations on corporate governance, as well as certain suggestions for its 
enhancement were comprised in the Technical Note, Review of Governance of the Banking Sector by the World 
Bank mission in June 2005. This mission was conducted along with the IMF mission on assessment of the corporate 
governance of banks (ROSC- Report on Observance of Standards and Codes).     

150  A person with special rights and responsibilities is a natural person member of Supervisory Board, Board of Directors, 
Audit Committee, Risk Management Committee and other persons according to the bank’s Statute.   
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Law: (a) precisely defines the existence of the banking group; (b) specifies the responsibilities of 
the parent entity; (c) determines the supervisory standards which the banking group is obliged 
to follow (the Banking Law does not make a difference between the supervisory standards 
on individual or consolidated basis i.e. the banking group is obliged to respect and follow the 
provisions from the Law which define the supervisory standards and risk management in the 
bank); (d) clearly defines the obligation of the bank which is subject to consolidated supervision 
to implement and maintain appropriate risk management systems; (e) specifies the manner of 
cooperation and exchange of information among the supervisory bodies in charge of the work 
of individual members of the banking group.        

        
(6) Increasing transparency in performing financial activities. Aiming at 

increasing the transparency and market discipline of the banks in performing financial activities 
and risk management, the Banking Law strengthened the role of external auditor, the accounting 
standards151 for the banks (through adjusting of domestic accounting standards for banks with 
the International Accounting Standards and International Standards for Financial Reporting) 
as well as introduction of the obligation for the banks to regularly disclose data and information 
(which refer to: bank’s operations, bank’s shareholder structure, own funds level, capital 
adequacy and risk management systems and processes).

The Banking Law sets forth the minimum criteria to be met by an audit company in 
order to perform audit of operations and annual financial statements of banks in the Republic 
of Macedonia. Namely, the Governor is authorised not to accept certain audit company to 
perform audit in a bank, should the audit company: has less than 3 year of audit experience; is 
connected entity with the bank; has provided consultancy service to the bank in the last 3 years 
or in the last 3 years has sustained measures by the Authorized Auditors Institute. Moreover, 
the number of consecutive audits of annual financial reports of a bank, which can be done by 
a single audit company, has been restricted (maximum five consecutive audits). This law also 
widened the scope of the external audit, where external auditor should put higher accent to 
assessment of risks that banks face with during their work and how they are managed. The 
audit company, among others, should also make assessment of internal control systems and 
internal audit performance, adjustment of regulations, adequacy of accounting policies and 
procedures, safety of information system etc. Through such type of regulation by the external 
audit the criteria for companies that perform audit over banks’ activities have been increased, 
which has led towards achieving higher efficiency of banks oversight.

(7) Regulation of banking secret (Article 111 and 112) as specially important category 
in banks’ relation with their clients, with this law has maintained its meaning, with some slight 
modification, due to current global and domestic activities in the area of prevention of terrorism 
financing. Due to the global struggle against funding of terrorism the obligation of keeping 
banking secret for persons with special rights and responsibilities and bank’s personnel is not 
valid if certain documents, data and information are revealed upon request by precisely stated 
entities within their responsibilities regulated by law.     

(8) With the new Banking Law a step has been made towards liberalization of the 
financial services market. It has provided an opportunity for foreign banks (including banks 
from the EU) to render banking or other financial services on the territory of the Republic of 
Macedonia, by opening branch offices. Regulation on foreign bank branches is towards facilitation 
of access of foreign banks on the domestic financial market, creating opportunity for increase 
of competition on the domestic market, which would also create conditions for cheaper and 
higher quality financial services in the country. The Banking Law provides different treatment 
of branches of banks from European Union member countries and branches of banks from other 

151  The Law introduced explicit obligation for the National Bank to prescribe the chart of accounts and accounting 
guidelines for banks (Article 103).
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countries. But, until Macedonia fully becomes an EU member country, the branches of banks 
from the European Union and from the rest of the countries will have the same treatment. In this 
part of the Law, the provisions from the European Directive 2006/48, which regulate the opening 
and operation of EU bank branches, have been fully incorporated. A foreign bank through its 
branch in the Republic of Macedonia can perform all the financial activities for which it has been 
authorized by the home authority, of course if those financial activities have been regulated 
in the Republic of Macedonia. The foreign banks in the Republic of Macedonia should apply 
the same regulation as domestic banks. Therefore the provisions from the Banking Law which 
refer to banks’ board of directors, reporting, accounting and audit, banking secret, supervision, 
monitoring, and measures except the measures for recapitalization, administration, bankruptcy, 
liquidation of bank and penalty provisions, also apply to the foreign bank branches.  

Foreign bank branch is not a legal entity, but in the legal communication on the territory 
of the Republic of Macedonia, it acts on behalf of and at the expense of the foreign bank, it 
is entitled to acquiring rights and undertaking liabilities and has a right to appear in courts 
and other bodies of the Republic of Macedonia under the same conditions as banks founded 
according to the Banking Law.   

Foreign bank can open its branch office in the Republic of Macedonia based on a 
previously received license from the Governor for opening and operating of the branch office (the 
license is issued according to data submitted through which the stability and capacity for prudent 
work of the bank that opens its branch office can be assessed as well as adequacy of supervision 
of country where it has its head office. The professional experience and qualifications of persons 
who will manage the branch are also assessed.) Only foreign banks which have minimum BBB 
rating according to Standard & Poor’s, Fitch IBCA Thomson Bank Watch or Baa2 according to 
Moody’s may open branch office in the Republic of Macedonia. The foreign bank branch is obliged 
to have monetary assets in the amount of minimum Denars 120 million, which are treated as 
branch’s own funds. This amount must be maintained at a level of at least 5% of total deposits 
of the branch in the Republic of Macedonia.    

The deposits received by the foreign branch are insured at the Deposit Insurance Fund 
of the Republic of Macedonia under the same conditions as the deposits of banks with head 
offices in the Republic of Macedonia. The deposits of branch office of EU member country will 
be included in the deposit guarantee scheme of the mother country.  

So far, no foreign bank branch has been opened. 

(9) The Banking Law has improved the provisions regarding opening of branch offices 
of domestic banks abroad. The banks which have their head offices in the Republic of 
Macedonia and plan to open branch offices abroad must obtain an approval from the Governor. 
Moreover, through its branch offices abroad the bank may perform only those banking and other 
financial activities for which it has obtained a license from the Governor of the National Bank.   

 
(10) strengthening of corrective measures and increasing the efficiency of the 

exit procedure for banks out of the banking system. One of the more qualitative changes 
incorporated in the new Banking Law refers to the type of measures which the National Bank 
can take against a bank, banking group, shareholder or bank’s body, as well as the method and 
procedure for their taking. The Law gives an option for choice among wide range of measures, 
where the choice first of all depends on the level of seriousness of the breach of the regulation 
or irregularity and its influence on the stability and soundness of the bank, their clients and 
the banking system in total. The Law provides gradation of measures which can be taken 
against banks such as regular measures152, as milder mechanism for solving banks’ weaknesses, 

152  Article 132 from the Law regulates the regular measures.
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additional measures153 introduction of administration, withdrawal of approval and withdrawal 
of founding and operating license 154. 

    
Compared to the previous Law, the Law from 2007 determines the minimum circumstances 

which need to exist in order certain measure to be taken. The Governor may take regular 
measures when a bank or banking group does not respect the regulations which refer to banks’ 
operations, but that does not undermines the soundness of the bank155. The Governor may take 
additional measures against a bank or bank’s shareholder when there is a serious breach of 
regulations which represents risk to the soundness and stability of the bank 156.

          
An important mechanism within the corrective measures, is the mechanism of withdrawal 

of approval (of qualified shareholder, member of Supervisory Board and Board of Directors of 
a bank etc.) by the National Bank if the conditions according to which the approval was issued 
are not fulfilled anymore. In terms of the above mentioned, an extremely important mechanism 
introduced by the Banking Law is the opportunity for restricting the rights from shares, in case 
when the shares were acquired contrary to the Banking Law or if a previously issued approval 
for acquiring shares from a bank has been withdrawn. After withdrawing the right to vote, the 
shareholder is given an option, in set timeframe, to sell such shares. Should the shareholder act 
against the prescribed measure, the National Bank has a right to also restrict his right to dividend 
and to sell the shares on behalf of the shareholder on public Stock Exchange auction. Moreover, 
the shareholder who will not sell his shares within the set timeframe cannot be or become a 
shareholder in another bank. The transparency of this mechanism is towards increasing the 
efficiency for leaving the banking system by inadequate shareholders i.e. shareholder without 
good reputation and integrity and whose work can jeopardize the soundness and stability of the 
bank or to obstruct the National Bank in performing its supervision duty.   

         
The Law has also enabled improvement in the area of introducing administration in a 

bank. The list of events in which this procedure may be implemented 157 has been widened, the 
activities which may be taken by administrators within the process of administration have been 
specified, opportunity for sale of bank’s shares in administration through public Stock Exchange 
auction has been introduced, in cases when the current shareholders are not interested in 
recapitalization of the bank. The criteria which administrator of a bank has to meet have been 
increased and they are the same as the criteria for becoming member of Board of Directors of 
a bank.

           
By appointing administrators (three persons maximum) all responsibilities of the 

Supervisory Board and the Board of Directors of the bank and the responsibilities of the General 
Meeting of Shareholders, other than the responsibility for adopting a decision on increasing the 
capital shall cease and shall be conferred to the administrators. 

 

153  Article 133 from the Law regulates the additional measures.
154  With this Law, among the other criteria, the case of non-performing banking activities by the bank longer than 6 

months, compared to 12 months in the previous Law, has been set forth as ground for revoking of founding and 
operating license of bank, by which it has been adjusted with the European directive.    

155  Article 132 sets forth the conditions which need to be fulfilled for prescribing regular measure.
156  Article 133 sets forth the conditions which need to be fulfilled for prescribing additional measures.
157  The Governor passes a decision on introducing an administration and appoint members to the administration - 

administrators in a bank if: the circumstances has appeared that may seriously compromise the bank’s solvency; the 
bank and/or shareholders refuse to fulfill or fail to undertake proper activities for fulfilling the additional measures 
imposed by the Governor; thus compromising the liquidity and solvency of the bank, the bank’s Supervisory Board fails 
to submit a plan for improving the condition in the bank; the National Bank rejects the plan for improving the condition 
in the bank; the bank fails to implement the plan for improving the condition in the bank within the set periods; the 
bank fails to reach the required level of own funds within the period set by the plan for improving the condition in the 
bank, and the capital adequacy ratio of the bank drops below 50% of the level specified by this law. 
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The measure of introducing administration to the bank is a type of transitional measure 
which purpose is to lead towards recovery of the bank or its exit from the banking system (Article 
143-151).   

The Law clearly stipulates the cases in which the bankruptcy procedure may be introduced 
in bank158. This procedure may not be initiated without prior decision by the Governor of the 
National Bank for fulfilling the conditions for introducing bankruptcy in the bank. The Law 
also strengthens the criteria for bankruptcy trustee, who besides the criteria set forth by the 
Bankruptcy Law, has to fulfill the criteria for member of Board of Directors of the bank. Namely, if 
during the bankruptcy proceeding conditions are created for dismissal of the bankruptcy trustee, 
the court shall obtain an opinion of the Governor on the appointment of a new bankruptcy 
trustee. The purpose of such regulation of bankruptcy procedure in bank is to have more efficient 
and more specialized implementation of the bankruptcy procedure, taking into account that 
in practice bankruptcy procedures are slowly implemented, not excluding the possibility for 
abusement of position by the bankruptcy trustees. In order to facilitate the clients for opening 
bankruptcy procedure in bank, a new provision was introduced with the amendments to the 
Banking Law in July 2009159 which reads that claims of legal and natural entities based on 
deposits in the bank under bankruptcy are assumed as reported as of the day of opening the 
bankruptcy procedure.

  
Liquidation procedure is conducted by relevant court based on decision by the Governor 

of the National Bank that is issued in two cases: when the shareholders pass a decision on 
termination of the bank’s operations, and there are no conditions for bankruptcy, and when the 
National Bank revokes the founding and operating license of a bank, and there are no conditions 
for bankruptcy. The liquidation procedure is initiated according to the provisions in the Banking 
Law which refer to the bankruptcy procedure. From the date the Governor passes the decision 
on fulfillment of requirements for opening a liquidation or bankruptcy procedure to the date of 
opening the procedure by the relevant court, the Governor appoints authorized officers, in order 
to protect the property of the bank. 

(11) Especially important were the provisions from the Law according to which the court 
may	not	annul	a	decision	by	the	Governor	which	refers	to:	introducing	administration	in	а	bank,	
(not)issuing	or	revoking	founding	and	operating	license	of	а	bank	and	initiating	bankruptcy	or	
liquidation	procedure	in	а	bank.	From	the	numerous	cases	of	decisions	passed	by	the	Governor	
for which appeal can be filed were selected only these four cases which have essential importance 
for stability and soundness of the banking system in total. The Law set forth that the court may 
only determine illegality of the decision, and the one who had filed the appeal was able to initiate 
a procedure for claiming indemnification by the National Bank through court. Justification for 
existence of such provision in the Law was based on the character of the activities performed by 
the banks as financial intermediates and role and responsibility of the National Bank in taking 
care for deponents of certain bank and banking system as whole. The need for selecting these 
four cases from numerous cases for which appeal may be filled against decisions passed by 
the Governor of the National Bank, came as a result from the specific character of this type of 
decisions. Namely, these decisions have direct impact on founding and operating of banks in the 
Republic of Macedonia therefore they should not be subject to annulment because in reality there 
is no possibility for returning to the previous condition. The revocation of founding and operating 
license including the introduction of administration, bankruptcy and liquidation procedure are 
of public character and there is almost no possibility in potential returning of the bank in the 
previous condition in which it would continue to operate normally. Annulment of decision on 

158  Bankruptcy procedure is initiated in the following cases: when a bank is insolvent; the administrator report, or the 
implementation of the rehabilitation plan show that the bank is insolvent, or the liquidation procedure shows that the 
bank’s assets are insufficient to pay all the claims of its creditors.   

159  Published in the Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia no. 90/2009.
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introducing administration, i.e. returning to previous condition, creates possibility of depositors 
to immediately withdraw their deposits, which would even deteriorate the condition of the bank. 
In regulating the court protection procedure, practices and experiences from other countries 
were also considered. Namely, in Belgium, Slovenia, Poland, the Netherlands (EU member 
countries) as well as in Croatia and Serbia the protection of this right of supervisory authority is 
lawfully prescribed, in the similar manner as that was in the Banking Law. However, by decision 
of the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Macedonia on July 9, 2008 this provision from the 
Banking Law was annulled. The opinion of the National Bank is that the four abovementioned 
cases should still be lawfully regulated. 
                    
 (12) introducing of the National Bank as an infraction body. This is especially important 
instrument of the National Bank which increases the efficiency in prescribing measures. The Banking 
Law provides an opportunity for taking misdemeanor sanctions against bank, responsible persons 
in the bank, all legal entities that are obliged to act according to the Banking Law (shareholders with 
qualified holding, brokerage houses, audit companies, persons connected with the bank) as well as 
responsible persons in those legal entities.       

During the period from June 2007 to February 2008 the National Bank adopted 
set of by-law regulations which derived from the Banking Law in a period of nine months 
after it became effective. Namely, 23 by-laws in total were adopted, by which the regulation 
framework regarding banks and banking supervision was completed.    

2.8.1.2. By - law regulations in banking 

Issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses  in the Republic •	
of  Macedonia

The issuance of licenses and approvals is defined with the legislation that regulates the 
establishment and operation of banks and savings houses in the Republic of Macedonia. Besides 
the types of licenses and approvals that are issued by the National Bank, the legislation defines 
the procedure, documentation and terms that have to be met for issuance of certain license or 
approval. If we take into consideration the legal basis for conducting the issuance of licenses and 
approvals to banks and savings houses, the period from 2004 to 2011 can be divided into two: 
(1) the period from 2004 to 2006 when the issuance of licenses and approvals was based on the 
Banking Law enacted in 2000160 and the corresponding by-laws passed under this law and (2) 
the period from 2007 to 2011 in which the issuance of licenses and approvals was conducted on 
the basis of the new Banking Law161  from 2007 and the corresponding by-laws.

Issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses in the period 
2004-2006

In the period from 2004 to 2006, the National Bank performed the issuance of licenses 
and approvals to banks and savings based on the provisions of the Banking Law from 2000 and 
the two decisions for issuance licenses and approvals to banks passed in the same year162.

In 2004, 69 procedures of issuing licenses and approvals (51 procedures with 
banks and 18 procedures with savings houses) were carried out. The types of requests for 
issuance of licenses and approvals are shown in the table below.

160		“Official	Gazette	of	the	Republic	of	Macedonia”	No.	63/2000,	37/2002,	51/2003	и	85/2003
161		“Official	Gazette	of	the	Republic	of	Macedonia”	No.	67/2007,	90/2009	и	67/2010
162  Decision on the documentation required for issuance of licenses under the provisions of the Banking Law, the Law on 

Securities and the Law on Banks for Microfinancing and Decision for issuance of approvals to banks and submittance 
of notifications for change of the ownership structure of voting shares. 
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Table 13
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2004

Source: NBRM.

Based on the Banking Law amendments from 2003, the National Bank was obliged to 
replace the founding acts of the banks with decisions for issuing license on establishment and 
operation of banks. In 2003, the acts of 7 banks were replaced, while during 2004 the National 
Bank completed the commenced activities, by replacing the founding acts of the remaining 14 
banks.

In December 2004 a license for reorganization was granted to “ProCredit Bank” 
JSC Skopje, which from microfinance bank established pursuant to the Law on Banks for 
Microfinancing163, became a bank established under the Banking Law.

Pursuant to the Banking Law, within the issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and 
savings houses, the National Bank examined the source of funds used for acquiring shares or 
equities in banks and savings houses. For each acquisition of shares i.e. equity that represents 
1% to 5% of the total number of shares i.e. equity with voting rights, legal entities and individuals 
were required to submit a notification with proof of the source of funds. During 2004, positive 
opinion on the proof of source of funds has been given on 15 submitted notifications; negative 
opinion has been given on two notifications, and a negative decision has been given on part of 
another notification. 

In 2005 the National Bank conducted 87 procedures for issuance of licenses and 
approvals to banks and savings houses, which are presented by type in the table below.

163  This law was enacted in 2002, and after the reorganization of “ProCredit Bank” JSC Skopje, was repealed in 2006.
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Table 14
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2005

Source: NBRM.

The increased number of applications for issuance approvals to amend the Charter was 
primarily a result of compliance with new company law. Trade companies and banks were obliged 
to align their internal acts with the provisions of the law until the June 30, 2005 at latest.

In July 2005 the National Bank issued a license for status change of the savings houses 
- acquisition of “Savings house Maleshevka” LLC Berovo by “Investbank” JSC Skopje (now 
“Sparkasse Bank JSC Skopje, Macedonia), thereby ceasing the existence of this savings house 
as a legal entity.

As integral part of the issuance of licenses and approvals, the National Bank examined 
the source of funds used for acquiring shares and equities in banks and savings houses (from 1% 
to 5%). Thus, in 2005 a positive opinion on the proof of the source of funds has been provided 
on 18 notifications (11 banks and 7 savings houses).

During 2006, 72 procedures for issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and 
savings houses were conducted. Status change license was issued – merger of “Teteks-Kreditna 
Bank” JSC Skopje and “Tetovska Bank” JSC Tetovo, thereby these two banks ceased to exist, 
and a new legal entity “TTK Bank” JSC Skopje was created. Another status change license was 
issued – acquisition of “Makedonska savings house” by “Investbank” JSC Skopje, therewith this 
savings house lost its legal subjectivity. Upon one status change request - transformation of a 
savings house into a bank, license was not issued.
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Table 15
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2006

Source: NBRM.

Large part of activities for issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings 
houses in 2006 referred to the examination of the source of funds used for acquiring shares and 
equities in banks and savings houses, due to the significantly increased number of notifications 
for changes in ownership structure of banks and savings houses, that range from 1% to 5% of 
the shares or equities with voting rights. Fifty two notifications were submitted, and the National 
Bank gave a positive opinion on the proof of the source of funds on 28 reports (for eight banks 
and five savings houses), on 21 reports (for six banks) a negative opinion was given, and on 
three reports (from two banks) decisions were not made, since they become invalid during the 
procedure.

Issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses in the period 
2007-2011

As already noted, the adoption of the new Banking Law from 2007 made a significant 
improvement and enhancement of the issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings 
houses. For more precise determination of documents, data and information, the manner of 
their submission and evaluation procedure prescribed by the new Banking Law, in July 2007, 
the National Bank Council adopted: a Decision on issuance of bank licenses and Decision 
on issuance of approvals164. With the enactment of these decisions, the minimum required 
criteria that are commonly used by the supervisory authorities during the process of issuance 
of licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses were defined in more details in more 
than 70 pages. With the new decisions from 2007, clear guidelines were defined on the manner 
of assessment of the fulfillment of the criteria prescribed by the Banking Law, under which the 
Governor of the National Bank makes a decision on issuance of the requested license or approval 
or rejection of the submitted application. Another novelty that was introduced in the procedure 
of issuing licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses with the 2007 decisions, are the 
prescribed questionnaires which are filled in by legal entities and individuals who have submitted 

164  The decisions are published in the “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 91/2007. As a result of 
practical problems identified with the implementation of the decisions, as well as to comply with the Decisions of the 
Constitutional Court of the Republic of Macedonia (July and September 2008), two amendments and supplements 
were made to these decisions. The amendments and supplements to the decisions were published in the “Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 134/2007 and 139/2008.
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the license or approval application. Questionnaires are a common tool used when performing 
the supervisory function, including the issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings 
houses. The questionnaires provide additional information and data that are used in the process 
of assessing the application for issuance of license, i.e. approval. 

The Decision on issuance of bank licenses prescribes the procedure for assessment 
of the application for issuance of the following types of licenses defined by the Banking Law:

Establishment and operation of a bank;−	

Establishment and operation of a bank, controlled by a foreign bank or foreign entity −	
that has participation in another foreign bank; and

Status changes.−	

The enhanced criteria, which are used by the National Bank for assessment of applications 
for issuance of license for establishment and operation of a bank, are defined in the Banking Law, 
and are reflected in the type and content of documentation and data and information that are 
defined in this decision. Compared with the previous decision, this decision expands and defines 
more precisely the range of data and information that should be submitted with the application 
for issuance of each license type, and which are necessary for deciding of the National Bank 
in the area of issuing licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses. The more precisely 
defined data and information primarily refer to the assessment of the content of the strategic 
and operational plan regarding the future operation of the bank, the policies and procedures for 
managing different types of risks, and assessment of the suitability of the potential shareholders 
and proposed members of bank’s Supervisory Board and Board of Directors.

With this decision, for the first time all types of status changes of a bank are more 
precisely defined, in accordance with those specified in the Company Law. In this regard, in 
addition to the status changes included in the previous legislation (merger of two or more 
banks in one bank, division of a bank into multiple independent banks, acquisition of banks and 
transformation of savings house into a bank), the new decision foresees the following status 
changes modalities:

Acquisition of a legal entity by a bank;−	

Merger of a bank with another legal entity into a bank;−	

Division of a bank, and establishment of two or more new banks and/or new legal −	
entities;

Division of a bank with a takeover, by transferring the entire assets and liabilities to two −	
or more existing banks and/or existing legal entities, whereby the divided bank ceases 
to exist;

Separation with establishment, by transferring part of the assets and liabilities to one −	
or more new banks and/or new legal entities, whereby the divided bank does not cease 
to exist; 

Separation with takeover, by transferring part of the assets and liabilities to one or more −	
new banks and/or new legal entities, whereby the divided bank does not cease to exist; 
and

Merger of savings houses for establishment of a bank.−	

The provided possibility for different modalities of status changes is intended to provide 
greater efficiency in the procedures of acquisition of a bank, savings house or other legal entity 
by another bank, termination of some or all activities of a bank and transfer of assets and 
liabilities to another new or existing bank, or other new or existing legal entity, without carrying 
out a liquidation proceeding.
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Through the Decision on granting approvals, the National Bank Council has 
comprehensively prescribed the documents, data and information, the manner of their 
submission and terms and procedures on granting approval for:

Amendment and supplement of a bank statute;−	

Commencement of performing certain financial activities by banks (issuance of electronic −	
money; payment operations in the country and abroad; fast money transfer; foreign 
currency trading; securities trading, financial derivatives trading; asset management 
and management of portfolio of securities by order and on behalf of clients; provision 
of custodian services; sale and purchase, warranty and placement of issuance of 
securities);

Appointment of Supervisory Board members;−	

Appointment of members of Board of Directors;−	

Establishment of a bank subsidiary, branch or representative office abroad or acquisition −	
of equities in a bank;

Establishment or acquisition of capital holdings in a non-banking financial institution or −	
non-financial institution, which amount over 10% of the bank’s own funds;

Opening representative office of a foreign bank;−	

Change of bank’s name and address. −	

This decision introduced two significant novelties compared to the previous regulation. 
The first one refers to the criteria for granting approval for carrying out certain financial 
activities. Unlike previous regulation, where principal criteria for issuance approval to exercise 
certain financial activity was the amount of capital, the new Banking Law and this decision, 
extended the range of criteria, based on which the National Bank decides in this domain. Thus, 
besides the amount of own funds, the assessment of the application for issuance of approval, 
includes the bank’s preparedness to start performing certain new financial activity, which among 
other things covers: an analysis of the adequacy of the staff the technical equipment and the 
information systems necessary for the performance of the new activity, involvement of the new 
financial activity in the bank’s internal control system and the system for prevention of money 
laundering, the adequacy of the adopted policies and procedures for conducting the financial 
activity etc. 

The second important novelty derives from the obligation introduced by the new 
Banking Law and refers to the requirement to obtain prior approval from the National Bank to 
appoint a member of the Supervisory Board of the bank. In the decision-making process on 
issuing the approval for a Supervisory Board member, inter alia, the degree of the familiarity with 
the regulations in the area of banking and/or finances and the reputation and the experience of 
the candidate, are assessed.

Regarding the issuance of approvals, the banks were obliged to comply with the new Law 
within 18 months. The compliance referred to fulfillment of the criteria on granting approvals 
for:

Statute, persons with special rights and responsibilities and supervisory standards;−	

Amount of initial capital;−	

Financial activities;−	

Bank bodies, primarily Supervisory Board members, which for the first time was foreseen −	
by the new Banking Law and

Existing shareholders with qualified holding in the bank. −	
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In accordance with the Law, the banks were obliged:
to apply for issuance of an approval for statute compliance, for appointing Supervisory −	
Board members and for financial activities for which in accordance with the Law prior 
approval is required, no later than 12 months before the compliance deadline, i.e. until 
December 09, 2007, and

the existing shareholders with qualified holding in the banks to apply for approval, under −	
the provisions of the new law, no later than 4 months from the date of entry into force 
of the Law, i.e. until October 08, 2007.

 Taking into account these deadlines, the number of procedures for issuance of licenses 
and approvals to banks and savings houses significantly increased in the second half of 2007, 
and especially in 2008.

During 2007, 121 procedures for issuing licenses and approvals were conducted, 
of which 117 with banks and 4 with savings houses.

Table 16
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2007

Source: NBRM.

Three approvals on Statute changes or Founding agreement were issued to savings 
houses, and 1 such application was withdrawn.

In 2008, the National Bank fully completed the procedures on issuance of licenses and 
approvals to banks, which were result of the legal obligation to comply with the new Banking 
Law in the domain of Statutes, financial activities, bank bodies and compliance of the existing 
shareholders with a qualified holding in the bank with the enhanced criteria stipulated under the 
Law. Simultaneously, in addition to compliance with the new law, the National Bank conducted 
regular procedures on issuance of licenses and approvals to banks and savings houses. The 
outcome in 2008 was 231 conducted procedures (222 with banks and 9 with savings houses) 
for issuance of licenses and approvals. 
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Table 17
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2008

Source: NBRM.

Approval was issued to cease the operation of “Gragjanska savings house” JSC Skopje 
and to meet the terms for conducting liquidation proceeding, based on a request submitted by 
the savings house.

In 2009, the National Bank finalized a total of 102 procedures for issuance of 
licenses and approvals, of which 86 with banks and 16 with savings houses.

Table 18
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2009

Source: NBRM.
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Upon request of the “Savings house Inko” JSC Skopje, approval was issued to cease the work of the 
savings house and to meet the requirements for conducting liquidation proceeding.

In 2010, 106 procedures for issuance of licenses and approvals were carried 
out, of which 98 with banks and 8 with savings houses. License for status change165 was granted 
on the acquisition of “Stater Bank” JSC Kumanovo by “Centralna Kooperativna Bank” JSC Skopje 
with effect from January 2011, whereby “Stater Bank” JSC Kumanovo ceased to exist as a 
separate legal entity. Upon request of the “Savings House Fersped” JSC, approval was issued to 
cease operations and to meet the requirements for conducting liquidation proceeding on this 
savings house.  

Table 19
Type of application for issuance of approval/license in 2010

Source: NBRM.

Enhancement of corporate governance of banks•	

In the recent years, corporate governance is of increasing importance for a stable, safe 
and efficient operation of companies, including banks. In June 1999, the OECD published the 
corporate governance principles, as standards and guidelines that should help to promote the 
legal, institutional and regulatory framework for corporate governance in the member countries 
of this organization. In February 2006, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision published 
the Principles on good corporate governance of banks166.

Having in mind the importance of the financial intermediation of banks in each economy 
and the need to protect the depositors’ funds, the corporate governance system of banks belongs 
to the group of important links for successful operation of the national and international financial 
systems. Efficient corporate governance is the paramount for achieving and maintaining public 
confidence in the banking system.

165  This status change was registered in the Central Registry on January 03, 2011. 
166  Enhancing Corporate Governance for Banking Organizations, Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, February 

2006. According to these principles, corporate governance is defined as a mixture of mutual relations between the 
management and supervision bodies of the institution, its shareholders and other stakeholders.
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Due to these characteristics, corporate governance of banks is inevitable focus of 
interest of the regulatory and supervisory authorities.

For these reasons, the Banking Law from 2007 enhanced the principles of corporate 
governance of banks. The Banking Law defines the bank’s bodies167, their authority, responsibilities, 
composition and manner of operation.

The basic principles stipulated by the Banking Law, are comprehensively elaborated in 
separate bylaws, particularly those that refer to the management of certain risks. The Decision 
on the basic principles of corporate governance of banks168 was of particular importance 
to the establishment of good corporate practices in the banks. This decision was passed by the 
National Bank Council in December 2007, and it replaced the Circular on corporate governance of 
banks from January 2002. Thus, with the new decision, the non-compulsory recommendations 
for establishment of effective corporate governance, contained in the Circular of the National 
Bank, became mandatory requirements for banks. The decision incorporated the 8 core Basel 
principles on good corporate governance which, inter alia, broadly defined: main qualifications 
and competency of the Supervisory board members as well as their powers and responsibilities; 
obligation for development of a bank’s code of ethics and corporate governance code; obligation 
for development of a report on corporate governance of a bank. Also, the decision regulated in 
more details the responsibilities of the compliance function of the bank, that refer primarily to 
the monitoring of the regulations relevant to the operation of the bank, advising the Board of 
Directors on matters related to implementation of regulations, the perception of the possible 
impact of changes in regulations on the bank’s operation, organization of training and informing 
employees on the implementation of regulations, cooperation with other institutions, especially 
the National Bank.

Improving and strengthening the risk management systems of banks•	

The Banking Law requires banks to establish and maintain a proper risk management 
system which should include credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, foreign exchange risk, 
market risk, concentration risk, operational risk, as well as all other material risks to which 
they are exposed in their business. This explicit requirement contained in the new Banking 
Law contributed for significant enhancement of the regulatory basis for establishment and 
implementation of effective risk management systems of banks. Namely, until the adoption 
of the Law, the risk management regulation was limited, in terms of the number of risks that 
it covered, and in terms of its scope as well. Thus, in the previous practice there was only 
one bylaw that completely covered the management of a certain risk (that was the Decision 
for determination, assessment and management of banks’ liquidity risk from 2003), whereas 
several other individual acts regulated only certain segments of the management of separate 
risks.

This image was completely changed by the Banking Law from 2007, and especially by 
the eleven bylaws of the National Bank issued in the period from 2006169 to 2009. Some of these 
bylaws are completely new regulations in the field of risk management. These acts on more 
than 100 pages, define the manner of management of all risks and each separate material risk, 
and in particular the:

167  In accordance with the Law, the system of corporate governance of a bank consists of the following mandatory bodies: 
Supervisory Board, Board of Directors, Audit Committee, Risk Management Committee, Internal Audit Department, 
person/organization unit responsible to monitor compliance with regulations.

168  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 159/2007
169  As a result of the perceived need to strengthen banks’ risk management systems, the National Bank began to promote 

the appropriate bylaws, even before the new Banking Law was adopted.
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Liquidity risk−	

Credit risk,−	

Currency risk,−	

Interest rates risk in the banking book,−	

Risk of the information system security. −	

 Risk management system•	

The most significant novelty in the risk management area is the Decision on risk 
management170, which was adopted by the National Bank Council in February 2008. Although 
the basic principles and standards for management of major risks of banks’ business (e.g. 
credit risk, liquidity risk) were contained in separate bylaws of the relevant area, there was a 
necessity to adopt a separate decision which would include basic supervisory requirements that 
banks need to meet in the area of management of any risk. This decision provided exactly such 
approach, by which, inter alia, the following objectives were accomplished:

a) Banks were required to adopt internal risk management acts (strategy, policies and 
procedures for risk management) and to establish an efficient information system;

b) Appropriate organizational structure of banks was determined with clearly defined 
powers and responsibilities for taking and managing risks. Depending on the size and complexity 
of financial activities a bank performs, it is obliged to appoint a person/persons or a separate 
organizational unit responsible for risk management, which should be independent of the 
individuals and organizational units in the bank that take risks;

c) a requirement for regular stress-testing was introduced (at least once a year), which 
aims to assess the potential impact of internal or external risk factors on the value of bank’s 
assets and liabilities, i.e. on its solvency;

d) An obligation was introduce to establish an internal capital adequacy assessment 
process, depending on the risk profile of the bank. This created prerequisite for adequate 
application of the first two principles of the second pillar (Pillar 2 - Supervisory review) of 
the New Basel Capital Accord (Basel 2), under which this process should include at least: (1) 
determination of internal targets for the level of capital adequacy in accordance with the risk 
profile, size and complexity of the bank’s activities, and (2) analysis of current and future capital 
needs in accordance with the bank’s strategic goals;

e) A procedure was prescribed for introduction of a new product/system and for the 
use of outsourcing services from external parties. The bank is obliged to have proper procedure 
for introduction of a new product/system, which includes analysis of risks that arise from the 
new product or system, analysis of its impact on the bank’s risk-bearing capacity, as well as on 
its risk management system. Also, the decision defined the minimum elements that should be 
contained in the bank’s outsourcing policy and in the contracts with the external parties providing 
outsourcing services. These provisions aim to provide conditions for adequate management of 
risks that arise from the use of outsourcing services, through proper analysis and selection of the 
external party, check of quality of services, access to required data related to implementation 
of the service, protection of bank’s data confidentiality and compliance of the external party 
with relevant regulations. 

Liquidity risk management •	

As emphasized, the only risk that was comprehensively regulated before the enactment 
of the Banking Law in 2007, through coverage of all parts of the risk management process 
(identification, measurement, monitoring and control), is the liquidity risk. The Decision for 
determination, assessment and management of the banks’ liquidity risk171  defined the conditions 

170  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 31/2008.
171  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 84/2003.
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for effective management of liquidity risk, as well as the process of managing this risk. The 
important elements that were defined by this decision referred to the distinction of the bank’s 
bodies powers, especially the special body responsible for operational monitoring and liquidity 
management; the introduction of obligation requirement for development of Contingency 
Liquidity Plan and prescription of basis for maintaining adequate maturity structure, inflows 
and outflows planning, monitoring the concentration of sources of funds and liquidity testing. 
This decision represented an important starting point for further improvement of the overall 
risk management regulations.

In February 2008 the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on liquidity 
risk management172. In addition to the elements of the risk management process that were 
included in the previous regulation, the Decision has foreseen other specific requirements:

Improvement of bank’s information system, which among other things should provide −	
preparation of daily, ten-day and monthly reports for monitoring and managing liquidity 
risk, identification of the level of core deposits of the bank, calculation of different 
liquidity indicators etc.;

More detailed prescription of the manner of determining expected residual maturity −	
of banks’ assets and liabilities. It is one of the most important novelties introduced by 
the decision that requires banks, during determination of the maturity of assets and 
liabilities, to use their own assumptions on the movement and size of certain cash inflows 
and outflows. Banks are obliged to have adequate database on the movement and the 
amount of certain types of cash inflows and outflows that underpin the appropriate 
assumptions. In addition, the assumptions on the movement and the size of certain 
cash inflows and outflows should take into account the cyclical nature of the types of 
inflows or outflows;

More precise definition of the content, scope and frequency of liquidity stress-testing. −	
Banks are required, at least once a year, to perform liquidity testing in different stress 
scenarios, in order to determine their impact on liquidity, to increase banks’ vigilance to 
work in exceptional circumstances, to assess growth opportunities or to determine the 
best source of funding of new activities/products;

Requirement to define internal liquidity indicators and limits on their tendency. Banks −	
are required to adhere to these internal indicators and to inform the National Bank on 
a monthly basis.

The recommendations of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision173 and the 
Committee of European Banking Supervisors174 were taken into account in the development of 
this Decision, as well as regulations and practices of other countries in the field of liquidity risk 
management.

At the end of 2008, in the period of contraction of the international capital flows 
and expected increase of the impact of the international financial and economic crisis over the 
Macedonian economy, there was a necessity to improve banks’ liquidity risk management systems 
and to strengthen their liquidity position. For this purpose, the National Bank undertook several 
measures, one of the most important being the Decision on liquidity risk management175. 
The new decision enabled further improvement of the established liquidity risk management 

172  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 31/2008.
173  “Sound practices for managing liquidity in banking organisations“, February 2000, “Principles for Sound Liquidity 

Risk Management and Supervision“, September 2008. 
174  “Survey of the Current Regulatory Frameworks adopted by the EEA Regulators“, August 2007. 
175  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 163/2008. As a result of the obligation of the National Bank for 

semi-annually revision of the compliance dynamics with the established liquidity ratios, in May and December 2009 
amendments to this decision were made. As of May 2010, the compliance dynamics is announced by the Governor, 
without amendments to the decision by the National Bank Council.
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system, and as most important novelty compared to the previous regulatory framework, it 
prescribed the methodology for maintaining a minimum liquidity level by the banks. This 
represents a quantification of the required liquidity of banks in the Republic of Macedonia. The 
decision imposed a requirement for the banks to compute and maintain the following liquidity 
ratios:

Liquidity ratio up to 30 days as ratio between bank’s assets and liabilities which fall due −	
in the following 30 days;

Liquidity ratio up to 180 days as ratio between assets and liabilities which fall due in the −	
following 180 days.

Liquidity ratios must be at least equal to 1, and are calculated and maintained separately 
for assets and liabilities in denars and separately for assets and liabilities in foreign currency. Assets 
and liabilities are presented in maturity buckets up to 30 and up to 180 days according to their 
residual maturity, i.e. according to the remaining period to their contractual maturity. Moreover, 
taking into account the characteristics of certain assets and liabilities, the instruments of the 
National Bank, sight deposits and transaction accounts of banks have special treatment:

the instruments of the National Bank (excluding compulsory foreign currency reserve) −	
are included in the calculation of denar or foreign currency liquidity ratios, regardless 
of their currency. This means that banks have the opportunity to use the National Bank 
instruments in accordance with their needs for ensuring appropriate liquidity ratio in 
denars or in foreign currency (but not for both rates);

the level of participation of sight deposits and transaction accounts in the calculation of −	
the liquidity ratios depends on their stability and concentration level, measured through 
the share of the 20 largest holders of transaction accounts and sight deposits in the total 
amount of transaction accounts and sight deposits176.

These provisions began to apply as of February 2009. Taking into account that this is 
a new type of regulation of the liquidity potential of banks, the decision provided appropriate 
dynamic for banks’ compliance with the liquidity ratios.

At the end of November 2010, all banks had liquidity ratios up to 30 days greater than 
one, both for positions in denars and positions in foreign currency (according to the regulation 
banks were obliged to reach the minimum level of one, by the end of February 2011). Regarding 
the liquidity ratios up to 180 days, part of the banks have not yet reached the level of one, but 
they are mostly within the prescribed dynamics (according to the regulation banks are required 
to reach the minimum level of one, by the end of February 2014 at latest). Only two banks 
have liquidity ratios up to 180 days for positions in foreign currency lower than the prescribed 
dynamic. 

Credit risk management •	

In January 2008, the National Bank Council passed the Decision on credit risk 
management177. The purpose of the Decision was the compliance of the bylaws with the new 
Banking Law, as well as compliance with new accounting framework for banks based on the 
International Financial Reporting Standards. This decision replaced the Decision on determining 
the methodology for classification of on-balance and off-balance sheet asset items of banks 

176  The amount of sight deposits and transaction accounts is weighted as follows:  30%, 35% or 40%, depending on the 
determined concentration level (up to 30%, from 30% to 50% and over 50%).

177   “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 17/2008. In March 2009 there was an amendment of the decision 
(published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 31/2009), which defined more precisely the manner 
of classification of credit risk exposure and estimation of the impairment on an individual basis for investment in 
securities available for sale.
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according to their risk and the Decision on the amount and the manner of establishing loan loss 
provisions of the banks, which were adopted in 2001178. This decision also included the general 
criteria on the content of banks’ credit files, which were previously regulated by the Instructions 
for keeping credit files, which was passed in September 2001179.

The decision of 2008 provided two-stage approach in classification of the exposure 
to a single client. First, based on a series of objective and subjective criteria (such as: number 
of overdue days of principal or interest, the financial position of the client, the client’s financial 
history, etc.), the bank is required to classify the exposure in one of five risk categories: “A”, “B”, 
“C”, “D”, “E”. In general, this approach was also provided with the previous decision.

After the classification of the credit risk exposure in one of the stated risk categories, 
the bank determines more accurately the amount of impairment, i.e. the special reserve within 
the imposed thresholds for the relevant risk category. Unlike the previous regulation, which 
stipulated allocation of a fixed percentage of special reserve for potential losses, the new 
methodology provides a possibility to determine impairment, i.e. special reserve in strictly 
defined thresholds180. The impairment (for on-balance sheet claims), i.e. the special reserve (for 
off-balance sheet claims) is estimated as a difference between the claim’s accounting value and 
its present value181. Moreover, if through the discounting the bank determines higher impairment 
percentage than the upper threshold of the relevant risk category, it is obliged to reclassify the 
claim in the more risky category. If through the discounting, a lower impairment percentage 
than the lower threshold for the relevant risk category, the bank is not allowed to reclassify 
the claim into a better risk category than the one which was determined with the objective and 
subjective classification criteria. The bank may decide not to estimate the present value of the 
on-balance and off-balance sheet asset claims. In that case, the amount of impairment, i.e. the 
special reserve is determined by applying the prescribed upper threshold, depending on the risk 
category in which the exposure is classified.

The decision stipulates that the cash inflows from the asset taken as collateral, may be 
included in the estimation of the present value of the claim, if that asset represents “adequate 
instruments for collection of the claim”. Moreover, the decision stipulates a range of criteria that 
need to be fulfilled by such asset182.

Following the example of the previous decision in the relevant area, but with a series of 
changes aimed at following the accounting and reporting standards, the new decision provides 
several manners of classification of bank’s on-balance and off-balance sheet asset 
items according to the level of credit risk, as follows:

178  This regulation dates from 1994.
179  In July 2003 and May 2005, the text of the Instructions was amended by prescribing: (1) obligation for banks and 

savings houses to include in to the clients’ credit file an assessment of the collateral value of all exposures that exceed 
EUR 15,000 (for banks) i.e. EUR 2,000 (for savings houses) in denar counter value and (2) the content of the specific 
section of the credit file, which refers to the required analysis for identifying the client’s exposure to foreign exchange 
risk.

180  These thresholds are listed in following table, ordinal number 5. 
181  The present value of the claim is calculated by discounting the expected future cash flows from that claim, using 

the effective interest rate. The effective interest rate is an interest that equalizes the present value of all future cash 
inflows with the present value of all future cash outflows.

182  An asset is considered “adequate” if the following conditions are met: there is a functional market for the asset or 
similar assets, there is an information on sales and purchases transactions of same or similar assets in the last three 
months, information on negotiated sale and purchase prices of same or similar assets are publicly available, the 
collection of a potential sale of the asset (in case of foreclosure for collection of claims) is expected to be completed 
in a period not longer than twelve months after the foreclosure, the bank possesses complete documentation for the 
pledged real estate and its value. 
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On an individual basis−	 , through classification and estimation of the impairment 
percentage, i.e. special reserve for each individually significant item of the bank183.

On a group basis−	 , for all exposures that are not classified on an individual basis. 
The bank may classify these exposures on a group basis, forming a homogenous sub 
portfolios based on related characteristics of the exposures (e.g. portfolio of retail 
loans). In this case, the impairment, i.e. the special reserve for each sub portfolio is 
estimated through statistical models, which should be based at least on:

Historical data on the default rate for each sub portfolios;−	

Time value of money, expected future cash inflows of the corresponding sub portfolio −	
and maturity structure of exposures in the sub portfolio.

Additional reassessment, through creation of homogeneous sub portfolios of −	
similar exposures, if during the risk classification of an individual credit risk exposures, 
impairment has not been estimated. 

The decision stipulates the minimum standards which banks need to establish in 
the area of credit risk management. Banks are obliged to establish and implement policies 
and appropriate credit risk management procedures, which inter alia, should define the criteria 
on identification and monitoring the client’s creditworthiness, the quality of the collateral 
and regularity of liabilities settlement to the bank. In addition, the decision requires banks to 
establish records on clients with complied and non-complied foreign exchange position184.

Having in mind the importance of this regulation, and the type and scope of the differences 
compared to the previous regulation, a more detailed overview of these differences is presented 
in the following table. 

Ord.
No.

Differences Previous regulation (2001) New regulation
(2008)

1. Differences in the scope and definitions 

On-balance sheet assets 
positions which are not 
subject to classification 

Cash and balances with the 
NBRM, intangible assets, natural 
heritage, working assets, stocks 
and  fixed assets 

Cash and balances with the 
NBRM, intangible assets, real 
estate and equipment, natural 
heritage, working assets, and 
stocks 
Investments in securities and 
other financial instruments  
held for trading, which are 
measured at fair value through 
the profit and loss
Investments in subsidiaries, 
affiliates and joint ventures 
Loans and receivables 
measured at fair value through 
the profit and loss

183  An individually significant item of the bank is any aggregate exposure to a client which is higher than 300,000 denars 
(i.e. 150,000 denars for a savings house) or which represents more than 0.007% of the total credit risk exposure of 
the bank.

184  The client is considered to have complied foreign exchange position if the expected foreign exchange inflows, foreign 
exchange claims and denar claims with FX clause cover at least 80% of its total expected foreign exchange outflows, 
foreign exchange liabilities and denar liabilities with FX clause. Clients whose prices of the dominant product depend 
on price fluctuations of that product on the world markets are also considered as clients with complied foreign 
exchange position.
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Ord.
No.

Differences Previous regulation (2001) New regulation
(2008)

Country risk Allocation of prescribed special 
reserve percentage to cover this 
risk 

Part of the credit risk 
management system (this 
risk should be adequately 
covered with the classification  
of the claim in one  of the 
five risk categories, i.e. with 
the allocated percentage of 
impairment/special reserve)

Definition of first-class 
bank 

BBB-, i.e. Baa3 А-,	i.e.	А3

2. Differences in classification 

Classification  on individual 
basis 

Every single client (all exposures 
to that client), except those that 
are part of the retail portfolio

Each individual exposure 
(separate credit agreement 
with one client) greater than  
300,000 denars or 0.007% of 
the total credit risk exposure 
Investments in equity holdings
Exposure to banks 
Non-performing claims 

Retail portfolio Precisely defined limits (as a 
percentage of banks’ assets) for 
claims that may be part of this 
portfolio 

Any exposure which is not 
considered as individually  
significant item 

The retail portfolio cannot 
exceed 25% of the total  bank 
portfolio 

The retail portfolio cannot 
exceed 33% of the total bank 
portfolio 

A group of similar financial 
instruments 

Not prescribed Exposures where loss for credit 
risk on individual basis has not 
been assessed 

3 Differences in classification criteria - regularity of liabilities settlement 

А Delays up to 15 days Delays up to 30 days 

B Delays up to 30 days, or 31-90 
days (by exception)

Delays up to 60 days, or 61-90 
days (by exception)

C Delays up to 90 days, or 91-180 
days (by exception)

Delays up to 120 days, or 121-
180 days (by exception)

D Delays up to 180 days, or 181-
365 days (by exception)

Delays up to 270 days, or over 
270 days (by exception)

E Delay over 365 days Delay over 270  days 

4. Differences in the classification  procedure 

Procedure Classification of the total 
exposure to a client (the claims 
from a client could have been 
classified into different risk 
categories, only if there was 
partial coverage with collateral).

Classification of certain credit 
agreement (each separate 
credit agreement of a client can 
be classified into different risk 
categories).

Not prescribed Determination of the present 
value of expected future cash 
flows 

Determination of loan loss 
provisions for each client

Determination of the required 
amount of impairment/
special reserve for each credit 
agreement 
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Ord.
No.

Differences Previous regulation (2001) New regulation
(2008)

5. Impairment

А 0%, 1% or 2% from 0 to 10%
B 10% from 10 to 25%
C 25% from 25 to 50%
D 50% from 50 to 75%
E 100% from 75 to 100%

6. Credit risk management system 

Scope Definition of management 
system elements, without their 
detailed description 

Organizational  structure  of 
the management 

Adoption  of policy for credit 
risk management 

Policy and procedures for 
credit risk management, with 
comprehensively prescribed 
minimum elements  

Not prescribed Request for an updated 
database of every type of 
credit product and collateral 

Other by-laws for credit risk management•	

In addition to the Decision on credit risk management, which represents the foundation 
for assessment of the credit risk exposure and the manner of its management, in the period 
before and after the enactment of the Banking Law, the National Bank Council adopted five 
additional bylaws that ensure full coverage of the credit risk. These decisions refer to the: 
determination of exposure limits, manner of defining connected entities, supervisory standards 
for past due claims, accounting and regulatory treatment of foreclosed assets185 and the terms 
and manner of extending loans in foreign currencies and loans in denars with FX clause.

The Decision on the exposure limits186 defines the manner of calculating and 
monitoring the exposure limits of banks prescribed with the Banking Law. Namely, the Decision 
on application of Article 35 and 36 of the Banking Law187, which covered banks’ exposure limits 
defined with the previous Banking Law, was passed in 2001. This decision provided a high 
compliance with the existing international standards in this domain, which is confirmed with 
the assessment given by the joint FSAP mission of the International Monetary Fund and the 
World Bank performed in 2008 for full compliance with Principle No. 9188 of the Basic Principles 
for Effective Banking Supervision189, which refers to the manner of determining and monitoring 
exposure limits.

With the new decision of 2008, in addition to the credit risk exposure (which was covered 
with the previous decision)190, the market risk exposure, i.e. exposure of the bank that arises 
from its trading portfolio was also included in the calculation of exposure limits. An integral part 
of the new decision represents the definition of the manner for determining and monitoring limits 
on holdings in non-financial institutions, as part of bank’s overall exposure to individual entity. 

185  The regulation on the treatment of foreclosed is broadly analysed under the section 2.8.1.5.
186  This decision was passed by the National Bank Council in February 2008 (“Official Gazette of the Republic of 

Macedonia” No. 31/2008), while in December 2008 and March 2009 amendments and supplements to the decision 
were made, published in the “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 163/2008 and 43/2009.

187  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 41/2001 and 84/2003. This regulation dates from 1996.
188  With the amendment to the Basel principles from 2006, this principle becomes a principle No. 10
189  Compliance with the Basic principles for efficient banking supervision is explained in more details under the section 

2.14.5. 
190  The exposure limits defined by the Banking Law are given in Table 20.
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The decision incorporates the provisions of the European Directives 2006/48 and 2006/49 which 
refer to the manner of defining the exposure and separate limits.

For adequate implementation of the exposure limits prescribed by the Banking Law, 
the Law defines the “connected entities”191 and “entities connected with the bank” 192. These 
definitions are elaborated in more details in the Decision on the manner of determining 
connected entities193. The regulatory treatment of the connected entities in the Republic of 
Macedonia dates from 1996, with passing of the Decision on determining the capital, management 
and family relations of legal entities and individuals194 and later with the Decision on the manner 
of determining connected entities in accordance with the Banking Law195.

The new decision is in the spirit of the European Directives and in particular with the 
Basel principle No. 11 which refers to the exposures to connected entities. Moreover, the cases 
of determining connected entities defined in this decision, do not exclude the existence of other 
cases of connected entities (the bank, or the National Bank are entitled to determine other cases 
of connected entities, if that is in compliance with the provisions and definitions contained in 
the Banking Law).

The Decision on the supervisory standards for regulating banks’ past due 
claims196 regulates the manner of:

Extension of the maturity date of individual claims of banks−	

Restructuring of claims and terms under which the capitalization of interest is −	
permitted,

Crediting intended for collection of claims, and−	

Claims write-off.−	

In March 2006, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on the terms and 
the manner of extending foreign exchange loans and foreign exchange indexed 
loans between residents197. Namely, a particular aspect of banks’ exposure to credit risk is 
the exposure arising from currency risk to which bank clients are exposed – loan beneficiaries. 
This so called induced credit risk is extremely important within the overall risk profile of banks 
and has to be taken into consideration when managing credit risk.

This decision superseded the Decision on the terms and the manner of concluding foreign 
exchange credit operations between residents from 2003198. The main difference between the 

191  Connected entities are two or more persons/entities who: (1) represent a single risk as one of them, directly or 
indirectly, exercises participation or control over the other, or other persons/entities and (2) are not related through 
control, but represent a single risk because are interconnected such that the financial problems in one of them are 
likely to cause problems in the repayment of obligations of the other and/or other persons. Two natural persons are 
considered connected if one of them is a spouse or a person living in wedlock, child or adopted child, parent or person 
under guardianship of the other natural person.

192  Persons/entities connected with the bank are: (1) a bank subsidiary and other persons/entities the bank has close 
links with, (2) shareholders with qualified holdings in the bank and persons/entities connected thereto, as well as the 
responsible persons of those shareholders - legal entities and (3) persons with special rights and responsibilities at 
the bank and persons/entities connected thereto.

193  This decision was passed by the National Bank Council, on its second session held on February 28, 2008 (“Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 31/2008). 

194  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 53/1996
195  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 28/2001
196  This decision has been adopted by the National Bank Council in October 2007 (“Official Gazette of the Republic of 

Macedonia” No. 134/2007).
197  The decision was published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 41/2006. The legal basis for the 

adoption of this decision arises from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations (“Official Gazette of the Republic of 
Macedonia” No. 34/2001, 49/2001, 103/2001, 51/2003 and 81/2008).

198  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 66/2003.
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two decisions is their scope. The Decision of 2003 applies to loans granted in foreign currency, 
while the Decision of 2006 comprises the FX indexed loans too. Namely, currency risk is equally 
present, regardless whether the loan is granted in foreign currency or in denars with FX clause. 
Therefore, the National Bank prescribed identical conditions under which banks can extend 
loans to residents in foreign currencies and in denars with FX clause.

The decision contains two general conditions199 for extending loans in foreign currency 
(which were valid in the earlier decision), as follows:

adopting adequate policies and procedures for identifying, measuring and monitoring −	
the induced credit risk arising to which the loan beneficiary is exposed, and

the loan beneficiary to be classified in a risk category A and B at the time of approval of −	
the loan or to provide first class collateral.

Unlike the decision of 2003, the new decision of 2006 more expressly defines the 
elements which must be covered by the policies and procedures, and which include: estimating 
and monitoring the complied foreign exchange position of the client, estimating and monitoring 
the size and the structure of client’s cash flows in terms of ability to cover the changes in the size 
of the debt to the bank as a result of the exchange rate changes, defining adequate amount of 
collateral, establishing limits on exposure to this type of loans (on individual or aggregate basis) 
and carrying out stress-testing.

Currency risk management•	

In 2000 the Decision on determining and calculating open foreign currency positions200 
was passed, which replaced the earlier Decision on determining and calculating open foreign 
exchange positions of banks. Namely, the regulatory treatment of the currency risk, i.e. 
determination of limits on open foreign exchange position, by a separate currency and on 
aggregate basis has been present in the Republic of Macedonia since 1995. ().

The latest Decision on currency risk management201 enabled certain lessening of the 
level of limits, but strengthened the criteria and requirements for currency risk management.

This decision terminated most of the previous limits on the open foreign exchange 
position. The only limit kept was the limit on the relation of the aggregate foreign currency 
position202 and the bank’s own funds, which was decreased from 50% to 30%. A special feature 
of the new decision is the obligation for banks for daily adherence to the established limit and 
daily reporting to the National Bank. If the bank exceeds the prescribed limit in two consecutive 
days, it is obliged the next day to submit a written explanation to the National Bank on the reasons 
that led to the occurred exceeding, and to specify measures to adjust within the prescribed limit. 
In addition to the reduction of limits, the bank is required to establish internal limits on the open 
foreign currency position per separate currency. Thus, the banks obtained larger independence 
in the daily currency risk management and a greater importance was given to their internal 
processes to manage this risk. 

199  The manner in which residents can enter into foreign currency loans is elaborated in details in the section 2.8.1.5. 
200  The decision was published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 33/2000. The amendments and 

supplements to this decision were published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 77/2000, 79/2000, 
28/2001 and 103/2001. In December 2001 was published revised text of the Decision on determining and calculating 
open foreign exchange positions (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 103/2001 - revised text). 

201  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 17/2008
202  Aggregate foreign currency position is equal to the higher amount between the aggregate short foreign currency 

position (the sum of all open short currency positions in separate currencies, expressed in denars) and the aggregate 
long foreign currency position (the sum of all open long foreign currency positions in separate currencies, expressed 
in denars).
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The bank is obliged to establish a currency risk management system, which inter alia 
should include implementation of policies and procedures for identifying, measuring, monitoring 
and control of the currency risk. Policy on currency risk management should at least determine 
the objectives and principles of the bank in performing activities in foreign currencies and denars 
with FX clause, the limitations on bank exposure to this risk and the responsibilities and powers 
of different bodies and organizational units of the bank.

Management of the interest rate risk in the banking book•	

In December 2008, the National Bank Council passed the Decision on managing 
the interest rate risk in the banking book203. This decision introduced large number of 
elements of the second pillar of the Basel Accord in terms of management of the interest rate 
risk in the banking book.

In addition to the main supervisory requirements in terms of the management of this 
risk (adoption of internal acts, bank’s organizational structure, information system, powers of 
bank’s bodies), this Decision defines certain specific elements such as: 

The assessment, monitoring and control of the interest rate risk in the banking book, −	
which should provide a general overview on the level of this risk per separate products/
services or business lines, as well as to involve regular stress-testing on the impact of 
large interest rates changes (shocks) on banks’ profit and own funds;

The manner of determining change in the economic value of the banking book. In −	
accordance with the recommendations of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision 
and the Committee of European Banking Supervisors, the estimation of the change in 
the economic value of the banking book should be performed through the so-called 
standard interest rate shock (positive or negative change in interest rates of 200 basis 
points). If the estimated change in the economic value of the banking book is equal to or 
greater than 20% of the own funds, the bank is obliged to submit draft measures to the 
National Bank for reduction of this ratio. The National Bank may accept the measures 
proposed by the bank, as well as impose other measures, including requirement for the 
bank to maintain higher capital adequacy ratio;

When estimating the change in the economic value of the banking book, the positions with −	
adjustable interest rates204 and the positions having no maturity or where the maturity 
i.e. the repricing date cannot be determined with certainty (e.g. current accounts, sight 
deposits, positions with option of early repayment or withdrawal, etc.) have a special 
treatment. They are classified in the appropriate maturity bucket, by determining the 
likelihood and frequency of their change. For this purpose, banks are obliged to establish 
a database with time series of at least five years for the interest rates changes in the 
past; the impact of the change of market interest rates on the changes in the interest 
rates on these positions, the average maturity of these positions etc.

According to the decision banks are obliged to submit monthly reports on exposure to 
interest rate risk in the banking book, for each type of interest rate (fixed, variable or adjustable) 
in denars, for each individual significant currency205, for each significant currency on positions 
in denars with FX clause and cumulatively for all other currencies which are not considered 
significant. 

203  The decision was published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 163/2008. On November 30, 2009, 
the Council of the National Bank adopted the amendments and supplements of the decision (published in “Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 144/2009), which prolong some of the deadlines for the enforcement of 
the decision. The prolongation was aimed at providing conditions for adequate preparation of the banks to efficiently 
and adequately comply with the provisions of this decision. 

204  Adjustable interest rates are interest rates that change with a decision of a bank’s competent body.
205  An important currency is considered any currency of which the share in total balance and off-balance assets, i.e. total 

balance and off-balance liabilities is at least 5%. 
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Risk management of information system security •	

As part of the activities to establish an appropriate system for operational risk 
management, in 2003 standards for information security at banks were prescribed, through the 
adoption of the Decision on defining standards for development and implementation 
of bank’s information system security206. This decision was the first decision of this nature 
and had particular significance for establishing the basic elements necessary for effective risk 
management of the security of the information systems. It defined the criteria on information 
systems security, such as confidentiality, integrity and availability of information and information 
means, the process of information system security management and standards for ensuring 
continuity of operations.

In July 2005, a Circular on bank’s information system security was prepared, 
which contains guidelines, recommendations and best practices to meet the prescribed 
supervisory standards in this domain. This circular, contributed to successful establishment 
of policies on information system security, all accompanying acts and in general, effective 
establishment of the banks’ process of information security.

In February 2008, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on bank’s 
information system security207. This decision additionally strengthened the information 
systems security, particularly through:

specifying the elements of the policy on information system security;−	

defining the manner of establishing an adequate continuity operation plan and an −	
adequate alternative location, which should provide functionality and minimization of 
losses in cases when the information system of the bank is unavailable;

Precise definition of the process of management and control of risks in terms of information −	
system security that includes timely identification, measurement, monitoring and 
control of risks;

defining powers and responsibilities of supervisory board members, risk management −	
committee, board of directors and person responsible for the information system 
security;

Establishment of a system for providing timely and accurate information to the bank −	
bodies on identified risks related to the information system security.

This decision introduced security standards for electronic banking systems for the first 
time, by defining two additional criteria: confirmation of user’s identity and transactions non 
repudiation. This decision for the first time regulated the criteria that should be met by a company 
that provides ancillary services to a bank for development and maintenance of the information 
system and the activities that need to be undertaken by the bank before choosing the company 
and before signing a contract (in-depth analysis and risk assessment of the company). 

In June 2008, the amendments to the decision208 adopted by the National Bank 
Council, made further specification of the criteria that should be met by the bank which uses 
ancillary services of outsourcing companies in the area of information systems209, as well as by 
the outsourcing company of which the services are used by the bank (mandatory possession of 
certificate in accordance with the International Standard ISO / IEC 20000).

206  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 77/2003
207  The decision has been published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 31/2008. Besides this basic 

decision, the Council of the National Bank, on June 26, 2008 and on February 26, 2009, adopted its amendments and 
supplements, which were published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 78/2008 and 31/2009.

208  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 78/2008
209  The bank is obliged to possess a protected copy of the databases on the operations in the last three years, and in cases 

when the bank uses services of a company with headquarters outside the Republic of Macedonia, it should possess 
at least one functional information system located on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia and shall possess 
additional autonomous information system located in the Republic of Macedonia.
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Improving the methodology for determining capital adequacy  and application  •	
of the Basel  Capital  Accord  (Basel 2)

In the whole past period of conducting the supervisory function, the efforts and activities 
of the National Bank for monitoring and compliance with the international supervisory standards, 
and particularly with European directives and documents prepared by the Basel Committee on 
Banking Supervision are unambiguous. In that regard, the activities related to implementation 
of the new Basel Capital Accord (Basel 2), undertaken in the period 2006-2011, are of particular 
importance.

For adequate implementation of this Accord and of the European Directive relating 
to the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions, the National Bank prepared 
a plan for their gradual implementation, having in mind the nature and characteristics of the 
banking system in the Republic of Macedonia. The intentions of the National Bank are to allow 
implementation of the standardized approaches for determining the capital requirements for 
credit, market and operational risk in the initial period. The timetable for implementation of the 
plan, and the planned and undertaken activities are presented in the following table:

Activity Period Status

1. Implementation of Pillar 1 (Minimum Capital Requirements)

1.1 First phase - introducing 
standardized  approaches 

2008 - 2011

Standardized  approach  for 
determining the capital 
requirements for credit risk

- development of regulations

- comments from banks

- adoption

- implementation of the 
regulation 

2010

By June 2011

By July 2011

December 31, 
2011

Draft version of the methodology 
has been prepared.

The adoption of this regulation 
will round up the application of 
standardized approach of the first 
pillar 

Basic indicator / standardized 
approach - operational risk 

2009 A methodology  for determining 
the capital requirements for 
operational risk was adopted - 
application as of December 31, 
2011

Standardized  approach  - 
market risk 

2007 A methodology for determining  
the capital requirements for 
market risk was adopted – 
application as of December 31, 
2007 

1.2 Second phase - introduction of 
advanced approaches:
- Development of regulation from 2013 
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Activity Period Status

2. Implementation of Pillar 2 (Supervisory Review)

Risk-based supervision 2007-2009 Under this approach, the banks 
and the National Bank are obliged 
to assess the exposure  to all  
material  risks,  and if  necessary  
to allocate  an appropriate 
amount of required capital 

Decision on risk management 2009 Introducing additional standards 
and principles to effectively 
manage all material risks, 
including a requirement to 
establish internal capital 
adequacy assessment process 
(ICAAP). In addition, the capital 
adequacy framework, requires 
banks and the National Bank 
to determine a higher amount 
of capital for other material 
risks that are not covered with 
this framework, if deemed as 
necessary

3. Implementation of Pillar 3 (Market Discipline)  

Decision on reports and data 
disclosure by the bank 

2009 This decision specifies the data 
and reports  that banks are 
obliged to publish on a regular 
basis

In the development of the specified timeframe, the National Bank took into consideration 
the recommendations given by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the Committee 
of European Banking Supervisors to adjust the application of the New Capital Accord with the 
features and capacity of the banking system and the banking supervision in the country.

In December 2007, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on the 
methodology for determining capital adequacy210. Until the start of the implementation 
of the standardized approaches of the first pillar, the solvency of banks is determined by this 
decision. The Decision provides full application of the essential capital framework for determining 
the capital adequacy from 1988 (Basel 1)211. The basis for determining the credit risk weighted 
assets are the risk weights (0%, 20%, 50% and 100%) prescribed in Basel 1, which depend 
on the type of the asset position, debtor’s characteristics and the type of collateral. Regarding 
the manner of determining the capital requirements for market risk, the decision foresees 
implementation of the standardized approach, taking into account the novelties introduced by 
Basel 2212. 

Three essential changes can be distinguished in this decision regarding the previous 
decision for determining the capital adequacy from 2001: (1) the manner of calculation of the 

210  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 159/2007, 32/2008, 31/2009, 96/2009 and 157/2009
211  Along with Basel 1 amendments from 1996.
212  The differences between Basel 1 and Basel 2 (2004) regarding the elements of the standardized approach for 

determining the capital requirements for market risk are limited.
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own funds, through incorporation of relevant accounting standards in accordance with the new 
accounting framework for banks (2) inclusion of market risk in the calculation of capital adequacy 
and (3) an adequate treatment of other risks in determining the required amount of capital.

 
Regarding the calculation of the own funds, the decision introduced the following 1) 
changes:

Besides the supplementary capital I, a new category of supplementary capital II was −	
introduced, which can be used only to cover market risk, i.e. risk arising from changes 
in the prices of positions that are part of the trading portfolio. The decision clearly 
defines the terms under which this supplementary capital can be used (only if the bank 
has adequate excess of core capital and supplementary capital I, which is not used to 
cover other risks);

Precise definition of the revaluation reserves which are not included in the bank’s core −	
capital, i.e. which are deductible items (the core capital does not include revaluation 
reserves and other differences from the valuation of hedging of cash flows and any type 
of gains or losses of bank’s liabilities measured at fair value, which are result of changes 
in creditworthiness/credit rating of the bank);

Determination of the amount of reserves based on revaluation that is included in −	
supplementary capital I (supplementary capital I includes 80% of the unrealized profits 
from revaluation of equity securities available for sale and measured at fair value and 
80% of the unrealized profits from revaluation of debt instruments available for sale 
and measured at fair value;

Distinction between the cumulative preferred shares with and without fixed yield and −	
definition of their treatment in the calculation of the amount of own funds;

Specification of the capital investments and the subordinated and hybrid capital −	
instruments of other banks or other financial institutions, which are considered as 
deductible items from the sum of the core capital and supplementary capital I. 

The decision for the first time made a clear distinction between the activities of the 2) 
bank that are part of the trading portfolio and the banking book. For all positions 
that are part of the trading portfolio (e.g. debt instruments held for trading, financial 
derivatives, repo agreements which are held for trading etc.), banks are obliged to 
allocate adequate capital to cover the market risk, associated with investing in debt and 
equity securities. Besides these two basic types of market risks, the decision stipulates 
adequate treatment of underwriting of securities, of financial derivatives and valuation 
of options, when determining the capital requirements.

The decision provides adequate coverage of the currency risk, commodity risk, 3) 
settlement/delivery risk and counterparty risk, and it also stipulates the necessary 
level of capital to cover excess of limit exposures defined by the Banking Law, if this 
excess is a result of positions in the trading portfolio213. Moreover, the decision clearly 
requires banks and the National Bank to determine additional amount of capital for all 
other material risks to which the bank is exposed in its business, which are not explicitly 
covered in the methodology prescribed by the decision.

During 2008 and 2009 the Decision on methodology for determining capital adequacy 
was amended on several occasions. The most important amendments are those from March 
2008 and February 2009. In March 2008, the National Bank Council adopted amendments 
and supplements to the Decision that introduced a new, higher risk weight (125%) for banks’ 
claims from individuals arising from  approved and used overdrafts on current accounts and from 

213  The exceeding of exposure limits of the Banking Law which arise from positions in the banking book is not allowed.
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credit cards. The introduction of a higher risk weight was a result of the high credit growth of this 
type	claims	and	the	first	signs	of	deterioration	in	the	quality	of	this	segment	of	the	banks’	credit	
portfolio.	Namely,	just	in	the	first	three	quarters	of	2007	the	total	exposure	to	the	households	
was increased by 40.6%, whereby this increase arose mostly from exposure based on credit 
cards and approved overdrafts on current accounts. In addition, the credit risk exposure to 
households	classified	in	risk	categories	“C”,	“D”	and	“E”	registered	an	increase,	which	was	
particularly emphasized at the end of 2006 and throughout 2007. Namely, the credit risk exposure 
to	households	classified	in	risk	categories	“C”,	“D”	and	“E”	rose	from	4.9%	on	September	30,	2006	
to 8.5% on September 30, 2007. Considering these trends, the National Bank increased the risk 
weight of certain types of claims from households that showed tendency to increase the credit 
risk. The purpose of this prudent measure was to trigger reduction of credit risk arising from these 
loan products. This measure, along with the other measures undertaken by the National Bank in 
that	period,	helped	to	discourage	further	credit	growth,	and	influenced	in	direction	of	relaxation	
of	inflationary	pressures	coming	from	the	demand	side.	As	a	result	of	the	undertaken	measure,	
but also as a result of the more conservative banks’ policies for extending credit exposures, in 
the period from March 31, 2008 to September 30, 2010 (period of 10 quarters), the amount of 
overdrafts on current accounts increased by 45.6%, while the amount of exposure from credit 
cards increased by 13.6%. In contrast to these movements, before the adoption of the prudent 
measure (September 30, 2005 to March 31, 2008, period of 10 quarters), the growth of these 
two types of exposure had been 279% (overdrafts on current accounts), i.e. 1127% (exposure 
from credit cards).

In February 2009, the National Bank Council adopted a Decision on amending and 
supplementing the Decision on the methodology for determining capital adequacy214. The 
purpose of the amendments was to stipulate an obligation for banks to allocate adequate 
capital	for	operational	risk.	These	changes	enabled	introduction	of	elements	of	the	first	pillar	of	
the New Capital Accord (Basel 2) which refer to capital requirements for operational risk. The 
amendments give banks an opportunity to choose between two approaches for determining the 
capital required to cover operational risk: the Basic indicator approach and the Standardized 
approach., The capital requirement for operational risk under the Basic indicator approach 
is calculated by determining the arithmetic mean of the annual amount of the basic indicator, 
generated in the last three years215. The basic indicator includes revenues and expenditures of 
the bank on a net basis (interest and non-interest revenues and expenditures) which are a result 
of its regular operations. Capital required to cover operational risk is determined by multiplying 
the arithmetic mean of the basic indicator by 15%.

The underpinning of the calculation of the capital requirement for operational risk 
under the Standardized approach is the basic indicator, determined in accordance with the 
definition	that	applies	to	the	basic	indicator	approach.	The	most	significant	difference	between	
the two approaches is the obligation of the bank using the standardized approach to divide its 
operations into eight business lines216. Thus, the basic indicator is determined from revenues 
and expenditures for each business line of the bank’s regular operation. This enables improved 
alignment	of	certain	areas	of	the	bank’s	operations	with	the	recognized	financial	results	and,	thus,	
more accurate determination of the level of capital requirement for operational risk. 

Unlike the basic indicator approach, of which the application is not conditioned on 
meeting certain criteria, the bank may use the standardized approach only if it fulfills all the 
qualifying criteria prescribed with the Decision (division of activities in business lines under 

214  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 31/2009
215  The calculation includes only the years with a positive value of the basic indicator
216  The eight business lines refer to: services related to financing legal entities (large and medium-sized merchants), 

trading and sale; retail banking; commercial banking; payment operations and settlement; agent services, asset 
management and retail brokerage services.
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defined principles, adopting policy for allocation of the activities by business lines, regularly 
revision of this policy, providing a fully documented system for operational risk management, 
clear distinction of the rights and the responsibilities of bank’s bodies and of the bank employees 
involved in the operational risk management system, monitoring of all data that is relevant to 
the operational risk management, establishing a system of regular reporting to bank’s bodies on 
the operational risk exposure and registered losses, development of procedures for undertaking 
measures by the bank, regular and independent review of the operational risk management 
system by the Internal Audit Department and/or auditing company). The bank is obliged to 
continuously meet these criteria. If it ceases to meet the qualifying criteria, it is obliged to 
submit a written explanation to the National Bank within five working days, listing the reasons 
for non-fulfillment of the criteria, the measures undertaken to eliminate those reasons, and the 
deadline within which it will provide full compliance with the qualifying criteria again. Moreover, 
the National Bank may impose the bank different deadlines and measures than the deadlines 
and the measures stated in the written explanation.

Taking into account the novelty that is introduced with the amendments to the decision 
from February 2009, it permits a deferred implementation as of December 31, 2011. During 
this period of almost two years, banks have to undertake all actions necessary to comply with 
the amendments of the decision and with the qualifying criteria of the standardized approach 
(for those banks that will decide to use this approach in determining the capital requirements 
for operational risk). 

Accounting framework for banks•	

During 2004 it was recognized that there is a need for a new accounting framework 
for banks (including the National Bank), which will be based on the International Accounting 
Standards (“IAS”) and the International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) (IAS and IFRS 
are hereinafter referred by the term “IFRS”). In that period, the applicable regulation in this 
area was based on the abolished Financial Operations Law and the Accounting Law, including 
the chart of accounts for banks inherited from the former Yugoslavia. They did not provide full 
application of international accounting standards (although under the Company Law, banks 
were obliged to keep accounting and prepare financial statements in accordance with IFRS), did 
not provide harmonized and standardized data from financial statements of banks and savings 
houses, and did not regulate the accounting treatment of the financial instruments that began 
to appear on the domestic market. All this disrupted the banks in recognition, classification, 
measurement and presentation of their operations in the financial statements. Besides the 
compliance with IFRS, the new accounting framework should have enabled and strengthened 
market discipline and transparency of banks, standardize financial statements of banks and 
increase the efficiency of the supervisory function of the National Bank.

According to the provisions of the Company Law in force at that time, the Ministry of 
Finance prescribed the chart of accounts and accounting principles for banks, savings houses 
and the National Bank. Having in mind the importance of the accounting framework in the 
design and implementation of monetary policy and banking supervision, it was recognized that 
there is a need the prescription of this regulation to be under the jurisdiction of the National 
Bank. Thus, in 2005, the National Bank filed a written initiative to the Ministry of Finance to 
make appropriate changes in regulations. The responsibilities for prescribing the accounting 
framework for banks were transferred to the National Bank with the adoption of the new Banking 
Law, in June 2007. 

Setting the regulations for accounting and financial reporting of banks in compliance 
with IFRS, was complex and protracted process. The creation of an accounting framework for 
banks consisted not only of prescribing regulations for accounting and financial reporting (which 
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consists of accounting policies, chart of accounts and structure and content of financial statements 
for banks). It was inevitably associated with: appropriate amendments and supplements to 
the series of decisions and guidelines prescribed by the National Bank, which regulate various 
areas of banks’ operations; training of banks to implement the new regulations; monitoring the 
implementation of the regulation of banks and savings houses, as well as adapting the systems 
of the National Bank for collection and processing data from the banking sector.

Considering the complexity of this regulation, in July 2005, the National Bank formed a 
Committee on Chart of Accounts and Accounting Standards of Banks and the National Bank, with 
representatives from several organizational units in the National Bank. The responsibilities of 
this Committee consist of approval of the proposed accounting regulations, regular monitoring 
of the amendments and supplements to the IFRS, recognition of the need and possibilities for 
their application in the accounting regulations for banks and other similar activities.

In November 2006 was launched a project for implementation of IFRS in the banking 
system in the Republic of Macedonia217. Meanwhile, the staff capacity of the National Bank in the 
IFRS domain was strengthened. The drafted regulations in compliance with IFRS (accounting 
policies for banks; chart of accounts for banks; model of financial statements for banks, along 
with the notes to financial statements; draft amendments to other bylaws), were approved by 
the Committee on Chart of Accounts and Accounting Standards of Banks and the National Bank 
in April 2007.

In the third quarter of 2007 the National Bank conducted a survey with banks and 
savings houses, regarding the possible period of implementation of the proposed regulations, 
estimation of the  financial effects of the implementation of the new legislation into certain areas 
for which the National Bank assessed that there might be significant financial effects, as well 
as the identified changes to the operational organization and the required time to adjust and 
change the systems of banks and savings houses in order to implement the new regulations. 
At the same time, the officials of the Ministry of Finance and the Public Revenue Office were 
informed about the planned changes in regulation, as well as for the expected effects of applying 
the newly proposed regulations. 

In September 2007, the National Bank Council adopted the new regulations on accounting 
and financial reporting for banks and savings houses, which is in compliance with IFRS. The new 
accounting framework consists of:

The decision on methodology for recording and valuation of accounting −	
items and preparation of financial statements218 in compliance with IFRS, which 
prescribes criteria for classification, measurement, recognition and disclosure of the 
positions/items of the financial statements. This methodology is quite extensive and 
includes about 170 pages.

Decision on Chart of Accounts for Banks−	 218, as an uniform system of accounts, based 
on which banks and saving houses keep accounting records and classify information 
in their accounting books. This chart of accounts provides about 8,000 accounts for 
recording business events of the banks under IFRS, which also enabled improved 
analysis in terms of institutional sectors and subsectors, maturity, ageing of the due 
receivables, the currency structure etc. This chart of accounts is used by the National 
Bank for keeping its accounting records, as well.

Guideline on the types and content of the financial statements of banks−	 218, 
which prescribed a single model for financial reporting of banks and savings houses 

217  The project for implementation of IFRS in the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia was led with assistance 
by an international consultant, selected as a best bidder at the announced international tender. The participation of 
the consultant was funded by a donation from the Dutch Government.

218  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 118/2007
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in the Republic of Macedonia, in accordance with the principles and provisions of 
the Methodology for recording and valuation of accounting items and preparation 
of financial statements. The prescribed model of financial statements for banks and 
savings houses covers the four principle financial statements (balance sheet, income 
statement, statement on changes in equity and reserves, cash flow statement) and 46 
notes to the financial statements. 

The effective date of the implementation of the new regulations on accounting and 
financial reporting was set as of January 01, 2009. The first complete set of annual financial 
statements under the new regulations were prepared for the period ending on December 31, 
2009, along with the comparable data for the period ending on December 31, 2008 (banks 
were obliged to prepare the opening financial statements in compliance with this regulation 
for the opening balance sheet as of January 01, 2008 and submit them to the National Bank 
until November 20, 2008, along with the auditor’s opinion). Also, banks were obliged to submit 
detailed plan for implementation of the new regulation to the National Bank until January 10, 
2008 at latest, to harmonize their internal acts with the new regulation by the end of August 
2008, and to prepare and reconcile their information systems with the requirements of the new 
regulation by the end of October 2008.

In December 2007, commenced the second phase of the project for implementation 
of IFRS in the banking system in Macedonia, which consisted of training the banks to implement  
new regulations on accounting and financial reporting. The Banking Association219 undertook 
the obligation for the second phase of the project for implementation of IFRS. A Project team, 
consisted of the banks’ representatives and a representative of the National Bank, was formed 
in order to monitor the process of training the banks and savings houses for implementation of 
IFRS. Trainings were held in the period December 2007-February 2008, by a consultant with 
internationally recognized practical experience in such and similar trainings, and thorough 
knowledge of IFRS. This training was extremely important for both, the banks (for a successful 
and smooth implementation  of IFRS and the prescribed accounting regulations), and the National 
Bank (as regulator and supervisor of the banking sector in the Republic of Macedonia).

During 2008 was conducted a review of other bylaws for the purpose of its compliance 
with the prescribed regulations on accounting and financial reporting. A total of 33 bylaws were 
identified in the area of supervision, monetary operations, statistics and foreign exchange 
operations which needed to be amended in order to comply with regulations on accounting 
and financial reporting. Moreover, in 11 bylaws more substantial changes were made, and in 
22 bylaws technical compliance was performed (in terms of replacement of previous accounts 
with newly prescribed accounts or terminological alignment) with the regulation on accounting 
and financial reporting. Also, during 2008, six internal applications within the National Bank for 
electronic collection and processing of information and data were changed and supplemented in 
order to be in compliance with the regulations on accounting and financial reporting of banks.

In the last quarter of 2008 the National Bank held meetings with all banks and 
few savings houses and confirmed their readiness to apply the regulations on accounting and 
financial reporting, as well as on all other bylaws which were adapted from this aspect, starting 
from January 01, 2009.

In the period June 2009 - March 2010, the National Bank conducted a horizontal 
insight into the banking sector in the Republic of Macedonia about the implementation of 
certain aspects of the regulation on accounting and financial reporting and the regulation on 
credit risk management. Subject of the inspection were those aspects of the regulation which 

219  The training was funded through a Dutch donation and the banks in the Republic of Macedonia.
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started to be applied from January 01, 2009, for which it was estimated that could cause more 
significant financial effects on banks’ financial statements or may require significant changes 
in banks’ systems. For each bank separately, the National Bank’s team identified certain non-
compliances with the regulation or weaknesses in the processes or internal controls within the 
banks, and these findings were adequately communicated to each bank, through meetings with 
senior managers from the banks and by sending the findings in writing. Measures for banks 
were not prescribed about the findings of the insights, but the National Bank in the separate 
communication with the banks expressed its expectations for the banks to take immediately 
and appropriate actions to eliminate any ascertained non-compliances with the prescribed 
regulations and weaknesses in the processes or internal controls. 

In the period 2008 - 2010 were made several amendments and supplements to 
the regulation on accounting and financial reporting of banks and savings houses, in order 
to comply with the amendments and supplements of  IFRS, as prescribed in the meantime by 
the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) or in order to overcome the identified 
technical errors or weaknesses and problems in the practical application of the bylaws. Thus, 
in this period were adopted:

Five amendments and supplements to the Decision on chart of accounts for banks−	 220. 
All amendments and supplements are of a technical nature.

Two amendments to the Guideline on the format and content of financial statements of −	
banks221. These amendments are of a technical nature. In December 2010 amendments 
and supplements were also made to this regulation in order to comply with the 
amendments and supplements of IFRS, published by the IASB. Also, in accordance with 
the provisions of the new Law on the National Bank of the Republic Macedonia (which 
was enacted in December 2010222), with these amendments the Guideline was replaced 
i.e. renamed into Decision on types and content of financial statements of banks223.

One amendment and supplement to the Decision on the methodology for recording −	
and valuation of accounting items and preparation of financial statements224. This 
amendment and supplement was made in order to comply with the amendments and 
supplements of IFRS, as published by  IASB. 

During this period,  with the aim of proper and smoother implementation, as well as 
to provide guidance for uniformed application of the regulation on accounting and financial 
reporting by banks and savings houses, the National Bank publishes answers to questions by 
banks and saving houses on its website on a continuous basis.

Prescribing the scope of a bank audit•	

The Banking Law of 2007 expanded the scope of the external audit, which is 
comprehensively defined by the Decision on the scope of audit of the bank’s operations 
and annual financial statements225. This decision was adopted by the National Bank Council 
in November 2007. 

In accordance with this Decision, in addition to the obligation of the audit company to 
review and assess the annual financial statements, an obligation to assess the risks and their 

220  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 139/2008, 163/2008, 31/2009, 66/2009 and 118/2009. Adopted 
by the National Bank Council in October 2008, December 2008, February 2009, May 2009 and September 2009, 
respectively.

221  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 80/2009, 157/2009.
222  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 158/2010.
223  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia”, No. 169/2010.
224  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 169/2010.
225  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 146/2007
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management by the banks was prescribed for the first time. Also, the audit company should 
review the functioning of bank’s internal systems and the performance of the internal audit 
functions, the keeping of trade books, the adequacy of the accounting policies and procedures, 
and valuation of on-balance and off-balance sheet assets and liabilities. The auditor should 
assess bank’s compliance with the regulations, including assessment of the accuracy and 
entirety of the reports the bank submits to the National Bank, which relate to capital adequacy, 
open foreign currency position, credit risk, liquidity risk and other risks. A compulsory part of 
the bank’s audit is also the assessment of bank’s information system security.

The decision introduced a clear requirement for the audit company, to enclose a range 
of other data and information to the Report (opinion) on the audited financial statements which 
enable assessment of the scope of the external audit and its suitability. Especially important 
part of this additional data and information are the questionnaires that should be filled in by the 
audit company (questionnaires contain questions related to the manner of determining own 
funds and capital adequacy, manner of management of all material risks by the bank and its 
corporate governance). 

This decision enabled enhancement of the supervisory and audit function of banks’ 
operations. It also allowed increase of cooperation between the National Bank, as authorized 
banking supervisory body and the external auditors, since their activities became quite 
complementary.

Disclosure of data and information on banks’ operations  •	

In October 2007, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on reports and 
data disclosure by the bank226. It introduced the elements of the third pillar - “Market 
discipline” of the New Basel Capital Accord. In addition, it follows the example of the relevant 
regulations of the EU member countries.

This regulation covers the following areas:

The manner of data and information disclosure by the banks on individual and consolidated −	
basis. According to the decision, the Supervisory Board is obliged to adopt disclosure 
policies;

Type of data and reports that are disclosed, which can be divided into qualitative and −	
quantitative. Banks should at minimum disclose data on: a) its business (name, head 
office and the unique registration number, organizational structure and number of 
employees, financial activities that the bank may perform and that it currently performs, 
data on the banking group, the parent company and other members of the group), b) its 
shareholders, c) the amount of own funds and capital adequacy and d) risks management 
systems and processes (strategies and processes of management of each individual 
risk, structure and organization of the risk management function, the structure of 
the risk measurement system and the internal reporting system, risk protection and 
mitigation policies, as well as procedures for monitoring the efficiency of the policies 
implementation);

the manner, form and deadlines of disclosure of data and reports (they are published at −	
least on semi-annual basis in Macedonian language and on the website of the bank);

exceptions, i.e. releasing the bank from data disclosure (in cases when part or all of the −	
data is already included in the disclosed audited financial statements or is part of the 
disclosed data, in accordance with the requirements of the authorized stock exchange 
or other competent authority, or when it has a treatment of own or confidential data 
and data which is not material). 

226  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 134/2007
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Strengthening the corrective  measures  and increasing the efficiency of the exit •	
procedure of a bank from the banking system

One of the most important qualitative changes contained in the Banking Law of 2007, 
refers to the type of corrective measures that the National Bank may take towards a bank, bank 
group, shareholder of the bank or authority bank body, and the manner and procedure for their 
undertaking. Especially important is the possibility of introducing administration in a bank227, 
and in its implementation are provided by two main mechanisms:

In case when there are conditions to improve the situation in the bank and achieve the −	
required level of liquidity and own assets, i.e. when there are conditions for the bank 
to continue its operation, a rehabilitation of the bank is conducted. Rehabilitation 
is conducted through a Rehabilitation Plan which is prepared by the bank administrator 
and confirmed by the Governor of the National Bank;

In case when there are no conditions for improving the situation of the bank, there is an −	
opportunity, before the bank’s license for establishment and operation is revoked, to 
transfer part or all its deposits, loans and other assets and liabilities to another 
bank in the Republic of Macedonia, for which a Plan for transferring assets and liabilities 
of a bank under administration to another bank is developed. In addition to the increased 
efficiency of a bank’s exit from the banking system, the purpose of this mechanism 
is to enable citizens and other economic entities, instead of becoming creditors and 
debtors in the bankruptcy or liquidation proceeding of the bank, to freely dispose of their 
deposits and funds from utilized loans. Thus, it is expected this mechanism to positively 
affect the public confidence, but also the financial intermediation.

 In February 2008, pursuant to the Banking Law, the National Bank Council adopted 
a Decision on terms and procedure for implementing the rehabilitation plan and the 
assets and liabilities transfer plan228. This decision along with the Banking Law represent 
one of the pieces of the mosaic that form the regulatory and institutional framework for ensuring 
an adequate “safety net” of the banking system.

The rehabilitation plan contains activities that need to be undertaken by the 
administrator to achieve the required level of liquidity and/or solvency, deadlines for their 
implementation, as well as indicators that should be achieved during the administration and 
upon full effectuation of the plan. The rehabilitation plan can be implemented through one or 
more of the following activities: 

Sale of part of bank’s assets,−	
Increase of own funds by issuing shares to creditors or new investors,−	
Sale of shares,−	
Status changes of the bank.−	

Depending on the reason for introducing administration in a bank, the rehabilitation plan 
may provide other activities as well, such as: removing part of the portfolio which brings losses, 

227  The Banking Law defines the conditions when the Governor may take a decision to introduce administration in a bank. 
These conditions are mainly associated with cases of jeopardizing the solvency of the bank in the following cases: 
bank and/or shareholders refuse to fulfill or do not take appropriate actions to fulfill the additional measures which 
jeopardizes the liquidity and solvency of the bank, the bank does not reach the required level of own funds within 
the prescribed period, the capital adequacy ratio of the bank falls below 50% of the prescribed minimum by the Law, 
etc.

228  The decision was published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 31/2008. In May 2010, amendment 
and supplement to the decision was made, which was a result of the problems identified by the National Bank that 
may arise during the practical implementation of both plans, especially regarding the accurate determination of the 
assets, i.e. funds that can be included in both plans and regarding the accurate definition of responsibilities of the 
administrator and the Governor in selecting a purchasing bank (a bank that will buy the assets, i.e. undertake the 
assets and liabilities of the bank under administration).
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termination of operations of branches or other organizational units, taking stronger actions to 
collect bad loans, appropriate modifications of the information system, etc.

The purpose of the transfer of assets and liabilities of a bank under administration to 
another bank is to enable maintaining of large part of the assets and liabilities of the bank under 
administration within the banking system (before revoking the license for establishment and 
operation). The plan for transfer of assets and liabilities of a bank under administration 
to another bank includes at least transfer of the deposits that the Deposit Insurance Fund has 
a duty to indemnify (if the value of assets that can be transferred to another bank is below the 
value of deposits subject to indemnification, the amount of deposits that will be transferred is 
determined by proportional inclusion of the deposits that are subject to indemnification, per 
individual). 

Moreover, the decision prescribes the procedure for implementing the two plans and the 
powers and responsibilities of individuals (the Governor of the National Bank, the administrator, 
the qualified bidders, the purchasing bank) that are involved in their implementation. In addition 
to this decision, in May 2010, the National Bank adopted Procedures for implementing 
transfer of assets and liabilities of a bank under administration and Procedures for 
conducting the sale of assets of a bank under administration229. These procedures 
include a detailed review of all actions, steps and proceedings that should be undertaken when 
implementing the two plans, as well as the type of documentation related to the sale of assets 
i.e. transfer of assets and liabilities. Thus, the following documentation is defined as separate 
attachments of both types of procedures:

Review of assets that are for sale i.e. the assets and liabilities that are transferred,−	

Standard form for submissions by the interested qualified bidders,−	

Confidentiality agreement on data related to the sale of assets i.e. the transfer of assets −	
and liabilities,

A standard package of documents submitted to the qualified bidders,−	

A bid to purchase assets i.e. to undertake assets and liabilities,−	

Data on each bid used by the administrator to select the purchasing bank,−	

Contract for sale of assets i.e. transfer of assets and liabilities of a bank under −	
administration, signed between the administrator and the purchasing bank,

Timeframe for implementing sale of assets i.e. transfer of assets and liabilities of a bank −	
under administration.

This has provided greater transparency in the manner of implementing the procedure of 
sale of part of assets and transfer of assets and liabilities of the bank under administration.

At the beginning of 2011, a Rulebook on implementing administration in a 
bank was prepared to create all necessary conditions for successful implementation of an 
administration in a bank. It is an internal act of the National Bank, which contains guidelines that 
should be followed by persons involved in the administration of the bank, at the beginning and 
during implementation of administration. This Rulebook, inter alia determines: the procedures 
that should be undertaken by the National Bank before the entrance in the bank under 
administration, activities for physical security of the premises of the bank under administration, 
the manner of organizing the employees and the accounting and information system, activities 
associated with protection of the value of assets and liabilities of the bank under administration, 
the manner of resolving legal issues and public relations etc.

229  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 69/2010
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Regulating the manner of opening and operating a foreign bank branch•	

One of the most significant novelties in the Banking Law from 2007 is the introduced 
possibility for foreign banks to operate through branches in the Republic of Macedonia. Besides 
the compliance with European regulations230, the market liberalization through the facilitated 
access of foreign banks on the domestic financial services market was additionally supported 
by the expectations on increasing the competition in the Republic of Macedonia. Foreign bank, 
through its branch in the Republic of Macedonia may perform all financial activities that can be 
performed by domestic banks, if it is authorized by the competent supervisory authority of the 
country where its headquarters is located. Moreover, in accordance with the Banking Law, only 
banks that have of at least BBB ratings (Standard & Poor’s, Fitch IBCA or Thompson Bank Watch), 
i.e. Baa2 (Moody’s), can get approval to open branches in the Republic of Macedonia231.

The Decision on the manner of operation of foreign bank branch232, adopted in 
August 2007 by the National Bank Council, closely prescribed the adequate implementation of 
the provisions of the Banking Law on foreign bank branches, as follows:

Application of the supervisory standards:1) 

the foreign bank branch is obliged to determine the capital adequacy ratio in accordance −	
with the methodology prescribed by the National Bank, whereby the deposit that the 
branch should pay and maintain in accordance with the Law is regarded as own funds,

The Foreign bank is obliged to prescribe the criteria, methods and manner of risk −	
management by the branch in the Republic of Macedonia,

The total branch exposure to the foreign bank and persons connected with it must not −	
exceed the total branch liabilities towards the foreign bank and the persons connected 
with it; 

Persons who manage the branch should meet the criteria for a member of the Board of 2) 
Directors of a bank;

The branch of a foreign bank shall submit reports to the National Bank in accordance 3) 
with the National Bank regulations, whereby an annual report and audit report of the 
foreign bank are binding;

The branch may provide data and information that constitute bank secrecy to the 4) 
competent supervisory authority in the country where the foreign bank is located, if 
such data is necessary for supervision of the foreign bank;

The National Bank has the right to supervise the operations of the branch, in accordance 5) 
with the Banking Law;

The Governor of the National Bank has power to undertake appropriate corrective 6) 
measures, for which he shall inform the foreign bank and the competent supervisory 
authority of the country in which the headquarters of the foreign bank is located. 

In the development of this decision, the National Bank used the experiences and 
regulations of the EU Member States, as well as the experiences of the candidate countries for 
European Union membership. 

230  With this treatment of the foreign banks the provisions of the European Directive 2006/48, which regulates the 
establishment and operation of credit institutions in the European Union member-states, were accepted.

231  Until the day of full membership of the Republic of Macedonia in the European Union, the provisions of the Banking 
Law on Opening Branches of Foreign Banks apply to banks from Member States of the European Union. After this date, 
the banks of the Member States of the European Union will be able to open branches in the Republic of Macedonia, 
without conducting the procedure for issuing approval and fulfilling the criteria applicable to bank branches from 
countries that are not members of the European Union.

232  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 105/2007
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 Specifying the prudential requirements for savings houses•	

The operation of savings houses, based on the Banking Law of 2007, is regulated in 
details with the Decision on the terms and manner of operation of savings houses233. It 
regulates three aspects of savings houses’ operations:

The application of supervisory standards that refer to the exposure limits and −	
investments;

Performance of banking activities - granting loans and collecting deposits and−	

Execution of the internal audit function.−	

Having in mind that these types of depository institutions are significantly smaller than 
banks, the supervisory standards require greater restrictions on the level of exposure to credit 
risk and savings houses’ investments in land, buildings and equipment. The following table 
shows the differences of certain exposure limits and investments between the banks and the 
savings houses. 234235236

Table 20

Exposure /investment limit234 Bank Savings house

Exposure to a single person/entity and connected 
entities thereto

25% 10%

Exposure to a shareholder, i.e. partner with a 
qualified holding and connected entities thereto

10% 5%

Property in land, buildings and equipment 60%235 30%

Capital investments in non-financial institutions 
on an individual/ aggregated basis 15%/30% Not allowed to have236

The decision defines the criteria that savings houses have to fulfill during the performance 
of the banking activities, by establishment of policies and procedures in the area of extending 
loans, deposit gathering and management of risks that arise from their operations.

Regarding the manner of functioning of the Internal Audit Department of the savings 
house, the practice has shown that due to the characteristics and scope of their business, they 
are unable to hire a certified auditor, in accordance with the requirements of the Banking Law 
which apply to the banks in the Republic of Macedonia. Due to these reasons, this decision allows 
the savings houses to hire an auditing company or person – certified internal auditor, who will 
participate in the execution of internal audit in the savings house, together with the staff of 
the Internal Audit Department. These persons should comply with the internal audit principles 
and rules. In order to provide greater efficiency and to prevent possible conflict of interests, 
the savings house may engage the same audit company i.e. a person - certified auditor in a 
continuous period of maximum 3 years, whereas during that period, this company or person is 
not allowed to perform the audit of the annual financial statements of the savings house.

Bank’s program for prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism•	

The establishment of institutional and legal framework to combat money laundering 
and terrorism financing in the Republic of Macedonia started in 2001 with the adoption of the 

233  Passed by the Council of the National Bank in June 2007 and amended in June 2008 (“Official Gazette of the Republic 
of Macedonia” No. 79/2007 and 78/2008).

234  The limits are shown as a ratio to the own funds.   
235  The limit includes capital investments in non-financial institutions.
236  Apart from capital investments acquired on the basis of foreclosed assets.
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first Law on prevention of Money Laundering237, based on which the Directorate for Money 
Laundering Prevention was established in March 2002. For adequate monitoring and compliance 
with the international standards in the field of prevention of money laundering and financing 
of terrorism, the legal framework has undergone appropriate changes in 2004238 and 2008. In 
January 2008 the current Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds 
from Crime and Financing of terrorism239 was enacted. With this Law, the Directorate for 
Money Laundering Prevention was transformed into Office for Prevention of Money Laundering 
and Financing of terrorism.

Throughout the ten year period, the National Bank was actively involved in the activities 
related to prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism. Its involvement is inevitable 
and arises from the risk of utilizing the banking sector as a channel for carrying out activities 
related to money laundering and financing of terrorism. These cases affect the overall level of 
banks’ riskiness, taking into consideration that public confidence in banks and accordingly their 
stability, could be seriously jeopardized by the negative publicity resulting from the (un)intentional 
involvement of banks in criminal activities (a specific type of operational risk). Therefore, 
appropriate actions to prevent money laundering and financing of terrorism are inevitable, both 
by the banks themselves and by the competent banking supervisory authority.

The activities of the National Bank in this area can be divided into several areas, which 
are explained below. 

Participation in the design and creation of appropriate legal framework for 
functioning of the system for prevention of money laundering and financing of 
terrorism 

The National Bank, through its representatives, was actively involved in the adoption 
and amendment of all legal acts related to prevention of money laundering and financing of 
terrorism. Moreover, its role includes preparation of by-laws, guidelines and recommendations 
for establishment of efficient systems for preventing money laundering and financing of 
terrorism. In April 2005, the National Bank prepared Supervisory Circular No. 7 – Banks’ 
systems for prevention of money laundering. The most important elements of this system 
and particularly certain aspects of the prevention of money laundering, which at that point were 
not clearly regulated and established in the country, were explained in details on nearly twenty 
pages. These aspects, among other things, applied to the customer due-diligence standards 
(acceptance, identification and continuous monitoring of the business relation with the client) 
and the role of the governing bodies of the bank, the Internal Audit Department as well as the 
role of the employees in the process of money laundering prevention. In addition, the Circular 
for the first time provided guidance on the organizational structure of the compliance function, 
primarily in terms of the requirements of the process for prevention of money laundering.

Besides its content, the great importance of this circular comes from the fact that this 
was the first document of this kind in the country. Although this document was not legally 
binding, i.e. it did not bear a mandatory requirement for banks, the practice has shown that most 
banks  respected its provisions in the establishment and implementation of their own systems to 
prevent money laundering. This circular was structured in a way that allowed its application by 
other financial institutions in the Republic of Macedonia as well, not only by banks and savings 
houses.

237  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 70/2001  
238  The second Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds from Crime was enacted in July 2004 and 

published in the “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 46/2004.  
239  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 4/2008 and 57/2010
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In July 2009, the National Bank Council adopted the first Decision on the manner 
and the procedure for establishment and implementation of a bank’s program for 
prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism240. Pursuant to the Law on 
Prevention of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds from Crime and Financing of terrorism from 
2008241, the supervisory authorities in the Republic of Macedonia, including the National Bank, 
were authorized to prescribe the content of the Program for prevention of money laundering 
and financing of terrorism for entities for which they are responsible under this Law. This 
decision comprehensively regulated the manner of application of the measures and the actions 
on prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism, whereupon the basic guidelines 
and recommendations were taken from the Circular of 2005. Thus, these guidelines and 
recommendations got legally-binding character, and therewith the recommendations contained 
in the Report of the special committee of the Council of Europe242 were accepted.

In July 2010, the decision from 2009 was replaced by a new Decision on the manner 
and the procedure for introduction and implementation of a bank’s program for 
prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism243. Namely, the amendments 
of the Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds from Crime and Financing of 
terrorism in April 2010244, made certain changes in the structure of the Program for prevention of 
money laundering and financing of terrorism of entities, which imposed a need for a new decision. 
The decision contributes to further strengthening of the requirements for prevention of money 
laundering and financing of terrorism, which created a basis for more efficient management of 
this risk. These requirements refer to:

Procedures for client acceptance, −	

Procedures for client identification, providing information on the purpose and the intent −	
of the business relationship and on-going monitoring of that relationship,

Procedures for enhanced clients due diligence, especially those who use private banking −	
services, correspondent banks, clients not being physically present at the moment of 
concluding or performing the business relationship, clients coming from risky countries 
and clients business relationship of which is performed by using new technologies or 
developing technologies,

Procedures for risk assessment of holder of public function, −	

Procedures to identify unusual transactions and suspicion for money laundering and −	
financing of terrorism,

Procedures for keeping data and documents and submissions of reports to the Office −	
for Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing of terrorism

Plan for ongoing training of bank employees, −	

Appointment of an responsible person, i.e. establishment of a separate organizational −	
unit responsible for prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism

Cooperation with the Office for Prevention of Money Laundering and Financing of −	
terrorism

Organizing internal control and audit of the prevention of money laundering and −	
financing of terrorism. 

240  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 83/2009
241  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 4/2008
242  The Report of the Committee of the Council of Europe (Moneyval) from 2008, prepared during the third round of 

evaluations of the compliance of the Republic of Macedonia with the FATF Recommendations, recommended granting 
a mandatory character to the circular for the banks in the country. 

243  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 103/2010
244  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 57/2010.
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In February 2009, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on currency 
exchange operations245. According to this decision, the licensed currency exchange operator is 
obliged to have a Program for prevention of money laundering, of which the content is stipulated 
by the Instruction for enforcing the Decision on currency exchange operations246, 
adopted by the Governor of the National Bank. 

Supervision over the measures undertaken by banks, savings houses, exchange 
offices and providers of fast money transfer services to prevent money laundering 
and financing of terrorism

The National Bank supervises the systems for prevention of money laundering and 
financing of terrorism of banks, savings houses, exchange offices and providers of fast money 
transfer services in the Republic of Macedonia. Although the first Law on Prevention of Money 
Laundering from 2001 did not stipulate a clear obligation for the supervisory authorities to 
supervise the process of money laundering prevention, the National Bank included the monitoring 
of this segment of bank operations within its regular on-site examinations. The reason for its 
inclusion in the supervision of banks lies in the fact that it is an operational risk to which banks 
are exposed in their operation which should be adequately covered with the overall analysis of 
the risk profile of each bank. Furthermore, this activity is in line with the recommendations of 
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision247, as well as the practice and the experience of 
many bank supervisory authorities worldwide.

In late 2003 the application of the Guidelines for examination of the banks’ systems to 
prevent money laundering began, which regulated the procedures and the actions that should 
be taken by the supervisors for determining the adequacy and the effectiveness of banks’ 
systems to prevent money laundering. Based on the experience gained with the examinations 
of the prevention of money laundering, during 2005 amendments to this Guideline were made, 
enabling convergence of  the National Bank’s supervision with the international experiences 
and practices.

Since 01.01.2008, by adopting the risk-based supervision methodology, the assessment 
of the risk from money laundering and financing of terrorism has become an essential component 
of the overall analysis of the risk profile of banks and savings houses248. In this regard, the 
Report of the Committee of the Council of Europe (Moneyval) from 2008, ascertained high level 
of awareness of the importance of the risk from money laundering, both in the banking system 
and with the National Bank as well. 

Enhancement of the criteria for licensing of shareholders/founders and people 
who manage banks, savings houses, exchange offices and providers of fast money 
transfer services

Another important role of the National Bank as supervisory authority in terms of preventing 
money laundering and financing of terrorism arises from the execution of the licensing function. 
Existence of criteria for fit and proper assessment of shareholders and management bodies of 
the financial institutions is the underpinning of the prevention of entry of suspicious capital and 

245  The decision and its amendments and supplements are published in “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” 
No. 31/2009, 66/2009, 157/2009 and 73/2010. This decision superseded the Decision on the terms and manner of 
obtaining license to perform currency exchange operations from 2002. 

246  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 38/2009, 136/2009, 13/2010 and 90/2010
247  Principle 18 of the Basic Principles for Effective Banking Supervision issued by the Basel Committee, refers to the 

elements that should be fulfilled in order to create appropriate conditions to prevent abuse of offering financial 
services. One of these elements refers to the role of the supervisory authority.

248  Inclusion of the financing of terrorism risk is one of the most significant novelties introduced with the new 
methodology. 
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establishment of a management structure which could cause a risk for utilization of the banking 
system for criminal activities. Pursuant to the Banking Law, the Governor of the National Bank 
will not issue license for establishment and operation of a bank, i.e. approval to acquire qualified 
holding in a bank, if the available data indicate that the potential shareholder with a qualified 
holding indicates a high risk tendency, and if there is a reasonable ground to doubt the legitimacy 
of the origin of money, the reputation or the true identity of that person or persons connected 
thereto. In addition, during the decision-making on granting an approval of a shareholder with 
qualified holding, the licensing decisions adopted in 2007 require mandatory assessment of 
the adequacy of the system for prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism and 
the regulations and practices of the country of origin (in case of potential foreign shareholder) 
in the area of prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism, Similar criteria are 
provided for the issuance of approval for a member of a Supervisory Board and Board of directors 
of a bank. 

These procedures and criteria are largely in line with the international supervisory 
standards. This conclusion is confirmed by the joint mission of the IMF and World Bank in the 
assessment of the compliance of the banking supervision of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia with the 25 Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision, performed in 2008. 
This mission determined a large compliance with the Principle No. 3 which defines the main 
elements of the licensing process and the Principle No. 18 which refers to prevention of abuse 
of offering financial services.

Similar criteria are contained in the relevant laws and by-laws that regulate the 
establishment and operations of the exchange offices and the providers of fast money 
transfer. 

Participation in the work of the National Council for Prevention of Money 
Laundering and Financing of terrorism

With a Decision of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia on August 18, 2005 a 
Council for combating money laundering and financing of terrorism was established. 
The primary tasks of this advisory body refer to: monitoring the fulfillment of the objectives 
set with the National Strategy for Combating Money Laundering and Financing of terrorism, 
reviewing issues and problems in the current operations, exchange of experience and organization 
of trainings in the area of preventing money laundering and financing of terrorism and joint 
appearance in the international cooperation. The Council consists of a chairperson and members 
- representatives of relevant state and supervisory bodies, appointed by the Government of the 
Republic of Macedonia. One of the members of the Council is a representative of the National 
Bank. Through the participation in the work of this Council, the National Bank additionally 
confirms its role in the system for prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism in 
the Republic of Macedonia.

Participation in the compliance assessments of the Macedonian legislation 
and practice with the international standards related to prevention of money 
laundering and financing of terrorism249

During March 2007, the Committee of the Council of Europe - Moneyval 
conducted compliance assessment of the system for prevention of money laundering and 

249  The most important standards in this domain are developed by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF). These 
recommendations determine the measures that should be undertaken by countries to establish efficient systems for 
prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism, known as 40 recommendations on prevention of money 
laundering plus 9 special recommendations on combating financing of terrorism. These recommendations were 
accepted by the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank as international standards and are part of their 
missions for assessment of countries’ systems on prevention of money laundering and financing of terrorism. 
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financing of terrorism in the Republic of Macedonia with the FATF Recommendations, as part of 
the third round evaluations of the Member States of this Committee. According to the procedures 
of the Committee for conducting such type of evaluations, each country that is subject to 
assessment is obliged to fill in the standard Questionnaire on compliance with each separate 
FATF recommendation and submit it to the Committee before conduction of the evaluation. The 
Questionnaire, and on that basis the evaluation as well, consists of three parts: assessment of the 
legal system, assessment of the financial system and assessment of the judiciary. The National 
Bank, as supervisory authority responsible for the operation of the major part of the financial 
system of the Republic of Macedonia, was actively involved in the preparation of the responses 
to this questionnaire. In order to provide timely and accurate response to the questionnaire, 
within the National Bank a working group was established, whose members were also involved 
in the conduct of the evaluation and in the procedure of finalizing the Report of the Committee 
for compliance of the Republic of Macedonia with the FATF recommendations. This Report was 
adopted by the Committee on its plenary session which was held from 7th to 11th of July 2008.

As a result of the overall actions taken by the National Bank in the area of prevention 
of money laundering and financing of terrorism, and due to the serious approach in answering 
the questionnaire and conducting the evaluation, the findings of the Committee experts clearly 
indicated that “the duty of supervisory authorities to supervise the systems for prevention of 
money laundering in the process of performing its supervisory function, in accordance with 
the Law on prevention of money laundering and other proceeds from crime and financing of 
terrorism, in practice is met by the National Bank”250. Regarding the assessment of the financial 
system, the Report stresses the role that the National Bank has in this area, where it is identified 
as a supervisory authority that makes the largest efforts in the field of preventing money 
laundering and terrorism financing. The effectiveness of the supervision of banks and savings 
houses is especially emphasized, while in terms of supervision of exchange offices and providers 
of money transfer services, certain recommendations for further improvement are given.

It should be pointed out that the whole assessment refers to the conditions from March 
2007, i.e. before the adoption of the new Banking Law and the relevant by-laws, the amendments 
in the regulation on exchange offices and providers of fast money transfer services and before 
the considerable enhancements of the supervisory practice of the National Bank. These changes 
and improvements are taken into account when drafting the Progress Report of the Republic of 
Macedonia in relation to the condition assessed in the third round of evaluations, prepared by 
the Committee of the Council of Europe in September 2009. The Report confirms the positive 
direction of the National Bank in the fight against money laundering and terrorism financing. 
This assessment has been additionally confirmed in December 2010 when the Committee 
prepared another review of the performed progress in the Republic of Macedonia. The financial 
system of the Republic of Macedonia is the only part of the overall system for preventing money 
laundering and financing of terrorism without any substantial incompliance with the FATF 
recommendations, and the National Bank is among the small number of institutions to which no 
serious recommendations were sent to strengthen its procedures and practices.

A particularly significant activity in this domain is the involvement of the National Bank 
in the work of the special Committee of the Council of Europe. Namely, two representatives of 
the National Bank are part of the list of qualified evaluators of the Moneyval committee. One 
of them, as a financial expert was part of the team of this committee which in 2008 conducted 
evaluation of compliance of Ukraine with the FATF recommendations.

250  Third Round Detailed Assessment Report – July 2007, Committee of Experts on the Evaluation of Anti-money 
Laundering Measures and the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval) (www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/moneyval/
Countries/MK_en.asp)
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2.8.1.3. Law on Foreign Exchange Operations

The Law on Foreign Exchange Operations currently effective was passed in 2001251 
and has been implemented since October 15, 2002. Since then four amendments and additions to 
the Law 252 were passed. The Law regulates current and capital transactions and their execution 
in form of payments and transfers among residents and nonresidents, among residents if 
using foreign means of payment or if the subject of operations are foreign means of payment 
and unilateral transfers of funds from or to the Republic of Macedonia which do not represent 
transactions among residents and nonresidents, foreign exchange supervision and control.

With the fourth amendment to the Law in 2008 for the first time the conditions 
under which the National Bank revokes the license for conducting exchange operations were 
prescribed. The misdemeanor policy was also regulated where as infraction bodies were defined: 
the National Bank, State Foreign Exchange Inspectorate and Customs Administration, and 
with the amendment the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations was adjusted with the Law on 
Misdemeanor253, regarding the settlement procedure.     

According to the Article 60 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations the by-laws 
stipulated by this Law were supposed to be adopted within 60 days after the enactment of this 
Law. Therefore, the National Bank began with preparation and adoption of by-laws which were 
under its responsibility. Thus, in July 2002, the National Bank passed all by-laws which it was 
authorized to prescribe.     

In 2005 three years after active implementation of these regulations, a project group 
was established within the National Bank that was responsible to make an analysis of the foreign 
exchange system setting and by-laws passed by the National Bank254. This analysis included 
identification of failings of the current by-laws, as well as preparation of proposals for amending 
the regulation. According to the conducted analysis, the project group prepared a report in 
which, among the other data, were also proposals to revise most of by-laws passed in 2002. 
Beginning as of 2007, most of the organizational parts of the National Bank, in line with the 
scope of their tasks, have started with revision of the by-laws passed on the ground of the Law 
on Foreign Exchange Operations.          

Decision on the method and the conditions under which residents may carry •	
out payments and collection in cash foreign currencies in transactions with 
nonresidents 

According to Article 27, Paragraph 1 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations, 
residents which are trade companies, sole proprietors and affiliates of foreign legal entities in 
the Republic of Macedonia may carry out payments and collection in cash foreign currencies in 
transactions with nonresidents, under the method and the conditions prescribed by the National 
Bank of the Republic of Macedonia. Based on this provision from the Law, in 2002 the National 
Bank	adopted	а	Decision	on	conditions	under	which	residents	may	carry	out	payments	and	
collection in cash foreign currencies255 in transactions with nonresidents, which prescribes the 
conditions, method and documentation under which the National Bank may issue approval to 
а	resident	to	carry	out	collection	in	cash	foreign	currencies	in	transactions	with	non-resident,	
based on export of goods and services or payment of services. Based on the issued approval the 
resident was obliged to pay-in the collected cash foreign currencies to an account at authorized 
bank. 

251  Official Gazette of the RM no.34/01.
252  Official Gazette of the RM no. 49/01, 103/01, 51/03 and 81/08.
253  Official Gazette of the RM no. 62/06.
254  With Decision from the Governor no. 04-14/99-2005
255  Official Gazette of the RM no. 53/02, 98/02 and 30/04
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The analysis of issued approvals on this ground while this decision was effective showed 
that the collection in cash foreign currencies was mostly done from non-residents in neighboring 
countries of the Republic of Macedonia, but also with other countries, including countries from 
the European Union. 

  
In June 2006, starting from the general orientation for releasing the Central Bank from 

activities which are not characteristic for a modern Central Bank and minimization of activities 
with non-financial sector and also taking into account the development of the financial sector and 
macroeconomic performances of the Republic of Macedonia, the National Bank Council passed 
a new Decision on conditions and manner under which residents may perform payment and 
collection in cash foreign currencies in transactions with non-residents256 This Decision annuls 
the obligation of the resident for obtaining approval from the National Bank in order to perform 
payment and collection in cash foreign currencies in transactions with non-residents. Moreover, 
the Decision prescribes minimum necessary documentation to be submitted to the authorized 
bank in order to receive the cash foreign currencies and make them available to the resident in 
his foreign exchange account. In performing payment and collection in cash foreign currencies 
in transactions with non-residents, residents and authorized banks are obliged to respect the 
regulations regarding prevention of money laundering.       

 The new Decision also abrogated the obligation for obtaining approval from the National 
Bank for collection in cash foreign currencies for residents who deal with sale of goods  in duty free 
shops, supplying foreign aircrafts with fuel and lubricant, providing services in trains, sleeping cars 
and restaurant cars, organizing special games of chance in gambling rooms or selling food and other 
necessary products to passengers in aircrafts,  providing airport services, providing services and 
charging for road fees and tolls, border insurance and disinfection of motor vehicles of foreign natural 
persons. The sold goods or rendered service these residents will be able to collect in cash foreign 
currencies and to deposit at an authorized bank by presenting appropriate documentation. 
  
 The Decision also stipulates that residents who provide services in the international 
commodity and passenger transport may hold cash foreign currency in their vaults and may without 
obtaining approval from the National Bank withdraw cash foreign currencies monthly from their 
account with an authorized bank, in the amount of the average monthly expenses of the preceding 
year made for business trips abroad of the employees and for settling expenses related to the means 
of transportation. 
 
 As stated above, according to the Decision from 2002 the National Bank was allowed to issue 
approval for payment in cash foreign currencies only based on import of services. The novelty in the 
Decision from 2006 is that the National Bank may issue approval for payment in cash foreign currency 
not only for import of services, but also for import of goods, only if the resident submits a document from 
the Central Bank or other competent  institution of the country from where the goods were imported, 
indicating that the banking system of the country which would receive the payment, does not allow 
cash -free money transfer. 

Decision on the manner and the terms under which residents, which are not •	
authorized banks, may open and hold accounts abroad

 According to Article 23 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations residents may open 
and hold accounts abroad, unless otherwise stipulated by this Law. The National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia shall stipulate the method and the conditions under which the residents other than 
authorized banks may open and hold accounts abroad. Based on this provision from the Law, in 2002 

256  Official Gazette of the RM no.80/06
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the National Bank adopted a Decision on the manner and the terms under which residents, which are 
not authorized banks, may open and hold accounts abroad257.

    
The experiences from practical implementation of this Decision showed that it had to 

be revised. Therefore, the National Bank Council in July 2007 adopted a new Decision on the 
manner and the terms under which residents, which are not authorized banks, may open and 
hold accounts abroad.

 
The novelty in this Decision refers to more detailed prescribed manner and terms 

under which residents, which are not authorized banks, may open and hold accounts abroad 
and specifies the necessary documents to be submitted to the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia for obtaining approval for opening accounts abroad. The other novelty in this 
Decision is issuing of approval for opening account with foreign bank for claim collection on 
the basis of a court decision made by a competent court abroad, binding the resident to open a 
foreign exchange account with a foreign bank.  

    
This Decision, the same as the previous one, regulates the cases in which resident legal 

entities which are not authorized banks may open and hold accounts at non-banking foreign 
organizations, as settlement accounts for settling the claims and liabilities with non-residents. 
 
 A novelty in this Decision is the liberalization of issuing of approvals by the National Bank for 

registering of the settlement accounts in a special register, whereas the resident is only obliged to 
register the settlement account with the National Bank before he starts operating. 

In December 2008 the National Bank Council adopted a Decision on amending the 
Decision on the manner and the terms under which residents, which are not authorized banks, 
may open and hold accounts abroad, which introduced liberalization in opening an account 
abroad for the purpose of selling real estate abroad258.

The amending was urged by the knowledge that residents of the Republic of Macedonia 
experience difficulties in collection and transfer of funds in the Republic of Macedonia based on 
sale of real estate abroad acquired in a way which is not in breach with the laws in our country. 
Namely, according to regulation in some countries, if a non-resident in that country decides 
to sell his real estate, the transfer of funds received from the sale may only be done to a non-
resident account opened with a bank in that country. That means that if a resident of the Republic 
of Macedonia sells his real estate in a country of which the regulations require opening of a 
non-resident account in order to realize the real estate sale and to transfer the received  funds 
in the Republic of Macedonia, he needs to open a non-resident account in a bank in that country, 
with previously received approval from the National Bank. The amendment to the Decision 
established legal basis for issuing  the necessary approval from the National Bank.          

In December 2009 the National Bank Council adopted one more Decision on amending 
the Decision on the manner and the terms under which residents, which are not authorized banks 
may open and hold accounts abroad 259. This amendment provided additional liberalization which 
refers to opening of account abroad for the purpose of lease of real estate abroad. That provided 
an opportunity, based on approval from the National Bank, for a resident to open account with 
a foreign bank for collection and transfer of funds in the Republic of Macedonia based on lease 
of real estate abroad, acquired in a way which is not in breach with the laws in the Republic of 
Macedonia. Namely, according to regulation in some countries, if a non-resident in that country 
is a lessor, the funds received from the leasing may only be transferred to non-resident account 

257  Official Gazette of the RM no. 53/02 and 98/02.
258  Official Gazette of the RM no. 163/08.
259  Official Gazette of the RM no.157/09
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opened with a bank in that particular country. Thus, there is need for residents who are lessors 
abroad to have a right to open accounts abroad, based on approval received from the National 
Bank.        

Decision on the terms under which authorized banks may take in or out of the •	
Republic of Macedonia cash foreign currency from or to their accounts abroad

 
Pursuant to Article 29 paragraph 3 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations the 

National Bank prescribes the terms under which the authorized banks may take in or out of the 
Republic of Macedonia cash foreign currency from or on their accounts abroad. 

On this basis, in 2003 the National Bank adopted a Decision on the terms under which 
authorized banks may take in or out of the Republic of Macedonia cash foreign currency from 
or to their accounts abroad260 According to that Decision the authorized banks were obliged to 
ask for approval from the National Bank for each taking in or out of cash foreign currency from 
or to their accounts abroad.  

 
In March 2007, following the general commitments for maximally releasing the banks 

from unnecessary administrative procedures, the National Bank Council adopted a new Decision 
on the terms under which authorized banks may take in or out of the Republic of Macedonia cash 
foreign currency from or to their accounts abroad261. 

    
This Decision abrogated the issuance of approval from the National Bank as a condition 

for authorized banks to take in or out from the Republic of Macedonia cash foreign currencies 
from or to their accounts abroad. Moreover, the new Decision provides authorized banks to take 
in or out from the Republic of Macedonia cash foreign currencies from or to their accounts abroad 
with an order issued before the competent customs authority, thus avoiding administration by 
the National Bank. The authorized banks are obliged to report to the National Bank each taking 
in or out of cash foreign currencies.  

Decision on the terms and the amount of cash domestic currency, checks and •	
monetary gold that may be taken in or out of the Republic of Macedonia

Pursuant to Article 29 paragraph 2 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations, the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia prescribes the terms and the amount of the cash 
domestic currency and checks and monetary gold permitted to be taken in or out of the Republic 
of Macedonia. Therefore, in 2003 the National Bank adopted a Decision on the terms and the 
amount of cash domestic currency, checks and monetary gold that may be taken in or out of the 
Republic of Macedonia262.

The conducted analysis and experiences from the implementation of this Decision, as 
well as the identified needs of banks and other economic entities for taking in and out of the 
Republic of Macedonia  cash domestic currencies, checks and monetary gold, imposed a need 
for creating a new text of this Decision. Therefore the National Bank Council in March 2007 
adopted a new Decision on the terms and the amount of cash domestic currency, checks and 
monetary gold that may be taken in or out of the Republic of Macedonia263.

    
The Decision introduced several important changes. Thus, it provided an opportunity 

for the banks in the Republic of Macedonia to take in and out cash domestic currencies from 

260  Official Gazette of the RM no.63/03
261  Official Gazette of the RM no.41/07
262  Official Gazette of the RM no.66/03
263  Official Gazette of the RM no.41/07
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and abroad based on agreements of purchase and sale of denars with foreign banks. Such 
solution  resulted from the concrete needs of banks in the Republic of Macedonia for taking out 
cash denars abroad,  based on a request for purchasing from foreign banks. This enables sale 
and purchase of denars  beyond the borders of the Republic of Macedonia, without limiting the 
amount.    

The amount of cash domestic currencies and checks per person which residents or 
non-residents may take in or out of the Republic of Macedonia when travelling, regardless of 
denomination structure, has been increased with the new Decision from Denar 20,000.00 to 
Denar 120,000.00 per person. The increase of the amount was due to achieving consistency 
with the Decision of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia at that time, according to 
which residents and non-residents may take in or out of the Republic of Macedonia cash foreign 
currencies up to Euro 2,000.00.  

Moreover, the Decision introduced an opportunity for non-residents when travelling 
from and to abroad, to take in or out of the Republic of Macedonia cash domestic currency in the 
amount not exceeding Denar 120,000.00, only by presenting before the competent customs 
authority a document that the cash domestic currency have been purchased from a domestic or 
foreign bank or withdrawn from an account in a domestic or foreign bank.

This Decision does not specifically regulate taking in and out of cash domestic currencies 
and checks at the border due to the fact that these types of transactions in the Republic of 
Macedonia are not regulated with appropriate laws, but by generally regulating the taking in and 
out of the Republic of Macedonian of cash domestic currencies and checks when travelling.   

Also, this Decision liberates the taking in and out of cash domestic currencies for workers 
in a means of transportation involved in all types of international transport, if generated by 
products sold to natural persons in the means of transportation. Previously, this referred only 
to international railway traffic. With this Decision, residents and non-residents obtained an 
opportunity to take in or out of the Republic of Macedonia not only jubilee coins but also jubilee 
banknotes.  

Decision on the currency exchange operations•	

According to Article 36 fro the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations, residents authorized 
by the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia may perform exchange operations. Also, the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia prescribes the conditions and methods for obtaining 
a license and performing the exchange offices operations. Therefore in 2002 the National Bank 
adopted a Decision on terms and manner of obtaining license and performing currency exchange 
operations264. 

In February 2009 the National Bank Council adopted a new Decision on the currency 
exchange operations 265. Namely, after seven years of implementing the previous Decision, the 
experiences and analysis showed that there was a need for new Decision in order to achieve: 
a) further specification of the documentation required for obtaining a license for performing 
currency exchange operations; b) full adjustment of  the Decision with the amendments to the 
Law on Foreign Exchange Operation; c) introduction of appropriate treatment of banks in terms 
of performing currency exchange operations and d) introduction of modern and more efficient 
manner of collecting data for the currency exchange operations market in the Republic of 
Macedonia. The Decision prescribes terms, manner, procedure and documentation necessary for 
obtaining license for performing currency exchange operations, manner of performing currency 

264  Official Gazette of the RM no.53/02, 77/03 and 61/04
265  Official Gazette of the RM no.31/09
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exchange operations, supervision and measures which may be taken by the National Bank. The 
most important novelties in the new Decision are the following:       

the authorized currency exchange operators are obliged to possess personal computer, −	
internet connection and certificate for electronic signature which should provide 
electronic delivery of data for the currency exchange market turnover to the National 
Bank; 

the banks are released from the obligation to request special license from the National −	
Bank  for each opening and closing of currency exchange office; 

the authorized currency exchange operators may create currency exchange list several −	
times in the course of the day, which provides an opportunity for constant adjustment 
with developments on the currency exchange market; 

the authorized currency exchange operators are allowed to open separate denar and −	
foreign exchange accounts for currency exchange operation in several banks;

it is prescribed that when the legal entity  opens a special account for currency exchange −	
operations with authorized bank, it needs to pay the amount of Denar 200,000.00 in 
order to start  performing  currency exchange operations; 

regulation of sale and purchase of cash foreign currencies based on currency exchange −	
operations by non-residents.

During 2009 and 2010 the National Bank Council adopted several decisions on 
amendments to the Decision on currency exchange operations 266. 

In May 2009 with the first amendment to the Decision on currency exchange operations267 
an adjustment was made between  the activity for performing exchange operations and the new 
classification of activities in the Republic of Macedonia.   

In December 2009 with the second amendment to the Decision 268, certain provisions 
were deleted and the provisions regarding necessary documents for receiving license for 
performing currency exchange operations were specified. The provision which stated that 
the licensed currency exchange operators have to establish and publicly present the amount 
of commission was deleted because that is integral part of exchange rate difference gained 
by the authorized currency exchange operator. New provisions were introduced regarding the 
necessary documentation which the legal entity has to submit for obtaining currency exchange 
operations license (proof issued by a competent authority that no bankruptcy or liquidation 
procedure has been initiated against the legal entity) and there were also provisions which 
state that authorized currency exchange operators that received license for currency exchange 
operations by the National Bank should regularly updated the documents regarding fulfillment 
of conditions for performing currency exchange operations. Moreover, it has been stipulated 
that authorized currency exchange operators identify clients for each transaction of buying/
selling cash foreign currencies and checks in line with the law, for the purpose of adjustment 
with the Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and Revenues from Other Illegal Activities and 
Funding of Terrorism Activities269 

266  Based on Item 24 from the Decision on currency exchange operations the Governor of the National Bank in March 
2009 adopted the Instructions for enforcing the Decision on currency exchange operations (Official Gazette of the 
RM no.38/09) which regulates the manner of implementation of the Decision on currency exchange operations, look 
and contents of forms used in performing currency exchange operations as well as the manner of making additions to 
the same. On November 9, 2009, January 26, 2010 and July 1, 2010 the Governor of the National Bank adopted the 
amendments to the abovementioned Instructions (Official Gazette of the RM no.136/08, 13/10 and 90/10) which came 
out as result of the need for adjusting certain provisions from the Instructions with provisions from the amendments 
to the Decision on currency exchange operations.           

267  Official Gazette of the RM no.66/09
268  Official Gazette of the RM no.157/09
269  Official Gazette of the RM no.4/08
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In May 2010 the National Bank Council adopted the third amendment to the same 
decision 270. The amendment came as result from the need for adjustment with the Law on 
amending and addition to the Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and Revenues from 
Other Illegal Activities and Funding of Terrorism Activities 271. All concrete obligations which 
came out from the Law and had been incorporated in the Decision were deleted, and with the 
amendment a general provision was introduced according to which the authorized currency 
exchange operator is obliged to act according to laws which regulate the prevention of money 
laundering and revenues from other illegal activities and funding of terrorism activities. This 
was necessary since the adoption of the Decision on Currency Exchange Operations is based on 
the Law on Foreign Currency Operations that regulates a completely different matter compared 
to the one linked with money laundering and funding of terrorism activities.      

Besides these provisions, the last amendment to the Decision introduced other provisions  
which increase the effectiveness in fulfilling the control function of the National Bank over the 
authorized currency exchange operators. More important amendments and additions refer to 
the following:

the authorized currency exchange operator is obliged to inform the National Bank and −	
to submit documents in event of change of transaction accounts for currency exchange 
operations registered at the National Bank (opening of new or closing of current foreign 
exchange or denar transaction account for currency exchange operations with a 
bank);  

the obligation of the authorized bank to report the change of authorized persons who −	
perform currency exchange operations is deleted; and

in order to provide the authorized persons from the National Bank during on-site −	
supervision with insight in current data of the legal entity that possesses license for 
performing of currency exchange operations, a new obligation has been prescribed for 
the authorized currency exchange operator to keep copy of statement of the current 
position of the company issued by the Central Registry of the Republic of Macedonia 
(last balance submitted to the Central Registry). 

Table 21
Number of currency exchange operators 

Source: NBRM.

Decision on the Method of Opening and Maintaining Non-resident Accounts•	

According to Article 24 paragraph 3 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations the 
National Bank prescribes the method and the conditions for opening and keeping accounts of 
non-residents.  Thus, in 2002 the National Bank adopted a Decision on the Method of Opening 
and Maintaining Non-resident Accounts272.

In March 2007 the National Bank Council adopted a new Decision on the Method of 
Opening and Maintaining Non-resident Accounts.273 The most important changes regarding 
the decision which previously regulated the method of opening and maintaining non-resident 
accounts refer to the following:

270  Official Gazette of the RM no.73/10
271  Official Gazette of the RM no.57/10
272  Official Gazette of the RM no.53/02
273  Official Gazette of the RM no.41/07
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introduction of obligation for the banks to update data and documents on opening of −	
accounts every 2 years or after 1 year if there were no transactions in the accounts, 
which among others provides updating of data regarding the resident status of the 
account holder; 

introduction of obligation for the banks to compulsory sign an agreement with the client −	
who opens a non-resident account, which will include basic elements, thus providing 
greater transparency and protection of the banks’ clients; 

definition of “account”, as a transaction account that serves for collections and payments −	
with residents, transfer of funds with non-residents and pay-ins and payouts in cash 
foreign and domestic currency, as defined by the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations 
and other bylaws drawing from this Law;

shorter validity period of the document issued by the Customs Administration of the −	
Republic of Macedonia for bringing in foreign exchange currencies in the Republic of 
Macedonia from 30 to 15 days;

limiting the amount of pay-ins of cash foreign currencies to non-resident accounts for −	
which no document from the Customs Administration of the Republic of Macedonia is 
required to the amount of Euro 2,000.00;  

prescribing of 30-days period in which non-residents may again pay-in previously −	
withdrawn denar or foreign currency deposits from their accounts in the bank. In the 
previous Decision there was no restriction of the period for depositing  these funds to 
non-resident accounts;    

the limit in the amount of Euro 10,000.00 for withdrawing cash domestic or foreign −	
exchange currencies from non-resident accounts was abrogated. 

In August 2007 the Decision was subject to additional amendments referring to the 
following:  

the method and conditions for opening of non-resident accounts by natural persons −	
without their physical presence in the authorized bank was regulated, specifying  the 
cases in which non-residents who are natural persons may open accounts without being 
physically present in the authorized bank. Such cases exist when a non-resident acquires 
denar claims based on payments of bonds issued by the Republic of Macedonia by the 
power of law, or acquires heritage in the form of deposit with a bank on the basis of 
effective court decision;

instead of the previous provisions which set forth that the account shall be closed should −	
the necessary identification documents of the non-resident are not updated in line 
with the Decision, the amendments to the Decision stipulate blocking of the account. 
This amendment has enabled the non-residents to still hold their foreign exchange or 
denar account, and the availability of the funds shall be restricted until the account is 
updated;  

obligation was introduced for the banks to establish and keep records of blocked −	
accounts;

the method and time dynamics of updating the identification documents of non-resident −	
natural persons has been specified.

In June 2008 another amendments and additions to this Decision were adopted by the 
National Bank Council. These amendments and additions refer to the following: 

specification of documents based on which foreign diplomatic representative offices −	
or representative offices of international organizations are identified when opening  
non-resident accounts with an authorized bank i.e. a certificate issued by the Central 
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Registry of the Republic of Macedonia has been added to the documentation issued by 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs;    

the period during which the bank is obliged to block the non-resident account if no −	
transaction has occurred, has been increased from one to two years; 

pay-in of cash foreign currencies to non-resident accounts, towards connecting this −	
part with the Decision of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia which regulates 
methods and level of amount of cash foreign currencies and checks which may be taken 
in and out of the Republic of Macedonia. Without relating to an exact amount determined 
in the Decision of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia, it is provided that this 
Decision would not need to be amended if the amount is changed in the Decision of the 
Government.    

In October 2008, due to further liberalization of the activities, the Decision had one 
more change by which the 30-day restriction for paying-in of cash foreign currencies and denars 
by non-residents at their accounts with authorized banks, based on previously withdrawn funds 
from these accounts, was abrogated. This amendment provides the non-resident with possibility 
to return previously withdrawn cash from the bank to his bank account in no limited time.     

Decision on the method of opening resident foreign exchange accounts•	

According to Article 4 Paragraph 3 from the Law of Foreign Exchange Operations the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia defines the procedures for opening foreign exchange 
accounts by residents. Thus, in 2002 the National Bank adopted a Decision on the method of 
opening resident foreign exchange accounts with authorized banks.274

In March 2007 the National Bank Council adopted a new Decision on the method of 
opening resident foreign exchange accounts275. 

Most important changes in terms of the Decision which previously regulated the opening 
of resident foreign exchange accounts refer to:  

more detailed regulation of the method for identification of clients who open foreign −	
exchange accounts i.e. prescribing necessary documents for opening a foreign exchange 
account with a bank; 

definition of  the term foreign exchange account as transaction account, that serves −	
for collections and payments with non-residents and residents, transfer of funds from/
to foreign exchange savings deposit, from/to foreign currency deposit and pay-ins and 
payouts in cash foreign currency, as defined by the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations 
and other bylaws drawing from this Law.

prescribing documents which clients have to present to the bank for opening a foreign −	
exchange account; 

introduction of obligation for the banks to compulsory sign an agreement for opening −	
foreign exchange account and defining basic elements that should be integral part of 
the agreement; and    

introduction of provisions which exclude the possibility for a legal entity or natural −	
person to possess dual status in one bank i.e. status of resident and non-resident which 
would enable the legal entity or the natural person to possess foreign exchange account 
with the bank as resident and as non-resident.

274  Official Gazette of the RM no.53/02
275  Official Gazette of the RM no.41/07
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In August 2007 the Decision was amended providing that the necessary documentation 
for opening a foreign exchange account by a resident natural person can also be submitted  as 
copy verified by authorized person (notary). The initial text of the Decision stipulated that the 
necessary documents for opening foreign exchange account had to be presented in original. 
This amendment represented adjustment with the provisions of the Law on Prevention of Money 
Laundering and Revenues from Other Illegal Activities.

In January 2009 the National Bank Council adopted one more amendment to this 
Decision, thus abrogating the obligation of banks for submitting monthly report to the National 
Bank on resident foreign exchange accounts’ balances.  

Decision on determining the type of securities and financial derivatives in which •	
authorized banks may invest abroad

According to Article 14 Paragraph 7 from the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations the 
investment rating criteria shall be prescribed by the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia. 
Thus, in 2003 the National Bank adopted a Decision on determining the type of securities and 
financial derivatives in which authorized banks may invest abroad276.

In December 2008 the National Bank Council adopted a new Decision on determining the 
type of securities and financial derivatives in which authorized banks may invest abroad277.

Most important changes regarding the Decision which previously regulated this matter 
refer to: 

increasing of minimum allowed long-term credit rating of securities in which authorized −	
bank may invest abroad;

specifying provisions and increasing of minimum acceptable long-term credit rating of −	
banks and financial institutions that authorized banks may conclude agreements for 
financial derivates at over-the-counter market;

defining the minimum acceptable long-term credit rating of securities and their issuers −	
in event when authorized bank invests in financial derivatives which price, directly or 
indirectly, depends on the change of the securities price;

specifying of international financial institutions as issuers or guarantor of securities in −	
which authorized bank may invest abroad. Pursuant to the Decision, as international 
financial institutions are considered the following: International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (IBRD); International Financial Corporation (IFC); European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and Multilateral Investment Guarantee 
Agency (MIGA). 

276  Official Gazette of the RM no.53/02
277  Official Gazette of the RM no. 163/08
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Table 22
Review of number of issued documents by the National Bank according to the Law on Foreign 
Exchange Operations and by-laws 

Source: NBRM.

2.8.1.4. Law on Performing Fast Money Transfer

Until 2003, the performing of the financial service fast money transfer was regulated in 
the Banking Law and it could be performed only by the authorized banks having obtained prior 
approval from the National Bank for performing payment operations with abroad, as part of their 
financial activities. Thus, in December 2003, Law on Fast Money Transfer278 was adopted, 
which regulates the manner and the terms for performing fast money transfer in the Republic 
of Macedonia.

With the adoption of this Law, the following effects have been attained: 

approaching to the legislation of the European Union, according to which fast money −	
transfer is a financial service that can be provided also by institutions that are not 
banks;

legal framework for this financial activity, which in that period was performed by trade −	
companies in the Republic of Macedonia exclusively on the basis of registration for 
performing activity “Other financial services” was established, thus ensuring adequate 
control and sanctioning of the entities that perform this activity, authorized or non-
authorized;

intensification of sound and loyal competitiveness on the financial market, and−	

attracting citizens towards formal financial market. −	

The Law regulates the manner and the conditions for performing fast money transfer, the 
licensing procedure, the oversight and the sanctioning of the entities that perform fast money 
transfer. The Law states the following specific features of the fast money transfer:

the money transfer is electronic, i.e. the paid money can be collected almost the very −	
moment they are deposited in;

278  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 77/03
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the transfer, i.e. the payments can be performed exclusively by and to natural −	
persons;

money transfer can not be performed among natural persons in the Republic of −	
Macedonia;

the payments are exclusively in cash foreign currency that can be purchased or sold on −	
the foreign exchange market in the Republic of Macedonia;

the amount that can be transferred is limited: payments in up to Euro 2,500.00 monthly −	
per natural person, which is identical to the allowed transfers based on personal 
transfers, and payments out up to Euro 5,000.00 daily per natural person, which is less 
than the allowed maximum that can be freely taken in  when entering the Republic of 
Macedonia;

factual money transfer is conducted through special account opened in the authorized −	
bank. 

The fast money transfer service in the Republic of Macedonia can be performed by trade 
companies - fast money transfer service providers, on the basis of license issued by the National 
Bank and trade companies - subagents, on the basis of a contract concluded with the fast money 
transfer service provider (which is licensed by the National Bank), registered in the Registry of 
fast money transfer service providers. The Law prescribes the terms that the trade companies 
must meet in order to obtain license from the National Bank. Integral part of the licensing is the 
verification of the integrity and the reputation of the responsible persons, the employees, as 
well as verification of information related to the legal entity. 

The National Bank is authorized for performing  on-site and off-site inspection of the 
operations and adherence to the regulations of the service providers and subagents. If during 
the inspection National Bank determines irregularities and illegitimacies in the operations, it 
may order annulment of the contract with the subagent,  it may revoke the license issued to the 
service provider, or initiate procedure to the competent court.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Law on Fast Money Transfer, the obligation for adoption 
of bylaws accounts for the National Bank. 

In the first semester of 2004, the National Bank adopted bylaws which regulate 
this financial activity, as follows:

-Decision on obtaining license for performing fast money transfer, adopted by the 
National Bank Council, in January 2004279 and amended in May 2004. The Decision prescribes the 
documentation and the procedure for issuing license for fast money transfer. It also prescribes the 
terms for concluding subagent agreement, the conditions to be attained by the trade company 
in order to conclude agreement for fast money transfer as subagent, the responsibilities and 
obligations of the provider of fast money transfer service towards subagents, as well as the 
control that the National Bank should perform over the concluded agreements. The manner of 
control to be performed by the National Bank over the providers of fast money transfer services 
and subagents is regulated, as well as the measures to be undertaken for non-adherence to the 
provisions of the Law and Decisions adopted on this basis. 

- Decision on the record keeping manner for each transaction of fast money transfer, 
adopted by the National Bank Council in January 2004, amended in September 2004280. This 
Decision regulates the manner of keeping a daily record of fast money transfer transactions that 
should be performed by the providers of fast money transfer and subagents, as well as the format 
of the form for record keeping. It is prescribed that the provider of fast money transfer service 

279  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 4/04 and 30/04.
280  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 4/04 and 61/04.
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and the subagent for money transfer is required to keep single record for each transaction of fast 
money transfer. Written document - certification will be issued for each payment in and out of 
cash foreign currency, pursuant to the standards of the global electronic money transfer system. 
Before it starts operating, the provider of fast money transfer service should obtain approval 
from the National Bank on the format and the content of the written document - certification. The 
provider of fast money transfer is accountable for the uniformity of the format and the content 
of the written document - certification also with the subagents in concluded contract with. 

-Instructions for reporting on the fast money transfer transactions281. The Instructions 
define the type and the manner of submission of the data on the transactions based on fast 
money transfer, as well as the contents of the reports that the providers of fast money transfer 
submit to the National Bank for each executed fast money transfer transaction, including also 
the performed transactions through their sub-agents. 

-Manual for maintaining Registry of providers of fast money transfer282, which gives the 
format, the contents and the manner of maintaining the Registry of providers of fast money 
transfer maintained by the National Bank and published on the web site of the National Bank. 

In 2007, Law on amending the Law on Fast Money Transfer283 was adopted. The 
amendments to the Law on Fast Money Transfer were intended for strengthening of the criteria 
for obtaining license for performing this financial service by the trade companies including 
also the banks in the Republic of Macedonia. Namely, a trade company can obtain license for 
performing fast money transfer if it meets, except the current, the following terms: 

to have established an information system security policy;−	

to have policies and procedures for receipt and distribution of cash in relations with −	
banks and subagents ;

the responsible person in the trade company should have university degree, at least −	
three years work experience in the area of financial operations and knowledge in the 
regulations pertaining to fast money transfer;

the employees in the trade company who will perform fast money transfer should have −	
at least secondary education, and

to have at least Euro 100,000.00 deposited on special account for payments based on −	
fast money transfer.

As a novelty this Law  prescribes  a requirement for banks interested in fast money 
transfer to obtain prior approval from the National Bank. 

In June 2007, pursuant to these amendments to the Law, the National Bank commenced 
with bylaws revision and adopted new Decision on issuing license and approval for performing 
fast money transfer and conditions for concluding contract between provider of fast money 
transfer and subagent284. 

In 2010, the Law on Fast Money Transfer was amended twice285. The first amendment 
to the Law on Fast Money Transfer enabled liberalization in the criteria for obtaining license for 
performing this financial service by trade companies. The most significant change refers to the 
condition under which the global system for electronic money transfer the company is connected 
to should be functional in 20 countries, instead in 100 countries. Also, the company should have 
deposited amount of at least Euro 20,000.00 on the special account for payment based on fast 
money transfer, instead of Euro 100,000.00. The second amendment to the Law on Fast 

281  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 6/04.
282  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 6/04.
283  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 54/07.
284  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 79/07.
285  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 48/10 and 67/10.
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Money Transfer refers to the conditions the trade company should meet in order to obtain 
license for performing fast money transfer (for trade company, no  additional penalties that the 
court can pronounce should be stated, such as: ban on obtaining license for performing fast 
money transfer service, revocation of the license for fast money transfer, ban on founding new 
legal entities and ban on performing fast money transfer services). Accordingly, harmonization 
of the bylaws was performed, with  two amendments to the Decision on issuing license and 
approval for performing fast money transfer and conditions for concluding contract between 
provider of fast money transfer and subagent, being adopted by the National Bank Council, in 
April 2010 and July 2010286.

 
In 2010 Law on amending the Law on Money Laundering Prevention and Other Proceeds 

of Crime and Financing Terrorism287 was adopted, enforced on May 04, 2010, which envisaged 
changes in the daily record of the fast money transfer transactions of the entities performing fast 
money transfer. Namely, according to these amendments, the data on the daily record of the fast 
money transfer should include larger number of personal data for the client that performs the 
transaction. According to the aforementioned, in May 2010, new Decision on the record keeping 
manner for each fast money transfer, was adopted by the National Bank Council 288. Pursuant to 
this Decision, Instructions on the form and the contents of the Form for record keeping of fast 
money transfer - 1FMT 289 was adopted. 

Table 23
Survey of the activities of the National Bank pursuant to the Law on Fast Money Transfer and 
adequate bylaws 

Source: NBRM.

286  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 61/10 and no. 103/10.
287  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 57/10.
288  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 73/10.
289  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 90/10.
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During entire 2004 - 2010 period, the National Bank has continuously been performing 
collection, processing and control of the monthly reports for individual transactions on the basis 
of fast money transfer, submitted by providers of fast money transfer services.

Table 24
Survey of entities performing fast money transfer, number of individual transactions and total 
turnover

Source: NBRM.

Within 2004-2010 period, the number of providers of fast money transfer services 
increased from one to seven. Their number began to mount from 2007, which is mainly due to 
the legal possibility enabled with the amendments to the legislation from 2007 for performing 
these services by banks as well. Thus at the end of 2010, five out of these seven service providers 
are banks. The number of subagents for performing fast money transfer in the analyzed period 
also increased, from 15 to 56. The number of transactions and turnover with these entities 
also surges. Namely, the number of transactions in 2010 is higher by approximately 60 times 
compared to 2004. From the aspect of the type of realized transactions, the providers of fast 
money transfer services and their subagents are mainly present on the side of funds pay out 
in the country, therefore the payments in are less by 10 times than the payments out, which 
indicates that net inflow of funds in the country through these entities in the previous period 
was realized. Both types of transactions – payments in and payments out in the analyzed period 
register increase by several times (by 62 and 58, respectively).

2.8.1.5. Development of financial intermediation

Law on Financial Collateral  •	

For the purpose of further harmonization of the Macedonian legislation with that of the 
European Union290, in the first half of 2008, the National Bank291 took active participation in the 
preparation of the Law on Financial Collateral. This Law regulates the terms and the manner for 
using cash or other financial instrument as financial collateral to certain claims. 

Pursuant to this Law, the financial collateral arrangements can envisage a transfer of 
ownership or establishing pledge right. The arrangement for financial collateral with transfer of 
ownership enables the recipient of the financial collateral to control (sell) the financial collateral 

290  Directive 2002/47/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 6 June 2002 on financial collateral 
arrangements).

291  Representatives of the National Bank participated in a work group engaged in the preparation of this Law. This 
work group was formed in November 2007 and it was composed of representatives of the Ministry of Finance (the 
institution responsible for the Law), the Ministry of Economy, the Ministry of Justice, the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia and several commercial banks. The first draft version of the Law was prepared at the end of January 
2008. This text was submitted to larger number of relevant institutions in the country. After revising their suggestions 
and commentaries, the work group developed the final version of the Law, which was adopted by the Assembly of 
the Republic of Macedonia in July 2008 (“Official Gazette of RM” no. 84/2008). It should be emphasized that this final 
version includes large number of the commentaries and remarks of the National Bank.  
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(financial instrument or cash). According to the financial collateral arrangement with established 
pledge right, the recipient of the financial collateral can employ the pledged collateral, only after 
prior authorization from the provider of the collateral. Regardless of the type of the agreement, 
on the maturity date of the financial claim that is collateralized, the recipient is obliged to provide 
equal financial instrument, i.e. cash in the same amount.  

Regulating these issues provides for larger safety of the financial transactions among 
persons, which pursuant to the Law can conclude arrangements for financial collateral,  increases 
the liquidity of the financial market through the possibility for employment of the financial 
instrument which is used as a financial collateral and lessens the administrative burden in the 
conclusion of agreements for financial collateral. 

Electronic money•	

The significant novelty that was introduced with the new Law on the Payment Operations 
in 2007 is the regulation of the founding and operations of the companies for issuing electronic 
money, thus fully implementing the EU Directive 2000/46/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 18 September 2000 on the taking up, pursuit of and prudential supervision of the 
business of electronic money institutions and Directive 2006/48/EC of the European Parliament 
and of the Council of 14 June 2006 relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit 
institutions (banks and e-money institutions). 

The electronic money is the value of cash put in electronic device, issued on the basis of 
money receipt, in the amount not smaller than the value of the issued electronic money. They 
should be accepted as a mean of payment by the entities which are not issuers of that money, 
which is one of the essential characteristics of the electronic money.  

In December 2007, pursuant to the provisions of the Law on Payment Operations, the 
National Bank Council adopted the Decision on the terms and the manner of operating of 
the company for issuing electronic money292. This decision set forth the volume and the 
manner of implementation of the Banking Law provisions to these companies.293. 

The issuance of electronic money is activity that can be performed, by a bank, as well as 
by every joint stock company that has obtained founding and operating license by the National 
Bank. The issuer of the electronic money can perform exclusively activities of issuing electronic 
money and other similar activities, compared to the banks which can perform a variety of banking 
and financial activities. Hence the initial capital requirement for founding an electronic money 
institution equals Denar 70 million and is much lower than initial capital for banks. 

In order to reduce the possible negative effects of the liquidity risk the issuer of electronic 
money is exposed to, this Decision prescribes also the type of assets the issuer can invest the 
funds collected on the basis of issued electronic money (only in liquid and low risky assets), 
including also the adequate limits for those investments, the methodology for asset evaluation, 
the methodology for management of risks arising from issuance of electronic money and 
investments, as well as the contents of the reports and the manner of their submission to the 
National Bank.

This Decision was enforced on January 01, 2008, but no institution required license from 
the National Bank for issuing electronic money until now.

292  “Official Gazette of RM” no.  159/2007.
293  The companies issuing electronic money are subjected to significant part of the provisions of the Banking Law which 

refer to the own funds, founding, shareholders, consents, bank bodies, accounting, audit, internal audit, measures, 
etc. This is in conformity with the European regulations, according to which the banks and the companies issuing 
electronic money are deemed credit institutions.  
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Consumer protection in consumer loans agreements •	

In 2007, within the activities for harmonization of the domestic legislation with the EU 
directives in the area of protection of consumers from unfairly lending terms294, the National 
Bank took active participation in the preparation of the Law on Consumer Protection in Case 
of Consumer Loan. In the condition of high credit growth in 2007, the need of adoption of this 
Law was even more emphasized. It regulates the issues of protection of rights and interests of 
the	consumer	loans	users’	rights	through:	(а)	ensuring	bigger	transparency	in	the	advertizing,	
offering and approving consumer loans, (b) introduction of standards for the contents of the 
agreements for consumer loans (c) introduction of the total annual rate of total expenses and 
defining of single method of its calculation.  

In July 2007, on the basis of this Law, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision 
on the methodology for calculating the annual rate on total expenses and the Decision on the 
method and the procedure for supervision of banks and savings houses related to consumer 
protection in consumer loan agreement.  

With the adoption of the Decision on the methodology for calculating the annual rate 
on total expenses295 compliance with the aforementioned European Directives regulating the 
consumer rights protection was attained. This is also part of the activities envisaged in the 
Action Plan for European Partnership of the Government of the Republic of Macedonia. With 
the enforcement of this Decision, the Decision on calculating and publishing effective interest 
rate on loans and deposits296 became void. The new Decision, in its essence, does not differ 
from the previous Decision, the manner of calculation of the annual rate on total expenses does 
not differ from the manner of calculation of the effective interest rate. The essential difference 
between both decisions is the fact that the provisions for the effective interest rate (the previous 
decision) refer to both, loans and deposits of legal entities and natural persons. For the purpose 
of harmonization with the European legislation in this area, the new decision refers only to the 
loans extended to natural persons. Namely, it is primarily intended for protection of the interest 
of the natural persons, as a credit users which are generally treated as being less informed on 
the banking and financial activities. It has set uniform rules the credit provider should adhere 
to when offering consumer loans. This Decisions, (as the previous one), enabled equalization 
in the manner of calculation of the total expenses by the credit providers, through prescribing 
the manner of calculation of the annual rate on the total expenses on consumer loans, as well 
as the requirement for publishing this rate and other expenses related to the approval, use 
and repayment of the credits. The annual rate on the total credit expenses is a sublimate of all 
expenses the client should pay for using the credit, and which are known on the day of conclusion 
of the agreement (nominal interest rate, and other commissions and fees the credit provider 
charges for the crediting). The objective of these regulations is to facilitate the client’s selection 
of credit provider, through increasing the transparency in the providers’ operations and enabling 
comparison of the terms they offer.

The Decision on the method and the procedure for supervision of banks and savings 
houses related to consumer protection in consumer loan agreement297 envisages this specific 
type of inspection to be conducted within the regular supervision, through on-site and off-

294  Council Directive 87/102/EEC of 22 December 1986 for the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions	of	the	Member	States	concerning	consumer	credit,	изменета	и	дополнета	со	Council	Directive	90/88/EEC	
of 22 February 1990 amending Directive 87/102/EEC for the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative 
provisions	of	the	Member	States	concerning	consumer	credit	и	Directive	98/7/EC	of	the	European	Parliament	and	of	
the Council of 16 February 1998 amending Directive 87/102/EEC for the approximation of the laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions of the Member States concerning consumer credit.

295  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 105/2007.
296  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 117/2005.
297  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 105/2007.
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site control of the banks and the savings houses in a manner and procedure set forth in the 
Banking Law and the adequate bylaw which precisely regulates the manner of performing 
supervision298. 

The implementation of the new legal framework for consumer protection in case of 
credits began from January 01, 2008.   

Treatment of the banks’ foreclosures  •	

The banks and savings houses can collect overdue claims through foreclosure of the 
tangible assets and other values pledged as collateral for those claims. By undertaking that 
asset, the claim is deemed collected and it is not included in the banks’ credit portfolio, thus 
ceasing the requirement for allocation of impairment for covering the credit risk arising from that 
claim. However, the actual collection of the claim occurs in the moment of sale of the foreclosed 
assets by the bank, when the non-monetary and non-interest bearing assets is transformed in 
monetary and interest bearing assets. In other words, the risks related to this type of assets 
are not fully removed in the moment of foreclosing the asset, but in the moment it is sold. Also, 
pursuant to the Banking Law, the banks are required to sell the property acquired based on 
uncollected claims within three years from their foreclosure. If not, that property is included 
in the limits which restrict the property of the banks in land, buildings, equipment and capital 
investments in other institutions.  

The need of such regulations is based on the specific market and economic conditions in 
the Republic of Macedonia. Namely, as a result of the insufficiently developed real estate market 
in the Republic of Macedonia, the banks often face with difficulties in the sale of foreclosed assets 
(primarily because of the difficulties to achieve the expected selling price). These hurdles result 
in increase in the non-monetary and non-interest bearing assets of the banks, also causing 
difficulties in the determining of the market value of these assets and consequently, in the real 
presentation of the on-balance sheet positions and the results of the banks’ operations.

Therefore, in June 2005 the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on the 
methodology for allocating special reserve for potential losses from foreclosed assets299. It 
prescribed the requirement for the banks to allocate special reserve for the foreclosed assets as 
follows: (1) in the amount of 10% of the initial book value as of the end of each year in the first 
five years of the foreclosure; (2) in the amount of 25% as of the end of the sixth and seventh 
year (which is cumulatively a write-off of 100%). Also, requirement for assessment of the value 
of the foreclosed asset by an authorized appraiser when foreclosing the assets on annual basis, 
at the latest, was introduced. The implementation of this Decision began on January 01, 2007.

However, within the activities for establishing new accounting framework for banks and 
savings houses in the Republic of Macedonia, which is based on the international standards 
for financial reporting, these Decision needed adequate amendments. Accordingly, only after 
several months in use, in June 2007, it was replaced with the Decision on the accounting and 
regulatory treatment of foreclosed assets300. With this Decision, the accounting treatment of the 
foreclosed assets was additionally strengthened with certain specific regulatory requirements, 
having in mind the international financial reporting standards.  

The requirements for compulsory assessment of the value of assumed assets by an 
authorized appraiser when foreclosing the asset, at least once a year, remained. However, new 
requirement was introduced, envisaging that the compulsory assessment of the value of the 

298  Decision on the manner of performing supervision and inspection (“Official Gazette of RM” no. 31/2008).
299  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 80/2006.
300  “Official Gazette of RM” no.  79/2007.
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foreclosed asset, instead of one, to be performed by three authorized appraisers. The foreclosed 
asset is recorded in the accounting at the lowest of the three estimated values. Similar to the 
previous Decision, the following lower estimated value should be adequately presented as loss 
in the Income Statement. In contrast to the previous Decision which prescribed the dynamics 
for obligatory decrease/write-off of the value of the asset according to strictly prescribed 
percentages within seven years (provision which was not incompliance with the international 
accounting standards), the new Decision preserved only the requirement for obligatory complete 
write-off of the asset after the expiration of the fifth year after its foreclosure. The justification 
of such regulatory requirement is based on the fact that the inability to turn certain asset in cash 
in a five-year period means that this asset is actually worthless for the bank (having in mind 
that the basic goal of each bank is to dispose of liquid and/or interest-bearing asset). The new 
Decision became effective on July 25, 2007. 

Credit Registry of the National Bank•	

The National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, with the Credit Registry it maintains, 
can be proud of its exclusively rich database on the indebtedness of the legal entities and 
natural persons with the banking sector of the Republic of Macedonia. The beginnings of the 
Credit Registry of the National Bank date from 1998. The first idea was to use the registry as a 
supporting tool during the supervision (on-site and off-site) of the banks and savings houses 
within the credit risk domain. But, it proved that it is extremely useful for the banks and savings 
houses, not only for the credit approval process, but for the consequent monitoring of the quality 
of the credit exposure, which is the dominant risk the banks are exposed to in their operations, 
with approximately half of the own funds of the banking sector being “intended” for credit risk 
coverage.  

The banks, savings houses and foreign banks’ branch offices301, pursuant to the 
regulations, are obliged to submit the data on their claims to the Credit Registry, being also 
responsible for their correctness. They, including the National Bank, are users of the Credit 
Registry data, which are considered as business secret. 

The legal ground for the introduction of the Credit Registry is contained in the Law on the 
National bank of the Republic of Macedonia, introduced with the amendments from July 2004. 
Pursuant to this Law, the National Bank Council, in September 2004, adopted the Decision on 
the contents and the manner of functioning of the Credit Registry302. This Decision prescribes the 
type, the manner and the deadlines for submission of data and information to the Registry.  

The several year practical use of the Credit Registry, by the National bank and the 
other banks, as well, emphasized the need of its improvement. The improvement should be 
directed towards widening of the scope and the type of the data it maintains, to speed-up their 
submission, improvement in the reporting forms of the Registry, etc. The realization of the 
improvement began at the end of 2007, according to prepared detailed plan of activities and 
actions.  

In the first months of 2008, the contents of the developed Credit Registry were 
defined, as well as the manner of submission and obtaining data to/from the Registry. Also, 
the reports intended for the Credit Registry users were defined. The banks and the savings 

301 The opening of the foreign banks branch offices in the Republic of Macedonia was regulated, for the first time, with 
the new Banking Law (“Official Gazette of RM” no.  67/2007), and consequently included also as submitters to and 
users of the Credit Registry data. 

302  The Decision was published in the “Official Gazette of RM” no. 61/2004. In March 2007, amendments to the Decision 
were made, which were published in the “Official Gazette of RM” no. 25/2007. These amendments introduced 
additional data on the purpose of the exposure to the natural persons and data on the prevailing activity of the retail 
traders.   
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houses were sent a questionnaire, regarding their perceptions about the need of Credit Registry 
improvement. The answers given showed that, generally, the banks were satisfied with the 
proposed volume and type of data, which were envisaged to be covered in the improved Credit 
Registry.  

Within April - June 2008 period, the application was programmed and internally 
tested. In the following two months, the application was tested together with the banks, followed 
by preparations for its utilization. The activities for improvement of the Credit Registry finalized 
at the end of August 2008, with the adoption of the Decision on the contents and the manner 
of functioning of the Credit Registry303. The banks and the savings houses submitted their first 
data, according to the new regulations, as of September 30, 2008. 

What are the achievements of the improvement of the Credit Registry?

The improvement of the Credit Registry was also an element of the IMF Stand by 
arrangement304 and BERIS project of the World Bank305. 

The improvement of the Credit Registry consisted of (a) rising the frequency for 
submission the data in the Registry (introduction of monthly data update instead of quarterly 
reporting as until then), (b) reducing the processing period by the National Bank of the submitted 
data to the Registry within ten days from the deadline for their submission, instead of a month 
as it was practiced until then (c) lowering the reporting threshold for reporting for individual 
exposure to credit risk, for the legal entities to Denar 300 thousand (for banks and foreign banks’ 
branch offices), i.e. Denar 50 thousand (for savings houses) and for natural persons over Denar 
5 thousand (for banks, savings houses and foreign banks’ branch offices)306, (d) widening of the 
scope of data (reporting based on credit contract, instead of the practice reporting by client), 
(e) inclusion of additional data (f)  improvement in the reporting forms of the registry.  

303  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 108/2008.
304  Pursuant to item 23 of the Letter of Intention from the arrangement of IMF, the National Bank was obliged, until the 

end of August 2008, to regulate the detailed contents of the new, improved Credit Registry, as well as the protocol 
for submission and use of data to/from this Registry. 

305  For the Credit Registry improvement needs, NBRM, for a short period, was using part of the World Bank’s credit for a 
Business Environment Reform and Institutional Strengthening (BERIS). It was planed that credit amount of Euro 269 
thousand will be used (about Euro 39 thousand for providing consultant services and about Euro 230 thousand for 
procurement of software and hardware for the new Registry). The realization of this credit began in the first quarter 
of 2007, when consultant (from the USA) was selected, who estimated the functional and technical layout of the 
Credit Registry, in cooperation with the National Bank, as well as of the needs and possibilities of its improvement. 
In the report, the foreign consultant gave especially positive estimates for the structure of the Credit Registry of the 
National Bank and prepared technical specification for the necessary hardware and software. During the cooperation 
with the consultant, as well s the communication with the World Bank, it was perceived that the tender procedure for 
realization of the next phase, i.e. the procurement of the new software, and then the receipt and the implementation 
of the new software would finalize, in best case scenario, until the end of 2008. The utilization of the new Credit 
Registry would commence at the beginning of 2009.

 NBRM determined that with internal development of the software, the new Credit Registry will be in function until 
July/August 2008. After the consultations with the Ministry of Economy and the World Bank, i.e. after it was perceived 
that there are no obstacles for deprive from the utilization of BERIS funds, on October 31.2007 NBRM officially yielded 
from further utilization of the BERIS funds (in the amount of Euro 230,000, which referred to the procurement of 
software and hardware for the new Credit Registry) and pursued with activities for self-reliant  improvement of the 
Credit Registry.  

306  Before the improvement, the banks were required to submit data to the Credit Registry on the exposure to individual 
domestic nonbank legal entities over Denar 500 thousand, natural persons over Denar 150 thousand, as well as to 
all domestic banks, foreign banks and foreign legal entities and natural persons regardless of the amount of the total 
exposure. The savings houses were required to report on the individual clients (natural persons and legal entities) 
having total exposure over Denar 50 thousand. 
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Table 25
Comparative survey of data in both the previous and the new, improved Credit Registry  

No. Type of data Previous 
credit 
registry

New 
credit 
registry

1 Identification and tax number of legal entities, i.e. identification 
number of natural persons  

Х Х

2 Title of the legal entity, i.e. name and surname of the natural person Х Х

3 Address of the legal entity’s main office, or address of the natural 
person

Х Х

4 Prevailing activity of the legal entity Х Х

5 Exposure by client Х Х

6 Exposure by credit contract Х

7 Days of delay with the principal repayment Х

8 Currency characteristic of exposure (in foreign currency, Denars, 
Denars with FX clause)

Х Х

9 Currency of the credit party Х

10 Risk category Х Х

11 Amount of impairment and special reserve Х Х

12 Purpose of the exposure to natural persons (procurement and 
renovation of apartments and renovation of business premises, 
consumer loans, car credits, overdrafts, credit cards loans, etc.)

Х Х

13 Data on net exporters (for internal use) Х Х

14 Type and value of the collateral Х

15 Data on the guarantors Х

16 Date of approval of the exposure Х

17 Principal maturity date Х

18 Amount of due principal Х

19 Level and type of interest (fix, adjustable, or variable) Х

20 Type of credit (with single or annuity repayment) Х

21 Credit status (restructured, prolonged) Х

22 Number of prolongation and restructurings Х

23 Compliance of the foreign currency position of the client (i.e. whether 
the client is or it is not protected from the currency risk )

Х

24 Written off claims Х

Only during the first year of functioning of the improved Credit Registry, it contained data 
on the financial standing of the legal entities (data from the financial statements obtained from 
the Central Registry of the Republic of Macedonia, on the basis of signed bilateral agreement). 
However, upon request of the Central Registry, except the first submission, further submission 
of data from the closing accounts was terminated. As a result, access to one extremely important 
data in the credit risk assessment process was disallowed. The data from the closing accounts 
were intended exclusively for the needs of the National Bank, but not for the banks and savings 
houses.   

The activities of the National Bank for improvement of the Credit Registry commenced in 
a period of extremely intensive credit activity of the banks in 2007, which later (starting from the 
last quarter of 2008) was followed by a trend of exposure quality worsening. In such conditions, 
the need of better informing of banks and enhanced supervision is especially evident. Through 
its improvements, the Credit Registry contributed largely to the attainment of two very important 
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goals: lower asymmetric of information in the process of deciding in approving credits by the 
banks and savings houses and improvement in the efficiency of the supervisory function of the 
National Bank within the credit risk management domain. 

The improvement of the Credit Registry of the National Bank contributed also to better 
rating of the Republic of Macedonia in the Doing Business Report (in the part Access to Credits), 
especially due to the decrease in the exposure threshold that is reported to the Registry, the 
higher degree of scope of indebtedness of the legal entities and natural persons with the banking 
sector of the Republic of Macedonia. Before the improvement of the Registry, i.e. before the 
reduction of the minimum exposure thresholds that are reported, the Registry contained data on 
the indebtedness of about 118 thousands natural persons. After the reduction of the threshold, 
it covered about 400 thousands natural persons. 

The enriched database of the Credit Registry gives possibilities for generating a number 
of reports, by banks or savings houses, and at the level of the banking system. The new possibility 
for generating reports for the average maturity and the average interest rate by individual 
activities, sectors, currencies, exposure structure by type of collateral, by type of interest rate, 
late credits, restructured credits, written-off credits etc. is especially important. The improved 
Credit Registry enabled creation of significantly useful tool for the banks and the savings 
houses in the approval of new credit exposures and generally, in the credit risk management 
and measuring, as well as strengthening of the supervisory function of the National Bank. All of 
these give huge contribution to the maintenance of the stability of the banking sector. 

Regulation of the terms and the manner of extending foreign exchange loans and •	
foreign exchange indexed loans between residents

In March 2006, the National Bank Council adopted a Decision on the terms and the 
manner of extending foreign exchange loans and foreign exchange indexed loans between 
residents307. With the adoption of this Decision, the Decision on the terms and the manner of 
concluding foreign exchange credit operations between residents308 from 2003 became void. The 
need of adoption of these regulations was related to the liberalization of the foreign exchange 
regime from 2003, i.e. with the amendments to the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations309, 
which enabled the banks to extend foreign exchange loans in the country (to residents), intended 
for payment of imports, for financing investments abroad, or for settlement of other liabilities 
to abroad. The main difference between these two decisions (from 2003 and 2006) was in their 
scope. Namely, the Decision from 2003 referred only to the loans extended in foreign currency. 
It does not include loans in Denars with FX clause310, which were getting more and more present 
in the banks’ credit portfolios. But, the risks for banks arising from loans in Denars with FX 
clause are also present as with the foreign currency loans. Therefore, the National Bank, with 
the Decision from 2006 prescribed identical terms to be met for lending to residents by banks in 
Denars with FX clause and lending terms for foreign exchange loans. In order to extend credits 
in foreign currency, the bank is obliged to have adequate policies and procedures for identifying, 
measuring and monitoring of the credit risk that arise from the currency risk the credit user is 
exposed to. At the moment of credit approval, the credit user should be classified in the risk 
categories A or B, or to pledge first-class collateral. The new Decision determined more precisely 
the elements that must be included in the banks’ policies and procedures, which refer to the 
following: monitoring of the compliance of the foreign currency position of the client, monitoring 

307  “Official Gazette of RM” no.  41/2006.
308  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 66/2003.
309  These amendments to the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations are published in “Official Gazette of RM” no.  51/2003 

from July 31.2003.
310  Loans in Denars with FX clause (foreign exchange indexed loans) denote the Denar loans the current value of which 

depends on the exchange rate of the domestic currency against foreign currency, regardless whether their valuation 
is performed regularly, periodically, optionally, etc. 
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of the structure of the  cash flows of the client from the aspect of the possibility for covering 
the changes in the volume of the credit obligations to bank as a result of possible change in the 
exchange rate, defining of adequate amount of collateral, determining exposure limits for such 
type of loans, stress-testing, etc. 

Beside these conditions, the new Decision determined also the manner of approval and 
repayment of the foreign exchange loans among residents. There is a difference in the manner 
of approval and repayment of these loans, depending on that whether they are intended for 
payments abroad or payments in the country. According to the foreign exchange regime, only for 
the needs of payment of due liability to nonresident, the bank can extend the foreign exchange 
loan in foreign currency. The repayment of these loans in foreign currency can be performed 
only by legal entities and only if the foreign currency for the repayment originate from collections 
from nonresidents. Oppositely, the foreign currency loans should be repaid in Denars. Also the 
natural persons can make the credit repayment only in Denars. For Denar repayment, the banks 
and the user must contractually determine the exchange rate of the repayment. This Decision 
was enforced at the beginning of April 2006.  

The National Bank monitors the amount of approved foreign exchange loans and Denar 
indexed loans on a monthly basis through the reports311 on the concluded credit operations 
with residents during the month and at the end of the month, the banks submit. For the 

needs of the reporting to the National 
Bank, the residents are classified in 
four categories: (1) net exporters312, 
(2) residents where the price of the 
dominant product depends on the 
movements of the price of that product 
on the international markets, (3) natural 
persons, (4) other residents. Beside the 
amount of the extended loan, the reports 
contain also data on the risk category 
the loan is classified in, the currency 
of the loan, the agreed exchange rate 
between the bank and the resident the 
loan is extended at, its purpose (for 
payment to nonresident or for payment 
in the country), the date of approval and 
date of maturity of the approved loan, 
description of the collateral. 

The balance of the approved foreign exchange loans for payments abroad, on October 
31, 2003 (immediately after the effectuation of these regulations) equaled about Denar 7 billion. 
At the end of 2004, i.e. 14 months after the implementation of these regulations, the total foreign 
exchange loans extended to residents registered an increase of 51.9%, and at the end of 2010 
they mounted by approximately six times. 

The continuous increase in the loans with foreign currency component resulted in 
constant strengthening of their share in the currency structure of the total loans.

311  The contents of the reporting forms is detailed in the Instructions for the implementation of the Decision on the 
terms and the manner of extending foreign exchange loans and foreign exchange indexed loans between residents 
(“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.		52/2006	и	43/2009).

312  Net exporters denote all residents attaining larger foreign exchange inflows based on export than foreign exchange 
outflow from imports in the previous 12 months, and/or residents whose, according to the bank’s analysis, foreign 
exchange inflows during the credit period will be higher than their total foreign exchange liabilities.  

Figure 43
Trend in total loans

Source: NBRM.
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Figure 44

Currency structure of the total credits Structure of the foreign exchange loans 
according to credit user category

Source: NBRM.

 
From the aspect of the structure of the approved foreign currency loans according 

to the four categories of residents - credit users, during the entire period after the adoption 
of the regulations, very small part of the foreign currency loans are extended to residents in 
the net exporters’ category, which usually have lower currency risk. Such a structure of the 
foreign currency credits is not favorable and it can be alerting from the aspect of monitoring 
and managing credit risk, because of the lack of protection from exchange rate risk with most 
of the foreign currency credit users. Generally, the structure of the banks’ assets and the 
share of the loans with foreign currency component, corresponds to it is logical consequence 
of the banks’ liabilities structure, where considerable part of the deposits is also with foreign 
currency component. Consequently, these regulations considerably stimulated the financial 
intermediation in the economy. 

2.8.2. Regulations for performing supervision and inspection

Within 2000 - 2008 period, the supervision on banks and savings houses was carried 
out pursuant to the Decision on the manner of conducting supervisory inspection 
on banks and procedure for undertaking measures for eliminating the identified 
irregularities313. It prescribed the terms, the subject and the manner of performing supervisory 
inspection, as well as the procedure for undertaking measures for eliminating the irregularities 
determined with the supervisory inspection. The Decision was based on the implementation of 
the so-called CAMEL rating methodology314 in the assessment of the banks’ operations. 

The inspection over the implementation of the regulations in the operations of the banks, 
savings houses and non-bank financial institutions was regulated with several decisions. Within 
2002 - 2007 period, the inspection on banks, savings houses, exchange offices and residents 
authorized for performing fast money transfer was performed pursuant to the Decision on 
the manner of performing inspection over the implementation of the regulations on 

313  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 111/2000.
314  More detailed review of this methodology is given in the section 2.8.2.1.
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foreign exchange and Denar operations and undertaking measures against banks315. 
It prescribed the manner of performing inspection and the procedure for undertaking measures 
against controlled institutions, regarding the implementation of the monetary and foreign 
exchange policy with abroad, the trade of goods and services with abroad, as well as the 
regulations prescribing the Denar operations. 

In March 2007, the National Bank Council adopted the Decision on the manner 
of performing inspection over the implementation of the regulations on foreign 
exchange operations and prevention of money laundering, as well as undertaking 
of actions against banks316, after which the previous decision became void. This Decision 
enabled wider scope of controls over the implementation of the regulations by the controlled 
institutions regarding the prevention of money laundering, while cancelling the controls on the 
Denar operations of banks and savings houses, as well as the possibility for inspection by the 
National Bank over the respective documentation of other participants in the foreign exchange 
trade317. 

Since the effectuation of the Decision on the manner of performing inspection over the 
implementation of the regulations on foreign exchange operations and prevention of money 
laundering, as well as undertaking actions against banks, the control over the operations of the 
exchange offices and currency exchange operations with savings houses is performed according 
to the special bylaws regulating the terms and the manner of performing currency exchange 
operations and inspection and the actions the National Bank may undertake.  
 
 Within 2007-2009 period the control was made pursuant to the Decision on the terms 
and the manner of obtaining license for performing currency exchange operations318, while 
from 2009, it is conducted pursuant to the Decision on the currency exchange operations319. The 
control over the implementation of the Law on Fast Money Transfer320, i.e. control over the operations 
of the providers of fast money transfer is performed pursuant to the legal authorizations to National 
Bank prescribed in Section VII (Inspection and Actions) of the respective Law. 

The enforcement of the Banking Law in mid 2007 imposed the need for revision of the 
bylaws that regulate the implementation of the supervisory function of the National Bank. For the 
purpose, the National Bank Council in February 2008 adopted the Decision on the manner 
of performing supervision and inspection321. This Decision enabled consolidation of the 
current regulations prescribing the manner of performing supervision and inspection by the 
National Bank in one regulation. Also, the Decision is in compliance with the amended supervisory 
approach and the changes in the concept of conducting inspection over the implementation of 
the regulations. 

The Decision defines precisely the method of off-site monitoring of the operations 
of banks and savings houses, the on-site control of their operations and on-site inspection 
control. However, the two types of on-site controls differ in the approach and consequently, in 
the scope of the controls. The on-site control is a control of the banks’ exposure to risks, i.e. 
sum of procedures and processes for determining safety, soundness, riskiness, and regulations 
compliance. The controls can be full-scope or targeted. The full-scope controls encompass the 
entire operating of the bank, i.e. all material risks the bank is exposed to in their operating, 
while the targeted ones are focused on certain aspects of the banks operations, or certain risks 

315		“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.		44/02	и	80/02.
316  “Official Gazette of RM” no.  41/2007.
317  Legal entities – clients performing payment operations with abroad through banks. 
318		“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.		53/02,	77/03	и	61/04.
319		“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.	31/09,	34/09,	66/09,	157/09	и	73/10.
320		“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.	77/03,	54/07,	48/10	и	67/10.
321  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 31/2008.
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which require more detailed on-site examination. The on-site inspection control denotes control 
of the compliance with the regulations, i.e. sum of procedures and processes, for determining 
harmonization of the operations of banks and savings houses with the regulations322.  

The Decision sets forth the planning of the on-site controls, the announcing of the controls 
in the institutions, performing of the control, preparation of the examination report, as well as 
the possibility for stating summary assessment of the National Bank for the safety, soundness 
and riskiness in the bank’s operations in a special letter to the members of the Management 
Board. Furthermore, the Decision determines the right of the controlled institutions to object the 
findings stated in the examination report, as well as the requirement of the authorized persons 
who conducted the control, to respond to the submitted objection. The Decision also contains 
provisions that regulate maintenance of regular contacts of the National Bank with the members 
of the bank bodies and the external audit company, as well as provisions for cooperation and 
exchange of data and information with other supervisory bodies. 

2.8.2.1. Realized on-site controls within 2004 – 2010 period
 
Pursuant to Articles 7 and 34 of the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of 

Macedonia323, Article 116 and 128 of the Banking Law324, Article 45 of the Law on Foreign 
Exchange Operations325 and Article 29 of the Law on Fast Money Transfer, the National Bank of 
the Republic of Macedonia performs on-site controls over the operations of banks and savings 
houses, nonbank institutions (authorized currency exchange operators and providers of fast 
money transfer) and ancillary services undertaking of a bank326.

Until 2008, the National Bank performed the supervisory controls over the operations 
of the banks and the savings houses pursuant to the methodology based on determining of 
CAMEL327 rating.

CAMEL rating system was used for comprehensive assessment of the financial standing 
of the institution, the risk management system and its compliance with the regulations. The 
methodology envisaged rating for each of the CAMEL components (capital adequacy, asset 
quality, management, profitability and liquidity), as well as summary rate. The ratings were 
evinced by using numerical scale from 1 to 5 in upward line of supervisory concern. The summary 
rate 1 represented the best summary rating, while the summary rate 5, as the worst rating, 
pointed to the highest degree of supervisory concern. The summary rating was determined 
on the basis of the ranking and the assessment of the basic areas, but it did not represent 
arithmetical mean of the rates of individual areas. Depending on the condition in the control 
institution, some of the areas had larger influence on the summary rating. 

At the beginning of 2008, after the introduction of the risk-based supervisory 
approach328 the contents of the on-site controls of banks and savings houses was modified, 
especially focusing on determining their risk profile. To be more precise, the main objective 

322  Actually, compliance with: Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, Banking Law, Law on Foreign 
Exchange Operation, Law on Fast Money Transfer, Law on Protection of Consumers in Case of Consumer Loans, Law 
on Prevention of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds of Crime and Financing Terrorism and Law on Payment 
Operations. 

323  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 158/2010, Articles 24 and 32 of the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 
(“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.	3/02,	85/03,	40/04,	61/05	и	129/06),

324		“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.	67/2007	и	90/2009.
325		“Official	Gazette	of	RM”	no.	34/01,	49/01,	103/01,	51/03	и	81/08.
326  Pursuant to the definition prescribed in Article 2 of the Banking Law, “ancillary services undertaking of a bank” 

denotes a legal entity, the prevalent activity of which is real estate management, management and maintenance of 
data processing system or performing related activities which, according to their nature, are considered supporting 
activities to the activities performed by one or several banks.

327  C- capital adequcy; A-asset quality; M-management; E-earnings; L-liquidity.
328  This approach is elaborated in the section 2.8.3. Risk based banking supervision. 
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of the on-site supervisory controls is: assessment of the aggregate risk exposure and quality 
of risk management; assessment of the capital adequacy; verification of the internal control 
functioning, corporate governance system, money laundering prevention system, assessment 
of the internal audit operations and assessment of the implementation of the information 
security standards. 

During the entire 2004-2010 period, dominant component of the on-site  
supervision was the analysis of the banks’ assets, i.e. the level of exposure to credit risk and 
the quality of its management, as the most significant risk in banks operating. Beside this risk, 
special attention was given also to the assessment of the level of liquidity risk and the risk of 
inappropriateness of the banks’ information systems. Another significant segment of the on-
site controls was the assessment of the layout and the functioning of the systems of internal 
controls, internal audit and corporate governance, as well as the efficiency of the banks’ systems 
for prevention of money laundering. For the needs of assessment of the quality of individual 
risks management, as well as the corporate governance in the banks, during the on-site controls 
special attention was paid to the banks’ technical, organizational and staff aspect. The intensified 
growth of the banks’ activities, especially in 2007, emphasizes the need of larger further focusing 
of the controls towards assessment of the adequacy of these aspects.

The findings of the controls analyzed by years, generally point to positive movements 
in the banking system: 

In 2004, −	 with part of the controlled banks was determined relatively high credit risk, i.e. 
inadequate systems for its identification and quantification, unfavorable structure of the 
banks assets, liquidity troubles, insufficient capitalization and impeded profitability as a 
result of the high operational costs and unfavorable asset structure because of the high 
share of the non-interest bearing asset and weaknesses in the internal control systems, 
corporate governance and practicing of the shareholding in banks;  

In 2005 and 2006,−	  the on-site controls confirmed the improvement of the total risk 
profile of the banks and considerable strengthening of the risk management systems 
and corporate governance; 

In 2007 −	 it was stated that the process of establishing risk management systems is in 
advanced stage in most of the banks. The corporate governance, the internal control 
systems and the internal audit role registered continuous improvement. However, 
weaknesses in the layout of the banks’ systems were identified, which initiated issuance 
of several recommendations of the National Bank to banks towards improvement of their 
policies and procedures for managing individual risks, strengthening of the practices and 
standards for approving and monitoring of the credits, strengthening of the information 
systems security and improvement of the money laundering prevention systems.  

In 2007, the new Banking Law and bylaws adopted by the National Bank were enforced. 
These amendments had significant influence on the banks operations. The new standards for 
organization and management that aroused from the changes in the legal framework in 2008-
2010 period contributed towards further improvement of the banks’ risk management systems, 
the internal control systems and the corporate culture. The controls performed within 2008-2010 
period showed that the banks undertook activities towards systems development and that the 
solvency and the liquidity of the controlled banks were not endangered. Despite such general 
assessment, the on-site controls of risks identified weaknesses in the internal policies and 
procedures through which the controlled institutions have set the bases for risk management. 
Deficiencies regarding the established processes of measurement of the anticipated credit losses 
were determined, as well as in the manner of conducting stress tests329 of the exposure to credit 

329  The requirement for stress testing of the liquidity risk is prescribed in 2003. The stress testing of the credit risk is 
introduced with the Decision on risk management with obligatory implementation from 2009, except for credits with 
currency component, which are subject to stress testing since 2006. 
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and liquidity risk. The control activities within the domain of banks’ information security showed 
certain weaknesses regarding the adequacy of the systems for audit trace management330 
and with regard to the adequacy of the staffing of the organizational units for information 
technology. 

Within 2000 - 2008 period, the National Bank has been performing on-site inspection of 
the operations of each bank at least once in 18 months331. Since 2008, the cycle of implementation 
of on-site controls per institution is determined depending on its risk profile, i.e. the supervisory 
strategy for the institution determined within the constant off-site monitoring. 

Table 26

* In 2004, two controls on nonfinancial legal entities were performed in order to examine the origin of the capital of 
one bank.
Source: NBRM.

The on-site inspection controls are performed according to previously determined 
control plan, which is different from the plan pertaining to the on-site controls of risks. 

The on-site control activities, for controlling the operations of the banks and savings 
houses from the aspect of the implementation of the regulations, until 2008 referred to control 
over the regulations pertaining to foreign exchange operations (Law on Foreign Exchange 
Operations and adequate bylaws), as well as implementation on part of the provisions from the 
Law on Prevention of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds of Crime. 

At the beginning of 2008, with the introduction of the risk based supervision concept, 
as well as the changes in the bylaws regarding the manner of performing supervision and 
inspection with regard to defining of the on-site inspection control of the banks and savings 
houses, as component of the supervisory monitoring, the scope of the controls focused on the 
compliance of the banking institutions with the regulations was widened.  

Since 2008, by the on-site controls of the banks and savings houses’ compliance 
with the regulations, compliance with the following regulations was determined: Law on the 
National Bank, Banking Law, Law on Foreign Exchange Operations, Law on Prevention of 
Money Laundering and Other Proceeds of Crime, Law on fast Money Transfer, Law on Consumer 
Protection in Case of Consumer Loan, Law on Payment Operations, as well as bylaws thereof.

 
The on-site controls of the non-bank financial institutions, i.e. authorized currency 

exchange operators and providers of fast money transfer were aimed at assessment of the 

330  Audit trace is a record of the system activities which can be used for reconstruction and audit of the sequences of 
individual transaction, from the beginning until its execution. Hence significant proof and trace in the attempt for 
distracting the established policy of information system was provided. 

331  Decision on the manner of performing supervision on banks and the procedure for elimination of the determined 
irregularities. 
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harmonization of the operations of these entities with the regulations that stipulate their 
operations (Law on Foreign Exchange Operations, Law on fast Money Transfer, Law on Prevention 
of Money Laundering and Other Proceeds of Crime and Financing Terrorism, as well as bylaws 
thereof).

Furthermore, the number of performed on-site controls of the compliance with the 
regulations of the banks, savings houses and non-bank institutions within 2004-2010 period is 
stated.

Table 27

Source: NBRM.

2.8.3. Risk-based banking supervision

The National Bank’s supervisory approach for the risk assessment of banks since its 
establishing in 2004 until 2007, was based on the CAMEL rating methodology. In 90’, this 
methodology was broadly accepted and implemented, as standard for assessment of the banks 
stability by numerous supervisory agencies and central banks in the world. The CAMEL rating 
methodology encompassed assessment of the certain aspects related to banks risk exposure, 
certain types of risk related internal controls and aspects related to the bank bodies, although 
the opinion that this approach is more focused on the banks harmonization with the regulations 
prevails.     

In 2005, the National Bank adopted a strategic decision on transferring to 
an approach that is more oriented to risks. Such a decision was adopted on the basis of 
the comprehensive analysis of the supervisory function made in cooperation with the World 
Bank. This decision was adopted in order to improve the capacity of the National Bank for 
monitoring the banks riskiness, having in mind the expectations for activity growth of the 
banks, and the changes in the complexness of the products they offer. The transfer to more 
risk-oriented supervision is also a base for preparation and gradual implementation of the Basel 
2 requirements, especially the second pillar. 

 
The transfer to risk oriented supervision was conducted on the basis of the Supervision 

Development Plan developed by the National Bank in cooperation with the World Bank. This plan 
contained the required activities for successful transition of the supervision. Main preconditions 
for successful implementation of the Plan were as follows:

а)	adoption	of	new	Banking	Law	that	adequately	regulates:	the	corporate	governance	
in banks; internal control systems, internal audit, risk management systems; financial and 
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regulatory reporting; possibility National Bank to prescribe higher level, i.e. adequate level 
of capital according to the nature and the level of the banks’ risks; and system of progressive 
corrective actions that will enable the National Bank to undertake timely and effective measures 
to banks exposed to high risks;  

b) establishment of supervisory process enabling the National Bank to perform adequately 
the following: verify the systems’ layout and the banks’ risk management processes; monitor and 
analyze the banks’ risk profile; set and implement supervisory strategies and plans for individual 
banks and entire banking system; and 

c) establishment of adequate process of: budgeting of needs related to the staffing 
and technical aspect; training and monitoring of the development of the staff potential of the 
National Bank that performs the supervisory function. 

 
The Plan, in 40 pages, outlined the activities the National Bank should have undertaken 

during the transitional period, for the purpose of successful transfer to a risk-oriented supervision. 
These activities envisaged:  

а)	creation	of	supervisory	strategy	for	 the	banking	system	for	assessment	of	 the	
economic and market vitality of the banks in the system, based on their risk profile; selection 
of banks, which should, according to their risk profile, undertake certain strategic activities in 
certain time limit; and

b) creation of operational policy for the supervisory function of the National Bank through: 
defining statement for the supervisory mission; establishing process of system analyses related 
to the risks the banking system is exposed to; establishing effective management information 
system, defining of new methodology for banks’ risk assessment, defining of new organizational 
layout of the supervisory function; redefining of the business processes in the supervision in 
order to be able to support new organization and risk-oriented approach, establishment of 
Supervisory Committee as the highest operational body related to the supervisory function of 
the National Bank.

     
For each of the defined activities, the Plan contained detailed description of the current 

situation in the National Bank, recommendation how to realize the envisaged activities and steps 
through which the realization of the activities envisaged in the plan should be monitored. 

  
In January 2006, the Governor of the National Bank adopted the Plan, thus opening 

the path for its implementation and for gradual transition of the National Bank supervision to 
the risk oriented approach.  

In June 2006, in cooperation with a consultant engaged with the help of IMF, the 
National Bank began with the implementation of the Plan. The activities defined in the Plan were 
implemented by a work group which worked together with the consultant, while their operations 
were monitored and approved by a Management Committee established within the National 
Bank, and which functioned in the respective period for monitoring the project. The plan was 
developed in several sub-sections, with specific activities to be undertaken for each of them 
being specified. However, the National Bank also worked on creation of adequate preconditions 
for realization of the Plan (related with the improvement in the new Banking Law and bylaws 
thereof, as well as the activities.

 
In mid 2007 Banking Law was adopted. The Banking Law created the necessary 

preconditions for successful implementation of the Plan: introduction of the concept for risk 
management with the banks; possibility of the National Bank to prescribe higher level of 
capital depending on the nature and the level of risk the banks take; introduction of system of 
progressive corrective actions.  
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In 2006 and 2007, numerous activities for defining operating policy for the supervisory 
function of the National Bank were defined, as follows: 

eleven documents define the operating policies of the supervisory function. These −	
operating policies refer to: the business processes in the supervision, defining its 
organization, the manner of adoption of draft decisions which are approved by the 
Governor and the National Bank Council, management information system and typology 
of the documents that should circulate among the organizational units within the 
supervision; 

statement for the mission of the National Bank supervision was adopted, which defines −	
the objective, the manner of its execution, as well as the main principles it is based on 
(integrity, professionalism, efficiency and transparency);

new methodology for banks’ risk assessment was defined through the creation of the −	
following:	а)	19	narrative	documents	mirroring	the	expectations	of	the	National	Bank,	
how the banks should manage individual types of risks they are exposed to, how to 
set their internal control systems, internal audit, prevention of money laundering, 
compliance function and corporate governance; and b) 14 procedures for risk assessment 
of the business processes and the risks the banks are exposed to, the supervisors apply 
as a bases for deriving conclusions related to the banks’ systems and their aggregate 
risk level.  

 The methodology for the banks’ risk assessment is based on defined factors for assessment 
of the quantity of certain risk exposure, the quality of its management, as well as the direction of 
its movement in the following period. The quantity of risk denotes the level or the volume of risk 
the institution is faced with and it is presented as low, moderate or high. The risk management 
quality shows how good the institution identifies, measures, controls and monitors risks globally 
and according to the business activities and it is assessed as efficient, satisfactory or weak. The 
aggregate exposure to individual risk is determined through risk matrix by crossing the estimated 
quantity of individual risk exposure and assessed quality of risk management. Aggregate risk exposure 
is a summary rate showing the level of supervisory concern regarding the risk quantity and quality 
of the risk management, having in mind the relative importance of both. It is assessed as high, 
moderate, or low for each risk category. Risk direction is the probable change in the aggregate risk 
exposure in the following 12 months and it is characterized as decreasing, stable or increasing. With 
an additional matrix, through crossing of the aggregate risk exposure and anticipated direction of its 
movement, the type of necessary supervisory regime for each risk category is determined. The type 
of supervisory regime determines the National Bank direction for setting the supervisory strategy of 
the institution.

Table 28
Aggregate risk matrix
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Table 29
Conclusions about the risk and the recommended supervisory regime matrix

In the second half of 2007, the new methodology was tested with two banks. On the 
basis of the results of the testing, adequate adjustments to the methodology were made. The 
implementation of the new methodology began at the beginning of 2008.  

At the end of 2007, in accordance with the new risk based supervisory approach, 
the supervisory function was reorganized through establishment of the Supervision, Banking 
Regulations and Financial Stability Sector. The Sector consists of three departments with the 
following tasks being assigned: on-site supervision; off-site supervision and licensing; and 
banking regulations and financial stability. Organizationally observed, the Sector is under direct 
competence of the Governor of the National Bank, through the General Manager, who is chairing 
the Supervisory Committee. The Supervisory Committee is the highest operative body,  from 
where the draft decisions of the Sector’ departments are forwarded to the Governor, i.e. the 
National Bank Council, which pursuant to the National Bank are authorized for adoption of 
adequate laws. Also, the Supervisory Committee has also been entrusted with tasks related to 
the approval of the reports of the performed on-site controls on the banks, as well as activities 
related to the formulation of the risk profiles and supervisory strategies for individual banks 
and the banking system as a whole. Since its founding, on December 24, 2007 until the end of 
2010, the Supervisory Committee held total of 212 sessions of which: 3 in 2007; 80 in 2008; 70 
in 2009; and 62 sessions until December 31, 2010. 

After performing reorganization of the supervisory function, and formally adopting the 
new risk based supervisory approach, the National Bank began with additional improvement 
of the capacities for effective implementation of the new approach. Namely, in 2008 and 2009, 
through a donation from the Kingdom of the Netherlands, as well as financial support from 
PDPL arrangement of the Republic of Macedonia with the World Bank, several activities related 
to capacity building of the National Bank for implementation of the new supervisory approach 
were initiated. Also, through this donation, centralized electronic database that should support 
the business of the Sector was created.

 
Within this period, 6 groups of trainings were held (total 12 training modules) of the 

employees in the Sector directed towards building of the employees capacity. The trainings 
referred to risk management (credit, liquidity, legal, market risk), corporate governance, 
communication skills and building staff capacity, as well as implementation of econometric and 
statistical models for measuring financial risks.   

2.8.4. Corrective actions undertaken against banks and savings houses 
under the Banking Law

To preserve soundness and stability of the banking institutions and the overall banking 
system, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia undertakes corrective actions to 
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banks and savings houses that showed illegitimacies, irregularities and noncompliance in their 
operations. The 2000 Banking Law332, in force to mid-2007, specified myriad of actions 
available to the National Bank to improve the bank and savings house operations.

In 2004, the National Bank, through its off-site and on-site supervision in the banks 
and the savings houses identified noncompliance and shortcomings in some banks primarily in 
terms of:

credit risk management, demonstrated through inadequate systems for its identification −	
and quantification, and noncompliance with prudential credit exposure limits to individual 
entities; 

unfavorable assets structure due to the high amount of foreclosures, followed by −	
difficulties surrounding their sale; 

liquidity problems, insufficient capitalization, disturbed profitability, primarily owing to −	
high operating costs and unfavorable assets structure, particularly resulting from the 
high share of non-interest assets; 

internal control and audit and corporate management systems, and in the practicing of −	
shareholding in the banks, and  

improper conduct of established anti-money laundering policies and procedures due −	
to the insufficient experience when identifying suspicious and connected transactions, 
need of adequate staff training in the area of anti-money laundering, need of active 
involvement  of the bank’s management bodies, etc. 

For the purposes of eliminating the identified weaknesses, twenty eight decisions 
with corrective actions were adopted against thirteen banks and four savings houses.  Frequently 
imposed actions in 2004, such as ban on lending, cessation of performing certain financial 
activity, additional credit risk provisioning and complying within limits, pertained to banks of 
which the market share in the banking system was not significant. 

Many actions were imposed in 2005 for elimination of identified noncompliance and 
weaknesses in some banks, primarily in terms of: 

unsatisfactory credit risk management, −	

inadequately established corporative governance systems demonstrated through the −	
weaknesses in the performance of functions of the Management Board, Audit Committee 
and Risk Management Committee;

the problem of high amount of foreclosures, i.e. high share of noninterest assets in the −	
total assets, that had significant adverse effect on their earning potential; 

internal audit structure and functioning; −	

internal anti-money laundering systems, particularly weaknesses in identifying −	
suspicious and connected translations; 

accounting systems and financial reporting; −	

information systems.−	

In 2005, the National Bank adopted twenty decisions with corrective actions against 
eleven banks and two savings houses. 

In March 2005, a National Bank employee was appointed a conservator in a small 
bank (Postenska Banka AD Skopje), due to the consistent noncompliance of its operations 
with the provisions of the Banking Law. This action was preceded by other corrective actions 
in 2004 imposed as a result of the grave disturbance of the Bank’s soundness and stability, 

332  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no .63/2000, 37/2002, 51/2003 and 85/2003.
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identified through the permanent off-site supervision and on-site supervision in the Bank and 
of its shareholders. The preceding actions included revocation of the approval of  executive 
body members and requirement for the management board to submit a request for obtaining 
prior approval for appointing other members of the executive body. Since no such request 
was submitted and the Bank failed to respond to the imposed actions, a conservator was 
appointed. 

 
In May 2005, the Governor revoked the founding and operating license and 

stated that the requirements for opening a bankruptcy proceeding in AD Radobank Skopje 
were met. Crucial reason behind the license revocation was the failure of the Bank to operate 
in compliance with the issued license and the provisions of the Banking Law. The Bank, inter 
alia, failed to apply the actions imposed with the Governor’s decisions, and in spite of the 
imposed ban, it kept on performing payment operations abroad, and failed to close accounts in 
foreign banks and foreign currency accounts of domestic banks opened therein. Also, the Bank 
was not capable to execute due orders on Denar and foreign currency payments, i.e. failed to 
settle due liabilities, and therefore, faced serious liquidity problems that hindered its regular 
operations. Considering the above facts and the deteriorated liquidity of the Bank, underpinned 
with the balance sheet indicators, the National Bank found that the requirements for opening a 
bankruptcy proceeding in AD Radobank Skopje had been met. 

  
Moreover, the same year, the voting right was restricted in three cases of shares in a bank 

acquired by legal entities and natural persons for whom no prior approval was requested from 
the National Bank, and in two cases where it was found that a group of connected shareholders 
failed to meet the legal requirements. The right to vote was also restricted in seventeen cases 
of acquired shares in five banks by legal entities and natural persons without a respective proof 
being submitted for the source of funds for the purchased shares, which was contrary to the 
Banking Law. 

In 2006, based on the weaknesses identified in the risk management, demonstrated 
primarily by noncompliance with the prudential credit exposure limits, poor information security 
system, inadequate shareholder structure and weaknesses in corporative government, twenty 
seven decisions with corrective actions were adopted towards ten banks and seven savings 
houses. 

In July 2006, the founding and operating license of the savings house Kiro Cucuk 
DOO Veles was revoked and it was determined that the requirements for introducing liquidation 
procedure in the Savings House were fulfilled. The license was revoked since it was found that 
this Savings House submitted incorrect reports to the National Bank on the accounting of assets 
and liabilities. While the Savings House faced due liabilities based on court effective decisions on 
blocking its account, it failed to manage its assets and liabilities in a manner to enable settlement 
of due liabilities. Its accounts were blocked 56 consecutive days, i.e. the funds on the Savings 
House’s accounts were not freely available. Accounting books were not kept dully and up-to-
date, while the submitted accountancy data were incorrect. Due to these findings, the National 
Bank concluded that the Savings House did not operate in compliance with the issued license 
and the Banking Law provisions, resulting in revocation of its operating license.  

In 2006, a small bank (Komercijalno Investiciona Banka AD Kumanovo, later Stater 
Bank AD Kumanovo) was appointed a conservator with a Governor’s decision. The reason for 
appointing a conservator was the consistent noncompliance in the Bank’s operations with the 
Banking Law provisions. The action was also imposed due to the Bank’s irresponsiveness to the 
imposed corrective actions, and the incapability to propose and appoint an executive body within 
the period set by the National Bank, which would meet the conditions, after the revocation of 
the approval for the preceding members of the Bank’s executive body. 
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 On request of the founders of the Money Market and Short-term Securities AD Skopje, 
the National Bank stated, with a decision, that the issued founding and operating approval of 
the Money Market ceased being valid. The Decision was adopted after the Shareholder General 
Meeting of the Money Market brought a decision on cessation and institution of a liquidation 
procedure. 

Also, in three cases of acquiring shares in a bank, the voting right was restricted, because 
no prior approval of the National Bank was requested. In two cases, companies purchased 
over 5% of bank shares without requesting prior  approval from the National Bank, and the 
information on their share was obtained through the reports the banks submit to the National 
Bank on a monthly basis, on changes in their ownership structure. In the third case, such request 
was submitted, but after the company already purchased over 5% of the bank shares.

 
One of the significant qualitative changes in the new 2007 Banking Law pertains to 

the type of actions available to the National Bank towards a bank, banking group, shareholder 
or bank body, and the manner and procedure of undertaking. The law specifies a wide variety of 
actions, with the choice depending on the gravity of illegitimacy or irregularity and its influence 
on the bank’s soundness and safety, its depositors and the banking system as a whole. Other 
circumstances when making action decisions include effect or potential effect of the action on 
the bank or its depositors aimed to prevent further deterioration of the bank’s condition; whether 
the illegitimacy, i.e. the irregularity is deliberate and/or recurrent; willingness of the bank’s 
bodies to eliminate the identified illegitimacies and irregularities. In this way, the law allows for 
gradation of the actions undertaken against banks. 

The new Banking Law defines several types of actions such as regular, additional 
(against bank or bank shareholder when adversely violate regulations, thus jeopardizing the 
bank’s soundness and safety), introduction of administration in a bank, revocation of approval 
(for acquiring shares, for appointing member of Supervisory or Management Board, or for 
performing financial activities that require special approval) and revocation of a license. Main 
novelty in the law in terms of additional actions is the procedure for restricting the rights arising 
from shares acquired contrary to the Law, or for which the granted approval was revoked. 
Such shares are subject of decision determining that they do not bear a voting right to the 
shareholders, requiring from them to sell such shares within a specific deadline. Otherwise, 
they do not bear a right of dividend for the shareholder, and their sale will be made by a person 
authorized by the Governor.  

Novelty in the Law is the introduction of actions not imposed in the form of decision as 
an administrative act, but in other form, undertaken in case of identified noncompliance with the 
regulation which does not seriously endanger the bank’s safety and soundness. Such measures 
are being indicated as regular, in the form of recommendation, written warning, memorandum 
with the bank’s Supervisory or Management Board. Unlike these acts, decisions for undertaking 
other (stricter) actions specified by the Law include administrative acts which could be subject 
of administrative dispute as defined by the Law on Administrative Disputes. 

  
In 2007, a series of corrective actions were undertaken against banks, savings houses, 

bank shareholder or bank body in the cases of identified irregularities and noncompliance in the 
operations. Twelve decisions with corrective actions were adopted against five banks and 
one written warning and one recommendation to one bank (the written warning and the 
recommendation are under the new Banking Law). 

The actions were mainly undertaken due to identified weaknesses in risk management, 
improper corporate management functioning and internal control systems, noncompliance with 
certain legally set credit exposure limits, and weaknesses in the internal audit operations. 
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In October 2007, the founding and operating license of Makedonska Banka AD 
Skopje was revoked, and it was determined that the conditions for introducing liquidation 
procedure were met. Reasons behind revocation of the Bank’s founding and operating license 
was the evident violation of the legal obligation for continuous fulfillment of all conditions for 
performing banking activities as defined by the Banking Law.  

As a result of the Bank’s irresponsiveness to most of the actions imposed by the National 
Bank, and the continuous trend of stagnation of the Bank’s activities and the deterioration of its 
financial indicators over a longer time period, in July 2005, the National Bank required from the 
dominant shareholder of the Bank, AD Jaka 80 Radovish, to reduce its share in the  voting shares 
of the Bank below 10%. On request of the shareholder who explained that its intention was to 
sell the shares to foreign strategic investor, the deadline for selling the shares was extended 
to December 31, 2006. In spite of the deadline extension for additional 11 months, AD Jaka 80 
Radovish again failed to adhere to the imposed action. Therefore, in July 2007, the National 
Bank decided that AD Jaka 80 Radovish can no longer be shareholder with qualified share in 
the Bank, and required to sell its shares in the Bank that exceed 5%, i.e. to sell 82,953 common 
shares by September 30, 2007. These shares made up 73.14% of the total Bank’s common 
shares. Immediately prior to the expiration of the deadline for sale of such shares, more exactly 
on September 12, September 20 and September 27, AD Jaka 80 Radovish, as a single member, 
set up total of 16 companies with limited liability. Each of these companies was set up with 
nonmonetary equity, i.e. each equity represents a number of shares below 5% of the total Bank’s 
common shares. In the period of only few days after the foundation of the 16 companies, with 
an intention to show that it adhered to the deadline for sale of shares (September 30, 2007), AD 
Jaka 80 Radovish transferred its stakes of the 16 companies to 10 natural persons and 6 legal 
entities, with a main office/ residence in the Republic of Macedonia, Republic of Serbia (including 
Kosovo) and Bosnia and Herzegovina (Republic of Srpska). The price by which such stakes were 
“sold” was more than 20 times lower than the estimated share value. While AD Jaka 80 Radovish, 
in legal terms transferred the shareholding to other persons/entities, yet, it failed to meet the 
essence of the intention and the objective underlying the sale of shares. 

The National Bank found that legal entities registered as new shareholders of the Bank 
indicate relatively high risk due to their inadequate legal and financial condition, suspicion of 
legality of the origin of funds used for indirect acquisition of shares in the Bank, and due to 
the perception that the legal entities are not capable of organizing and supporting the Bank’s 
operation such that it provides safety, soundness and compliance with regulations. Considering 
that these legal entities participated with 78% in the voting shares of the Bank, the National 
Bank found that the Bank’s conditions deteriorated compared to the conditions under which the 
Bank obtained the founding and operating license, and as a result, revoked the Bank’s operating 
license.  

In 2008, the new Law on Money Laundering Prevention and Other Proceeds of Crime 
and Financing Terrorism333 was adopted. One of the significant qualitative changes in the law 
referred to the type of actions and measures for detecting and preventing money laundering and 
financing of terrorism to be undertaken by banks and savings houses. The banks and savings 
houses were required to conduct procedure for client due diligence, to track certain transactions, 
to submit reports to the Anti-Money Laundering Directorate, to keep data and documents and 
to introduce internal money laundering tracking program. The supervision of the application of 
measures and actions for anti-money laundering and financing of terrorism in banks and savings 
houses resides within the National Bank. Thus, the supervision in 5 banks showed a sequence 
of weaknesses and noncompliance in the anti-money laundering systems, particularly in the 
part that relates to identification and tracking of suspicious transactions, which were subject 
of several corrective actions. Moreover, weaknesses were identified in the banks’ operations 

333  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 04/08, 57/10
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related to the manner of operating of the system of internal control, risk management and 
corporate governance. 

 
Within the process of undertaking corrective actions against banks and savings houses, 

in 2008 the National Bank imposed 16 written warnings against seven banks and five savings 
houses, and five written recommendations against two banks and three savings houses. 

In 2009, the National Bank sent two written warnings to one bank and one savings 
house, three recommendations to three banks, and it concluded two memoranda with two 
banks. Five decisions with actions were imposed to two banks, one savings house and one 
bank shareholder. Similar to the previous year, actions were undertaken following weaknesses 
identified in the risk management, particularly credit risk, and the weaknesses in the operations 
of the internal control and corporate governance systems. Also, the actions were directed 
towards overcoming the weaknesses in the banks’ information security (audit trace334, staffing, 
contracts with companies providing information technology services). 

In 2010, weaknesses were identified in internal policies and procedures through which 
the institutions under supervision established bases for credit, liquidity, strategic, operational and 
other risk management. Weaknesses were primarily related to the processes of measuring the 
expected credit losses, the manner of implementing the stress test of the credit and liquidity risk 
exposure, and the prevention of money laundering. For elimination of the identified weaknesses, 
fourteen written warnings were imposed against five banks and three savings houses and 
five recommendations were imposed against three banks and two savings houses. Also, 
two memorandums were concluded with two banks and two decisions with actions were 
adopted against two banks. 

         
In November 2010, the founding and operating license of AM Savings House 

Biljana DOO Skopje was revoked, and it was determined that the conditions for introducing 
liquidation  procedure in the Savings House were met. The license was revoked due to the failure 
to meet technical, organizational, personnel and other conditions for performing bank activities 
by the Savings House, as required by the Banking Law and the regulations derived from this 
law. The manager did not manage the Savings House for a long period, and failed to perform 
activities within his exclusive responsibility, the Meeting of Members adopted decisions contrary 
to the legal provisions, and the Supervisory Board of the Savings House failed to implement 
adequate control over the manager’s operations, i.e. failed to undertake actions against the 
manner of managing the Savings House. Taking into account that such weaknesses in corporate 
management jeopardize the sound and safe operations of the Savings House, the license was 
revoked. 

Table 30
Review of total number of corrective measures undertaken against banks and savings houses 
for the 2004-2010 period

* Detailed tables of the corrective measures undertaken against banks and savings houses, by years, are given in the 
annex 5. 
Source: NBRM

334  See footnote 330.
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Before the Banking Law entered into force in June 2007,  subject of on-site examinations 
was the overall operation of banks and savings houses, and therefore, actions were imposed 
on various bases. Since mid-2007, on-site examinations have been focused on credit risk 
management, information security, adherence to the Law on Money Laundering Prevention and 
Other Proceeds of Crime and Financing Terrorism and internal control mechanisms. Accordingly, 
the imposed measures were aimed at overcoming the noncompliance and weaknesses in these 
segments of the banks and savings houses operations.  

2.8.5. Implemented procedures due to identified defaults with entities 
subject to inspection and control of the National Bank and lodged criminal 
charges

Within 2004 - 2007 period, the National Bank submitted requests for initiating 
misdemeanor proceedings to the competent courts, due to the identified violations of the 
provisions of the Banking Law and the Law on the Foreign Exchange Operations. Pursuant to 
the legislation, the conduct of the misdemeanor proceedings used to be within the competence 
of the trial courts according to the place where the misdemeanor occurred.  

Table 31
Survey of submitted requests for initiation of misdemeanor procedure pursuant to the Banking 
Law and Law on Foreign Exchange Operations within 2004-2007 period

Source: NBRM.

The requests are submitted primarily due to performing payment operations violating 
the law, late submission of reports to the National Bank, amendment to the statute without 
prior approval by the National Bank, extending credits by violating the provisions of the Banking 
Law, exceeding the limits prescribed in the Banking Law, extending new credits for settlement 
of old credits, not creating special reserve for covering potential losses, failing to maintain the 
capital value, executing transactions with shares without presenting approval by the National 
Bank, failing to submit proof for the source of funds for purchasing shares in bank, performing 
currency exchange operations by violating the manner and the procedure stipulated by the 
National Bank. 

Within 2005-2007 period, six criminal charges to the Primary Public Prosecution Office 
on actions determined as criminal act were lodged. The criminal charges refer to a bankruptcy 
trustee in a bank against which bankruptcy procedure has been initiated, and former members of 
management body in a bank, responsible persons of legal entities - bank shareholders, persons 
with special rights and responsibilities in bank, for criminal acts - documents forgery and use of 
documents with false data and abuse of position and authorization. 

In May 2006, new Law on Misdemeanors335 was enforced. According to the 
previous legal solution, the conducting of the misdemeanor procedures was within the exclusive 
competence of the courts. The new law prescribes that the competent government bodies 
authorized for initiation of misdemeanor procedures are obliged to propose to the offender 
a mediation procedure, or settlement procedure before submitting request for initiating 

335  Official Gazette of RM no. 62/2006.
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misdemeanor procedure to the competent body. The adoption of the law was followed by a 
process of harmonization of the individual laws with this particular law. Thus the Law on Foreign 
Exchange Operations and the Law on Money Laundering Prevention and other Criminal Proceeds 
and Financing Terrorism were harmonized in 2008, as a result of which these laws envisage that 
the offenders need to be offered a settlement procedure. Other laws, the implementation of 
which is subject to control and inspection of the National Bank, such as the Law on Fast Money 
Transfer, Law on Payment Operations, Law on Consumer Protection in Case of Consumer Loan 
Agreements and the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, fail to determine 
the misdemeanor procedure, and hence for the irregularities identified on the basis of these 
laws, the Law on Misdemeanors is directly applied, i.e. the National Bank offers the offenders 
a settlement procedure. 

Settlement procedure•	

The settlement procedure is conducted by the organizational part of the National Bank 
that determined the misdemeanor during the inspection, i.e. control.

The table given below states the conducted settlement procedures with the entities 
that are subject to inspection, i.e. control of the National Bank, within 2008-2010 period 
and the results thereof. 

Table 32

Source: NBRM.

The largest portion of the total number of conducted settlement procedures with the 
banks for the entire period refers to the determined irregularities pursuant to the Law on Foreign 
Exchange Operations, relating the manner of performing payment operations abroad. 

The largest portion of the conducted settlement procedures with the saving houses 
refer to the irregularities according to the Law on Consumer Protection in Case of Consumer 
Loan Agreements, relating the improper regulation of some of the compulsory elements in the 
agreements concluded with clients.  

The settlement procedures with the authorized currency exchange operators relate to 
the stated non-adherence to the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations, i.e. performing currency 
exchange operations contrary to the manner and the procedure prescribed by the National Bank. 
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During the reporting period, the fast money transfer service providers and their subagents failed 
to adhere to the provisions of the Law on Fast Money Transfer Services, i.e. irregularities were 
determined relating the prescribed obligation for requiring approval from the National Bank in 
case of changes in the licensing documentation, failing to adhere to the payment limits based 
on fast money transfer, as well as disparity between the assets in the vault and the adequate 
documentation, as a basis for implemented settlement procedures.

Table 33
Survey of submitted requests for initiating misdemeanor procedure on the basis of the Law on 
Money Laundering Prevention and other Criminal Proceeds and Financing Terrorism and Law 
on Foreign Exchange Operations within 2008-2010 period

Source: NBRM.

Mediation procedures•	

The Banking Law from June 2007 envisages initiation of mediation procedure in case 
of stated incompliance qualified as misdemeanor pursuant to this Law. According to this Law, 
the persons authorized by the Governor to perform supervision, within their authorization, 
are obliged to offer an mediation procedure to the offenders in order to reach consent as a 
result of which the offender should pay fine or eliminate the harmful consequences of the 
misdemeanor. The mediation procedure is conducted by the Mediation Committee established 
by the Governor.   

In April 2008, Mediation Committee was established, composed of employees of 
the Supervision, Banking Regulations and Financial Stability Sector (general manager of the 
Sector, managers of the departments within the Sector, persons employed in these departments 
and technical secretary). This Committee conducts an mediation procedure and concludes 
agreement with the offenders for the payment of the fine, or for elimination of the harmful 
consequences of the misdemeanor. When deciding on whether the offender will be offered to pay 
the fine, or to eliminate the harmful consequences of the misdemeanor, the Mediation Committee 
decides depending on the nature of the misdemeanor, having in mind at least the following 
elements: responsiveness of the offender regarding the previously undertaken measures toward 
bank, i.e. savings house, whether the misdemeanor is recurrent and the degree of jeopardy of 
the safety and soundness of the bank, i.e. savings house as a result of the misdemeanor.  

Table 34
Survey of conducted mediation procedures within 2008-2010

Source: NBRM.
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The mediation procedures were primarily initiated for misdemeanors that refer to the 
inadequate risk management, absence of policies and/or procedures, deficiencies in the internal 
acts, nonperforming of the functions by the bank and savings houses’ bodies, deficiencies in 
the models for classification of the credit exposure, incompliance in the part of the information 
system.

2.8.6. Improvements of the process of data collection from the financial 
institutions

Creation of centralized electronic database•	

In conformity with the recommendations in the Supervision Development Plan, and 
towards support of the business processes of the organizational parts of the Sector, in 2009 
and the beginning of 2010, Centralized Electronic Data Base – CEDB was established. This 
electronic base enables aggregation of information and data of the Sector for each institution 
licensed by the National Bank, as well as the business processes performed within the Sector336. 
The project was realized in several stages: a) creation of project documentation for the system 
through recording of the business processes in the system; b) defining of the architecture 
and functionalities of the system; and c) delivery and installation of software solution. The 
installation of the software was performed at the beginning of 2010, which was followed by 
extensive testing of the systems’ functionalities and correction of the errors emerging in the 
system. The National Bank accepted the vendor’s system at the end of March 2010. 

The establishing of the electronic system for receipt of regulatory reports from •	
banks and savings houses 

Until 2008, the banks and the savings houses submitted the regulatory reports to 
the National bank in hard copy. Then, the data from the reports were transferred to certain 
applications, with additional controls with the bookkeeping balance on the accounts of the 
chart of the accounts being made (which was submitted to the banks and savings houses 
electronically). 

 
 In 2008, for the purpose of more efficient execution of the business processes and 

improvement of the off-site supervision of banks and savings houses, activities for establishing 
electronic system for receipt of regulatory reports were undertaken, starting from the new bylaws 
adopted on the basis of the new Banking Law from 2007, and especially the new accounting 
framework for the banks. During the same year, software platform for electronic submission 
of data was created and tested, which contains also a possibility for logical verification of the 
correctness of the reports. The receipt of data is confirmed with electronic signature by the banks 
and savings houses, while their correctness is determined through incorporated control points. 
These activities contributed to improvement of the efficiency of the supervisory function. The 
electronic submission of the regulatory reports commenced on February 01, 2009. 

The application for electronic receipt of the regulatory reports encompasses the reports 
for each individual risk through which monitoring and assessment of operations of banks and 
savings houses are conducted. This group includes: reports for the capital adequacy, exposure 
of each bank to risks (credit risk, currency risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk in the banking 
activities portfolio), issuance of electronic money, net debtors, financial reports, reports on 
foreign currency loans and foreign currency indexed loans among residents. This application 
for electronic receipt of regulatory reports is used for receipt of daily, monthly and quarterly 
reports. On current basis, about fifty types of regulatory reports are received. 

336  This project was financed within the donation of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, engaging specialized company for 
establishing and development of this system.  
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For the purpose of finalization of the system for electronic receipt of regulatory reports, 
in 2009 and 2010 the application was supplemented with new reports pursuant to the 
requirements stipulated in the regulations. Also, towards improvement of the control of the 
submitted reports, in 2010 possibility for automatic detection of errors during electronic receipt 
of reports in the application was created.  

For 2011, upgrade of the application is envisaged, as well as improvement of the control 
reports and indicators for supervisory monitoring of individual banks. 

Establishing electronic systems for collection of reports from the authorized •	
currency exchange operators and providers of fast money transfer services

Authorized currency exchange operators submit aggregate 10-day reports to the 
National Bank on the realized turnover based on currency exchange operations. These reports 
were submitted in hard copy until and including the first half of 2010. 

Since July 01, 2010, new applicative solution was introduced, which envisages 
electronic submission of 10-day reports. Such change was directed towards better update and 
correctness of the data for turnover on the currency exchange market, increase in the efficiency 
of the receipt and processing of data, i.e. providing more quality information for part of the 
foreign currency flows of the Government, necessary for adoption of decisions from the area of 
monetary and foreign exchange policy.  

Pursuant to the regulations, the providers of fast money transfer services are obliged 
to submit monthly reports on all individual transactions of fast money transfer to the National 
Bank. The National Bank collects, processes and controls these reports. The software solution for 
collection of reports from realized transactions of fast money transfer was launched in September 
2004. The application incorporated internal reports for the needs of realized transactions, as 
well as verification of the legally permitted funds receipt and delivery through the fast money 
transfer systems. Such a manner of operations enables logical control (according to already 
defined criteria) of the obtained data.  

With the Law on Amending the Law on Fast Money Transfer adopted in 2007337, the 
National Bank commenced issuing approvals for fast money transfer services also to banks, thus 
enlarging the number of providers of fast money transfer services required to submit reports on 
the transactions of fast money transfer, and consequently increasing the number of individual 
transactions reported on a monthly basis. Until the adoption of the Law only one provider was 
licensed for performing fast money transfer and was required to submit monthly report on 
individual transactions on the basis of fast money transfer, while later, the number of providers 
of fast money transfer and particularly the number of transactions mounted. The higher volume 
of data imposed need for improvement of the system for submission and receipt of data, because 
of which in 2007, procedure for optimization of the current solution commenced. Since October 
01, 2008, new internet application for submission of fast money transfer data was established, 
which enables, through internet access, receipt, control and verification of the submitted data 
on the realized transactions by the providers of fast money transfer. 

Today, both applications are in use. The older application generates the necessary control 
reports, while the new one realizes the receipt of data. In order to improve the constant operating 
manner, and for the purpose of increasing the security of the data receipt and reduction of the 
period necessary for submission of data, in 2011, additional module in the existing program 
solution is planned. With its realization, the receipt of data will improve. 

337  “Official Gazette of RM” no. 54/07. 
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2.8.7. Cooperation with other supervisory bodies 

Cooperation with domestic supervisory bodies•	

The National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, as a supervisory body responsible for 
the supervision of banks, savings houses, companies for issuing electronic money and other 
financial institutions, cooperates with other domestic regulatory and supervisory authorities 
and bodies. For that purpose, the National Bank has concluded Memoranda of Understanding 
with the Securities and Exchange Commission (2004), the Office for Prevention of Money 
Laundering and Financing of Terrorism (2006) and the Agency for Supervision of Fully Funded 
Pension Insurance (2007). In line with these Memoranda of Understanding, the counterparties 
exchange information and data that can be used for supervisory purposes, especially within the 
domain of licensing and on-site examinations, the analysis of the financial stability, as well as 
for other activities within the area of securities operations, performing of the custodian function 
and prevention of money laundering and financing terrorism. In January 2011 Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Insurance Supervision Agency was signed. 

Cooperation with foreign supervisory bodies•	

The National Bank cooperates with the supervisory bodies of other countries on the 
basis of signed Memoranda of Understanding, such as with the Central Bank of Russia (1998), 
the Bank of Slovenia (2001), the National Bank of Bulgaria (2003), the Bank of Albania (2005, 
the Central Bank of Greece338, the Central Bank of Montenegro (2007), the National Bank of 
Serbia (2008) and the Turkish Supervision Agency (2010). The objective of these Memoranda 
of understanding is performance of efficient consolidated supervision and ensuring safe and 
sound functioning of the credit institutions in these countries through exchange of information 
and data from the supervisory area. 

In addition to this bilateral cooperation, since July 2007 the National Bank is signatory 
of the Memorandum of Understanding339 signed by the banking supervisory bodies of the 
Southeastern European countries (Macedonia, Albania, Greece, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Romania, 
Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republic of Srpska and Montenegro). The purpose of this 
Memorandum is to improve the cooperation in the area of the banking supervision in order to 
strengthen the financial stability and improve efficiency of the supervisory measures in the 
Southeastern Europe340. In the previous three years, the National Bank has also submitted three 
initiatives for signing of Memoranda of Understanding with the supervisory bodies of France (in 
2007), Austria and the Netherlands (in 2010).

Supervisory colleges•	

The National Bank took active participation in the cooperation with foreign supervisory 
bodies within the established supervisory colleges responsible for monitoring of the business 
of the European banking groups. Namely, one of the most important lessons learned from the 
financial crisis is the need to strengthen the mutual cooperation of the national supervisory 
bodies responsible for the operations of the individual members of the banking groups. On 
the basis of the identified weaknesses of the cooperation system, at the level of the European 
Union (EU), and lately on global level, the activities for strengthening of that cooperation 
through establishing the so-called colleges intensified. For that reason, in September 2009, 

338  Instead of Memorandum of Understanding, on February 21, 2007 and March 3, 2007, letters of mutual cooperation 
with the Central Bank of Greece were exchanged. 

339  Memorandum of understanding on High-level Principles of Co-operation and Co-ordination among the Banking 
Supervisors of South Eastern Europe 

340  The exchange of data refers to the supervisory methods and practice, the banking groups, the financial stability, 
crisis management and cooperation within the area of prevention of money laundering and financing terrorism. 
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the European Parliament and the Council amended the Directive relating to the taking up and 
pursuit of the business of credit institutions341. These amendments introduce requirement342 
for the supervisory body of the EU member state responsible for the supervision of the relevant 
banking group on a consolidated basis, to establish supervisory college until the end of 2010, 
which will encompass all national supervisory bodies responsible for supervision of other group 
members343. 

On the basis of such provisions of the Directive, the Committee of European Banking 
Supervisors344, together with its members set an action plan for establishing supervisory colleges 
and signing of cooperation and coordination agreements for the 36 largest banking groups in 
Europe. Also, this Committee prepared adequate guidelines for operational functioning of the 
colleges345, which were published in their final version in June 2010. 

Within 2008-2010 period, as a result of such activities in EU, supervisory colleges 
for three banking groups were established, members of which are also banks from the Republic 
of Macedonia (as subsidiaries of the parent entities of the banking group) as: group of Nova 
Ljubljanska Banka DD Ljubljana, group of National Bank of Greece and group of Alpha Bank, 
Greece. The establishment and the operation of the supervisory colleges are underpinned with 
the multilateral memoranda of understanding and coordination of the supervision of the relevant 
banking groups. The Memoranda of Understanding which prescribe the manner of operation of 
the both supervisory colleges for the banking groups with parent entities located in Greece were 
signed in October, i.e. December 2009. The Memorandum of Understanding for the operation of 
the supervisory college of the group of Nova Ljubljanska DD Ljubljana (the operation of which 
was the earliest) is in draft version and its signing is expected in near future. 

The activities of the National Bank within the area of the operation of the aforementioned 
supervisory colleges began in 2008. Since October 2008 until the end of 2010, the National Bank 
participated in eight meetings of these three supervisory colleges.

Supervisory college of the group of Nova Ljubljanska DD Ljubljana

In October 2008, first meeting of the supervisory college established for the group of 
Nova Ljubljanska DD Ljubljana (NLB group), in Ljubljana, Slovenia, in organization of Bank of 
Slovenia, was held. The main topic of the meeting was assessment of the risk profile of the NLB 
group through risk assessment for each member bank of the group. 

In October 2009, second meeting of the supervisory college of the NLB group was 
held. At the meeting, issues concerning the financial stability and measures undertaken by the 
Bank of Slovenia as a crisis response, risk profile of the NLB group, and its individual subsidiaries 
were presented.  

341  Directive 2006/48 of the European parliament and of the Council of 14 June 2006 relating to the taking up and pursuit 
of the business of credit institutions (recast).

342  Even before the adoption of these changes, in EU there were examples of established supervisory colleges which 
were not obligatory. 

343  The directive defines the following basic competencies of the supervisory colleges: exchange of information, adoption 
of joint agreement for segregation of duties and responsibilities, determining programs for on-site supervision on the 
basis of group risk, improvement in the efficiency of the supervision through eliminating the unnecessary overlap of 
the requirements of the individual supervisory bodies and permanent and unified implementation of the prudential 
requirements. 

344  The Committee of European Banking Supervisors is established with a Decision of the European Committee (EC) and it 
is part of the third level of institutions in the institutional layout of EU (the so-called 3L3 Committees). The Committee 
is comprised of high representatives of the banking supervisory bodies and central banks of the EU member-states. 
The basic tasks refer to the following: (1) giving advices/opinions on EC issues related to the preparation of the 
regulations from the area of banking and banking supervision, (2) contribution to the unified implementation of the 
EU directives and harmonization of the supervisory practices of the member states, and (3) strengthening of the 
supervisory cooperation.  

345  CEBS’ Guidelines for the operational functioning of colleges, 15 June 2010.
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In October 2010, the third meeting of the supervisory college of the NLB group was 
held. At this meeting, as in the previous two, the risk profile of the group was assessed, through 
risk assessment of each of the group’s member banks. Having in mind the global financial crisis, 
the issues related to the financial stability, as well as the financial standing of NLB were treated, 
as well as its strategy, the planned changes in the risk management at the level of the group and 
the operations of its subsidiaries in the region. 

Supervisory colleges of the groups of National Bank of Greece and Alpha Bank

In 2009, the Bank of Greece established the practice for organizing supervisory colleges 
for the group of the National Bank of Greece (NBG) and the Alpha Bank group.

In March 2009, first meeting of the supervisory college for NBG group was held. The 
topic of the meeting was the implementation of Basel 2 in NBG, i.e. the implementation of the 
internal rating process for credit risk assessment (IRB). Also, the development strategy at the 
group level was discussed, the financial standing and the risk profile of the parent entity, as 
well as the undertaken activities for improving the liquidity in the economy as a response to the 
impact of the global financial crisis.  

In December 2009, representatives of the National Bank attended the first meeting 
of the supervisory college for the Alpha Bank group. The college’s objective was to lay the 
underpins for further cooperation between the supervisory authorities of all countries where 
this group is present in. The risk profile of this group was assessed through presentation of the 
strategy at the level of the group, financial standing of Alpha Bank Athens and the individual risk 
management. In addition, guidelines for signing of the Memorandum of Understanding of the 
supervisory bodies included in the supervisory college of this group were agreed, as a basis for 
all future activities at the level of the group.

In October 2010 second meetings of the supervisory colleges for NBG and Alpha Bank 
groups were held. At the meetings, issues related to the financial standing of the groups, their 
strategies for the following period, the internal capital adequacy assessment process were 
discussed. In addition, at the meeting for the NBG group, the plan for implementation of the 
internal rating-based approach for credit risk assessment (IRB) with individual banks within the 
group was presented. 

In October 2010, for the first time, the Bank of Greece organized supervisory college 
on horizontal level, which was attended by the management of the supervisory bodies of the 
countries where the Greek banks have their subsidiaries. At the meeting, the new requirements 
arising from the document of the Committee of European banking Supervisors for operational 
functioning of the supervisory colleges were also discussed. Those requirements refer to the 
issues related with the manner of reaching mutual decision on the amount of the capital for risk 
coverage at the level of the group and to the verification of the internal models for determining 
capital adequacy.    

2.9. Establishment of a system for financial stability analysis and 
monitoring

Over the last fifteen years, the maintenance and strengthening of financial stability has 
become a growingly significant objective in the process of creation of economic policies of the 
countries. There are many financial stability definitions. One of them says that financial stability 
is a condition of smooth functioning of all segments of the financial system (financial markets, 
financial institutions and financial infrastructure) where each of them provides the highest 
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possible level of flexibility for absorbing potential shocks346. Other definition states that financial 
stability is a condition when the financial system ensures: 1/ efficient fund allocation - financial 
intermediation; 2/ financial risk identification and management; and 3/ shock absorption.347  

If the stated explanations are found to be representative enough, it could be understood 
that the financial stability is a narrower term compared to the macroeconomic stability, since it 
appertains to the stability of one subsystem - financial system. However, when discussing the 
financial stability, it only initially seems that it pertains to one segment of the economy, and 
actually we talk about almost the entire economy. It is more than obvious that the importance of 
the financial system to the economy and its relation with other subsystems has crucial effect on 
the conditions in the economy. Therefore, besides the analysis of the financial system segments, 
the financial stability also includes macro-prudential analysis, and analysis of non-financial 
institutions (corporate sector and households) for the purposes of getting a complete picture 
for the economic and financial condition in the country. 

The close interdependence between the macroeconomic and financial stability, often 
makes the macroeconomic imbalances to affect the financial stability and vice versa, the financial 
instability to influence the macroeconomic balances. As a result, in modern times, the central 
banks worldwide increasingly take care about the macroeconomic and financial stability, and 
the assessment of the stability of financial system of the country has become more important 
function of the central banks.

The financial stability analysis is based on calculation and analysis of financial soundness 
indicators and application a series of other models, including stress-test analyses measuring the 
financial system stability and resilience to wide variety of external shocks. This analysis includes 
monitoring of the structure and assessment of the performance and trends of all financial system 

segments.  

In 2004, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, as many central banks 
worldwide, started establishing a system for analyzing and monitoring financial stability. 
Additionally, as stated in Article 3 of the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia348, 
the support of the financial stability in the country is a significant precondition for achievement 
of the primary objective - maintenance of price stability. The last amendments to the Law on 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia in December 2010349, highlighted the importance 
of financial stability. The National Bank’s primary objective remains to be maintenance of the 
price stability. However, apart from the primary objective, the new Law on National Bank of the 
Republic of Macedonia also specifies other objective, subordinated to the primary objective, i.e. 
“to contribute towards preserving stable, competitive and market oriented financial system” 
(Article 6). Therefore, the National Bank has a need to collect, regularly, relevant data from 
the financial supervisory bodies, financial institutions, government administration, public 
enterprises and institutions and trade companies set up by the government or in dominant 
ownership of the government. Based on collected data, the National Bank prepares periodical 
reports on financial system stability (Article 38). Thus, the Financial Stability Report of the 
Republic of Macedonia, which the National Bank prepares on annual basis, has become a legal 
requirement (Article 62).   

346  Source: “Financial Stability Review, June- ECB (2007)”. 
347  Source: “Toward a Framework for Safeguarding Financial Stability” - IMF Working Paper, Aerdy Houben, Jan Kakes 

and Garry Schinnasi. 
348  Primary objective of the National Bank is to preserve price stability. The National Bank supports the economic policy 

of the country and the financial stability of the country, without jeopardizing the achievement of the primary objective, 
respecting the principles of market economy. “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 3/02, 51/03, 85/03, 
40/04, 61/05 and 129/06.  

349  “Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 158/2010. 
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In the National Bank, the financial stability analysis is made by the Financial Stability Unit established 
within the Banking Regulations Department in April 2004. At the end of 2008, the department 
was renamed into Financial Stability, Banking Regulations and Methodology Department. When 
established, this Unit consisted of two employees, and at the beginning of 2011 this number increased 
to eight employees.  

The qualitative and efficient performance of activities related to financial stability 
analysis and the achievements made so far are a result of continuous work, on both individual 
and team basis, of the employees of the Financial Stability Unit. The continuous learning and 
training of the employees in and out of the country was and still has been the major imperative 
for further improvement of the financial stability analysis.  

Financial stability analysis is a complex activity based on myriad of researches, and its 
qualitative and efficient performance largely depends on the quality and availability of data.   

The financial stability analysis is based on collection and processing of data primarily 
originating from the banks in the Republic of Macedonia, the State Statistical Office, the Central 
Securities Depositary (data on shareholders structures of each sector in the economy), the 
Ministry of Finance (on supervision of leasing companies), the Agency for Supervision of Fully 
Funded Pension Insurance (on the operations of the pension funds and pension fund management 
companies), the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Macedonian Stock Exchange AD 
Skopje (on the functioning of capital market), the Clearing House - Clearing Interbank Systems 
AD Skopje, the Central Registry of the Republic of Macedonia (data on corporate sector), the 
Insurance Supervision Agency (on insurance supervision). 

At the beginning of 2007, the Banking Regulations Department contacted and submitted 
precise requests for data to almost all abovementioned institutions. For the purposes of making 
the data submission regular, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia concluded a 
Memorandum of Cooperation350 with most of these institutions, in order to regulate their mutual 
cooperation.  

Data collection, particularly from the banks in the Republic of Macedonia, and from 
the above mentioned institutions, resulted in creation of a reach database which is a main 
prerequisite and basis for a high-quality financial stability analysis. 

Basis for establishing and achieving the National Bank function for analyzing and 
monitoring the financial stability in the Republic of Macedonia was the adoption of a financial 
stability analysis methodology, which was discussed by the National Bank Council in February 
2007, followed by its adoption by the Governor of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia. 
This methodology defines the financial stability and specifies directions, techniques and methods 
for collection, processing and disclosing data underlying the financial stability assessment.  

2.9.1. Methodology  for financial stability analysis

The adopted methodology for financial stability analysis includes four parts:  

assessment of the influence of macroeconomic and other institutional factors (domestic −	
and external) on the financial system stability; 

analysis of developments and achievements of the non-financial institutions sector −	
(households and enterprises) and their effect on the financial system stability; 

350  In 2004, the National Bank concluded Memorandum of Cooperation with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 
Central Securities Depositary and the State Statistical Office. In 2006, the National Bank concluded Memorandum of 
Cooperation with the Central Registry of the Republic of Macedonia, and in 2007, with the Macedonian Stock Exchange 
and the Agency for Supervision of Fully Funded Pension Insurance.
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analysis of the size, structure and performances of the financial system; −	

analysis of the financial infrastructure of the country, which, inter alia, includes −	
regulatory and supervisory regimes; deposit insurance scheme; legal framework of the 
financial system (assessment of the effects of systemic laws governing the financial and  
economic domain on the behavior of financial and non-financial entities) and etc. 

Also, important element of this methodology is the calculation and analysis of financial 
soundness indicators (hereinafter: FSI). They are indicators for the current financial stability 
and soundness of money-deposit institutions, non money-deposit financial institutions, financial 
markets, companies, households and real estate market. These indicators were prescribed by 
the IMF in the Financial Soundness Indicators Guide351, in order to be calculated and published 
in all countries, equally. These indicators underlie the financial stability analysis. 

FSI are divided into two basic groups: 12 indicators that belong to the so-called core 
set (presented in the table below) and 27 indicators of the encouraged set. The core indicators 
are calculated on the basis of data mainly available in most of the countries and refer only to the 
operations of money-deposit institutions. The encouraged set contains indicators with different 
meaning for the financial systems of each country and presenting the level of soundness and 
safety of the money-deposit institutions, non money-deposit financial institutions, companies, 
households, financial markets and real estate markets.

Table 35
Financial soundness indicators - Core Set

351  Financial Soudness indicators, Compilation Guide, IMF,2006. 
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Analysis of macroeconomic environment •	

Macroeconomic environment, as a crucial segment in the financial stability analysis, is 
aimed at identifying sensitive points in the national economy, which if changed, could affect the 
financial system stability. Macroeconomic environment analysis includes two basic segments: 
international environment and macroeconomic environment in the country. International 
integration processes of the financial systems and the increased global mobility of capital lead 
to higher share of foreign capital in various sectors of the national economy, which could give 
an impetus for accelerated economic growth. Yet, the globalization and integration processes 
also incorporate the risk of spillover of some minor or significant disturbances of the financial 
and economic system from one to another country. Hence, basic segment of the international 
environment analysis is the monitoring of economic developments throughout the world, with 
a special attention paid to the countries which are the main trading partners of the Republic of 
Macedonia. The analysis of macroeconomic environment in the country includes the following 
segments: economic developments in the Republic of Macedonia, monetary developments, 
external sector and payment system. 

Key indicators underlying the macroeconomic environment analysis are provided in 
the table below. The monitoring of changes in these indicators in the world and the Republic of 
Macedonia provides a general understanding of the macroeconomic environment which is an 
important segment of the financial stability analysis. 

Table 36
Basic macroeconomic stability indicators 
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Non-financial institutions •	

Other significant aspect when analyzing the financial stability is the assessment of the 
effect of non-financial institutions sector (households and companies) on the financial system 
stability. 

Companies and households are the most important “business partners” of the financial 
institutions. Their performances, primarily the financial power, capability to make regular 
income in their operations and their indebtedness level directly influence the performances 
of the financial institutions. Business behavior of companies, tradition, habits and mentality 
of population, educational level and information on the operations of financial institutions 
and functioning of financial markets have effect on the type of financial services the financial 
institutions offer, and hence, on the composition of financial system.    

One of the key aspects of financial stability is establishing of so-called sustainable 
indebtedness level of non-financial institutions that do not jeopardize the stability of financial 
system and macroeconomic stability as a whole. While it is very hard to determine the upper 
indebtedness limit which is considered to be unsustainable, however, there are certain early 
warning indicators, such as the debt growth rate compared to the production growth rate of the 
companies. Besides this indicator, the analysis of risks related corporate sector is based on wide 
variety of other indicators, provided in the table below. 

Table 37
Basic corporate indicators

The establishment of sustainable indebtedness level of the households is a complex 
issue due to the lack of proper data on the layer of households with the highest debt, compared 
to its disposable income. Besides the debt level of the households sector, the analysis also 
includes other categories and indicators, with those more important being presented in the 
table below. 
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Table 38
Basic indicators for the household sector

Analysis of size, structure and performances of the financial system•	

When analyzing the overall financial system, the National Bank took into account the 
following aspects: 

size and sector segmentation of the financial system including an assessment of the −	
basic features of each type of financial institution352, i.e. segments (banking system, 
insurance sector, fully funded pension insurance and the leasing sector); 

depth, i.e. level of diversification of financial system, with respect to the offer and access −	
of non-financial entities to the financial institution services; and 

competition, concentration and efficiency of the financial system; −	

the most important risks each financial system segment is exposed to. −	

The analysis of these segments identified the interrelation of the types of financial 
institutions and particularly the relation of banks with other financial institutions and the 
ownership structure of financial sector.  

The banking system has a central role in the analysis of financial stability. Most 
financial soundness indicators pertain exactly to the analysis of performances, competitiveness 
level, risk profile and banking system efficiency. 

Non-depository financial institutions are important segment of the financial stability 
analysis, and become more significant to the financial system. They particularly contribute to 
strengthening of competitiveness through the offer of high quality financial services, which is a 
result of their specialty in certain sectors and target groups of clients. Hence, one could ascertain 
that the existence of well developed and adequately regulated nonbanking financial sector is an 
important component for developed, balanced and efficient financial system which diversifies 
the risk and ensures solid basis for economic growth and prosperity.  

In the Republic of Macedonia, besides the dominant banking sector, among the non-
depository financial institutions, the insurance sector has a remarkable share in the financial 
system of the country. This is one of the reasons that creates a need of special analysis of this 
segment of the financial system. Insurance sector analysis includes the following segments:  

352  Deposit financial institutions (banks and savings houses) and non-depository financial institutions (insurance 
companies, pension funds and pension fund management companies, investment funds and investment fund 
management companies, leasing companies, brokerage houses). 
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1/ the place and significance of the insurance sector within the financial system; 2/ the basic 
features, size and development of the insurance sector; 3/ the concentration, competition and 
ownership structure; 4/ the profitability and efficiency of the insurance sector; 5/ the capital 
position and financial power of the insurance sector (capital adequacy); 6/ the investments 
and exposure to investment risk of the insurance sector; 7/ the relation of the banks with the 
insurance sector and the influence of the insurance companies through the credit insurance. 

The analysis of fully funded pension insurance is focused on the place and the role of 
pension funds and pension fund management companies in the financial system as a whole and 
of the structure of investment portfolio of the pension funds. Pension system analysis includes 
the following data and indicators: 1/ Number of members included in private pension funds 
and their structure (voluntary or compulsory and age structure of the members); 2/ Number of 
members of private pension funds relative to the total staff number; 3/ Total funds of the private 
pension funds; 4/ Total assets of the private pension funds relative to gross domestic product 
and as a percentage of the total assets of the financial system; 5/ Structure of investments in 
instruments; 6/ Development of the average annual rate of return of the pension funds.  

Leasing sector analysis is based on the assessment of the role and significance of 
leasing companies within the financial system, through the calculation of the share of total 
assets of leasing companies in the total assets in the financial system, in the gross domestic 
product and in the total assets of non-depository financial institutions. Moreover, the analysis 
also addresses the volume and growth of leasing companies, the structure of financial leasing 
agreements, the structure of total assets and the sources of funds of the leasing companies, and 
the analysis of basic indicators for performances of the leasing companies which help to assess 
the excellence in their operations. 

Some of the significant indicators underlying the analysis of the financial system 
segments are presented below.

Table 39
Basic indicators for some segments of the financial system 
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Special segment of the financial system analysis was the analysis of the functioning of 
domestic financial markets. This analysis was based on monitoring of a series of quantitative 
and qualitative variables and calculation of several indicators based on which one could assess 
the liquidity level of the financial markets (primarily the capital market), the level of efficiency 
in the conduct of transactions on the markets, i.e. the promptness of accordance of the supply 
with the demand, type of financial instruments available for trade on the financial markets, level 
of development of some types of financial markets, etc.   

Regulatory framework of the financial system •	
 
The analysis of regulatory framework of the financial system included all laws and 

respective bylaws that regulate financial markets, various types of financial institutions, 
supervisory regimes, deposit insurance schemes and payment systems. In the Republic of 
Macedonia, this framework consists of the following laws: the Banking Law, Law on Foreign 
Exchange Operations, Law on Payment Operations, Law on Macedonian Bank for Support 
and Development, Law on Securities, Law on Investment Funds, law on Fully Funded Pension 
Insurance, Law on Supervision and Insurance, Law on Leasing, Law on Deposit Insurance 
Fund. 

Apart from these basic legal acts, the functioning of the financial system in the Republic 
of Macedonia is also influenced by the laws governing the setup and operation of the companies, 
accounting rules and policies, audit of the companies’ financial reports, contractual pledge, 
executive procedure, and the laws regulating the tax policy, anti-money laundering, consumer 
protection and competition restriction. Hence, for the purposes of conducting analysis of the 
financial stability, regularly all laws amendments have been followed. As a part of the regular 
activities, the National Bank also provided expert assistance in the development of laws in the 
area of banking and finances (through direct participation in the development of these laws or 
through opinions on the draft versions of the laws prepared by other competent authorities). 

2.9.2.  Preparation of financial stability reports in the Republic of 
Macedonia 

In July 2007, the first Financial Stability Report in the Republic of Macedonia was 
prepared and adopted. Thus, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia joined the world 

Basic indicators for some segments of the financial system 
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trend of developing such reports and monitoring the financial system stability. The goal of 
such reports is, based on available data, to provide an understanding of the financial system 
stability, i.e. its resilience to systemic risk that could disturb the smooth conduct of the financial 
intermediation process. Additionally, the reports briefly include a part of researches on policies 
and certain aspect of the financial system functioning. These reports also induce expert public 
discussion on all aspects of the financial system and its relation to other parts of the economy. 
Four financial stability reports have been published so far in the Republic of Macedonia, on total 
of 517 pages. Regardless of the growing volume of the reports year after year, it should be noted 
that each next report is qualitatively improved compared to the previous, with respect to the 
comprehensiveness, depth of analyses, data quality and comparison analyses. This improvement 
comes naturally with the development of financial system in the world and certainly results 
from the expanded knowledge and enhanced education and experience of the employees of 
the National Bank. Surely, major problem, and simultaneously a challenge, is the improvement 
of data quality, as a basis for high-quality analysis, and raising the quality level of reports. 
Therefore, the institutional cooperation regarding these issues and the rise of awareness for 
the importance of the financial stability to the sustainable and dynamic growth is of prominent 
significance.  

Also, the obligation and the need remain to improve the process of analysis of the 
financial stability in line with the new achievements, practices and trends, especially in the 
area of financial stability analysis methods, changes in the legislation, data availability and 
transparency.  

Taking into account the above, preparations have already been made particularly for 
the improvement of systemic analysis of banking sector, through introduction of new additional 
instruments in the analyses, such as econometric equations for projecting the developments 
of non-performing credits, application of analyses and stress-test scenario in order to make 
assessment of the effect of the developments in the macroeconomic environment on the 
banking system, and vice versa, assessment of the influence of events in the banking system 
on the Macedonian environment, calculation of competitiveness measurement indices in the 
Macedonian banking system. Also, preparations have been made to improve the analyses of the 
household sector, i.e. preparation of integral analysis of the total household assets, including 
the analyses of non-financial assets of the households, and the assessment of the effects from 
the property price changes on the financial condition of the household sector. Also, preparations 
have been made to expanding the spectrum of computable financial soundness indicators, as a 
crucial segment in the financial stability assessment. 

2.9.3.  Stress test analyses 

Micro stress test (stress test in individual institution) conducted by banks •	

Stress test is a significant tool used by financial institutions (particularly banks) as a part 
of their internal risk management system. The aim of this tool is to alarm the bank management 
timely on the possibility for unexpected, extremely negative materialization of various risks the 
banks face in their operations, and at the same time to inform on the amount of capital required 
to absorb losses arising from the materialization of extreme, but plausible shocks. Stress test is a 
significant supplement, improving other tools, approaches and measures that compose the risk 
management system of financial institutions. The Capital Accord BASEL 2 promotes the stress 
testing as a compulsory component the banks should have in their risk management systems. 
It is a subject of validity control, review and confirmation by the supervisory bodies. 

The 2007 Banking Law incorporates many provisions that strengthen the requests for 
establishment adequate risk management and internal audit systems, depending on the volume, 
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nature and complexity of activities the banks perform. Bylaws derived from this Law, among 
other things, define the manner of conducting stress test as one of the risk management rules 
within the banks’ risk management system. According to the decision on Risk Managements 
(adopted in 2008), the bank is required, at least once every year353, to conduct stress testing, 
so as to assess the potential effect of one or more internal or external risk factors on the value 
of bank’s assets and liabilities, i.e. on the level of own funds and capital adequacy. Stress test 
should include at least the following:

Effects of deterioration of a part or the overall bank’s credit portfolio,  −	

Effects of the changes in interest rates on the financial markets,  −	

Effects of the changes in exchange rates and the value of Denar against foreign currencies −	
and 

Effects of the changes in prices of other financial instruments.−	

Other decisions in this area (Decisions on liquidity, currency and banking book interest 
rate risks management) provide specification, in more detail, for various scenarios to be applied 
by the banks in the process of testing their sensitivity, to extreme, but plausible shocks. 

The application of abovementioned provisions related to the stress testing started on 
January 1, 2009, when the banks were required to perform the first stress tests and notify the 
National Bank on the results, by June 30, 2009 (provisions regarding the stress tests according 
to the Decision on banking book interest rate risk management, the application of which started 
on July 1, 2010, were exceptions). General conclusion is that the results of the stress tests 
conducted at micro level (by individual banks) largely meet the expectations and the results of 
the stress tests of the banking system the National Bank regularly conduct.   

Macro stress test (stress test at the level of a system) conducted by the National •	
Bank of the Republic of Macedonia  

Changes that occurred in the financial area over the past decades have strengthened 
the role of risk management in each financial institution, but at the same time created a need 
for the national regulatory and supervisory bodies worldwide to focus significantly to the 
vulnerability of the overall system. Therefore, macro stress tests were designed which basically 
help the regulatory and supervisory bodies to identify structural weaknesses of the system and 
its total risk exposure, and to examine the resilience of the overall system to various extreme, 
but plausible shocks. Depending on the complexity and size of the financial system, the scope 
could range from several banks, through the overall banking system, to a combination of banks 
and nonbanking financial institutions.

Main promoter of the stress testing as an instrument for analyzing financial stability 
within national economies is the International Monetary Fund, through its FSAP354 missions. One 
of such missions in the Republic of Macedonia, in 2003, laid the fundaments of stress testing in 
the National Bank. Since June 30, 2004, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia has 
conducted stress tests on regular (quarterly) basis to assess the banking system resilience to 
various shocks. The stress test results, primarily used as an integral part of the broader macro-
prudential analysis conducted on regular basis, are published in the reports on the banking 
system and the financial stability in the Republic of Macedonia. Stress tests are conducted in the 
form of sensitivity tests for assessing the effect/influence of extreme change in one or several 
risk factors on some variables related to the bank operations. Considering that the National 
Bank uses high-quality database for each individual bank, stress tests are conducted for each 
institution separately, at the level of a group of banks, and at the level of banking system.  

353  Banks are required to notify the National Bank on results from the stress test within 30 days upon its completion. 
354  FSAP- Financial Sector Assessment Program.
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Review of activities undertaken by the National Bank in the area of stress testing is given 
below, in chronological order. Activities, related to the development and extension of simulations 
applied in stress tests, reflect the development of the staff capacity in this area, and on the other 
hand, they reflect the changes in the environment the banks have operated in over the recent 
years in the Republic of Macedonia.   

At first, the stress test analysis was based on the application of the following six 
hypothetical simulations:

Increase1. 355 in credit exposure classified in C, D and E risk categories by 10%, 30% and 
50%, respectively; 

Combination of credit shock (increase in credit exposure in C, D and E risk categories by 2. 
30%) and increase in domestic interest rates by 5 percentage points;

Combination of credit shock (increase in credit exposure in C, D and E risk categories 3. 
by 50%) and 20% assumed depreciation of the exchange rate of the Denar against the 
Euro and the US Dollar, and 

Prior simulation plus interest rates risk (an assumption that the domestic interest rates 4. 
increase by 5 percentage points).

Starting from September 30, 2005, the National Bank developed and applied five 
more hypothetical simulations: 

Quantification of the maximum possible growth of credit activity, without jeopardizing 1. 
the banks’ solvency (without reducing the capital adequacy below 8%); 

Quantification of the maximum level of deterioration of credit portfolio, without 2. 
jeopardizing the banks’ solvency; 

Reclassification of the ten largest borrowers in the banking system in (1) C risk category, 3. 
(2) D risk category and (3) E risk category; 

One-time withdrawal of 20% of the household deposits from the banking system and 4. 

Withdrawal of deposits of the twenty largest depositors by bank, from the banking 5. 
system. 

In 2007, the stress test analysis included two more hypothetical simulations: 

Evaluation of the effects of the potential 20% appreciation of the exchange rate of the 1. 
Denar against the Euro and the US Dollar on the banking system, and 

Deterioration of the credit exposure quality to the ten/five largest borrowers of each 2. 
bank. 

In April 2008, for the needs of FSAP mission of IMF in the Republic of Macedonia, 
the National Bank requested from the three large banks in the Macedonian banking system 
to conduct stress test simulation for assessment of their sensitivity to liquidity and currency 
risk, interest rate risk and share price risk. Matrices for conducting stress test simulations were 
prepared in advance by the National Bank, and the banks only filled-in the input. Thus, some of 
the banks were given the possibility to examine independently their own sensitivity to certain 
types of shocks, and to understand the usefulness of the stress testing, which was a motive 
to initiate activities in the domestic banks for incorporation of stress tests as a compulsory 
element of their risk management systems, and since the beginning of 2009, it was their legal 
requirement. 

355  The increase in credit exposure in C, D and E risk categories results from the decrease (reclassification) of credit 
exposure classified in A risk category.
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In the second half of 2008 (when the global financial crisis reached its peak and was 
felt in the Republic of Macedonia) the following ad hoc simulations were conducted:

Evaluation of the effects on the banks’ liquidity and their capital adequacy, under 1. 
assumption of noncollectability (partial and overall) of the placements of domestic 
banks in foreign banks; 

Evaluation of the effects on the banks’ liquidity under assumption of withdrawal of liquid 2. 
funds by foreign parent entities of domestic banks and 

Combination of the both above. 3. 

At the beginning of 2009, harmonization was made between the existing so-called 
matrices of stress tests with the provisions of the new risk management decisions, the banks’ 
chart of accounts, the methodology for recording and evaluating accounting items and the 
development of financial reports that started to be applied on January 1, 2009.  

At the beginning of 2009, due to the detailed analysis of the sensitiveness of the banking 
system to the deterioration of the quality of some credit sub-portfolios, primarily the credit 
exposure to the corporations and other clients sector and to the natural persons sector, the 
stress test analysis was extended with the following two simulations:  

migration of 10% of the credit exposure of each risk category, to the next two risk 1. 
categories with higher risk level, distributed in equal amount and  

redistribution of 30% of the credit exposure of each risk categories to the next two 2. 
higher risk categories. 

Both scenarios are conducted for each activity within the corporations and other clients 
sector and for each credit product offered to the households. 

As of March 31, 2009, due to the remarkable effects of the global economic crisis on 
the domestic economy, a bit more conservative simulations were conducted. It was assumed 
that the quality of banks’ credit exposure will deteriorate as a result of hypothetical increase 
of credit exposure classified in C, D and E risk category by 100% and/or 150% and one-time 
assumed depreciation of the Denar against the Euro and the US Dollar by 30%. 

At the beginning of the second half of 2009, initial steps were made towards 
developing an econometric model for the credit risk the banks in the Republic of Macedonia 
are exposed to, which, inter alia, could be used for the needs of stress testing. The dependent 
variable in the model is divided into two components (equations) - nonperforming household 
credits and nonperforming corporate credits, while independent variables are macroeconomic 
variables considered to condition the developments of nonperforming credits. Further model 
development, its refining, updating, recheck of the model diagnostics and compliance of the 
results with the sound economic rationale and eventually, its incorporation within a broader macro 
model are of vital importance for the coming period for the overall Macedonian economy. 

In October 2009, within the technical assistance of De Nederlandische Bank, an 
international seminar was held covering the topic Macro Stress Testing, organized by the 
National Bank and De Nederlandische Bank. The seminar included several topics related to the 
concept, role, approaches and restrictions of the macro stress testing, presented specific macro 
models for credit risk and interest rate risk, and examples of macro stress testing of liquidity risk. 
The topics discussed at the seminar were of exceptional importance to the further development 
of the stress testing in the National Bank.  

At the end of 2009 and beginning of 2010, the National Bank  organized presentations 
for the representatives of banks and savings houses in the Republic of Macedonia, at the topic 
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Stress Testing. The presentation underlined the importance of stress testing as a tool of the risk 
management system, presented theoretical viewpoints, and practical examples for conducting 
stress test analyses in the trading book and the banking book, including the National Bank 
activities in the area of stress testing.

At the beginning of 2010, for the purposes of examining some of the potential channels 
of spillover of negative effects of the crisis in our south neighborhood on the banking system 
of the Republic of Macedonia and determining the resilience of the domestic banking system to 
external shocks, a simulation was conducted on deterioration of the creditworthiness (credit 
shock) of some categories of borrowers from the Macedonian banks. Two levels of extremity 
were applied: moderate and extreme simulation. The following categories of borrowers were 
included: domestic legal entities that exercise net export to Greece, domestic legal entities that 
have liabilities based on credit operations to Greece and Greek entities with liabilities towards 
Macedonian banks. In addition, simulations were conducted on liquidity shock in two domestic 
banks (Stopanska Banka AD Skopje and Alfa Banka AD Skopje) parent entities of which are Greek 
financial institutions, in order to examine the adverse effects of the possible materialization of 
reputational risk, due to assumed liquidity problems of the Greek parent entities.  

In September 2010, a team of World Bank experts visited the National Bank of the 
Republic of Macedonia and as a part of the Dt PL 2 program, a macro stress test was conducted 
for the first time, to assess the banking system resilience to assumed shocks on macroeconomic 
variables. The stress test included the effect of assumed extreme changes in macroeconomic 
variables (GDP growth, inflation rate, lending interest rate, nominal exchange rate) on the 
measures of banks’ credit risk (probability of default, loss given default) and accordingly, the 
effect on their capital and capital adequacy ratio.

Taking into account that the macro stress testing model, developed in cooperation 
with the World Bank experts, uses nonperforming credit equation356, constructed on the basis 
of research of a sample of 54 countries, not including the Republic of Macedonia, the National 
Bank staff seeks to develop such exact equation that would be valid in the case of Macedonia. 
Therefore, in February 2011, a team of IMF experts visited the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia and as a part of the mission for technical assistance in the area of macro stress 
testing, a simple equation for nonperforming credits was developed, which statistically observed, 
is applicable to a panel of the 11th largest banks in the Macedonian banking system. Moreover, 
the macro stress test was conducted again, assessing the effect of assumed extreme changes in 
macroeconomic variables - GDP fall and increase in interest rates, on the banks’ balance sheets, 
their capital and capital adequacy ratio. 

Considering the identified problems regarding the length of time series of available 
date underlying the derived equation (it is considered that the development of well diagnosed 
equation needs long time data series which covers at least one full economic cycle) it was 
concluded that it requires permanent verification of the diagnostic equation (along with its 
updating with data underlying its development), and extension of the list of independent 
variable that explain the dependent variable357. Besides, to complete the overall macro stress 
test model, it was ascertained that several other accompanying econometric equations should be 
constructed for the credit growth, anticipation of interest income, determination of the amount 
of unexpected losses, calculation of the effects of the risk of spillover of adverse effects and 
others, the preparation for which has already started.

356  Econometric equation which quantifies the elasticity of indicator for share of nonperforming credits into total credits, 
at a single change (change by 1 percentage point) in the macroeconomic variables. 

357  In the existing equation, the dependent variable (share of nonperforming credits into total credits) is explained with 
the changes in only three independent variables - share of nonperforming credits into total credits calculated for the 
previous point in time, real GDP growth rate and interest rates calculated for the previous time period. 
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2.9.4. Crisis management capacities strengthening

In March 2007 in order to strengthen the cooperation between individual supervisory 
authorities in the Republic of Macedonia, so called Inter-institutional body for financial stability 
was founded, upon initiative from the National Bank. Members of this body were representatives 
from the following regulatory and supervisory authorities in the Republic of Macedonia: Ministry 
of Finance (in charge of regulating and supervising leasing and insurance companies in that 
period358), Securities and Exchange Commission (in charge of regulating and controlling of 
transactions with securities), Agency for Supervision of Fully Funded Pension Insurance (in 
charge of supervising pension companies) and National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 
(in charge of regulating and supervising banks and savings houses, as well as preparation 
of Financial Stability Report for the Republic of Macedonia). The main purpose of this body 
was to enhance the cooperation among various supervisory authorities through reviewing the 
movements in individual segments of the financial system; reviewing matters and issues which 
are common interest of these authorities; reviewing laws and by-laws; initiating changes of the 
regulation in order to provide consistency and coordinative functioning of different segments 
of the financial system.            

It was planned that the Inter-institutional body meets at least on a quarterly basis. But, 
only few meetings were held after its founding and it did not give the expected results, that is, 
it did not achieve the purpose for which it had been founded. 

The Macedonian economy has felt the consequences from the global financial crisis with 
a small delay relative to the developed economies. The negative effects, which affected the real 
sector, indirectly and combined with the increased uncertainty from the crisis developments, 
has also reflected on the banks’ operations. That led towards mild deterioration of the banks 
credit portfolio quality, lower readiness of the banks for taking risks, more prudent approach 
towards their credit activity and increasing of non-risk placement. Contrary to sporadic liquidity 
difficulties which occurred towards the end of 2008 and beginning of 2009, the banks in general 
maintained stable liquidity and high solvency, while the banking sector maintained its stability 
and soundness. The measures of the Central Bank directed towards lowering of the high credit 
growth risks and measures for strengthening of the banks’ liquidity contributed as well, but also 
the orientation of the banks towards traditional banking activities which are mainly performed 
with residents.           

Although the banking system has maintained its stability, taking into account its 
domination in the overall financial system and following the international tendencies, within 
the DPL2 arrangement (Second Development Policy Loan) from September/ October 2009, the 
World Bank suggested taking up preventive measures for protecting of financial sector stability, 
first of all the banking sector. The suggestions by the World Bank were towards strengthening of 
coordination and preparedness of the line institutions (Ministry of Finance, Deposit Insurance 
Fund and the National Bank) for potential crisis, enhancement of lender of last resort mechanism 
and reviewing the role of the Deposit Insurance Fund.   

 
In November 2009 taking into account all the recommendations, the Ministry of 

Finance and the National Bank signed a Memorandum for cooperation for maintaining financial 
stability and managing of financial crisis in the Republic of Macedonia. This memorandum 
represents a ground for strengthening of cooperation between the two institutions in maintaining 
the financial system stability in the Republic of Macedonia and increasing of preparedness for 
managing and dealing with financial crisis. According to the memorandum this cooperation 
is realized: (1) in a situation of normal functioning of the financial system in order to provide 

358  The Agency for Supervision of Insurance as individual and independent supervisory authority for insurance companies, 
began operating in 2009 although its founding was anticipated with amendments to the Law in 2007.  
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readiness at both sides to deal with a potential financial crisis and (2) in a situation of financial 
crisis or potential financial crisis359, which may jeopardize or jeopardizes the stability of the 
financial system. According to the memorandum, the cooperation between the two institutions 
goes through exchanging of data and information; common analysis of the financial stability 
of the country; finding common solutions and setting activities for managing the financial 
crisis; coordination of communication with the public; defining plans for unpredicted situations 
including also simulation of crisis.          

 
At the end of 2009 according to the memorandum a Committee for Financial Stability 

was founded, which comprised of the Minister of Finance, the National Bank Governor and five 
representatives from both institutions. The Committee is headed by the National Bank Governor 
who is also a national coordinator. In a situation of financial crisis, the Minister of Finance can 
also become national coordinator if the signatories agree. The Committee holds sessions, such 
as: regular sessions (on quarterly basis) and outstanding sessions (held in needed for reviewing 
of urgent questions and situations). The Committee adopts conclusions and recommendations 
with consensus of members present. The Committee cannot hold a session without a presence 
of the Governor and the Minister of Finance and at least two members from the signatory 
institutions.   

In normal conditions, the committee follows the situation of the financial system, 
identifies and assesses the financial stability risks and coordinates and agrees on mutual activities 
of the signatories, assesses the financial stability level, provides exchange of opinions for certain 
occurrences and movements regarding the financial stability; assesses the preparedness of 
the signatories for managing financial crisis; sets the activities for crisis management and 
prevention of financial crisis; organizes crisis simulation360. The signatories inform the Deposit 
Insurance Fund for the mutual assessments of the financial stability which are connected with 
its activity361.

    
The Memorandum sets forth the activities which would be performed by both parties in 

a situation of financial crisis. If one of signatories indentifies serious problems in one or more 
banks which could affect the financial stability it should immediately inform in writing the other 
signatory and the national coordinator immediately calls the Committee which assesses the 
existence of financial crisis. In such conditions, the National Bank conducts at least the following 
activities: performs supervisory assessment of the bank’s solvency, quality of its assets, liquidity, 
structure of resources for financing and projection of money inflows and outflows; makes 
assessment of the type of financial crisis and potential negative effects on the financial stability; 
assessment of the macroeconomic effects from the financial crisis; becomes lender of last 
resort according to the regulations; takes appropriate measures and informs the Ministry of 
Finance for the conducted activities. In event of financial crisis, the Ministry of Finance makes 

359  For the needs of the Memorandum, financial crisis means serious problems in one or more banks, which could affect 
the financial stability. Moreover, the Memorandum also specifies general principles which the signatories should 
follow in managing financial crisis, such as: (a) protection of stability and trust of/in the financial system, protection 
of depositors’ interests and minimization of potential negative economic consequences, (b) involvement of line 
authorities from other countries in implementation of activities for protection of financial stability, always when that 
is necessary and possible, (c) giving priority to financial solutions which could come from the private sector in order 
to minimize potential fiscal expenses, (d) using fiscal support only in situations when all other ways for solving the 
financial crisis have been exhausted and when assessed that the general economic use surpasses the expenses of 
financial support; (e) timely and fully participation of signatories in managing and dealing with the financial crisis.    

360  In the second half of 2011, within IPA project, organized by the European Central Bank, training will be held for 
simulation of crisis and cooperation among home-host supervisory authorities in such situation. The training refers 
to eight countries (candidates and potential candidates for EU membership) beneficiaries of funds from this project 
among which is also the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia. This project is especially important for realization 
of provisions from the Memorandum for cooperation with the Ministry of Finance. Moreover, a technical assistance 
from the Dutch Central Bank (for 2011) has been approved, for organizing of the crisis simulation.     

361  The Deposit Insurance Fund was not a signatory of the Memorandum, given its limited role and lack of possibility for 
taking measures and activities towards banks.  
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assessment of the macroeconomic situation in the country and effects from the financial crisis. 
The Memorandum stipulates that in outstanding situations, the Minister of Finance may assess 
that resources from the budget of the Republic of Macedonian are necessary in order to deal 
with the crisis and informs the Government of the Republic of Macedonia about his decision. The 
resources from the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia for dealing with financial crisis can be 
approved only by the separate law.           

According to the recommendations from DPL 2 arrangement (Second Development 
Policy Loan) with the World Bank given in the Technical Report from January 2011 in the part 
referring to protection of stability of the financial sector, the official cooperation among separate 
supervisory authorities shall be established through multilateral Memorandum for cooperation 
for exchange of data and information, knowledge and experiences, as well as for cooperation 
in the area of supervision.

2.10. Other segments of the operating 

2.10.1. The improvement of the National Bank Library operating 

The improvement of the National Bank Library operating in this period was 
directed towards improvement of two aspects: 1. Technical and organizational and 2. Qualitative 
improvements, regarding the improvement in the structure and the volume of the available 
literature and the range of services of the Library. On such manner, the significance of the Library 
increased, concerning the offer of better information and analytical basis when performing 
the tasks of employees. Considering the continuous evolution of the Library operating, which 
uses the possibilities of the modern technology more intensively, changes were made in the 
alternatives for approach to information. Besides the increase in the fund of literature in form of 
books, the effort to enable electronic approach to certain databases, information, researches 
were given considerable attention. Most of them represented an integral part of the analytical 
basis and essential precondition for continuity in regular performance of activities. 

Chronology of the activities for improvement of the work of the National Bank 
Library

 −	 Since the beginning of 2008 radical reforms were initiated in function of promotion 
of the work in the National Bank Library. At the beginning of 2008 the recording of 
books in the electronic application of the Library was intensified, and since April 2008 
the borrowing and returning of the library material was performed exclusively through 
the internal electronic application. In 2008 activities were undertaken for improvement 
of the electronic application and its enrichment with new elements. Based on this 
application, an intranet application for the books from the library was created which is 
available for use for the National Bank employees. 

 −	 Since 2008, the library fund was being enriched more intensively with professional 
literature from domestic and foreign authors mainly in the area of the monetary 
sphere, banking, macro economy, in function of the needs and in accordance with the 
requirements of the departments in National Bank.

Besides the electronic records of the newly purchased books in the library’s electronic −	
application, at the beginning of 2009 the systematic electronic recording of the received 
periodical publications started. Since the beginning of 2009 the Bulletin of the received 
library material in the National Bank Library (for the newly purchased professional 
literature and the received periodical publications) is created on regular basis. During 
the year, four more issues were created on quarterly basis and one annual review. Since 
2010, the Library publishes a notification on intranet page of the National Bank for the 
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newly received professional literature, on more frequent base, i.e. right after the receipt 
of the literature in the Library.  

 −	 In 2009, the National Bank signed a contract with the National and University Library 
“St. Clement of Ohrid” for installation of program support COBISS (Co-operative Online 
Bibliographic Systems and Services) and Agreement for full membership of the libraries 
in the library and informational system COBISS.MK. The goal of this activity was to 
increase the quality of the operating of the National Bank Library at the level of the 
libraries from the advanced transition economies (the example of Slovenia), and in the 
same time to integrate in the regional library and information system, which is based on 
implementation of the COBISS software applied by over 500 libraries in the region. For 
such needs, a training of one employee was provided for operating with the new system 
and since the second half of 2010 the Library of the National Bank of the Republic of 
Macedonia started to record the Library fund in COBISS.MK, in the so called test area. 
At the beginning of 2011 the Library started to work intensively on the library fund in 
the local base of National Bank in the new COBISS.MK system.

Cooperation of the National Bank Library with the World Bank and forming the Joint −	
Public Informative Center of the World Bank and National Bank.

In function of further promotion of the logistics, i.e. enabling better system for information 
and data, National Bank initiated activities for rise in the level of cooperation in this area with the 
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank). The initial activities for 
cooperation of the National Bank Library and the World Bank’s Office started at the beginning 
of 2009, within which the World Bank at the end of 2009 ensured a donation of approximately 
two hundred publications from the World Bank for the National Bank Library. Simultaneously, 
within this cooperation, since March 15 until March 19, 2010,  “World Bank Regional Leadership 
Team Meeting” was held in the National Bank, at which managers of offices of the World Bank 
participated, from various countries in the region, when the introductory speech was given by 
the Governor of National Bank. The cooperation between the two institutions was formalized on 
May 7, 2010, when the Memorandum of Understanding was signed between both institutions. 
Generally, with the Memorandum, the cooperation between both institutions was envisaged to 
be conducted trough joint informative center of the World Bank and the National Bank. In this 
context, activities for enabling technical logistics for the center were undertaken. On December 
16, 2010, the Center was officially put into operation. The opening of the center was performed 
on a public event, which in the same time represented a possibility for its public promotion and 
informing the public for the publications and the data basis of the World Bank and the possibilities 
for using it in the premises in the National Bank Library.

Located within the National Bank Library, the Center enables access to over 400 
publications of the World Bank, electronic access to the data bases of the World Bank, as well as 
specially authorized direct access to the electronic library of the World Bank with possibility or 
searching over 6,000 samples of professional literature. What this center makes it additionally 
useful for the public is that simultaneously, it enables access for to the foreign users to the 
publications of the National Bank, in form of annual reports and work materials, as well as to the 
professional literature owned by the Library of the National Bank. The access to all publications, 
as well as to the base of statistical data of the World Bank is opened for all interested users in 
the Republic of Macedonia. 

2.10.2. Internet and Intranet page 

Recognizing the need for diversification and improvement of the forms of communications 
of the operating of the National Bank with the public, despite the regular updating, in the last 
few years the improvement of the internet page of the National Bank was in the focus. This 
was especially important, considering the fact that in contemporary conditions, one of the basic 
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methods for transparent presentation of the operating was precisely the internet page. In 2009 
activities for improvement of the design and the functionality of the internet page of National 
Bank were undertaken, and in February 2010 it was replaced with the new redesigned internet 
page. The performed changes with its functional, esthetic and essential character, considerably 
improved the communication with the public over internet page. The employees of National Bank 
who are included in the publication of contents on the internet page were trained and directions 
were given for unification of the published texts. On November 29, 2010 the address of the 
internet page was changed from http://www.nbrm.gov.mk to http://www.nbrm.mk. In 2010 
draft version of the Rulebook for internet page of the National Bank was prepared. Parallel with 
such activities, improvements are being made constantly of the contents on the internet page, 
so most of the final information, analysis and data of National Bank are publically available. 

The need for improvement of the system for management of information and knowledge 
within the Bank resulted in activities for establishment of intranet page. The activities started 
in 2010, and it became officially accessible to all employees in National Bank at the end of 
November 2010. The intranet page as an internal web, considerably improved the system of 
access to information, increasing the level of information for areas which are significant for all 
employees in the National Bank. In the same time, this system enables more efficient cooperation 
in the operations of the inter-department / inter-sector operating groups in National Bank, 
considering the fact that it enables easy and simple approach to information and documentation, 
relevant for the operating of the formed operating groups or bodies. 

2.10.3. Museum of Money in National Bank - Improvement of the 
numismatic activity

After the intensive activities of the National Bank for forming its own numismatic 
collection362, creating of constant museum exhibit and organizing an adequate museum activity, 
in the period from 2004 till 2010, the National Bank undertook measures for further enrichment 
of the numismatic collection and structure development of the operating resources. Besides that, 
in accordance with the determined necessity for further development of the legal framework 
which prescribes the process of enrichment of the Numismatic Collection of the National Bank, 
in this period bylaws were adopted and implemented regarding the process of purchase of 
original and rare coins discovered on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia. Simultaneously, 
adequately to the general strategy for continuous improvement of the Museum activity in the 
National Bank, the improvement in the scientific and research activity and the publishing in the 
area of numismatics and the monetary history of Macedonia continued. 

Purchase of material for the Numismatic Collection of the National Bank of the •	
Republic of Macedonia

In 2005, activities for repeated forming363 of the Committee for Purchase of Numismatic 
Material were initiated in order to increase the standards and transparency of the process for 
purchase of coins with cultural, historical and numismatic value for the Numismatic Collection 
of the National Bank. The Committee for Purchase, composed of two internal and one external 
member, since 2005 performs the professional evaluation and assessment of the coins which 
are offered for purchase.

In 2005, also, a Rulebook for purchase of numismatic material was adopted, which 
prescribes the procedures and criteria according to which the purchase of value historical 

362  The Numismatic Collection of the National Bank was formed in 1999.
363  Since the forming of the Numismatic Collection in 1999 and until 2003, based on a decision of the Governor, there was 

a Committee for purchase of numismatic material, which consisted of three external and one internal member, who 
was the only employed curator. Once the number of employees in the Numismatics Unit increased, the Committee 
was dismissed and these activities were given to the employed curators.
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inheritance is conducted for the Numismatic Collection. With the adoption of this Rulebook, 
prepared according to the current legislation for protection of the cultural inheritance of the 
Republic of Macedonia, the level of transparency of the purchase procedure increased and the 
work and the professional capacity of the Purchase Committee improved. 

The Committee for Purchase of Numismatic Material in the period 2004 - 2010 purchased 
1403 coins, and in the same period 213 coins were donned to the Numismatic Collection. On 
such manner the collection was enriched with considerably significant samples of money that 
were minted or that were in circulation on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia in long 
period, since the 5th century BC, until the 16th century AC. The considerable enrichment of 
the sub-collection of coins minted within the antique Paeonian State with exquisitely rare silver 
octadrachms and tetradrachms, as well as bronze denominations minted in the 5th, 4th and the 
beginning of the 3th century BC, by the Paeonian tribal communities and the Paeonian kings 
Patrae, Audoleon, Leon and Dropion shall be especially emphasized. In that regard, the corpus 
of antique coins in the Numismatic Collection of the National Bank was enriched with rare gold 
staters of the antique Macedonian kings Philip II and Alexander III the Great. Regarding the 
medieval period, the purchase of two individual treasuries of gold and copper coins from the 6th 
and 11th century is of special importance.  

Implementation of electronic recording of the coins from the Numismatic •	
Collection of the  National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 

In 2004 and 2005 the application for electronic museum recording of the coins from 
the Collection of the National Bank was designed, which since than, was systematically and 
continuously updated with new data. This application enabled trustworthy, fast and precise 
insight in the numismatic material. In the period from 2006 until 2010 approximately 
40 000 digital photos were created, approximately 18 000 object were described and an 
adequate classification system for their physical keeping in the museum depot was created. 
This application improved the quality of the operating in the Numismatic Unit, as well as of all 
who have professional need to research the cultural inheritance in ownership of the National 
Bank. On such manner, the National Bank became practically the first institution in Macedonia 
that has fully digitalized documentation for its museum collection, which at this moment owns 
almost 20 000 objects with cultural and historical value.   

Organization of temporary exhibition on the occasion of 60 years from the •	
central banking in the Republic of Macedonia within the celebrating of the same 
jubilee

In 2006 the temporary historical and numismatic exhibition 60 years of the National 
Bank was organized and realized and the persons who marked the 60 years of operating of 
the Bank were presented, as well as the history of the central bank Macedonia in the first half 
of the 20th century, starting with the operating of the branch offices of the Ottoman Bank at 
the beginning of the 20th century. This exhibition was opened in the hall of the National Bank 
accompanying the celebration of the 60 years anniversary of the central banking operating in 
Macedonia and it was opened for public in period of 3 months. 

Within the celebration of the jubilee, large monograph for the history of the institution 
was prepared and promoted, with special focus on the monetary history of Macedonia from the 
antique till today.

Issuing two publications and one multimedia CD for the museum exhibit of the •	
National Bank

In 2008, two bilingual publications in the area of numismatics and monetary history, 
the purpose of which was to represent parts from the Numismatic Collection of the National 
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Bank to the professionals and broader public. In that regard, the study Coins Of Paeonia in the 
Numismatic Collection of the National Bank was published, as well as the bilingual guide through 
the permanent exhibit named Macedonia: money and history. Besides this, in order to enable 
an adequate popularization of the permanent museum exhibit, bilingual multimedia CD was 
prepared which represented digital presentation of the Numismatic Collection which can be seen 
on the official internet page of the National Bank as well.

Permanent museum exhibit of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia•	

The number of individual and organized visits to the permanent museum exhibit of 
the National Bank in the previous period registered continuous successive increase on annual 
level. Averagely, the exhibit was visited by 1000 to 1500 persons annually, including the visits 
of high delegations and guests of the Governor of the National Bank, organized visits of pupils 
and students of the Republic of Macedonia, as well as considerable number of foreign tourists. 
The purpose of the activities undertaken by the National Bank was additional popularization of 
the museum exhibit and its own Numismatic Collection to the broader public, together with the 
awarding the Museum of the National Bank as the best museum in Macedonia in the international 
tourist guide for Macedonia of the famous publisher Brad Traveler’s Guide in 2007, contributed 
to increase in the number of visitors in the past two years for over 20%. 

2.11. Improvement in the capacity, functionality and security of the 
IT system 

The IT system is the ground for successful operations of every institution nowadays. The 
fast development of the information technology in the world and the need of its constant follow-
up and introduction of new functionalities which increase the possibilities and efficiency 
in the employees’ operations, imposed constant changes in the information system of the 
National Bank. Also, the increasing volume and type of information and documents in the everyday 
functioning of the National Bank, imposes need for larger capacity and performances of 
the system in the previous years. Important reason for the changes was also the constant 
improvement of the system security, in order to mitigate risk of non-authorized access and 
utilization of resources and information of National Bank, ensuring constant availability of the 
system and data integrity. 

Within 2004 – 2011 period, several project activities aimed at increasing the capacity, 
functionality and security of the information system of National Bank were undertaken. 

2.11.1. Development and improvement of the information infrastructure  

The most important information project that was realized in this period is the 
introduction of new information infrastructure with high level of availability. The 
need of introduction of new infrastructure was evident already in 2004, because the information 
system could not satisfy employees’ needs. It consisted of about 30 smaller servers of different 
types with own, isolated disk storage and with very low performances which resulted in often 
application downtime, because of bad performance or insufficient disk space. On the other hand, 
the existence of several different types of servers (different producer, operational system etc.) as 
a result of the gradual development of the IT system of the National Bank in the previous period, 
created problems also in their maintenance because each of them required specific knowledge. 
For this reason, activities for procurement of new modern equipment began, having in mind that 
is should also have capacity to satisfy the needs for continuity in the operations on the reserve 
location. The procurement and the installation of the equipment was performed at the 
end of 2007 and at the beginning of 2008, thus establishing new IT structure within 
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the National Bank with high level of availability. As a result, the number of servers and 
their capacity significantly increased to satisfy bank’s needs. Total of 36 new servers, robust 
disk space located on several storages and new data protection system with tape archiving 
were introduced. In order to provide higher security, the equipment is installed on two different 
locations and it is mutually connected to operate in real time, always through two lines and 
double communication equipment. The principle applied is to keep the data on both locations, 
wherever it is needed. Both locations have adequate server and other equipment for processing 
of all data, even in case when the equipment on either of the locations fails.

With the new infrastructure, large number of the old servers were replaced with 
new uniformed servers with far bigger performances and centralized disk capacity with high 
availability level. Since the disk capacity in the new system can be used and reassigned from 
one server to another depending on the needs, larger flexibility for management with the free 
space was enabled.  

The new infrastructure with high level of availability considerably enlarged the system 
capacity also. Thus, for example, the usable disk storage (intended for the information in the 
system) of about 200GB in 2004, at the beginning of 2008 increased to over 4 TB replicated on 
two locations, while in 2011 it equals 6 TB replicated on two locations. The larger capacity of 
the system ensured creation of new higher volume applications, as well as functioning of the 
current ones with larger availability. At the beginning of 2011, the number of servers reached 60 
(11 of which are virtual servers and some of the old servers continued their operations together 
with the new ones).

Also, this change resulted in modernization of the system, because the new infrastructure 
included the latest versions of the operations system, the database management system, the 
e-mail system, etc.

The introduction of the new infrastructure with new system software required 
adjustment of the current applications. In 2008 and at the beginning of 2009, all active 
applications in National Bank migrated to the new infrastructure. In order to prevent interruption 
of the operations, the migration process was conducted gradually, according to predefined plan. 
The adjustment procedure of every application composed of verification of all its functionalities, 
inspection whether each integral module functions in the new environment, and if not, it has 
been adjusted.

Except with this large project, the functionality, capacity and/or security of the IT system 
in National Bank, within 2004-2011 period were improved through other projects, as well. 

In 2005, the network for connection of the National Bank with the banks and 
other financial institutions, the Ministry of Finance and the dispersed vaults of the National 
Bank migrated, thus increasing the security of the lines. The previous „Frame Relay“ lines were 
replaced with new IP MPLS VPN lines, because old links were replaced by the vendor.

In June 2005, Rulebook for digital certificates364 was adopted, which enabled 
implementation of the digital certificates issued by the system that was installed in the previous 
period. This system had 420 certificates, with new procurement and additional funds for the 
each future certificate being required.  On the other hand, the number of certificate users in 
the closed system of the National Bank increased (users are the employees in the National 
Bank, the banks, savings houses, etc.). Also, the new system has no manufacturer’s support. 
Therefore, in 2008, introduction of Microsoft PKI system was initiated, which is free of 
charge and which is covered with manufacturer’s support. This enabled broader implementation 

364  No. 2430 from June 22.2005.
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of the electronic signing of documents in the National Bank. The introduction of the new system 
has supplemented the old digital certificates management system, in a system with unlimited 
number of active users employed in National Bank. In April 2010, new Rulebook for digital 
certificates365, which regulates the operations of the new digital certificates system, was 
adopted. 

In 2006, in order to improve the conditions for installation of the information and 
communication equipment and to raise the level of its security, the server room was renovated. 
Beside the improved protection from external factors (the windows, which were part of the 
building’s facade until then, were closed with a several layer barrier made of plasterboards 
and  steel sheet metal), the security and other conditions where the ICT equipment operates in 
were improved. The entrance doors were replaced with a fire resistant door, which opens with 
double authentication (card and fingerprint), thus introducing physical control of the access as 
a main factor for the security of the ICT system. Also, more efficient air conditioning system was 
installed, which was replaced with newer one in 2008, which has redundancy and can control 
the air humidity. For additional control of the atmosphere parameters, system for registering 
air temperature and humidity was installed, with a function to alarm in case of deviation of 
preset parameters. Inside and in front of the server room, cameras for video surveillance were 
installed, which are connected with the National Bank security, and as for the fire protection, 
active detection and automatic fire extinguish system was installed.

 
In 2006, in order to ensure detection and proactive intrusion prevention of National 

Bank system and thus to improve the system security, detection and intrusion prevention 
system (IPS/IDS366) was introduced. In 2010, Rulebook367 for implementation of Intrusion 
Prevention System/Intrusion Detection System (IPS/IDS) was adopted. Also, the system 
maintenance was renewed, through which the definitions of the new potential intrusions are 
downloaded from Internet and they are incorporated in the system automatically.

 
In 2007, new wireless connection to the reserve location was introduced, 

instead of the wireless link through public, non-licensed area which was slow (theoretically 
11Mbps,	practically	approximately	3.5	Мbps),	and	sometimes	it	failed,	which	created	risks	(not	
transferring data on both locations, too mach engineer time lost for fixing the connection, etc.). 
The capacity of the new link is 155Mbps on licensed frequency area. As a result, the capacity for 
transfer of data between the central and the reserve location increased and provided higher level 
of availability. Although the theoretical possibility is big, the practical speed of this connection 
is about 20 Mbps because of the slowness of the encryption devices but which are not upgraded 
because currently the speed is sufficient. By using own frequency, it is guaranteed that nobody 
else except National Bank will emit on that area, which ensures higher security of the link. 

At the end of 2007 a system for collecting logs of events was introduced to allow 
audit trails and monitoring the actions of administrators. Thus, on the one hand, creates the 
opportunity for more detailed control of the administrator to prevent unauthorized activities, 
and on the other hand, provide forensic data in case of need to investigate who had access to 
data. This system is performed with equipment that was available (no purchase) and serves as 
a transitional solution until purchase of more complex and efficient system, for which in 2009 
was prepared technical specification and in 2010  procurement commenced. With the new 
equipment are expected to conduct more modern system where the view through the diaries of 
events would be much simpler and faster.

In 2008, system for Internet traffic filtering was introduced, thus reducing the 
risk of access of bank employees to inappropriate Internet locations, simultaneously monitoring 

365  No. 2766 from April 21.2010.
366  Intrusion Prevention System/Intrusion Detection System.
367  No. 6254 from September 20.2010.
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whether the utilization of Internet is for the objectives and the functions of the National Bank. 
Previously, there were no such filters, therefore for their introduction Rulebook368 for Internet 
traffic filtering was adopted. 

In 2008, the reserve location of National Bank was connected to Internet 
thus enabling introduction of safe and sound internet connection on the reserve location. As 
a consequence  National Bank could use the connection on the reserve location (for smaller 
activities, having in mind its smaller capacity) in case of longer failure in the Internet connection 
on the main location. 

In 2008, the firewall system was replaced, in order to introduce automatic 
redundancy and high level of availability, higher functionality and performances of the firewall. 
The old system was old and without manufacturer’s support. With the procurement of the 
new system, the configuration of the old system was migrated towards the new one. In order 
to regulate the operations of this system, Rulebook369 for firewall implementation was 
adopted. 

In 2008 the introduction of the infrastructure for Document management 
system began. Prior to the introduction of this infrastructure, the documents were maintained 
only on specified server location as files, without possibility for monitoring the process of 
their utilization and management. With the introduction of the system, new possibilities for 
documents collaboration emerged, such as versioning, locking documents to enable only one 
user to work with them, approving, access monitoring etc. In 2009 and 2010, training of 
the IT employees, as well as part of the employees in all other departments, was conducted, 
after which some departments began using this infrastructure, with its use being planned to 
increase, depending on the needs and the available sources. 

In 2008, patch management system was introduced in order to eliminate 
the possibilities for security threats by using vulnerabilities of the software in the systems 
(workstations, servers, etc.), thus increasing their security. In addition, the new upgrades 
enable new functionalities, which improve the efficiency of the tolls that are upgraded. With 
the introduction of this system, all servers and PCs in the National Bank system have the latest 
software upgrades, which is significant improvement of the security than previously, when 
usually the upgrades were not installed, or their installation was incidental (only on several 
computers, only particular upgrades).

In January 2009, System for monitoring and alarming of the servers and 
network equipment  (SCOM) was introduced, in order to facilitate the administration of 
large number of servers, network and other equipment.  Accordingly, the system engineer has 
easy access to the condition of the devices monitored, and s/he can easily detect the possible 
reason for nonfunctioning or low quality functioning. Also, this system enables monitoring of the 
performances of the systems and their load, and thus it is used for system dimensioning. 

In April 2009, IT Service Desk was introduced, a basis for improvement of the IT 
services. This system records all incidents (application bags, computer defect, etc.), service 
requests and requests for application development and upgrades. Annually, the average number 
of processed tickets equal 3,600. For each ticket there is record  who submitted the request and 
when as well as who, how and when worked on the  request, thus enabling accurate record for all 
requests for IT services, as well as bigger transparency of the IT Department  to the end-users 
- bank employees. In 2010, the use of the IT Service Desk was supplemented with the record of 
consumed IT Department employees’ time, through which possibilities for easier planning and 

368  No. 2653 from March 30.2009.
369  No. 2985 from April 29.2010.
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even more transparent operations of the IT department were created. The operations of the IT 
Service Desk are regulated in the Rulebook370 for using information technology. 

In August 2009, secure inclusion of the new additional location of National 
Bank in the IT system was enabled. The connection of the new location with the central system 
in “Kompleks banki” is ensured through leased optical link and encryption of the communication. 
This enabled constant and safe connection of over 30 employees with the National Bank system, 
performing the same tasks also from the additional location, without registering larger reduction 
in the performances. 

In 2009, automation tools for database were introduced. The implementation 
of the new infrastructure with three environments (development, test, production) in the cycle 
of implementation and change in the software solutions, increased the need of transfer and 
synchronization of the facilities’ structure in databases (tables, procedures, functions etc.) from 
one environment and/or from one database to another. The manual conducting of these activities 
was time consuming and imposed high operational risk of transfer error. For the purpose of 
improvement and acceleration of the procedure, software tool  for realization of these requests 
was introduced. With the utilization of this tool, the procedure of comparison and harmonization of 
the structure of facilities’ structure in different database (in different environment) is accelerated 
by several times, the operations are easier and the risk of operational risk is highly reduced. 
Also in 2010, Rulebook371 for database management system security was adopted, which 
prescribes the safety of these systems, in line with the previously made preparations, and thus 
regulate the functioning of the database management system. 

In 2010, the National Bank web site infrastructure was modernized. In order 
to improve the security, availability and performances of the infrastructure that provides the 
web site of the National Bank, two servers connected in a cluster were introduced. After the 
realization, the availability of the web site reaches over 99.99% annually.

In 2010, penetration testing was made. Through the testing of all services that 
National Bank provides through Internet, it was registered that there is small risk of system 
penetration. The control encompassed tests on the configuration and maintenance of the 
protection mechanisms  that protect the National Bank system from Internet and the applications 
that operate through Internet, as well as the system of e-mail and public website of National 
Bank. 

In the second half of 2010, virtualization servers were established in order to 
increase the flexibility and efficiency of the IT system and reduce future operating costs. Two 
servers (the so-called hosts) with 11 virtual servers were introduced, with the number of virtual 
servers being planned to increase in future. 

2.11.2. Rising of the IT services level 

Within 2004 - 2010 period, the guaranteed capacity of the Internet connection 
in the National Bank system was constantly increasing from 256 Kbps (symmetrical) 
in 2004 to 10 Mbps (symmetrical) in 2010 in order to ensure fast, stable, and steady internet 
access, which is obvious need of this modern IT era. Beside the fact that the Internet line is used 
for public internet site of the National Bank where it publishes its information, it is also used for 
e-mails, web browsing by the employees, and from 2007 even collection of data for statistical 
and supervisory needs began. In 2007, Rulebook372 for using Internet was adopted, which 
regulates the application of Internet in the National Bank for e-mail and browsing. 

370  No. 6252 from September 20.2010.
371  No. 6253 from September 20, 2010.
372  No. 10090 to December 31.2007.
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The obtaining of own IP addresses is underway, which will enable the National Bank to  
connect simultaneously with more than one Internet provider and to make provider changes 
according to the situation and needs. 

In 2007, e-mail filters for spam protection were established, and in 2008 senders 
black lists were established, thus improving the operations of the e-mail users. Later, in 2009, 
having in mind that the senders black list gave adequate results and the number of spam is minor, 
the e-mail filters were eliminated for cost reduction. 

In 2007, activities for ensuring safe access to the National Bank system from 
external location for the National Bank employees began. This ensures bigger flexibility 
in the operations and possibility for access to the individual e-mail and other data, even when 
they are outside the National Bank premises, if they have an Internet access. At the beginning, 
connection to the National Bank system was enabled only for e-mail. This access is realized with 
creation of virtual private network through Internet, thus significantly reducing the possibilities 
for unauthorized data stealing through the link, so the employees can connect from anywhere 
in the world where there Internet coverage is provided. Additionally, in 2009, this access 
expanded to several other applications which operate by using Internet browser thus providing 
bigger flexibility for the employees and possibility to complete the task also when they are 
outside of the National Bank premises. 

In 2008, centralized administrating of the virus and malicious code protection 
system was introduced, in order to provide easier control of the protection from computer 
viruses on the users’ computers, and thus to increase their safety. Before the realization of this 
project, there was no accurate record whether the PCs use anti virus and how much it is upgraded 
with the latest virus definitions, but after the completion of the project, over 99% of the total 
number of computers are updated with the latest definitions for virus protection and malicious 
code. Also, in 2010, Rulebook373 for antivirus protection was adopted. 

In 2009, Resource owner identification in the National Bank system and 
preparation of the access reports began. In 2010, all departments joined the process, and 
the process of resource owner identification is underway.  The IT Department determined the 
data ownership, on the basis of the current information and experience, with the managers of 
the departments being given insight in the right of access to the resources, for which they are 
owners. The following are monitored as resources: files, folders, applications resources at the 
level of database server, objects in DMS, etc. Access to these resources is provided to users in the 
bank and outside the bank. In this manner, no unnecessary access is expected, thus improving 
the efficiency and safety in the operations. 

In 2010, project for introduction of centrally managed wireless network with 
limited access in the National Bank building was enabled. This enabled the employees and 
their guests, if needed, to have access through the wireless network within the National Bank 
premises. This ensures bigger flexibility and efficiency in the conduct of the operations and 
holding meetings, since the employees have access to their e-mail and they can search and use 
certain number of applications, anywhere in the bank. 

In 2010, access to the e-mail system of the National Bank from smartphone 
was enabled. This ensured additional functionality when working on mobile devices from 
different location through Internet. Within the same project, Introduction of access from 
computers that are not administrated by the National Bank to the systems of the 
National Bank was enabled. This increased the possibility for teleworking through Internet in 
2010. Within 2007 - 2010 period, the operations were enabled only from computers owned and 

373  No. 6251 from September 20, 2010.
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administrated by National Bank (which are limited by number). With this project, the possibility 
to work is increased to any computer, by which the number of possible computers to work has 
changed to unlimited.  

In 2010, the official font in National Bank was replaced. The standard font 
Tahoma was introduced instead of the non-standard Mac C Times, thus providing 
„spelling checker“ for Macedonian. Before the introduction of the spelling checker project for 
Macedonian language, there was a possibility of misspelling in the documents. Through the new 
functionalities obtained by this project, such possibilities were reduced. In addition, opposite to 
the old font, new one can be used on all standard devices in the world (for example, smartphones, 
computers abroad, etc.).

In 2010, Intranet portal in National Bank has been implemented, which enabled 
additional information about National Bank on one centralized place where every employee has 
access to.

Replacement of the old and introduction of new PCs is carried out permanently, 
thus about 500 personal computers were replaced.  The largest number of new PCs (about 280) 
were introduced in 2008. The replacement of the old with new PCs is intended to provide their 
suitability for the latest versions of the operating system and used applications. Beside that, 
PCs for the new employees were provided, so the number of active PCs in use increased 
to approximately 400. The increase in the capacity of the computers can be seen through 
the fact that the most common computer in 2004 had 256 MB RAM memory, hard-disk of 6 GB, 
processor Pentium III on 500 MHz and CRT monitor, while in 2010 the most common PC has 2 
GB RAM memory, hard disk of 80 GB, processor Core 2 Duo and LCD monitor.

2.11.3. Improvement of the efficiency and security of the application 
development program 

At the end of 2006, the programmers’ access to the production environment was 
forbidden. Where possible, special environment for development and testing was introduced, 
separately from the production environment. With the introduction of the new equipment, in 
2008, 3 application environment were created: development environment, test environment 
and production environment. Thus the development of new applicative solution was 
fully separated from the real use in production. The previous condition created risk that 
some of the programmers can alter some data in the production environment without end users 
awareness, or there can be an overlap between the programmers operations from one hand, and 
the employees who realize the testing, on the other. With the new organization, the development 
environment accessed exclusively by the programmers, is used for their needs only, after which 
the changes are transferred to test environment which can be accessed only by employees of 
the departments in charge of verification of the request correctness, but not the programmers. 
After obtaining positive results from the testing, the application is put to operate in production. 
This lessened the risks for nonauthorized access and changes in the developing system and 
changes in production. 

In 2009, Preparation activities for standardized project management began 
in order to improve the efficiency in the project management. For that purpose, in 2008 IT 
Department required technical assistance from the Central Bank of the Netherlands in the area 
of IT project management. This technical assistance was realized in 2009 when three responsible 
persons from the IT Department of DNB visited National Bank. As a result of this training, idea 
for introduction of standardized manner for project management, which will encompass not 
only the IT Department but also other integral parts of National Bank, emerged. That is why, 
in 2010, three experts from DNB held training for National Bank managers which covered the 
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planning and Prince 2 standards for project management. The experience of the Central Bank of 
the Netherlands in these area is large and positive, and from those reasons National Bank began 
with preparatory activities for accepting these experiences through defining of standardized 
methodology, Prince2 standards and all necessary templates for their initial utilization: 

Business case template−	

IT Offer−	

PID−	

Highlight Report template −	

Exception Report template−	

Use case document−	

Business Object Specification template−	

The potential use of such project management and realization method is immense for 
National Bank as an institution. With higher efficiency in the organization and control in project 
management, National Bank will be more efficient as an institution as a whole. This structural 
approach ensures clear, good defined framework for projection, documentation, oversight, 
control, realization of the project. The utilization of Prince 2 standards enables decomposition of 
the processes within one project, helping to facilitate the control of time, human and economic 
resources. It is expected that in 2011, several large project will be conducted.  

In 2010, internal programming standards in the IT Department were defined.  
They are applied in the development and maintenance of the software solutions (applications), 
especially in the utilization of development tools and databases coding (SQL Server). The 
objective of these standards is to facilitate the maintenance of the applications, so the need of 
their defining is to provide the following: 

better readability−	

higher security and flexibility−	

optimal performances−	

easier resolving of problems−	

easier management−	

easier support−	

easier transfer to higher database versions and other platforms −	

standardizing forms and reports. −	

The utilization of the Programming standards to large extent facilitate also the current 
monitoring of the programmers operations, as well as undertaking and transfer of responsibility 
of projects from one group of programmers to another.

In 2005 began introduction of electronic signature in the applications which 
is conducted permanently in all applications which exchange data with external entities, such 
as banks, savings houses, exchange offices, brokerage houses, etc. In this manner almost all 
applications were upgraded and now all data is electronically signed by the vendor/informer.

The adjustment of the applications because of the change of personal 
computers in National Bank with new ones, as well as the introduction of new higher 
versions of development tools for applications is a continuing activity. The upgrade 
of the applications to higher versions, according to the international standards, is necessary 
process because there is no support from the authorized vendors for the lower versions of 
development tools. If difference, or certain nonfunctionality in the applications during the 
adjustment of the newer version occurs, then procedure for error detection and adjustment of 
the applications of the new version follows. 
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2.11.4. Development and maintenance of applications for business 
processes support 

Together with the activities for the infrastructure changes in the ICT system of the 
National Bank, IT Department worked on development of applications for other departments 
of National Bank. This development resulted in over 200 applications that were developed or 
modified, in order to satisfy the requests of the departments. The more comprehensive activities 
are stated below, grouped by departments and chronological order: 

Applications for the Research Department•	

In 2008, web application for surveying banks was launched, which automates the 
procedure and replaces the current collection of data by e-mail. In this manner, the banks are 
directly connected to National Bank and submit its data through filling in the surveys in web 
browser. This application has administrator interface through which the authorized users from 
the Research Department create their surveys, activate them, and generate various reports 
from the collected data. 

Within 2009/2010 period, for the needs of this department, several econometric 
softwares were procured and installed, such as E-Views, WinSolve, STATA, MathLab etc.

Applications for the Central Banking Operations and Foreign Reserves •	
Department 

Within 2004 - 2010 period, in the ESPO (Electronic system for market 
operations) application in several occasions there were upgrades with new modules in the 
following areas:

CB bills auctions−	

Transaction repo −	

Auction repo−	

Treasury bills auctions−	

Government bonds auctions−	

Introduction of CB bills auctions with FX clause −	

The utilization of this electronic platform, enables full automated conduct of the market 
operations, thus increasing the level of confidentiality, integrity and availability of data. 

In 2005, the application Foreign exchange market included a service that takes 
over the data on trading on the foreign exchange market from Tenfore in order to provide their 
availability when generating various types of reports that are used in the process of determining 
of the Denar exchange rate. This service replaced the previous manner of collection of these 
data from banks, thus reducing the time for publishing the Denar exchange rate. 

Within 2005 - 2008 period, for the need of publishing data and information on the 
public web site of National Bank about quotations and concluded transactions on secondary 
market, SKIBOR, and MKDONIA (interbank interest rates on deposits market), new services 
were introduced for data takeover from Tenfore (Spider bons), transfer data to adequate 
locations, and consequently  publish it. Also in 2007 and 2008, special applications for data 
procession and calculation of SKIBOR and MKDONIA interest rates were made. 

In 2007, new application for controlling of risk arising from foreign reserves 
operations was introduced, which takes over the data from the accounting application, makes 
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more kinds of analysis and prepares different reports for risks control from foreign reserves 
operations. This application was upgrading continuously, depending on the new needs. 

In 2008, application for reserve requirement of banks and saving houses was 
developed, which replaced the system of data receipt by fax and their inserting in Excel. Through 
the new application, the banks and the savings houses submit their data on the daily balances 
on the accounts for which reserve requirement is calculated, signed electronically. This reduces 
the risks of error in the calculation and creates base for reserve requirement analysis. Also 
the possibility of error because of incorrectly inserted data is reduced, as well as the required 
processing time.

 
In 2008 application for monitoring of the nonresidents’ investments in 

securities traded on the domestic market was established. The application, by electronic 
link provides daily monitoring of the data from the Central Depositary of Securities on the stock 
and the nonresidents’ ownership of securities, and from the Macedonian Stock Exchange for the 
market securities price, on the basis of which daily and monthly reports on the turnover and the 
stock of the securities owned by nonresidents, at market prices are prepared. 

In 2009, auction for foreign currency deposits was developed and launched. This 
application enabled one more instrument of the central bank. The application uses electronically 
signed offers for foreign currency deposits and user interface where banks connect by using 
internet browser. 

In 2010, Application for liquidity planning was developed, whereby on a daily 
basis are received reports on autonomous factors, the instruments of monetary regulation, the 
movements of financial markets and their impact on liquidity in the banking system.

In 2011, Application for reports for securities auctions was launched. About 
20 reports have been developed, providing full picture for the securities sold through the 
electronic auction systems in the National Bank, as well as further movement of their ownership 
structure. 

Applications for the Payment System Department  •	

In August 2004, the application for the reports of internal and external clearing 
in the domestic payment transactions was developed, which until 2010 was upgraded several 
times. This application enables electronic collection of data of the banks on daily and monthly 
basis for the number of accounts, the number and the value of the payment instruments, number 
of cards, ATM and POS devices, etc. The application enables generating of various reports 
(daily and monthly) according to the prior defined criteria, while some of those reports are then 
published on the public web site of National Bank. The application enables the authorized users 
from the Payment Systems Department to intervene and set the reporting conditions (allowed 
time, days etc.). At the end of 2010, new module was developed to allow report generation (in 
Excel) from data from various database owned by the Payment System Department. 

In 2006, application CB bills register was developed. This application enables 
monitoring of the concluded transactions in case of CB bills auctions on the primary market, their 
ownership, trading on the CB bills secondary market, as well as their maturity, in real time. With 
the introduction of this applicative solution, the time for obtaining information on the ownership 
of CB bills by participants was reduced, thus enabling automatic settlement of the transactions 
on the CB bills secondary market. 

In 2006 system for settlement of transactions on the secondary market of 
government securities was established, which emerged as a need for reviving the trade 
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of government securities and create possibilities for repo transactions. The preparation of 
this system enabled trading on the secondary market of securities, as well as concluding deal 
for change in the ownership of the security in real time. With the introduction of this system, 
operations on the secondary market of government securities began. The system uses the MIPS 
system as a communication platform, and it is automatically connected to the Register for CB 
bills.  

Applications for the Statistics Department •	

Within 2004 - 2011 period, for the needs of the Statistics Department (SD) and generally, 
the National Bank statistics, applicative solutions were made, upgraded and maintained. 

In 2005, application for electronic collection of the lending and deposit interest rates 
released by the banks was created, which are submitted to National Bank signed electronically. 
For the needs of SD, this application includes various types of information surveys, especially 
within 2009/2010 period when the application was upgraded with larger number of reports as 
well as module for dynamic browse of data. 

In 2005, it was simultaneously worked on the application for electronic collection of 
data in the banks book-keeping record (KNBIFO), which for the first time, enabled the banks to 
submit electronically signed data. Because of the modifications to the chart of accounts  
of the banks and savings houses in 2009, the KNBIFO application considerably changed 
and it was upgraded with a module for electronic signing of the data that are also submitted 
by savings houses. Within 2004 - 2011 period, within this solution, various types of monetary 
reviews were developed as well as balance sheet and other types of reports that are used not 
only by the SD, but all other National Bank departments, as well, depending on the needs. For 
the needs of the monetary statistics, in 2010, application using the data from the book-keeping 
record of the banks and savings houses (KNBIFO) as database was developed. This application 
was developed in order to provide simple interface and larger possibilities in the defining of 
various types of reports in the part relating the reporting to IMF and ECB. 

In 2005, for statistical needs, reporting application was developed, using the data 
obtained from the Central Depositary of Securities as a database. These reports refer to trading 
of securities by nonresidents, and as control information, they are used for comparison with the 
data collected from the reports of the brokers for trading of securities of nonresidents. 

In 2006, higher version of the Balance of Payments application was put in test 
environment. This version, beside the data from the payment operations with abroad and 
customs declarations, uses as a source the database from KNBIFO, credit debiting/approvals 
towards/from abroad, foreign direct investments, monthly reporting etc. Also, module that 
freezes data from all defined sources by years was also developed. 

In 2007, application for inserting data submitted by domestic companies that, are 
obliged to report to the National Bank about the short-term claims and liabilities from 
their commercial activities with non-residents was prepared. Previously, the submission of 
reports was in hard copy, while the data were inserted applicatively by the operators. Within the 
application, control part with a possibility for comparison of these data with customs declarations 
and payment operations with abroad, as well as reporting part was prepared. In 2008, a step 
forward was made by creating an application that enabled electronic submission of data, through 
access to National Bank portal.  

In 2007, current input of data from the payment operations with abroad, was replaced 
with new application for electronic submission of data on the payment operations 
with abroad, which, as an idea dates from the 1990s. In order to realize this, National Bank 
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developed application through which the banks began to submit electronically signed data about 
the payment operations with abroad. In this way, the manual input of these data, which until the 
end of 2007 were submitted in hard copy, thus reaching bigger saving of time and resources. 

In 2010, the previous application - credit debiting/approval (NDNP), was completely 
replaced with new one, which enabled operations pursuant to the new legal framework. The 
new applicative solution contains more simple user interface, decrease in the volume of the 
input of data, thus optimizing the current operations. Also, the old application which was the 
last application with database in MS Access was replaced, because there was a risk of losing 
data and not so flexible when operating in larger group. 

In 2010, application through which the Brokerage companies can submit electronically 
signed data for operations with securities was developed. The brokerage companies submit their 
reporting on the operations with securities by manual input of data, without being electronically 
signed. Because of the larger operating volume, they requested new system through which all 
data will be submitted to National Bank in one set. Far more optimized than the previous, the new 
submission method cuts the time for transfer of data by the brokers and reduces the possibility 
for errors in the input of data.

In 2010, new applicative solution for new electronic submission of data from the issued 
guarantees in favor of nonresidents by the banks, electronically signed, was prepared. 
Until 2010, these data were submitted in hard copy after which the operators inserted them 
applicatively in the National Bank system. With the introduction of the new manner of transfer 
of data, the necessary time and recourses reduced, relative to the manual input of data as well 
as the possibility for error. 

Within 2004-2011 period, ITD was continuously worked on the following:

preparation of various reports, surveys, ad hoc requests from all databases owned by −	
SD;

modification to the chart of accounts, which caused change in most of the applications, −	
so that they had to be adjusted to the new accounts;

adjustment of the software solutions in this Department, towards the requirements and −	
standards imposed by EU.

Applications for the Banknotes Department•	

In 2004, Numismatic Documentation application for the Numismatics Unit was 
created. This application enabled electronic recoding of data for the museum pieces. The 
application was significantly upgraded in 2010. This application was submitted free of charge 
to other numismatics museums in Macedonia, on their request. 

Within 2007 - 2010 period several applications for the needs of the cash management 
operations were created: deposited items, expertise of counterfeited foreign currency and minted 
denars. These applications enabled electronic record of the adequate data, thus facilitating the 
availability. 

In 2010 the application for Cash management operations was fully upgraded 
and modernized. This application encompasses various processes of the cash management 
operations, such as: cash in the central and dispersed vaults, operations with value papers, 
banderoles for alcohol and cigarettes, operations with foreign exchange and foreign exchange 
cheques, sale of jubilee coins. The operations are performed in real time, with all necessary 
information on the stock in the central and dispersed vaults instantly available. Beside the 
functional improvements for the end users, the introduction of this application is significant 
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also from technical aspect, because several old servers the old application functioned on, are 
dislodged. 

Applications for the Supervision, Banking Regulations and Financial Stability •	
Sector 

In 2004 an electronic data exchange for credit registry via web application 
was introduced. In 2008 new Credit Registry was launched. It uses the experience 
from the several year utilization of the previous Credit Registry, but it significantly increased 
the number and the quantity of the information submitted by the banks and savings houses in 
order to provide more comprehensive analysis of the credit risk, as the most important in the 
banking system. This solution preserved the functionalities of the previous one, but in line with 
the higher volume of data for each credit party, the number of reports that are generated by 
the system and which enable full scope analysis of the credit portfolio towards realization of the 
supervisory function also rapidly increased.  In addition, the new solution enabled the natural 
persons to obtain information on the data that are processed in the databases in the National 
Bank system, on the basis of submitted request, and pursuant to the Law on Protections of 
Personal Data.  In 2010, for easier browsing of the data in the Credit Registry and generating 
reports for supervisory needs, additional user oriented module was developed, which enables 
creation and generating of various reports according to the needs and requests of the Banking 
Supervision Sector. This module is planned to encompass also other types of databases available 
to the Sector. 

Since 2009, system for collection of Electronic regulatory reports from banks 
and savings houses was introduced. This replaced the practice for collecting data from banks 
in hard copy that was practiced until then. The application, beside the submission of data, 
enabled preparation of several internal reports, which are applied in the realization of all risks 
emerging in banking operations, according to which the financial reliability of the institution is 
determined. 

In 2009, new application Fast money transfer was developed. With the adoption 
of the Law on performing fast money transfer services at the end of 2003 and bylaws in 2004, 
National Bank began to collect data from the providers of such services. For this purpose, initial 
version of this application was developed and launched. In conditions when there was only one 
provider of such services in the Republic of Macedonia, these data were submitted by e-mail, 
giving possibility for electronic signing of the sent database. Because of the amendments to the 
bylaws, as well as due to the inclusion of larger number of service providers, new application for 
electronic submission of this type of data was launched. The new solution enabled connection 
of the each service provider with the National Bank system and submission of data in a package, 
logically correct and electronically signed. 

In 2009, application for Electronic collection of data from currency exchange 
operations was developed, the objective of which was to replace the current manner of 
submission of data from the currency exchange agents in hard copy with electronic collection 
of data. Thus the companies which are licensed for performing operations (about 260) were 
enabled to submit data through Internet, signed electronically. With the introduction of the new 
manner of data receipt, the required time and resources compared to the current input of data 
in hard copy reduced, and also the possibility for errors in the input is reduced to minimum. 

In 2009, activities related to implementation of CEDBS system for the needs of the 
Supervision Sector, which processes 185 types of documents and automates the processes in 
all three departments (TS, VSL, FBM). In 2010, CEDBS system is established in the production 
environment.
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Application for Financial and accounting operations •	

Within 2004 - 2011 period, for the needs of the Financial and Accounting Operations 
Department, numerous applicative solutions were developed, upgraded and maintained. 

Within this period, significant changes and supplements to the application General 
Ledger were continuously made, in order to improve the functionalities that are performed: 
recording costs by organizational units, recording of liabilities based on agreements, preparation 
of balances and closing trial lists, instant access to data in the General Ledger, module for 
financial reports which are used for preparation of the National Bank balance sheets. Module for 
recoding the exit invoices for the needs of other departments in National Bank, through which 
orders in the General Ledger are generated, has been developed. 

In 2006 and 2007, the old applicative solutions for Fixed assets, Small inventories 
and Materials accounting were replaced with new applicative solution for Integrated 
material operations. This software is constantly upgraded, and currently it enables recording 
of procurements of goods, services, and operations, monitoring of the distribution and 
amortization, automatic generation of orders for recoding in the General Ledger, entry invoices 
for goods and services, materials planning and connection in the procurements system. 

In 2007, old applicative solution for the financial reports was replaced with new one, 
i.e.  application Financial statements in National Bank was developed. Within 2007 - 2011 
period, numerous statements for the needs of the department were prepared, such as: profit 
and loss account of National Bank, balance sheets, financial plan etc. Because of the possibility 
for fast and simple upgrade of the application with new statement, it is permanently developing. 
The users have administrator module, through which it is constantly defining the form of the 
statement  and the accounts that it will include. 

In 2007 - 2009 period, application for Financial planning and investment planning 
was developed, through which these planning are electronically recorded and their realization 
monitored. 

In 2008 and 2009 new applicative solution for the wage calculation was introduced, 
by applying gross principle calculation. The payment of the wages is made automatically, through 
the RTGS system, on transaction account for each employee, with electronically signed payment 
orders. Module for paid personal income tax on wage and other payments for employees and 
outsourcing has been developed.  

In 2010, the application Denar vault is optimized and supplemented with a module 
for Foreign exchange vault. Both modules ensure record by denomination structure of the 
foreign exchange and Denars, and automatic recording of the changes in the General Ledger. 

In 2010, application for servicing of liabilities of BFT on the assumed debt of 
National Bank from the bankruptcy distribution has been prepared and the old business trips 
application has been optimized. 

Application for Legal and Human Resources Management Department  •	

For the needs of the Legal and Human Resources Management Department, following 
applications were developed:

2007 – −	 Court subjects records 

2007– −	 Internal acts and agreements – record of all current internal acts and 
agreements in National Bank 
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2008 – −	 Record of personal data collections – the application records the personal data 
defined in National Bank, the responsible persons for their maintenance, administrators, 
accesses and types of accesses to the collections of other persons from and outside 
National Bank. This application is preliminary and depending on the needs, and the 
amendments to the legal framework, and it is constantly upgraded. 

Within 2009 - 2011 period, several modules of the new application for human resources 
management, which was procured from external vendor, were launched where the IT Department 
ensure infrastructure and took participation in the testing. The new application enabled full 
record of the data on the National Bank employees, operating with them from the aspect 
of human resources management (systematization, absence and annual leave, professional 
development, new employments/job announcements, assessment and reports), as well as full 
file for the employee in electronic form. The application has powerful tool for creating reports 
where the user acts as creator of the report at any criterion and filter. 

Applications for Administrative and Technical Operations Department  •	

For the needs of the Administrative and Technical Operations Department (AT), the 
following applicative solutions are used:

 −	 2004 – Telephone expenses. National Bank uses digital switchboard, model 
Siemens Hicom 300, which can record all exit calls. In order to enable inspection in 
the realized telephone communications, application for following up the costs of the 
switchboard is made. The data are stored in a base, while the applicative solution enables 
generating reports and graphical display for the realized telephone conversations for 
each organizational unit separately, in certain period, by persons, and by telephone 
numbers. 

 −	 2005 – Procurements record. This application is prepared for the purpose of 
recording all decisions, agreements and invoices, which are part of the procurements 
process for the needs of National Bank, monitoring of the realization of the agreements 
that National Bank concluded with vendors, as well as generating reports related to the 
procurements process.

 −	 2005 - “Maintenance invoices”. The premises of National Bank are located in a 
business facility with several legal entities and National Bank acts as administrator of 
the tangible costs and the costs of facility maintenance. For the purpose of calculation 
of the share of all entities, applicative solution “Maintenance invoices”  for recording the 
invoices for tangible costs and the costs of maintenance, preparation of recapitulations 
and generating orders for entry in the General Ledger, was prepared. 

In 2010 and 2011, within the process of implementation of the electronic system for 
documents management in National Bank, for the needs of the Administrative and Technical 
Operations Department, two new solutions are worked on: 

 −	 Electronic archive – a system for scanning, recording, archiving, distribution and 
allocation of input/output and internal documents in National Bank as well as their 
electronic access. With the application of this system, the submission of the data will be 
considerably faster, and the browsing of the previously received and sent documents 
much more simple. 

 −	 Public procurements – system for documents management for the procurements 
process. This system enables view in each stage of the procurement process, thus 
significantly lowering the duration of the procurements and the possibility for errors. 
The availability to any stage and information on the procurements is instant. 
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2.12. Enhancement of the safety in the operation 

2.12.1. Improvement of the Risk Management System 

Establishing the Risk Management System•	

The initiation of one wide-ranging risk management system in the National Bank 
of the Republic of Macedonia was formally established in 2004, with the adoption of the 
-Guideline on the regulating the internal control system in the National Bank of the Republic of 
Macedonia374. 

This Guideline was prepared by the Internal Audit Department (hereinafter referred 
to as: IAD), which had previous experience and acquired knowledge for evaluation of the risks 
and giving recommendations for improvement of the effectiveness of the risk management 
processes, which was within the sphere of its  activities. This Guideline formally introduced a 
systematic approach to the issue of risks identification and evaluation in the total operating of 
the National Bank, which was intended to direct the responsible persons of the organizational 
units, based on the risk assessment and the determination of the risk level and its acceptability 
/ unacceptability, to apply adequate controls. The key segments which represented the basis 
of this system were the following: narrative description of all processes in the operating of the 
National Bank, regarding the following principles: who, what, how and when are the operating 
processes performed, as well as the flowcharts, tables (risk matrix) for each activity in the 
processes, established control goals and applied controls and assessment of the level of the 
residual, i.e. the control risk. Certain categorization and nomination of risks, i.e. so called risk  
language was established as well.

It is very important to mention that these Instructions, for the first time, on a unified basis, 
regulated the process of risk management in  all organizational units, considering operational 
risk, as well as all other risks in their operating. Until than, at the level of the National Bank, only 
the financial risks (market, credit and interest risk) were in the main focus of its operations, which 
were concentrated in the operations of foreign reserves management. Also, the responsibility 
for risk management was delegated for the first time, under the authority of the responsible 
persons of the organizational units.

In the next four years, the responsible persons of the organizational units gave efforts for 
full implementation of this Guideline, and in the same time the awareness for risk management 
was developed with the employees, mainly with the management of the National Bank, and in 
final instance a contribution to more efficient and more secure effectuation of the goals of the 
National Bank was given.

The internal audit, through their regular audits, assessed the manner of implementation 
of the risk management system and gave adequate recommendations to the managers for its 
improvement.

 
Improvement of the Risk Management System•	

The established risk management system in 2004 was positioned on decentralized basis, 
and as a result to this it was realized at the level of the organizational units. The experience from 
the use showed more weaknesses of this system. No method of notification and communication 
for the risks and the internal control system by vertical line was established, nor aggregation 
and analysis of the information in this area, at the level of the National Bank. 

374  Guideline No. 520 dated 28.10.2004.
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In the first half of 2009, the internal audit assessed the risk management system of 
the National Bank, with respect to the best practices used in the central banks. It gave certain 
recommendations for improvement of its efficiency and effectiveness in accordance with the 
internationally applied models. Within the international framework, especially in the central 
banks, the new model of Risk Management Integrated Framework was applied, internationally 
recognized as COSO II ERM (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadways 
Commission, Enterprise Risk Management - Integrated Framework). The goals of this framework 
are in direction of support of the process of making decisions, through adopting strategies which 
are cost effective regarding the risks, improvement in the efficiency of operating, i.e. of the 
operating processes, operating in accordance with the legislation, as well as higher responsibility 
of the National Bank through establishing clear lines of internal and external reporting. 

In March 2010, based on the given recommendations, the adequate experiences 
and the cooperation with the Central Bank of the Netherlands, a Risk Management Policy in the 
National Bank (RMP) was developed and adopted375. With this Policy, the international standard 
COSO II ERM, Enterprise Risk Management - Integrated Framework was accepted as a standard 
based on which the risk management framework in the National Bank is established, and a 
formal, standardized and structured approach towards the risk management was introduced. 
Basically, the current decentralized risk management system remained, but it is structured 
in terms of organization and is coordinated by the top management, thus its efficiency and 
effectiveness improved. Namely:   

RMP supports the National Bank in the realization of its mission, strategy and goals,−	

RMP pertains to all organizational parts (sectors, departments, units, subunit), business −	
activities, projects, information systems, taking into consideration the variety of activities 
of the National Bank,

RMP does not enable avoiding of all risks, but it contributes to effective and efficient risk −	
management and acceptance of the residual risks knowingly,

The risk management is included in the every day performance of the business operations −	
and it is integrated in the process of planning and control.

By applying this model, the basic goals and components of the risk management process 
were defined, including the manner on which the risks should be identified, assessed, managed 
and controlled, in order to reduce their negative influence on the realization of the strategy and 
goals of the National Bank.

It is accepted that risk management shall mean:

Continuous process which is conducted in the whole organization and which includes −	
employees from each organization level;

Structured, timely and consistent identification of risks which represent a threat for the −	
performance of the organizational goals;

Improvement of the process of planning, making decisions, managing and distinction −	
of the responsibilities;

The rise in the capability for organization to protect from unwanted and unexpected −	
events and to act immediately for recovery;

Constant improvement of the process of conscious and consistent evaluation for −	
acceptance or non-acceptance of the risks, as well as the wanted level of controls, 
compared to the risk tolerance of the organization;

Providing prudent assurance to the organization management bodies for the process −	
of risk management;

The rise in the awareness for the risks within the organization.−	

375  RMP No. 02-15/IV-1/2010, as of 25.03.2010. 
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With the formal organization of the risk management activities, as a proactive process 
of constant identification of the potential risks, a better management with all related risks in 
the National Bank and timely avoiding or decrease of the unwanted risk events and/or losses 
shall be achieved. 

In 2011 the process of functioning of this policy started by preparing and adopting 
the Rulebook for Risk Management, as well as the methodologies for model functioning, and 
this shall represent a long-term process. The Rulebook for Risk Management shows in details 
the manner of integration of the goals, component and the respective responsibilities for risk 
management of the National Bank within its operations.

 
The internal audit of the National Bank contributed to the risk management process of 

the National Bank, through performing an assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the 
risk management process and giving recommendations for its improvement.

               
2.12.2. Improvement of the information security

The term “information” denotes the result of the processing, collection, manipulation 
and organization of data in a manner that improve the recipients’ knowledge. It can be: 

printed or written on a paper;−	

stored in electronic form (computer, floppy, CD etc.);−	

sent by mail or other electronic links;−	

pronounced in conversation (directly or by phone).−	

The information represents an asset that has value, and because of that it should be 
adequately protected.   

The Information security assumes implementation of protection measures and controls 
in order to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability of the written, pronounced and 
computer information.  

The measures that are undertaken for ensuring information security should enable 
business continuity, minimization of the potential business damage, maximization of the business 
results and justification of the investments in the information security.

The activities that are undertaken at the international level, the result of which are the 
prescribed	international	information	security	standards	from	ISO/IEC	2700х	series,	are	evidence	
for the importance of the information security. 

In 2005, the National Bank undertook activities for improvement of the 
information security in accordance with  international standards. Thus in November 
2005, the Governor established a Project group376 for preparation of draft information security 
policy. For the purpose of realization of this task, professional and technical assistance within 
the Program for technical cooperation with the Central Bank of the Netherlands was provided. 

In July 2006, as a result of these activities, the National Bank Council adopted 
Information security policy of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia377 (ISP). 
The ISP determined the manner for ensuring security of information and information assets by 
implementation of  preventive controls for mitigating the adverse effects that can be caused by 
events that endanger the security of the information system. Also, ISP set the strategic objective 

376  Decision no. 04-14/956-2005 from November 03.2005
377  PSIS no.02-15/VII-1/2006
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of the National Bank for harmonization of the information system of the National Bank with the 
international standards for information security management.

The ISP objective is to provide the following:

Confidentiality - the information and the information assets should be available only for −	
the users having authorized access to them;

Integrity - accuracy and completeness of the information and methods of their −	
processing;

Availability - the authorized users should have access to the information when −	
needed. 

In December 2006378, for the purpose of monitoring of the activities for ISP 
implementation, the Governor established an Information Security Steering Committee 
(Steering committee). Beside the main objective, the Steering committee is in charge for the 
following:

establishing strategic guidelines and priorities in the IT area;  −	

monitoring of the development and maintenance of the strategic IT plans and −	
performances of the IT systems; 

coordination of the priorities between the IT Department and other organizational units −	
in the bank; 

assessment of the adequacy and the allocation of the IT resources with respect to the −	
personnel, equipment and services level, as well as for 

follow-up of the other technological changes and upgrades to be undertaken in the −	
information system of the National Bank.  

The Steering committee consists of nine members selected among the employees of 
the National Bank, governed by the Vice Governor competent for information technology. The 
manner of functioning of the Steering committee is prescribed in a work plan, adopted on the 
first session held on January 30.2007. The Steering committee  reports to the Governor on 
regular basis. 

In December 2006, the Governor authorized an Information Security Officer379 
(ISO), who is responsible for the monitoring of the implementation of PSIS, of all internal acts 
arising from ISP and oversights the adherence to the provisions of ISP.  

In February 2008, Guidelines on implementation of the Information security 
policy of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia380 were adopted. The Guidelines 
prescribe the minimum general guidelines on protection of information from intentional and 
unintentional unauthorized changes, their disclosure, and/or destruction. The minimal general 
guidelines stated in the Guidelines were compulsory for all users of the information system of 
the National Bank, as a transitional solution until adoption of internal acts (rulebooks, internal 
procedures and instructions), for more precise determining of the respective issues from the 
information system security area. 

In March 2008, on its 12th session, the Steering committee  adopted an Action plan 
for implementation of the Guidelines, which encompass measures, activities, bearers of 
the activities and deadlines for their implementation. The action plan envisaged realization of 
107 activities within a two-year period, and their realization was monitored on regular basis by 
the ISO and the Steering committee. 

378  Decision no. 04-14/1213-2006 from December 27.2006
379  Authorization no. 04-14/273-2006 from December 29.2006
380  No. 769 from February 01.2008 
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After the acceptance of the international information security standards as national, in 
June 2010, legal framework381 for managing security of the information systems at the level of 
the Republic of Macedonia was set. The National Bank, with previously undertaken activities, 
considerably provided for the implementation of the standards. Having in mind the dynamic 
nature of this subject, the National Bank remains to be committed to the continuing monitoring 
of the standards and improvement of the information security management system.  

2.12.3. Improvement of the business continuity system in a case of crisis

Until 2005, the National Bank has provided equipped offices and IT infrastructure 
on the reserve location in order to provide information system continuity in conditions 
of crisis only. Vital information from the primary information system was transferred to the 
information system on reserve location on everyday basis, thus reducing the possibility for loss 
of information to maximum one day.  

In 2005, the National Bank started activities to provide  continuity in the execution 
of the business processes in the bank as well. The goal was introduction of structural and 
regular process of planning, updating and testing of the activities and measures necessary for 
providing business continuity of each business process. In November 2005, the Governor 
established a Project group382, which was assigned to develop draft business continuity and 
disaster recovery policy. For the realization of the task, professional and technical assistance 
within the Program for technical cooperation with the Central Bank of the Netherlands was 
secured. 

In July 2006, the National Bank Council adopted the Business continuity policy 
of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia383 (BCP), which sets the framework 
for efficient and coordinated activities for preserving the reputation and vital functions of the 
National Bank and determines the manner of providing business continuity of the bank in crisis 
situation. Crisis situation, in terms of the adopted Policy, is a situation when normal operating 
and business processes in the National Bank are disrupted, or it is an event that jeopardize 
the security and which can cause human life loses or material and reputational damage to the 
National Bank.  

BCP is aimed at minimization of the risks from vague and improper defining of the roles 
and responsibilities of the participants responsible for ensuring business continuity as well as 
of loss of valuable time and poor internal and external communication.  

In December 2006, for realization of the BCP goal, as well as for organized and timely 
protection of people and material goods due to crisis, the National Bank Council established a 
Crisis center384 as the highest management body within the National Bank in extraordinary 
situation. Immediately afterwards, the Governor established six Crisis groups385 responsible 
for the organization of the operation in the National Bank in case of crisis and appointed a 
Business Continuity Officer386 competent for coordination of the process of implementation 
of BCP. 

In January 2007, uniformed standardized form for the contents of the individual 
plans for ensuring business processes continuity was developed, as well as an action plan for 

381 Rulebook on standards and rules for security of the information system used in the communuication bodies 
electronically, Official Gazette of RM no.83/2010

382  Decision no. 04-14/956-2005, from November 03.2005
383  BCP no. 02-15/VII-2/2006, from July 17.2006 
384  Decision no. 02-15/VIII-8/2006, from December 25.2006 
385  Decision no. 04-14/1212-2006, from December 27.2006.
386  Authorization no. 04-14/273-2006, from Decmber 29.2006.
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preparation of the business processes plans, their harmonization and adoption of the business 
continuity plan at the level of the National Bank. 

During 2007 and 2008, experts from the Central Bank of the Netherlands held 
numerous workshops and seminars from the area of business continuity intended for the 
employees of the National Bank. All organizational units in the bank worked on the preparation 
of Plans for ensuring continuity of the business processes within their competence.   

Business continuity plans of the individual business processes consist of:

business process risk analysis and determination of the maximum acceptable outage, −	

risk implications analysis, −	

recovery plan in case of 4 crisis scenarios,  −	

methods and measures for implementation of the plan,−	

required number of employees that will be engaged in case of crisis and−	

annexes to the plan that encompass data on the necessary fixed assets, small inventory, −	
material, IT equipment, outsourcing services, contact lists etc. which will be inevitable 
for successful continuation of the operation in case of crisis.  

In September 2009, after mutual harmonization of the plans for ensuring continuity 
in individual business processes, a general Business continuity plan of the National Bank 
was adopted387.

In March and November 2009, the National Bank in cooperation with experts from 
the Central Bank of the Netherlands, organized workshops titled as Preparation and realization 
of the process of testing of the business continuity plans. The goal of these workshops was to 
provide training of the employees for testing whether the business continuity plans 
can be implemented and adoption of single form and contents of the documentation 
and reports which should be developed before and after the testing of the plans.  

In 2010, the National Bank commenced with regular updating and testing of the plans 
for ensuring business continuity. During this year, the required documentation was prepared 
and the plans for 4 business processes were tested. Such a training cycle of the employees for 
implementation of the plans, their testing and updating, the National Bank continues to apply 
in future. 

2.13. Internal Audit 

The improvement of the operating of the internal audit is assessed through improvement 
of the regulatory framework, which regulates the manner and the nature of its operating, as 
well as through the effect from the performed audit activities on the improvement of the risk 
management process, the system of internal controls and the management process in the 
National Bank.

2.13.1. Improvement of the regulative framework of the Internal Audit 

The operating of the internal audit was organized in accordance with the Article 63, in 
the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia388, whereas the manner of operating 
was more detailed regulated with adequate internal acts and internal operating procedures of 
the Internal Audit Department (IAD) of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia.  

387  Plan for ensuring business continuity of the National Bank no. 6170, from September 15.2009 
388  Official Gazette of RM, No. 158/2010.
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With the IAD Audit Charter, the International Standards for Professional Practice of 
Internal Auditing and the Code of Professional Ethics of Internal Auditing389, issued by the 
Institute of Internal Auditors in Florida, USA, they were accepted as national standards for the 
operating of the internal auditors in the Republic of Macedonia.

The Standards for Professional Practice of the Internal Auditing brought large innovations 
in the manner of practice of the internal auditing, with respect to the introduction of systematized, 
continuous and discipline approach in the operating. With their adoption, the primary goal of 
the internal audit, with respect to the regulatory framework, was to achieve full compliance of 
the operating with the international standards for professional practice of the internal audit and 
implementation of the best practices of the EU member-states. 

In 2004, the manner of operating of the National Bank was regulated by the first IAD 
Audit Charter, adopted by the National Bank’s Council on April 11, 2002 with three internal work 
procedures (1. Planning of the individual auditing of processes; 2. Practicing auditing; and 3. 
Follow up of the realization of the recommendations). As a result of the need for compliance 
of the internal auditing practice with the Internal Audit Standards, IAD started to learn the 
standards and to interpret their substance and meaning.

In 2005, the preparatory activities for application of the International Standards for 
Professional Practice of the Internal Auditing started, aimed basically towards improvement of 
the practicing of internal auditing. Regarding the preparatory activities for application of the 
Standards, they started the activities for realization of the technical assistance provided by the 
Central Bank of Netherlands (hereinafter referred to as: CBN), which was to be realized through 
business visits, participation to seminars, consultations and exchange of information. 

In August 2005, the current internal auditing procedures for practicing the internal audit 
were revised and the new internal operating procedure was prepared - Preparation for  operating 
an audit, as a very important phase in the process of practicing audit.  

Simultaneously, in 2005 they started the preparatory activities for developing the 
new methodological approach for preparing an annual Program390 for practicing of the risk 
oriented internal auditing. Until then, in practice such a methodology for quantification of the 
adequate risks related with the operating processes had not been used. The application of the 
methodology provides review of the most risky processes, which shall be a subject of audit in 
the Annual program for operating of the internal audit. For the realization of these activities, 
as well as due to the changes made in the organizational and staff positioning in the National 
Bank, it was required by all organizational units to perform audit of the already established 
operating procedures391 and to prepare procedures for the new operating processes, assessing 
the potential risks during the process. 

At the beginning of 2006, the activities for implementation of the international 
standards for professional performance of the internal audit started. The Internal Audit 
Department of the National Bank performed independent assessment of the level of compliance 
of its operating with the international standards for professional practice of the internal auditing, 
in order to identify the standards which are applied, the standards which are not applied or which 
are still not applicable in the operating of the Internal Audit Department in such conditions. The 
IAD prepared a Review that contains all standards, their short description, status of applicability 
and the remarks regarding the future activities which can be undertaken for higher compliance 
of the operating of the internal audit with the international standards. 

389  Official Gazette of RM, No. 72/2003
390  The Program for operating of the internal audit is not within the Program for operating of the National Bank.
391  In 2002, by recommendation of the external audit, the procedures for operating started to be prepared more 

thoroughly. 
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As a result of these activities, it was perceived that the operating of the internal audit 
and the established practices of operating should be upgraded in many aspects, so the following 
internal acts were prepared:

On 27.10.2006, the National Bank’s Council adopted a Policy of the internal audit of the −	
National Bank. The Policy determined the basic goal, the independence and objectivity, 
the sphere of action, as well as the responsibilities, authorizations, the relations with the 
external auditor and the standards for practice of the internal auditing in the National 
Bank;

On 27.10.2006, the National Bank’s Council adopted a revised Audit Charter for the −	
Internal Audit Department in the National Bank;

Five new internal procedures for operating of the internal audit (1. Planning of the audits −	
and preparing of the annual audit programs; 2. Preparation for operating an audit; 3. 
Performing audit and preparing auditory report; 4. Follow up of the recommendations 
given in the audit reports; and 5. Recording of the operating materials on the basis of 
prepared auditory report).

   
At the beginning of 2007, all internal auditors became members of the Institute for 

Internal Auditors in Florida, USA. These memberships enabled approach to and learning of all 
publications, materials and information within the area of the internal audit, adherence to the 
current trends, as well as future planned activities within this field on international level.

In 2007 the activities for preparation of the Methodology for the manner and the criteria 
for assessment of the risk level in the operating processes in the National Bank started. For 
this purpose, the list of all operating processes by organizational units in the National Bank 
were updated and revised. After the phase of testing the Methodology, the risk level in the 
organizational units was assessed, together with the more risky operations, which consumed 
more time, considering the fact that the organizational units in the Bank recorded 417 operating 
processes.

The goal of the implementation of such methodology for more sophisticated risk analysis 
was to obtain more objective basis for preparation of the annual risk oriented Audit Program, as 
well as of the midterm risk oriented Audit Program. 

In 2007, IAD revised and supplemented the internal operating procedures for internal 
audit, with respect to the compliance of the newly adopted IAD Policy and Audit Charter, which 
were prepared based on the international standards for professional practice of the internal 
auditing and the established operating practices. With respect to the implementations of the 
Policy for continuity in operating of the National Bank in crisis situation, two new internal 
operating procedures were prepared:

Preparation for auditing in crisis situation;−	

Performing auditing in crisis situation.−	

In November 2007, the certified experts from the Central Bank of Netherlands 
performed external quality assessment of the operating of the internal audit in the National 
Bank, which according to the international standards shall be performed once in five years. 

  
The goals of the external assessment were the following: 
To assess the efficiency and the effectiveness of the operating of the internal audit of −	
National Bank; 

To provide an opinion for the level of compliance of the operating with the International −	
Standards for Professional Practice of Internal Auditing;
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To identify the possibilities and to give recommendations and suggestions for improvement −	
of the performances of the internal audit. 

In March 2008, the Report on the performed external quality assessment of the 
operating of the internal audit in the National Bank was submitted. The report contained 
general opinion that the internal audit was partially complied392 with the standards of the 
International Institute of Internal Auditors - out of total 11 standards, the internal audit was 
generally complied with 6 standards and it was partially complied with 5 standards, and that 
positive efforts were made for compliance with the requirements given in the Standards, but 
few elements for complying with a part of the key goals are missing. This indicated that there 
is a need for improvement and intensification of certain audit activities, and that some of the 
weaknesses are out of control of the internal audit activities and that they shall be overcome 
within the total management structure of the National Bank.

The given recommendations underlined generally the following: the operating of the 
internal audit shall be intensified in the IT audit area; to improve the presentation of the findings 
in the audit report through their ranking with respect to the risk, as well as the recording of 
the audit activities, to introduce the so called preventive audits for protection of frauds and 
deceptions in working processes which give possibilities for such activities; as well as to develop a 
Program for quality control and improvement of the operating of the internal audit (performance 
of external and internal assessment of the internal audit operating). 

In April 2008, Plan of Activities for realization of the given recommendations for 
improvement of the internal audit operating was prepared, with adequate deadlines for 
implementation. In 2008, the activities related with the revising and improving of the current 
regulation which organizes the operating of the internal audit started, and they mainly pertained 
to the realization of the recommendations given in the upper mentioned Plan of Activities.

In March 2009, the National Bank’s Council adopted a new Audit Charter for the 
Internal Audit in the National Bank and Code of professional ethics of the internal auditors, 
which introduced essential changes in the approach and the manner of operating of the internal 
audit, mainly with respect to the quality. The adoption of completely new Audit Charter for the 
Internal Audit in the National Bank resulted from the need for:

Adherence to the recommendations given in the Report on the performed external −	
quality assessment of the internal audit operating in the National Bank, prepared by 
experts from the Central Bank of Netherlands, within the technical cooperation;

Further compliance with the International Standards for Professional Practice of Internal −	
Auditing;

Revising and improving of the current regulation which organizes the internal audit −	
operating. 

More considerable elements of the Audit Charter, which represented innovation 
relative to the current regulations, pertained to the following:

Presentation of the Attribute Standards and Performance Standards for professional 1. 
practice of the internal audit 

The Audit Charter contains the Attributive and Performance Standards for professional 
practice of internal auditing, which shall be applied in the implementation of the auditing 
activities:

392  Levels of compliance: “General compliance”, “Partial compliance” and “Non-compliance”. 
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The Attributive Standards describe the features that shall characterize the organization −	
and the persons who perform the activities of internal audit and prepare the framework 
for the quality of the operating programs of the internal audit;

The Performance Standards describe the nature of activities of the internal audit and −	
provide qualitative criteria according to which the performance of such activities will 
be assessed.

Methodology for risk assessment2. 

The methodology for risk assessment envisaged in the Audit Charter created a basis for 
more quality and more transparent risk assessment in the operating processes. Simultaneously, 
the process of risk assessment was formalized, and it received objective starting basis for 
preparation of the Plan for practicing regular auditing, within the Annual program for practice 
of the internal auditing.

The methodology for risk assessment consists of identification, analysis, assessment, 
and ranking of the risk categories / risk factors which can influence the institution’s operating, 
with respect to the inherent operational risk and internal control risk.  

The risk assessment was made for each audit object (function/process/activity) of the 
list of possible audit objects. Pursuant to the performed risk assessments (from the highest to 
the lowest), a priority list of the audit object is created which represents a basis when making 
decisions on or defining the audits within the Annual plan for practice of regular auditing. 

Matrix for risk assessment for audit purposes3. 

The Matrix for risk assessment for audit purposes is used in the preparatory period of 
the audit within which the auditory team assesses the inherent risk and the anticipated controls 
which shall be applied for its decreasing. It pertains to the control targets which shall be object of 
audit, focusing on the more considerable risks in the operating process. The Matrix also records 
the audit findings regarding the applied controls, describes the identified weaknesses and the 
respective reasons, assessing the level of their residual risk and identifying the activities which 
shall be undertaken by the respective department for their overcoming. 

The Matrix shall represent a significant audit trace for supporting the audit findings 
regarding the applied controls, i.e. for assessment of the adequacy of the internal audit 
system. 

Ranking of the findings by the level of the identified risks4. 

By introducing the procedure for ranking of the given findings with respect to their 
riskiness, the management of National Bank shall become able to perceive the more risky 
findings immediately. Starting from the possibility for emerging and the size of the damage which 
can arise in case of materialization of the possible risks, the given findings shall be categorized 
with respect to their possible influence on the operating of the institution. 

The audit report is envisaged to present the findings in various colors: red, yellow or 
green, in accordance with the level of residual risk assessed by the audit team, i.e. high, medium 
or low risk level, respectively for the stated colors. Namely, the findings in green mean that their 
level of residual risk is low and does not represent any threat for their operating.

The findings which noted medium risk level in the operating that does not represent 
major threat, but that can escalate in serious threat if no adequate control measures are 
undertaken, are shown in yellow.

The findings which indicate to high risks in the operating of National Bank, which are not 
reduced to the acceptable level and which represent threat for the achievement of the goals, 
reputation or finances of the Bank, are shown in red.
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Criteria for providing audit opinion for the adequacy of the internal audit system 5. 
(IAS)

The applications of these criteria shall give directions and support to the auditors in the 
process of determining the general opinion for the adequacy level of the internal audit system 
related with the audited process / activity / function. The auditory opinion for the adequacy of 
the internal control system can be satisfactory, partially satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Each 
ranking is supported by an explanation for the seriousness of the findings, specifying the risks 
which are not adequately controlled and the possible consequences if the risks are not reduced 
to the acceptable level. In favor of supporting the auditory opinion, the findings that pertain to 
the other criteria, which are related with the risk management, functioning of the internal audit 
system, undertaking control activities by the adequate organizational structure, as well as the 
monitoring of the internal controls system are presented.

At the beginning of 2011 the implementation of the Program for internal and external 
assessment of IAD started, through performing of two internal audits for self-assessment of 
the quality of operating and surveying the managers of the departments for the quality of the 
operating of the internal audit. 

Quality control of operating of the internal audit6. 

The  IAD Audit Charter introduced the quality control and improvement of the operating 
of the internal audit for the first time, through performing external and internal assessment 
of its operating. The development of the Program for internal and external assessment of the 
operating shall provide more quality and standardized operating through regular performance of 
independent assessment of the operating with respect to the compliance with the international 
standards for internal audit and the internal acts. Also, at least once in 5 years an external 
assessment of the operating of the internal audit of National Bank shall be performed.

In the first half of 2010, as a result to all innovations in the operating introduced by 
the new Audit Charter, all internal procedures for operating of the internal audit were revised.

In 2010, with respect to the further compliance with the International Standards 
for Internal Audit and the improvement of the quality and efficiency of the operating of the 
internal audit, the amendments to the basic standards for practice of the internal auditing 
were implemented as well: Standard 2010 - Planning (i.e. 2010-2, Using of the process of risk 
management when planning the activities of the internal audit), Standard 2050 - Coordination 
(i.e. 2050-2, Maps of providers of external and internal assurances and consulting services) and 
Standard 2120 - Risk Management (i.e. 2120-2, Internal Audit Risk Management). 

In addition, the activities of the internal audit in 2010 are shown which improved its 
operating or which gave contribution to the improvement of the National Bank’s operating:

membership of the National Bank in the Institute for standardization of the RM through −	
nominating its own representative within the technical committees through which it 
participates actively in the introducing and accepting of the international standards 
important for National Bank;

evaluation of the operating of the internal audit by other organizational units in the −	
National Bank.

In 2010 the activities related with the implementation of the Program for internal and 
external assessment of the operating of the internal audit continue through conducting internal 
qualitative assessment of the operating of the internal audit with respect to the compliance of 
the operating with the International Standards for Professional Practice of the Internal Audit.
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In 2011, the activities for essential strengthening of the IT audit activities started, 
and the National Bank, represented by the IT auditor, became a member of ISACA (Information 
Systems Audit and Control Association). These activities were in direction of amending of the 
Audit Charter for improvement of the internal audit and they pertained to: IT audit management, 
development of IT audit plan of activities, recognition and audit of IT weaknesses, general IT 
controls,	IТ	outsourcing	and	audit	of	IT	projects.

These activities are supplemented by the preparation of the ARS Application (Audit Risk 
System or Risk Based Internal Audit System) for more efficient operating of the IAD. Namely, 
based on the methodology for operating of the internal audit, this application enables operating 
with large volume of data which shall be processed precisely and automatically. The created 
relation database shall provide the required reviews by most various input parameters, so the 
data integrity will be preserved, and therefore the accuracy of the reviews. Simultaneously, the 
more complex reviews will be prepared more quickly, as the following:

Review of objects for audit (Audit Universe) and−	

Review of Audit Report and given recommendations.−	

 
Summarized, in the period 2004 - 2011, with respect to the improvement of the 

regulatory framework of the internal audit, major improvements were achieved in the operating 
of the internal audit. In 2004 the operating of the internal audit was regulated by the Audit 
Charter and three internal procedures, whereas in 2011, the operating of the internal audit is 
regulated by an adequate Policy, Audit Charter, eight internal procedures, Methodology for risk 
assessment, Program for internal and external qualitative assessment of the operating of the 
internal audit, annual and midterm Program for the risk oriented operations (prepared for the 
first time in 2009, for the period 2010-2012), as a result to the performed adequate activities in 
the respective period. Most of the realized activities were performed with help of the realized 
technical cooperation with the Central Bank of Netherlands, which in the period 2004 - 2011 is 
realized in continuity each year, except in 2005.

2.13.2. Results from the performed audit activities
 
The improvement of the regulatory framework resulted in more quality and more  

efficient performance of the audit activities, which indirectly should contribute to more  
successful performance of the basic goals of the internal audit, i.e. the assessment and the 
improvement of:

effectiveness of the risk management process;−	

adequacy and effectiveness of the internal controls; and−	

effectiveness of the management process.−	

In the text below, summarized  effects are given from the performance of the basic audit 
activities, i.e. the performance of the regular audits and the follow up process of the realization 
of the given recommendations, in the following period393 (Table 40). 

393  The data for 2011 are incomplete and for that reason they are not shown.
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Performance of the regular audits•	

In this period, the audits were made with two audit teams, each team consisting of at 
least two auditors, in various combinations for various types of audit. With respect to the type 
of audit, operative audits were generally performed, as well as compliance audits, financial 
audits and IT audits, which became more quality after the IT auditor joined the Internal Audit, 
in 2010. If required, extraordinary audits were performed as well. Within the time envisaged for 
performance of the audits, days for preparation of the audits were envisaged, as well as days 
for audit realization and for creation of auditory report. An Audit Program was prepared for each 
realized auditing, which contained a plan for all auditory activities within the determined time 
period for the performance of the respective audit. These auditory programs were submitted 
regularly to the management in order to inform them about the subject of audit and the auditory 
activities. 

Subject of the operational audits were the more significant operating processes which 
are conducted within the individual units, as special organizational parts of the departments in 
the National Bank. The assessment of the adequacy and effectiveness of the internal control 
system was conducted through checkup of the established control measures and activities for 
performance of the following control targets: correctness, completeness, timeliness, compliance, 
authorization, trustiness, continuity and possibility for control over the activities.

Additionally, in relation with the three-year Stand-By arrangement with IMF, approved 
on 31.08.2005, in accordance with the recommendation from Safeguards Assessment Report 
(SAR), dated 06.03.2006, IAD was obliged, as of 31.08.2008, on quarterly basis to perform 
auditing on the processes of preparation of the of the National Bank monetary data: net domestic 
assets (NDA) and the net international reserves (NIR), as well as their compliance with the 
accounting record. 

On such basis, total of eight audits were performed, which were related with the 
operating of the Statistics Department, Department for Central Banking Operations and Foreign 
reserves and the Financial and Accounting Department. The basic goal of these audits was the 
determination and the checkup of:

The accuracy and the consistence of the monetary data: net domestic assets of National −	
Bank and the net international reserves, with the accounting records, and

Compliance of the operating with the internal operating procedures and methodologies −	
for creating of monetary data and the methodology for creating NIR.

It is important to be mentioned that since 2006, different from the previous years, 
when the audit covered only one operating process, considerable broadening of the subject 
and the scope of the audits was initiated, as well as the of the manner of practice of the auditing 
activities. Instead of auditing of one operating process, since 2006, subject of audit were several 
or all operating processes within individual units, as special organizational parts within the 
departments of National Bank, which is illustrated in the table. 
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Table 40
Total given recommendations in the auditory reports by years and percentage of their 
realization

In the period 2004 - 2011, total of 123 audits were performed, to total of 214 
operating processes, so for the determined findings total of 466 recommendations were given for 
improvement of the internal control system, in order to enable more efficient and more effective 
operating, as well as protection of the assets of the National Bank. 

Since 2009, in accordance with the new Audit Charter, an innovation was introduced  
in the manner of presentation of the determined findings, which according to the level of the 
residual risk which is assessed by the auditory team is shown in different color: red, yellow or 
green, i.e. they indicate high, medium or low risk level, respectively. With the introduction of 
this ranking procedure for the given findings, with respect to their riskiness, the management 
of the National Bank shall be able to perceive the more risky findings immediately.

In the analyzed period, the downward trend in the number of the given recommendations 
per one operating process, on average, was evident. The presented data in Table 40 shows that out 
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of 3 given recommendations to one operating process, in 2004 and 3.5 given recommendations 
to one operating process in 2005, that number in 2010 reduced to 1.5 recommendations to one 
operating process. This considerable improvement was mainly due to the high level of realization 
of the given recommendations in the auditory reports. 

On average, this represents that in the respective period, the given recommendations to 
one operating process reduced by 57%, which indicates that, generally, the management process 
conducted by the responsible persons of the organizational units improved, and subsequently 
the adequacy and the effectiveness of the internal control system of the audited processes.  

Process of follow up the realization of the given recommendations•	

In 2004, the process of follow up of the realization of the given recommendations from 
the previously performed audits was planned before, through performing adequate audits for 
the realization of the recommendations. Such method of monitoring did not include all given 
recommendations and it was performed very late regarding the deadlines for realization of the 
recommendations. 

In the second half of 2005, in order to increase the effectiveness of the monitoring 
process, considering that the final effect can be achieved only through realization of the given 
recommendations, this process started to be performed on quarterly basis, immediately after the 
deadline for fulfillment of the recommendations. This activity was realized through the written 
authorizations for adhering to the recommendations by the respective organizational unit and 
through checkup of the auditory team on the spot, in the department. 

Table  41 shows that in the period 2004 - 2010, positive developments with respect 
to the percentage of realization of the given recommendations are realized. Averagely, in the 
period 2004 - 2010, the percentage of realization of the given recommendations amounted to 
89%, and in the last three years, from 2008 until 2010, this percentage rose and it equaled to 
94% on average. This data also confirms the serious commitment of the responsible persons in 
the organizational units for implementation of the given recommendations successfully.

Regarding the unrealized recommendations, it shall be stated that they were in procedure 
of realization which was late due to objective reasons, i.e. they were realized with delay. 

Table 41
Structure of the identified reasons in the period 2004 - 2010
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The table shows the structure and the percentage participation of individual types 
of risks identified in the audited operating processes, based on the findings which showed 
weaknesses in the internal control system. Comparatively, it can be seen that the structure of 
the identified risks determined in the findings from the audited operating processes was almost 
identical, but with changes in the percentage participation. The operational risk, as a potential 
risk was evidently dominant in the performance of the operating processes that were subject to 
audit, and it is followed by the information and reputational risk, as the most potential risks in 
the operating of the central banks. 

In the respective period, in the audit of 214 operating processes total 597 risks were 
found which are related with the findings that showed weaknesses in the internal control 
system. Adequate recommendations were given for overcoming of these weaknesses, with the 
realization of which these risks were reduced to an acceptable level, considering the fact that in 
the respective period, generally all given recommendations were realized.

It is important to mention that in the last seven years, downward trend in the risks was 
identified in the process of auditing. It can be clearly perceived through analysis of the indicator 
on the identified risks per one operating process, which in the whole period, from 2004, until 
2010 constantly drops. Since 2004 and 2005, when 4.6 risks per one operating process were 
identified, in 2010 this indicator reduced to 1.2 risks per one operating process (drop by 74%). 
This trend indicated improvement in the process of identification, assessment and management 
of the risks by the organizational parts of the National Bank. It also resulted from the high 
realization and the adherence to the recommendations, given in the audit reports. 

2.14. Cooperation with international institutions and involvement in 
European integration processes

2.14.1. Cooperation with the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

In the period from 2004 to 2011, the IMF conducted a total of eighteen missions in 
the Republic of Macedonia, and in that context as many in the National Bank, of which six were 
regular missions for consultations under Article 4 of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement. The past 
seven years were marked by active cooperation between the Republic of Macedonia and the 
IMF, with particular emphasis on the following projects: negotiation and approval of a three-year 
“stand-by” arrangement of the Republic of Macedonia with the IMF during 2005; approval and 
execution of early full repayment of debt of the Republic of Macedonia to the IMF in May 2007; 
approval of the Precautionary Credit Line - PCL in January 2011, with the Republic of Macedonia 
becoming the first country to which this new instrument of the IMF was approved. During 
the analyzed seven-year period, the National Bank regularly attended the Spring Meetings 
and Annual Meetings of the IMF and the World Bank, as well as the meetings of the Dutch 
Constituency (in which the Republic of Macedonia belongs), held on a regular annual basis.

During 2005, the National Bank was involved in negotiations with the International 
Monetary Fund for approving of a three-year program with the Fund, supported by a “stand-by” 
arrangement. After several visits of the IMF, the official request for a new arrangement was 
finalized and sent to the IMF on August 16, 2005, which was followed by the Decision of the 
Executive Board of the IMF for approval of the three-year arrangement with the Republic of 
Macedonia for the period of August 31, 2005 to August 30, 2008, passed on September 1.

With the new arrangement, the Republic of Macedonia received at its disposal funds 
in the amount of SDR 51.7 million (or approximately USD 75.8 million in accordance with the 
exchange rate of that period). The arrangement was treated as precautionary and the funds 
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were not earmarked for spending, so that there was only one withdrawal in the amount of SDR 
10.5 million, or USD 15.3 million (on 31.08.2005). 

The agreement with the IMF had set specific quantitative criteria, necessary to be 
fulfilled during the project, and some indicative targets, which determined the timeframe for 
implementation of the agreed structural reforms. The quantitative criteria set in the Memorandum 
of Economic and Financial Policies pertaining to the National Bank or monitored through the 
reports of the National Bank, were the following: increase in the foreign reserves, determination 
of the net domestic assets of the National Bank and the net domestic credits to the government 
from the National Bank. Additionally, the separate quantitative targets were set, related to 
government spending. The fulfillment of the quantitative criteria was monitored on a quarterly 
basis, while the fulfillment of the overall program with the IMF was scheduled to be reviewed 
on a semi-annual basis.

Besides the quantitative criteria coming from the Memorandum of Economic and 
Financial Policies, a number of other structural reforms were defined, set as a precondition for 
approving the arrangement. The National Bank was directly responsible for the realization of 
some of the following reforms: 

preparation of amendments to the Law on Banks together with the Ministry of Finance −	
in order to strengthen the regulations in terms of the eligibility criteria, withdrawal of 
licenses and introduction of receivership; 

strengthening of the payment system by amending the Law on Payment Operations and −	
the Law on the National Bank; 

strengthening of the banking supervision and preparation of a Supervisory Development −	
Plan; 

upgrading of the credit registry in collaboration with the Central Registry of the Republic −	
of Macedonia;

improving the rules for managing foreign reserves;−	

establishing a framework for secondary trading in treasury bills;−	

starting repo transactions for market participants; −	

establishing monetary interventions by repo transactions, and−	

developing a system for using treasury bills for monetary purposes. −	

All these reforms were implemented, with the exception of those for which the necessary 
prerequisites were not created (mainly associated with open market operations, where due 
to the current excess liquidity of the banking system it was impossible to carry out monetary 
operations through repo transactions).       

The cooperation with the IMF team, in conditions of concluded arrangement, consisted 
of regular reviews of the macroeconomic projections as a basis for determining the targets 
in the arrangement during the visits of the team; monitoring of the completion of the other 
obligations under the arrangement, as well as regularly informing the IMF on the movements 
in the domestic economy.

During 2006, representatives of the Bank, in addition to the regular meetings of the 
IMF, also attended the extraordinary meeting of the Dutch Constituency in Amsterdam, held in 
November. The meeting was devoted to changes in quotas of the IMF Member States and the 
new allocation of voting rights. Also, during 2006, the Governor participated in the election of 
the new executive director of the IMF.

During 2010, negotiations took place for the Precautionary Credit Line - PCL with the 
International Monetary Fund. The Precautionary Credit Line is granted to countries with good 
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macroeconomic performances, but with potential vulnerability and exposure to risks. This 
credit line is a form of insurance for the planned budget spending, in case of materialization of 
potential risks.

On January 19, 2011, the IMF Executive Board approved the two-year arrangement with 
the Republic of Macedonia, through the use of the instrument - Precautionary Credit Line in the 
amount of SDR 413.4 million, or about USD 475.6 million, under favorable conditions. Republic of 
Macedonia is the first country that uses this new instrument of the IMF.

In January 2011, an IMF team conducted the Safeguard assessment mission in the National 
Bank. This mission is part of the IMF’s conditions for approval of the Precautionary Credit Line to the 
Republic of Macedonia. The mission’s assessment is based on a diagnostic review of the central bank’s 
governance framework. Here, five key areas of operations of central banks are analyzed: external 
audit mechanism, legal structure and autonomy of the bank, financial reporting, internal audit 
mechanism and the system of internal controls. The mission noted progress in all areas that were 
subject to evaluation, and reduced the overall risk in the safeguard of the National Bank.

2.14.2. Cooperation with the World Bank

In the period 2004-2011, the National Bank had an active cooperation with the World 
Bank.

In June and September 2004, the National Bank was involved in preparatory missions 
for the BERIS (Business Environment Reform and Institution Strengthening Project), which 
was aimed at reforming the business environment and strengthening public institutions that 
have direct contact with the business community or influence its functioning. Originally it was 
planned the National Bank to use part of the project funds, in the amount of Euro 269 thousand, 
for upgrading the credit registry. After the commencement of the project, however, it was 
determined that by internally developing this area, the new credit registry will be operational a 
year earlier. On October 31, 2007, the National Bank officially renounced the use of funds from 
the BERIS project intended for procurement of software and hardware for the new credit registry 
and continued with activities for independent improvement of the credit registry.

In January 2005, a mission was conducted by the World Bank for preparation of the 
project for the reform of accounting and institutional strengthening in this area (Project on 
the Road to Europe - Program for Accounting and Institutional Strengthening - REPARIS). This 
preparatory mission was aimed at capacity building for corporate accounting and auditing, i.e. 
improving corporate financial reporting. Within this project the National Bank had a significant 
contribution to the development of the new balance sheet forms, new reporting forms and new 
chart of accounts for the banking sector.

In 2006, the National Bank participated in the missions for preparation and negotiation 
of the PDPL 2 (Second Programmatic Development Policy Loan), as one of the key institutions 
for devising economic policies. The memorandum from the last mission on PDPL2 welcomed 
the adoption of the Supervisory Development Plan in the National Bank, prepared with the 
assistance of experts from the World Bank and IMF.

During March 2008, experts of the IMF and World Bank conducted an assessment 
of the financial sector in the Republic of Macedonia. The findings and recommendations were 
published in the final report. The general assessment was that the financial sector has achieved 
great progress compared to 2003, giving special weight to the progress of the banking sector in 
the Republic of Macedonia. Financial stability of banks was assessed as satisfactory. However, an 
emphasis was placed on the need to carefully monitor the situation of large banks, due to their 
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greater credit exposure and the effects of international financial crisis. The recommendation 
addressed to the National Bank was to continue monitoring the credit growth and strengthen the 
credit risk stress-test analysis. The report emphasized the great progress in banking supervision, 
increasing its independence and improving its quality. It was noted that bank regulation and 
supervision, with certain minor exceptions, comply with Basel core principles. Also, highlight 
was given to the progress in the field of payment systems, with particular emphasis on activities 
for improving the RTGS of the National Bank. The following were listed to be the key challenges 
for the National Bank:

Further strengthening of the effective bank supervision and monitoring of the −	
implementation of new banking regulations by the banks; 

Introducing additional oversight of the infrastructure and increasing the integrity of the −	
infrastructure related to the e-payments; 

Additional emphasis was placed on the need to strengthen the financial safety net, by −	
conducting simulations of financial crises and tests of the institutions involved in the 
security network. 

The report highlighted both the progress and improvement of the credit registry in the 
National Bank and recommended, according to the excellent results, the supervision of the 
banking system to remain within the National Bank.

In January 2010, National Bank was visited by a team from the Financial Department 
of the World Bank. The intention of the team was to analyze the financial system, and to begin the 
preparations for the planned establishment of a Coordination Committee of all financial sector 
supervisors - a project that was planned to be supported by DPL 2 loan from the World Bank. 

In September 2010, a team of experts from the Finance and Private Development 
Sector Development of the World Bank paid a two-day visit to the National Bank. This mission 
focused on the preparation of the financial system component of DPL 2 credit, and negotiations 
for the setup of the Coordination Committee of all financial sector supervisors. Beside the funds 
provided under DPL 2, the National Bank was offered the opportunity to use technical assistance 
under the special instrument of the World Bank for supporting the Balkan countries (Balkans 
Facility) designed to enhance the capacity of the National Bank to implement macro-stress test of 
the banking system in the Republic of Macedonia and to help in defining the “systemic banks.”

Also in September of the same year, National Bank hosted a mission for identification 
of the need and establishment of the conditions before the negotiations for the second DPL 
(Development Policy Loan). The identification mission, as the third pillar of DPL 2, determined 
the need for support and further strengthening of the stability and flexibility of the financial 
sector. Within this priority it was suggested (a) to establish a Financial Stability Committee, 
as a body responsible for making decisions in case of crises, (b) to establish a Coordination 
Committee of all financial sector supervisors where representatives of the prudential supervision 
of banks, the “insurance” sector, supervision of pension funds, capital markets, and authorized 
representatives of the Ministry of Finance, shall cooperate; (c) to adopt the new Law on the 
National Bank. 

During this mission, a macro stress-test for determining the level of credit risk with the 
Macedonian banking system was conducted. The test was conducted during September 2010 
and the World Bank published the final report in December 2010. It reveals the key findings of 
the stress-test and specific recommendations on how the National Bank may improve stress-
testing.

On December 16, 2010, the National Bank and the World Bank opened a Joint Public 
Information Center, housed in the Library of the National Bank.
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2.14.3. Cooperation with the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)

In the period 2004-2011, the Governor of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia 
was representing the institution on the regular meetings at the Bank for International Settlements 
in Basel, which are held every two months. Their main goal is to enable the representatives of 
the system’s member banks to actively discuss issues related to the development of the global 
economy and financial markets, to exchange their views on topics related to central banking 
activities and current issues. During the analyzed seven-year period, the National Bank had a 
very useful collaboration with BIS, realized through visits of experts, exchange of experiences 
and information, as well as participation of representatives from the National Bank in regular 
working bodies and working meetings at BIS.

2.14.4. Involvement in the European integration processes

In the past seven years, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia was involved in 
numerous activities for the accession of the Republic of Macedonia to the European Union.

In the period from October 1, 2004 to February 14, 2005, the National Bank was 
involved in the preparation of answers to the Questionnaire of the European Union pertaining 
to the Economic criteria, as well as in the following chapters: Free movement of services, Free 
movement of capital,  Economic and monetary union and  Statistics.

Since 2005, within the dialogue with the EU, representatives of the National Bank of 
Macedonia, have participated in regular annual meetings of the Subcommittee on Economic and 
Financial Affairs and Statistics and the Subcommittee on Internal Market and Competition with the 
European Commission. At these meetings, current developments in the Macedonian economy, 
and future challenges in relevant areas are discussed. Also, occasionally, representatives of 
the National Bank have been participating in the meeting of the Stabilization and Association 
Committee.

In addition, after acquiring the candidate status of the Republic of Macedonia, the National 
Bank (and the Ministry of Finance), through its representatives, have regularly participated in 
the expert meetings for the European Commission projections for candidate countries, which 
are held twice a year - spring and autumn projection. These meetings give an insight in the 
projections of the European Commission for the EU and the global developments. Expectations 
and projections of the European Commission for the candidate countries are discussed during 
the meetings and in the context of finalizing the projections of the European Commission, the 
information and input from the representatives of the respective countries are important.

Since 2006, the National Bank regularly participates in the preparation of the Pre-
accession Economic Programs (PEP) of the Republic of Macedonia, which are prepared annually 
for the following three-year period. This program presents the recent developments in various 
spheres of the economy and at the same time, elaborates the projections and expectations for 
the next three years, with an emphasis on the activities that are aimed at gradual approximation 
of the domestic economy to that of the EU. In the context of Pre-accession Economic Program, 
usually, the European Central Bank visits the National Bank, and discusses in detail the policies 
and expectations for the forthcoming period. The National Bank, through its representative 
(along with a representative of the Ministry of Finance), is involved also in the process of 
reviewing this program on the regular meetings of the Economic and Financial Committee of 
the European Commission, while the Governor of the National Bank participates with a speech 
at the final meeting of the Ministerial Dialogue of the Ministers of Finance and Economy of the 
EU (ECOFIN) and of the candidate countries.
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Since 2006, after the Republic of Macedonia received the candidate status, the 
National Bank was included into the system for fulfillment of the obligations arising from the 
pre-accession partnership. Authorized representatives of the Bank participated primarily in five 
of the working groups established for the preparation of the National Program for the Adoption 
of the Acquis (NPAA) and for the preparation of the negotiating positions for negotiations on 
EU membership: 

Working Group on Economic criteria; −	

Working Group on Chapter 3.4 −	 Free movement of capital; 

Working Group on chapter 3.9 −	 Financial Services; 

Working Group on Chapter 3.17 −	 Economic and Monetary Union; 

Working Group on Chapter 3.18 −	 Statistics.

Since 2008, participants from the National Bank have been included in the working 
groups for fulfillment of the obligations under Chapter 3.24 Justice, Freedom and Security, in 
the part pertaining to the prevention of counterfeiting of the euro, as well as under Chapter 3.31 
Foreign, Security and Defense Policy. Designated persons, in coordination with the competent 
departments and the International Relations Unit, perform an annual review of the NPAA. Also, 
National Bank prepares regular monthly reports on the fulfillment of the obligations under the 
NPAA.

In the period from 2006 to 2010, in line with the NPAA, 97 by-laws were adopted or 
amended in order to transpose the acquis into the regulation of the National Bank. Of these, 27 
are in the area of   payment systems, 34 govern the banking operations and financial services, 
and 36 govern the monetary policy implementation. 

The National Bank also participated regularly in the meetings of the Working Committee 
for European Integration, a national body for monitoring the fulfillment of the commitments 
arising from the pre-accession partnership and the obligations under the Stabilization and 
Association Agreement. Also, the National Bank regularly participated in the preparation of the 
Contribution to EC Progress Reports for the Republic of Macedonia in 2008, 2009 and 2010.

In April 2008, due to the increased responsibilities of the National Bank in the process 
of accession to the European Union, an International Relations Unit was established within the 
Governor’s Office. Its establishment was intended to raise the capacity of the Bank to meet the 
obligations arising from the European integration processes and to enhance the cooperation with 
relevant international institutions and other central banks. The Unit consists of two sub-units: 
Sub-unit for Relations with the European Union and Sub-unit for International Cooperation, 
which are responsible for coordinating the activities of the National Bank related to the fulfillment 
of obligations in the process of European integration, communication and coordination with 
the European Commission and European Central Bank but also with the national institutions 
involved in this process.

One of the responsibilities of the Unit is the coordination of the technical assistance 
of the European Union through the TAIEX instrument. Throughout the analyzed seven-year 
period, the National Bank prepared thirty-two applications for assistance through the use of 
this instrument, of which ten projects are approved in the final stage. The first project was 
prepared in 2007 by the Research Department, while during 2009 and 2010 there were three 
more projects in the field of statistics, one project on the prevention of counterfeiting of the 
euro and one expert mission on reducing cash in circulation. In 2011, four more projects will 
be implemented, which are already approved and are intended to raise capacity in accounting 
activities, financial regulation, supervision and payment systems. Approval of additional seven 
projects is also expected, in the field of statistics.
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As of 2009, among the most important activities of the National Bank related to the 
process of accession to the EU, was certainly the fulfillment of the obligations arising from 
the first phase of the Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA). In the first stage of 
the Agreement, the National Bank was involved in fulfilling the obligations under Chapter 5 
- Movement of workers, Establishment, Supply of services, Capita and Chapter 8 - Cooperation 
Policies, of the SAA. Through the timely fulfillment of its obligations regarding the payment 
systems, supervision, monetary policy and financial stability, National Bank made a significant 
contribution to the convergence of the following areas to the European legislation and European 
practices: 

The process of opening a bank, new branches and subsidiaries; −	

Free movement of capital, −	

The process of exchanging data with the European Union; −	

The process of approximation of the National Bank to the European Monetary System; −	

Improvement of the statistics in the Republic of Macedonia; −	

Strengthening of banking supervision and regulation and convergence of national −	
legislative framework to EU legislation; 

Improving the financial and especially the banking system in the Republic of −	
Macedonia.

Also, the National Bank is ready to take its obligations that lie ahead after the shift into 
the next, second stage of the Agreement.

In 2009, the National Bank of Macedonia was for the first time included in using funds 
from the Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance - IPA. Within the first component of this 
assistance the project for Revision and harmonization of legal, organizational needs and needs 
for resources of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia in the process of accession to 
the European Central Bank and European System of Central Banks, is approved. The project is 
aimed at raising the capacity of the National Bank, and to enable the Bank’s future membership 
in the European System of Central Banks and the European Central Bank. The implementation 
of this project will provide: 

introduction of a monetary policy strategy oriented towards stabilization, as part of −	
preparations to join the European Monetary System, 

construction of instruments for intervention on the money market and foreign exchange −	
market, 

increasing the efficiency and safety of payment systems, −	

strengthening the capacities for analyzing the economic and financial developments, −	

increasing the application of projection techniques, −	

gathering broader statistical series and increasing the accuracy of some of the existing −	
statistical series, 

increasing the quality and security of banknotes, and −	

improvement of the central bank governance. −	

The financing funds are provided by the European Commission, with national co-
financing of the National Bank, and the project will be implemented with the assistance of the 
European Central Bank and national central banks in the Eurosystem.

The National Bank of the Republic has been actively involved in the European Commission 
IPA project for managing the effects of the financial crisis, and directly aimed at raising the 
supervisory capacity of the countries of Western Balkans and Turkey. The IPA project (IPA Multi-
Beneficiary Crisis Response Package) has been initiated in 2010 and is expected to last until 
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the end of the program in 2011. The National Bank participates in this complex project, in the 
part implemented in cooperation with the European Central Bank in the form of professional 
training of supervisors in the National Bank through a program aimed at strengthening banking 
supervision and analysis of financial stability, raising institutional capacities of the supervisory 
authorities of the participating countries for cross-border cooperation, including the European 
Union Member States.

2.14.5. Evaluation of the National Bank operations 

Assessments for the operating of the National Bank in the statements of the •	
European Committee for the improvement of the Republic of Macedonia in the 
accession to the European Union

After receiving the status of candidate, the European Committee (EC) publishes the 
Statement on the improvement of the Republic of Macedonia in the accession to the European 
Union (EU) once a year. It contains, inter alia, commentaries on the improvement of the National 
Bank regarding the approximation to the European operating directives and standards, for the 
segments which are within the sphere of action of the National Bank. 

Regarding the economic criteria, i.e. the capability for overcoming the competition 
pressure and the market forces in the Union, the EC Statement on improvement in the period 
from 2006 till 2008 stated that considerable improvement in the financial sector was registered, 
especially in the area of deepening of the financial intermediation, increase in the competitiveness 
on the financial market and in the strengthening of the legal framework which regulates the 
sector. The strengthening of the financial supervision was especially emphasized, together with 
the higher independency of the supervisory and regulatory agencies, among which were those 
of the National Bank as well. In the statements from 2009 until 2010, the EC stated that the 
regime of the de facto fixed foreign exchange rate of the Denar relative to the Euro remained 
unchanged, which helped considerably in the maintenance of the trust in the financial system in 
the period of the world crisis. In addition, it was emphasized that the financial sector remained 
stable and it overcame the turbulences on the international financial markets, which was mostly 
due to the more rigid regulatory standards and strong supervisory capabilities. 

In the area of movement of the capital and the international payments in 2006 it 
was stated that the conditions envisaged with the first phase of the Arrangement for stabilization 
and association were fulfilled, with need of certain additional compliances. Considering the 
given recommendation for preparing of the strategy document for development of the payment 
systems, in 2007 the Strategy for development of the payment system of the Republic of 
Macedonia until 2011 was adopted. After the adoption of the new Lay on Payment Operations 
(in 2007), the adoption of the bylaws and the adopted Strategy for development of the payment 
systems, the EC registered improvement in the payments systems legislation. It was assessed 
that the National Bank strengthened the function of monitoring of the payment system in 
accordance with the Law on Payment Operations and the best practices of the central banks 
in the Euro system. Regarding the free capital movement, the cancellation of the obligation 
for the nonresidents to open custodian accounts with the commercial banks when purchasing 
securities and rights for holding securities was positively assessed. The EC had positive reactions 
on the operative legislation for regulating the foreign currency market operations, thus stating 
that it was partially complied with the European legislation. Regarding the prevention of money 
laundering, the EC stated that the National Bank in 2009 issued a guidebook for establishment 
and implementation of the program for prevention of money laundering, according to which 
each bank is obliged to create its own program for prevention of money laundering, including the 
creation of a central database and conducting continuous trainings for the employees. However, 
in the payment systems segment, the EC in 2009 and 2010 also gave critics regarding the 
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following: incompliance of the new Law on Payment Operations with the Directive 2007/64/EU; 
the postponement of the full implementation of the Law, as the Ministry of Finance changed the 
regulations for the payment instruments and prolonged the deadline for their implementation 
in the country from August 1, 2009 to January 1, 2010; according to the EC, the provisions for 
foreign cross-border electronic payments were still disproportional with those of the domestic 
electronic payments. From this reasons, the National Bank in 2011 started to analyze the 
experiences of other candidate countries in the area of the cross-border payments, as well as 
to analyze the innovations related with the stated directive.

Regarding the financial services, in 2006 improvement in the banking supervision was 
determined, especially after the adoption of the Supervision Development Plan of the National 
Bank. However, it was emphasized that there is a need for further strengthening of the supervisory 
activity, including the application of the Basel II standards and compliance with the Directive for 
the required level of capital. Considerable improvement was determined after the adoption of 
the new Banking Law (in 2007) and the large number of bylaws adopted by the National Bank, 
for compliance with the banking regulations with the adequate EU directives. Simultaneously, 
it was emphasized that in 2007 the NBRM started implementing the Supervision Development 
Plan and achieved considerable improvement in the application of the methodologies for risk 
oriented supervision. In 2008 as well improvement was registered within the banking and 
financial conglomerates area. It was emphasized that the NBRM approximated additionally to the 
application of risk based supervision, that the supervisory practices, capabilities and expertise 
were additionally strengthened, especially through strengthening of the Supervision Sector, the 
Banking Regulations and the Financial Stability. In the area of the financial market infrastructure, 
the EC perceived improvement after the adoption of the Law on Financial Collateral, although 
it was assessed that the Law was not complied with the European regulations regarding the 
finalization of the settlements. The adoption of joint plan of activities by the NBRM, the Ministry 
of Finances, SEC and the supervisors of the insurance sector for converging to the EU supervisory 
standards and to the best international practices for supervision of the banking sector, insurance 
and securities was also emphasized.

In the area of the financial services, in accordance with the given recommendations, in 
2009 it was determined that the NBRM transposed additional parts from Basel II frame, which 
represented implementation of the Directive for the required capital level. It was also stated 
that since January 1, 2009, the banks were obliged to apply the international standards for 
financial reporting, adopted in 2004. According to EC, the administrative capabilities of the 
supervision unit of the National Bank were satisfactory regarding the number of employees and 
their qualifications. The Statement for the improvement in 2010 stated that more bylaws were 
adopted, that larger parts of the basic Basel principles for banking supervision were applied, as 
well as additional parts from the Basel II. It was stated that the NBRM improved the supervision 
of the banking sector by application of the risk based supervision and that it maintained good 
cooperation with the supervisory bodies in the countries the banks of which own the largest 
banks in the Republic of Macedonia. The signing of the Memorandum of understanding for 
maintaining financial stability and financial crises management signed between the NBRM and 
the Ministry of Finances was assessed as positive. The establishment of the Financial Stability 
Committee, consisting of the members from the NBRM and the Ministry of Finance, as well as 
from the Committee for coordination of the four supervisory organs was emphasized as well.

In the part for the economic and monetary union, since the Statement for improvement 
in 2006, the preparedness of the monetary policy for the Euro integration processes was highly 
ranked. The given recommendations pertained to the creation of preconditions for integration of 
the National Bank to the European central bank system and adoption of the legislation which shall 
guarantee institutional and financial independence of the NBRM and the personal independence 
of the management of the National Bank. It was stated that in 2007 improvement was made in 
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the increase in the independence of the central bank after the adoption of the amendments to 
the Law on the National Bank, which strengthened the Governor’s function. However, the need 
for additional law regulations which shall explicitly forbid the monetary financing of the public 
sector, as well as the privileged access to assets of the public institutions and the privileged 
position of the authorities in the access to the financial institutions was evident. In 2008, the 
establishment of the individual organizational unit for financial stability in the National Bank was 
assessed as positive, as well as the strengthened cooperation with the supervisory bodies from 
other countries. The EC registered further improvement in the institutional and administrative 
capabilities of the National Bank in the following statements as well. The improvement in the area 
of the financial market development was especially emphasized, particularly of the interbank 
deposit market and the foreign exchange market, as well as the improvement in the area of 
the monetary and balance of payments statistics and their compliance with the international 
standards. The recommendations of the EC in the legal framework area were implemented with 
the adoption of the new Law on the National Bank in December 2010 (which shall be included 
in the following EC statement). 

In the statistics part, improvement was registered within the statistics of the national 
accounts, and simultaneously in 2009 it was stated that the cooperation among the NBRM, the 
Ministry of Finance and the SSO improved, through the signed Memorandum of understanding 
among this three institutions in the field of the macroeconomic and financial statistics. In 
the area of the financial control in 2009 it was stated that partial improvement was made 
in the effort for prevention of forgery of the Euro and for upgrading the national mechanism 
for cooperation in the process of reporting on suspicious banknotes. It was emphasized that 
the National Bank issued instructions for all banks which indicate the manner for reporting on 
suspicious banknotes.

European Commission Peer Assessment mission on financial services issues in •	
the Republic of Macedonia 

In mid June 2007, the European Commission conducted expert mission in the Republic 
of Macedonia, intended for the progress of the Republic of Macedonia in the implementation of 
the European and international standards in the regulations and the supervision of individual 
segments of the financial system. This mission encompassed also the activities of the National 
Bank as the authorized supervisory and regulatory body for banks.

The mission was performed just before the adoption of the Banking Law in 2007. The 
mission assessed that the adoption of this Law would be significant step for moving the regulatory 
framework for the banks in the Republic of Macedonia closer to the European directives and 
significant improvement in the corporate governance, consolidated supervision, issuing licenses 
and giving approvals, undertaking corrective action and risk management. 

The mission determined incompliance with part of the individual risk management Basel 
core principles394, which was fully overcome with the adoption of the Banking Law and bylaws 
thereof. This was confirmed by the follow up FSAP mission of IMF and the World Bank in 2008.

The mission’s main recommendation regarding the regulations referred to the necessity 
for further harmonization with the banking directives395. In line with this recommendation are the 
efforts of the National Bank for gradual implementation of Basel 2 in the domestic legal framework 
in accordance with the scope and the complexity of the activities the banks perform. 

394  Country risk, liquidity risk, operational risk and interest rate risk in the banking book.  
395  Directives 2006/48/EC (Directive relating to the taking up and pursuit of the business of credit institutions (recast)) 

and 2006/49/EC (Directive on the capital adequacy of investment firms and credit institutions (recast)).
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The institutional capacity of the National Banks’ supervision and its credibility among 
the market participants was estimated as exclusively positive. However, it was indicated that 
the supervision should be prepared to monitor the amendments to the banking regulations 
and banking operations (emergence of new banking groups, larger activities of the banks on 
the international markets, market liberalization and amendments to the regulations). The 
significance of the transition to risk based supervision was also emphasized, although the 
mission did not estimate the new approach, having in mind that the transition was still underway 
in the period the mission was performed. 

Adhering to mission’s recommendations, after its finalization, the National Bank 
instigated an initiative for signing of Memorandum of understanding with the French supervisory 
body (because of the subsidiary of a foreign bank which is founded and operates in the Republic 
of Macedonia), and in 2010 such initiatives were instigated also to the bodies in Austria and the 
Netherlands. The memoranda have not been signed yet. The National Bank actively cooperates 
with foreign supervisory bodies within the established supervisory colleges for banking groups 
with parent entities located in Greece and Slovenia, with banks from the Republic of Macedonia 
being members.   

Compliance of the banking supervision of the National Bank with the Basle •	
principles for effective banking supervision 

The Core principles for effective banking supervision, known also as Basle principles, 
encompass the most significant supervisory standards, the fulfillment of which enables 
implementation and safeguarding of effective bank supervision. The core principles are 
developed and published by the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision in 1997, while in 2006 
they were revised and improved396. Beside the principles, the Basel Committee has developed 
also methodology for assessment of the compliance of the national supervisory regimes with 
each principle. For each principle, the methodology defines the essential and additional criteria 
to be fulfilled by the national banking supervision. Depending on the level of compliance with set 
criteria, the methodology envisages five grades: fully compliant (C), largely compliant (LC), 
materially non-compliant (MN), non-compliant (N) and not applicable (NA). The larger 
the number of principles assessed as fully, or largely compliant, the larger is the effectiveness 
of the banking supervision in the country and the compliance with the international standards 
and practices. 

Due to their wide implementation, the Basle principles are considered as a basis for 
assessment of the quality and effectiveness of the supervisory systems of individual countries, as 
well as a framework the banking supervisory bodies should tend to. As such, these principles are 
accepted by the IMF and the World Bank in the conducting of the joint missions for assessment 
of the financial systems of individual countries (within the so-called Financial Sector Assessment 
Program). So far, the banking supervision of the National Bank was subject to three assessments 
carried out by these institutions: 1999, 2003 and 2008. First two assessments are performed 
on the basis of the Methodology for assessment of the compliance with the core principles from 
1997, while the assessment in 2008 was performed according to the Methodology adopted in 
2006.  

Within March - April 2008 period, the World Bank and IMF team assessed the 
banking supervision in the Republic of Macedonia, taking into the consideration the following: 
(1) self-assessment prepared by the National Bank for the needs of the FSAP mission, (2) 

396  The amendments in 2006 mainly emphasize the management of individual risks (for example, the principles envisage 
special principles for managing liquidity and operational risk and interest rate risk in the banking book; in the principles 
from 1997, these risks were encompassed in one principle, which referred to the material risks, except to the credit 
and market risk) and strengthening of the criteria for assessment of individual principles. 
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mission’s analysis of the legal framework and bylaws that regulate the bank founding and 
business and the performance of the banking supervision and (3) meetings of the mission with 
the management of part of the banks in the country. On these bases, each principle was assessed 
individually. For each Basle principle, one of the highest grades was given: fully compliant or 
largely compliant. The table below presents the results of the assessments performed in 1999, 
2003 and 2008397. The data in the table pinpoint the improvement of the level of compliance 
with the Basel principles, which is an indicator for constant enhancement of the capacity of the 
banking supervision of the National Bank. 

Table 42

From the assessment of the IMF and the World Bank, two general conclusions on the 
compliance of the banking supervision of the National Bank with the Basel Core Principles 
for Effective Banking Supervision can be derived: considerable improvement of the 
legal framework and strengthening of the supervisory policies, procedures and 
practices. 

With regard to the legal framework, the adoption of the Banking Law in 2007 enabled 
significant convergence of the regulations to the international standards for banking supervision. 
Within this domain, the strengthening of the supervisory powers and competencies of the National 
Bank is of tremendous importance. Pursuant to the Banking Law, within June 2007 - February 
2008 period, the National Bank adopted 23 bylaws that enable adequate implementation of the 
provisions prescribed with the Law. Having in mind the complexness and the volume of the new 
supervisory regulations, part of these acts have differed implementation, enabling the banks 
to undertake all necessary system, organizational and technical activities for their adequate 
implementation. 

Considerable improvement also with the supervisory policies and practices has been 
determined. In the last few years, the banking supervision of the National Bank undertook 
significant activities for transferring from compliance-based supervision to risk-based supervision 
in 2008. 

Assessment of the statistics of the National Bank by the IMF mission•	

For the purposes of assessment of the compliance of the national statistical system 
with the internationally accepted standards and practices, in the period February - March 2004, 
mission from the statistical unit if the International Monetary Fund (IMF) visited the Republic of 
Macedonia. The recommendations of the mission, encompassed in the Statement for adhering 
to the statistical standards and codices by the carriers of the statistical activity in the Republic 
of Macedonia398, pertained to the basic dimensions of the quality of the statistical researches:

- Preconditions for quality: the current practices generally satisfy the 
internationally recognized practices, without serious weaknesses - the legal framework 
and the institutional positioning are treated in this dimension (clear defining of the authority of 

397  Due to the changes in the principles and the methodology for their assessment, no comparison of the grades by 
individual principles can be provided. 

398  Report on Observance of Standards and Codes-ROSC, published and available on the internet page of IMF.
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the NBRM for the monetary and the balance of payment statistics), as well as the institutional 
capability (quality of staff, equipment and method of financing of operations), relevance of the 
statistics (existence of direct contacts with the reporters) and other processes for ensuring 
quality.

- Ensuring integrity: the current practices generally satisfy the internationally 
recognized practices, without serious weaknesses  - in this dimension were treated: the 
professionalism (through the provisions of the Law on the NBRM, the Code of Conduct of the 
employees in the NBRM etc.), the transparency (access to the relevant bylaws in the area of the 
statistical reporting to the publicity, simultaneous availability of the issued data to all users) and 
ethical standards (through the provisions of the Code of Conduct of the employees in the NBRM 
regarding the conflict of interest, keeping business secret etc.).

- Methodological stability: the current practices generally satisfy the 
internationally recognized practices, with certain deviations which are not considered 
as significant for calling the quality of the practices into question - in this dimension 
were treated: the concept and the definitions (generally complied with the international 
recommendations), scope, classification/ sector segregation (generally determined in the part 
of the balance of payments statistics), principles of evaluation (generally complied in the part of 
the monetary statistics). Pertaining to the scope, a recommendation was given for including the 
saving houses in the balance sheet of the other depository corporations (realized in December 
2005) and including of the reinvested gain in the balance of payments (realized in October 2007). 
Pertaining to the classification/sector segregation in the part of the monetary statistics full 
compliance was made in January 2009. In order to improve the principles of evaluation in the part 
of the balance of payments statistics continuous including of the principle of calculated values 
with various financial instruments was performed, which will be fully finalized with application 
of the principle of the accrued interest to credits until the end of 2011.

- Accuracy and trustworthiness: the current practices generally satisfy the 
internationally recognized practices, with certain deviations which are not considered 
as significant for calling the quality of the practices into question. The scope and the 
dynamics of the source data are treated in this dimension, so general compliance in the part of 
the monetary statistics was assessed, whereas in the part of the balance of payment statistics, 
including of the reinvested gain was recommended (realized in October 2007). Pertaining to 
the evaluation of the services, application of the gross principle was recommended (realized 
in October 2007). Also, the mission recommended establishment of method of assessment 
of the private transfers instead of use of the data for net foreign exchange operating (the 
recommendation shall be realized based on a survey for the private transfers, planned for 2011). 
Additionally, assessment of the sources of data was performed, so generally good practices of 
cross examinations were determined, emphasizing the introduction of additional controls in the 
monetary statistics. Pertaining to the statistic techniques, the mission determined generally 
good practices with recommendation for using method of evaluation, if required, whereas with 
respect of the studies for performed revisions, it was determined that there are no publically 
available studies for the performed data revisions).

- Timeliness: the current practices generally satisfy the internationally 
recognized practices, with certain deviations which are not considered as significant 
for calling the quality of the practices into question - in this dimension are treated: 
timeliness and accuracy (generally complied with the international recommendations), 
consistency (generally complied with the international recommendations in the part of the 
balance of payments statistics, whereas in the part of the monetary statistics, establishment 
of the cross examinations with the government statistics was recommended), revision policies 
(no publicly available revision polices exist). However, although there are no revision policies, 
the established practices imply regular revisions of data with adequate explanations for the 
performed revisions for the users.

- Availability: the current practices generally satisfy the internationally 
recognized practices, without serious weaknesses - in this dimension are treated: 
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availability of data and methodological explanations (generally complied with the international 
recommendations), assistance to the data users (generally complied with the international 
recommendations).

The statement from this mission for adherence to the statistical standards and codices 
was especially significant for improvement of the quality of the monetary and balance of payments 
statistics, for the development of the statistics and introducing of new statistical researches 
in the period 2004 - 2011. Based on the findings of the statement, it was continued with the 
compliance of the statistical processes with the international quality standards, prescribed with 
the Data Quality Assessment Framework - DQAF of IMF in all statistical fields of the National 
Bank. The stated six basic quality standards of the statistical researches are the basis on which 
the creation of the modern statistical system in the National Bank was grounded in the previous 
period of seven years.

Assessments for the functioning of the payment systems•	

According to the findings of the mission of the World Bank of the IMF for financial 
system assessment (FSAP) in 2008, the infrastructure of the financial sector was considerably 
strengthened. The payment infrastructure which had high rates in the FSAP mission in 2003 
registered further improvement, i.e. compliance with the basic principles for the systematically 
important payment systems. The mission in 2008 assessed that all recommendations from the 
previous mission in 2003 were given adequate treatment, excluding the reserve location which 
shall be finished until the end of 2008. The statement stated that the National Bank was in a 
process of establishment of reserve location, including the connection by optical cable with MIPS 
on the primary location, but in 2008 it was still non-operational.

Regarding the risk management, it was determined that according to the 
recommendation given in 2003, the liability of the National Bank for realization of the payment 
guaranties was canceled with the Law on amending the Law on Payment Operation in 2006. 
The Mission determined that according to the Law on Execution from 2005, improvement was 
made with respect tot the standardization of the execution forms, so the risk of the National 
Bank decreased. 

In the area of the payment systems management, the mission emphasized 
the conducted surveys on the MIPS operating in 2004 and 2006. The statements with the 
results from the conducted surveys were disclosed on the official internet page of the National 
Bank. Therefore, the National Bank realized the recommendations given in 2003 for public 
announcement of the development and the operating of MIPS.

Regarding the introduction of the basic principles for the systematically 
important payment systems, the recommendation for stability, efficiency, smooth operating 
and development of the payment system in the Republic of Macedonia was realized according 
to the new Law on the Payment Operations and the adopted bylaws by the National Bank. Since 
2006, within the audit of the financial statements of the NBRM, external auditors on regular 
basis performed analysis of the security and safety mechanisms of MIPS, which also represented 
realization of the recommendation from the previous mission.

The mission in 2008 gave recommendation for finalizing the reserve location for RTGS. 
For this purpose, in 2010 equipment for the reserve system on reserve location was obtained, 
and interior designing is performed at the moment. With the implementation of the bylaws of 
the National Bank regarding the Law on Payment Operations, in 2008 the recommendations 
for separation of the audit from the operative function was realized, as well as introduction 
of the standards for operating and improving of the credit and liquidity risk management. 
Simultaneously, recommendation for drop in the costs for payments with payment cards in 
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domestic currency was given, i.e. to introduce for settlement service in the country. Also, it 
was recommended to create standards for national infrastructure for electronic payments. 
Regarding this recommendation, the initiative for simplification and cheaper operating with the 
payment cards is performed at the moment, in order to enable national closing of transactions 
with payment cards which are issued by the domestic banks. In this context, the National Bank 
analysis the experience of the central banks and it is ready to give its own contribution to this 
initiative, in cooperation with the other authorized institutions. 

Findings and recommendations by the IMF mission for assessment of the •	
mechanism for safe-guarding of assets in the National Bank of the Republic of 
Macedonia

In February 2011, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) realized safeguard 
assessment mission in the National Bank. The goal of the mission was a checkup of whether 
the control system, accounting system, financial reporting system and the audit system of the 
National Bank are adequate to provide integrity in the operations of the NBRM. The realization of 
the safeguard assessment mission was part of the IMF’s conditions for granting the Precautionary 
Credit Line (PCL) to the Republic of Macedonia. 

The general conclusion of the mission399 was that the National Bank has additionally 
strengthened the framework for safe-guarding of assets. The main recommendations by the 
mission suggested improvement of the structure for management with the National Bank and 
improvement of the risk management system, strengthening of the monitoring through forming 
Independent Auditory Committee and ensuring continuous development of the employees in 
this area. The Auditory Committee, in accordance with the IMF mission, would increase the 
quality of the monitoring of internal and external audit. Namely, the mission assessed that the 
current auditory framework shall be supplemented additionally with independent auditory body, 
which shall be fully independent from the management of the National Bank in its functioning 
and in its institutional position. The IMF team suggested for the Auditory Committee to be 
consisted of non-executive members of the National Bank’s Council. The Auditory Committee 
is not an executive committee, but a committee of part of the members of the National Bank’s 
Council, which shall enable relation among the internal and external auditors and Committee 
members. The Committee’s goal would be helping in the performance of the activities related 
with the internal control, financial reporting and the auditory process.

Compared to the findings from the previous IMF’s safeguard assessment mission realized 
in 2003, the mission in 2011 determined that the National Bank showed improvement in all 
spheres and that the current risk of the whole system for safe-guarding of assets was at low level. 
Regarding the management, it was determined that large number of good practices are already 
applied, including the established free flow of information in the process of decision making. 
Also, improvement in the risk management was determined at the level of the National Bank, by 
implementing	the	enterprise-wide	risk	management	framework	-	ЕRM,	through	adoption	of	the	
Risk Management Policy in 2010. In accordance with the recommendations given in the previous 
mission, the time framework for the audit and disclosure of the financial statements of the NBRM 
reduced from six to three months after the end of the year. The preparation of the financial 
statements was in accordance with the international standards for financial reporting. 

In addition, the ratings given to certain segments of operating are shown: 

а.	Assessment	of	the	external	audit	system.	The assessment of the mission is that 
the external audit of the National Bank is independent and in accordance with the international 
auditory standards. Its implementation is based on the procedures for ensuring quality and 

399  The findings and the recommendations were given in accordance with the first version of the Statement on the mission 
for Safeguard assessment in the National Bank. The Statement is still not finalized.
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it is supplemented by the international experience of the auditory house for central banks. 
The only recommendation for this segment arising from the system assessment was the need 
for establishment of the Auditory Committee, among the competence of which shall be the 
monitoring of the external auditor’s operating. 

b. Assessment of the legal structure and independence of the National Bank. 
The legal framework which regulates the operating and the independence of the National Bank 
is primarily based on the new Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (December 
2010). According to the mission, the Law which is prepared in coordination with IMF, the World 
Bank, the European Committee and the European Central Bank is transparent and ensures the 
independence of the NBRM. The Law regulates the areas which are especially important with 
respect to the mechanism for safe-guarding of assets: external audit, internal audit, financial 
reporting and foreign reserves management. The mission supported the new Law on the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, which inter alias states that:

it ensures statutory and financial autonomy of the central bank;−	

defines the National Bank as the only institution authorized for keeping the foreign −	
reserves of the Republic of Macedonia;

it forbids crediting to Government;−	

it focuses especially to the internal audit.−	

The only recommendation from the mission in this segment was the need of specifying 
certain articles in the law that pertain to the internal and external audit. 

c. Assessment of the system for financial reporting. According to the mission, the 
system on financial reporting was considerably improved and the time framework for publishing 
the annual reports shortened for three months. Also, on monthly basis a report was prepared 
by the management for the financial standing of the National Bank and for the realization of 
the Financial Plan and the Plan of Investments, whereas the reporting to the National Bank’s 
Council is on quarterly basis.

d. Assessment of the internal audit system. The IMF Mission determined that the 
internal audit has realized considerable improvement. In the previous years, the internal audit 
was focused on the areas with high risk, as the following: currency in circulation management; 
management with the foreign currencies and operations of the National Bank as Government 
agent. Adequately to the risk profile in these areas of the operating of the central bank, they are 
subject to audit at least once in a year, and staring since 2010 specific IT audits were included 
in the auditory plan. The key recommendation in this segment is to strengthen the independent 
monitoring on the internal audit, through founding of Auditory Committee.

e. Assessment of the internal control system. Regarding the management, the 
improvement and the existence of the established practices for transparent internal notification 
was emphasized. Improvement was determined in the management with the foreign reserves, 
treasury operations, banking operations and the system for collecting data.
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3.  ACTIVITIES FOR IMPROVING THE FUNCTIONING 
AND HUMAN RESOURCES 

3.1. Strengthening the administrative capacity by improving the 
existing and adopting new internal and other acts 

In the 2004-2011 period, the National Bank, in order to strengthen its administrative 
capacity, directed some of its activities towards improving the existing and adoption of new 
internal and other acts related to the National Bank operations and organization, and to the rights 
and liabilities of staff and other entities which are not directly involved in its operations.  

Improvement and compliance of the basic bylaw - Statute оf the National Bank   •	

The Statute of the National Bank is the most important bylaw400 of the National Bank 
governing the basic principles for the operations and the organization of the institution, which 
underlies the adoption of all other internal acts.  

In the 2004 - 2011 period, Statute of the National Bank was amended many times as 
required by the National Bank operations and organization.   

For higher efficiency and rationality in the National Bank operations and organization, 
the Statute was amended401 in terms of the status of employees with special authorizations and 
responsibilities and the internal National Bank organization. Manager contracts on nonpermanent 
basis402 were introduced for the first time.    

In February 2007, the Statute403 was harmonized with the amendments of the Law on the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, the internal acts and the organization. Furthermore, 
the Governor’s responsibilities regarding the labor relations, in terms of rights, liabilities and 
responsibilities of the staff were regulated more precisely.  

Activities in the area of labor relations  •	

To increase work efficiency of the staff by introducing new forms and mechanisms for 
complying the interests of the staff with those of the employer, improvements were made in the 
existing acts and new internal acts were adopted with respect to the employment. 

Adoption of a Labor Agreement 

Labor Agreement is one of the basic acts balancing, the interests of the staff and the 
employer, as parties to the agreement. Its conclusion follows negotiations between them.  

In December 2006, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, as an employer, 
adhering to the provision of the Law on Labor Relations that pertains to conclusion of labor 
agreement, concluded a new labor agreement. The basic objective was to comply with the new 

400  Statute, as defined in the Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, is adopted by the Council on the 
National Bank, as the highest management body. 

401  Decision on amending the Statute of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia D. no. 02-15/VIII-2/2004 dated 
21.10.2004 and Decision on amending the Statute of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia D. no. 02-15/
IX-6/2004 dated 25.11.2004 

402  For more information, see “Improvement of the regulation for selection, rights, liabilities and responsibilities of the 
employees with special authorizations in the National Bank.

403  Decision on amending the Statute of the National Bank, D. no. 02-15/I-2/2007 dated 02.02.2007. 
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Law on Labor Relations adopted in July 2005404. This agreement defined the staff rights and 
liabilities not sufficiently regulated in the Law on Labor Relations.  

Most remarkable amendment to the new 2006 Labor Agreement compared to the 
previous one is the definition of the labor relations as a contractual relation which starts once 
the employment contract is signed.  

The subsequent amendments to the labor agreement were aimed to improve, harmonize 
and specify the relations between the employees and the employer. A procedure was also 
prescribed for cancelling the agreement by both the employee and the employer. In addition, the 
amendments to the national regulation introduced, for the first time, a gross wage model. This 
increased the staff security in terms of paid social contributions and the government efficiency 
to collect taxes and all other labor relations fees. 

Improvement of the regulation governing the election, liabilities and 
responsibilities of employees with special authorizations 

In December 2004, the National Bank introduced a procedure for election of employees 
with special authorization for a specific time period, rather than on a permanent basis as 
before. For transparent implementation of the procedure for election and definition of rights 
and liabilities, a Regulation was adopted in December 2004, for election, rights and liabilities 
of employees with special authorizations in the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia405. 
The Regulation defines the National Bank department managers and the Secretary General as 
employees with special authorizations in the National Bank. The election was made by publishing 
internal job announcements in the National Bank.  

For the purposes of higher work efficiency, successful internal control and risk mitigation, 
a mechanism was introduced for reelection of employees with special authorizations who 
concluded manager agreement with the Governor of the National Bank for a time period of 
two years. The manager agreements specify terms under which the employees with special 
authorizations could be dismissed before the end of the term, if weaknesses are identified in the 
management of the organizational unit, thus increasing the responsibility of the managers. 

The amendment to the Regulation made in December 2007, introduced election of a 
general manager as an employee with special authorizations, while the amendment made in 
October 2010 extended the term of the employees with special authorizations from two to four 
years.   

Adoption of a new Code of Conduct 

In 2008, the National Bank406 adopted a new Code of Conduct407. The new code was 
passed for the purposes of harmonizing with the codes of conduct of the European central 
banks, and foreign financial institutions with public authorizations. The Code also helped the 
compliance with the existing regulation in the Republic of Macedonia for data protection, conflict 
of interest, etc. 

The Code also expanded the existing principles of conduct and introduced new ethical 
principles. This Code also defined, for the first time, mechanisms for its effective application. 

404  Law on Employment (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 62/05). 
405  Regulation for election, liabilities and responsibilities of employees with special authorizations in the National Bank of 

the Republic of Macedonia no. 3681 dated 24.12.2004, no. 7776 dated 06.12.2007 and no. 6690 dated 12.10.2010. 
406  On 04.02.2003, the National Bank adopted, for the first time, the Code of Conduct no. 364, as amended no. 364/2 

and 364/3.
407  Code of Conduct no. 4789 dated 24.07.2008.
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The Code will be effectively implemented by a staff member responsible for implementing the 
Code. 

The Code of Conduct is one of the crucial internal acts of the National Bank and a guide 
which helps the identification and overcoming of ethical dilemmas and risky situations that could 
appear during the work. It also specifies the core principles of conduct of the staff, the strategic 
and tactical managers, necessary to preserve the integrity, objectivity and the reputation of the 
National Bank. 

Adoption of a Dress Code

In 2009, the National Bank adopted a Dress Code408 for the first time ever. The objective 
of this Code is to support the professional approach to the work, demonstrated not only through 
the regular, timely and precise performance of work assignments, but also through the staff 
appearance which should reflect the institution they work in. 

Regulation for increasing discipline regarding office hours 

In the National Bank, there was a system for recording the office hours established in 
February 1998409. In June 2007, for clear definition of rights and liabilities on this issue, a 
Regulation was adopted for determining office hours410, which was amended in April 2008411.                                                                                                                                          

Clear definition of rights and liabilities of the staff on this issue helped the introduction 
of improved and more efficient records of the staff presence at work, and also reduced the delay 
as a result of the efficiency of this system. It also contributed to decrease the opportunity for 
misuse and to raise the awareness of the staff for the importance to adhere to the office hours 
and the work discipline. 

Activities for improvement of organization •	

Improvement of the organizational structure and systematization of work 
activities and assignments 

Larger organizational restructuring of the National Bank operations was made in April 
2004, to promote the work efficiency and to comply with the good practices of the central banks 
of the developed countries412.   

To reach higher functional relation between activities, with lower number of management 
levels, five work coordination and supervision levels were established, as follows: National Bank 
governance, Research and Statistics Sector, Financial Markets and Payment Systems Sector, 
Banking and Financial Systems Sector and Central Services Sector which consisted of eighteen 
departments.  

In 2005, the organizational units were regrouped and the existing eighteen departments 
were reduced to thirteen. This resulted in higher work rationality and cost effectiveness. 

In 2006, to increase work management, coordination and supervision efficiency in the 
National Bank, changes were made in the top organizational divisions - the sectors. The Banking 

408  Dress Code no. 2675 dated 31.03.2009 
409  Regulation for determining office hours no. 1415/2 dated 25.02.1998. 
410  Regulation for determining office hours no. 3907 dated 18.06.2007.
411  Regulation for amending the Regulation for determining office hours no. 2235 dated 01.04.2008. 
412  Regulation for organization of the operations of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia no. 1078 dated April 

9, 2004. 
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and Financial Systems Sector was abolished, while the Cash Management and Information 
Technology Sector was established. 

In 2007, in accordance with the Supervision Development Plan, the supervisory 
activities were restructured in organizational term. The Supervision, Banking Regulation and 
Financial Stability Sector was established, composed of three departments. This improved 
the exploitation of human resources in this area: intensity, professional knowledge and work 
capability. 

Further changes in the organizational structure of the National Bank were directed 
towards achieving higher cost effectiveness in the operations and approximation to the modern 
central banks. 

Along with the changes made in the National Bank organizational structure, amendments 
were also made to the Regulation for systematization of activities and work assignments. 
The amendments required more detailed organization of work process, determination of the 
complexity of jobs, planning of staff number and their professional development. This also 
helped to increase the successfulness of the operations of the National Bank as an institution. 

Adoption of a new Regulation for the manner of signing legal acts and documents and 
the affixation of stamps and seals 

In September 2009, to increase the efficiency and alleviate risks as well as to comply 
with the existing internal structure of the National Bank, a new Regulation was adopted for the 
manner of signing legal acts and documents and affixation of stamps and seals in the National 
Bank413. It defined single rules for the manner of signing documents, significantly improved the 
handling of stamps and seals and introduced electronic signature, all of which leading to higher 
work security and efficiency.  

Improvement of the office and archive operations in the National Bank 

In June 2005, a Regulation was adopted for office and archive operations414. Its 
primary objective was to comply with the internal organizational structure of the National Bank 
established in 2004. Thus, the better definition of provisions in the Regulation that pertain to 
the mail receipt and inspection, mail distribution, mail preparation and expedition outside the 
National Bank premises and the manner of document filing and storing, helped alleviate the risks 
and resulted in higher accuracy and efficiency in office and archive operations  of the National 
Bank.  

The amendment made in June 2006 abolished the book for recording instructions 
and introduced registration of received mail in only one type of internal delivery books.  

More efficient organization of the sessions of the National Bank Council 

In July 2007, to increase efficiency and mitigate risks when organizing the sessions of 
the National Bank Council, a Regulation was adopted for organizing the sessions of the National 
Bank Council 415. Based on the experience from the implementation in practice, the Regulation 
was revised in June 2008, March 2009 and July 2010. This Regulation specified rules for planning, 

413  Regulation for the manner of signing legal acts and documents and affixation of stamps and seals in the National 
Bank no. 5993 dated September 3, 2009. 

414  Regulation for office and archive operations no. 2166 dated June 6, 2005, as amended with no. 04-14/369-2006 on 
June 21, 2006. 

415  Regulation for organizing the sessions of the National Bank Council no. 4391 dated 10.07.2007, no. 4058 dated 
20.06.2008, no. 2220 dated 12.03.2009 and no. 4587 dated 06.07.2010. 
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preparation and legal verification of workpapers for the sessions, to ensure timely delivery to 
the Council members. Also, the workpapers started to be submitted electronically.

Improved regulation of the manner of selling items and rights in National Bank 
ownership 

In December 2008, a Regulation was adopted on the manner of selling items and 
rights in National Bank ownership416. Before adoption of this Regulation, the items in National 
Bank ownership were sold only at auction, and the sale of National Bank rights was not regulated 
by an act. 

This Regulation increased the potential ways of selling items in National Bank ownership 
depending on the type of items subject of sale and the specified procedures on the manner of 
implementing the sale and the selection of most favorable bidder. 

Improvement of the protection of classified information in the National Bank 

In November 2008, a Regulation was adopted for classification of information in the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia417 that governs the classification of information 
created in the National Bank. This Regulation governs, for the first time, the manner and 
procedure for classification of information. Additionally, a Review was developed of classified 
information with classification level in the National Bank.  

Activities related to this issue included many measures necessary for protection of 
classified information, for elimination of adverse implications in case of their disclosure and 
an authorized person was assigned to ensure efficient and coordinated exercise of rights and 
liabilities arising from the Law on Classified Information418. Furthermore, a list was developed 
of officials and employees in the National Bank entitled for national security certificates with 
respective security level of classified information. These novelties increased the protection of 
classified information created and received in the National Bank.  

Activities arising from other legal obligations of the National Bank  •	

Lawful operation of the National Bank

In the period from May 2004 through March 2011, the National Bank was involved 
in lawsuits as both plaintiff and defendant. Almost all lawsuits instituted and finished in this 
time period, are in absolute favor of the National Bank. This positive outcome of lawsuits is 
due to the legitimate and unbiased activities of the National Bank in consistence with the legal 
authorizations and principles of good governance. This confirms that the National Bank decisions 
are based on objective assumptions and reasonable basis and are implemented fairly, non-
discriminatory and prudently.   

416  Regulation for the manner of selling items and rights in National Bank ownership no. 8378 dated 29.12.2008 and no. 
7752 dated 24.11.2009. 

417  Regulation for classification of information in the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia no. 7395 dated 
17.11.2008. 

418  Law on Classified Information (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 2/24, 113/2007 and 145/2010).   
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Table 43
Litigations and administrative cases

Table 44
Bankruptcy and liquidation procedures

Table 45
Misdemeanor and felony procedures419 
Type of case Total number Underway Imposed sanction A p p e l l a t e 

procedure 
Returned for 
a retrial 

Lapsed 

Misdemeanor 
cases (as of 
May 2008419 
when the 
requests for 
instituting 
misdemeanor 
procedure were 
submitted to 
courts) 

198 107 65 14 3 9 (due to 
long- las t-
ing court 
procedures 
and non-
d i l i g e n t 
conduct by 
courts)

Felony cases 12 10 2 (Sentences) / / /

Improvement and increase of the efficiency of misdemeanor procedure 

In the Republic of Macedonia, until the adoption of the new Law on Misdemeanors420 
in May 2006, only the competent courts conducted misdemeanor procedures and imposed 
misdemeanor penalties. The court procedures were slow, often becoming lapsed due to the 
long period from the commitment of misdemeanor to the making of decision on the request on 
committed misdemeanor, and the loosing of logic of the imposed sanctions. This imposed the 
need of undertaking activities, at national level, to change the competences for acting upon, 
conducting a procedure and making decisions on committed misdemeanors.  

In 2005, the National Bank took active part in the activities for developing a new Law on 
Misdemeanors, presenting its own opinions and suggestions, based on the previous experience 
in misdemeanor procedures in its domain.  

The new Law on Misdemeanors created legal basis and framework for conducting 
misdemeanor procedure and imposing misdemeanor sanctions also by authorities that perform 
public authorizations and supervise the implementation of laws that govern misdemeanors.  

For higher efficiency and shortening of misdemeanor procedure, the Law allows for 
a procedure, between the committer of misdemeanor act and the competent authority, for 
settlement and intermediation which will help eliminate the detrimental consequences of the 
committed misdemeanor and prevent further commitment of misdemeanors.      

419 Since May 2008, the misdemeanor cases have been conducted by the Misdemeanor Commission.
420  Law on Misdemeanors (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 62/06). 
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The same law required from the state authorities to comply, within 12 months from 
the date of enforcement of the Law, laws that regulate misdemeanor sanctions with the new 
misdemeanor sanctions specified in the Law on Misdemeanors. 

The implementation of the Law on Misdemeanors required compliance of laws regulating 
the National Bank operations and adoption of operations acts of the respective departments. 

Once the amendment to the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations421 was adopted, 
the National Bank was, for the first time, pointed to as a misdemeanor authority and defined 
misdemeanors it would act upon. Than the Banking Law422 was adopted, rendering the National 
Bank jurisdiction to act upon misdemeanors defined in this Law.   

With the establishment of legal framework, the National Bank formed a Misdemeanor 
Commission423 and Intermediation Commission424. Their work is regulated by Work Rules 
and Procedures425 and Instruction for the manner of conducting a procedure for settlement, 
intermediation and determining fines426.   

The results from the application of such legal solutions are positive. The National Bank 
Misdemeanor Commission reviews all requests for initiating misdemeanor procedures and 
imposed sanctions on time. This is to avoid the lapse of misdemeanors and the aimless imposing 
of sanctions, and the number of procedures which end up in settlement reached satisfactory 
level.  

In the period from January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2010, total of 147 requests for 
initiating misdemeanor procedure were submitted to the National Bank. The Misdemeanor 
Procedure adopted 107 decisions on misdemeanor sanction, 13 decisions on cessation of a 
procedure due to lapsing (cases that the court transferred to the National Bank Misdemeanor 
Commission because it was not longer competent, and since they had already been lapsed, the 
Misdemeanor Commission adopted only formal decision on cessation of the procedure), 17 cases 
had been returned so that it could be subject to settlement procedure, and 8 cases had been 
returned to court of formal reasons (e.g. the National Bank Misdemeanor Commission was not 
competent, lack of effectiveness, etc) and 2 cases have been underway.  

  
Improvement of the transparency of public information •	

Taking into account the practice worldwide for the citizens’ rights to learn about the 
work of government and government institutions, and for raising the transparency of public 
administration, in September 2006, the Law on Free Access to Public Information427 was passed 
in the Republic of Macedonia. 

According to the Law, each holder of information on intermediation with public, when 
exercising the right of free access to information, assigns one or several official persons. For 

421 Law on amendments to the Law on Foreign Exchange Operations (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 
81/08). 

422 Banking Law (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 67/07 and 90/09). 
423 Decision on establishing a Committee for deciding on infringements No. 4788 dated 27.07.2007; Rulebook on selecting 

the members of the Committee for deciding on infringements and the Committee on mediation No. 4597 dated 
18.07.2007 and No. 6803 dated 24.10.2008.

424 Decision on establishing Intermediation Commission no. 2868 dated 29.04.2008, no. 4149 dated 01.06.2009, no. 
4149/2 dated 07.12.2009 and no. 7879 dated 25.11.2010. 

425 Work Rules and Procedures of the Misdemeanor Commission no. 1736 dated 07.03.2008 and no. 6804 dated 
24.10.2008; Work Rules and Procedures of the Intermediation Commission no. 4598 dated 18.07.2007.  

426 Instructions for the manner of implementing the procedure for settlement, intermediation and determining fines no. 
4600 dated 18.07.2007, no. 3272 dated 15.05.2008 and no. 5609 dated 04.09.2008.  

427  Law on Free Access to Public Information (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 13/06).
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this purpose, the National Bank, as a holder of public information, assigned an official person 
for information intermediation, and notified the Commission on protection of the right for free 
access to public information, thereon. The official person contacts and provides all required 
information to natural persons and legal entities and keeps special records thereon. 

The National Bank, in order to fulfill its legal obligation to keep, regularly, and to 
update the list of information and to disclose it, so that it is available to the public, posts the 
following information on its website: the official person responsible for intermediation with 
public information (contact phone and e-mail), list of public information, application form for 
access to public information, complaint form and Decision on determining a fee for the cost of 
the provided information. 

The official person prepares a report on implementation of this law annually and submits 
it to the Commission on protection of the right for free access to public information. 

Undertaken measures and activities for data protection 

With the adoption of the Law on Data Protection428, the National Bank undertook activities 
for implementation of its provisions in its everyday activities. 

In December 2007, the National Bank adopted, for the first time, a Regulation for 
Data Protection429, requiring from all organizational units to develop a review of personal data 
they collect and process, to provide a description of protection measures they undertake in 
the processing, to name the personal data collection and to assign collection management 
administrators who would also ensure its secrecy and protection. 

In 2008, an electronic application was developed for registering personal data 
collections. The application includes all personal data collections maintained by National Bank 
organizational units in their day-to-day operations. 

Also, in 2008, after the registration of National Bank as a controller of the personal data 
collection, the Data Protection Agency registered all personal data collections processed in the 
National Bank, thus fulfilling the requirement of the Law on Data Protection.  

In June 2009, for the purpose of complying with the amendments to the Law on 
Data Protection430, the National Bank adopted a new Regulation for data protection431. The 
new Regulation requires from each National Bank organizational unit that holds personal data 
collection to assign one or several persons in charge of each personal data collection authorized 
to maintain the collection, including the registry of approved access, planning and application 
of technical and organizational measures, and control when providing secrecy and protection 
when processing personal data.  

These undertaken activities ensured achievement of the primary objective of the Law 
- protection of personal data as one of the basic freedoms and rights of the citizens, and 
particularly the right of privacy when processing personal data.  

 

428  Law on Data Protection (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 7/05).  
429  Regulation for Data Protection no. 9126 dated 20.12.2007. 
430  Law on amending the Law on Data Protection (“Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia” no. 103/08);  
431  Regulation for Data Protection no. 4535 dated 19.06.2009; 
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3.2. Enhancement of National Bank capacity by improving the 
process of human resource management, training and development   

3.2.1. Improvement of the human resources management process 

In the 2004 - 2011 period, a part of the National Bank activities were directed towards 
establishing an integrated human resource management system, through promotion and 
modernization of the existing process and establishing human resource management policies 
and rules. 

Activities undertaken in this period include: 

Development of a uniform Job Description −	

Organization and development of human resource management work processes−	

Providing modern electronic support for human resource management−	

Improvement of the process of professional training of the staff−	

Introducing a process for assessment of the staff performances−	

Establishment of a practice for regular bank’s management information−	

Uniform Job Description •	

In 2004 and 2005, according to the new systematization of jobs and duties after the 
functional reorganization of the National Bank in April 2004, work lists and job descriptions were 
prepared for the first time for each staff member. Later on, the job descriptions were uniformed 
with respect to the necessary qualifications and work experience for the job level, with duties 
being defined for each job. Also, depending on the needs and changes in the National Bank 
systematization, the job descriptions have been permanently revised and updated.  

The benefits from such activities are important to several segments of the human 
resource management. Thus, from the human resource policy aspect, the process of planning 
the staff needs was advanced, the efficiency of the process of recruiting new staff by publishing 
a job announcement in consistence with the job description was improved, the process of 
professional training was promoted by providing staff trainings as required by their posts.   

Organization and development of human resource management processes •	

In December 2006, a special organizational unit was established within the Legal and 
Human Resource Management Department, called Human Resource Management Unit, in order 
to develop and promote further the human resource management process. The organizational 
structure and function of this Unit were defined according to the needs and possibilities of the 
National Bank, with information from the analyses of various solutions being used on such 
organizational units in the central banks of the European Union member-states and some 
developed countries in the region. 

The Unit kept on advancing and modernizing the existing process of human resource 
management, and started activities for development of new processes which required special 
administrative and technical conditions and human resources. 

Modern electronic support for human resource management •	

In 2007, to increase the efficiency when managing the staff data, a detailed description 
was prepared of functionalities necessary for integral electronic human resource management 
software. 
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In December 2008, electronic software was purchased, with the latest IT technologies, 
which includes all human resource management processes. Electronic personal files were 
formed in the software, with existing staff data, thus ensuring their efficient exploitation and 
creation of detailed reports on personnel and other structure of the staff, and their professional 
training and qualification. The establishment of integrated human resource information system 
helped the consolidation of the staff documentation, thus increasing the security and ensuring 
protection of personal data of each staff member.  

Activities for applying the process of evaluation of staff performances are underway 
through the software. The software provides intranet networking of all staff members, and 
activities are underway which will ensure access of each staff member to their personal file and 
access of managers to the data related to the staff under their management. 

Improvement of the process of professional training of the staff •	

Until 2005, the National Bank kept manual records on professional trainings of the staff. 
In 2005, the first system was established for electronic recording and processing of 
the professional training of the staff by all parameters such as topics, organizers, places, period, 
participants and organizational units of participants, etc. This provided the necessary data for 
better tracking and planning of the professional staff training.  

In December 2008, all data from the preceding internal electronic application were 
transferred to the new human resource management software, which made these data connected 
with other staff data and ensured their application in the human resource management process. 
The consolidation of data in this system helped establishing a statistical database on professional 
trainings in the National Bank since 2004.  

In April 2009, a Regulation was adopted for professional training of the staff432, which 
specified the manner of timely planning of the needs for professional training, procedures and 
activities for their conduct, and defined competences for making assessments and decisions. 
The Regulation introduced, for the first time, a process of evaluating the attended seminars, 
trainings and other professional qualifications of the staff. 

The adoption of the Regulation and consolidation of professional training records 
with other staff data in a single database considerably advanced the process of professional 
training and further professional education of the staff in consistence with the individual and 
organizational needs, through: 

Timely planning of trainings;  −	

Regular monitoring of their conduct; −	

Analysis of the needs of training; −	

Fund planning; −	

Evaluation of the attended professional trainings; −	

Making projections for the needs of trainings in the next period. −	

Introduction of a process of evaluating the staff performances •	

In 2010, the National Bank introduced, for the first time, a process of evaluating the 
staff performances by establishing objective indicators for monitoring the quality and scope

432  Regulation for professional training of the staff no. 2951 dated 09.04.2009 and amendment to the Regulation no. 
7541 dated 12.11.2009, no. 8009 dated 04.12.2009 and no. 8793 dated 30.12.2010. 
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of work done by the staff members. The goal of this process is, primarily, to influence the staff 
awareness to monitor the level and quality of their own performance of duties, and on the 
awareness of the management for the need of immediate communication and discussion about 
the assignments with the staff during the year subject to planning. 

In May 2010, for the purposes of establishing uniform evaluation rules and criteria, a 
Regulation was adopted for evaluating work performances433. The Regulation defines criteria 
and procedures for staff evaluation, and additional criteria for management evaluation. 

In June 2010, the process started for evaluating the staff performances as required in 
the Regulation, by establishing the goals and tasks of the staff for the period under observation. 
The results from the staff evaluation based on the specified criteria, are a basis for selection of 
motivating factors and measures to be undertaken. This is expected to have an effect on the 
staff motivation and stimulation aimed at more efficient performance of assignments.  

In December 2010 and January 2011, evaluation was made on staff, heads of 
sub-units, units, and assistant and deputy managers. In the evaluation period, the focus of 
the staff regarding the performance of everyday assignments increased, and the managers 
were more eager to establish communication and to organize the work and assignments in the 
organizational units under their management.  

Establishment of a practice for regular National Bank management information •	

In 2010, standard annual and semiannual reports on the staff qualification structure 
and annual reports on professional training started being prepared and submitted to the 
management. The reports are being followed by analysis of trends in the professional trainings 
and detailed analysis of the bank’s staff structure by all defining parameters.   

These reports are a good basis for the process of planning the staff needs for the next 
year, and possibility to monitor the previous developments and investments in the professional 
training of the staff. Creation of conditions for better plans and projections for future activities 
in the human resource management area is also directly contingent upon the monitoring and 
reporting on previous developments in this area.  

3.2.2. Staff training and development 

To improve and develop skills and to acquire new professional knowledge for the staff for 
more successful and high-quality duty performance, the National Bank ensures, on a permanent 
basis, trainings at seminars, training courses, participation in workshops, etc. 

In the 2004 - 2010 period, the training scope, intensity and area were primarily 
determined by the need to rise capacity and enhance the professional knowledge to perform the 
program objectives of the National Bank. The number of professional trainings (seminars and 
training courses) in this period totaled 731, with an annual dynamics of steady increase, except 
for 2009 which was a result of the need to decrease costs in this year. The significant increase 
in professional trainings in 2010 was due to the new technical cooperation with the European 
Central Bank which hosted 24% of the total professional trainings this year. 

433  Regulation for evaluating work performances no. 3659 dated 28.05.2010.
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Figure 45
Attended professional trainings in the 2004 - 2010 period 

Source: NBRM

Considering the specific activities and needs of the central bank, the professional 
trainings were primarily conducted by foreign organizers, analyzing by both the year and the 
overall period (87% of the total trainings in the 2004 - 2010 period). The professional trainings 
were planned and conducted on the basis of annual programs of the training centers of the 
international organizations and the central banks of the European countries and others, which 
are the largest organizers of seminars and training coursed in the areas of interest of the central 
banks. In addition, because of the membership of our country in international institutions, its 
EU integration processes and / or the established bilateral cooperation, the training in most of 
them is free, and sometimes the travel and other expenditures are also being covered. 

Among the foreign organizers, the most attended trainings were those organized by the 
International Monetary Fund (124), the Deutsche Bundesbank (67), de Nederlandsche Bank 
(51), Bank of England (40), Central Bank of Austria (38), European Central Bank (50), followed by 
seminars organized by the Financial Stability Institute at the Bank for International Settlement 
(34), the Czech Central Bank (25), etc.  

In the country, most of the attended professional trainings were organized by the State 
Statistical Office (17), the Macedonian Chamber of Commerce (11), many events organized by 
the Lawyer Association, etc.  

Areas of professional training 

The indicators for participation in trainings by areas points to the priorities for professional 
training of the National Bank staff, by year and in the overall period. 

The average annual participation in trainings in the area of supervision in this seven-
year period accounts for roughly 19% of the total trainings, with the intensity being significantly 
higher over the past two years, due to the intensive process of transformation of the supervision 
in 2006 and 2007 into risk based supervision and the need of more trainings of the supervisors 
after this period. 

Trainings in the area of conducting and implementing monetary policy (monetary 
policy, macroeconomic projections and central bank operations) in this seven-year period make 
up significant 23% average on annual basis, due to the continuity of the policy of advancing the 
analytical capacity of analysts and the staff in regard to the operational conduct of monetary 
policy. 
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Figure 46
Structure of professional trainings by area    

Source:NBRM

In this seven-year period, special attention was paid to the staff training in the area of 
financial stability and financial markets, with average annual share of roughly 10%, due 
to the policy for establishing and developing a system of indicators for monitoring the financial 
system soundness. 

Trainings in the area of statistics with average annual share of roughly 8% and 
increasing, in the observed period, resulted from the growing number of trainings for raising 
the knowledge and qualifications of statisticians and methodologists for the EU requirements 
in the area of statistics and reporting to the European institutions.  

Professional trainings in the area of payment systems, central bank management, 
Euro integration, internal audit, human resource management, financial reporting, etc. have a 
smaller, but significant part in the total professional development. 

3.2.3. Conferences, seminars and workshops organized by the National 
Bank of the Republic of Macedonia  

The National Bank in the last few years initiated and hosted several conferences and 
workshops, which covered up to date topics in interest for the masses. The aim of these 
events is to enable correlation among the expert opinion of the analysts, businessmen and the 
academics. In the same time, they enabled to the public to become familiar with the issues and 
problems which are of crucial significance for the Macedonian economy. These public debates 
represented the first step to defining the solutions for the identified problems. The presentation 
of empirical and theoretical economic researches and the confrontation of the various standings 
and the transfer of the expert opinion of the participations on the workshops stimulated the 
research activity. Also, it was enabled broadening of the knowledge not only of experts, but 
also of the public. This was especially important because the rise of the public awareness and 
the improvement of the knowledge for the economic and financial flows helped largely in the 
understanding of the monetary decisions adopted by the National Bank. 

Acting as open and transparent forum for exchange of expertise, opinions and ideas for 
up to date topics in the area of macroeconomics and central banking, the National Bank initiated 
quality discussions which often provided concrete suggestions for handling with the specific 
issues which are important for the Macedonian economy. On such manner, the National Bank 
participated in the building of the institutional capacity of the country and in the use of that 
capacity for development and implementation of adequate useful policies with general interest. 
The recognition of the need for continuous investment in human capital, as one of the general 
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preconditions for sound and developed institutions which shall enable sustainable development 
of the country, the organization of workshops, as well as seminars and conferences, still remained 
one of the attributes of the National Bank.

3.2.3.1. Conferences, seminars and workshops on macroeconomic topics 

Workshop on topic: “High Level of Currency in Circulation in the Republic of •	
Macedonia”

On April 14, 2006, the National Bank organized workshop on topic “High level of the 
currency in circulation in the Republic of Macedonia”. The high level of grey economy, the tax 
evasion, the high costs for emission and distribution of the currency in circulation, the lower 
efficiency in the payment of transaction, the slow revival of the instruments for cash-free 
payment and the problems with the statistic record, as a basis for creating the macroeconomic 
policy, are only part of the problems related with the high level of currency in circulation. 
Therefore, through organizing a workshop at which representatives from adequate government 
institutions shall participate, as well as professors and representatives from the financial sector, 
the National Bank aimed to rise of the public’s awareness for the negative effect caused by 
the high level of currency in circulation, to emphasize the role and the significance of the 
economic, legal and social and educational factors that influence the preferences for keeping 
the currency in circulation and to focus the business community, the government and the public 
towards undertaking concrete measures and activities for decreasing their volume. Through 
presentations and discussions, the participants to the conference opened series of questions and 
gave certain suggestions and recommendations in direction of improvement in the legislation 
in the area of cash operations, stimulating the cash-free payment, gradual integration of the 
grey economy in the official economy through stimulations, sanctions and involvement of more 
institutions, as well as improvement of the coordination, cooperation and joint acting of the 
regulatory and control institutions and the payment operations carriers.       

Workshop on topic: “Energy Consumption in the Republic of Macedonia and its •	
Effect on the Balance of Payments” 

On November 23, 2006 the National Bank organized workshop on topic “Energy 
consumption in the Republic of Macedonia and its effect on the balance of payments”, where 
experts from the energy area participated. This workshop was aimed to raise the awareness of 
the public, but also to initiate exchange of opinions and ideas of highly competent persons in the 
energy area for the fundamental significance of the energy sector and the energy consumption 
for the functioning of all sectors in the Macedonian economy. Because of the limited the energy 
resources in the Republic of Macedonia, the energy consumption in Macedonia was largely 
dependent on import, and subsequently any fluctuations in the prices on the international stock 
exchanges can largely influence the total economy, and of course the trade balance, the balance 
of payments and the foreign reserves. In such conditions, the more intensive price growth of 
the energy on the international stock exchanges in 2005 and 2006, as well as the prognosis that 
such trend will remain for a longer time indicated to risk of possible considerable worsening in 
the condition of the balance of payments in the country. This was the main motif for organizing 
the workshop, which confirmed the need of active role and constant engagement by the carriers 
of the economic policy in this sphere. On the workshop, large number of issues were discussed 
and constructive suggestions were given related with the possibility for increase in the energy 
efficiency of the existing facilities, the possibility for higher investment in new energy facilities 
and technologies, the possibility and the manner of stimulation of the investments in alternative 
energy sources, as well as for rise in the awareness of the population for efficient utilization of 
the energy.  
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Workshop on topic: “Problems in Measuring Inflation”•	

On May 22, 2007, guided by the need to explain the significance of the inflation and the 
problems in its measuring and the compliance with the European standards, the National Bank 
together with the State Statistical Office conducted a workshop on topic “Problems in Measuring 
Inflation”. The Inflation and the inflation expectations have central place in the process of 
adopting the investment and consumer decisions in all segments if the economy. As a basic goal 
of the monetary policy, the inflation was the main focus of the monetary authorities, but also the 
focus of the interaction between the monetary policy and the other policies. The understanding 
of the inflation and the factors witch influenced the inflation expectations had crucial meaning for 
achieving the monetary goal, as the basic precondition for intensification in the economic activity, 
but also for adopting adequate microeconomic and macroeconomic decisions. In this context, 
the measuring of the inflation and the problems arising from it are of great significance for the 
policy carriers. Besides the domestic experts, experts from relevant international institutions, 
as EUROSTAT and the Bank for International Settlement (BIS) participated on the workshop. 
Through the presentations and the discussions, the participants gave detailed review on the 
basic methodological and statistic concepts, as well as the risks in measuring the inflation, and 
simultaneously they indicated to practical solutions for overcoming the problems and larger 
cooperation in the exchange of information between the carriers of the macroeconomic policies, 
as a basis for successful projecting of and influencing on the inflation movements.    

Workshop on topic: “Food Prices and Inflation”•	

On April 24, 2008, workshop on topic “Food Prices and Inflation” was held. This workshop 
was organized in the period when the inflation intensification was one of the most popular 
topics in the Macedonian and world economy, mainly regarding the food prices, which in the 
Macedonian economy had dominant influence on the total consumer price index. As small and 
opened economy, with high degree of import dependence, mainly in the energy, but also in the 
food sector, Macedonia was directly exposed to the situations in the world. The high import 
dependence for satisfying the domestic demand for food products and certain agriculture 
products (including the inputs for the agriculture production), as well as the lower domestic 
demand as a result to the unfavorable climate conditions and the increased external demand, 
contributed to fast transmission of the higher prices of food from the international markets to 
the domestic economy. In such conditions, the workshop was aimed to initiate a discussion 
and to arrive at answer for what nature the factors which influenced the inflation increase are - 
factors with single effect or it pertains to structure deviations with long-term consequences for 
the economy, what measures are to be taken in order to increase the endurance of the economy 
to such external shocks, how should the economic policies be created and how to maintain the 
macroeconomic stability in order to minimize the negative consequences for the population and 
enterprises. The recommendations which resulted from this workshop emphasized the necessity 
of more intensive development and investment in the agriculture, which had potential of being 
one of the carrying sectors for the economic growth in the country. Undertaking measures for 
larger use of the potential capability of the agriculture sector and the stimulation of the domestic 
output of agriculture and industrial food products were considered to be able to contribute to 
drop in the negative effect from such external shocks on the prices and the balance of payments 
of the country.  

International conference on topic: “Competitiveness of the South Eastern •	
European Countries and Challenges on the Road to EU” 

On May 30, 2008, the conference “Competitiveness of the South Eastern European 
Countries and Challenges on the Road to EU” was held, which was aimed to initiate a discussion 
on a topic which is of great significance for the countries in transition, that aspire to the 
level of income of the European Union member states. The real convergence of the new EU 
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member states and the candidate states and the potential candidates was developing with 
various intensity, guided by the differences in the level of productivity of the output factors, the 
undertaken structure and institutional reforms. The process of real convergence initiated the 
process of nominal convergence and together they put large challenges in front of the carriers 
of the economic policies. Namely, the process of real convergence can create inflationary 
pressures through several channels, which impedes the fulfillment of one of the Maastricht 
criteria for entering in the monetary union, and simultaneously the higher inflation can cause 
negative effects on the competitiveness of the domestic economy. Facing the challenge to 
realize simultaneous maintenance of the competitiveness and of the nominal convergence, the 
National Bank invited representatives from the institutions from the European Union, the central 
banks from the new more developed EU member-states, as well as from the countries from 
South Eastern Europe, in order to share and analyze the achievements, experiences, success 
and failure of individual economies on the road to EU and EMU membership. The workshop gave 
quality conclusions on what shall be done, and what shall be avoided in the road to EU and how 
we shall manage the challenges which are coming.    

Seminars in the econometrics area•	

The development of the econometric techniques in the eighties, supplemented with the 
improvement of the computer technology and the econometric software during the nineties, 
made real revolution in the empiric work in the area of the macro economy and finances. The 
econometrics provides a possibility for assessment and checkup of the macroeconomic theory, 
for analyzing the relations in the economy and formulating conclusions for the future flows of the 
variables. The solid knowledge about the contemporary macroeconomic concepts, supplemented 
by the quantitative tools for empirical analysis represented one of the key preconditions for 
successful implementation of the monetary policy. Hence, having a well trained staff from 
the area of the modern macroeconomic theory, supplemented by capabilities for analytical 
reasoning was a requirement that any modern central bank should attain. In this context, the 
Research Department in the National Bank in the period May 2004 - May 2011 was organizer 
of seven seminars in the econometrics area. Two of them were internal, intended for training 
of the National Bank’s employees, whereas the other five were regional with participation of 
representatives from the central banks in the region. Despite the employees from the Research 
Department, employees from other departments of the Bank participated on the seminars as 
well. 

Internal trainings•	

In 2006 and 2007 two internal trainings were conducted in order to improve the analytical 
capacity of the employees in the National Bank for application of statistical and econometric 
techniques in the performance of the operating tasks. On the seminars, the basics of the 
econometrics, as well as the basic econometric techniques for analysis of the economic rules 
were presented:

The first seminar was held in December 2006, by one internal employee with experience −	
in this field and one external expert. Twenty four persons participated on the seminar.

The second seminar was held in February 2007 and it discussed the application of more −	
modern econometric techniques for analysis for certain problems. The lectures were 
held by professor from abroad. Twenty seven persons participated on the seminar.
 

Regional seminars•	

Based on the good cooperation with the training centers of the central banks from 
the other countries and the international institutions, the National Bank more often organizes 
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internal trainings, enabling enhancement of the knowledge of the larger number of employees, 
as well as cost reduction.   

In the period October 2005 - March 2009, in cooperation with the International Monetary 
Fund, National Bank hosted three one-week regional seminars in the econometrics area434. The 
strengthening of the econometric knowledge and the use of the econometric techniques in the 
every day work was the primary goal of this group of seminars. In details, the seminars were 
directed towards introducing of the participants into the operations of Eviews - econometric 
software which is actively used in larger number of central banks, presentation of modern 
techniques for econometric analysis and use of these techniques for evaluation of certain 
macroeconomic rules and for projecting macroeconomic and financial variables. The first seminar 
was introductory seminar, whereas the other two seminars discussed more complex methods 
and techniques and resolved specific problems. The following seminars were organized:    

“Macroeconometric Modeling and Forecasting using EViews Software”−  in 
October 2005 where total of 18 persons participated, out of which 9 from the Republic 
of Macedonia (6 from National Bank) and 9 from the countries from the region.

“Eviews1 Refresher and Follow-Up”−  in July 2007 with total of 26 participants out 
of which 20 from National Bank and 6 from the countries from the region. Opposite 
to the previous seminar which generally elaborated the econometric techniques for 
analysis of individual economic rules, the seminar “Eviews1 Refresher and Follow-Up” 
was dedicated to building and resolving dynamic simultaneous models and models with 
rational expectations. 

“Macroeconomic Modeling and Forecasting II”−  in March 2009 with total 24 
participants out of which 18 from National Bank and 6 from the countries in the region. 
In continuity with the previous two seminars, this seminar was aimed at further 
improvement of the analytical and econometric capabilities of the researchers from the 
region through learning sophisticated techniques for simulating macroeconomic models 
and for filtering data.

National Bank in the past few years hosted two seminars organized in 
cooperation with the Bank of England: 

In October 2008 a regional one-week seminar was held on topic −	 “Inflation Targeting 
and Monetary Policy” in cooperation with the Bank of England and the Central Bank 
of Netherlands. The seminar was focused on presenting the basics of the regime of 
targeting the inflation and the manner of its implementation in the practice. Considering 
the significance of the projections for the efficiency of this monetary strategy, the 
econometric methods for inflation projection were given special attention. Total of 22 
persons participated on the Seminar, out of which 14 from National Bank and 8 from  the 
countries form the region. 

In September 2010 experts from the Bank of England, conducted three-day regional −	
seminar on topic “Economic modeling for central bankers”. This seminar focused on 
the role of the models as significant tool in the process of adopting monetary decisions. 
The models represented coherent and stable framework for economic analysis and 
projections and they enable consistent image for the transmission mechanism of the 
monetary policy and the shocks which influenced the economy. The seminar presented 
the dynamic stochastic models of general balance - the latest generation of models 
which are actively used in the central banks. The seminar was attended by total of 23 
persons out of which 14 from National Bank and 9 from the countries of the region. 

434  The lectures were held by John Cuddington, professor on the Colorado School of Mines and president of JTC 
Economics+Finance (which conducts trainings and seminars for operating with the econometric software Eviews).
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3.2.3.2. Improvement of the capacities of the Supervision, Banking 
Regulations and Financial Stability Sector 

During the last seven years, the National Bank put strong efforts on the strengthening of 
the own staff capacity within the area of supervision, banking regulations and financial stability. 
The process of permanent education and organizational improvement was quite intensive, 
which enables considerable improvement in the supervision and continuous decrease in the 
operational and other risks in the operations of the National Bank. 

During the last seven years, the professional development of the employees of the 
National Bank was conducted through trainings, seminars, courses, work-shops and business 
visits in the country and abroad which referred to significant aspects of the supervisory function 
and  of the financial stability analysis. 

During the last seven years, within organization of the National Bank, several trainings 
from banking supervision and financial stability area were organized.

Trainings within the Dutch donation •	

In 2008 and 2009, as part of the Dutch donation – support to PDPL3 arrangement of the 
World Bank, and in direction of building of supervisory capacity of the National Bank, several 
trainings were held, that covered the following topics: 

Improvement of the communication and skills of the employees 1. – different 
aspects of the stated problems were discussed, attended by 8 to 40 employees in the 
Sector;

Credit risk management  2. - attended by total of 17 employees of the Sector; 

Legal risk management  3. - the training included also process and organization of the 
managing money laundering risk, attended by 22 employees of the Sector;

Bodies’ functioning, corporate governance, risk management process, audit 4. 
and strategic risk management - different segments of the trainings were attended 
by approximately 30 employees of the Sector;

Operational risk and IT risk management 5. - different segments of the trainings were 
attended by approximately 25 employees of the Sector;    

Liquidity risk management, 6. attended by total of 16 employees of the Sector.

Market risk management 7. – the training encompassed management of currency risk 
and interest rate risk and goods price risk, which was attended by approximately 20 
employees of the Sectors;  

Econometric and statistical methods and techniques for financial risk 8. 
management, attended by a total of 23 employees of the Sector.

Centralized electronic database 9. attended by 2 employees of the Sector.

Risk-based 10. supervision and narrowing of the global financial market, attended by 17 
employees of the Sector.

Regional seminar on the topic: Macro stress-testing •	

In October 2009, in cooperation with the Central Bank of the Netherlands, international 
seminar on the topic Macro Stress-Testing in the premises of the National Bank was held. This 
seminar was attended by 14 representatives of the regional and other countries, as well as 16 
employees of the Supervision Sector of National Bank, which enabled exchange of experience 
regarding the manner of structuring and implementation of stress testing and the possibilities 
for its future improvements. 
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Regional IT supervision seminar•	

From September 01 - 05.09.2008 within the organization of the National Bank, 
regional seminar for IT supervision was held. The seminar was organized in cooperation with 
representatives of the Central Bank of the Netherlands. The topics covered on the seminar 
referred to the current challenges the IT supervisors from the central banks from the regional 
counties face with, i.e. the methodologies for risk-based supervision, business continuity plans, 
risks related to the e-banking and regulations regarding to outsourcing services in the field of 
information system. The seminar was attended by representatives from 12 countries, as well 
as representatives of National Bank. The seminar contributed to improvement and exchange 
of the current knowledge about the supervisory IT methodologies effective in the seminar’s 
participant countries. 

National Bank as a chair institution and host of the 23•	 rd Annual Conference of 
banking Supervisors of the Group of Banking Supervisors from Central and 
Eastern Europe (BSCEE)

Within June 15-17 2010 period, the National Bank was host of the 23th Annual 
Conference of the Group of Banking Supervisors from Central and Eastern Europe (BSCEE). At 
the previous annual conference held in Minsk, Belarus, the National Bank was selected as the 
chair institution of the Group for 2010. The chairing is within a period of one year.

This group of banking supervisors from Central and Eastern Europe (BSCEE) was 
established in Budapest in 1991 by the supervisory bodies of six countries: Bulgaria, the 
Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Russia. In 1996, upon recommendation of the 
Basel Committee of Banking Supervision (BCBS), at the International Conference of Banking 
Supervisors (ICBS) held in Stockholm, 16 member states of this Group concluded an agreement 
for mutual cooperation within banking supervision domain. Currently, this group consists of 
supervisory bodies from 21 countries. The Republic of Macedonia joined this group in 1996. 

The main objective of this group is to support the cooperation between its members, 
as well as their training and improvement, simultaneously representing a forum for exchange 
of knowledge and experience among the member states. One of the objectives of this group is 
easier integration of the supervisory bodies of its members in the European banking supervision 
system. 

The conference held in Ohrid was attended by the leaders of the banking supervisory 
bodies from Austria, Albania, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, 
Poland, Russia, Slovenia, Slovakia, Serbia, Ukraine, Hungary, Croatia, Montenegro and the 
Czech Republic. Guests and speakers at the Conference were representatives of the Bank for 
International Settlement (BIS) from Basel, Switzerland, the European Central Bank and one 
international banking group.

The participants of the Conference exchanged their experience on two, extremely 
interesting topics in that moment: (1) lessons learnt from the global economic crisis and 
undertaken measures for strengthening of the resistance of the banking system and (2) 
standards and measuring of the liquidity risk, with aspect of the national measures undertaken 
during and after the crisis.  

3.2.3.3. Workshops and trainings in the other fields

Annual conferences in the area of payment and security settlement systems •	

From 2008 to 2010, the National Bank, within the technical cooperation with de 
Nederlandsche Bank, organized three annual conferences in the area of payment and 
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security settlement systems. The conferences, besides representatives of the National Bank, 
were also attended by representatives of the Ministry of Finance, banks, clearing houses and 
other parties involved in the national payment system. Presentations were primarily delivered by 
experts of de Nederlandsche Bank, and the presentations of the national payment system were 
delivered by domestic participants. The objective of the conferences was to train the domestic 
participants in the payment system with Euro integration requirements, by their acquaintance 
with the Dutch experience and practice. Fourth conference is planned to be held in June 2011, 
and will be international, for the first time, attended by representatives of the central banks of 
the countries from Southeast Europe. 

Workshops and training in the field of management•	

“Senior Management Workshop on Governance in the Central Bank and Financial 
Sector” September 29 - October 1, 2008, organized by the National Bank in cooperation with de 
Nederlandsche Bank and the Bank of England. 

 
“Integrity Supervision in Theory and Practice” held on October 2, 2008, organized by 

the National Bank in cooperation with de Nederlandsche Bank.  

In 2010, to implement the new processes of human resources management and other 
management segments, the National Bank launched a special training program of in-house 
management trainings for the purposes of management capacity building as one of the major 
factors and driving forces of the changes in the institution. On November 16 and 24, 2010, in 
cooperation with external organizer, a training course was held for the skills of managers for 
team work and communication. This training program tends to continue and to involve larger 
number of management staff. 

Training in the field of IT•	

In the period from 01 to 03 June, 2010, the National Bank organized a regional forum 
for the use of information technology in the Central Bank. The forum was attended by twenty-
seven participants from central banks of nine countries. On the forum were reviewed several 
topics relating to the organization and the role of IT in a central bank, increasing productivity 
through the introduction of IT Center for services (“IT Service Desk”), control of access rights, 
systems for monitoring events and information in IT system, system design hall and relocation 
of infrastructure, Virtualization of servers and operating from an external location.

In addition to the forum, were held more internal training such as: training for MS Word, 
MS Excel, Computer Network Management for administrators, workshop for ITIL etc..

3.2.4. Technical assistance

In the past seven years, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia has built friendly 
and professional relations with the central banks of the neighboring countries and central 
banks of other European countries. The cooperation with a number of institutions allowed use 
and exchange of experience with central banks that are members of the Eurosystem in the 
form of technical assistance. Most active co-operation was achieved with the Central Bank of 
Netherlands (De Nederlandsche Bank), whose aid enabled a significant strengthening of the 
administrative capacity of the National Bank and increased its efficiency in all domains of its 
operations. Within this technical assistance, a number of projects were realized, which cover 
the complete operation of the Bank, through classical forms of technical assistance, study visits 
and workshops. In 2004, six projects supported by the Bank of the Netherlands; in 2005 - ten; 
during 2007 - fifteen activities including two regional seminars; in 2008 National Bank realized 
fifteen projects through this technical assistance and organized two regional seminars aimed at 
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raising the quality of central banks governance and IT supervision. During 2009, the cooperation 
was extended through the support of eighteen projects in the current year and as many during 
2010. In 2011, the cooperation is expected to continue with nineteen new projects. 

Apart from the technical assistance from the Central Bank of the Netherlands, National 
Bank received assistance also from Die Deutsche Bundesbank, the National Bank of Austria 
(Oesterreichische Nationalbank) and the Bank of Slovenia.

3.3. Improvements in the administrative and technical operations

In the period May 2004 - May 2011 the National Bank within the overall activities 
focused especially on improvement of the administrative and technical operations, 
mainly strengthening the administrative capacities of the competent services and of the processes 
and procedures for proper implementation of public procurements, creating better working 
conditions and better conditions for administrative and technical support of the employees, 
strengthening the safety and security of the inventory and the employees, improvement of the 
office and archives operating. 

Considerable improvement of the organization and implementation of public •	
procurement

 
Regarding the public procurement, in the analyzed period the activities were specially 

focused on: strengthening the administrative capacity by adoption of the required internal acts 
and operating procedures; improvement of the organization of the competent organizational 
units; public procurement committees’ decision-making; staffing of the competent organizational 
unit with young and qualified employees; as well as, successful operating and lawful realization 
of the public procurements.  

In the reporting period, the National Bank constantly adhered to laws and other 
regulations in the area of public procurements and performed compliance and improvement of its 
own internal acts and work procedures with the provisions which regulated public procurements. 
The period which is subject of analysis in this report, with respect to the effective regulations on 
public procurements, was divided in two sub-periods, the first of which covers the period from 
2004 till 2007 and the second covers the period since 2008435. 

The National Bank, in accordance with the provisions and the obligations prescribed 
in the effective laws which are applied in the stated sub-periods, prepared its own system 
of organization of procurements, so it adopted separate rulebooks for each of the periods, 
pertaining to the manner of conducting the public procurements, procedures for implementation 
of the actions for performing the public procurements and other operational internal acts 
necessary for providing full lawfulness in the performance of the public procurements.

During the realization of the procurements, the National Bank performed adequate 
amendments to the internal acts, if required, so it permanently complied and improved the 
internal organization system for the process of conducting of the procurements with the 
effective regulations in the Republic of Macedonia. In order to conduct the public procurements 
more successfully and legally, the National Bank in September 2004 formed a new Public 
Procurement Committee, which according to the provisions and internal regulations effective 
in that period, decided only on individual procurements in the period from its establishment 
until the end of 2007. 

435  In the reporting period the performance of the public procurement in the fist sub-period was regulated by the Law on 
Public Procurements adopted on 30.03.2004, which was effective until the end of 2007, and in the second sub-period 
with the Law on Public Procurements adopted on 06.11.2007 which started being applied on 01.01.2008 and which 
is still valid.
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Starting from the needs for legal operating in the area of the public procurements, 
as well as from the experiences for improvement in the diligence, efficiency and economy in 
the performing of the procurements, the National Bank for the period since 2008 formed 
5 (five) special committees for conducting the procedures for awarding contracts for public 
procurements of goods, services and works and each committee decides for individual bids 
depending on the value of the public procurements. Before the operational start of individual 
procurement, the National Bank adopts individual decision on procurement, in accordance with 
the annual financial plan and the annual investments plan. It determines the subject and the 
quantity of the procurement, the amount and the sources of the required assets, the manner 
and the procedure of the awarding of contract for public procurement, the nomination of the 
president and the members of each public procurement committee and their deputies, as well 
as the eventual engagement of professionals, if required. 

By establishing an internal system for organization of the procurements complied with 
the relevant public procurements’ regulation, the National Bank in the period May 2004 - 
May 2011 permanently improved the quality and the consistence of the internal regulation 
framework; performed adequate improvement of organization, technical equipment and 
staffing of the competent organizational units; decentralized the decision making process by 
appointing several committees; made distinction of the activities for preparation of the bid 
documentation and procurements’ administrating from the process of adopting decisions, by 
adhering to the principles of lawfulness, efficiency and economy in the performance of the public 
procurements. 

In order to implement the legislation and the internal acts for public procurements 
consistently, the National Bank for the period from May 2004 until May 2011 adopted plans 
for public procurements complied by the volume and by the sources of funds with the annual 
financial plans and with the investments plans for each year, and since 2009 with the three-year 
financial plans as well.

As a result to the created internal system for public procurements and the full adherence 
to the public procurements’ related legislation, the National Bank considerably improved the 
procedures during the realization of the procurements and fully eliminated the weaknesses 
determined in the Report on performed audit by the State Audit Office in 2003436. 

In 2006, in order to create conditions for improvement of the processes and procedures 
for conducting the public procurements for providing quantitative, qualitative and professional 
integrity of the procurement management processes, the National Bank, in cooperation with 
external consultant, started to prepare a project fiche for IT support of the processes and 
procedures for public procurements and it was finalized in the middle of 2009. After longer 
researching and discussing and its supplementing with the documents applicable in the 
Documents Management System (DMS), it was decided to integrate this project fiche in the 
Project for the Accounting Records Integrated System of the National Bank. The creation of the 
software application of this project for the public procurements was performed with the National 
Bank’s own resources and it is in the final phase.

The improvement of the processes and procedures for conducting the public 
procurements in the National Bank in the period 2004-2011 was performed continuously, 

436  In the report of the State Audit Office for the procurements control on the public procurements in the National Bank 
in 2003 to a sample which encompassed 85.4% of the total procurements, it was concluded that 35.6% of the public 
procurements in this period were performed without adhering to the provisions from the then valid Law on Public 
Procurements. In the quoted report of the State Audit Office for 2003 irregularities in the material operating and in 
the performed inventory were found as there were incomplete inventory lists and comparison data (office material, 
cash, inventory, tires, tax and duty value papers, stock of minted coins etc.), as well as unrecorded building facilities, 
realization of commercial income from buffet services etc. 
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and in 2010 the electronic system for procurements with lower values was introduced, which 
enables using and publishing of the public announcements on Internet and provides secure 
electronic communication. The National Bank supported the electronic conducting of the public 
procurements with staff and administration, and till the end of 2011 it shall be expanded by 
including the procurements with higher values in the electronic trading.   

With the help of the established own system of organization of the procurements, a basis 
was created for increasing the number and the procedures for performing public procurements, 
the value of the planned procurements and the number of concluded agreements for realization 
of the planned procurements. Namely, in the National Bank in 2004 30 procedures for public 
procurements were planned, in 2005, 2006 and 2007 approximately 90 procedures for public 
procurements per each year were planned, and in the period from 2008 till 2011 the number 
of procedures continued to increase, thus reaching up to about 160 - 174 procedures for 
public procurements per year. The permanent increase in the number and the value of the 
procurements in the analyzed period imposed the need of improvement of the processes of 
planning and conducting the public procurements, as well as strengthening the capabilities of the 
human resources, including the need and the obligation for electronic auction when conducting 
the public procurements and improvement of the education structure of the employees in the 
organizational units for conducting the procurements.

The achieved progress in the process of conducting the public procurements with full 
adherence to the lawfulness when performing the public procurements in the National Bank was 
also confirmed in the Report on performed audit by the State Audit Office for the procurements 
performed in 2009437.

In the period May 2004 - May 2011 despite the determined permanent and 
considerable progress in the legal implementation of the public procurements relative to the 
previous period, i.e. relative to each previous year, the National Bank when conducting the 
public procurements faced a lot of problems initialed mainly by the submission of groundless 
appeals by certain economic operators for the manner of making decisions when awarding the 
contracts for the public procurements, the slower performance of the concluded agreements for 
certain procurements, especially the agreements  for performing construction works which were 
performed for considerably longer period than the determined deadlines in the agreements, 
and in individual cases even a cancelation of the agreements by certain economic operators. 
This resulted in postponement or longer stoppage in the conducting of the procurements, their 
repeating or announcing and preparing of the bid documentation for the third time in order to 
conduct the procedure legally for finishing the previously started procurement. In the process 
of conducting the public procurements of construction work, the National Bank faced problems 
initialed by the non-existence of detailed urban plans for the location where the National Bank 
intended to invest in reconstructions and adaptations of the existing facilities. 

Part of the present problems were of institutional character, because in the appeal 
procedures, the National Bank was treated as the government authorities, which are financed 
by the budgets, without respecting its administrative, financial and management autonomy. 

437  The State Audit Office in 2010 performed audit of the investments and of the Financial Plan for 2009, in the part of 
operational costs and their realization, together with the audit of the compliance of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia. It was concluded that the National Bank when evaluating and selecting the economic operators adhered 
to the Law on Public Procurements, and all financial transactions and information reflected in the investments plan and 
financial plan of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia for 2009, in all material aspects were in accordance 
with the relevant legislation, instructions and established policies. The report of the State Audit Office did not find 
any irregularities and did not give any remarks for the material records and the performed listing of the inventory for 
2009.  
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Improvement of the working conditions and providing normal functioning•	

The National Bank in the period May 2004 - May 2011 within the administrative and 
technical support, focused on the activities for Improvement of the working conditions 
and providing normal functioning of its organizational units and parts. 

The need for giving priority to these activities within the administrative and technical 
operations were generally determined by the obsolescence of the facilities and premises that 
were built by the standards of far seventies of the last century, and which were not reconstructed 
in the previous period and they were not adjusted to the standards for modern operating as in 
the central banks in the countries from the region, neither compared to  standards in the central 
banks in the developed countries. In the National Bank the working conditions were at low level 
and because of the considerably obsolete working inventory and equipment which are used in the 
every day operations, without which replacement with new modern inventory and equipment, 
especially IT, the National Bank would have been considerably late relative to the standards used 
by the other central banks, but also the commercial banks in the country. 

In 2004, aiming at improving the working conditions, the National Bank determined 
policies, and in the following years it started with gradual realization of more investments 
projects. 

In the period from 2005 until 2010, with gradual implementation of the projects for 
current and investment maintenance and reconstruction of certain floors, the business premises 
on three floors were encompassed as well as several individual offices on total of 1,000 m². With 
the realization of these projects, the working conditions of about 70 employees improved and 
they got higher standards. Simultaneously, the performed partial reconstructions on certain 
floors improved the standard of most of the business premises, as well as of utility rooms.

In 2009 a reconstruction, outbuilding and superstructure of the premises in building/
tower 2 on the sixth floor was made, so the operating area increased by approximately 400 
m², in 10 business premises allowing 20 employees to obtain modern offices. In 2010 after 
the completion of the project for reconstruction of the mezzanine of the building of former GP 
“Tehnika” Skopje, owned by the National Bank, the operating premises increased by 260 m² 
with higher standards and better working conditions for 35 employees located in eight separate 
offices, with kitchenette and sanitary premises. Simultaneously, with the relocation of part of 
the employees in the reconstructed premises of the National Bank, there are empty offices on 
the floors in the existing premises, so better working conditions for the employees were provided 
in the existing premises as well. 

In the period from 2005 until 2011 the National Bank gradually replaced the office 
inventory and the equipment, especially the IT equipment and other equipment for administrative 
operations in most of the offices and other operating premises. With the realization of this project, 
approximately 300 employees in the National Bank obtained new modern office inventory, and 
all employees who use IT equipment obtained one. In the same time, more than 50 new printers 
were procured, about 10 copying machines various by capacity, and other different equipment. 
Also, in this period the projects for replacement of the old IT equipment in both system rooms 
with new modern one were realized, and adequate cooling equipment for the system rooms 
was obtained. Despite the realized investment projects for the system rooms, they are still with 
low level of required standards to be able to be classified in the rank of modern system rooms 
for IT operations. 

In the period 2005 - 2010, the National Bank realized several significant projects for 
reconstruction and extension of the conference halls and the halls for business meetings. With 
the realization of these projects the National Bank provided one large modern conference hall 
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with capacity of about 120 seats, fully equipped with the latest audio and video equipment with 
high level of technical standards and features of use, as well as one smaller conference room 
with capacity of 35 seats which will be fully equipped with modern inventory and equipment in 
2011. In this period the project for full reconstruction of one smaller hall for business meetings 
was realized, and it was equipped with modern inventory and video and audio equipment with 
high standards and features. In 2009, the National Bank realized the project for equipping with 
modern office inventory for two other smaller rooms for business meetings as well. Also, in this 
period the meeting rooms which are used internally by three organizational units were equipped 
with modern office inventory. With the realization of these projects the National Bank provided 
working halls which are equipped with modern office inventory and other equipment, and 
they can serve for holding various events as conferences, symposiums, seminars, workshops, 
sessions, business meetings and other events, so the working conditions improved evidently.

In the first quarter of 2011 the project for reconstruction and adaptation of the 
entrances and the restaurant premises was realized. The project initially started approximately 
three years ago, but it could not have been realized by the end of 2010 because of the cancelation 
of the contract with the economic operator which performed the operations, and the changes 
made in the meantime in the framework regulation regarding the urbanism and construction 
area, according to which approval or location conditions for reconstructions when there is 
no detailed urban plan for the premises was required. With the realization of this project, 
the National Bank provided modern lobby at both entrances and the restaurant premises on 
approximately 500 m² with possibility for their full and separate use for organizing various 
events. The realization of such project enables larger security and safety in the buildings and in 
other premises used by the National Bank. 

In the National Bank the working conditions for the employees improved also after 
the realization of the project for heating and cooling system which started in 2007, and which 
was completed in 2009. When the realization of this project started, UNIDO (United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization) participated by donating part of the assets. With this 
project, the National Bank obtained heating and cooling of the operating premises located on 
approximately 7,545 m², with turbo compressor with ecologic Freon and with a possibility for 
higher saving of energy. In addition, conditions for dismantling of the large number of individual 
air conditioners were created, as they represented large energy consumers and spoiled the 
exterior of the total complex “Kompleks banki” Skopje. The project was not fully accomplished 
in all of the buildings and premises of the National Bank, so its realization shall continue during 
this year and the following year as well.

The working conditions for the employees in the National Bank improved with the 
realization of the project for replacement of the four elevators (two of each in both towers) in 
2009. The replacement of the current elevators which were used more than 30 years with new 
modern elevators considerably improved the safety, security, functionality and the speed in 
their use. 

The National Bank in this period, in order to ensure conditions for normal and continu-
ous performance of the basic functions and tasks, as well as for improvement of the working 
conditions of certain competent organizational units, prepared and started the realization of 
the project for modernization of the so called reserve location. The realization of this project is 
in final phase, so the risks in operating of the National Bank will decrease and continuity in the 
operating will be ensured, both in peacetime as well as in crisis and emergency situations.

The undertaken activities and the realized projects in the period May 2004 - May 2011 
improved the working conditions for the employees and enabled better conditions for normal 
performance of the basic functions and tasks in the National Bank. Yet, the cumulated problems 
in the previous years require longer period for their overcoming. In the National Bank, it was 
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perceived that the solution for the existing problems in order to improve the working conditions 
and to achieve higher standards relative to the existing ones can be accomplished by realizing 
several major projects, with higher investment values. Part of the long term solutions can be 
performed only with joint policy and joint investment projects between the National Bank and 
other entities which use the premises in the complex “Kompleks banki” Skopje. 

The further improvement of the working conditions can be achieved by preparing and 
realizing several major investment projects, for the following purposes:

reconstruction, extension and superstructure, within the premises owned by the Na-−	
tional Bank, so the operating premises in the National Bank would increase by additional 
2070 m². This project enables new operating space for offices, new modern system 
room, small meeting rooms, offices for the management of the National Bank, confer-
ence halls and other premises. For this purpose, the National Bank has prepared draft 
project, has ensured urbanism documentation, and during this year it is anticipated 
to finish the preparation of the key/interpretative projects thus enabling the required 
conditions for preparation of the documentation for conducting a procedure for public 
procurement and starting the creation of the investment project;

creating and equipping a new system room enabling replacement of the current two −	
system rooms which have low level of standards required for modern operating in the 
information technology. This project shall be performed within the project for recon-
struction, outbuilding and superstructure of the outbuilding - 1 in the “Kompleks banki” 
Skopje. The project activities for building and equipping of the new system room with 
high standards for technical security, temperature regulation, adequate energizing 
started;

creating and realization of project for replacing the existing facade, in order to ensure −	
better isolation from external effects to the facilities and premises in the National Bank, 
and to the total complex “Kompleks banki” Skopje. The realization of this project on long 
term shall improve the working conditions for the employees in the National Bank and 
shall enable considerable energy save. 

Intensified security and protection of the inventory and employees•	

In the period May 2004 - May 2011, within the administrative and technical 
operations, the activities were focused on ensuring security and protection of the inventory 
and employees, especially improvement of the organizational positioning, strengthening 
the procedures and processes for operating as well as, technical equipping and staffing the 
services.

The security and protection in the National Bank is organizationally positioned and it 
is functioning as joint service for security and protection of all entities which use the complex 
“Kompleks banki” Skopje. 

Within the security and protection, the physical security of the inventory, cultural 
inheritance (museum exhibits) and the employees, as well as the protection from natural 
disasters and other disasters, especially fires were given priority. 

Regarding the physical security, despite the security provided by human and material 
resources, the National Bank in the process of transport of the cash and other valuables uses 
strengthened security by specialized persons from competent services and with material assets 
by the competent ministry of interior. In order to ensure the highest possible safety in the process 
of transportation of the cash and other valuables, the National Bank since the beginning of 2008 
introduced its regular insurance and reinsurance with respected insurance companies. 
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Within the protection of inventory and employees, especially protection against fires, 
there is a special professional fire preventive unit operating in the National Bank with 16 
professional firemen and with ensured adequate certificates. 

With such organizational positioning of the security and protection in the period May 
2004 - May 2011, the National Bank successfully implemented this important task without any 
incidents. 

 Besides the established organization system, the compliance with the constant 
improvement of the internal regulation and the operating procedures for security and protection 
with the effective regulations438 in this area in the Republic of Macedonia influenced the good 
results in the implementation of the security and protection as well. 

In the period May 2004 - May 2011 the National Bank continued the started activities for 
continuous professional upgrading, training and other exercise activities for the employees, the 
process of licensing of the employees for performing operations in the security and protection 
area for own needs, as well as for possessing and carrying adequate weapon finished.

In the period 2008-2009 with the investments in the new modern equipment 
(monitors, higher software support, setup of professional cameras etc.), the capacity of the 
existing monitoring system for implementation of the security and protection expanded, 
improved and strengthened.

However, the professional researches made in 2009 and 2010 indicated that in the 
developed countries in Europe and wider, the central management, control and maintenance 
of the safety and infrastructure systems was practiced even more, and as a result of this the 
National Bank started the activities for preparing an adequate project for integration and 
broadening of the current monitoring system for physical and technical protection with the  
individual systems for infrastructure installation management (electricity, water-supply, air-
conditioning, alarm system etc.), and thus, creating unique building management system. 
The preparation of the project is anticipated to finish in 2011 when the physical realization of 
the investment would start, after the finalization of which the control, technical protection, 
maintenance of the infrastructure systems and other installations, as well as the global security 
and protection in the National Bank would considerably improve. The realization of the project 
for operating premises management would contribute to higher energy save, as well as general 
better working conditions for the employees in the National Bank.

In 2011 the process for more quality staffing of the security and protection service 
started, ensuring educated and young personnel, because in the structure of the current 
personnel for security and protection dominated persons who are older than the required 
standards for such type of operations. The process for staffing of the services shall continue in 
the following several years when more considerable number of persons are expected to retire 
on a pension.

438  In the period 2006-2011 the National Bank adopted and complied more rulebooks, instructions and procedures from 
the security and security area, among which were the following: Rulebook on physical security, Rulebook on protection 
of personal data, Guidelines on receiving of delegates and guests and larger number of traveling procedures. In the 
National Bank, despite the adopted internal acts, the plan documents from the security and rescuing area are in the 
final phase (before adoption), as the following: Assessment of danger from natural disasters and other disasters, the 
Plan for protection and rescuing from natural disasters and other disasters and the Decision on forming protection 
and rescuing units.
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Improvement of the office and archives operating•	

In the period May 2004 - May 2011, in the area of administrative and technical operations, 
the activities were focused on improvement in the office and archives operating in order to 
introduce new functionalities and to decrease the risks in the total operating. 

In 2006, within the office and archives operating internal acts and working procedures 
for compliance of the operations in this area with the regulations in the archiving area were 
adopted. In 2009, the service for office and archives operating was professionally strengthened 
with few new employees.

 
In this period, the activities were oriented also towards creating conditions for starting 

of the preparation of a project for electronic archives, which in practice shall enable for scanning 
of paper documents, electronic evidence, distribution and archiving of input and output and 
internal documents, as well as electronic access by the employees in their usage.

With the completition of the electronic archives project, the distribution and search of 
the archives materials will be faster and simplier and also the operating risks of eventual mistakes 
in the archives operating will be significantly reduced. 
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4.  CHANGES IN GOVERNANCE AND 
ORGANIzATION 

4.1. Legal framework 

The organization and the operations of the National Bank are regulated by special law. 
Within May 2004 - December 2010 period, these activities were performed in conformity with 
the Law on the National Bank439, which was adopted in January 2002 and which was amended in 
several occasions during its enforcement period. In December 2010, new Law on the National 
Bank440 was adopted, which was due to the need of improvement of the regulation after the 
frequent amending of the Law, as well as to the assumed commitments for compliance of national 
to European regulations in the associated process of the Republic of Macedonia towards EU. 

With the Law on the National Bank from 2002, the main objective - price stability 
maintenance was determined, to which the support of the economic policy and the financial 
stability in the country was made subservient. Pursuant to the provisions in the Law, the National 
Bank was established as independent legal entity in sole state ownership, with financial and 
administrative independence. Independence of the National Bank from the central government 
and government administration bodies in the realization of its functions was also prescribed. 

The National Bank, pursuant to the basic Law from 2002 and amendments made 
in July and December 2003, was competent for determining and conducting of monetary 
policy and Denar foreign exchange rate policy having the right for independent determining of 
the necessary instruments and measures for ensuring low and stable inflation. Among other 
functions of the National Bank, were regulation of the general liquidity in the banking system 
and liquidity in the payments to abroad and determining the payment system in accordance 
with other regulations pertaining to the payment systems, as well as issuance and distribution 
of banknotes and coins.  Also, the National Bank was determined as licensing, regulatory and 
supervisory body of banks and savings houses. In addition, the Law enabled establishment 
of information system for own needs and for the needs of the national statistical system in 
conformity with the regulations for the state statistics. As for the management of foreign 
reserves of the Republic of Macedonia, although under responsibility of the National Bank, the 
legal solution was agreed by the Governor and the Ministry of Finance. Pursuant to the Law, the 
National Bank was determined as a fiscal and financial agent for the central government and the 
government administration bodies, with explicit ban on approving any borrowings, credits or 
guarantees, except those with one-day maturity, without possibility to be renewed or prolonged, 
except for the servicing of the liabilities of RM towards IMF. With the amendments to the Law 
in June 2004, as a support to the first larger pension reform in the country, new function of 
the National Bank - custodian of the first private compulsory pension funds was introduced, 
while for the purpose of improvement of the safety and risk reduction in the banking sector, 
establishment and maintenance of the Credit Registry of the legal entities and natural persons 
towards banks and savings houses was enabled, as well as to improve short-term credit for 
solvent bank liquidity.  In December 2006, amendments were made according to which the 
stability of the banking system and the measures the National Bank undertakes to reach and 
maintain its stability, were elevated to the public interest level.       

With the basic Law from 2002 and the amendments from July 2003, the core 
capital of the National Bank was determined in fixed amount of Denar 1,289,789,232.00, 
without a possibility to be transferred or subjected to any encumbrance whatsoever, but it 
may be increased with a prior approval of the Government of RM. For the purpose of coverage 

439 Law on the National Bank “Official Gazette of RM” no. 3/2002, 51/2003, 85/2003, 40/2004, 61/2005 and 129/2006.
440 Law on the National Bank “Official Gazette of RM” no. 158/2010 
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of the general risks in the operations of the National Bank, the Law envisaged creation of 
general reserves up to the core capital level by allocating 20% of the net gain, while the 
residual of the net gain was allocated to the Budget of RM. The Law also prescribed creation of 
revaluation reserves from the calculated income generated from exchange rate and price 
changes, intended for coverage of the calculated expenditures from exchange rate and price 
changes. The possible loss of the National Bank should be covered from the general reserves, 
and if they are not sufficient, from the Budget of RM, or by issuance of government securities. In 
July 2005, after the full utilization of the general reserves for covering of the shown loss in 2004, 
amendments to the Law were made, prescribing the possibility for supplementing the general 
reserves with funds of the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia to the level of 40% of the core 
capital of the National Bank. With the amendments in December 2006, the amendment from 
July 2005 for supplementing the general reserves with funds from the Budget of the Republic of 
Macedonia became void, but the net gain percentage increased (from 20% to 70%) which the 
National Bank retains for fulfillment of the general reserves until the core capital level is reached, 
simultaneously determining the part of the net gain (of 15 %) which is retained in the general 
reserves also after reaching the core capital level.  

With the Law on the National Bank from 2010, except provisions for the national 
objectives and tasks of the National Bank, provisions for the tasks and competencies of the 
National Bank after the day of accession of the Republic of Macedonia in the European Union and 
the tasks and the authorizations after the introduction of Euro as monetary unit in the Republic 
of Macedonia were incorporated. 

This Law introduced several novelties regarding the layout of the national objectives 
and tasks.  

The most significant novelty is the introduction of the second objective of the National 
Bank - to contribute to maintenance of stable, competitive and market oriented financial 
system.  

From the aspect of the independence, the new Law, basically, confirmed the administrative 
and financial independence, while the functional independence intensified with additional legal 
requirements for adhering and non-amending the decisions of the National Bank Council by the 
central government and any level of government administration with explicit requirement for 
adherence to the functional independence of the National Bank. 

With the new Law, almost all functions in the previous Law are verified and more 
precisely and clearly developed as tasks of the National Bank. Some of them introduced 
shared competence. The largest novelty regarding the tasks is the provision for determining 
of the Denar foreign exchange rate regime with joint agreement between the National Bank 
and the Government, contrary to the previous Law, where it was in exclusive competence of 
the National Bank. Although the Law explicitly emphasized that the agreement on the foreign 
exchange rate regime should not jeopardize the realization of the main objective of the National 
Bank, such a change means reduction of the institutional independence of the National Bank. 
Other larger novelty is the comprehensive and clear defining of the rights and responsibilities of 
the National Bank for safety, soundness and efficiency of the payment, settlement and clearing 
systems including their oversight, thus finally establishing modern legal framework in this area.    
Also, the Law cancels the obligation for agreement between the Governor and the Minister 
of Finance regarding the foreign reserves management, explicitly stating the types of assets 
the foreign reserves can be placed and maintained in, adhering to the safety, soundness and 
profitability principles. For reaching the objectives and execution of the tasks, the Law confirms 
the independence of the National Bank in the selection of monetary and other operations and 
instruments, with the terms for the timeframe for extending liquidity loan in last resort being 
prescribed more precisely. The issuance of the national banknotes and coins remains to be the 
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exclusive right of the National Bank also according to this Law, with the novelties in this part 
being as follows: the right of the National Bank for determining the lowest denomination in the 
turnover with which the final calculation in the cash and non-cash turnover also in the business 
book are rounded, for which according to the previous Law approval from the Government of 
RM was required, as well as the amendment enabling the National Bank to give professional 
opinion for the authenticity of both the domestic and foreign currency. 

The provisions pertaining to the capital, reserves and the manner of their creation 
and use, the manner of distribution of the possible gain and loss coverage, are preserved 
in the new Law as in the previous one. The only novelty is the cancellation of the requirement 
for prior approval from the Government for increasing the capital, which can be increased only 
by a decision of the Parliament of RM on a proposal of the National Bank. With these provisions, 
especially with the provisions for gain distribution, the previous intention of the National Bank 
for increasing the basis for its financial independence was left unrealised.  

Novelties of higher importance that this Law introduces pertain to the relations of the 
National Bank with the Parliament of RM, which define not only the liabilities, but the rights 
of the National Bank, as well. Thus, for the first time the National Bank is given the possibility to 
submit opinion to the Parliament of RM on the draft laws pertaining to the tasks and objectives 
it is responsible for, which was not the case in the previous system solution. Also, it enables the 
Governor, except on the request of the Assembly of RM, on own initiative to address the Assembly 
and its commissions on the matters of the monetary policy, financial system and situation in 
the economy, which was not the case with the previous legal solution, when the Governor was 
obliged to inform on the National Bank operating once in six months only if it is required by the 
competent Parliament commissions.

The Law provisions pertaining to the relations of the National Bank with the 
Government of RM also improved. Provisions which clearly set the rights and responsibilities 
of the National Bank as a bank, financial consultant and fiscal agent of RM were defined. It 
incorporates provisions for regular meetings of the Governor and the Minister of Finance for 
issues from monetary and fiscal policy area, as well as for mutual informing on other issues 
of joint interest. The cooperation with the Government is stipulated with the legal right of the 
National Bank to give opinion on the issues referring to its main objective and tasks, as well 
as with the legal obligation of the Government for consultations with the National Bank in the 
preparation of regulations related to its objectives and tasks. The Law preserved the ban on 
direct or indirect crediting of the Government, or any other government body or other authority, 
as well as enterprises and institutions in dominant state ownership, with the possibility for 
crediting up to one day being strengthened with the requirement for its repayment during the 
same day. Also, legal ban on privileged access of these entities to the financial institutions has 
been introduced. 

4.2. Governance of the National Bank  

The highest governance body is the National Bank Council, which is chaired by the 
Governor, who has also the main executive function in the National Bank.  

The National Bank Council is responsible for the defining of the policies and controlling 
of their implementation, as well as for performing oversight of the operations of the National 
Bank. 

The Governor is responsible for the everyday functioning of the National Bank, being 
also authorized and liable for the implementation of the monetary and other policies of the 
National Bank. 
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Until December 2010, pursuant to the Law on the National Bank which was effective 
from January 2002 until December 2010, the Council consisted of the Governor, two Vice 
Governors and six nonexecutive members, a total of nine members, all of them appointed by 
the Parliament of RM. Such a legal solution means twice bigger number of nonexecutive (six) 
than executive (three) members in the Council, because pursuant to the Law, the Parliament 
appointed three Vice Governors, only two of which were appointed as Council members. The 
Governor and the nonexecutive members were appointed upon proposal of the President of RM, 
while the Vice Governors upon a proposal of the Governor, all of them with a seven-year term of 
office and with a right of another consecutive election for Governor and Vice Governors. 

With the new Law on the National Bank from December 2010, the total number of nine 
Council members was retained, but the number of executive members increased compared to 
the nonexecutive ones. Namely, pursuant to this Law, the Council consists of the Governor, all 
three Vice Governors and five non-executive members. The bigger number of Council members 
who are permanently professionally engaged in the National Bank, enables better institutional 
capacity of the National Bank and lower possible political influence. Also pursuant to this Law, 
the Council members are appointed by the Parliament while the nonexecutive members are 
now proposed by the Government of RM, not by the President of the RM, as it was stipulated 
in the previous Law, while previous solution was preserved regarding the executive members, 
i.e. the Governor is proposed by the President of RM, while the Vice Governors are proposed by 
the Governor. The Council members have seven-year term of office, as it was stipulated in the 
previous Law, with a right for reelection for both, the executive and nonexecutive members. 
The solution which enables, for the first time since the institutionalization of the National Bank 
as a central bank of the independent Republic of Macedonia, the Government of the Republic of 
Macedonia to propose Council members, in certain instances can mean bigger possibilities for 
the executive authority influence on the operations of the National Bank.

The Law adopted in December 2010 introduces also other novelties in the management 
and organization of the National Bank sessions. There is considerable change in the manner 
of decision making by the Council. Pursuant to the new Law, the decisions of the Council are 
adopted by simple majority of the members present at the meeting, in contrast to the previous 
Law, when the decisions were adopted by simple majority of the total number of members, 
with the presence of at least two thirds (six) of the Council members, including the Governor 
or the Vice Governor chairing the Council during the Governor’s absence. In addition, the new 
Law introduced a mechanism for a casting vote of the chairperson of the Council, in event of 
tied votes for certain decision. Other novelty is the legal requirement for holding minimum 10 
Council meetings per one calendar year, also permitting, with the rules of procedure of the 
Council, cases for organizing meetings and voting by teleconferencing, or other tested electronic 
means of telecommunication. Such legal solutions enable better efficiency in the operations of 
the National Bank Council, especially in the decision making necessary for the attainment of the 
main and other objectives of the National Bank. 

The composition and the changes in the composition of the National Bank Council within 
May 2004 - May 2011 period, as well as other appointed high officials in the National Bank in 
this period, are given in Annex 6.

Pursuant to the rules of procedure of the National Bank Council, the meetings of the 
Council are held at least once a month, by rule every last Thursday in the month, and even more 
frequently, if needed. From May 2004 until March 2011, the National Bank Council held totally 
83 sessions, at which total of 832 issues were discussed, or on average 10 issues at a session, 
adopting totally 307 decisions.
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Improvement of the decision making process in the National Bank through 
introduction of new working bodies

During the observed period, for the purpose of bigger efficiency and safety in the 
operations of the National Bank, new working bodies of the Council and Governor were 
introduced.  

In February 2005, Operational Monetary Policy Committee was established as regular 
working body of the National Bank Council, which is chaired by the Governor, while the 
Vice Governor responsible for the monetary policy conduct is the deputy. 

Also, several working bodies of the Governor were established, which are chaired by 
the Vice Governors according to their competencies: Foreign Reserves Investment Committee, 
Assets and Liabilities Management Committee, Information System Oversight Board, also 
establishing the Supervisory Committee, which is chaired by the head of the sector competent 
for the supervisory activities.

4.3. Organizational structure 

With the functional reorganization of the operations of the National Bank performed 
in April 2004441, the work processes for realization of the legal tasks of the National Bank are 
performed in three sectors grouped according to their functional connection and they are 
governed directly by the Vice Governors, while the work processes for supporting the operating 
of the central bank are performed in the Central Services Sector which is managed by the 
Secretary General of the National Bank. The internal audit, which pursuant to the Law on the 
National Bank is accountable for its operations to the National Bank Council, is performed 
in a special organizational unit led by manager and it is under the direct competence of the 
Governor. Pursuant to the Banking Law, the Governor is directly authorized for licensing and 
supervision of banks and savings houses in the Republic of Macedonia, because of which the 
supervision, banking regulations and financial stability are also within his direct competence. 
From organizational aspect, until December 2007, these work processes were performed within 
individual departments, while from 2007 in order to provide better coordination and mutual 
exchange of information, the departments we organized in special sector, which is governed by 
General Director. 

Until 2004, as of the smaller organizational units, there were 17 departments in the 
National Bank, plus the Governor’s Office, adequately grouped in sectors. In March 2005, for the 
purpose of rationalization of the operations and better coordination of the work processes, the 
number of departments reduced to 12. Such an organization of the work processes remained 
also in the following period, except for the supervisory activities which in 2007 were grouped in 
two individual departments, for on-site and off-site supervisory activities. 

The organizational structure of the National Bank during the observed period and the 
latest organizational structure are graphically presented in Annex 7.

441  With the Regulation on organizing the operations of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia no. 1078 from 
April 09.2004, and having in mind the best practices for the organizational structure of the central banks in the world, 
organizational restructuring of the operations and the work processes by departments and sectors was performed, 
in accordance with their interconnection depending on the functions and tasks the National Bank performs. 
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The organizational structure of the National Bank provides functional connection of 
the work processes and their rational, certain and efficient execution. Also, the vertically set 
accountability for strategic, tactical and operational level of decision making provides efficient 
management of the work processes. This enables liable, timely and quality execution of the 
tasks of the National Bank.

4.4. Employees and qualification structure

On May 20, 2011, the total number of employees in the National Bank equals 446, while 
the number of employees on May 20, 2004 equaled 420. The human resources policy of the 
National Bank in this period was directed towards providing balance between the number of new 
employments with the employees who left the National Bank from various reasons (retirement 
pension etc.), as well as change in the qualification structure of the employees upwards.  

Within May 2004 - May 20, 2011 period, as a result 
of the human resources policy, the qualification struc-
ture of the employees considerably improved. Thus 
the total number of employees with university degree 
(including masters of science and doctors of philosophy) 
on May 20, 2011 equals 264 (59% of the total number of 
employees), compared to May 20, 2004 when this number 
equaled 183 (44% of the total number of employees). The 
number of employees having university degree  increased 
by 31%, the number of masters of science by 2.2 times, 
while currently six employees are doctors of philosophy.  

Table 47
Qualification structure of the employees at the end of the period

The number of employees by organizational units is determined in the human 
resources plan prepared on the basis of the annual plan of activities of each organizational 
unit. During this seven-year period, the National Bank performed staff allocation in individual 
organizational units according to the volume and the nature of the regular work processes and 
tasks, as well as the needs for performing the program commitments and tasks defined in the 
annual programs.  

Table 46
Number of employees
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Table 48
Number of executives by organizational units 

The average age of the employees of the National Bank as of May 20, 2011 equals 45.33 
and it differs slightly from the average on May 20, 2004 when it equaled 44.19. 

Table 49
Average age of the employees, as of the end of the period

Such a slight movement of the average age of the employees in the last seven-
year period is due to the age structure of the employees in 2004, when approximately 
63% of the employees were at the age over 40, as well as to the fact that most of them remain to 
work in the National Bank until their retirement. However, as a result of the policy for employment 
of principally young personnel, in the last period, the number of employees up to 30 years 
increased from 42 to 69. 
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Table 50
Number of employees by age groups* 

* Number of employees without temporary engaged workers.

4.5. Preparation of the annual work programs

In 2004, for the first time a Work Program of the National Bank was prepared. The 
preparation of the annual work programs became a regular annual practice. Within the work 
programs the activities, deadlines and the executors of the tasks are precisely noted, for 
each organizational unit of the National Bank. By introducing the annual work programs, the 
functioning of the National Bank significantly improved, with respect to the accomplished tasks, 
as well as regarding quality and timeliness.  

The realization of the activities envisaged within annual work programs enables 
continuous functioning of the National Bank, achievement of the objectives and responsibilities 
defined by law, as well as further development of the institutional capacity.   

In the past seven years, the process of annual planning of the activities enabled higher 
level of transparency and accountability in the operations of the National Bank. In this regard, 
equal contribution comes from the regular annual reports for the realization of the annual 
programs, which are also prepared at the end of each year. The Work Program and the Report 
for the realization of the Work Program are published on the web site of the National Bank.  

4.6. Celebration of the 60th Anniversary - 1946-2006

2006 was particularly significant year for the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, 
but also for the history of the country’s financial system as a whole. In fact, in October 2006, 
we commemorated sixty years since the beginning of the central-banking activities on the 
territory of the Republic of Macedonia. In order to give the jubilee the true meaning, in the 
period of October 20 to 21, 2006, the National Bank organized a series of events to mark the 
anniversary.

The celebration of the jubilee was inaugurated with a solemn Academy on October 20, 
2006. The Governor of the National Bank addressed the large number of guests, followed by 
an address by then-General Manager of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) and then- 
President of the Republic of Macedonia. The celebration, besides eminent guests from Macedonia 
was attended by a number of international guests. Especially important for the National Bank 
was the presence of central bank governors of the Republic of Albania, Montenegro, Serbia, 
Republic of South Africa, Hungary, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Bulgaria, and the Vice Governors 
and top management of the central banks of EU Member States, Argentina, Israel, Turkey, 
Croatia, Moldova and the central bank of Central African states. Also, this event was attended 
by around fifty representatives of other central banks, international financial institutions and 
other foreign institutions.
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On October 21, as part of the celebration of the 60th anniversary an international 
conference was held on the “Monetary Policy Challenges Under Current Account Deficit”. The 
opening address at the conference was given by the Governor of the National Bank. The then-
CEO of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) had a formal address at the conference, 
focusing on the elements of good governance by central banks. Other speakers at the conference 
were: a senior representative of the European Central Bank, the former Governor of the Bank 
of Israel, the then-Governor of the Central Bank of Hungary, the then-Vice-Governor of the 
Bank of Slovenia, a senior official from the German Bundesbank, the then-Vice-Governor of the 
Czech National Bank and prominent representatives of the international academic community 
in Slovenia.

 
On the occasion of the important anniversary, the National Bank of the Republic published 

the monograph “60 Years of Central Banking in the Republic of Macedonia”, which is especially 
rare and valuable historical description of the development of financial, banking and especially 
central-banking activities on the territory of the Republic of Macedonia. The monograph was 
published in Macedonian and in English and it was presented within the framework of the 
celebration of the jubilee before the large number of domestic and international guests. For the 
National Bank this monograph is a significant overview of the development of central banking in 
our country, evidence of the tradition our institution is proud of, but also a reminder for younger 
generations of economists about a different period of the past. The contents and the way they 
are presented may be interesting not only for economists, but for many history lovers, as this 
is a special and unique guide throughout the economic history of the Republic of Macedonia in 
the past sixty years.

4.7 National Bank Annual Award
 

For stimulating the development of the science and creation of works in the macroeconomic 
area, as well as for affirmation of young and professional staff, the National Bank of the 
Republic of Macedonia since 2007 bestows Annual Award for Young Researchers for best work 
in the macroeconomic area. The bestowing of the award is on April 26 on the occasion of the 
anniversary of the macroeconomic independence of the Republic of Macedonia. The National 
Bank of the Republic of Macedonia on its web-page and in several media publically announces 
the competition for bestowing the annual award, as well as the bestowed work.

List of awarded authors and papers

In 2007 the Annual Award for best work in the macroeconomic area was bestowed to 
Branimir Jovanovic for the paper on topic: “Calculation of the fundamental balance exchange rate 
of the Denar”. The second best work was the paper on topic: “Model of sustainable unemployment 
rate in the transition countries, with special focus on the Republic of Macedonia” prepared by 
Dimitar Nikoloski, MSc.

In 2008 only second award was bestowed for the paper on topic: “Investments Policy 
– the case of the Republic of Macedonia” by Saso Nefovski.

In 2009 the Annual Award for best paper in the macroeconomic area was bestowed to 
Dusko Joseski, MSc., for the paper on topic: “Investments in the infrastructure and GDP growth: 
Meta-Regression analysis”.

In 2010 the Annual Award for best paper in the macroeconomic area was bestowed to 
Blagica Nikoloska, MSc. for the paper on topic: “Analysis of the role of the banking system in the 
economic growth: the case of Macedonia”.

In 2011 the Annual Award for best paper in the macroeconomic area was bestowed to 
Nikica Mojsoska-Blazavski, Ph.D for the paper on topic: “Detaxication: The Labor Cost Effect on 
Employment in Macedonia”.
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5.  IMPROVEMENT OF THE ACCOUNTING SySTEM 
AND FINANCIAl REPORTING

Providing financial independence and an adequate level of capital and reserves of the 
central bank is a precondition for an efficient completion of the tasks and achievement of the 
main objective – price stability and the other objectives of the Central Bank. Therefore, financial 
independence of the central bank is one of the main requirements for international and EU 
integration of the countries. The international requirements for financial independence are also 
accompanied by requests for clear and transparent financial responsibility of the central bank, 
so it is therefore of crucial importance to provide adequate accounting policies and financial 
reporting. Their main aim is to provide timely and truthful information for the management of 
the central bank and the public regarding the revenues, expenditures and financial position of 
the central bank. 

A basis for financial independence of the National Bank provided ever since the first 
Law on National Bank442 adopted at monetary independence of the Republic of Macedonia on 26 
April 1992. With the amendments in the legal framework for its operating, there were frequent 
changes in the manner of distribution of the profit of the National Bank, i.e. the ratio of the part 
of the profit intended for increasing reserves of the National Bank and the part of the profit that 
is allocated in the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia. In the past period, the legal solution 
for possible loss of the National Bank was that it is covered from the Budget of the Republic of 
Macedonia.  

5.1. Changes in the Legal Framework

Capital and distribution of the financial result

In the period from 2004 to December 2010, the National Bank was carrying out its 
financial operations in accordance with the Law on the National Bank, which was in force since 
January 2002, taking into consideration that the legal provisions for the manner of allocation of 
the profit were changed at several instances. 

The initial capital of the National Bank was determined with the Law in the amount of 
1,254,717,815.50 denars, whereas the amendments of the Law in 2003 set the amount of the 
initial capital at 1,289,789,232.00 denars, amount that has remained till the present moment. 
The initial capital, in accordance with the legal provisions cannot be transmitted or be an object 
to any burdening. 

Until 2005, 20% of the net profit after appropriation  of the calculated unrealized 
gains in the revaluation reserves443 were allocated in the general reserves of the National Bank 
(up to the level of the initial capital), and the rest was allocated in the Budget of the Republic of 
Macedonia. The Law also gave the opportunity of increasing the initial capital of the National 
Bank with the allocation of the net profit, but with previous approval by the Government of the 
Republic of Macedonia. 

In 2005, due to the reported loss in the financial 2004 (see part 4.3 Financial Reports 
about the reasons for the reported loss in 2004), the Law was supplemented with a paragraph 
which introduced the ability for supplementing the general reserves. The change stipulated 

442 Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, “Official Journal of RM” No. 26/1992 
443 Accordingto the Law, revaluation reserves were composed from net positive unrealized foreign exchange differences  

and from net positive revaluation of gold and were used only for covering of net negative unrealised foreign exchange 
differences and net negative revaluation of gold. 
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the following: in case the National Bank fully uses the general reserves for covering a loss, the 
Republic of Macedonia should provide means from the Budget to supplement them in the amount 
of up to 40% from the initial capital. 

The changes in December 2006 annulled the provision for supplementing the 
general reserves from the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia which was added in 2005, and 
the manner of allocation of the net profit was changed, which remained after appropriation for 
the revaluation reserves. It was enabled that from the profit, up to attaining the level of the 
initial capital, 70% be allocated in the general reserves in the National Bank, whereas the rest 
to the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia, while after attaining the level of the initial capital, 
the percentage distributed in the general reserves decreases to 15%, while the rest, intended 
for the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia, increases. 

The new Law on the National Bank444 from 2010 specified the manner of determining 
the financial result of the National Bank (net profit or loss) in accordance with the International 
Financial Reporting standards (IFRS) and distributable earnings  for distribution for general 
reserves of the National Bank and for the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia. The distributable 
earnings are determined by deducting from the net profits / loss the total amount of unrealized 
gains and by allocating an equivalent amount to the respective revaluation reserve accounts.  
The part from the realized gains, which has been distributed in the revaluation reserves accounts 
in the past years, is added to the distributable earnings by deducting from revaluation reserve 
accounts. Unrealized losses will be transferred to the respective unrealized revaluation reserve 
accounts until such time as these revaluation reserve accounts have a zero balance, after that 
these losses shall be covered by the current year’s profit, then by the general reserve account 
and subsequently by capital.

The distributable earnings are appropriated 70% to the general reserve account and 
the rest to the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia, whereas after the attaining of the level of 
the initial capital, the percentage that is distributed in the general reserves decreases to 15%, 
and the percentage for the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia increases. If the National Bank 
scores a negative distributable earning, it is covered first from the general reserves. If the value 
of the assets of the National Bank is lower than the sum of its liabilities and the capital, then the 
lack of capital will be covered from the Government of the Republic of Macedonia in cash or with 
transferrable debt bonds. 

The frequent legal amendments in the manner of allocation of the profit of 
the National Bank point out to the fact that a true solution has not been found yet for 
providing an adequate level of capital and reserves of the central bank, which is an 
essential issue in the corpus of conditions for providing its autonomy.

Financial Reporting of the National Bank 

The Law from 2002 established for the first time the obligation to prepare annual 
financial reports of the National Bank in accordance with the International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS) which include the International Accounting Standards (IAS). Initial financial 
reports were prepared in accordance with IFRS for the financial year 2002, but the IFRS were not 
completely implemented in the accounting books. In the financial year 2004, the adjustments 
included in the financial reports from 2002 and 2003 were implemented in the accounting 
books for harmonization with the IFRS requirements, thus achieving full financial reporting in 
accordance with the IFRS. 

444 Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia”, “Official Journal of RM” No. 158/10. 
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5.2. Improvement of the accounting system

After the implementation of the adjustments in accordance with IFRS into the accounting 
books for 2004, in the period 2005-2010 the National Bank intensively worked on the improvement 
of the accounting principles and rules, introducing management accounting, automation of the 
accounting processes and promoting financial reporting. 

Improvement of the accounting policies and rules •	

In the period 2005 to 2010, the Council of the National Bank adopted several accounting 
policies on the basis of which the governor stipulated more detailed rules for recording certain 
types of assets and liabilities, and also adopted the Basic Policies for Accounting Record Keeping 
and Financial Reporting, which significantly promoted the accounting framework and determined 
the basic rules for accounting reporting. 

In 2005 the following policies were adopted:

Accounting policies−	 445 and procedures for the receivables of the National Bank446

Accounting policies−	 447 and rules for recording the investments in foreign securities and 
monetary gold448 

Accounting principles−	 449 and rules for recording repo transactions450

Accounting policies−	 451 and rules for recording credit work on behalf and for the account 
of the state452

Accounting policies and procedures for the receivables of the National Bank

The accounting policy for the receivables of National Bank determined the manner 
and procedure for accounting process with all, and especially with the matured uncollected 
receivables of National Bank. It determined the manner of recognition and measurement of the 
receivables, the due period of the receivables and the period for calculating a penalty interest 
for uncollected receivables unless they are regulated with an agreement or with another act 
of National Bank, the manner of provisioning the receivables that have not been paid for in a 
given period, the moment of transferring the regular claims to suspicious and doubtful claims, 
the treatment of paid advances for judicial procedures and the final write offs of suspicious and 
doubtful claims. This accounting policy has contributed to continual and timely measurement 
of the balance positions of National Bank, and the collection of the payments for receivables has 
significantly improved after its implementation. 

Accounting policies and rules for recording the investments in foreign securities 
and monetary gold

For recording and measurement of the monetary gold and the investments in foreign 
securities, the National Bank stipulated a policy and detailed rules. The rules envisaged monthly 
valuation of the gold according to its market price from the London Bullion Market  in US dollars, 
and daily valuation of the securities according to their market price with the application of the 
security by security principle. This policy has provided objective measurement and valuation 

445 S.P.02-15/X-1/2005 from 30.11.2005
446 02.14/150-2005 from 09.12.2005
447 S.P.02-15/VIII-2/2005 from 29.09.2005
448 02-14/138-2005 from 11.11.2005
449 S.P.02-15/ VIII-1/2005 from 29.09.2005
450 02-14/117-2005 from 05.10.2005
451 02-15/ IX-1/2005 from 27.10.2005
452 02-14/140-2005 from 21.11.2005
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of the monetary gold and the securities and implementation of the IFRS. It also enabled the 
implementation of the legal provisions for appropriation or covering the calculated price and 
exchange rate changes into/from the revaluation  reserves for the purpose of protection from 
future risks, instead of their distribution in the Budget of the Republic of Macedonia. 

Accounting policies and rules for recording repo transactions 

Parallel with the activities for the development of the secondary markets for trading with 
securities in the Republic of Macedonia and the introduction of repo operations of the National 
Bank with securities, an accounting policy was also determined, as well as rules for the manner 
of recognition and recording the repo transactions in the balance of the National Bank. 

Accounting policies and rules for recording the credit transactions on behalf and 
on the account of the government

The accounting record keeping process of the National Bank up till 2005 did not record 
the receivables and liabilities from the commission work of the National Bank, as the fiscal 
agent of the government, after the placement of foreign credits and credit lines in the business 
banks on behalf and on the account of the government. The adoption of the policies and rules 
stipulated accounting record keeping of the receivables and the liabilities as part of foreign 
credit lines placed in the banks on behalf and on the account of the government, thus ensuring 
their realistic display in the balance of the National Bank as commission relations. In this way, 
the recommendation of the State Auditing Bureau is realized, which is contained in the Report 
for auditing of the financial statements of National Bank for 2003. 

In 2006 the following policies and rules were adopted: 
Accounting policies−	 453 and rules for recording the inventories and small inventory in 
use454 

Accounting rules for recording deposited funds in foreign and domestic currency−	 455 

Accounting rules for recording business trips and professional advancement abroad−	 456  

Analytical chart of accounts for the needs of the National Bank.−	 457 

Accounting policies and rules for recording inventories and small inventory in use

The accounting policy and the rules for recording inventories and small inventory laid 
down a single manner of recognizing the inventories of the office materials and other materials, 
reserve parts and small inventory at cost and full recognition of the expenditures with the 
application of the principle “first in first out” (FIFO). During the previous course of work of the 
National Bank, the putting in use the office and other materials and spare parts was carried out 
at average pondered prices, and the putting in use of the small inventory – through the FIFO 
principle. The write off (correction of value) of the small inventory was carried out in a period 
of 5 years with an annual rate of 20%458. Until 2006 there were several databases of inventories 
and small inventory in use in the National Bank which caused different problems in the managing 
of these materials. 

453 S.P.02-15/IV-1/2006 from 26.04.2006
454 05-2992/2006 from 19.05.2006 
455 7349 from 19.12.2006 
456 05-7650 from 29.12.2006 
457 5694 from 02.10.2006 
458 In accordance with the Rulebook for the manner of calculating the amortization and revalorization of the materials 

and removal of the small inventory in the National Bank, from 1987
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These accounting rules contributed to significant promotion of the recording through 
the establishment of a single integrated material and financial recording for the events related to 
the increase of the inventories of materials, spare parts and small inventory, their putting in use, 
the recording of expenditures and correction of value for the small inventory in use, recording 
lack and surplus of inventories and small inventory in use. The record is based on all data from 
the incoming invoices and is used for management of the inventories, monitoring their stock 
and use, and for reporting. The establishment of an applicative solution for the monitoring of 
the inventories and their developments significantly facilitated the management and monitoring 
of the inventories and small inventory in National Bank. 

Accounting rules for recording the deposited funds in foreign and domestic 
currency 

Effective means for payment  confiscated by various state bodies and assets on the basis 
of surety are deposited temporarily in the National Bank. Until 2006, the temporarily deposited 
effective means for payment (foreign and domestic currency) were recorded in the off balance 
sheet accounts of the National Bank, only by currency. In 2006, accounting rules were adopted, 
which established regular balance sheet recording according to cases with detailed records 
for the cases and the currency. The establishment of these rules significantly facilitated the 
monitoring of the cases and the procedures undertaken for the documents by the adequate 
bodies. 

Accounting rules for recording of business trips and professional advancement 
abroad 

Until the end of 2006, the advances for business trips abroad were recorded in denars in 
the accounting, whereas the costs for travel were expressed with the application of the exchange 
rate on the date when the advance were taken, and the realize exchange rate differences were 
recognized. An adequate manner of accounting record keeping of the costs for business trips 
and for professional development abroad was determined in order to provide recording of claims 
by the employees in the currency in which the advances were taken and recording of the costs 
at the moment of settling at the exchange rate on the date. 

Analytical chart of accounts for the needs of the National Bank 

An analytical chart of accounts of six digits was used for the accounting record keeping of 
the transaction in the general ledger of the National Bank within the frame of the groups and the 
accounts laid down by the Rulebook for the content of the accounts in the chart of accounts for 
banks and financial saving institutions (Official Journal of R. Macedonia No. 51/95 and 79/02). 
In the different applications administered by various organizational units, the accounting record 
keeping was carried out with the use of analytical chart of accounts of four, five, six or seven 
digits, and there were differences in the account titles which were not fully harmonized with 
the account titles from the general ledger. The accounting data from the different applications 
were transferred to the general ledger according to the number of the account. An Analytical 
Accounting Chart of Accounts of the National Bank with a unique implementation in the different 
accounting applications was designed and determined, whose purpose was to establish a single 
manner of use of the accounts in the applications, as well as to use a single number and title of 
the accounts, as a precondition for establishing a single integrated accounting system. 

In 2007 the following policies and rules were adopted: 

Basic accounting policies for accounting record keeping and reporting of the National −	
Bank459 

459	ОP.No.02-15/VII-1/2007	from	18.07.2007	
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Accounting rules for investment in certificates of deposit−	 460 

Accounting rules for record keeping of investments in property, equipment and non-−	
material assets461

Basic accounting policies for accounting record keeping and financial reporting of 
the National Bank

The accounting framework laid down by the Council of the National Bank at the end 
of 2003 was valid until July 2007. In order to improve the accounting framework and financial 
reporting, in 2007 the Council adopted Basic accounting policies for accounting record keeping 
and reporting of the National Bank. These policies stipulated the basic principles for recording 
the transactions in the general ledger, and the forms and deadlines for financial reporting of the 
National Bank were stipulated for the first time. 

Accounting rules for investing in certificates of deposit

Detailed rules for the manner of record keeping of the investment in certificates of deposit  
were stipulated in 2007, determining the measurement of the investments in deposit certificates 
according to the principle certificate by certificate, which enabled objective measurement and 
valuation of the investments in  certificates of deposit. This ensured the implementation of the 
IFRS, as well as of the legal provisions for managing the calculated price and exchange rate 
changes. 

Accounting rules for recording the investments in property equipment and 
intangible  assets

Until 2007, there were several bases of records of property, equipment and 
intangible assets in the National Bank, which caused various problems in the managing of 
these assets. In 2007, an analysis was made of the established evidences of the National Bank 
assets, and a reassessment was done of the useful lives of the fixed assets and intangible 
assets. The following steps were undertaken on the basis of the analysis of the residual value of 
the National Bank assets and useful live, in order to timely plan resources for renewing the old 
equipment, as well as realistic amortization and depreciation in regard to the useful live: 

Reassessment and change of the useful live of certain assets; −	

Calculating the amortization and depreciation on the basis of different useful lives (with −	
different rates of amortization and depreciation for the parts or the supplements to the 
assets); 

Establishing single integrated records of the property, equipment and intangible as-−	
sets of National Bank (except for the numismatic coins for which the record keeping is 
in a separate application, in accordance with the requirements for record keeping of 
numismatic values). 

On the basis of the analysis, accounting rules were made and adopted on recording the 
investments in property, equipment and intangible assets, thus greatly promoting the record 
keeping of the fixed assets. The new rules established integrated material and financial record 
keeping which has satisfied the needs for managing the property, equipment and intangible assets, 
the needs for financial record keeping and calculating the amortization and depreciation. 

In 2008, accounting rules for record keeping of transactions with cash and 

460 3318 from 23.05.2007 
461 4607 from 18.07.2007 
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other valuables were adopted462. These accounting rules determined the record keeping of 
transactions  for minting coins, transactions with banknotes and coins and other values. In 2009, 
there were also preparations for the implementation of the new chart of accounts for banks and 
saving institutions, which was supposed to be adopted as of January 2009.  The existing chart 
of accounts was being linked to the new chart of accounts, repeated bookings were stipulated, 
where it was necessary to apply the sector-division of the claims and obligations, as well as 
undertaking the necessary activities for replacement of the chart of accounts with all accounting 
applications in the National Bank in order to harmonize their implementation. 

In 2009, accounting rules for record keeping of foreign exchange deposit of 
the domestic banks were adopted463. The accounting rules for recording foreign exchange 
deposits of domestic banks were adopted because of introducing of the new instrument of the 
National Bank, and they stipulate the manner of accounting record keeping and the necessary 
documentation for: placing a foreign exchange deposit in the National Bank by the banks, 
interest of the exchange rate deposit, maturity of the deposit, early use-withdrawal of the FX 
deposit and calculating the penalty interest for unfulfilling the obligations after the undertaken 
auction of FX deposits. From 1 January 2009, with the enforcement of the new regulations 
for accounting record keeping and reporting of the banks, which also referred to the National 
Bank in the part of the application of the new chart of accounts, the new Chart of accounts 
was implemented in all accounting applications. 

In 2010, accounting rules for record keeping of FX assets and liabilities and 
monetary gold were adopted. These rules contributed to: 

Confirming the manner of record keeping of the existing transactions in operating with −	
FX and transactions with gold of the National bank,

Harmonization of the accounts in the existing rules for record keeping with the −	
accounts from the chart of accounts of the banks, which began to be implemented since  
01.01.2009,

Defining the manner of record keeping of the new translations which the National Bank −	
plans to carry out (FX repo transactions and swop transactions),

Transfer from monthly to daily revalorization of the golden deposits,−	

Simplifying the manner of record keeping of the revenues and expenditures that arise −	
from the FX transactions through the use of the revenue and expenditure accounts, thus 
eliminating the suspense active and passive accounts through which these transactions 
were reflected. This eliminates the ongoing transfer of monetary means between the 
transaction accounts of the National Bank on monthly level, and the activities with the 
realized revenues (charged) and realized expenditures (paid) are carried out once a 
year, between the account of the National Bank for operational work and the accounts 
of the National Bank for foreign exchange work. 

Other rulebooks, policies and procedures for improvement of the accounting •	
system 

Inventory process of the assets and liabilities 

In the period from 2004 to 2010, inventory process were compiled several times in 
order to synchronize the accounting balance with the actual situation, and in order to update the 
accounting and material record keeping. In order to improve the manner and the deadlines for 
carrying out of an inventory of the assets and liabilities, in November 2006 a new more detailed 
Rulebook for the manner and deadlines of carrying out the inventory of the assets and liabilities 

462 614 from 25.09.2008 
463 661 from 03.02.2009 
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and for harmonizing the accounting with the actual situation of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia was adopted. The Rulebook was changed and updated several times since, so that 
the last one, which is currently used, is from 2010464. 

The Rulebook established the process of carrying out inventory, several inventory 
commissions were formed in order to finish the inventory process for the previous year by the 
middle of January the following year, the form of all inventory lists was defined for different 
types of assets and liabilities, for some types of assets and liabilities documents were created 
for easier control of the enumerated assets and liabilities, whereas the manner of carrying out 
the inventory process, preparing the report and submitting it was stipulated for all assets and 
liabilities. This Rulebook also determined the carrying out of the emergency inventory, and a 
great part of the inventory lists appeared in electronic version. 

Liquidation of the accounting documents for made procurements and services

In 2005, a Rulebook for liquidation of accounting documents for made procurements 
and services was adopted465, which established the procedures for correct liquidation of the 
documents. The Rulebook stipulated the manner of confirming the reliability of the documents, 
the manner of performing procurement from the aspect of the Law on Public Procurements, 
the responsibility of the involved departments  in liquidation of the documents, the manner of 
confirmation of the received services or goods, approval of the payment and the payment of 
the liabilities. 

Decision for single tariff of fees for the services carried out by the National Bank of 
the Republic of Macedonia466

The National Bank collects fees for the services it carries out in the course of its work, 
in accordance with the Tariff for Allowances, adopted by the Council of the National Bank. In 
the period between 2005 and 2010, several changes of the Decision were made regarding the 
amount of the fees for the services, as well as regarding the introduction of fees for new types 
of tasks. 

Analysis and ordering of the National Bank off-balance sheet record keeping•	

In 2007 and 2008, analysis of the off-balance record keeping was carried out, and 
several activities were undertaken for ordering the record keeping according to types of areas: 
received securities and other instruments as securing quality performing of the liabilities of the 
vendors from the contracts for operational work and other engagements, claims from bankrupt 
banks and saving institutions and other disputable claims, depot and tax stamps, golden coins, 
silver coins, catalogues and specimen, other values received in the depot – confiscated from state 
bodies, materials for printing money and coin blanks for minting coins. Quarterly monitoring 
of the accounting balance and preparation of inventory lists was established, advancing the 
automation of the processes.

The report for off-balance record keeping is made for the purposes of harmonizing the 
data, especially in the part of record keeping of the tax stamps for cigarettes and alcohol as 
activities entrusted to the National Bank, material record keeping of the jubilee coins, as well 
as the coin blanks for minting coins, which are an object of inventory. If necessary, this report 
is submitted to KUAP, in order to inform for the situation of the off-balance record keeping and 
adoption of conclusions for specific activities. 

464 Rulebook No. 6505 from 8.11.2006, Rulebook No.4783 from 26.07.2007, Rulebook No. 5852 from 15.09.2008 and No. 

7145 from 6.11.2008 and No. 4748 from 1.07.2009, and Rulebook No.4764 from 12.07.2010. 
465 Rulebook No.03-18 from 30.12.2005 
466 “Official Journals of the Republic of Macedonia” No. 2/05, 22/05, 16/06, 128/06, 138/06, 25/07, 54/07, 91/07, 134/07, 

157/09, 13/10, 67/10, 158/10. 
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Automation of the accounting processes •	

In the period 2004-2010, the accounting processes were automated along with the 
revision of the existing and introduction of new accounting policies and rules. For improving the 
functionality, significant amendments and supplements to the general ledger were made: record 
keeping of costs by organizational units, record keeping of liabilities by agreements, preparation 
of balance sheets and  report -list with analytical data, preparing a report of suspicious and 
disputable claims and other auxiliary reports. For the reduction of the operative risks, the control 
processes were broadened and automatic acceptance and data transmission from and into the 
separate applications was introduced, enabling the separate organizational units to use date 
from the general ledger for the needs of their working activities. 

During 2004 and 2005, with the establishment of electronic records of the numismatic 
collection, the accounting record keeping was harmonized with the analytical one. 

In 2006 the accounting record keeping processes and calculations of the costs for 
business trips and professional development were automated. In 2007 a new Rulebook was 
adopted on the manner of calculation and payment of allowances, travel costs and other received 
sources in the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia467, which better regulates the manner of 
approval and calculation of the costs for business trips and other allowances. Automated reports 
were made in order to better follow the costs for business trips and professional development. 
In 2010 there was optimization of this application solution – replacement with a new on, and in 
2011 linking with the general ledger. 

In 2007, after the adoption of the standard forms of financial reporting, a new application 
solution was introduced for automated preparing of the financial reports (balance sheet, profit-
and-loss statement), reports for exchange rate risk, liquid risk and interest risk in Excel with the 
possibility of selection of many dates and processing of series), which has shortened the time 
needed for making and publishing them. This application solution is constantly being upgraded 
with new report forms in accordance with the needs for improvement the financial reporting 
and the changes in the IFRS. 

In the period from 2007 to 2010, in the focus was the process of automation of the 
financial planning and investment planning process, which provided a higher degree of efficiency 
in the preparation of the plans, their changes and the monitoring of their realization. 

In 2009, adjustments of the electronic accounting record keeping were made in order to 
apply the new chart of accounts, both in the general ledger and in the individual applications. 

Starting from 2006, the introduction of single electronic evidence began for integrated 
material working, basic assets and other incoming invoices. This software is constantly begin 
upgraded and ensures automation of the accounting processes for recording the procurement 
of goods, tracking the inventories and fixed assets and calculation of the amortization, enables 
automatic generation of orders for record keeping in the general ledger, preparation of inventory 
lists for inventory process of the fixed assets, inventories and the small inventory in use. In 2010, 
another significant upgrading was made, thus, starting from 2011, single record keeping and 
processing of all incoming invoices was enabled. 

In 2008, for the implementation of the legal changes in the manner of calculation of 
the salaries and application of the gross principle468, a new applicative solution was created, 

467 Rulebook No. 9720 from 26.12.2007, changes: No. 653 from 04.02.2009, No. 2214 from 12.03.2009 and No. 4473 
from 30.06.2010

468 In accordance with the new Law on contributions for the obligatory and social insurance Official journal No. 142/08 
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changing the manner of calculation of salaries with the application of the gross principle. The 
payment of the salaries is done automatically, through the RTGS system, on a transaction 
account of each employee, with electronically signed payment orders. At the same time, a 
special electronic record keeping was established for paid personal tax and other allowances of 
the job, as well as payments for the employees and for the external contractors, in accordance 
with the Law on Personal Tax. 

In 2010 electronic record keeping of denar cash resources was improved, and electronic 
record keeping of FX cash resources was established, which enabled analytical record keeping 
according to denomination structure of the foreign currencies and the denars, and automatic 
record keeping of the changes in the general ledger. 

In 2010 electronic record keeping was established on the undertaken obligations of the 
bankruptcy estate of the former Bank for External Trade (BNT), which enabled a greater control 
of the servicing of the obligations and easier communication with the bank, which has been set 
to service these obligations. The previously undertaken documents for the obligations from the 
bankruptcy division of BNT were only in hardcopy.

Introducing a system of planning, following, and managing the revenues and •	
expenditures 

In order to facilitate the decision-making process regarding the financial-material 
working of the bank, activities began in 2005 for introducing management accounting through 
establishing a system for planning, following and managing the revenues and expenditures. 
During the same year, electronic record keeping of the costs by organizational units was 
established. 

In 2006 the focus was on improvement the procedures of planning and preparation 
of the Financial Plan of the National Bank. A Rulebook was designed and adopted for carrying 
out and following realization of a Financial Plan, Investment Plan and Procurement Plan469, and 
following of the revenues and expenditures by organizational units was introduced. In that 
way, opportunities were created for cost analysis by individual segments from the National 
Bank operating. The Rulebook stipulates that the National Bank Financial Plan is prepared for 
the planning year and two following years. The annual Financial Plan is adopted by the National 
Bank Council, whereas the governor adopts a summarized annual plan and analytical Financial 
Plan for 3 years. 

Since 2006, regular monthly information are prepared for performing the Financial Plan 
of the National Bank, with a detailed analysis of the planned and accomplished revenues and 
expenditures of the National Bank and regular monthly information for following the realization 
of the Investment Plan. Expected financial results projections are designed at least twice a year 
and when needed. 

In the period between 2007 and 2010, the planning process was automated 
through electronic gathering of the necessary data for designing the Financial Plan and the 
Investment Plan, and following of the Financial Plan’s realization at the overall Bank level and 
at organizational unit level, annually and quarterly. Namely, in 2007 only the templates for 
data gathering and planning that contain data for the realization of the previous periods were 
established electronically. The planning system is a complex process and applies about 15 types 
of templates. Quarterly data for the first planning year are planned, as well as annual data for 
the upcoming two planning years. In 2008 an electronic system for preparation of a financial 
plan on the basis of the data from the planning templates was established, which enabled quick 

469  Rulebook No. 4521 from 04.08.2006 as amended and supplemented with No. 8441, from 25.12.2009 
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and efficient monitoring of the plans at organizational unit level. In 2009 the improvement of 
the manner of presentation of the Financial Plan structure was carried out, which enabled an 
improved monitoring of separate types of revenue and expenditure categories from the aspect 
of the functions of the National Bank. These changes were supported by the change of the 
automated form of the plans. In 2010 an electronic system for preparing the Investment Plan 
on the basis of the data from the planning templates was established, which enabled electronic 
following of the realization of the Financial Plan according to the quarterly data. The annual 
Financial Plan adopted by the National Bank Council, in accordance with the Law on the National 
Bank from 2002, was published in the Official Journal of the Republic of Macedonia, whereas 
with the adoption of the new Law on National Bank in December 2010, the Financial Plan is only 
submitted to the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia with informational purpose. 

Activities for introduction of an integrated electronic accounting system•	

In order to increase the security and efficiency of the accounting record keeping, project 
activities for establishing an integrated accounting system began in 2006. In 2007, due to 
the complexity of the process, an external consultant was selected for designing a Project for 
creating an integrated accounting system. 

During 2008 and 2009, in cooperation with the external consultant, intensive work was 
carried out on designing a detailed technical documentation for the Project, which included: 
specifying the functional characteristics, specifying the technological characteristics of the 
systems, description of the necessary links for integration and specification of the requirements 
for implementation and support of the system. 

In January 2010, the procedure for gathering offers for the design of software for the 
integrated accounting system began, but due to inacceptable offers in July 2010, the procedure 
was annulled. 

In January 2011, the tender for procurement of software for integrated accounting 
system was published again. The implementation of the integrated accounting system, in 
accordance with the plan, is expected to last for two years. 

Improving the assets and liabilities management process •	

In April 2005, a Committee for the National Bank Assets and Liabilities 
Management (KUAP) was formed. The Committee is authorized to monitor the financial 
position and financial performance (balance sheet and profit-and-loss statement) of the National 
Bank on regular basis and control in order to have true and fair view  of the financial position, 
proposing measures and/or making decisions for the improvement of the financial operations. 
The managers of the organizational units who create financial transactions on regular basis 
participate in the Committee, whereas the Vice Governor is the president who is in charge of 
the financial operating of the National Bank. The Committee reviews and approves the Draft 
Financial Plan, the Draft Investment Plan, the financial reports (balance sheet and profit-and-
loss statement) and the reports from the regular and extraordinary inventory process, before 
they are submitted for adoption by the National Bank Council. KUAP also reviews the quarterly 
and annual information for the realization of the Financial Plan and the Investment Plan and 
other information for informing the Council, as well as proposals for provisioning and/or writes 
off of suspicious and disputable claims, releasing of provisions and other financial accounting 

issues. 
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5.3. Improving financial reporting and increasing the transparency

In accordance with the Law on Trade Companies, the National Bank prepares an annual 
account (balance sheet, profit-and-loss statement and other reports) and submits it to the 
Central Register of the Republic of Macedonia each year. The reports from the annual account 
until 2009 were not fully in accordance with the IFRS and caused, in the case of the balance sheet, 
multiplication of several active and passive positions because of the nature of the activities 
carried out by the National Bank, for which reason they were not useful for ongoing monthly 
presentation of the balance. Starting from 2009, with the changes in the regulations and forms 
of the balance schemes for the banks and other financial institutions, the data from the reports 
in the annual accounts were harmonized with the financial reports according to the IFRS. 

From the financial 2002, the National Bank, apart from the reports from the annual 
account, in accordance with the Law on Trade Companies, also prepared an annual financial 
report according to IFRS, in accordance with the Law on the National Bank from 2002. 

Starting from the financial 2005, for ongoing and monthly following of the financial 
situation, the balance sheet and the profit-and-loss statement of the National Bank were 
prepared for the first time with classification of the balance positions characteristic 
for the central banks. A timely series with annual data from 1993 was also prepared 
in order to better follow and understand the balance and developments of the assets and 
liabilities of the National Bank. At the same time, a regular monthly reporting of the bank’s 
management began regarding the financial position on the new forms. Regular quarterly 
informing of the National Bank Council also began, in the case of which the financial reports 
about the financial position and the profit-and-loss statement were accompanies by quarterly 
information regarding more significant changes. 

Since 2005, in terms of the financial reporting, the National Bank follows the 
Framework for preparation and presentation of the financial reports of the Board 
of International Accounting Standards (IASB)470, according to which the financial reports 
should be prepared on accounting base under the assumption that the activities will continue 
in the near future and are presented in a way that would provide better understanding and 
relevance of the information contained in the financial reports, their nature, materiality and 
validity. 

The annual financial reports of the National Bank prepared in accordance with 
IFRS, are revised by an independent external auditor and are adopted by the National 
Bank Council in accordance with the Law on the National Bank. Progress has been made in 
the timely preparation of the financial reports according to IFRS and in the auditing process. 
Namely, the financial reports of the National Bank for 2004 revised by the external auditor were 
adopted at the end of June the following year, whereas for the financial 2005 and 2006, as a 
result of the improved processes, they were adopted by the end of April the following year, and 
since the financial 2007, the financial reports for the year, revised by the external auditor, were 
adopted by the end of February the following year. 

All annual Financial reports of the National Bank prepared in accordance with 
IFRS, along with the opinion of the independent auditor, since 2002 are part of the 
National Bank Annual Report, which is published in hard copy and on the National 
Bank internet site, and since 2006 they have been published as separate documents 
on the internet site. 

The financial reports, apart from being published within the National Bank Annual 
Report, in accordance with the Law on the National Bank from 2002, are regularly submitted 
to the Parliament of the Republic of Macedonia.

 
In accordance with the new Law on National Bank from December 2010, the adopted 

470 International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) with a seat in London 
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annual Financial reports, along with the Report of the independent auditor, are published: in 
the Official Journal of the Republic of Macedonia, on the internet site of the National Bank, they 
are submitted to the Minister of Finance, to the Prime Minister Government of the Republic of 
Macedonia and to the Parliament of the Republic of Macedonia. 

Since January 2011, for increasing the transparency, the National Bank started 
publishing a monthly report for the financial position (balance sheet) at the end of 
each month, within ten days after the end of the month. In accordance with the new Law, this 
balance is also submitted to the Minister of Finance. 

5.4. Financial reports

5.4.1. Audit of Financial statements

Audit of independent external auditor •	

Starting from the financial 2002, the financial statements prepared according to IFRS, 
have been verified and evaluated by an independent audit company in accordance with the 
International Auditing Standards.  

Financial statements prepared according to IFRS for 2004 were audited by the 
independent auditors Ernst & Young Skopje. Financial statements prepared according to IFRS for 
2005, 2006 and 2007 were audited by the independent auditors PricewaterhouseCoopers dooel 
Skopje, and for 2008, 2009 and 2010, by the independent auditors PricewaterhouseCoopers 
REVIZIJA DOO. 

The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2004: “In our opinion, except for the effects of such adjustments on the 
financial statements, if any, as might have been determined to be necessary had we been able 
to satisfy ourselves as to the reconciliation of balance discussed in the preceding paragraph 3, 
the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Bank 
as at 31 December, 2004, and the results of its operations and cash flows for the year then ended 
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.”471 

The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2005: “In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial position of the 
matter referred to in the preceding paragraph, the financial statements present fairly in all 
material respects the financial position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2005 and 
the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year than ended in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting Standards.”472 

The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2006: “In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true 
and fair view of the financial position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2006, and of its 
financial performance and its cash flows for the year than ended in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards.”473

471 The corrections pertain to an amount of MKD 280,820 thousand included in other liabilities, carried forward from prior 
years, for which it has not been possible to fully classify and reconcile. The report of independent auditors and the 
National Bank financial statements for 2004 are posted on the NBRM website: http://www.nbrm.mk/Publications/
Annual/2004/Annual Report 2004

472 The effect on the financial position refers to unreconciled contra accounts of MKD 171,452,000 that relate to the past 
periods and should have been fully recognized already in the periods before 1 January 2004. The report of independent 
auditors and the National Bank financial statements for 2005 are posted on the NBRM website:  http://www.nbrm.
mk/Publications/Annual/2005/Annual Report 2005

473 The report of independent auditors and the National Bank financial statements for 2006 are posted on the NBRM 
website: http://www.nbrm.mk/Publications/Annual/2006/Financial statements of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia for 2006
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The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2007: “In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true 
and fair view of the financial position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2007, and of its 
financial performance and its cash flows for the year than ended in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards.”474

The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2008: “In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true 
and fair view of the financial position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2008, and of its 
financial performance and its cash flows for the year than ended in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards.475

The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2009: “In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true 
and fair view of the financial position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2009, and of its 
financial performance and its cash flows for the year than ended in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards.476

The independent auditors presented the following opinion on the financial 
statements for 2010: “In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements give a true 
and fair view of the financial position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2010, and of its 
financial performance and its cash flows for the year than ended in accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards.477

State audit  •	

In 2004, the State Audit Office audited the National Bank financial statements for 
2004. 

The State Audit Office for the financial 2004 presented the following opinion: “In our 
opinion, the financial statements give a true and fair view, in all material respects, of the financial 
position of the National Bank as of 31 December 2004, and the result of the financial activities 
for the year than ended.”478

5.4.2. Income statement and Statement of financial position of the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, 2004-2010

The annual financial statements (income statement and statement of financial position) 
with adequate classified items for comparability are shown in tables below. 

474 The report of independent auditors and the National Bank financial statements for 2007 are posted on the NBRM 
website:  http://www.nbrm.mk/Publications/Annual/2007/Financial statements of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia for 2007

475 The report of independent auditors and the National Bank financial statements for 2008 are posted on the NBRM 
website: http://www.nbrm.mk/Publications/Annual/2008/Financial statements of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia for 2008

476 The report of independent auditors and the National Bank financial statements for 2009 are posted on the NBRM 
website: http://www.nbrm.mk/Publications/Annual/2009/Financial statements of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia for 2009

477 The report of independent auditors and the National Bank financial statements for 2010 are posted on the NBRM 
website: http://www.nbrm.mk/Publications/Annual/2010/Financial statements of the National Bank of the Republic 
of Macedonia for 2010

478 Besides the audit mentioned herein, in 2010, the State Audit Office audited the investments of the Financial Plan for 
2009, in the part that refers to operational costs and their execution, along with the audit of the reconciliation of the 
National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, as explained, in more details, in the section 3.3. 
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Statement of financial position of the National Bank 2004 - 2010•	

The total assets, that is, the total liabilities of the National Bank on 31.12.2010 were 
117,043,895 thousand denars, which is an increase of 63,237,010 thousand denars in comparison 
to the situation on 31.12.2004 (53,806,885 thousand denars), that is, in increase for 118%. 

Figure 47
Structure of the National Bank assets 2004 -2010
(in thousands of denars)

Figure 48
Structure of the liabilities of the National Bank 2004-2010
(in thousands of denars)

Foreign  assets 

The total Foreign  assets of the National Bank on 31.12.2010 were 105,496,362 thousand 
denars, which is an increase of 61,139,910 thousand denars or an increase of 137% in comparison 
to the situation on 31.12.2004 (44,356,452 thousand denars). 
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Figure 49
Foreign  assets of the National Bank 2004-2010
(in thousands of denars)

Figure 50
Structure of the Foreign assets 2004-2010
(in thousands of denars)

Receivables from Government related to  International Monetary Fund

In accordance with the IMF Articles of Agreement, which was ratified by the Parliament 
of the Republic of Macedonia, as well as in accordance with the Law on Legal continuity of the 
membership  of the Republic of Macedonia in the  IMF, the National Bank acts as a fiscal agent 
of the Republic of Macedonia, and at the same time acts as a depositor of IMF in the Republic 
of Macedonia. 

On the side of the receivables from government  for relations with IMF, receivables on 
the basis of net cumulative allocation have been recorded. These receivables from government 
on behalf and on the account of IMF in 2010 have increased as a result of using the assets from 
the newly approved allocation in 2009. 

With a decision of the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) from 14 
December 1992, the Republic of Macedonia inherited 5.4% of the obligation in accordance with 
the Law on Legal continuity of the membership of the Republic of Macedonia in the IMF after the 
net allocation of SDR from former Yugoslavia, in the amount of 8,378,694 SDR. 
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With a decision of the IMF Executive Board from 7 August 2009, the Republic of Macedonia 
received general net cumulative allocation of SDR in the amount of 51,076,245 SDR. Entering 
in to the force of the Fourth Amendment of Articles of Agreement from 10 August 2009, and on 
the basis of a decision made by the IMF Executive Board from 1997, the Republic of Macedonia 
received special net cumulative allocation of SDR in the amount of 6,161,937 SDR. In accordance 
with the Law on Regulating the Obligations of the Republic of Macedonia to IMF on the basis of 
use of assets from the general and special net cumulative allocation of SDR, approved with a 
resolution of the Board of Governors of IMF No. 64-3 and No. 52-4479, these assets were given 
for use to the Republic of Macedonia in September 2010. 

Liabilities and equity 

Monetary liabilities of the National Bank 

The monetary liabilities of the National Bank are composed of the liabilities on the basis 
of currency  in circulation, deposits of banks, reserve requirement of  banks in foreign currency, 
reserve requirement of savings houses  in MKD, CB bills and deposit requirement  of the bank 
and the savings houses. 

The liabilities of the National Bank on this basis on 31.12.2010 were 75,837,982 thousand 
denars, which is an increase of 50,196,527 thousand denars or increase of 195% in comparison 
to the situation on 31.12.2004 (25,677,455 thousand denars). 

Figure 51
Monetary liabilities of the National Bank 2004 -2010
(in thousands of denars)

Payables  to the International Monetary Fund

On the positions liabilities to IMF, the liabilities based on allocation have been recorded, 
used loans from IMF and liabilities based on membership. 

In the first half of February 2007, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia, as 
a result of the improved position of the balance of payment and the Foreign reserves of the 
Republic of Macedonia, and on the basis of previously made conversations with IMF, made 
a change (curtailing) of the deadlines for paying off the liabilities on the basis of the non-
concessional loans to the IMF. In April and May 2007, the negotiations with IMF continued for 
full early payment of the liabilities of the Republic of Macedonia on the basis of withdrawn, not 

479 Official Journal of RM No. 118/2010
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paid off loans from IMF. On 23.05.2007, the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia carried 
out full early payment of the liabilities of the Republic of Macedonia according to concessional 
and non-concessional loans from IMF with a total amount of 29.19 million SDR480 (that is, 32.8 
million EUR). According to the initial plans of paying off, the due date for the loans was 2010. 
Out of the total amount of the early paid off liabilities: 24.2 million SDR are the liabilities on the 
basis of the equity according to non-concessional loans and 5 million SDR are liabilities on the 
basis of equity according to concessional loans. 

The early payment of the debt towards IMF contributed to stronger external position of 
the Republic of Macedonia, to increasing the reputation of the Republic of Macedonia before the 
credit ratings assessment agencies and contributed to savings on the basis of interest costs. 

In 2009, the liabilities to the IMF increased as a result of the newly approved resources 
on the account of the National Bank by IMF on the basis of granted allocation (see the claims of 
the state for relations with IMF). 

According to the IMF Statute, the liabilities for the allocation of SDR matures for payment 
only in the case in the amount of the cancelled allocation of SDR, for which a decision of the 
Council of IMF governors, with 85% majority of voices is necessary, or in the case of annulment 
of the participation in the SDR Department within IMF. 

Capital 

The initial capital of the National Bank from 2004 is 1,289,789 thousand denars and has 
not been changed to 2010. 

The activities directed to the carrying out the basic functions of the central bank, such 
as the retaining of price stability, are inevitably connected to costs (interests and fees of the 
implemented monetary instruments, etc.) which reduce the financial result of the central banks, 
and can frequently generate loss. Depending on the scope of the total capital, but, above all, on 
the scope of disposable general reserves for their absorbing, these costs and risks, i.e. losses, 
can lead to the disturbance of the financial stability of the central banks. For the protection of 
the general risks in the operating, the central banks form general reserves, which are mainly 
filled in with a full or partial retaining of the profit. 

For the financial 2004, the National Bank marked a loss in the profit-and-loss statement  
in the amount of 1,570,570 thousand denars. The reason for the loss were expenditures on the 
name of write offs  and making provisions  for non-collected  and doubtful  receivables generated 
before 2004, as well as already recognized expenditures in the previous years in the financial 
reports prepared in accordance with IFRS. In the amount of 855,986 thousand denars, the loss 
was covered with the general reserves of the National Bank, which lead to their  spending, and 
the amount for the uncovered loss was at the burden of the main capital, which was reduced on 
net basis for 714,586 thousand denars. In December 2005, for covering the part of the expressed 
loss in 2004, which was at the burden of the initial capital, the National Bank received bonds from 
the government in the amount of 716,000 thousand denars. The government bonds had a due 
date until 2010, and brought annual coupon interest of 7.45%. In December 2006, the Ministry 
of Finance of the Republic of Macedonia made an early payment of the government bonds in the 
amount of 716,000 thousand denars. 

In September 2005, for improving the financial position of the National Bank after full use 
of the general reserves for covering the loss expressed in the previous year, and in accordance 
with the amendments of the Law on National Bank from July 2005, the general reserves in an 

480  Special Drawing Rights SDR
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amount of 500,000 thousand denars were renewed with resources from the Budget of the 
Republic of Macedonia. 

In the period from 2005 to 2009, 
the National Bank realized every year net 
gain from which, in accordance with the 
legal provisions, it distributed 1,280,039 
thousand denars in total for all years in its 
own general reserves, and the greatest 
part or 3,124,098 thousand denars in the 
Budget of the Republic of Macedonia. 

In 2010, the National Bank made 
a negative result for distribution in the 
amount of 762,373 denars, which was 
fully covered from the general reserves 
of the National Bank. 

The capital and the reserves of 
the National Bank on 31.12.2010 are 
16,448,038 thousand denars (of which 
14,140,558 thousand denars are special 
reserves), which in comparison to their 
situation on 31.12.2004 (4,222,635 

thousand denars) is an increase of 12,225,378 thousand denars or an increase of 289%, which 
is mostly due to the increase of the special reserves from exchange rate and price changes of 
the gold. 

Figure 53
Balance of the capital and reserves of the National Bank 2004 -2010
(in thousands of denars)

Figure 52
Development of capital and reserves of the National 
Bank 2004 - 2010
(in thousands of denars)
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Annex 1

Working materials

1.  “Dolarization and implications on the financial stability in RM”  (2004) – list of the 
reasons for high dollarization, the manner of its measurement, implications on the finan-
cial stability, draft measures for improvement of the monetary regulation instruments, 
as well as  measures for increasing the attractiveness of the domestic currency, such as 
policies for dollarization degree reduction. Internal information, unpublished, prepared 
for the purpose of perception of several aspects of the dollarization (Eurozation), as a 
phenomenon characteristic for the Macedonian economy.  

2.  Participation in the “Early warning system for financial crises in the Republic of 
Macedonia” project (2005) – selection and analysis of the indicators for signalization of 
crisis, monitoring and determining their critical level for the purpose of identification of risks 
of currency, balance of payments and banking crisis. Internal information, unpublished, 
prepared for the purpose of establishing a platform of early warning indicators. 

3.  “Currency in circulation” (2005) - analysis of the level of currency in circulation in the 
Republic of Macedonia and factors that determine their maintenance on high level. Working 
material no. 11, published on the web site of NBRM and presented on the work shop “High 
level of currency in circulation”, organized by NBRM in April 2006. 

4.  “Analysis of the energy consumption and its significance for the balance of pay-
ments and inflation” (2006) - assessment of the effects of the price growth of individual 
types of energy sources on the balance of payments and inflation in the Republic of Mace-
donia. Working material no. 12, published on the web site of NBRM and presented on the 
work-shop “Energy consumption in the Republic of Macedonia and its effect on balance of 
payments” organized by NBRM in 2006.

5.  “Analysis of the credit activity” (2006) – assessment of the nature of the fast credit 
growth in initial stage  - overheating or deepened financial intermediation; Work material 
no.14, published on the web site of NBRM. 

6.  “Analysis of the interest rate and interest rate spreads of the banking system in 
the Republic of Macedonia” (2006) - analysis of the interest rates according to the old 
and the new methodology of NBRM; analysis of trends, variability, causal and consequential 
relationship, analysis by groups of banks and interest rate margins. Working material no. 
15, published on the web site of NBRM. 

7.  “Objectives and instruments of the monetary policy: contemporary experience” 
(2006) - Working material no.16, published on the web site of NBRM.

8.  “Monetary transmission through the channel of interest rates and financial mar-
kets in Macedonia: what have we done, what have  we realized and what have 
we leaned?” (2006) - Working material published on the web site of NBRM. 

9.  “Measuring of the inflation from the monetary policy perspective” (2007) - analy-
sis of the practical aspects, the problems and the challenges in the measurement of the in-
flation and review on the inflation from the monetary policy perspective. Working material, 
published on the web site of NBRM and presented on the workshop “Problems in inflation 
measurement”, organized by NBRM in 2007.

10.  “Independence of the central banks - comparison between the South-Easterner 
European countries” (2007) - analysis and comparison of the degree of independence 
of the central banks from South-Eastern European countries based on the current legal 
framework for the central banks in individual countries. Working material no.18, published 
on the web site of NBRM.

11.  “Price and income elasticity of the export and import of the Republic of Macedo-
nia and economic growth” (2007) – empirical estimate for the export-import equations 
in the Republic of Macedonia. Working material, published on the web site of NBRM.  

12.  “Theoretical aspects and measurement of the real foreign exchange rate” (2007) 
– collection of studies referring to the theoretical and empirical concepts for calculation 
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of the equilibrated foreign exchange rate and its applicability in case of the Republic of 
Macedonia. Collection of working materials, published on the web site of NBRM.  

13.  “Analysis of the price parity, price convergence and inflation in the Republic of 
Macedonia in 2007” (2007) - analysis of the absolute and relative level of the price parity. 
Internal material, unpublished. 

14.  “Assessment of the effects from the beginning of the second stage of the capital 
flows liberalization” (2008) – review of the experiences of the countries having full 
capital liberalization and simulation of the effects of the finalization of the initial stage of 
the capital flows liberalization. Internal material, unpublished, prepared for the purpose 
of perceiving the potential effects of the further capital liberalization on the balance of 
payments of the Macedonian economy. 

15.  “Prices of the real estate in the Republic of Macedonia” (2008) - construction of real 
estate price index in the Republic of Macedonia and econometric analysis of the determi-
nants of their movement. Working material, published on the web site of NBRM. 

16.  “Food prices and inflation in the Republic of Macedonia” (2008) - analysis of the 
transmission effects of the global growth of food and energy prices on the total inflation 
in the Republic of Macedonia in mid 2007 and at the beginning of 2008. Working material, 
published on the web site of NBRM and presented on the work shop “Food prices and infla-
tion”, organized by NBRM in 2008.

17.  “Strategy of the monetary policy of NBRM: experience and options” - material 
presented at the Conference of the Bank of Albania, in Tirana, December 2007. The mate-
rial is published in the collection of the studies presented at the Conference.  

18.  “Role of the Stock Exchange in the dynamization of the growth in the Macedo-
nian economy  ” (2008) – Analytical review on the position of the Stock Exchange as one 
of the segments of the financial system, and assessment whether the stock exchange indi-
cators can be deemed an operational leading indicator for the movement of the economic 
growth in the following period. Internal material, unpublished.  

19.  “Analysis of the private transfers in the balance of payments of the Republic of 
Macedonia” (2008) - review of the macroeconomic determinants of the subcomponents 
of the private transfers, with focus on the social and economic aspects of the emigration. 
Internal material, unpublished. 

20.  “Available data of the households in the Republic of Macedonia, fundaments and 
macroeconomic influence” (2008) - analysis of the components  of the households’ 
available income, its compilation, international comparative analysis and assessment of  
income-consumption-saving relation. Internal material unpublished. 

21.  “Real exchange rate dynamics in Macedonia: old wisdoms and new insights” 
(2008) - analysis of the real foreign exchange rate and determinants of the behavioral 
concept for assessment of the real foreign exchange rate in the Republic of Macedonia. 
Study prepared with the expert assistance of Balazs Egert, published in: Open assessment 
e-journal - in special issue: “Recent developments in international money and finance”. 

22.  “Determinants of the investments” (2008) – empirical assessment of the funda-
mental factors driving the investments in Macedonia. Working material, presented on the 
workshop: “2nd South-Eastern European Economic Research Workshop”, organized by the 
Central Bank of Albania, Tirana.  

23.  “Gap between saving and investments in the Republic of Macedonia and its fi-
nancing” (2009) - presentation of the macroeconomic framework for analysis of the gap 
between the savings and the investments; national and domestic saving; of the saving 
determinants and of gap funding in context of intersector relations. Internal information, 
unpublished.

24.  “Assessment of the potential  product and production gap” (2010) – implementa-
tion of several methods for assessment of the potential product and production gap, as an 
indicator for the demand pressures on the inflation. Working material, unpublished, yet.  

25.  “Panel assessment of the determinants of the interest rates and interest rate 
spreads” (2010) – empirical assessment of the macroeconomic and financial determinant 
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interest rates and interest rate spreads in the Republic of Macedonia. Working material, 
published on the web site of NBRM.  

26.  “Changes in the monetary and fiscal policy as a result of the global crisis” (2010) 
– panel assessment of the changes in the classical monetary and fiscal reaction functions, 
during a recession period. Working material, presented on the work-shop: “4th South-East-
ern European Economic Research Workshop”, organized by the Central Bank of Albania, 
Tirana. 

27.  “Inertness of the inflation and price dynamics in Macedonia: Theory and em-
pirical analysis” (2010) - empirical determining of the degree of inflationary process 
inertness and enclosure of stylized facts for price dynamics in the Republic of  Macedonia. 
Working material in preparation, unpublished.  

28.  “Repo transactions - theoretical aspects and preconditions for their recovery 
in the Republic of Macedonia” (2010) - Working material, published on the web site of 
NBRM. 

29. “Assessment of the cyclic position of the fiscal position” (2010) – empirical analysis 
of the cyclic nature of the fiscal policy in Macedonia. Working material presented at the 
Conference: “Fiscal Policy in the Crisis and Beyond: Short-term Impacts and Long-term 
Implications” held in November 2010 by the Economic Institute in Zagreb. The material 
was subject of two review reports and it was accepted for publishing in the international 
collection of studies “Croatian Economic Survey” which will be published in April 2011.

30.  “Projection of the Macedonian GDP: Evaluation of different models of short-
term projecting ” (2010) - comparison of the for short-term projection performances of 
the Macedonian GDP on portfolio of statistical and structural econometric models, for the 
purpose of allocation of model for the most favorable projection characteristics. Working 
material, unpublished.  

31.  “Analysis of the degree of compliance of Macedonia with the Maastricht and  
Copenhagen criteria” – matrix of adequate criteria fulfillment with short information, 
which is updated on annual basis. Internal information. 

32.  “Macroeconomic movements in the regional countries ” - regular analysis of the 
macroeconomic movements in the regional countries. Internal information.  

33.  “Panel assessment of the effects of the foreign bank entry on the domestic bank-
ing system” – panel assessment of the effects of the foreign capital entry on the operations 
of the Macedonian banks. Working material in preparation, unpublished.

34.  “Assessment of the function of demand for money ” - empirical assessment of the 
fundamental factors determining the demand for money. Process underway, working ma-
terial aimed at assessment of the effect of individual fundamental factors on the demand 
for money in the Macedonian economy.  

35.  “Analysis of the sustainability of the current account deficit” - empirical assess-
ment of the sustainable level of the current account deficit, through assessment of the 
current account function, i.e. its causality from individual fundamental factors. Working 
material, unpublished yet.  

36.  “Assessment of the foreign exchange currency in circulation and the effective 
money supply” – quantification of the foreign currency in circulation and assessment of 
the total money supply in the economy. The process is underway, the objective of which is 
to assess the amount of the foreign currency in circulation and thus to give more compre-
hensive image of the total money supply in economy. 
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Annex 2

Data on the payment transactions and payment systems in the country  
Data Period Interval Accessibility

I. Statistics for the number of 
transaction accounts 

1. Total number of transaction accounts Monthly Publically available 
www.nbrm.mk

2. Number of transaction accounts by types of 
holders Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

II. Reports on the usage payment 
cards and the devices at witch 
they are used 

1. Total number of payment cards in circulation 
according to the function of the of the payment 
card 

Monthly Publically available  
www.nbrm.mk

2. Total number of trading companies that 
accept the payment cards Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

3. Names of payment cards networks in which 
the banks are included Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

4. Number and value of realized transactions 
with payment cards according to the function of 
the payment car 

Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

5. Number of facilities which accept payment 
cards according to the type of facility Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

6. Number and value of realized transactions 
with payment cards according to the type of 
facility 

Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

III. Statistics of the use of payment 
instruments 

А.	Non-cash	payment	–	Credit	transfers	

1. Number and value of realized transactions 
according to the type and form of the payment 
instrument 

Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

Б.	Non-cash	payment	–	debit	transfers	

1. Number and value of realized transactions 
according to the type of payment instrument 
and manner of its submission 

Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

В.	Cash	payment	

1. Number and value of realized transactions 
according to the type of payment instrument Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

Г.	Electronic	money	

1. Number and value of realized transactions Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

IV. Statistics of the payment 
operations in denars 

1. Number and value of realized transactions in 
the payment operations Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

2. Number of opened accounts Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

3. Number of blocked accounts Monthly Publically available
www.nbrm.mk

4. Functionality of the MIPS system (availability 
and number of working days) Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk

5. Number and value of realized transactions in 
the MIPS system Monthly Publically available

www.nbrm.mk
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Annex 3

Regular statistical reports and surveys
Monetary statistics Dynamics Availability

1. Monetary base of NBRM Daily Internal use

2. Deposits of public sector with NBRM Daily Internal use

3. Middle and average exchange rates of EUR and USD Daily Internal use

4. Balance sheet of NBRM 10-day Internal use

Мonthly	 Publically available

5. Balance sheet of banks and savings houses 10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

6. Survey of NBRM 10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

7. Survey of other  deposit money institutions (banks and 
savings houses)

10-day Internal use

 Monthly Internal use

8. Survey of deposit money institutions (NBRM, banks and 
savings houses)

10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

9. Monetary aggregates (NBRM, banks and savings houses) 10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

10. Deposits with banks and savings houses included in the 
definition of money supply

10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

11. Lending to nongovernment sector by banks and savings 
houses

10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

12. Banks lending to households, by use 10-day Internal use

Monthly Internal use

13. Interest rates of NBRM Monthly Publically available

14. Weighted Denar interest rates of banks Monthly Publically available

15. Weighted foreign exchange interest rates of banks Monthly Publically available

External statistics Dynamics Availability

1. Regular set of foreign trade (NTR) of the Republic of 
Macedonia, total, by countries and tariff numbers

 Monthly Internal use

2. Information on the realization of the foreign trade of the 
Republic of Macedonia

Monthly Internal use

3. Export and import by types of NTR and country/product Monthly Internal use

4. Currency structure of the export and import Monthly Internal use

5. Reports for exports by products and selected criteria As needed Internal use

6. Reports for imports by products and selected criteria As needed Internal use

7. Detailed data on the export of mineral fuels, iron and steal 
and products thereof

Monthly Internal use

8. Foreign exchange balance (inflow – outflow), in Euro and 
US Dollars 

Monthly Internal use

9. Balance of current transactions with abroad – inflow and 
outflow

Monthly Internal use

10. Banks participation in the payment operations with 
abroad 

As needed If required  by 
users 
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11. Standard presentation of the balance of payments with 
all sub-balances (sub-balance of goods, services, income, 
transfers, capital and financial account, foreign reserves), in 
Euro and US Dollar  

Monthly Publically available

12. Information on the movements in the balance of 
payments of the Republic of Macedonia 

Monthly Internal use

13. Trade credits, foreign assets and liabilities of the banks Monthly Internal use

14. Direct investments in the Republic of Macedonia – 
Movements (type of investment, country, activity)

Monthly Publically available

15. Preparation of data for FISIM for the needs of SSO Quarterly If required  by 
users 

16. Report on the official foreign reserves and the foreign 
exchange liquidity 

Monthly Publically available

17. Reports for the Statistics Yearbooks (IMF) Annually Publically available

18. Monthly reports on the stock of the regular foreign 
exchange accounts of non-bank institutions abroad and 
stock on recording accounts 

Monthly Publically available

19. Stock of public and publically guaranteed debt and paid 
liabilities by sectors (at nominal value)

Monthly If required  by 
users 

20. Public debt stock and paid liabilities by projects Quarterly If required  by 
users 

21. Used assets in public sector by creditors, projects and 
dates and private sector by months

 Monthly If required  by 
users 

22. Repayment plan for the Government of RM, public 
enterprises and publically guaranteed debt by credit 
applications, debtors and creditors (in original currency and 
Euro)

Monthly If required  by 
users 

23. Currency structure of the public debt Quarterly If required  by 
users 

 24. Interest rate structure of public debt Quarterly If required  by 
users 

25. Stock of the long-term and short-term credit and paid 
liabilities by sectors 9at market value)

Monthly If required  by 
users 

26. Extended credits, collected assets based on extended 
credits, due uncollected claims based on long-term and 
short-term claims, by types of credits and sectors

Monthly Internal use

27. Used credits, regular payments, overdue liabilities and 
paid overdue liabilities based on long-term and short term 
debt (by sectors and type of credit)

Monthly Internal use

28. Net transactions based on external debt and claims of 
connected entities by country and activity, in Euro and US 
Dollar 

Quarterly Internal use

29. Reports on collected principal and interest on the basis of 
Taiwan project 

Monthly Internal use

30. Stock of the external debt and claims of connected 
entities by country and activity in Euro and US Dollar 

 Quarterly and 
annually 

Publically available

31. Stock of the external debt and claims for corporate sector  Annually Publically available

32. Gross external debt, gross external claims  and net debt 
in Euro and US Dollar 

Quarterly Publically available

33. Information on gross debt and net debt Quarterly and 
annually 

Internal use

34. Indicators for the degree of indebtedness of the total 
external debt 

Annually Internal use
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35. Reports submitted to World Bank within the Debtor 
Report System (DRS)

Quarterly and 
annual set of data 

Publically available

36. Reports submitted to World Bank within GDDS, public 
and publically guaranteed external debt 

Quarterly Publically available

37. Statistical annex to the NBRM report Quarterly Publically available

38. Stock of external investments in the country (cumulative, 
countries, activities)

Annually Publically available

39. Stock of the investments abroad (cumulative, countries, 
activities)

Annually Publically available

40. Stock of claims based on short-term trade credits Quarterly Internal use

41. Stock of liabilities  based on short-term trade credits Quarterly Internal use

42.  Stock of debt securities issued by the Ministry of Finance 
owned by nonresidents 

Quarterly Publically available

43. International investment position Annually Publically available

44. Report on the International Investment Position  Annually Publically available

45. Quarterly Flow of Funds matrixes, starting from Q1 2008 Quarterly Internal use
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Annex 4

Received reports and forms for the statistical needs in NBRM
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Annex 5

Corrective measures towards banks and saving houses, by years

Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2004 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Ban on lending to legal entities and on prolonging already 
extended credits 3 1

Ban on performing financial activities specified in the founding 
and operating license, except for collection of claims and 
payment of savings deposits 

1 1

Ban on extending new credits and other forms of credit 
exposure to insider and persons connected thereto, and on 
extending the deadlines of already extended credits 

2  

Ban on extending any credit exposure to borrowers classified 
in C, D and E. 2  

Ban on capital investments in legal entities, founding parts of a 
bank or expanding the bank network 1  

Revocation of issued approvals of the members of 
management body 2  

Recapitalization action 2 1

Decrease in the share of shareholders below 10% of the bank’s 
voting shares 1  

Ban on disposal of the bank’s assets 1  

Ban on dividend payment 1  

Ban on improving risk categories of certain credit exposures 
without prior approval of the National Bank 1  

Obligation to submit a request to obtain prior approval for 
appointment of members of executive body 1  

Action forbidding the total amount of uncovered off-balance 
sheet exposures to exceed the amount of guarantee capital 1  

Ban on approving new uncovered off-balance sheet exposures 1  

Ban on lending to natural persons and legal entities, except for 
purchasing securities issued by the Republic of Macedonia  1

Cessation of performing certain financial activities after a 
certain deadline 3  

Verification of orders by authorized employees of the National 
Bank 2 1

Verification of orders by members of the Management Board 1  

Maintenance of capital adequacy ratio to a minimum of 16% 2  

Obligation to collect credits used for payment of capital in the 
reorganization process of one bank  1  

Ban on extending new credits for settling old liabilities 1  

Allocation of additional special reserve for credit risk losses, 
according to the findings from the supervision 3 1

Action forbidding the average total assets for a certain period 
to exceed the average total assets in the preceding period  1

Adoption of a plan for acceleration of the collection of claims 
classified in C, D and E 1  

Compliance with the credit exposure limit to individual entity - 
25% of the bank’s guarantee capital 4  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2004 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Compliance with the limit of 10% of the bank’s guarantee 
capital, for credit exposure to an individual shareholder 
holding voting shares of over 5% of the total number of voting 
shares

3  

Compliance with the limit of 3% of the bank’s guarantee 
capital for credit exposure to executive body, members of 
management board and other bank’s bodies and persons with 
special rights and responsibilities

2  

Development of a plan including a timetable for complying of 
the bank’s assets and capital holdings with the level of 60% of 
the guarantee capital

3  

Complying the amount of preference shares with the legally 
set limits 2  

Establishment of an Internal Audit Department 1  

Development of a system for identification, monitoring 
and reporting transactions as specified in the Anti-money 
Laundering Law

1 2

Obligation to appoint new members of the Audit Committee 1  

Obligation to appoint a new responsible person in the Internal 
Audit Department 1  

Submission of documentation related to establishment of a 
pledge and its foreclosure  1

Obligation to refund from the reserve fund used for 
establishment of a special reserve for purchasing own shares 
in the reserve fund 

1  

Obligation to make monthly calculation of a default interest 1  

Obligation  to develop a system for tracking connected clients 1  

Obligation to establish a system of updated accounting records 1 1

Obligation to submit monthly reviews of due liabilities 1  

Obligation  to submit reports from meetings of the Audit 
Committee 1  

Obligation to submit reports 1  

Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2005 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Appointing conservator 1  

Ban on performing all bank activities, except collection of 
claims 1  

Ban on extending credits and other types of credit exposures, 
which are not collateralized with first class collateral 
instruments 

2  

Ban on extending credits and other types of credit exposures 
against groups of insiders and persons affiliated thereto, until 
the reconciliation with the credit exposure limit to bank insiders 

1  

Ban on acquiring capital holdings in financial and non-financial 
institutions, increasing the current capital holdings and 
expanding the operating network, until the reconciliation with 
the capital investments limit 

1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2005 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Revocation of authorization for issuing foreign exchange cards 
in the country 1  

Increasing capital 2  

Exclusion from the payment operations and ban on payment 
from the bank’s account, except for collection of claims and 
payment of expenses based on current activities, liabilities to 
government and expenses for the procedures for prevention of 
bank’s property reduction 

1  

Ban on approving new uncovered off-balance sheet exposures, 
without prior verification by authorized person of the National 
Bank 

1  

Obligation for cessation of performing financial activities that 
require a capital amount of Euro 9 million in Denar equivalence 1  

Obligation for sale of shares a bank owns in other bank 1  

Obligation for reducing the share of a bank shareholder below 
10% of the voting shares 2  

Obligation for replacement of the management bodies’ 
members 1  

Obligation for reducing the amount of preference shares and 
the shares without voting right within the limit of 10% of the 
total shares

4  

Authorization of National Bank employee to supervise the 
implementation of the corrective actions stated against the 
bank 

2  

Verification of orders by authorized National Bank employees 1  

Obligation for submitting recapitalization plan, including a 
plan for reconciliation of the bank with the prescribed credit 
exposure and capital investment limits 

1  

Obligation for allocation of gains for covering losses from 
previous years 1  

Obligation for complying with the limit of 25% of the bank’s 
guarantee capital, for credit exposure to a single entity 1  

Obligation for complying with the limit of 10% of the bank’s 
guarantee capital, for credit exposure to a single shareholder 
owning more than 5% of the total number of voting shares

3  

Obligation for complying with the limit of 3% of the bank’s 
guarantee capital, for credit exposure to bank’s insiders 1  

Obligation for complying with the limit of 60% of the bank’s 
guarantee capital, for the property and capital investments of 
banks 

3  

Obligation for reclassification of the claims on clients according 
to findings arising from on-site examination of the operations 3  

Obligation for undertaking enhanced activities for sale of 
assumed tangible assets and fixed assets of the bank, as well 
as collection of due claims 

2  

Obligation for changing the building of the bank’s main office 
with a building that will have adequate technical equipment 
and suitable physical protection 

1  

Obligation for closing foreign exchange accounts of a bank in 
foreign banks 2  

Obligation for closing foreign exchange accounts of domestic 
banks in a bank 1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2005 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Restriction of entertainment and advertising expenses 1  

Obligation for Internal Audit Department reorganization 3  

Obligation for appointing person in charge of the information 
security 1  

Obligation for complete revision of the credit policy and credit 
procedures  1

Obligation for establishing adequate system for identification, 
measurement and monitoring of the credit risk 2  

Obligation for establishing system for recording the credits 
classified in risk categories D and E and credits the interest on 
which is not collected longer than 90 days 

1  

Obligation for establishing adequate system for identification 
of connected entities 1 1

Obligation for developing a system for identifying and 
monitoring transactions related to money laundering 2  

Obligation for establishing a updated accounting record system  1

Obligation for establishing off-balance sheet records, registering 
all suspicious and disputable claims subject to law suits  1

Obligation to strengthen the exchange rate risk monitoring 
system 1  

Obligation for establishing module in the information 
system for adequate and automatic transfer of due claims to 
appropriate bookkeeping account 

1  

Obligation for establishing module in the information system 
for adequate and automatic transfer of nonperforming loans to 
appropriate bookkeeping account 

1 1

Obligation for defining and implementation of the protection 
mechanisms for processing transactions from the payment 
system area 

1  

Obligation for procurement of alternative communication 
device or preparation of plan and scenario for conducting 
operations of a bank in conditions of terminated functioning of 
the main communication devices 

1  

Obligation for dislocation of external company from bank 
premises and establishing physical protection mechanisms for 
controlling the safety of the information system

1  

Obligation for establishing adequate data protection on remote 
location in fire-resistant safe and occasional testing of the 
successfulness of such a protection

1  

Obligation for transferring funds from foreign exchange 
accounts with foreign banks to foreign exchange accounts with 
domestic bank authorized for performing payment operations 
abroad

1  

Obligation for sale of excess foreign assets based on foreign 
exchange saving  or accounts of households, to National Bank 
or other bank authorized for performing  payment operations 
abroad

2  

Obligation for notifying foreign banks and other non-residents 
and domestic legal entities on revoked authorization for 
conducting payment operations abroad and credit guarantee 
operations 

1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2005 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Obligation for notifying domestic and foreign natural persons 
on revoked authorization for operations with foreign exchange 
accounts in foreign banks

1  

Obligation for updating shareholders book 1  

Obligation for providing adequate accounting record on 
commission operations 1  

Obligation for appropriate presentation of credits according to 
the prescribed methodology 1  

Obligation for appropriate accounting record of undertaken 
facilities 2  

Obligation for updating the documentation for the members of 
the Management Board 2  

Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2006 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Appointing conservator 1  

Increasing capital  1

Ban on performing all bank activities, other than claim 
collection  3

Ban on extending credits and other types of credit exposure to 
clients classified in C, D and E risk categories 1  

Ban on extending credits and other types of credit exposure, 
other than placements in securities, issued by the Republic of 
Macedonia and the National Bank, with maturity of up to 90 days, 
and overdrafts to the amount of one regular monthly inflow, per 
current account user

1  

Ban on extending credits and other types of credit exposure to the 
group of inside persons and persons connected thereto 1  

Ban on acquiring capital holdings in financial and non-financial 
institutions, increasing the existing capital holdings and on 
expanding the network

1  

Ban on payment of dividend from net-profit and obligation for its  
reinvestment in capital 1  

Ban on amending concluded agreement on earmarked deposits 
between a bank and a shareholder, and on making payments 
based on the agreement, without obtaining prior approval by the 
National Bank 

1  

Ban on using bank deposits as collateral for credits extended in 
favor of third parties 1  

Revocation of issued approval for appointing an executive body 1  

Verification of orders by authorized officers from the National 
Bank 2 2

Restriction on the off-balance exposure based on issued 
guarantees, backing guarantees, unused current account 
overdrafts to 30% of the guarantee capital 

1  

Restriction on approved overdraft on current accounts and credit 
cards to amount not exceeding the double amount of the regular 
monthly income of the accountholder

1  

Restriction on the total amount of foreign assets kept by a bank 
with first-class banks 1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2006 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Obligation for filing an application for obtaining prior approval 
from the National Bank for appointing an executive body 1 1

Obligation for collective signing of all domestic and international 
payments from the foreign currency accounts by the members 
of the executive body

1  

Obligation for maintaining liquid assets with maturity of up to 90 
days, in an amount exceeding 40% of the total deposits 1  

Obligation for permanent maintaining of liquid assets in an 
amount ensuring 90% liabilities coverage 1  

Obligation for regular reporting to the National Bank on the 
amount of the total liabilities and the total liquid assets for the 
preceding day

1  

Obligation for reducing the share of a shareholder below 10% of 
the voting shares 1  

Obligation for reducing the credit exposure to an individual and to 
the persons connected thereto, to 10% of the guarantee capital 1  

Obligation for reducing the credit exposure to an individual entity 
to 25% of the guarantee capital 1  

Obligation for reducing the credit exposure to an inside person to 
3% of the guarantee capital 1  

Obligation for complying with the capital investments limit of a 
bank - 60% of the bank’s guarantee capital 2  

Obligation for reclassification of claims on clients according to the 
findings of the on-site examination 3 2

Obligation for undertaking enhanced activities for sale of assumed 
tangible and fixed assets, and for collection of due claims 1  

Obligation for the President of the Management Board and the 
President of the Risk Management Committee, to take legal 
actions related to claim collection

1  

Obligation for organizing Internal Audit Department  4

Obligation for staffing of the Internal Audit Department 1  

Obligation for observing the protocol concluded with the National 
Bank 1  

Obligation for implementing a plan of measures and activities for 
overcoming the identified shortcomings 1  

Obligation for the Meeting of Shareholders to dismiss members 
of the Management Board who are net-debtors 1  

Obligation for the Management Board to adopt a detailed plan 
of activities including a monthly timetable for collection of 
nonperforming claims 

1  

Obligation for preparation of a business plan of activities 1  

Obligation for regular reporting to the National Bank on undertaken 
activities related to the imposed corrective actions 1  

Obligation for reconciliation of the number of issued checks with 
the current account overdraft limit 1  

Obligation for establishing adequate credit risk monitoring 
system 1  

Obligation for revising the method of analyzing the foreign 
exchange risk the clients are exposed to 2  

Obligation for establishing adequate accounting systems 1  

Obligation for establishing system for monitoring and identification 
of money laundering transactions 1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2006 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Obligation for establishing an adequate system for identification 
and monitoring of connected entities 2 1

Obligation for observing the supervisory standards for recording 
nonperforming credits 1  

Obligation for establishing a records system to ensure adherence 
to the supervisory standards that regulate the overdue claims 1 1

Obligation for observing the banks’ information security 
standards 1  

Obligation for adherence to the accounting standards and 
principles  2

Obligation for revising the internal credit procedures 1  

Obligation for undertaking activities for addressing the identified 
weaknesses in the internal client classification systems 1 1

Obligation for concluding loan agreements specifying the interest 
rate underlying the calculation of the interest in the repayment 
schedule

 1

Obligation for harmonizing a text of a statute with the changes in 
the shareholding structure  1

Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2007 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Revocation of founding and operating license of a bank 1  

Ban on selling assets, except for sale of claims, movables and 
assumed assets 1  

Ban on performing all or specific bank operations for a certain 
time period 1  

Ban on lending to clients classified in C, D and E 1  

Ban on extending new credit exposures and increase in credit 
exposure to members of the Management Board of the Bank 1  

Ban on selling all assets of the Bank 1  

Ban on selling facilities of the Bank’s business networks 1  

Verification of orders by NBRM authorized persons 1  

The Internal Audit Department to expand the scope of audit of 
the information security and control of risks related to financial 
services offered by the public enterprise Macedonian Post 

1  

Adherence of the bank to the limit specified by a Decision of 
the Management Board when approving credit exposures to 
individual entity 

1  

Improving software solutions for accounting records of savings 
deposits and records of the cash payment to social welfare and 
pension beneficiaries 

1  

Establishment of internal audit service as defined by the 
Banking Law 1  

Compliance with the limits of the Banking Law that refer to the 
bank’s property and capital holdings 3  

Acting upon the Decision on classification of active on-balance 
sheet and off-balance sheet items of the banks according to 
their risk level 

1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2007 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

To establish adequate archive records and to harmonize it with 
the accounting records, as specified by the Banking Law 1  

To establish adequate system for timely transfer of due and 
nonperforming claims to respective accounts 1  

To comply with the Decision on defining and the manner of 
identifying connected entities as defined by the Banking Law 
and the Decision on application of Article 35 and 36 of the Law 

1  

To undertake enhanced actions to decrease noninterest assets, 
through foreclosure, and to undertake actions to collect due 
claims  

1  

To update data on shareholders for which the on-site control 
showed that they have been registered as unidentified 
shareholders of the bank 

1  

The dominant shareholder in the bank to reduce its share in the 
total common shares of the bank below 10% 1  

The Bank is required to recapitalize to EUR 9 million 1  

To reclassify clients according to the findings of the supervision 1  

The Management Board to revise internal acts that relate to 
performing the lending function of the Bank 1  

The Bank is required to modify the Decision of the Management 
Board on selling property and claims 1  

Cancellation of calculated and collected management 
commission 1  

The Bank’s Management Board to adopt a Decision for dismissal 
of one shareholder’s representative in the Bank 1  

To improve the functioning of internal control systems by 
promoting software system for recording credit and guarantee 
operations, identification and tracking connected entities 

1  

Recommendation to develop action plan for overcoming the 
identified irregularities 1  

The bank is required, with a written warning, to reclassify 
clients and to make provisioning for claims classified in A risk 
category

1  

The bank is required, with a written warning, to establish a 
system to show the overall credit exposure to individual entity - 
natural person or legal entity 

1  

The bank is required, with a written warning, to establish a 
system for recording unused lines of credits and to include them 
in the report on risk-weighted off-balance sheet assets 

1  

The bank is required, with a written warning, to undertake 
activities in terms of publishing the effective interest rates in 
press media and billboards. 

1  

The bank is required, with a written warning, to reduce its 
share in a legal entity, i.e. to sell its stake, thus avoiding to have 
control over it

1  

Ban on approving credits and other forms of credit exposure 1  

The bank to submit weekly reviews on extended credits and 
overdrafts, and on the total credit exposure by client - natural 
person 

1  

Obligation to a shareholder to sell its shares within a given time 
period 1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2008 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Adoption of Strategic Plan by the Banks’ General Meeting of 
Shareholders 1  

Achievement and maintenance of capital adequacy rate above 
the  legal requirement 2  

Establishment of record system of unused, unconditionally 
revocable credit commitments 2  

Establishment of adequate records which will show the contents 
and the time of submitting data and information to the Money 
Laundering Prevention and Financing Terrorism Directorate 

2  

Improvement of the system for identification and monitoring of 
client connection 1  

Analysis and identification of the reasons for the growth in 
nonperforming credits with certain credit products offered to 
households and development of plan with activities and dynamics 
for overcoming the reasons for growth in the nonperforming 
credits

2  

Improvement of the credit risk monitoring system 4  

Revision of the credit policy in order to overcome the weaknesses 
determined with the targeted supervision 1  

Development of the information system in order to overcome 
the weaknesses in the credit risk management and providing 
of up-to-date and accurate reporting to the bank’s bodies and 
National bank 

1  

Change in the organizational structure in the crediting to 
households through segregation of duties among the employees 
in the front office and in the back office 

3  

Improvement of the system for identification and monitoring of 
the credit risk and compliance with the regulation on classification 
of the credit risk exposure and keeping of credit files

1 2

Improvement of the credit risk management system, through 
improvement of the credit risk management policy and corporate 
lending and establishment of procedures for analyzing client’s 
creditworthiness

1  

Improvement of the credit risk management system, through 
establishment of adequate system for quantifying and monitoring 
the credit risk exposures and provisioning in a manner and in 
amount as specified in the credit risk management methodology 

 1

Complying of the exposure to shareholder and the persons 
connected thereto with the legally prescribed limit of 10% of the 
bank’s own funds

1  

Submission of the statements to NBRM of the persons with special 
rights and responsibilities indicating the bank’s clients connected 
thereto

1  

Compliance with the Banking Law pertaining to the limitation for 
establishing control in non-financial institution 1  

Assessment of the efficiency of the credit risk and liquidity risk  
management system by the Risk Management Board 1  

Development of the liquidity risk management system 2  

Conduct of stress testing of the liquidity in various conditions 
(stress scenarios) 1  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2008 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Strengthening of the liquidity risk management policy through 
determination of liquidity risk exposure limits, exceptions related 
with the determined indicators for monitoring the liquidity position 
and responsibilities  for making decisions on appliance of such 
exceptions  

1  

Employment of at least one audit certified person in the Internal 
Audit Department 1 1

The plan of activities of the Internal Audit Department to include 
the following:

audit on the credit risk management which pertains to - 
the crediting of household, including the operations 
with credit cards
audit on the legal and reputational risk management- 
audit on the management with the strategic, legal and - 
reputational risk
audit on the efficiency of the systems for internal - 
control for money laundering prevention

1
1
2
2

 

Staffing the Internal Audit Department, so as to increase the 
scope and the quality of the audit of bank’ activities and systems 
for risk management

2  

Adoption of an internal act for the responsibilities of the Internal 
Audit Department, Management Board and other persons with 
special rights and responsibilities that perform management 
function, for undertaking measures for implementation of the 
recommendations given by the Internal Audit Department

1  

Preparing a  plan of activities for the Internal Audit Department 1 

Improvement and functional establishment of the policies and 
procedures for anti-money laundering and prevention of financing 
of terrorism 

5

Centralization of clients’ data, in order to achieve adequate 
application of the indicators on suspicious transactions 4

Adoption of an internal act on the method of operating and 
work assignments of the persons employed in the anti-money 
laundering unit and for reporting to the bank’s bodies

2

Adoption of a training plan for the responsible persons and other 
employees in the area of anti-money laundering and prevention 
of financing of terrorism

2

Establishment of  a system enabling claim transfer from the 
accounts for regular claims to the accounts for nonperforming 
claims automatically and promptly  

1 2 

Staffing of the IT Department 1  

Restriction of the user access to the central bank’s network 1  

Full application of the documented information security 
management system (ISMS) 1  

Improvement of the IT risk management 1

Development of an action plan and dynamics for improvement of 
the software solution applied by the bank, in order to decrease 
the operational risk

1  

Establishment of efficient strategic risk management system, 
through adopting a policy for strategic risk management, 
approved by the Audit Department and through establishment 
of the reporting system that will enable more realistic strategic 
planning

2  
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2008 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Establishment of efficient strategic, management and legal risk 
management system 1  

Approving and application of a legal risk management policy 1  

Establishment of efficient reputational risk management system, 
through establishing and applying procedures for prevention of 
undertaking regulations violating acts, as well as for acting on 
clients’ complaints

1  

Compliance of the operations with the provisions of the Law on 
Contractual Relations 2  

Establishment of procedure for opening an account in a bank, 
procedure for treasury operations and procedure for cash 
management operations approved by the bank’s Supervisory 
Board 

1  

Adhering to the provisions of the Banking Law pertaining to 
presence of conflict of interests 1  

Ensuring regular accounting record and financial reporting for the 
monthly calculation of the credit interest  1

Compliance with the supervisory standards concerning the 
timely analysis of the reasons that caused the prolongation of 
the maturity date

 2

Undertaking of activities for compliance of the Articles of 
Incorporation with the provisions of the Banking Law and Law on 
Trade Companies

 1

Preparing of plan of activities for overcoming the determined 
irregularities and for implementation of the recommendations 
given in the supervision report, for the purposes of improving the 
strategic, operational risk management, audit trail, improving the 
regulatory notification, calculation of interest and commissions, 
establishment of efficient interest rate and legal risk management 
systems  

 2 3

Preparing of credit policy in written form 1

Decreasing the limits of concentration envisaged in the Credit 
Risk Policy  1

Compliance of the method of calculation of the interest with the 
placements of the natural persons with the provisions form the 
credit contract 

 1

Defining credit products and criteria and procedures for crediting 
of legal entities in the adequate internal acts, including the internal 
limits of exposure depending on the collateral

 1

Preparing of an action plan for elimination of all determined 
irregularities, through compliance of the accounting policies, 
procedures and practices with the accounting regulations 
and through improvement of the risks management system, 
information system and internal control system

 1
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2009 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Establishment of adequate accounting record of liabilities arising 
from deposits

1

The explanation of requests for prolongation of the maturity date 
of credits to be based on analysis of the reasons that caused the 
prolongation of the maturity date  

1

Annulment of decision on decreasing of the equity 1

Holding the meetings of the Information Technology Surveillance 
Board at least on three months basis or more often if required

1

Review and verification by the Information Technology Surveillance 
Board of the information technology development strategies, 
significant operational plans, as well as issues concerning the 
larger purchases 

1

Monitoring of the size of the information technology risk by the 
bank’s bodies

1

Adequate distribution of the responsibilities among the employees 
of the Information Technology Division/Department 

2

Strengthening of the capacity of the Internal Audit Department 
concerning the information technology audit through continuous 
and adequate training of the employees

2

Integration and unification of the password policy at the level of 
the operative system and database

1

Development of an action plan for overcoming the determined 
irregularities and for implementation of recommendations given 
in the Examination Report 

1

Strengthening of the credit risk management system obliging 
the Internal Audit Department to assess the bank’s activities for 
enhancing the respective risk management system 

1

Strengthening of the reporting system of the respective bank’s 
bodies regarding all risks  

1

The Risk Management Board to define, and the Supervisory Board 
to approve the following: 

critical values of the liquidity indicators which would - 
represent a basis for activating the plan for liquidity 
risk management in extraordinary conditions; 
precisely determined extraordinary conditions - 
which would be a trigger of the plan for liquidity risk 
management in extraordinary conditions and 
acceptable level of concentration of the deposit base- 

1

Assessment of the liquidity risk management systems by the Risk 
Management Board  

1

Reporting to NBRM on the status of the lawsuits against a bank 1

Inclusion of the audit of the management of legal and reputational 
risk in the scope of activities of the Internal Audit Department

1

Improvement of the system for managing the risk from money 
laundering and financing of terrorism

3

Achieving the legally prescribed amount of own funds by a bank 1

Improvement of the credit risk management system 2

Improvement of the liquidity risk management system 2

Improvement of the strategy risk management system 2
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2009 No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Improvement of the operational risk management system, 
including the legal risk

1

Assessment by the Internal Audit Department of the bank’s 
acting upon the measures for strengthening of the systems for 
managing credit risk, risk from money laundering and financing 
of terrorism, liquidity risk, operational and legal risk (with respect 
to the performance of the payment operations) and the strategy 
risk 

1

Removal of the incompliance with the Payment Operations Law 1

Concluding an agreement on the manner of managing, 
intermediating and archiving the data and documentation and 
the covering of costs, including an instruction for keeping of 
payment instruments 

1

Strengthening the information security management system 1

Strengthening the interest rate risk management system 1

Strengthening of the capacity of a bank for controlling the 
compliance with the regulations through engaging additional 
human resources

1

Preparing a plan for continuous training of the employees of 
the Internal Audit Department and the Legal Center in order to 
strengthen the capacity of the employees of these organizational 
units

1

Recording the written off claims to depositors on the respective 
deposit accounts

1

Overcoming the weaknesses of the internal acts which increase 
the legal risk the bank is exposed to

1

Deleting the financial activity: “lending abroad, including factoring 
and financing commercial transactions” from the operating license 
of a bank, as a result of the failure to fulfill the legally prescribed 
amount of own funds

1

Requesting from a bank to achieve an amount of liquid assets 
which to ensure an adequate percentage of coverage of the total 
liabilities and to constantly maintain this level of coverage 

1

Requesting from a bank to submit a calculation of the total 
liabilities and the total liquid assets from the previous day, to the 
NBRM, each operating day

1

Ban for granting credits and other forms of credit exposure to 
legal entities, excluding the credit exposure collateralized with 
first class instruments

1

Requesting from a bank to inform NBRM prior to each change in 
the internal policies for credit risk management

1

Revision of the liquidity risk management policy by the Supervisory 
Board of a bank through prescribing liquidity indicator, on a 
manner defined by NBRM

1

Actions against shareholders

Withdrawal of the approval for acquiring shares in a bank, 
determining that the shares do not give a voting right to the 
shareholder and imposing their sale by the shareholder in a given 
period

1
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2010  No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

Achievement and maintenance of certain capital adequacy rate 1 1

Achievement and maintenance of an amount of own funds not 
lower than Euro 256 thousands in Denar denomination

1 

The outsourcing company to provide ISO/IEC certificate 20000 1 

Appointing new audit company to conduct the audit of the 2009 
financial reports   

1 

With internal acts to prescribe the obligations of the Management 
Board, Supervisory Board and other persons that perform 
management functions in order to undertake measures regarding 
the findings and recommendations by the Internal Audit 
Department

1 

Effective application of systems for ban on lending for the 
purposes of collecting claims

1 

Undertaking activities for compliance with the Law on Contractual 
Relations regarding the calculation of  default interest on due but 
unpaid interest

1

Improving the internal acts for credit risk management 3

Adopting a Policy for undertaking and managing the credit risk 1 

Establishing internal acts approved by the Supervisory Board 
which will define the competency of the Risk Management 
Department in the process of credit risk management

1 

The Supervisory Board to monitor the implementation of the 
policy and procedures for performing internal audit by the Internal 
Audit Department

1 

The Internal Audit Department to assess the implementation 
of the imposed measures for improvement of the credit risk 
management system 

1

Improvement of the information security management system  1 

Overcoming the weaknesses in the module for crediting in the 
software support thus enabling compliance with the analytical 
accounting record

1 

Overcoming the weaknesses in the internal controls with respect 
to the legal risk  

1 

Improvement of the management system of the risk from money 
laundering and financing terrorism

3

Improvement of the credit risk management system 3 2

Improvement of the liquidity risk management system 3 1

Improvement of the strategy risk management system 3 

Improvement of the system for legal risk management 3 

Improvement of the system for reputational risk management 2

Adequate staffing of some organizational units (services), 
according to the organizational chart 

1 

The Audit Committee to undertake activities for strengthening 
the supervision of the internal controls and for larger participation 
in the operations of the Internal Audit Department

1 
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Corrective actions to banks and savings houses 
undertaken in 2010  No. of banks No. of savings 

houses 

The Risk Management Board to assess the efficiency of the 
functioning of internal controls of risk management and to assess 
the risk management 

1 

The Risk Management Board to assess its own operations and to 
submit the assessments to the Supervisory Board

1 

The Risk Management Board to assess the risk management 
system on a regular basis

1 

The Internal Audit Department to assess the implementation of 
the measures for improvement of the credit risk management 
system

4 

The Internal Audit Department to also perform an audit of the 
legal, reputational and credit risk management

1 

The Internal Audit Department to include an audit  of the 
efficiency of the systems for internal control for prevention of 
money laundering and financing terrorism

1

Maintaining an amount of liquid assets which to ensure coverage 
of over 70% of the total assets

1

Deleting the financial activity -  lending abroad, including  factoring  
and financing commercial transactions

1

Withdrawal of issued approval for the financial activities - 
purchasing and selling, underwriting and placement of securities 
issue; trade in foreign currencies, which includes trading with 
precious metals and trade in securities

1

Ban on lending to legal entities 1  

Revocation of license  1

The bank needs to indicate all elements in the consumer credit 
contracts, as required by Articles 7 and 8 of the Law on Consumer 
Protection in Terms of Consumer Credit Contracts 

1  

The bank needs to comply the practice with the document titled 
Bank’s strategy, business policy and development plan, in terms 
of limits on approved credits 

1  

To improve the document titled Bank’s Strategy, Business Policy 
and Development Plan for the 2010 - 2014 period, which is to be 
adopted by the Bank’s Shareholder Meeting 

1  

The bank is required to improve the internal control systems 
regarding the purchase and sale of foreign payment assets on 
the foreign exchange market, from the aspect of international 
payments (payment and collection)

1  

Proper segregation of duties of the staff in the Information 
Technology Department 1  

To improve the work quality of the Internal Audit Department  1

To comply the contractual interest rates with the provisions of the 
Law on Contractual Relations  1

To define a stress-test process to determine the minimum capital 
adequacy level  1

To conclude contracts for using services of goldsmiths and gold 
estimators as outsourcers  1

To rise the IT availability level, by purchasing of technical assets 1  
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Annex 6

Composition and changes in the composition of the National Bank Council and other 
appointed high officials in the National Bank, within May 21, 2004 - May 21, 2011 
period

Petar Goshev, M.Sc., Governor and President of the National Bank, appointed by the Par-
liament of RM with the Decision on appointing Governor no.07-2195/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ 
no.33/2004, from May 21, 2004 until May 21, 2011. 

Vice Governors and executive members of the National Bank Council:
Emilija Nacevska, appointed as Vice Governor with the Decision no.07-4049/1 „Official Gazette 
of RM“ no. 52/2003 and as a member of the Council with the Decision no.07-4547/1 „Official 
Gazette of RM“ no.59/2003, from July 25, 2003 until July 25, 2010. 
Fatmir Besimi, M.Sc., appointed as Vice Governor with the Decision no.07-4049/1 „Official 
Gazette of RM“ no.52/2003 and as a member of the Council with the Decision no.07-4547/1 
„Official Gazette of RM“ no.59/2003, from July 25, 2003 until December 17.2004, when he was 
appointed as Minister of Economy.   
Fadilj Bajrami, M.Sc., appointed as Vice Governor and member of the Council with the Decision 
no. 07-3295/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.77/2005, from September 13.2005, and still holding 
this position.
Dimitar Bogov, M.Sc., appointed as Vice Governor with the Decision no. 07-346/1 „Official Ga-
zette of RM“ no.10/2007 from January 24, 2007 and as a member of the Council with the Deci-
sion no. 07-3406/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.104/2010 from July 31.2010, and still holding 
this position. 

Vice Governors:
Vanco Kargov, appointed as Vice Governor with the Decision no. 07-4049/1 „Official Gazette 
of RM“ no.52/2003, from July 25.2003 until September 26, 2006, when he was appointed  as 
Manager of the Customs Administration of the Republic of Macedonia.
Anita Angelovska Bezoska, M.Sc., appointed as Vice Governor with the Decision no. 07-3309/1 
„Official Gazette of RM“ no.101/2010, from July 26, 2010, and still holding this positions. 

Nonexecutive members of the National Bank Council: 

In 2004, there were five nonexecutive members in the National Bank Council: 
Fadilj Bajrami, M.Sc., appointed with the Decision no.07-3243/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ 
no.51/1999, from July 30.1999 until September 13.2005, when he was appointed as Vice Gov-
ernor.
Slobodan Kjosev, appointed with the Decision no.07-3243/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.51/1999, 
from July 30, 1999 until August 09, 2006.
Risto Gogovski, appointed with the Decision no.07-3243/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.51/1999, 
from July 30.1999 until August 09, 2006.
Marina Kavrakova, appointed with the Decision no.07-3243/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.51/1999 
from July 30.1999 until August 09.2006.
Ljubomir Kekenovski, appointed with the Decision no.07-1400/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ 
no.28/2000, from April 4, 2000 until April 04.2007.

In 2005, two new nonexecutive members were appointed, still holding the position:
Drage Janev, PhD., appointed with the Decision no.07-1489/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.27/2005 
from April 21, 2005, thus attaining the number of six nonexecutive members of the Council 
and  
Liman Kurtisi, M.Sc., appointed with the Decision no.07-3696/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ 
no.86/2005 from October 06, 2005, as a replacement of Fadilj Bajrami, who was appointed as 
Vice Governor. 
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In 2006, after the expiration of the term of office of three nonexecutive members, thee new 
executive members were appointed, who are still holding the position:
Verica Hadzi Vasileva Markovska, Goran Petreski, M.Sc., and Tihomir Petreski, appointed with 
the Decision no.07-1850/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.57/2006, from April 28, 2006.

In 2007, after the expiration of the term of office of one nonexecutive member, new member 
was appointed, who still holds the position:
Saso Arsov, PhD., appointed with the Decision no.07-535/1 „Official Gazette of RM“ no.17/2008, 
from January 30, 2008.
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